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JOUENAL
OF

THE EOTAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. I.

—

Contributions to a Knowledge of the Vedic Theogong

and Mythology. No. II.

—

By J. Muir, Esq.

The Asvins.

The Asvins seem to have been a puzzle even to the oldest

Indian Commentators. Yaska thus refers to them in the

Nirukta, xii. 1 :
“ Next in order are the deities whose sphere

is the heaven
;
of these the Asvins are the first to arrive.

They are called Asvins, because they pervade {vyasnuvdte)

everything, the one with moisture, the other with light.

Aurnahhava says they are called Asvins, from the horses

{asvaih, on which they ride). YVho, then, are these Asvins?
‘ Heaven and Earth,’ say some

;
‘ Day and Night,’ say others

;

‘ The Sun and Moon,’ say others
;

‘ Two kings, peirformers

of holy acts,’ say the legendary writers. Their time is sub-

sequent to midnight, whilst the manifestation of light is

delayed
;
[and ends with the rising of the sun, ibid. xii. 5].

The dark portion [of this time] denotes the intermediate (god,

= Indra), the light portion Aditya (the Sun).” ^ Professor

Both, on the strength of this passage considers that Yaska
identifies the two Asvins with Indra and the Sun (Illustrations

of Nirukta, p. 159).^

^ See the different interpretation given by Professor Goldstiicker, below.
2 R. V. i. 181, 4, is quoted by Yaska in illustration of his view :

—“Bom here
and there, these two have striven forward (?) with spotless bodies according to
their respective characters. One of you, a conqueror and a sage [is the son of]
the strong one (?) ;

the other is born onward, the son of the sky.” Comp. Roth’s
transl. in illustration of Nirukta, p. 159.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 1



2 CONTRIBUTIONS TO A KNOWLEDGE OF

In the Journal of the German Oriental Society, iv. 425,

the same author thus speaks of these gods :
“ The two As-\dns,

though, lilce the ancient interpreters of the Veda, we are by

no means agreed as to the conception of their character, hold,

nevertheless, a perfectly distinct position in the entire body

of the Yedic deities of light. They are the earliest bringers

of light in the morning sky, who in their chariot hasten

onward before the dawn, and prepare the way for her,” ^

In a passage of the R. V., x. 17, 2 (quoted in my paper on

Yama, p. 288), the Asvins are represented as the twin sons of

Vivasvat and Saranyu. They are also called the sons of the

sky {divo napdta) in R. V., i. 182, 1; i. 184, 1 f x. 61, 4;

and in i. 46, 2 sindhumatara, the offspring of the Ocean^

(whether aerial or terrestrial). In viii. 75, 1, they are said

to have sprung (?) from the word of Daksha.

In i. 180, 2, the sister of the Asvins is mentioned, by

whom the Commentator naturally understands Ushas. In

vii. 71. 1, Ushas appears to be called the Sister of Night,

whilst in i. 123, 5, she is said to be the sister of Bhaga and

Yaruna.

The Asvins are in many parts of the R. Y. connected with

Surya, the youthful daughter of the sun (called also in one

place, i. 119, 2, Urjani (?) ), who is represented as having

chosen them for her husbands (i. 119, 5 ;
iv. 43, 6 ;

vii. 69,

3; comp, x, 39, 11) ;
and as having eagerly ascended their

chariot (i. 34, 5 ;
i. 116, 17 ;

i. 117, 13 ;
i. 118, 5 ;

iv. 43,

2, 6 ;
V. 73, 5 ;

vi. 63, 5 f.
;

vii. 68, 3 ;
vii. 69, 4 ;

viii. 8,

10 ;
viii. 22, 1 ;

comp. viii. 29, 8).^

The commentator (on i. 116, 17) following the Brahmanas,

explains these allusions by saying that Savitri had destined

his daughter Surya to be the wife of Soma. But all the gods

were anxious to obtain her hand, and resolved that the victor

‘ For some speculations of Professors Miiller and Weber, on the Asvins, see

the lectures of the former, 2nd series, p. 489, f, and the Indische Studien of the

latter, vol. v., p. 234.
2 In i. 181. 4, only one of them is said to he the son of the sky.

® On this the commentator remarks that although it is the Sun and Moon that

are sprung from the sea, yet the same epithet applies equally to the Asvins who
in the opinion of some are identical with the former.

* See also A. V. vi. 82, 2.
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in a race whicli they agreed to run, should get her. She was

accordingly won by the Asvins, and ascended their chariot.

Allusion is also made to Surya in connection with the

Asvins in x. 85, 9, where, however, they no longer appear as

her husbands :
“ Soma was the wooer, the Asvins were the

two friends of the bridegroom,^ when Savitri gave to her

husband Surya consenting in her mind .... 14. When ye

came, Asvins, to the marriage procession of Surya, to make

enquiries, all the gods approved, and Pushan^ as a son chose

you for his parents.”

The daughter of the Sun is connected with the Soma plant

in ix. 1,6: “ The Daughter of the Sun purifies thy distilled

Soma,” etc.
;
and in ix. 113, 3, she is said to have brought it

after it had been expanded by the rain.

If we look on Soma as the plant of that name, the connec-

tion between it and Surya is not very clear
;
but if Soma be

taken for the moon, as he appears to be in x. 85, 3 (“ When
they crush the plant, he who drinks fancies that he has

drunk Soma
;
but no one tastes of him wliom the priests

know to be Soma,”)^ it is not unnatural, from the relation of

the two luminaries, that he should have been regarded as

son-in-law of the sun.

The Asvins are described as coming from afar, from the

sky or from the lower air (i. 22, 2 ;
iv. 44, 5 ;

viii. 5, 30 ;

viii. 8, 3, 4, 7) ;
or as arriving from different unknown

quarters, whether above or below, far or near (v. 73, 1 ;
v.

74, 10 ;
vii. 70, 3 ;

vii. 72, 5 ;
viii. 9, 2 ;

viii. 10, 1, 5 ;
viii.

26, 17 ;
viii. 62, 5). Sometimes the worshipper enquires after

their locality (i. 184, 1 ;
v. 74, 2, 3 ;

vi. 63, 1 ;
viii. 62, 4).

In one place (viii. 8, 23,) they are said to have three stations.

The time of their appearance is properly Ihe early dawn, when
they yoke their horses to their car and descend to earth to

receive the adorations and offerings of their votaries (i. 22, 1

;

’ Comp. A.V. xi. 8, 1, “ when Manyu brought his bride from the house of San-
kalpa, who were the bridegroom’s friends?” etc.

^ Weber asks (Ind. S. v. 183, 187,) whether Pushan here is not meant to desig-

nate Soma the bridegroom. In vi. 68, 4, the gods are said to have given Pushan
to Surya.

3 See the part of my former paper referring to Soma, p. 140
;
and Weber’s

Ind. Stud. V. 179.
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i. 184, 1; iv. 45, 2; vii. 67, 2;^ vii. 69, 5; vii. 71, 1-3
;

vii. 72, 4 ;
vii. 73, 1 ;

viii. 5, 1, 2 viii. 9, 17 x. 39, 12

X. 40, 1,3; X. 41, 1, 2

;

x. 61, 4).^ In i. 34, 10, Savitri is

said to put their car in motion before the dawn. In other

passages their time is not so well defined. Thus, in i. 157, 1,

it is said :
“ Agni has awoke

;
the sun rises from the earth

;

the great and bright Ushas has dawned with her light
;
the

Asvins have yoked their car to go
;
the divine Savitri has

enlivened every part of the world where both the break of

dawn and the appearance of the Asvins appear to be made

simultaneous with the rising of the sun. The same is the

case in vii. 71, 4. In v. 76, 3, the Asvins are invited to

come at difierent times of the day, and in viii. 22, 14, it is

said that they are invoked in the evening and during the day,

as well as at dawn. It need not, however, surprise us that

they should be invited to attend the different ceremonies of

the worshippers, and therefore conceived to appear at hours

distinct from the natural periods of their manifestation.

It may seem unaccountable that two deities of a character

so little defined, and so difficult to identify, as the Asvins,

should have been the object of so enthusiastic a worship as

appears from the numerous hymns dedicated to them in the

R. V. to have been paid to them in ancient times. The

reason may have been that they were hailed as the precursors

of returning day, after the darkness and dangers of the night.

In one passage (viii. 35, 16 ff.) they are represented as being,

like Agni, the chasers away of evil spirits.

The Asvins are said to he young (vii. 67, 10), ancient

(vi. 62, 5), beautiful (vi. 62, 5 ;
vi. 63, 1), honey-hued (viii.

26, 6), lords of lustre (viii. 22, 14 ;
x. 93, 6), bright (vii. 68, 1),

' vii. 67, 2, “ Ac^ni, being kindled, has shone upon us
;
even the remotest ends

of the darkness have been seen
;
the liglit preceding the dawn has been perceived,

springing up for the glory of the daughter of heaven (Ushas). 3. Now, Asvins,

tlie priest invokes you with his hymns,” etc.

^ viii. 5, 1, 2 ; “'Wlien the rosy-hued dawn, though far away, gleams as if she

were near at hand, she spreads the light in all directions. 2. Ye, Asvins, like

men, follow after Ushas in your car which is yoked by thought, and shines afar.”

3 viii. 9, 17, “ AVake, o great and divine Ushas, the Asvins,” etc.
* X. 39, 1 2,

“ The daughter of the sky (the dawn) is born when your car is

yoked
;
as are also day and night.”

* I. 61, 4, when the dark [night] stands among the tawny cows (rays of dawn),

I invoke you, Asvins, sons of the sky.”
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of a golden brilliancy and sun-like radiance (viii. 8, 2), agile

(vi. 63, 5), fleet as tbougbt (viii. 22, 16), swift as falcons (v.

78, 4), possessed of many forms (i. 117, 9), wearing lotus gar-

lands (x. 184, 2, and A. Y. iii. 22, 4, S. P. Br. iv. 1, 5, 16)

;

strong (x. 24, 4), migbty (vi. 62, 5), terrible, {rudra, v. 75,

3 ;
X. 93, 7), skilful {mdyind or maydvina, vi. 63, 5 ;

x. 24, 4),

and profound in wisdom (viii. 8. 2). They are overthrowers of

pride (viii. 22, 16) ;
and traverse a golden (v. 75, 3,) or terrible

(viii. 5, 11 ;
viii. 8, 1 ;

viii. 22, 1, 14 ;
x. 39, 11), path.^

The car, golden in aU its various parts (i. 180, 1 ;
iv. 44,

4, 5 ;
V. 77, 3 ;

viii. 5, 28, 29, 35 ;
viii. 22, 9), on which

they ride, flying as on bird’s wings (i. 183, 1), was formed

by the Bibhus (x. 39, 12), and is singular in its formation,

being three-wheeled, and triple in some other parts of its

construction (trivrt, trivandhura) ^
(i. 34, 2, 9 ;

i. 47, 2 ;
i.

118, 1, 2; i. 157, 3 ;
vii. 71, 4; viii. 74, 8; x. 41, 1 ;

comp,

iv. 36, 1).

This car moves lightly (viii. 9, 8) and is swifter than

thought (i. 117, 2 ;
i. 118, 1 ;

v. 77, 3 ;
vi. 63, 7 ;

x. 39, 12),

or than the twinkling of an eye (viii. 62, 2). It is decked

with a thousand ornaments and banners {sahasra-nirnij,

sahasra-ketu (i. 119, 1 ;
viii. 8, 11, 14, 15) and has golden

reins (viii. 22, 5). It is sometimes said to be drawn by a

single ass, as the word rdsabha^ is, in two places at least,

' Two epithets very commonly applied to them are dasra, and nusafya. The
former term is explained by Sayana to signify destroyers of enemies, or of

diseases (note on i. 3, 3), or beautiful (on viii. 75, 1). Professor Roth s.v.

understands it to signify wonder-workers. The second word n&saUja is regarded
by Sayana, following one of the etymologies given by Yaska (vi. 13) as equivalent

to satya, truthful. If this is the sense, satya itself might as well have been used.

In the later literature Dasra and Nasatya were regarded as the separate names
of the two Asvins. See Muller’s Lectures, 2nd Series, p. 491.

2 The word vandhura is variously explained by Sayana as nidabandhanadli&ra-
hhtttam (on i. 34, 9), unnatdnatarupa-bandhana-k&shtham (oni. 47, 2),veshtyiitam

sAratheh sthanam (on i. 118, 1), surathyasraya-sthanam (on i. 157, 3), sarathy-
adhishth&na-sthanam (on vii. 71, 4), and trivandhura as triphalakasanghatitena
(on viii. 74, 8). The epithet would thus mean either (1) having three perpen-
dicular pieces of wood, or (2) having a triple standing place or seat for the
charioteer. In i. 34, 2, the chariot is said to have three props fixed in it to lay
hold of {trayah skambhusak skabhitusa arabhe) which the commentator says were
meant to secure the rider against the fear of falling when the chariot was moving
rapidly. This explanation would coincide with one of the senses assigned to

vandhura. In i. 181, 3, their chariot is called srpra-vandhurah, which according
to the commentator is = vislirna pxirobhagah, “ having a wide fore-part.”

3 See the legend in the Aitareya Brahmana, p. 270-273 of Dr. Hang’s translation.
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explained by the commentator (i. 34, 9 ;
i. 116, 2 ;

viii. 74,

7) ;
but more frequently by fleet-winged, golden-winged,

falcon-like, swan-like horses, (i. 46, 3; i. 117, 2; i. 118, 4, 5;

i. 180, 1 ;
i. 181, 2; iv. 45, 4; v. 75, 5; vi. 63, 7; vii. 69, 7 ;

viii. 5, 7, 22, 33, 35 ;
viii. 10, 2 ;

x. 143, 5). They carry a

honied whip {kasd madhumati, i. 22, 3 ;
i. 157, 4),^ and

traverse the I’egions {th'o rajdmsi, vii. 68, 3).

The Asvins are fancifully represented as doing, or as being

requested to do, a variety of acts thrice over, viz., to move

thrice by night and thrice by day, to bestow food thrice at

even and at dawn, to bestow wealth thrice, come to the

worship of the gods thrice, to bestow celestial medicaments

thrice, and earthly thrice, etc. (i. 34, 1 fi“; viii. 35, 7-9).

They are elsewhere compared to different twin objects, to

two vultures on a tree, to two priests reciting hymns, to two

goats, to two beautiful women, to husband and wife, to two

ducks {ckakravdkd), to two ships, to two dogs, two eyes, two

hands, two feet, two lips, two breasts, two noses, two ears,

two swans, two falcons, two deer, two buffaloes, two wings of

one bird, etc., etc. (ii. 39, 1 ff.
;

v. 78, 1-3
;

viii. 35, 7-9
;
x.

106, 2 flf.).

They are physicians® and restore the blind, the lame, the

emaciated, and the sick, to sight, power of locomotion, health,

and strength (i. 34, 6 ;
i. 116, 16 ;

i. 157, 6 ;
viii. 9, 6, 15

;

viii. 22, 10 ;
viii. 75, 1; x, 39, 3, 5; x. 40, 8). See also A.V.

vii. 53, 1, where it is said that the Asvins are the physicians

of the gods, and warded off death.

They place the productive germ in all creatures, and gener-

ate fire, water, and trees (i. 157, 5). They are connected with

procreation and with love (x. 184, 2 ;
x. 85, 26 ;

A. V. ii.

30, 2 ;
V. 25, 3 ;

vi. 102, 1 ;
xiv. 1, 36 ;

xiv. 2, 5). See Weber’s

Ind. Stud. V. 219, 234.

The following are a few of the modes in which the divine

' See my paper on the “ Progress of Vedic Religion, etc.,” p. 363. Indra has a
golden whip, viii. 33, 11.

2 In Taitt. Br. iii. 1, 2, 11, the Asvins are called the physicians of the gods,

the bearers of oblations, the messengers of the universe, the guardians of immor-
tality; and in that afid the preceding paragraph (10) they are connected with

their own asterism {nakshatra), the Asvayuj.
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power of the Asvins is declared in different hymns to have

been manifested for the deliverance of their votaries.

AVhen the sage Chyavana had grown old, and had been

forsaken, they divested him of his decrepit body, prolonged

his life, and restored him to youth, making him acceptable to

his wife, and the husband of maidens (i. 116, ^0 ;
i. 117, 13 ;

i. 118, 6 : V. 74, 5 ;
v. 75, 5 ;

vii. 68, 6 ;
vii. 71, 5 ;

x. 39, 4).

This legend is related at length in the S. P. Br. in a pas-

sage which will be cited further on.

In the same way they renewed the youth of Kali^ after he

had grown old (x. 39, 8), and had married a wife (i. 112, 15).

They brought on a car to the youthful Vimada® a bride

(i. 112, 19 ;
i. 116, 1) named Kamadyu (x. 65, 12), who seems

to have been the chaste wife of Purumitra (i. 117, 20; x. 39, 7).

They restored Vishnapu, Kke a lost animal, to the sight of

Visvaka, son of Krishna, their worshipper, who, according to

the commentator, was his father (i. 116, 23 ;
i. 117, 7; x. 65, 12).

The names both of Visvaka and Vishnapu occur in K. V

•

viii. 75, a hymn addressed to the Asvins
;
and the commen-

tator connects the reference there made to them with the

legend before us (on which, however, the hymn itself throws

no light).

Another act recorded of the Asvins is their intervention in

favour of Bhujyu, the son of Tugra, which is obscurely de-

scribed in the following verses in R. V. i. 116, 3-5 :
“ Tugra

abandoned Bhujyu in the water-cloud, as any dead man leaves

his property. Ye, Asvins, bore him in animated {atmanva-

tlbhih) water-tight ships, which traversed the air. 4. Three

nights and three days did ye convey him in three flying cars,

with a hundred feet, and six horses, which crossed over to the

dry land beyond the liquid ocean. 5. Ye put forth your

vigour in the ocean, which ofiers no stay, or standing-place,

or support, when ye bore Bhujyu to his home, standing on a

ship propelled by a hundred oars.” P. V, i, 117, 14, 15

;

“Ye conveyed Bhujyu out of the liquid ocean with your

^ The family of the Kalis is mentioned viii. 55, 15,
2 A rishi of this name is mentioned E.V. viii. 9, 15 ;

x. 20, 10 ; x. 23, 7 ;
and

a family of Yimadas in x. 23, 6.
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headlong flying horses. 15. The son of Tugra invoiced you,

Asvins. Borne forward, he moved without distress over the

sea. Ye brought him out with your well-yoked chariot swift

as thought.” Again in i. 182, 5 If. it is said : “Ye (Asvins)

made this animated {atmanvantavi) winged boat for the son of

Tugra among the waters ... 6. Four ships, in eager haste (?)

impelled by the Asvins, convey to the shoi’e Tugra, who had

been plunged in the waters, and sunk in bottomless dark-

ness. 7. What was that log, placed in the midst of the

waves, which the suppliant son of Tugra embraced, as the

wings of a bird, for support?” In vii. 68, 7, Bhujyu is said

to have been abandoned by his malevolent companions in the

middle of the sea. The story is also alluded to in i. 112, 6,

20 ;
i. 118, 6 ;

i. 119, 4 ;
vi. 62, 6 ;

vii. 69, 7 ;
viii. 5, 22 ;

X. 39, 4; X. 40, 7 ;
x. 65, 12 ;

x. 143, 5.

Again, when Yispala’s leg had been cut oflP in battle, like

the wing of a bird, the Asvins are said, when lauded b)"^

Agastya, to have given her an iron one instead (E.. Y. i. 112,

10 ; 1, 116, 15 ;
i. 117, 11 ;

i. 118, 8 ;
x, 39,

8).i

They restored sight to Rijrasva, who had been made blind

by his father for giA'ing a hundred and one sheep to a she

wolf to eat (i. 116, 16; i. 117, 17, 18). Bijrasva is men-

tioned in i. 100, 17, as praising Indra.

They restored Paravrj (or an outcast), Avho was blind and

lame, to sight and the poAver of walking (i. 112, 8). Paravrj

is connected with Indra in ii. 13, 12, and ii. 15, 7.

The Rishi Rehha has been hidden by the malignant, bound,

overwhelmed in the waters (a well, according to the com-

mentator), for ten nights and nine days, and abandoned till

he was nearly, if not entirely, dead. The Asvins drew him

up as soma-juice is raised with a ladle, or as a pot full of gold

is dug out of the earth (i. 112, 5; i. 116, 24 ;
i. 117, 4, 12 ;

i. 118, 6 ;
i. 119, 6; x. 39, 9).

Vandana seems to have been delivered from a somewhat

similar calamity according to i. 112, 5 ;
i. 118, 6 ;

x. 39, 8.

According to i. 119, 6, 7, however, he would appear to have

been restored from decrepitude. From i. 116, 11, and i. 117,

* Compare the word vispaldvasu in R. V. i. 182, 1.
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5, it would seem as if some person or thing had been re-

stored to him.

So, too, the Asvins bestowed wisdom on their worshipper

Kakshivat, of the family of Pajra
;
and performed the notable

miracle of causing a hundred jars of wine and honied liquor

to flow forth from the hoof of their horse as from a sieve

(i. 116, 7; i. 117, 6).

When invoked by the popular sage Atri Saptavadhri, who

had been plunged by the malice and arts of evil spirits into

a gloomy and burning ahyss,^ they speedily came to his assist-

ance, mitigated the heat with cold, and supplied him with

nutriment, so that his situation became tolerable, if not agree-

able, till they eventually extricated him from his perilous

position (i. 112, 7 ;
i. 116, 8 ;

i. 117, 3 ;
i. 118, 7 ;

i. 119, 6

;

v. 78, 4—6
;

vii. 71, 5 ;
viii. 62, 3, 7-9

;
x. 39, 9). In x. 80,

3, the deliverance of Atri is ascribed to Agni.

They listened to the invocation of the wise Vadhrimati, and

gave her a son called Hiranyahasta (i. 116, 13 ;
i. 117, 24 ;

\i. 62, 7 ;
X. 39, 7).

They gave a husband to Gihosha when she was growing old

in her father’s house (i. 117, 7 ;
x. 39, 3, 6 ;

x. 40) ;
and,

according to the commentator, cured her of the leprosy with

which she had been afflicted (comp. i. 122, 5).

They caused the cow of the suppliant Sayu, which had

left oflF bearing, to yield milk (i. 116, 22 ;
i. 117, 20 ;

i. 118,

8 ;
i. 119, 6 ;

x. 39, 13).

They gave to Pedu a strong, swift, white horse, of incom-

parable Indra-like prowess, which overcame all his enemies,

and conquered for him unhoimded spoils (i. 116, 6 ;
i. 117,

9 ;
i. 118, 9 ;

i. 119, 10 ;
vii. 71, 5 ;

x. 39, 10).

Finally, to say nothing of the succours rendered to numer-

ous other persons (i. 112, 116, 117, 118, 119,) the Asvins did

not conflne their benevolence to human beings, but are also

celebrated as having rescued from the jaws of a wolf a quail

by which they were invoked (i. 116, 14 ;
i. 117, 16 ;

i. 118,

8 ;
X. 39, 13)'.

* See Eoth’s explanation of the words rbisa ani gharma, and his Hlnstrations of
Nirukta, vi. 36.
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The deliverances of Eebha, Vandana, Paravrj, Bhujyu,

Chyavana, and others are explained by Professor Benfey,

(following Dr. Kuhn and Professor Muller) in the notes to

his translations of the hymns in which they are mentioned, as

referring to certain physical phenomena with which the Asvins

are supposed by these scholars to be connected. But this alle-

gorical method of interpretation seems unlikely to be correct,

as it is difficult to suppose that the phenomena in question

should have been alluded to under such a variety of names

and circumstances. It appears therefore to be more probable

that the Bishis merely refer to certain legends which were

popularly current of interventions of the AsAuns in behalf of

the persons whose names are mentioned. The word Paravrj

(in i. 112, 8), which is taken by the commentator for a pro-

per name, and is explained by Professors Muller ^ and Benfey

as the returning, or the setting, sun, is interpreted by Pro-

fessor Roth in his Lexicon, s.v., as an outcast.

In viii. 26, 8, the Asvins are invoked along with Indra,

with whom they are also connected in x. 73, 4, and on whose

car they sometimes ride, while at other times they accom-

pany Vayu, or the Adityas, or the Ribhus, or partici^iate in

the strides of Vishnu (viii. 9. 12). In i. 182, 2, they are

said to possess strongly the qualities of Indra and of the

Maruts. In x. 131, 4, 5, they are described as assisting

Indra in his conflict with the Asura Namuchi (see my paper

“ Contributions,” etc., p. 94, note), and as vigorous slayers

of Yrttra or of enemies (viii. 8, 22). They are greeted with

affection (?) by the other gods when they arrive, x. 24, 5.

In A. Y. xii. 1, 10, they are represented as having meted

out the earth.

The Asvins are supplicated with uplifted hands (vi. 63, 3,)

for a variety of blessings, for long life, and forgiveness of

sin (i. 157, 4) ;
for offspring, wealth, victory, destmction of

enemies, protection of friends, preservation of the worshippers

themselves, of their houses and cattle (vii. 67, 6 ;
vui. 8, 13,

15, 17
;

viii. 9, 11, 13
;

viii. 26, 7). They are exhorted to

* Lectures on language, second series, p. 512.
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pass by and to destroy tbe man wbo offers no oblations, and to

create light for the mse man who praises them (i. 182, 3).

ISTo calamity or alarm from any quarter can touch the

man whose chariot they place in the van (x. 39, 11).^ The

Pdshi addresses them as a son his parents (vii. 67. 1). In

X. 39, 6, a female suppliant, who represents herself as friend-

less and destitute, calls on them to treat her as parents do

their children, and rescue her from her misfortunes. In

another place (Yiii. 62, 11) they are reproached with being

as tardy as two old men to respond to the summons of their

worshipper. In vii. 72, 2, the Eishi represents himself as

having hereditary claims on their consideration, and a com-

mon bond of union.®

The Asvins are described as being, like the other gods,

fond of the soma juice (iii. 58, 7, 9 ;
iv. 45, I, 3 ;

vui. 8, 5

;

viii. 35, 7-9).

The following version of the legend relating to the cure of

Chyavana by the Asvins (to which allusion is made in the

passages of the R. V. quoted above) is fomid in the Satapatha

Brahmana, iv. 1, 5, I ff. :

—

“ Chyavana of the race of Bhi'gu, or Chyavana of the

race of Angiras, having magically assumed a shrivelled form,

was abandoned. Saryata, the descendant of Manu, wandered

over this [world] with his tribe. He sat down in the neigh-

bourhood [of Chyavana]. His youths, while playing, fancied

this shrivelled magical body to be worthless, and pounded it

with clods, Chyavana was incensed at the sons of Saryata.

He created discord among them, so that father fought with

son, and brother with brother. Saryata bethought him,

‘ what have I done ? in consequence of which this calamity

has befallen us.’ He ordered the cowherds and shepherds

to be called, and said, ‘ which of you has seen anything here

to-day ?’ They replied, ‘ this shrivelled magical body which

lies there is a man. Fancying it was something worthless,

^ Compare the request preferred to Indra to bring forward the chariot of his

worshipper from the rear to the front (viii. 69, 4. f.)

2 The commentator explains this of a common ancestry by saying, in accordance

with later tradition, that Vivasvat and Varuna were both sons of Kasyapa and
Aditi, and that Yivasvat was the father of the Asvins, while Varuna was father of

Vasistha the Eishi of the hymn. See Sanskrit Texts, i. 75, f.
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the youths pounded it with clods.’ Saryata knew then that

it was Chyavana. He yoked his chariot, and taking his

daughter Sukanya, drove off, and arrived at the place where

the Rishi was. He said, ‘ Reverence to thee, Rishi
;
I in-

jured thee because I did not know. This is Sukanya, with

her I appease thee. Let my tribe be reconciled.’ His tribe

was in consequence reconciled
;
and Saryata of the race of

klanu strove that he might never again do injury to any one.

Now the Asvins used to wander over this world, performing

cures. They approached Sukanya and wished to seduce her

;

but she would not consent. They said to her ‘ Sukanya,

what shrivelled magical body is this by which thou liest?

follow us.’ She replied, ‘ I will not abandon, while he lives,

the man to whom my father gave me.’ The Rishi became

aware of this. He said, ‘ Sukanya, what was this that they

said to thee ?’ She told it to him. When informed, he said,

‘ If they address thee thus again, say to them, ‘ ye are neither

complete nor perfect, and yet ye speak contemptuously of my
husband ;’ and if they ask ‘ in what respect are we incomplete

and imperfect ?’ then reply, ‘ make my husband young again,

and I wiU tell you.’ Accordingly they came again to her,

and said the same thing. She answered, ‘ Ye are neither

complete nor perfect, and yet ye talk contemptuously of my
husband.’ They enquired, ‘ In what respect are we incom-

plete and imperfect ?’ She rejoined, ‘ make my husband

young again, and I will tell you.’ They replied, ‘take him

to this pond, and he shall come forth with any age which he

shall desire.’ She took him to the pond, and he came forth

with the age that he desired. The Asvins then asked,

‘Sukanya, in what respect are we incomplete and imperfect?’

To this the Rishi replied, ‘ The other gods celebrate a sacri-

fice in Kurukshetra, and exclude you two from it. That is

the respect in which ye are incomplete and imperfect.’ The

Asvins then departed and came to the gods who were cele-

brating a sacrifice, when the Bahishpavamana^ text had been

recited. They said, ‘ Invite us to join you.’ The gods replied,

‘We will not invite you, for ye have wandered about very

* See Haul’s Ait. Br. ii. p. 120, note 13.
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familiarly among men,^ performing cures.’ The Asvins re-

joined, ‘ Ye worship with a headless sacrifice.’ They asked,

‘How [do we worship] with a headless [sacrifice] ?’ The

Asvins answered, ‘Invite us to join you, and we will tell

you.’ The gods consented, and invited them. They ofiered

this Asvina draught {graha) to the Asvins, who became the

two adhvaryu priests^ of the sacrifice, and restored the head

of the sacrifice. It is related in the Brahmana of the Diva-

kirttyas, in what manner they restored the head of the

sacrifice,” etc., etc.

A story, varying in some particulars, is narrated in the

Mahabharata, Vanaparva, 10316 fi*. We are there told that

the body of Chyavana, when performing austerity in a certain

place, became encrusted with an ant-hill
;
that king Saryati

came then to the spot with his wives and his daughter

Sukanya
;
that the Bishi seeing her, became enamoured of

her and endeavoured to gain her affections, but without

eliciting from her any reply. Seeing, however, the sage’s

eyes gleaming out from the ant-hill, and not knowing what

they were, the princess pierced them with a sharp instrument,

whereupon Chyavana became incensed, and afflicted the Idng’s

army with a stoppage of urine and of the other necessary

function. When the king foimd out the cause of the in-

fliction, and supplicated the Bishi for its removal, the latter

insisted on receiving the king’s daughter to wife, as the sole

condition of his forgiveness. Sukanya accordingly lived

with the Bishi as his spouse. One day, however, she was seen

by the Asvins, who endeavoured, but without effect, to per-

suade her to desert her decrepit husband, and choose one of

them in his place. They then told her they were the phy-

sicians of the gods, and would restore her husband to youth

and beauty, when she could make her choice between him and
one of them. Chyavana and his wife consented to this

;
and

' In the Mahahliarata, Santip. v. 7589 f. it is said that^the As^-ins are the
Sudras of the gods, the Angirases being the Brahmans, the Adityas the Ksha-
triyas, and the Maruts the Vaisyas. With the objection made against the Asvins
of too great familiarity with mortals, compare the numerous instances of help
rendered to their worshippers, which have been quoted above from the E. V., and
which may have given rise to this idea.

* Comp. S. P, Br. •viii. 2, 1, 3.
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at the suggestion of the Asvins he entered with them into

the neighbouring joond
;
when the three came forth of like

celestial beauty, and each asked her to be his bride. She

however recognized and chose her own husband. Chyavana

in gratitude for his restoration to youth, then offered to

compel Indra to admit the Asvins to a participation in the

Soma ceremonial, and fulfilled his promise in the course of

a sacrifice which he performed for king Saryatl. On that

occasion Indra objected to such an honour being extended to

the Asvins, on the ground that they wandered about among
men as physicians, changing their forms at will

;
but

Chyavana refused to listen to the objection and carried

out his intention, staying the arm of Indra when he was about

to launch a thunderbolt, and creating a terrific demon who was

on the point of devouring the king of the gods, and was

only prevented by the timely submission of the latter.^

I have been favoured by Professor Goldstucker with the

following note on the Asvins :

—

The myth of the Asvins is, in my opinion, one of that class

of myths in which two distinct elements, the cosmical and

the human or historical, have gradually become blended into

one. It seems necessary, therefore, to separate these twm

elements in order to arrive at an understanding of the myth.

The historical or human element in it, I believe, is represented

by those legends which refer to the wonderful cures effected

by the Asvins, and to their performances of a kindred sort

;

the cosmical element is that relating to their luminous naCure.

The link which connects both seems to be the mysteriousness

of the nature and effects of the phenomena of light, and of

the healing art at a remote antiquity. That there might

have been some horsemen or warriors of great renown who
inspired their contemporaries with awe by their wonderful

deeds, and more especially by their medical skill, appears to

have been also the opinion of some old commentators men-

tioned by Yaska, for some “legendary writer,” he says, took

* See the similar account of Chyavana’s power in the passage from the

Anusasana parva quoted in Sanskrit Texts, i. 167 f.
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them for “ two kings, performers of holy acts and. this view

seems likewise borne out by the legend in which it is narrated

that the gods refused the Asvins admittance to a sacrifice on

the ground that they had been on too familiar terms with

men. It would appear then that these Asvins, like the

Ebhus, were originally renowned mortals, who in the course

of time were translated into the companionship of the gods
;

and it may be a matter of importance to investigate whether,

besides this a priori view, there are further grounds of a

linguistic or grammatical character, for assuming that the

hymns containing the legends relating to these human
Asvins are posterior or otherwise to those descriptive of the

cosmical gods of the same name.

The luminous character of the latter can scarcely be matter

of doubt, for the view of some commentators—recorded by

Yaska,—according to which they were identified with

“ heaven and earth,” appears not to be countenanced by any

of the passages known to us. Their very name, it would

seem, settles this point, since asva, the horse, lit.
“ the per-

vader,” is always the s5"mbol of the luminous deities, especially

of the sun. The difidculty, however, is to determine their

position amongst these deities and to harmonise with it the

other myths connected with them. I may here, however,

first observe that though Yaska records opinions which

identify the Asvins with “ day and night,” and “ sun and

moon,” the passage reKed upon by Professor Eoth to prove

that Yaska himself identified them with Indra and Aditya

(the sun), does not bear out any such conclusion. For the

passage in question, as I understand it, means :
“ their time

is after the (latter) half of the night when the (space’s) be-

coming light is resisted (by darkness)
;
for the middlemost

Aswin (between darkness and light) shares in darkness, whilst

(the other), who is of a solar nature (aditya), shares in light.”

There is this verse relating to them : “In nights,”^ etc. Nor
does Diirga, the commentator on Yaska, attribute to the latter

' Nir. xii. 1. tayoh kalah urdhvam ardharatrat prakasibhavasyanuyishtam-
bham anu (the last word is omitted in Durga MS. I. U. L., No. 206) tamobhago
hi madhyamo jyotirbhaga aditjah

;
tayor esha bhavati Vasatishu sma, etc.

°
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the view which Professor Roth ascribes to him. His words, as

I interpret them, are :
“

‘ their time is after the (latter) half of

the night when the (space’s) becoming light is resisted,’ (means)

when, after the (latter) half of the night darkness intersected

by light makes an effort against light, that is the time of the

Asvins Then the nature of the middlemost (between

them) is a share in that darkness which penetrates into light

;

and the solar one (aditya) assumes that nature which is a share

in the light penetrating into darkness. These two are the

middlemost and the uppermost : this is the teacher’s {i.e.

Yaska’s) own opinion, for in order to substantiate it he gives

as an instance the verse ‘ Vasatishu etc.

To judge, therefore, from these words, it is the opinion of

Yaska that the Asvins represent the transition from darkness

to light when the intermingling of both produces that in-

separable duality expressed by the twin nature of these deities.

And this interpretation, I hold, is the best that can be given

of the chai’acter of the cosmical Asvins. It agrees with the

epithets by which the\^ are invoked and with the relationship

in which they are placed. They are young, yet also ancient,

beautiful, bright, swift, etc.
;
and their negative character

—

the result of the alliance of light with darkness—is, I believe,

expressed by dasra, the destroyer, and also by the two nega-

tives in the compound ndmtya [na -b a-satya), though their

positive character is again redeemed by the ellipsis of

“enemies, or diseases,” to dasra, and by the sense of ndsatya,

not-untrue, i.e. truthful. They are the parents of Pushan, the

' Durga I. 0. L., No. 206; Tayoh kala urdlivam ardliaratrat prakasiblia-

vasyanu vishtambham
;

jyotislia vyatibhidyamanam urdhvam ardliaratrat tamo
yada jyotir anu visbtabhnati so ’sviiiob kiilab

;
[tatab prabhrti sandhistotram

purodayad asvinam, udite sauryani]
;

tatra yat tamo ’nuvishtam (The MS. of

Prof. Miiller, Lect. 2nd scries, p. 490, reads, ’nupravisbtam) jyotisbi tadbbago

madhyamasya rupam (the MS. of Prof. M., ibid; tadbbago madhyamah, tan

raadhyamasya rupam)
;
yaj jyotis tamasy anuvisbtam (the same, ibid, anupra-

vishtam) tadbbagam tadrupam adityah. Tav etau madbyamottamav iti svama-

tam acnaryasya, yatah samartbanayodabarati tayor esba bbavati Y’asatisbu

smeti. Professor lloth, in bis illustrations of Nir. .\ii. 1, very correctly observes

that the verse quoted by Yaska^ (vasatishu sma, etc.) docs not bear out the view

that the Asvins are Indra and Aditya
;
but the proper inference to be drawn from

this circumstance would seem to be, not that Yaska quoted a verse irrelevant to

his view, but that Prof. Eoth attributed to him a view which he had not enter-

tained, and that it may be preferable to render aditya as proposed above; “the

solar (A?vin) ” or the Asvin of a solar nature.
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8un
;
for they precede the rise of the sxm

;
they are the sons

of the sky, and again the sons of Vivasvat and Saranyu.

Vivasvat, I believe, here implies the firmament “ expanding”

to the sight through the approaching light
;
and though

Saranyu is to Professor Muller one of the deities which

are forced by him to support his dawn-theory, it seems to

me that the etjunology of the word, and the character of

the myths relating to it, rather point to the moving air, or

the dark and cool air, heated and therefore set in motion

by the approach of the rising sun. The Asvins are also the

husbands or the friends of Surya, whom I take for the re-

presentative of the weakest manifestation of the sun
;
and I

believe that Sayana is right when by the sister of the Asvins

he understands IJshas, the dawn. The mysterious phenomenon

of the intermingling of darkness—which is no longer complete

night—and of light—which is not yet dawn—seems to agree

with all these conceptions, and with the further details of a

cosmical nature, which are so fully given in the preceding

paper.

Notice of some of the Goddesses in the Vedic Hymns.

Of the goddesses mentioned in the Rig Veda some have

been noticed already in this or preceding papers, viz., Aditi,

the mother of the Adityas, and representative of the universe
;

Diti, her counterpart
;
Nishtigri, the mother, and Indrani,

the wife of Indra
;
^ Prisni, the mother of the Maruts

;
and

Surya, the daughter of the Sun, and spouse of the Asvins, or

of Soma. Various other goddesses are also celebrated in the

hymns of the Rig Veda, such as Agnayi, Varunani, Rodasi,

Raka, Sinivali, Sraddha (Faith), and the Apsarases, whose

names, however, occur but rarely
;
and Ushas, and Sarasvati,

* Indrani says in E. V. x. 86, 9 : “ This mischievous creature treats me with
disdain as if I had no husband or sons, and yet I am the wife of Indra, and the

mother of a hero,” etc.
;
and in v. 11, it is said ;

“ I have heard of Indrani as

the most fortunate of all these females, for never at any future time shall her
husband die from decay.” Indrani is mentioned in the Taitt. Br. ii. 4, 2, 7, from
which it appears that different goddesses had been competitors for the hand of
Indra, and that Indrani has been chosen because she surpassed them all in

voluptuous attractions. In the same work, ii, 8, 8, 4, Vach is said to he the wife

of Indra.

VOL. n .—[new semes]. 2
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w’itli her cognates, who receive considerably greater pro-

minence.

Sarasvati.

Sarasvati is a goddess of some, though not of very great,

importance in the Rig Yeda. As observed by Yaska (Ni-

rukta ii. 23) she is celebrated both as a river and as a deity. ‘

As an instance of the former character, he refers to R. Y. vi.

61, 2, which I shall quote further on. She was no doubt

primarily a river deity, as her name, “the watery,”® clearly

denotes, and in this capacity she is celebrated in a few sepa-

rate passages. Allusion is made in the hymns, as well as in

the Brahmanas (Ait. Br. ii. 19 ;
Haug, vol. ii. p. 112) to

sacrifices being performed on the banks of this river and of

the adjoining Drishadvati and the Sarasvati in particular

seems to have been associated with the reputation for sanc-

tity, which, according to the well-known passage in the

Institutes of Manu (ii. 17 f.) was ascribed to the whole

region, called Brahmavartta, Ijdng between these two small

streams, and situated immediately to the westward of the

Jumna. The Sarasvati thus appears to have been to the

early Indians what the Ganges (which is only twice named

in the Rig Yeda) became to their descendants.'* Already

in R.Y. i. 3, 10 (where, however, she is perhaps regarded

as the goddess of sacrifice) she is described as “the puri-

fier;” and in R.Y. x. 17, 10 (=Yaj. San. 4, 2; A. Y.

vi. 51, 2), (after Sarasvati has been mentioned, vv. 7-9), the

waters are thus celebrated :
“ May the Waters, the mothers,

cleanse us, may they (the waters) who purify with butter,

' See also Sayana on R. V. i. 3, 12 : Dvividha hi Sarasvati vigrahavad-devati

nadi-rupu cha.

Sarasvati sara ity udaJca-nAma sartes tad-vati (Nir. ix. 26). The Brahma-
vaivartta-purana, ii. 5, as referred to in Prof. Aufrecht’s Cat. p. 23, col. 2, has a
legend that the Sarasvati was changed into a river by an imprecation of the

Ganga. In the A. V. vi. 100, 1, three Sarasvatis are spoken of, but no explana-

tion is given of their difference.

3 R. V. iii. 23, 4 ;
“ I place thee, Agni, on the abode of Ija (comp. iii. 29, 4),

on the most excellent spot of the earth, on the most auspicious of days. Shine,

so as to enrich us, in a place of human resort, on the hanks of the Drishadvati,

the Apaya, the Sarasvati.”

^ It is clear from the passages quoted in Sanskrit Texts, ii. 415 ff. that the

Sarasvati continued in later times also to be regarded as a sacred river, hut this

character was shared by other Indian streams, if not by them all.
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purify us witli butter
;
for these goddesses bear away sin

;
I

come up out of them pure and cleansed.” When once the river

had acquired a divine character, it was quite natural that she

shoidd be regarded as the patroness of the ceremonies which

were celebrated on the margin of her holy waters, and that her

direction and blessing should be invoked as essential to their

proper performance and success. The connection into which

she was thus brought with sacred rites seems to have led to

the further step of imagining her to have an influence on the

composition of the hymns which formed so important a part

of the proceedings, and of identifying her with Vach, the

goddess of speech. At least, I have no other explanation to

offer of this identification.

Sarasvati is frequently invited to the sacrifices along with

several other goddesses, Ila, Bharati, Mahi, Hotra, Yarutri,

Dhishana (i. 13, 9 ;
i. 142, 9 ;

i. 188, 8 ;
hi. 4, 8 ;

v. 5, 8 ;
v. 42,

12; ix. 5, 8; x. 110, 8), who, however, were never, like her, river

nymphs, but personifications of some department of religious

worship, or sacred science. She is also frequently invoked

along with other deities (ii. 30, 8 ;
hi. 54, 13 ;

vh. 35, 11 ;

vih. 38, 10 ;
ix. 81, 4 ;

x. 65, 1, 13 ;
x. 141, 5).

In many of the passages^ where Sarasvati is celebrated, her

original character is, as I have intimated, distinctly preserved.

Thus in vi. 52, 6 ;
x. 30, 12, she is mentioned along, with

rivers, or fertilizing waters
;
and in x. 64, 9 ;

x. 75, 5, she is

specified along with the other well-known streams which are

there named. In vh. 96, 2, and vih. 21, 18, reference is

made to the kings and people living along her banks. In

vi. 61, 10, and vii. 36, 6, she is spoken of as having seven

sisters, as one of seven rivers, and as the mother of streams.

In vii. 95, 1 and 2, she is said to pour on her fertihzing

' Sayana understands i. 3, 12, of tlie river, and explains it thus :
“ The Saras-

vati by her act (of flowing) displays a copious flood.” Eoth iu his Illustrations of

the Nirukta (xi. 26) p. 1-52, translates, “A mighty stream is Sarasvati; with her

light she lightens, illuminates all pious minds.” He, however, regards the com-
mencing words as figurative, and not as referring to the river. Benfey renders ;

“ Sarasvati by her light causes the great sea to be known ; she shines through all

thoughts.” He understands the “ great sea” as the universe, or as life, which he
says is often designated in common Sanskrit also by the word sagara. Benfeys
explanation seems to me to he unsuitable, The conceptions of Sarasvati as a
river and as the directress of ceremonies may he blended in the passage.
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waters, and to surpass all other rivers, to flow pure from

the mountains to the sea, to be the swiftest of floods {apasdm

apastama (vi. 61, 13) ;
and in vi. 61, 2 and 8, to tear away

the bases of the mountains on her banks with her impetuous

and resounding current. In ii. 41, 16, she is called the best

of mothers, of rivers, and of goddesses {ambitame, naditame,

devitame).

In vii. 96, 4-6, a river god called Sarasvat is assigned as a

consort to Sarasvati, who rolls along his fertilizing waters,

and is invoked by the worshippers as the bestower of wives

and offspring, as well as of plenty and protection.

In V. 43, 11, Sarasvati is called upon to descend from the

sky, from the great mountain,^ to the sacrifice
;
and in vi.

49, 7, where she is called the daughter of the lightning

{paviravi kanyd)^ and the wife of a hero [vira-patni)^ she is

supplicated to combine with the spouses of the gods to afford

secure protection to the worshipper. In the first of these two

passages the poet may perhaps be considered as assigning a

celestial origin to the river as the offspring of thunder and rain.

In vi. 61, 11 f. she is said to fill the terrestrial regions

and the air, and to occupy three abodes {tnsadashtka), and

to have seven parts or elements {sapta-dhatuh).

When regarded as a river nymph, Sarasvati is further des-

cribed as an iron barrier or fortress, and a support (vii. 95, 1), as

bestowing wealth, fatness, and fertility (vii. 95, 2), and is

besought to listen to the prayer of her worshippers at their

sacrifices {ibid. 4), to receive their praises, to shelter and

protect them like a tree {ibid. 5), and to grant reputation to

the unrenowned (ii. 41, 16). In vi. 61, 14, the rishi prays

that he may not be removed to regions which are strange

to her.

In vi. 61, 1, she is represented as having given to Vadh-

ryasva a son Divodasa, a canceller of his debts.

Viewed as the patroness of holy rites, (though it is

^ Sayana says that MudhyamiM Vdch, or the goddess Yach, who resides in the

region intermediate between heaven and earth, is here intended.
2 See Roth s. v. and compare x. 65, 13. Prof. Muller, in Kuhn anJ Schleicher’s

Beitrage, etc., iii. 448, assigns to pdviravi the sense of “thundering.”
s Sayana says her husband is Prajapati. Would it not rather be Sarasvat?
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not always easy to separate the one from the other of

her characters), Sarasvati is described as coming to the

place of sacrifice in the same chariot with the oblations and

the forefathers (x. 17, 8), as imctuous with butter, and as

stimulating, directing, and prospering the devotions of the

worshippers (i. 3, 10, 11; ii. 3, 8 ;
vi. 61, 4). She afibrds

secure protection, conquers enemies (ii. 30, 8; vi. 49, 7), and

destroys the revilers of the gods (vi. 61, 3). She is dreadful,

moves along a golden path,^ and is a destroyer of Yrittra

(vi. 61, 7). She yields prosperity and riches of all descrip-

tion from her prolific breasts^ (i. 89, 3 ;
i. 164, 49 ;

viii.

21, 17 ;
X. 17, 8, 9 ;

ix. 67, 32), is the receptacle of all the

powers of life (vista dyunshi), and bestows offspring (ii. 41,

17). In X. 184, 2, she is associated with the deities who
assist procreation. In ii. 1, 11, Agni is identified with

her, and several other goddesses.

In E. V. X. 131, 5 (= Vaj. S. x. 34) where the Asvins

are said to have defended Indra, Sarasvati also is declared

to have waited upon him. And in Vaj. S. xix. 12, it is said,

“ The gods celebrated a healing sacrifice, the Asvins physi-

cians, and Sarasvati too a physician through speech, com-

municated vigour to Indra.” The Asvins and Sarasvati are

also connected with each other in Vaj. S, xix. 12, 15, 18, 34,

80-83, 88-90, 93-95
;
xx. 56-69, 73-76, 90. In xix. 94, it is

said that “ Sarasvati, wife of the Asvins, holds a well-formed

embryo in her womb. Varuna, king in the waters, produced

Indra for glory, by the aqueous fluid as if by a sdma verse.”

It does not appear that in the E.Y. Sarasvati is identified

with Yach. For the passages of that collection in which

the latter goddess is celebrated, I refer to Sanskrit texts, iii.

151-156
;
and to my former paper on “ The progress of the

Yedic Eeligion, etc.,” pp. 354 f. (note) and p. 377.

' Hiranyavarttinih. Sayana explains varttini as chariot, and the compound as

meaning “ having a golden chariot.” The same word occurs again, applied to a

river, in viii. 26, 18, where Sayana makes it mean “having a golden path,” i.e.

golden banks. The words rudra-varttani, “whose path is dreadful,” and ghrta-
varttani, “ whose path is unctuous,” are also applied to different deities in the

Eig Veda. Krshna-varttani, “ he whose path is marked by blackness,” is an
epithet of Agni in viii. 23, 19, and the sense of that term is fixed by the use of the

synonym Icrshnadhvan. The substantive varttani occurs in vii. 18, 16.
2 Compare Ait. Br. iv. 1, at the end, where her two breasts are said to be truth

and falsehood.
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In the later mythology, as is well known, Sarasvati was

identified with Vach, and became under different names the

spouse of Brahma, and the goddess of wisdom and eloquence,

and is invoked as a Muse. In the Mahabharata she is called

the mother of the Vedas (Santiparva v. 12920), and the

same is said of Tach in the Taittiriya Br. ii. 8, 8, 5,' where

(and in the preceding par. 4,) she is also said to be the wife

of Indra, to contain within herself aU worlds, and to have

been sought after by the rishis who composed the Vedic

hymns {rishayo mantra-kritah), as well as by the gods,

through austerity.

In the Santiparva*v. 6811, it is related that when the

Brahmarshis were performing austerities prior to the creation

of the universe, “ a voice derived from Brahma entered into

the ears of them all
;
the celestial Sarasvati was then pro-

duced from the heavens.”®

Excepting Aditi and Ushas the other goddesses mentioned

in the Rig Veda are, as I have already intimated, of very little

importance. Agntiyi, Varunani, Asvini, and Rodasi, the vdves

of Agni, Varuna, the Asvins, and Rudra respectively (Nirukta

ix. 33 f.
;
xi. 50 ;

xii. 46) are only alluded to in a few passages,

i. 22, 12 ;
ii. 32, 8 ; v. 46, 8 ;

vi. 50, 5 ;
vi. 66, 6 ;

vii. 34, 22.

No distinct functions are assigned to them, and they do not

occupy positions at all corresponding to the rank of their

husbands, with whom in fact they are never associated. The

insignificance of these goddesses forms a striking contrast to

the prominent position assumed by the spouses of Siva and

Vishnu, especially the former, in the later mythology.

Aranyani.

Aranyani (Nir. ix. 29, 30), is the goddess of forest solitude.

* In the S. P. Br. vii. 5, 2, 52, it is said, “Mind is the ocean. From mind,

the ocean, the gods, with Yach for a shovel, dug out the triple science {i.e. the

three Vedas). Wherefore this verse (sloka) has been uttered,” etc. In the

Bhishma-p. of the il. Bh. v. 3019, Achyuta (Krishna) is said to have created

Sarasvati and the Vedas from his mind. In the Vana-p. v. 13432, the Gayatri

is called the mother of the Vedas.

Compare the verse quoted by Sankara on the Brahma sutras (see Sanskrit

Texts, iii. 68), from a Smrti :
“ In the beginning a celestial voice, formed of the

Vedas, eternal, without beginning or end, was uttered by Svayambhu, from which
aU activities have proceeded.”
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She is celebrated In R. Y. x. 146, which I have translated in

a preceding paper.

RaKA, SiXivALl, AND Ouxot.

Raka, Slnivali, and Gungu (whom Sayana on ii. 32, 8,

identifies with Kuhn) are three other goddesses mentioned in

the R. Y. (the first in ii. 32, 4, 5, 8 ;
v. 42, 12 ;

the second

in ii. 32, 6 fi"; x. 184, 2 ;
and the third in ii. 32, 8). Sayana

(on ii. 32, 4) says that Raka is the full moon.^ She is, how-

ever, closely connected with parturition, as she is asked to

“ sew the work (apparently the formation of the embryo) with

an unfailing needle), and to bestow a son with abundant

wealth” (ii. 34, 4). Sinivali and Kuhu are (as we are told

by Yaska, xi. 31), wives of the gods according to the mytho-

logists {nairuktdh), and the two new moons [amdmsye) ac-

cording to the ritualists {ydjnikah), Sinivali being the earKer

and Kuhn the later. Sinivali is, however, also connected

with parturition, being called the broad-loined (or bushy-

haired), the prolific, the handsome-armed, the handsome-

fingered, supplicated for progeny (ii. 32, 6, 7), and asked to

bestow pregnancy (x. 184, 2; A. Y. v. 25, 3; vi. 11, 3).

Yaska quotes from the Taitt. Br. iii. 3, 11, a verse regarding

Kuhn, whose name does not occur in the Rig Yeda.

Sraddha.

Personifications of abstract ideas are not unknown in the

Rig Yeda, one hymn of which (x. 151) is addressed to Sraddha,

or religious faith. By her, it is said, v. 1 (=Mr. ix. 31),

the (sacrificial) fire is kindled, and by her the oblation is

offered up.” She is asked to prosper the liberal worshippers

of the gods (v.v. 2, 3), and to impart faith
;
and is said to be

an object of adoration in the morning, at noon, and at sunset

(». 5).2

1 On these goddesses see "VYeber’s Ind. Stud. v. 228 ff. and 237.
® In the Yai. Sanhita, xix. 30, it is said that faith {sraddha) is obtained by gifts

{dakshino) and truth {satija) by faith. In xix. 77 of the same work it is declared
that “ Prajapati beholding, made a distinction between the forms of truth and
falsehood {satydnrte), connecting disbelief {asraddhu) with the latter, and faith or
belief {sraddha) with the former.’' This declaration, that truth is the only
proper object of faith, has a far deeper signification than this ancient writer could
possibly have assigned to it, viz., that it is the ultimate truth, and not the so-called

orthodoxy of any proposition, which can alone entitle it to reception.
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Sraddha is also celebrated in the Taitt. Br. ii. 8, 8, 6 f., where

the above hymn of the B. V. is repeated
;
and she is there

further said to dwell among the gods, to be the universe, and

the mother of Kama. (See my paper on the “ Progress of

the Vedic Religion,” p. 377, note). In the same Taitt. Br. hi.

12, 3, 1, we are told that through Sraddha a god obtains his

divine character, that the divine Sraddha is the support of the

world, that she has Kama (or the fulfilment of desire) for her

calf, and yields immortality as her milk
;
that she is the first-

born of the religious ceremonial, and the sustainer of the

wliole world : and she, who is the supreme mistress of the

world, is besought to bestow immortality on her worshippers.

In the S. P. Br. (xii. 7, 3, 11) she is called the daughter of

Surya ;
^ an appellation which is repeated in the M. Bh.

Santiparva, v. 9449,'^ where she is styled Sraddha Vaivasvati,

as well as Suryasya duhita and Savitri.

Lakshmi and Sri.

Lakshmi is not found in the R. Y. in the sense whieh

the word bears in the later mythology, of a goddess per-

sonifying good fortune, though the word itself occurs in x.

71, 2,® in another signification. In the A. V., however,

we have the following hymn which speaks of a plurality of

Lakshmis, some good and some bad : vii. 115, 1 :
“ Fly away

hence, o unlucky (or miserable) Lakshmi (pd/>i lakshmi), perish

hence, fly away from thence : with an iron hook we fasten thee

to our enemy. 2. Savitri, do thou who art golden-handed, be-

' See wliat is said of the daughter of Surya above, in connection with the Asvins.
^ In this passage a great deal is said in praise of Sraddha. She smites the man

who smites her. The gods, it appears, had decided that the otferings of a
niggardly student of the Veda (p-otriya) and a liberal usurer were of equal value.

But Prajdpati determined that they were wrong (see the same sentiment in nearly
the same words in Manu, iv. 224 ff.), and that the liberal man’s oblation, being
purified by his faith {praddha), was to be accepted, whilst the other man’s, being
vitiated by his unbelief, was to be rejected. Unbelief, it is added, is the greatest

of sins, but faith takes away sin.

A similar sentiment is expressed in the Vana-parva, 13461 ff. : “The doubter
enjoys neither this world nor the next, nor any gratification. Those ancient sages

who possess true knowledge have said that faith [pratyaya) is a sign of final

liberation. . . . Abandoning fruitless {lit. dry) argumentations {mshka-tarkam),
adhere to the sruti and the smrti" (the Vedas and other books dependent on them).

* In the words bhadrd eshdm lakshmi nihitd adhi vdehi, “an auspicious

fortune is attached to their words.”
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stowing on us wealth, send away from us to some other quarter

the flying and inauspicious Lakshmi who mounts up on me,

as a creeper^ upon a tree. 3. A hundred Lakshmis are bom
together with the body of a mortal at his birth. Of these

we chase away hence the most unlucky. Do thou, Jatavedas,

retain for us those which are fortunate. 4. Thus I di-

vide them like the cows standing upon barren ground.

May those Lakshmis which are auspicious {punydh) rest

here. Those which are unlucky {pdpih) I destroy.” (The

expression Lakshmi occurs also in A. Y. xii. 5, 6).

In the Yaj. S. xxxi. 22, Sri and Lakshmi are said to be

the two wives (of Aditya, according to the commentator). In

the S. P. Br. xi. 4, 3, 1, Sri is described as issuing forth

from Prajapati when he was performing intense austerity.

Beholding her then standing resplendent and trembling, ^ the

gods were covetous of her and proposed to Prajapati that

they should he allowed to kdl her, and appropriate her gifts.

He replied that she was a female, and that males did not

generally kill females. They should therefore take from her

her gifts without depriving her of life. In consequence,

Agni, took from her food
;
Soma, kingly authority

;
Yamna,

imperial authority
;
Mitra, martial energy {kshattra) ;

Indra,

force
;
Brihaspati, priestly glory {brakma-varchasa

) ;
Savitri,

dominion
;
Pushan, splendour

;
Sarasvati, nourishment, and

Tvashtri, forms. Sri then complained to Prajapati that they

had taken all these things from her. He told her to demand
them back from them by sacrifice. This she accordingly did,

and succeeded.

' Vandana. This word does not occur in "Wilson’s Dictionary, but I find
there vanda in the sense of a creeping plant.

* Lelayanti. As fixing the sense of this word Prof. Aufrecht refers me to
S. P. Br. p. 136; Brhad aranyaka p. 737; Mundaka Up. pp. 274, 276; and
SyetasTatara Up. p. 332.
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Art. II .
—Miscellaneous hymns from the Rig and Atharva

Yedas} By J. Muir, Esq., D.C.L., LL.D.

The hjonns of the Rig Veda are, as is well known, almost

entirely of a religious character, designed, or at least, adapted,

for recitation at the worship of the various popular deities, or

at some of the ceremonials connected with various important

events in the domestic or public life of the ancient Indians.

Among these, however, are interspersed a few of a different

description, which, from the wide celebrity they had acquired,

were carefuUy preserved by the descendants of their authors,

or by other interested persons, and have been incorporated in

the great collection of sacred songs. Some of these produc-

tions, like the colloquy of Yama and Yaml (translated in a

former paper), the very obscure conversation between the hero

Pururavas and the Apsaras Ervasi (R. Y. x. 95),^ and the

Vrishakapi hymn (R.V. x. 86), derived their importance from

the interlocutors being personages regarded as divine, or

ranked among the ancestors of the human race. Others, like

the 72nd, the 90th, and the 129th hymns of the 10th Book

(also quoted in previous articles) were venerated from the

nature of the topics which they handled, or the depth or

gravity of the speculations which they contain. Others,

again, such as the hymns referred to by Professor Roth in

his dissertation “on the historical matter contained in the

Rig Veda,”^ would possess an interest for the descendants of

' I have again to acknowledge the valuable aid which I have received from
Professor Aufrecht in rendering some of the more difficult parts of the hymns
translated in this paper.

2 Professor Max Miiller’8 Essay on Comparative Mythology, in the Oxford
Essays for 1856, contains a translation of this myth as narrated in the Satapatha

Brahmana. The Brahmana, however, only quotes and illustrates the easiest

verses of the hymn (R. V. x. 95), making no reference to its most obscure and
difficult portions. Some of the verses not cited in the Brahmana are explained

by Professor Muller. See also Roth’s Illustrations of Nirukta, pp. 153 ff. and 230.
* Sur Litteratur and Geschichte des Weda, pp. 87.
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the contending priestly races to whose rivalries they made

allusion, and might even be valued for the purposes of im-

precation to which they could be applied.^ And those com-

positions which celebrate the liberality of different princes

to their domestic priests would naturally be handed down

with care by the successors of those favoured individuals.

In the foliovdng paper I shall adduce some other hymns, both

from the Rig and the Atharva Vedas, which are only in part

of a religious character, and possess a greater general interest

than the bulk of those with which they are associated, from

the references which they make to human character, disposi-

tions, feelings, passions, and circumstances
;
from the light

which they throw on the progress of sacerdotal pretensions,

or from some other feature of their contents. In some of these

hymns it will be seen that a considerable amount of shrewd-

ness and worldly wisdom is expressed in a sententious form.

Hymn to Aranyani, R. V. x. 146.

The first hymn which I shall adduce, addressed to the

goddess of forest solitude, is distinguished by the poetical

feeling which pervades it, and the natural manner in which

the emotions arising from the situation there described are

depicted, though some of the allusions which it contains are

ditficult to explain or comprehend. It is repeated in the

Taittiriya Brahmana, and explained by the Commentator on

that work. (See also Roth’s Illustrations of the Hirukta,

p. 132).

1. “Aranyani, Aranyani, thou who seemest to lose thyself

there, why dost thou not ask [the way to] the village ? Does

not terror seize thee (at thy solitude) ? 2. When the chich-

chika (a bird) answers to the roar of bulls when it is uttered,

flying about as if with cymbals, then [by their voices] Aran-

yani is lauded [as if by hymns]. 3. And the cows seem to

eat, and the house appears to be seen, and at evening Aranyani

seems to discharge the carts.^ 4. One man calls to his cow,

1 See Sanskrit Texts, i. 127 ff.

- Professor Aufrecht thinks this clause {sakatir iva sarjati) should he rendered,
‘ In the evening the forest moves like a cart,” with reference to the agitation of

the branches by the evening air.
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another fella a tree
;
a man lingering in the forest (in Aran-

yani) fancies that she [or some one] has screamed. 5. Aran-

yani is not [herself] murderous, if no one else (a tiger, etc.)

assails
;
but after eating of sweet fruit, a man rests there

at his pleasure. 6. I laud Aranyani, the mother of wild

beasts, the unctuous-scented, the fragrant, who yields abun-

dance of food, though she has no hinds to till her.”

The next hymn which I shall quote refers to the great

variety by which the aims and pursuits of different men
are characterized. It is distinguished by a vein of naive

observation, not unmingled with satire
;
and is curious as

revealing to us the occupations pursued by the poet’s father

and mother, though it makes no reference to the class to which

they belonged.

Eig Yeda, is. 112.

1. “We different men have all our various imaginations

and designs. The carpenter seeks something that is broken,

the doctor a patient, the priest some one who will offer liba-

tions. 0 Indu (Soma), flow forth for Indra.^ 2. With dried-

up sticks, with birds’ feathers, with metals, the artizan con-

tinually seeks after a man with plenty of gold. 0 Indu, etc.,

etc. 3. (= Nirukta, vi. 6) I am a poet, my father is a

doctor, and my mother is a grinder of corn. With our dif-

ferent views, seeking to get gain, we run after [our respec-

tive objects] as after cattle.^ 0 Indu, etc. 4. The draught

horse desires an easy-going carriage
;
merry companions a

laugh ; the female sex the male
;
and frogs a pond. O

Indu,” etc.

Eig Yeda, x. 31.

The next hymn, which may possibly be the production of

one who lays before us the sad results of his own bitter ex-

perience, describes with great vividness, graphic power, and

truth of observation the seductions and miseries of gambling,

1 This last clause, which is repeated at the end of each of the verses, and trans-

forms the hymn into an address to Soma, is perhaps a later addition to an older

song
;
as it seems to have no connection with the other parts of the verses to

which it is attached.
* The three preceding verses are translated by Roth in his Illustrations of

the Nirukta, p. 74.
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which, we see, were as acutely felt in those early ages as

they are in these later times.

1. (= Nirukta ix. 8). “ The tumbling, air-born [pro-

ducts] of the great Vibhidaka tree the dice) delight me
as they continue to roll on the dice-board. The exciting

dice enchant me like a draught of the soma-plant growing on

mount Mujavat. 2. She (the gamester’s own wife) never

wronged or despised me. She was kind to me, and to my
friends. But I for the sake of the partial dice, have spumed

my devoted spouse. 3. My mother-in-law detests me
;
my wife

rejects me. In his need [the gamester] finds no comforter.

I cannot discover what is the enjoyment of the gambler any

more than I can perceive what is the happiness of a worn-out

hack horse. 4. Others pay court to the wife of the man whose

wealth is coveted by the impetuous dice. His father, mother,

brothers, say of him, “We know nothing of him
;
take him

away bound.” 5. When I resolve not to be tormented by

them, because I am abandoned by my friends who with-

draw from me,—yet as soon as the brown dice, when they

are thrown, make a rattling sound, I hasten to their ren-

dezvous, like a woman to her paramour.^ 6. The gamester

comes to the assembly, glowing in body, and inquiring,

“ shall I win ?” The dice inflame his desire, making

over his winnings to his opponent. 7. Hooking, piercing,

deceitful, vexatious, delighting to torment, the dice dispense

transient gifts, and again ruin the winner
;
they are covered

with honey, but destroy the gambler. 8. Their troop of

fifty-three disports itself [disposing men’s destinies] like the

god Savitri whose ordinances never fail. They bow not

before the wrath even of the fiercest. The king himself

makes obeisance to them. 9. They roll downward
;
they

bound upward. Having no hands, they overcome him who
has. These celestial coals, when thrown on the diceboard,

scorch the heart, though cold themselves. 10. The destitute

wife of the gamester is distressed, and so too is the mother of

a son who goes she knows not whither. In debt and seeking

after money, the gambler approaches with trepidation the

* These words are quoted in Nirukta xii. 7.
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houses of other people at night. 11. It vexes the gamester

to see his own wife, and then to observe the wives and happy

homes of others. In the morning he yokes the brown

horses (the dice)
;
by the time when the fire goes out he has

sunk into a degraded wretch. 12. He who is the general of

your hand, the first king of your troop,—to him I stretch

forth [my] ten [fingers] toward the east [in reverence] :
^ I

spare no expense [in my offering]. That I declare with per-

fect truth. 13. Never play with dice; practice husbandry;

rejoice in thy property, esteeming it sufficient. ‘ There, o

gamester, are thy cows
;

[this is] thy wife
;

’—so the ador-

able Savitri addresses me. 14. Be friendly [o dice]
;
be

auspicious to us
;

do not bewitch us powerfully with your

enchantment. Let your hostile wrath abate. Let others be

subject to the fetters of the brown ones (the dice).”

That the passion for gambling prevailed very extensively

at the time when the h5^mns of the Big- and Atharva-vedas

were composed is clear, from various other allusions to the

practice which we find there. Thus in B. V. vii. 86, dice

are mentioned along with wine, anger, thoughtlessness, etc.,

as causes of sin. The following verses from the A. V. prove

the same point

:

A. V. vii. 50-1. “ As the lightning every day strikes

the tree irresistibly, so may I to-day irresistibly smite the

gamester with the dice. 2. May the wealth of the rich and

of the poor unresisting be collected from every side into my
hand as winnings.”

\di. 109. 1. “This reverence be paid to the brown [die],

who is ruler among the dice. With butter I worship Kali

;

may he thus be auspicious to us. 2. Bring, o Agni, butter

to the Apsarases, but dust, sand, and water to the dice.

Seeking oblations according to their several shares, the gods

delight in both offerings. 3. The Apsarases hold a festival

between the oblation and the sun. May they anoint my
hands with butter, and overwhelm the gamester who is ni}^

opponent. 4. Dispense bad luck to our adversary, but moisten

* Compare A. V. v. 28, 11, and Vajasaneyi Sanliita, xvi. 64.
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us with, butter. Strike, as Hghtning does a tree, the man

who plays against us.”

vi. 118, 1. “Whatever sins we have committed with our

hands, seeking to obtain the host of dice,—remit to us to-day

that debt, ye Apsarases IJgrampasya and Ugrajit.”

A. Y. iv. 38. 1. “ I invoke hither the skilfully-playing

Apsaras who cuts up and conquers, and gets gains in the

game of dice. 2. I invoke hither the skilfully-playing

Apsaras, who collects and scatters, and receives gains in the

game of dice. 3. May she who dances about with the dice

when she wins by gaming, grant gain to us, and obtain

superiority, through her skill. May she come to us with

abundance of riches. Let them not conquer our money.

4. I invoke hither the joyful and exulting Apsarases—those

[goddesses] who delight in dice, and bring with them grief

and anger.”

It will be seen from these verses that the Apsarases are

intimately connected with gambling. In A.V. ii. 2, 4, they

are said to be “ fond of dice,” and “ soul bewitching.”

The next two hymns which I proceed to quote are in

praise of generosity. The first of them celebrates liberahty

to the destitute in general
;
the second eulogizes the same

virtue when exhibited in giving presents to priests.

Eig Veda, x. 117.

1. “ The gods have not ordained hunger to be our destruc-

tion. Even those who are fuU-fed are overtaken by various

forms of death (lit. deaths). The prosperity of the liberal

man never decays
;
while the illiberal finds no comforter.

2. He who, himself well provided with sustenance, hardens

his heart against the poor man who approaches him, starving,

and who has long courted him, desirous of food,—such a man
meets with none to cheer him. 3. He is the bountiful man
who gives to the lean beggar who comes to him craving food.

Success attends that man in the sacrifice, and he secures for

himself a friend in the future. 4. He is no friend who
bestows nothing on his friend who waits upon him, seeking
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for sustenance. Let every one depart from such a man ;—his

house is no home,—and look out for some one else who is

liberal, even though he be a stranger. 5. Let the powerful

man be generous to the suppliant
;

let him look along

the path [of futurity]. For, oh, riches revolve like the

wheels of a chariot : they come, now to one, now to another.^

6. In vain the fool obtains food : I tell the truth
;

it becomes

his destruction (comp. v. 1). He nourishes neither his friend

nor his companion. He wbo keeps his food to himself, has

his sin to himself. 7. The ploughshare furrowing the

ground, brings men plenty. A man moving onward with

his feet, accomplishes his journey. A priest who speaks is

more acceptable than one who is silent. A kinsman who is

beneficent excels one who is stingy. 8. A one-footed being

advances faster than a two-footed. The two-footed comes

after the three-footed.^ The four-footed follows in the rear

of the two-footed, and moves on observing his steps. 9. The

two hands, though alike, do not perform an equal amount

of work. Two cows with the same mother do not yield the

same quantity of milk. Two men, though twins, have not

the same strength. And two others, though kinsmen, are

not equally liberal.”

Eig Veda, x. 107.

]. “The great [lustre] of these opulent ones has been

manifested. The whole living [world] has been liberated

from darkness. The great light given by the Fathers^ has

arrived. The broad path of Largess has been beheld. 2.

The givers of gifts abide aloft in the sky
;
the bestowers of

horses live with the Sun
;
the givers of gold attain immor-

1 It is curious to find in so ancient a composition this now trite comparison of

the changes of fortune to the revolutions of a wheel. The same idea occurs in

the Mahabharata, iii. 1.5489; “After happiness, suffering’, and after suffering,

happiness, visit a man in succession, as the spokes of a wheel [revolve round]

the nave.’’ According to Herodotus i. 207, Croesus said to Cyrus: “If thou
knowest that even thou art human, and rulest over mortals, learn first this lesson,

that in the affairs of men there is a wheel which, by its revolution, renders it

impossible for the same persons always to enjoy prosperity.’’

2 Professor Aufrecht suggests that the one-footed may mean a cripple, and the

three-footed, an old man with his staff.

3 Compare R. V. x. 68, 11. “ The Fathers have adorned the sky with stars ....

and plac^ darkness in the night, and light in the day.’’
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tality
;
the bestowers of raiment prolong their lives. 3. A

gift which is a satisfaction of the gods, an offering to the

deities, [proceeds] not from the illiberal; they bestow nothing;

and many men of extensive liberality are bountiful merely

through fear of reproach 5. The giver of gifts, invited,

advances first ; he walks in the front as leader.^ I regard

as the king of men him who first presented a gift. 5. They

call him a rishi, a priest, a reverend chanter of hymns and

reciter of verses,—he knows the three forms of the resplen-

dent (Agni),—the man who was the first to crown [his reli-

gious service] with a gift. 7. Largess bestows a cow, a horse,

silver (?) and gold. Largess bestows (?) food, which is our

life. The wise man makes largess-giving his breastplate.

8. Bountiful men neither die nor faU into calamity
;
they

suffer neither wrong nor pain. Their liberality confers on

them this whole world as well as heaven. 9. The bountiful

conquer for themselves first, a pleasant abode, a well-dressed

wife, and a draught of wine
;
they conquer those who walk

in the front (?), uninvited. 10. A fleet horse is trained for

the generous man
;

he obtains a brilliant damsel for his

portion
;
this house of his resembles a lotus-pond, beautiful,

embellished like a palace of the gods. 11. The liberal man
is borne along by rapid horses. The car of largess rolls for-

ward on easy wheels. Preserve, ye gods, the bountiful man
in battle. He overcomes his enemies in the fight.”

The next hjonn, from the Atharva Yeda, sets forth with

great liveliness and vigour the advantages accruing to

princes from the employment of a domestic priest.

Atharva Yeda, iii. 19.

1. “ May this prayer of mine be successful
;
may the

vigour and strength be complete, may the power be perfect

and undecaying, of those of whom I am the victorious priest

{purohita). 2. I fortify their kingdom, and augment their

* Compare R. V. iv. 50, 8 f, where the prosperity and honor which attend a
prince who retains and cherishes a domestic priest are described. See Professor
Wilson’s translation, and note on v. 9, in p. 214 ; and Roth’s Art. on Brahma and
the Brahmans, Journ. Germ. Or. Society, i. 77 fif. See also the hymn from the
A. V. iii. 19, next quoted in the text.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 3
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energy, valour, and force. I break the arms of their enemies

with this oblation. 3. May all those who fight against our

wise and prosperous [prince] sink downward, and be pros-

trated. With my prayer I destroy his enemies, and raise up

his friends. 4. May those of whom I am the priest he

sharper than an axe, sharper than fire, sharper than Indra’s

thunderbolt. 5. I strengthen their weapons
;
I prosper their

kingdom rich in heroes. May their power he undecaying

and victorious. May all the gods foster their designs. 6.

May their valorous deeds, o Maghavat, burst forth
;
may

the noise of the conquering heroes arise
;
may their distinct

shouts, their clear yells, go up
;
may the gods, the Maruts

with Indra as their chief, march forward with their host.

7. Go, conquer, ye warriors : may your arms be strong. Ye
with the sharp arrows, smite those whose bows are powerless

;

ye whose weapons and arms are terrible (smite) the feeble.

8. When discharged, fly forth, o arrow, sped by prayer.

Vanquish the foes, assail, slay all the choicest of them
;

let

not one escape.”

The two following hymns from the Atharva Veda declare

the guilt, the peril, and disastrous consequences of oppressing

Brahmans, and robbing them of their property. The threats

and imprecations of haughty sacerdotal insolence could

scarcely be expressed more energetically.

Atharva Veda, v. 18.

1. “ King, the gods have not given thee [this cow] to eat.

Do not, 0 Rajanya (man of royal descent), seek to devour

the Brahman’s cow, which is not to be eaten. 2. The wicked

Bajanya, unlucky in play, and self-destroyed, will eat the

Brahmin’s cow, saying, ‘ Let me live to-day, [if I can] not

[live] to-morrow.’ 3. This cow, clothed with a skin, con-

tains deadly poison, like a snake. Beware, Rajanya, she

is ill-flavoured, and must not be eaten. 4. He [who eats

her] forfeits liis strength, destroys his own splendour, con-

sumes everything like a fire which has been kindled. The

man who looks upon the Brahman as mere food to be

eaten up, drinks serpent’s poison. 5. Indra kindles a fire
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in the heart of that contemner of the gods who slays the

Brahman, esteeming him to be inoffensive, and fooHshly

covets his property. Heaven and earth abhor the man
who [so] acts. 6. A Brahman is not to be wronged, as

fire [must not be touched] by a man who cherishes his own

body. Soma is his (the Brahman’s) kinsman, and Indra

shields him from imprecations. 7. The wicked (?) man who

thinks the priests’ food is sweet while he is eating it, swallows

[the cow] bristling with a hundred sharp points, but cannot

digest her. 8. The priest’s tongue is a bow-string, his voice

is a barb, and his windpipe is arrow-points smeared with fire.

With these god-directed, and heart-subduing bows, the priest

pierces the scorners of the gods. Brahmans bearing sharp

arrows, armed with missiles, never miss their mark when

they discharge a shaft. Shooting with fervour [austerity ?]

and with anger, they pierce [the enemy] from afar. 10. The

descendants of Vitahavya who ruled over a thousand men,

and were ten hundred in number, were overcome after they

had eaten a Brahman’s cow. 11. The cow herself, when
she was slaughtered, destroyed them,—those men who cooked

the last she-goat of Kesaraprabandha. 12. Those hundred

persons whom the earth shook off, after they had wronged

the priestly race, were overwhelmed in an inconceivable

manner. 13. He lives among mortals a scorner of the gods
;

infected with poison he becomes reduced to a skeleton
;
he

who wrongs a Brahman the kinsman of the deities, fails to at-

tain to the heaven of the Forefathers. 14. Agni is called our

leader
;
Soma our kinsman. Indra neutralizes imprecations

[directed against us]
;
this the wise understand. 15. Like a

poisoned arrow, o king, like a serpent, o lord of cows,—such

is the dreadful shaft of the Brahman, with which he pierces

his despisers.”

Atharva Yeda, V. 19.

1. “The Srinjayas, descendants of Vitahavya, waxed ex-

ceedingly
;
they almost touched the sky

; hut after they had
injured Bhrigu, they were overwhelmed. 2. 'When men
pierced Brihatsaman, a Brahman descended from Angiras, a
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ram with two rows of teeth swallowed their children. 3.

Those who spit, or throw filth (?) upon a Brahman, sit eating

hair in the midst of a stream of blood. 4. So long as this

Brahman’s cow writhes (?) when being cooked, she destroys

the glory of the kingdom; no vigorous hero is born there. 5.

It is cruel to slaughter her
;
her ill- flavoured flesh is thrown

away. AVhen her milk is drunk, that is esteemed a sin

among the Forefathers. 6. Whenever a king, fancying him-

self mighty, seeks to devour a Brahman, that kingdom is

broken up, in which a Brahman suffers. Becoming eight-

footed, four-eyed, four-eared, four-jawed, two-faced, two-

tongued, she (the cow) shatters the kingdom of the oppres-

sor of Brahmans. 8. (Ruin) overflows that kingdom, as

water swamps a leaky boat : calamity smites that country in

which a priest is wronged. 9. Even trees, o Narada, repel,

and refuse their shade to, the man who claims a right to the

property of a Brahman. This [property], as king Yaruna

hath .said, has been turned into a poison by the gods. No
one who has eaten a Brahman’s cow continues to watch (i.e.

to rule) over a country. 11. Those nine nineties [of persons]

whom the earth shook off, when they had wronged the

priestly race, were overwhelmed in an inconceivable manner

(see V. 12 of the preceding hymn). 12. The gods have de-

clared that the cloth wherewith a dead man’s feet are bound

shall be thy pall, thou oppressor of priests. 13. The tears

which flow from a vanquished man as he laments,—such is

the portion of water which the gods have assigned to thee,

thou oppressor of priests. 14. The gods have allotted to

thee that portion of water wherewith men wash the dead,

and moisten their beards. 15. The rain of Mitra and

Yaruna does not descend on the oppressor of priests. For

him the battle has never a successful issue
;

nor does he

bring his friend into subjection.” The attention of the

reader is directed to the intensity of contempt and abhorrence

which is sought to be conveyed by the coarse imagery con-

tained in w. 3, and 12-14, of the last preceding hymn.

In another hymn of the Atharva Yeda, v. 17, the two fol-

lowing verses occur regarding the prerogative of Brahmans

;
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8. “And if a woman have had ten former husbands, not

Brahmans, and a Brahmana take her hand {i.e. marry her),

he is the only husband. 9. It is a Brahman only who is a

husband, and not a Bajanya, or a Vaisya. The Sun marches

on declaring that to the five tribes of men.”

The four hymns of the A. V. which follow contain incan-

tations designed to save persons suffering under dangerous dis-

eases, and on the point of death, from death, or rather perhaps

to recall their spirits after their separation from the body.

They supply various illustrations of the ideas entertained

by the Indians of the period when they were composed re-

garding the vital principle, the relations of the different

senses to the several elements, the deities by whom men’s

tenure of life was regulated, the power of incantations to

arrest the approach of doom, and other kindred particulars.

Atharva Veda, v. 30.

“ 1. From thy vicinity, from thy vicinity, from a distance,

from thy vicinity [I call] to thee : remain here
;
do not

follow, do not follow, the early Fathers. I firmly hold

hack thy breath. 2. Whatever incantations any kinsman or

stranger has uttered against thee,—with my voice I declare

thy release and deliverance from them all. 3. Whatever

hurt thou hast done, or curse thou hast spoken, in thy folly,

against woman or man, with my voice, etc. 4. If thou liest

there in consequence of any sin committed by thy mother, or

thy father,^ with my voice, etc. 5. Receive the medicine

which thy father, mother, sister and brother offer to thee.

I make thee long-lived. 6. Come (?) hither, o man, with

thy entire soul
;
do not follow the two messengers of Yama f

come to the abodes of the living. 7. Return when called,

knowing the outlet of the path, the ascent, the advance, the

* Compare a curious passage from the Taittiriya Brahmana iii. 7, 12, 3 f.

“ May Agni deliver me from any sin which my mother may have committed
when I was in her womb, or which my father may have committed. May my
parents have received no injury from me, when I, a son, in sucking, squeezed
my mother and father in my delight.” Compare also R. V. vii. 86, 5, referred

to in my paper, “ Contributions to a knowledge of Vedic Theogony,” etc.,

p. 82, line 19.

* See ray former paper on Yama, pp. 292 and 297.
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road of every living man. 8. Fear not
;
thou slialt not die ;

I make thee long-lived. I have charmed out of thy members

the consumption by which they are wasted. 9. The con-

sumption which racks and wastes thy limbs, and sickens thy

heart, has flown away to a distance like a hawk, overcome by

my word. 10. The two sages. Alert and Watchful, the

sleepless, and the vigilant, these the guardians of thy life,

are awake both day and night. 11. May this adorable Agni

rise here to thee as a sun. Rise up from deep death,
^
yea

even from black darkness.^ 12. Reverence to Yama, rever-

ence to Death, reverence to the Fathers, and to those who

guide us. I place in front of this [sick] man, for his security,

Agni who knows how to carry him across. 13. Let his

breath, let his soul, let his sight come, and then his strength;

let his body acquire sensation, and stand Arm upon its feet.

14. Provide him, Agni, with breath, and with sight; restore

him, furnished with a body, and with strength.^ Thou hast the

knowledge of immortality
;

let him not depart, or become a

dweller in a house of clay. 15. Let not thy inhaled breath

cease ;
let not thy exhaled breath vanish. Let the sun, the

lord, raise thee up from death by his rays. 16. This tongue

speaks within, bound, convulsive. By thee, I have charmed

away the consumption, and the hundred torments of the

fever. 17. This world is the dearest, unconquered by the

gods. To whatever death thou wast destined when thou wast

born—we call after thee, do not die before thou art worn out

by old age.”

Atharva Veda, vii. 53.

1. “Brihaspati, thou hast delivered us from dwelling in

the realm of Yama, from the curse. Asvins, — ye who,

0 Agni, are the two physicians of the Gods,— ye have

repelled death from us by your powers. 2. Continue asso-

ciated, ye two breaths, inspired and expired
;
forsake not his

body : may they, united, remain with thee here. Live pros-

perously a hundred autumns. Agni is thy splendid protector

' Compare the aiirvf 6\(0pos of Homer.
2 Compare the passage quoted in my paper on Yama, p. 304.
® Compare the article just referred to, p. 8.
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and lord. 3. l\Iay tliy life wliicli has been dissipated afar,

may thy breaths, come back to thee again. Agni has snatched

it from the lap of Mrriti (Destruction) : and I introduce it

again into thyself. 4. Let not his inspiration abandon him,

nor his expiration quit him and depart. I commit him to the

seven Rishis; may they carry him on in health to old age.

5 . Enter into him, ye two breaths, like two steers forcing their

way into a cow-pen. May this man flourish here, an unmo-

lested depositary of old age. 6. We invigorate thy life. I drive

away consumption from thee. May this excellent Agni sus-

tain our life on every side. Ascending from the darkness to

the uppermost heaven, we have reached, among the gods, the

god Surya, the highest luminary.”

Atharva Veda, viii. 1.

1. “Reverence to Death the Ender ! May thy inhaled

and exhaled breaths rejoice here. May this man remain

here united with his spirit in the domain of the sun, in

the world of deathlessness. 2. Bhaga and Soma with his

filaments, the divine Maruts, Indra, and Agni, have raised

him up to health. Here is thy spirit, here thy breath, here

thy life, here thy soul. We rescue thee from the bonds of

Hirriti by a divine utterance. 4. Rise up hence, o man.

Casting off the fetters of death, do not sink downward. Do
not depart from this world, from the sight of Agni and the

Sun. 5. May the Wind, Matarisvan, blow for thee
;
may the

waters shower immortality (or ambrosia) on thee
;
may the

Sun shine healingly upon thy body
;
may Death pity thee

;

do not die. 6. Thou must ascend, o man, and not descend

;

I give thee life and vital power. Mount this pleasant and

imperishable car; then, when aged, thou shalt declare a

festival.^ 7. Let not thy soul go away thither, let it not dis-

appear
; do not wander away from the living

;
do not follow

the Fathers. May all the gods preserve thee. 8. Do not

long after the departed, who conduct men afar. Ascend

from the darkness; come into the light. We lay hold of

thy hands. 9. Let not the two dogs sent by Yama,^ the

* Compare E. V. s. 85, 17. « See A. Y. v. 30, 6, above.
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black and the brindled [seize thee]. Come hither; do not

hesitate
;

do not remain here with averted mind. 10. Do
not follow this path

;
it is terrible

;
I speak of that by which

thou hast not hitherto gone. This, o man, is darkness
;
do

not enter it. Beyond, thou hast fear
; on this side, thou

hast security. 11. May the fires which are in the waters

preserve thee
;
may the fire which men kindle preserve

thee; may Jatavedas Vaisvanara (the fire which is common

to all men) preserve thee
;

let not the celestial fire to-

gether with the lightning, consume thee. 12. Let not the

flesh-devouring fire^ be hostile to thee
;
go far from that

wicked one. May the sky, the earth, the sun, and moon,

preserve thee
;
may the air protect thee from the bolt of the

gods. 13. May Wakeful and Watchful, may the sleepless

and the waking preserve thee. May the guardian and the

vigilant protect thee. 14. May they protect and guard you.

To them be reverence. 15. May Vayu, Indra, Dhatri, and

Savitri the deliverer, restore thee to converse with the living.

Let not breath and strength abandon thee
;
we call back thy

spirit. 16. Let not any violent devourer, let not darkness

find thee. May the Adityas and Vasus, with Indra and

Agni, raise thee up to health. 17. The sky, the earth,

Prajapati have rescued thee. The plants with Soma their

king, have delivered thee from death. 18. Let this man
remain here, o gods

;
let him not depart hence to the other

world. We rescue him from death with a charm of bound-

less efficacy {sahasra-viryyena). 19. I have delivered thee

from death
;
may the vigorous breathe upon thee.^ Let not

the she-devils with dishevelled hair, or those that howl dread-

fully, yell at thee. 20. I have snatched thee; I have caught

thee
;
thou hast returned renewed. I have got, o man per-

fect in thy members, thy entire eye, and thy entire life. 21.

[Life] has breathed upon thee. Light has come to thee.

Darkness has departed from thee. We remove from thee

death, Nirriti and consumption.”

’ There are three kinds of fire, the kravyud, or funeral (here referred to), which
devours dead bodies, the culinary (u>«drf), and the sacrificial. See theVaj. S.

i. 17, and the commentary there.

® See the 4th verse of the next hymn.
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Atharva Veda, viii. 2.

1. Seize this boon of immortality
;
may long life, which

cannot be cut off, be thine. I restore to thee breath and

life
;

do not depart to the mist (rajas^ or to darkness

{tamas) ;
do not die. 2. Come hither to the light of the

living
;
I rescue thee that thou mayest survive a hundred

autumns. Loosing the bands of death and imprecation,

I lengthen out thy existence. 3. I have recovered thy

breath from the wind, thine eye from the sun.^ I place in

thee thy sold. Receive sensation in thy limbs. Speak,

articulating with thy tongue. 4. I blow upon thee with the

breath of bipeds, and of quadrupeds, as on Agni when he is

born (i.e. on fire when kindled). I have paid reverence, o

Death, to thine eye, and to thy breath. 5. Let this man live

and not die. We restore him. I make for him a remedy.

Death, do not kdl the man. I invoke for his safety a vivify-

ing » ,
living, delivering, strong, and powerful plant.

7. Befriend him
;

do not seize him
;

let him go
;
though

he is thine only, let him abide here with all his strength
;
o

Bhava and Sarva, be gracious
;

grant deliverance
;
remove

evil, and confer life. 8. Befriend him. Death, pity him
;
let

him arise. Unharmed, with all his limbs, hearing perfectly,

let him obtain enjoyment during a life of a hundred years.

9. May the shaft of the gods pass thee by
;

I bring thee

across from the mist (see v. 1) ;
I have rescued thee from

death. Removing far away the flesh-devouring Agni, I

draw round thee a circle (see R. Y. x. 18, 4) that thou mayest

live. 10. Preserving him from that misty egress of thine, o

Death, which no one may escape by menaces, we make prayer

a protection for him. 11. I give thee thy breaths, death at

thy full age,^ long life and health. I drive away all the

messengers of Tama, who roam about, sent by the son of

Vivasvat. 12. We remove afar evil, Nirriti, Grahi, and

flesh-devouring Pisachas, and hurl all wicked Rakshases, as

* See my paper on Yama, p. 294, note 7. ^ Compare A. V. xi-ic. 24, 4, 5, 8.
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it were into darkness. 13. I seek thy life from the immortal,

living, Agni Jatavedas. I procure that thou mayest suffer

no injury, that thou mayest also be immortal. iMay this he

the fortunate result. 14. May heaven and earth in unison

be auspicious and innocuous to thee. May the sun shine

and the wind blow pleasantly to thy heart. May the celes-

tial streaming waters drop down upon thee favourably. 15.

May the plants be auspicious to thee. I have raised thee

from the lower to the upper earth. There may both the sons

of Aditi, the Sun and the Moon,^ preserve thee. 16. MTiat-

ever garment for clothing, or whatever girdle thou makest

for thyself, we cause it to be agreeable to thy body
;
may it

be soft to thy touch. 17. When, as a barber, thou shavest

our hair and beard with a sharp and cleansing razor, while

cleansing our face, do not rob us of our life. 18. Let the

rice and barley be auspicious to thee, innocuous, undisturbing.

These destroy consumption, and deliver from suffering. 19.

Whatever thou eatest or drinkest, the grain derived from

husbandly, or liquid, whatever is or is not to be eaten—all

that food I render for thee free from poison. 20. We com-

mit thee to both the Day and the Night
:
preserve him for me

from the goblins who seek to devour him. 21. We allot to

thee a hundred, ten thousand, years, two, three, four, ages

(yugas).^ May Indra and Agni, may all the gods regard

thee favourably, without anger. 22. We commit thee to

autumn, winter, spnng, summer. May the rains be pleasant

to thee, in which the plants grow up. 23. Death rules over

bipeds
;
death rules over quadrupeds. From that Death the

ruler I rescue thee
;
do not fear. 24. Thou who art un-

injured shalt not die
;
thou shalt not die

;
do not fear. They

do not die there ;• they do not go to the nethermost darkness,

(25) every thing lives there, cow, horse, man, beast, in the

place where this prayer is used, the bulwark of life. May it

preserve thee from curse from thy equals and friends. Be

' Tlie Moon is not in the Vedas generally reckoned among the Adityas.

See my “Contributions to a knowledge of Vedic Mythology,” etc., pp. 75-77.
2 It would be difficult to say how great a duration is here denoted hy this

word
;
hut it must be one of great length, if the long periods of years which are

mentioned just before, may be taken as any indication.
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iindyiug, immortal, long-lived
;

let not thy breaths abandon

thy body. 27. May the gods deliver thee from those

hundred deaths, from those dangers which are surpassahle,

and from that Agni Vaisvanara (fire of the funeral pile?).

28. Thou art the body of Agni, the deliverer, the slayer of

Rakshases, and of rivals
;
and thou, the medicament named

Puttidru (Butea frondosa), art the chaser away of diseases.”
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Akt. III.

—

Five Hundred Questions an the Social Condition of

the Natii'cs of Bengal} By tlie Rev. J. Long, of Calcutta.

(Read before the Royal Asiatic Society, 19th June, 1865).

Desider.a.ta and Inquiries connected tvith the Presidency

of ]\Iadras and Bombay were issued by the Secretary of the

Royal Asiatic Society in 1827, on points relating to the

language, literature, ancient history of families, antiquities,

coins, people, architectnre, landed tenures, arts and mannfac-

tures, of India.

The British Admiralty has published a Manual of Scientific

Enquiry, so have the Statistical and other Societies.

Haxthausen, in his work on the Caucasus, remarks :
“ My

travels and observations during more than twenty years,

have convinced me that an acquaintance with the manners

of a people, their moral and material interests, domestic rela-

tions, corporate associations, and specially the commercial

relations of the lower classes, is indispensable to a real know-

ledge of the history and constitution of peoples and states.”

The present time seems favonrable in India to prosecute

enquiries on this subject
;
with the rapid spread of education

literary tastes are springing up among natives.

The following five himdred qnestions and desiderata—sug-

gestive of a wide range of subjects, on “the proper study

of mankind is man”—shew that a wide field is opened out

for enquiry into the social life of the natives of India and

their folk-lore, a species of knowledge not to be found exclu-

sively in books, hut mainly in the memories and traditions

of the people. These questions were framed by the Rev. J.

Long, in Calcutta, for an Association of educated native

* Tbe majority of these questions are applicable to natives in other parts of

India.
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gentlemen of which he was the President
;
they were designed

to map out the field of action on subjects relating to native

social life in India.

How is the time to “ note the passing manners as they

fly.” Hindu society in various parts of India is in a tran-

sition state, and it is desirable to treasure up in writing the

records of the past and the passing
;
an educated class of

natives is rapidly rising, qualified not only to investigate but

also to write in English the results of their investigations
;

literary societies, and periodical literature, are increasing

among them. Natives alone can penetrate into native

society. Europeans must remain on the surface
;

but the

two classes can work in harmony. The natives are able and

willing to supply the data and facts,—while the European can

classify and arrange them on the plan laid down by Statistical

and Sociological Societies, and publish them hereafter for the

information of persons both in Europe and the East.

There is a wide field opened out, as the five hundred ques-

tions and desiderata in this paper shew, and the co-operation

of the following classes of Europeans in India is earnestly

solicited :

—

1. Collectors, Magistrates, and Commissioners in Districts,

who, associating much among the people, might through

their native employes secure a large amount of valuable in-

formation on various points, and would find the inquiry

profitable to themselves in promoting good feeling between

them and the natives, deepening their interest in the country

and occasionally relieving the tedium of a solitary hour.

2. European Settlers would find these questions of use in

gaining a better acquaintance with the social condition of the

natives with whom they are thrown so much in contact
;

it

would shew them that natives can talk and think of other

subjects besides rupees, while on the other hand the natives

would see that the Sahibs are not mere indigo, tea and cofiee

producing machines, but take an interest in the welfare and

condition of their dependents,—thus the asperities arising

from antagonism of race would be softened.

3. Principals and Teachers in Schools and Colleges, would
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find many of these questions suitable as subjects for essays to

be given to native students, testing and calling out not only

their powers of composition, but also their faculties of obser-

vation and knowledge of common things,—checking the

tendency of education to make mere book-worms, separated

from and having few sympathies with the masses.

4. JlissioDaries in their itinerancies and in mixing with the

natives have excellent opportunities of filling up these gaps

in our ignorance of social life, and by conversation on social

questions of smoothing down any rancour that may arise

from theological discussion.

5. Students of the Vernacular, and Travellers, would find

an ample supply of materials for conversation with natives

and teachers, which would in an agreeable manner facilitate

the study of the vernacular.

I.

Aborigines.

The Dkangars and other hill tribes who do such important

though dirty work in the drainage of Calcutta, are deserving

notice as to their habitations, religion, customs, language.

Sir J. Malcom’s Essay on the Bhils—Hodgson’s valuable

papers on the Aboriginal tribes, etc., suggest various subjects

of enquiry. Dr. Pritchard, Hodgson, etc., etc., devoted

much labour to it
;
and Sir G. Grey, when Governor of Hew

Zealand, learned the language of the Aborigines, and has

since published a most interesting work on “ the Poetry of

the New Zealanders.” He lived among them for a time,

and has recorded all their legends, traditions, etc. The

Maoris living in the ultima Thule of civilization speak a

language in which there are many words derived from

Sanskrit. The Santals, met with one hundred miles from

Calcutta, use a language having strong affinities with that

of the Tartars of Central Asia, who are Russian subjects.

The Hindu poetical legends describe those aborigines as

monkeys
;
Megasthenes writes of them as one-eyed, without

noses, wrapped up in their ears {hastikarnas)

.

1. The mode of living, habits, morals, and food of the Bhangars,
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and other aborigines in foreign places, contrasted with their native

place ?

2. Ditto of the hill men who go as coolies to the ATauritius, Ceylon,

and the West Indies.

3. The social position and relation of the coolies to Zemindars on

their return, how far do they acquire habits of thought and inde-

pendence, a knowledge of improved means of cultivation, a taste

for a higher order of amusements, and a greater pride of personal

appearance ?

4. Do the wives and families of the Aboriginal emigrants accom-

pany them in their emigrations? What connexion do they keep

up with their native villages ?

5. The ceremonies observed by the Aborigines, etc., at births,

marriages, funerals ? What mode have they of settling their dis-

putes ? How far do they believe in witchcraft, omens ?

6. Any traces of the Aborigines ever having lived in the plains

of India?

II.

Agricultural Classes.

How desirable it would be in India to see the native land-

lord, like the English country gentleman, attending agricul-

tural shows—joining with his tenants in the sports of the

field—administering justice on the bench—s^nupathising with

the peasants in their difficulties—deriving, from an agricul-

tural education, that scientific knowledge of rural husbandry

which would interest him in the country, and thus enable

him to be independent of the false information of the agent

(gomasfa).

1. How far is the charge true that the ryot is lazy—if so, is it

owing to his not having a proper incentive to industry, or to his

natm-al disposition ?

2. In what cases have ryots risen to be peasant proprietors ?—
what effect would a class of peasant proprietors have on cultivation

as compared with large capitalists ? Would the results be similar to

those in France, where peasant proprietorship fosters economy, a

respect for property, forethought and industry ?

3. How far are zemindars, absentees?—the causes, remedies ?

4. To what extent is a taste for gardening spreading among
zemindars, and educated natives—how could it be more extensively

promoted as a morning amusement for natives in offices ? instances

of any natives who have devoted much time and money to gardening.
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5. How far could puhlic gardens^ be established in native towns?

6. In what respect would the introduction of the study of agri-

ctdlural chemistry and of the elements of Botany in a popular form

in Anglo-Vernacular schools tend to lessen that gulph which now
exists between the educated classes and the rural population ?

7. The practicability of evening classes for teaching the ryots to

read.

^

8. How far are the ryots becoming more aware of “ the great

world beyond their market town ?"

9. Poverty among the ryots, how pre-disposing to disease ? to

cheating ?

10. "Would an encumhered estate commission, which has worked

so well in Ireland, be suited for India ?

11. Is there a strong desire among ryots for the possession of

land, so as to lead to habits of prudence and economy ?

12. Are there many remains of old Jaghires in Bengal?

13. Is the minute sul-division of land according to Hindu law

carried out much ? what are its effects ?

14. The proportion of landholders to the rest of the population ?

15. To what extent do the ryots purchase things not produced in

their own district ?

16. Any cases of poor ryots who have risen to be zemindars or to

a good social position ?

17. Many sub-tenures amounting to ten ?

18. Do many of the rural population emigrate to towns? the

effects on their morals and on wages ?

19. To what extent are the zemindars “rotting in idleness?”

its causes and remedies ?

20. Are the ryots as attached to their native villages as formerly ?

21. Has the naih (agent) as much influence as formerly over the

zemindar ?

22. Are zemindars as litigious as formerly ?

23. Are the peasantry, though unlettered, not ignorant ? Give

examples, illustrations.

24. Signs of agricultural improvement within the last twenty

years as contrasted with manufacturing improvement ?

* In the North "West Provinces of India in 1852, 10,000 Rupees were spent by
Government in the establishment of public gardens. The author of Seir

Muiakherim remarked last century “ a garden, an orchard—being time out of

mind as free to all the world all over India as is a well or a tank, nothing

amazes and disgusts the Hindustanees more when they come to Calcutta than

to find so many seats and gardens all shut up.”
^ I have met with cases of evening schools attended solely by ryots. In England

one per cent, of the rural population attend such schools. In France 12 per cent.

In Russia they are rapidly on the increase.
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25. How far is there a growth of a feeling of independence among
ryots ? its causes and probable results ?

26. Are Middlemen on the increase ? the evils inflicted by them

in rack-renting, etc., etc.

27. The condition of the ryots before the Permament Settlement,

and their relation at that period to the landlords ?

28. The different alwahs (fees) levied by zemindars ?

29. Torture, how far practised now and formerly ? the different

modes ?

III.

Astrology and Witchcraft.

Human nature in India, as in Europe, wishes to pry into

the future, whether the fingers, the chattering of crows, or

the stars are to be guides
;

in India the feeling against

witches even lately was as strong as in England two centuries

ago, thus in Mhow between 1800 and 1823, 2,500 witches

were put to death.

^

1. Charmers for snake hites, their numbers, pay, and how far

really successful ? the influence of music over snakes ?

2. Are reputed of Bhuts or Devils many, their influence?

3. Various kinds of mantras, such as the panch mantra, etc., etc.?

4. Witches, their localities, emoluments, number, how detected,

any put to death last century in Bengal, the various kinds of witch-

craft ?

5. Divination by the hand
;

its various kinds,—hooks on,—is the

practice general ?

6. Auguries, by what birds ? how taken ? what is the reliance

placed on them now ?

7. Mesmerism {Jhdrdn Mantra), to what extent known to the old

Hindus—how practised now and by whom ?

8. Sleight-of-hand tricks, the number and emoluments of its pro-

fessors—instances of common tricks practised in Bengal ?

9. Belief in Fairies, Apparitions, illustrations of its extent and

influence ? much on the decline ?

10. Gypsies or Naths, their numbers, morals, means of support?

influence among the people, language, religion, ceremonies at

marriages, bii’ths, funerals ?

11. Are casting the evil eye and other incantations common?

' See the Asiatic Annual Eegister, 1801 ; the Asiatic Journal 1823^ on trials

for witchcraft among Hindus.
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12. Treasure-finders,—thief detectors, fortune-tellers, astrologers,

their numbers, profits ?

13. Dreams, various kinds of? who interpret them ? their profits?

analysis of vernacular books that treat of them ?

14. Omens, Charms, and signs of futurity, various kinds in use ?

IV.

Beggars and Vagrants.

The beggar class are not unworthy of consideration in

India—in England they are the subjects of various books

:

who does not remember Burns’s poem on the Jolly Beggars,

or some of the exquisite traits about them in Goldsmith’s and

Crabbe’s Poems ?

1 . The proportion of beggars from choice or from necessity, or on

religious grounds ?

2. The extent of beggars’ beats ?—more beggars in town or

country ? their profits, their amusements ?

3. Are beggars much addicted to thieving or other crimes ? Do
many beggars feign llindness, dumbness, lameness, or practise other

impositions ?

4. Fakirs or Sanyasis—their habits, beat, profits, impositions,

—which are worse, Hindu or Musulman fakirs ? why do they call

themselves Padris ?

5. Mendicant musicians—their number, profits, skill, social posi-

tion? Vagrant tradesmen, ditto.

6. Is not the present indiscriminate charity to beggars the mother

of idleness and crime ?

7. Where do beggars find shelter in the rains, in illness ?

8. Are Hindus or Musulmans kinder to beggars ?

9. Why do most of the mendicant orders choose Ram for their

patron ^

10. Do many beggars flock to towns? the causes? how far is the

want of peasant proprietorship a cause of beggary ?

V.

Calcutta.

Calcutta, the “ city of palaces and pigsties,” requires a sepa-

rate Sociological niche for itself,—yet bow little is really

known of this coUuvies of nations ! Purnea furnishes to it
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syces,— Orissa, bearers,—Bebar, Durwans,—Central India,

opium merchants,—Kabul, horses and fruit-sellers,—Chitta-

gong, boatmen;—while those semi-Asiatics, the Greeks, supply

leading merchants.

In prosecuting enquiries on the various classes of popula-

tion, the trades and handicrafts in Calcutta and the large

cities of India, there is a model paper on that subject, pub-

lished in the Royal Asiatic Society’s Transactions, in relation

to Bareilly, 1826, vol. i. pp. 467-484, treating of the pro-

gress in civilization, dress, amusements, food, houses, peculiar

usages, habits and wants of the people of Bareilly. Many of

the questions there propounded are appKcable ceteris paribus

to Benares, Bombay, Madras, etc.

1. The proportion of the adult population born in the city.^

2. The grouping of the population into classes inhabiting ditferent

localities according to occupation, social grade, and hirth place ?

3. Afghans, their numbers, occupation, moral condition—do they

assert their Jewish descent ?

4. Armenians,'^ ditto, their decrease
;
any connection kept up with

Armenia or Russia
;
their colloquial language ?

5. Chinese,^ how far do they retain their country’s mode of living ?

their morals, localities, numbers, language used, employments ?

6. East Indians. Rot a welding of the European and Asiatic as

the English were of the Rorman and Saxon—etfect of intermarriage

among themselves
;
are they dying out ?

7. Feringhees, who so called—origin of the word ?

8. Greeks ditto, how far do they adopt English habits and cus-

toms—their habits as contrasted with those of English merchants;

any connection kept up with Russia or Greece ?

9. Jains, their numbers and social position ?

10. their numbers, wealth, and social position? what im-

pression do they make on Hindus ? their language, how far In-

dianised

1 1 . Merchant princes, is the name still applicable in Calcutta and
Bombay ?

12. Mixed Classes, many such, as Piralis, etc., etc.

* Half the adult population of London is horn in the Provinces.
^ 636 Armenians in Calcutta in 1837.
3 There were 362 in 1837. ^ 4,746 in 1837.
® There were in Calcutta 307 Jews in 1837.
® The Alexandrian Jews were heUenised.
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13. Moguls, their numbers, morals, social position,—many directly

of Persian or Tartar origin ?

14. Musulmans; are they very stationary? are they rising in

social importance ? their social morality as contrasted with that of

the Hindus ? are coffee shops common among them ? ditto gambling ?

the number of Arabic and Persian schools among them ? their feelings

towards Hindus? many Hajis or Saids among them ? Do they read

the Kulma on Friday, in the mosques?

15. Parsers, their number, social status—are their prejudices de-

caying ? their Panchayats ? observance of Hew Tear’s day, and of

the birth day of Zoroaster,—ceremonies in honor of the dead.

—

Commercial enterprise, charities, language, literature, caste dis-

putes
;
when did they first come ? the condition of their females,

—

their liturgies, — how far do they adopt Hindu customs
;

ditto

English ?

16. Portuguese, their number,’ are they increasing? their influ-

ence
;
the language used

;
are any of pure origin ? are their priests

improving ? the effect of their example on Hindus ?

17. Sanskrit Colleges. Are there more than 100? the highest

emoluments in them as contrasted with former days ? state of

learning among pupils and teachers ?

18. Seiks ; their numbers,—are many able to read the Granthf

their occupations ?

19. Young Bengal; how far does he really differ from his

countrymen, and how far is it mere varnish ? are his peculiarities

on the increase or decrease ? are there many out of Calcutta ? The

period when young Bengalism arose ?

20. Account of the following classes, their numbers, profits, and

social position,—bird sellers, glass-blowers, firework-makers, dyers,

shell-workers, smiths, cattle doctors, yogis, weavers, divers, butchers,

fowlers, bookbinders, druggists, bakers, gardeners, washermen, con-

fectioners, barbers, sweepers, shoemakers, carpenters, masons ?

21. The origin of the names of the streets with notices of the

individuals, or of the circumstances or particular trades, that gave

them those names ?

22. The various cries made in the streets by hawkers or sellers?

23. Describe the numbers, profits, and social condition of the

following classes— street sellers, street buyers, street finders, street

performers, artists, showmen, street artizans or working pedlars,

street laborers.

1 3,181 in 1837.
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VI.

Ceremonies, Rites.

1. Shraddhas, the ceremonies and expenses connected with them

now, as contrasted with former times, and in the various castes ?

2. The chief gram devatas (village gods)
;

the origin of their

worship, the mode of conducting it. Are there more than 100 ?

3. Do Hindus or Musulmans expend more on their rites and

ceremonies ?

4. The profits and numbers of those who lurn the dead ? '

5. Is the practice of shaJcing hands and of other English customs

increasing much ?

6. On investiture of the Poita, is it usual to keep a piece of iron

as a charm against hhuts (ghosts) ? is the party confined for eleven

days ?

7. Are compulsory pujas much practised, such as throwing an

image at night at a rich man’s door that he may be compelled to

perform a puja ?

8. Describe the worship of Sitola, Nag Ilanasa, TJlauta Devi ; the

Shasti, Dheki, Govardan, and Ganesh Pujas,—their origin, extent,

expenses, by what classes conducted, the temples, festivals con-

nected with them ?

9. Agni Puja and Surjea Puja, to what extent—with what
pomp and expense, celebrated in former times ? by what classes ?

10. The various prayers and gesticulations connected with the

ahnik, how far observed, and by what classes now ?

11. Parrots, how trained to repeat Radha Krishna?

12. How far are the following practices now generally observed

and by what classes? Eirst morning prayer to the Guru? the

Gangdstak ; 24 Madras; prandyam? Gumukhi, Gaytrijap, Artipan-

cha pradip, Panchagni, Das sanskar f—marks of caste or sects in the

forehead?—women worshipping the dheki to cure the scurvy and

itch ?

13. Fasting, how far observed now, compared with former days;

the Fkadasi how kept, and by whom ?

14. Funerals, their expense; ceremonies; period of mourning,

in different castes
;
do women accompany the corpse ? four modes

of disposing of a corpse.—How far observed now, compared with

former days ?

15. Are lamps often sent floating down a stream as an omen?

* Rama Murda Parish died at Calcutta about 1835, worth five or sis lacs,

which he gamed by burning the dead at NimtoUah.
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16. Arc thorns often put under the feet of a woman who dies

pregnant ?

17. Is there much observance now of Das Snan, Das Dan?
18. Describe the ceremonies, and among what classes practised, in

the worship of books, birds, stones, fish ?

19. Jogi’s suspen-sion of breath, postures, etc., etc., how far kept

up now, and by what training ?

20. In the Holi festival, are there less obscene words and figures

than formerly ? is the castor oil tree planted as a kind of maypole ?

21. Is the Navami generally practised ?
*

22. Chagdd, near Calcutta, the reason for its being a city of refuge

for outcasts, the numbers that resort to it ? other similar places in

Bengal.

23. Was the burying lepers alive much practised formerly? ditto

burning alive ?

24. Human sacrifices were formerly offered up at Kshir near Burd-

wan, at Yogadyea, at Kerilatta near Moorshedahad, to Kali at

Brahmanitola near Nadaya, to Manasa, at Chitpore, Kalighat,

—

instances handed down by tradition ?

25. How was the charah celebrated formerly ? instances in its

practice of the tongue being pierced with a bayonet? of a snake’s tail

put through the tongue ?

26. Birth ceremonies

;

such as Jal karan or giving honey at first

seeing a son
;
naming a child twelve days after birth

;
bringing him

out at three months’ old
;
feeding him at six months old

;
shaving

the head at three years old—how far practised and by what castes ?

27. In marriages, are the laganpatrika, tying the garments of

parties together, much used? how do marriage ceremonies differ

according to caste, rank, etc.

VII.

Classes.

1 . In the upper classes, do many families die out ? the causes ?

2. Causes tending to create a middle class in Bengal ?

3. Any probability of (approximating the Hindus and East Indians

in closer mutual sympathy—was the aversion less in former days

than now ?

4. The Portuguese—how many of European origin, their peculiar

customs and mode of life ? their influence over natives ? their morals

and energy as contrasted with those of natives ?

1 That is, placing the first fruits of grain in harvest time at the door.
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5. The use of a native landed aristocracy as a shield against the

despotism of a ruler or of a multitude ?

6. Are there many Made Brahmans ? is their colour the effect of

climate ? are they of Hindu origin ?

7. The duration of life among the upper and lower classes ot

Hindus, and the professional classes particularly, as showing the

effect of temperance, mental occupation and bodily exercise ?

8. Are old men very garrulous ? are there many old men ? to what

age have some lived ?

9. Caste, how far on the decline, and the causes of the decline ?

are the varna sankara or mixed castes on the increase ? illustrations

of the lower castes rising in the social scale, the causes? are the

rules for expulsion from caste strictly observed ?

10. Families that existed before the Muhammadan invasion.

VIII.

Commerce.

The commercial classes in India have always occupied a

conspicuous place
;
even in Menu’s time they held the purse

strings, and have been less than other classes subject to

priestly influence ; hence the great sects of Jains in Rajpu-

tana and Central India, the Oswals of Behar, and Vaishnabs

of Bengal have the greatest number of converts among the

traders; the Marwari merchants are Jains, and the Ghosains

are Vaishnabs. Religious reform found its votaries most in

France among the Huguenot merchants
;
in the middle ages

among the Belgian and Italian traders
;
and in Russia among

the mercantile classes ; the municipalities in the middle ages,

mainly composed of the trading classes, were buflfers against

feudal and priestly oppression.

1. Why do Buniyas (shop keepers) in Behar rank with Vaisyas?

their education and social position in Bengal—are many of them

sureties—many foreigners among them—their profits ?

2. Mahajans (money lenders) how far do their exactions extend-—

are they less now than formerly—their numbers—do many rise to

a high position in native society ?

3. The native merchant princes—their rise and social influence

—

do their sons follow their father’s pursuits ?

4. To what extent has the decay in ancient Indian articles of
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paoduction and trade been compensated by new sources of produc-

tion and trade ?

5. Indigo, ‘ the accounts of it in Hindu books—also of tobacco,

sugar, cotton ?

6. The influences of foreign trade on the dress, food, habits,

opinions, of natives ?

7. How far are native merchants likely to form a quasi aristocracy,

or an upper middle class ?

8. Native merchants, how far liable to the charge of ostentation,

avarice, vulgarity ? how far do they rise into a higher grade, and

their conduct in it ?

9. The effect of commercial legislature on commercial morality, as

shown in the Small Cause and Insolvent Courts ?

10. Shroffs (bankers), their number, emoluments, social position?

1 1 . Causes of the decreasing social intercoui’se between Europeans

and natives—remedies?

IX.

Conversation and Social Intercourse.

. Conversation, or the “ feast of reason and the flow of soul,”

is as popular with the Bengali as with the European.

1. The subjects of conversation 20 years ago as contrasted with

the present.

2. The subjects of conversation common to the educated and un-

educated classes.

3. The favourite times for conversation
;
how different from the

English ?

4. Do any classes converse on subjects not relating to their daily

life and occupations ?

Are Riddles much used?—a collection of them a desideratum.

6. Jesters how far employed, their numbers and emoluments—
is jesting much used? illustrations of it ?

7. Vaishnahs' or Sahtas’ conversation—how do they differ in

subject and moral tone ?

8. Is there much discussion in Hindoo society—on what topics ?

is it angry at times ?

9. The effect on conversation of the absence offemale society ?

10. Topics in the zenana, among educated, uneducated? among

countiy or town people ?

11. Among what classes are Ghost stories most common? men-

tion twelve specimens of different kinds.

* In the Pancha Tantra, a work twelve centuries old at least, we have au

account of a jackal who tumbled into an indigo vat.
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X.

Criminal, or Dangerous, Classes.

1. How can a system of education be extended adapted to tbe

circumstances of those who form the raw materials of the dangerous

and criminal classes ?

2. How far is poverty the parent of crime in Bengal ? Do. op-

pression? Do. the Guru Mahashay system?

3. Jails, how far objects of terror and shame to natives? in what
districts is the name “our father-in-law’s house” given to the jail?

are re-committals frequent? Are Reformatories for juvenile crimi-

nals desirable ? the effect of teaching prisoners agriculture ?

4. Is the thannali looked upon as a school where old offenders

teach young ones crime ?

5. Receivers of stolen goods

;

any approximate estimate of their

number and profits ?

6. Has the punishment of death much effect in lessening capital

offences ?

7. The proportion that can read and write intelligibly in the

different jails ?^

8. Is infanticide common among the poor?^ Do. incest?

9. Is perjury or forgery on the increase ? the causes?

10. River Thagi common? Ditto professional

11. The influence of age and sex on crime?

12. Crime in different districts, and in various castes, particularly

among Hindus and Muhammadans, how it differs in number, variety,

heinousness ?

13. Is there more crime in town or in the country ?

14. Juvenile delinquents; their number, offences?

15. Has the autobiography of a thief ever been written ?

16. Is Professor Wilson’s remark correct, “in the great towns of

India the profligacy bears no comparison to that of London or Paris ?”

XI.

Debating Societies.

Debating Societies or Literary Clubs have sprung up in

shoals both in Calcutta and the Mofussil within the last twelve

1 In Liverpool it was ascertained lately that out of 19,336 persons apprehended
in nine months, only 3 per cent, could read or write weU enough for any available
purpose.

* It is so in the manufacturing districts of England, and among the Rajputs,
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years
;
they are nuclei for educated young men, and are con-

genial to the oriental habit which loves dah : we need a

kind, however, like the Young Men’s Associations of England,

in which not only lectures might be delivered or essays read,

hut night classes might be formed for improvement in litera-

ture and science.

1. The number and duration of Debating Societies in cities

during the last twenty years, the subjects discussed and social status

of the members ?

2. Ditto in tbe countr)- ?

3. In what respects are they improving as to the choice of subjects

and the mode of conducting the meetings ?

4. What social influence do they exercise in the family or on

others ?

5. A history of the Dharma Sabha, its leaders, quarrels, influence ?

6. Of the Brahma Sabha, ditto, ditto ?

7. Account of any other meetings or reunions among Hindus with

their social influence ?

XII.

Diseases,

1. The social and moral causes of insanity among natives?

Among what castes is it more prevalent, and whj^ ?

2. Are Albinos numerous, the causes ?

3. What nervous diseases are regarded as being from a bhut

(demon), requiring mantras ?

4. Nakra—Inoculation for small pox

—

Leprosy,—their respective

modes of treatment in ancient and modern times ? how they difi“er ?

are lepers now treated kindly ?

5. Hindu Physicians, their various remedies for eye diseases ?

6. Are diseases from dissipation among Young Bengal on the

increase ?

7. What diseases indicate the social condition of the people, such

as those of the eye, brain ?

8. Hospitals, by what castes most attended, particularly Brahmans,

Khaistas, Musulmans—and from what localities ?

9. The relative mortality and vitality of each sex, and of the lead-

ing castes in Bengal.

10. Is the duration of life in inverse ratio to fecundity?

11. The influence of employments on health in Bengal, how shewn?
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12. Various remedies for make hites? any of real efficacy?

13. Native medicines, in what estimation held by educated natives ?

14. Is mortality va. i^arturition on the increase?

15. "Was Cholera an epidemic among natives a century ago?

XIII.

Doctors.

The kabiraj (indigenous doctor) is a great favourite in native

society and has been the cause of an enormous number of

deaths. The Bengali class of the Medical College is, as it

gradually developes, lessening this evil
;
Dr. Wise has writ-

ten ably on this class and on Hindu medicine.

1. Kalirajis, whether are Hindu or Musulman ones more numerous

or more skilful—their castes—their pay now and in former days ?

2. Inoculators, are there more Hindus or Musulmans—the incanta-

tions used—their invocations of Sitola—their fees—caste—mode of

treatment ?

3. Vaidyas (native doctors), their chief localities in Bengal, the

proportion that can read Sanskrit, their pay and social position—an

account of the Atai Vaidyas, Dehatu Vaidyas, Ghasi Vaidyas, Haturya

Vaidyas ?

4. Midwives, Cuppers, Leech sellers, their skill, pay, numbers ?

5. English educated native doctors, are their social position and

pay increasing ?

6. Ditto Bengali educated ?

XIV.

Domestic.

Home has well been styled the “seed vessel of society,

where the next generation must germinate.”

1. Is hospitality as much practised now as formerly? and with as

rigid a regard to caste ?

2. The home influences of wives and daughters on educated

natives ?

3. Is the family tie very strong among Hindus? illustrate by

examples.
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XV.

Dramas, Jatras.

The Sanskrit Drama, so well translated by Dr. Wilson, pre-

sents a rich harvest of information on the social condition of

the Indian aristocracy, females and Pandits, eighteen centuries

ago. In the Sdrada tilaka of the twelfth century, we have

sketches of the various classes of females, of the Jogis,

Buddhists, snake catchers, Pandits
;
the Mnganlekhd treats

of the kings of Kalinga and Assam—as the Bamayan does of

society 2,500 years ago. Nor have the last ten years been

barren in the department of dramatic vernacular literature

—

as the many Bengali dramas on the subjects of “ Kulinism,”

“ Widow re-marriage,” etc. show.

1. Account of the hhaurs or professional jesters.

2. A list of the various jatras, their authors, subjects, influence.

3. Ditto Rasas.

4. An analysis of the vernacular dramas written during the last

twenty years.

XVI.

Dress.^

1 . Is the Musidman dress superior in any points to the Hindu ?

2. Was the needle totally unknown to the Hindu ? is there any

Hindu word to express sewing with the needle ?
^

3. Do any Hindus now object to garments made by a Moslem

needle ?

4. Were there any tailors in ancient times among the Hindus ?

5. Do Hindu females wash their linen often—is soap coming into

use among them ?

1 A suitable dress for females, decent, yet national, is a desideratum. Some
Hindu females have adopted the English dress, but they look exactly like Portu-
guese Ayahs, or the black dolls that hang in London over pawn-brokers’ shops.

Why should this be ? The sari, it is true, is not sufficient, but in Bahar we
find the petticoat {lohanga) and boddice {kurtd) have been introduced from the

west of India, and more than one-fom-th of the Bahar women have adopted it.

Some of the Rajput women in Bahar use long-drawers like the Musulman ladies.

The males are better off as to dress, but in their disuse of the turban, substituting

for it a cap, they benefit only the eye doctors and spectacle makers, furnish-

ing them with more patients,—as the eyes having no shade like what the turban

gives, become weak;—such has been the case in Egypt, since the Turkish Fez
has been introduced.

2 8ui properly means passing the shuttle in the act of weaving.
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6. "WTiat Hindus will not drink water out of a girl’s hands unless

she is first tattooed on the arms and breast ?

7. Would the wearing of beards he useful for Hindus ?

8. Should Hindus take off their shoes in an European house, or

their turbans on entering a place of worship ?

XVII.

Drinking Habits.

In Menu’s days liquors were allowed, and ancient Hindu

history gives many a cui’ious revelation on this point.

1 . Are drinking habits more prevalent among the Hindus or among

Musulmans ? how was it 30 years ago compared with the present

time ?

2. Are Hindus quarrelsome in their cups?

3. Is smoking Ganja, Charus, or Opium more destructive;—which

is more common ? Do Hindu females smohe much ? When was

smoking introduced ? Ditto snuffing ?

4. How far is the increase of drinking owing to domestic discomfort?

5. How far do crimes attended with violence, arise from intoxica-

tion? how far is insanity the result of intemperance ?

6. The effect of intemperance in producing pauperism ?

7. The connection between ahkari shops, public-houses, and crime ?

8. Is drinking brandy a frequent practice with Young Bengal?

XVIII.

Education, in its Social Bearing.

The consideration of the School system in its social influ-

ences is a very important subject, as well as the enquiry, how
far the competitive system is injurious so far as it treats boys

as race horses,—trains them not for general use but to run

for particular prizes,—promotes cramming, and mere book-

knowledge;—leads to the neglect of the mass of the boys

in a school, tempting the Masters, by attending to a few
“ fugle boys,” to gain more praise for their school.

There is a tendency among Hindus like the man in the

fable, to cry out nothing like leather, and to regard education

as the panacea for all evils. Lord Brougham describes such

persons as being like those who would trust to the effects of
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diet and regimen when the plague is raging, and Dr. Arnold

remarked, “ Education is wanted to improve the physical con-

dition of the people : and yet their physical condition must he

improved, before they can be suseeptibJe of education.” You
may educate the upper classes highly, but the masses are the

basis of the social pyramid; without this being secure, the

apex has no stability
;
brute force and the black cap are at best

but temporary expedients.

1. How far are improved habits of cleanliness, order, punctuality,

truthfulness, an improved standard of dress and living, and a de-

velopment of character promoted hy Anglo-Vernacular Schools?

2. Ditto by Guru Mahashay or village Schools ?

3. The action of Anglo-Vernacular and Guru Mahashay Schools

on the family circle in raising the moral and intellectual tone ?

4. Any social evils arising from the training adopted for native

girls in some Mission female schools ? The remedy ?

5. How far are the follovring remarks, made in England, applica-

ble to India ?

“There is a practical standard in the minds of the people, beyond

which the education of the masses cannot be carried. If Government

raise the standard, people diminish the time of children’s attendance.’’

6. The social importance of teaching in all schools, the doctrines

of political economy on labour, capital, wages, interchange, money,

—as also the elements of agricultural chemistry.

7. Mental ignorance, how far productive of moral depravity

8. How far do social discomforts fret and enfeeble the masses, and

render them unfit for higher thoughts ?

9. Is intemperance greater in proportion among the educated or

uneducated classes ?

10. How far is the following statement, made by an educated

native, correct?

“Natives educated in the Government Colleges, do not often fulfil

the hope inspired by their academic career; they do not follow up

their studies
;
they unlearn what they have learnt, sink in the mass

with all the enervating environments of Indian life—the hookah

and the zenana do their sure work.”

11. Does not the social condition of the masses render a grant-

in-aid system as inapplicable, as would be a voluntary system at the

time of plague and pestilence ?

' Dr. Mount, Inspector of Jails in Bengal, shows in his Returns for 1860, that

out of 73,000 criminals in the Bengal and Behar jails that year, 93 per cent, were
utterly ignorant of reading and writing.
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12. How far does school education mould the social institutions

of the country and how far is it moulded by them ?

13. The social importance of schools of Industrial art?

14. Ditto ditto of Agricultural schools?

15. The tolas (or Sanskrit Colleges)—the social causes leading to

their decline. Any improvement in the subjects taught, or the mode

of teaching ? What great teachers are there now ?

16. The probable reflex influence of requiring a knowledge of

reading and writing from all classes, as a qualification for office ?

17. The probable influence of the university examination in giving

a preponderance to cramming and memory work, to the neglect of

cultivating the faculty of observation ?

18. Is it desirable that up to 6 years of age girls should be taught

with boys ?
*

19. How far are the Guru Mahashays, as a class, guilty of the

charges of teaching their pupils theft and lying, and of inflicting severe

punishments? What has been the occupation of the fathers of

those teachers generally?

20. A list of Yernacular authors and able teachers produced by

the Sanskrit Colleges?

XIX.

Females.

1. How far are the following remarks on Hindu females correct

in different localities :
“ Ministers to the capricious sensuality of their

arrogant lords.—The feeling of natural affection is comparatively

weak—held under the jealousy of restraint, they become callous to all

finer sensibilities?” Cases of crim. con. very seldom occur in re-

spectable Hindu families. The life of a Hindu widow is wretched in

the highest degree.

2. To what extent can natch (dancing) girls read ? their influences

and emolument now as compared with former days ?

3. Do Hindu females often hear religious or other hoohs read to

them?'*

4. What is the knowledge females acquire independent of looks ^

5. Mention female authors of past and present times.

6. Is the practice of females blackening their teeth and eyes, of

Moslem origin ?

7. Are the angia, hurti, pxyjamahs much in use?

' In Kabul the custom is for boys and girls from 5 to 12 years of age to attend
the same school.

- In Kabul many of the females are better acquainted with religious books
than the males.
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8. At what age are females considered old women? Do females

become really old at thirty ? what is their influence and conduct then?

9. Are Musulman females less luxurious and extravagant than

Hindu ones ?

10. What are the recreations of females? is kite flying such?

1 1 . Are Hindu and Musulman females fond of embroidering and

of flowers ?

12. Are quarrels numerous among females ? are they very jealous?

13. How far do females win and retain their husband's affections?

14. What is the average time men remain widowers?

15. How far practically is a system of austerity carried out with

regard to widows ? what means of support have they generally ?

16. If a woman washes off paint from her forehead, is it con-

sidered a sign of her wishing her husband’s death ?

17. What has been the success of the working of the act for the

remarriage of Hindu widows as to numbers and respectability ?

18. How far do women rule their husbands at home? Many
Hindu gentlemen “ henpecked ?”

XX.

Festivals.

Festivals for religious or commemorative purposes have

always exercised great influence on social life, whether we

look to the national games and assemblages of ancient Greeks,

to those of the middle ages in Europe, or to those of recent times

in England and France. Who can forget Washington Irving’s

vivid picture of Christmas and merry England in the olden

time ? But among the Hindus they have been pre-eminently

influential as being interwoven so closely into the religion of

the country. All the mighty minds of India in former days

saw w'hat a great efiect they produced on all classes : hence

Yaishnahs and Saktas alike, though diflering in other points

widely, have agreed in patronising them*.

1. The classes of society that do not attend festivals now, but did

once—why have they discontinued ?

2. The influence of festivals on the family relation, particularly

on women and children ?

3. Any change and improvements in the mode of conducting

festivals ?
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4. How far are festivals become more occasions of trade or amuse-

ment than formerly ?

5. "What festivals have become more popular than others—the

causes ?

6. How far is the observance of festivals on the decline ?

7. Is there much sale of native books or of European articles at

festivals ?

8. Are festivals good times for holding religious discussions, such

as are practised by missionaries ?

9. The moral and social influence of festivals in bringing the

male and female sexes more together ?

10. The various customs, ceremonies, connected with the first day

of new year f

11. How far festivals, such as the Holi, contribute to idleness and

dissipation ?

12. Any observance like April fool or the Maypole in the Holi’i

13. Mention Obsolete festivals, and new ones, such as the Jaga-

datri

14. Barwari puja, how far observed now, and by whom
;

its

origin ? Ditto the Nag panchami in Bengal.

15. An accurate description of the Hindu fasts and the festivals

in the district? of their origin, the significance of their peculiar

ceremonies, how observed by different castes ?

16. Ditto of the Musulman.

17. Sunday, how spent by different classes of natives? Is it a

day of pleasure ?

18. On Makar Sankranti, til seeds are eaten after dinner, and the

sun is the only deity worshipped—why ?

19. Is the Holi a kind of All Tool’s day ?

20. Describe the following practices—On Gadi padva, nim leaves

are chewed, and puja paid to an Almanac
;
on the Ram Nabami

a recitation of Eamayun. Narujal Purnima, cocoa nuts are thrown

into the sea. On the Dewdli worship is paid to books.

21. "What festivals are observed by particular castes or by women
only?

XXI.

Fishermen and Boatmen.

1 . What boats are not in build of indigenous origin ?

2. The castes that almost exclusively furnish boatmen,— why
chiefly from Chittagong or Furridpore ?

3. The morals of boatmen when separated from their families ?

4. In what respects are boatmen equal in skill to sailors ?

VOL. II.

—

[new series]. 5
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5. The peculiarities of the boatmen’s language ; is it the same as

the Musulman-Bengali
;
a collection of the songs they sing when

rowing ?

6. Why few Hindus are boatmen ?

7. The number of loatmen in Calcutta, are they on the increase

or decrease ? the causes ?

8. Sailors, how victimised on landing, in punch-houses, and by

crimps ?

9. The various classes of fishermen, their profits now and for-

merly ?

XXII.

Food.

The nature of food has much to do with bodily and mental

vigour, although different nations in this point have their

respective tastes
;
a Frenchman will eat a rat or a frog or

horseflesh with a gout, that will make an Englishman almost

vomit. The Englishman in like manner dislikes the oceans

of ghi and quantities of high seasoning that enter into a Ben-

gali’s cuisine, while on the other hand the Bengali shudders

at a calf being an object of mastication.

1 . The different kinds of curries, their use, expense of prepara-

tion, and how far their high seasoning is conducive to health ?

2. How far does the diet of Hindus preserve from certain diseases,

but promote others ?

3. The effect of a vegetable diet on certain mental qualities, such

as courage ?

4. Tea drinking, how far is it becoming popular ?

5. Why was a fish diet allowed to Bengal, but prohibited to up-

country Brahmans ?

6. Is adulteration, of food common ? illustrations of it with its

evils.

7. Illustrate the following statement: “the fare on which a Son-

thal, a Cole, and a Garrow, will thrive, is utterly unsuited to the

Bengali, the Assamese, and the Mugh.”

XXIII.

Houses.

The dwellings of the poor and of the working classes have

occupied much of the attention of philanthropists in England,
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and ought to do so in India, where floors, walls, windows, are

closely connected with questions of health and decency.

1. How far are the present native houses so built as to conduce to

indecency, vice, quarrels, drunkenness, filth, bad ventilation

2. Is the hoitahhma of Hindu origin ?
^

3. How far is the use of chairs preferable to the Asan or seat ?

4. How can the following defects in tiled houses be remedied :

exposure to wind and rain, cold in winter, hot in summer ?

5. Mud huts, means to secure them against snake holes ?

6. Is not the building of sulurlan houses for workmen in large

towns desirable ?

7. Is the northern side of a house invariably the ThaTcur Ichana ?

XXIV.

Keranis or Native Clerks.

The Kerani system is so much the child of English trade

and government as to demand special attention. One thing

is clear, that as certain as English education has been limited

almost exclusively in Bengal to the caste of Brahmans and

Khaistas, so have the chief occupations of its alumni been

those of keranis or copyists—an efiectual way in many cases

to turn an educated youth into a mere machine, and to render

him simply an imitator or cop^jer—as he is a copyist. It is

true in Northern India, from Katamandu to Mhow, the Ben-

gali is the Englishman’s right hand—in what ?—is it not too

often as a machine for copying, as a sort of looking glass to

reflect his views without having any views of his own. A
writer on Indian history remarks on the kerani in his work :

“ The eye seemed to communicate directly with the hand ;

there was no intervention of the brain. The intelligence of

* I allude here to an evil felt in England and Russia as highly demoralising,

viz., a single sleeping-room for parties of different sexes. The Santals, semi-
civilized though they be, are in this respect ahead of Bengalis

;
hoys and girls

arrived at the age of puberty, have to sleep separately away from their parents in

a particular part of the village.

2 Hamilton Buchanan’s Bengal and Baher, vol. ii. p. 697, states, “ Its name is

moslem and that a place of receiving company was introduced, when the example
or command of these haughty conquerors rendered it necessary to secrete the women

,

this practice is not common in the South of India, where the manners of the

Hindus are less altered
;
the sofa made of wood, the carpets, and quilts seem to

have been introduced by the Muhammadans.”— See Kirdt Arjunya.
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the well tutored boy was seldom carried into the practicalities

of actual life.” I trust this taint on the Bengali may soon

cease. Happily the introduction of iron coppng machines

will reduce in many cases the demand for machines of flesh.

1. The total number of Iceranis employed in the different offices

in Calcutta
;
the average amount of their salaries ?

2. The occupation of Iceranis' leisure hours; how far does the

business of their offices afford material for conversation in their

leisure hours ?

3. Do Iceranis keep up reading habits—if not, why ?

4. How far does their knowledge of English acquired at School

decline in office ?

5. How far do Iceranis read the new class of hooks in Vernacular

literature ?

6. Are Iceranis chiefly of the Ichaista caste or of the Brahman ?

7. Banians (native) their past and present influence over Europe-

ans, their proflts ?

XXV.

Language.

1. VThat is the source of that part of the Vernacular language

which is not of Sanskrit or Persian origin ? Has it, like the lan-

guages of South India, an affinity with the Tartarian dialects

spoken in Central Asia."

2. The dialectical varieties in the vernacular., how far are they

divergencies of pronunciation and spelling, similar to those in the

English and Italian dialects—their extent and causes ? Are they

on the increase or decrease ?

3. How far is Urdu declining in certain parts of India, as a col-

loquial and written language ? the causes ?

4. V'hat influence is likely to be produced on the Bengali lan-

guage by increased intercourse with Central India and the North

West ?

5. What language is likely to supplant the Santal, is it the

Bengali, Hindi, or Urdu ? Ditto as regards the Asamese ?

6. WTiat effect on the structure of the vernaculars is likely to be

produced by English educated natives ?

7. What idioms in the vernacular language are most striking in

contrast with those of the English and Urdu languages?

8. The language used at Gour, had it a closer affinity to Hiudi

than to Bengali.

' Caldwell’s Draviclian grammar affords many valuable hints on this subject.
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9. What old Vernacular IfSS. exist among private families ?
‘

10. Is the Musulman-Bengali, used chiefly by persons -who cannot

read or write the Bengali, increasing as a dialect?

1

1

. The past and present influence of Persian in Bengal ?

12. The loundaries of the Bengali language in the Midnapur dis-

trict bordering on Orissa and in Birbhum on the Hindi-speaking

districts ?

13. The vernacular language, how far in its progress does it illus-

trate the vaiying features of national character, habits, pursuits,

social and mental development ?
*

14. Are the educated Bengalis so difierent from Italians, Poles,

or Hungarians, as to have little patriotic feeling in favour of their

native language ?

15. Words in the vernacular having affinities with any Tartar or

aboriginal language ?

16. Illustrations of the language of Flowers as used by Musul-

mans and Hindus ?

17. A List of those vernacular words not derived from Sanskrit or

Persian—their probable origin ?

18. Hames of places, persons, or things in the vernacular throw-

ing any light on the origin and affinities of the native race ?

1 9. Cant language used by particular classes ?
®

XXVI.

Law and Social State.

The laws of a people have a very important bearing on

their social development
;
hence jurisprudence has well been

defined, “the law of humanity in society,” and the subject

from this point of view has been taken up by the Social Science

Association.

1. How far is the new Penal Code, as contrasted with the Re-

gulations, likely to affect the social condition of the people and

mould their character; and how far is the social condition of the

people likely to modify the working of this Code ?

1 Besearch in other quarters ought to encourage it here : thus we find that the

Pushtu, until lately considered a colloquial dialect, had, as Captain Eaverty shows,

MS. as early as 1417 a.d.

2 Language has well been called a map of the manners and science of the

people who speak it. Thus the term for a widow, Vldhava, showed that all widows
were not burnt

;
so pati, a lord, the term for husband, indicated that he ruled.

3 Colonel Sleeman in his Raraasceana gives the language of Thugs. We have
in Bencal the lansruaare of boatmen.
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2. How far has the Punchayat or native jury system tended to

raise the character of the people ? how far is it popular ? would the

English Jury system be more efficient in this respect ?

3. The Income Tax, its probable bearings on the physical, social)

and moral condition of the people ?

4. Menu’s laws, how far did they influence the masses ?

5. The probable effects of making English the language of the

Courts in its increasing the gulph between the English Judge and

the masses? and in leaving the judge and the people at the mercy

of the interpreter ?

6. The effect on society of the Hindu law of intestate property.

7. Which is more favorable to the creation of a middle class and

the elevation of the masses, a zemindary, a village, or a ryotwary

system ?

8 How would a law of primogeniture be likely to work in India ?

9. Ditto a law like the French law of equal sul-division ?

10. In what respects is the social condition of the people different

now from what it was in the Vedic age—in Menu’s—in Ham’s—in

Kalidasa’s—in the Musulman ditto ?

11. How far has law in India been the offspring, how far the

parent of public opinion ?

12. The working of the Small Cause Courts in checking or in-

creasing a love for litigation and in promoting a regard to truth in

dealings ?

13. How far have native Educational endowments made the Pandits

indolent by making them independent of their Scholars ?

14. The value of village Municipal Institutions in preparing a

people for self-government ? the remains of the old system in differ-

ent parts of India ?

15. The importance to India of English lawyers in India having

a training not only in law books, but also in a knowledge of the

social condition of the people ?

XXVII.

Marriages.

1. Illustrations of the effects of early marriage physically, men-

tally, socially?

2. The causes and consequences of the expense of marriage

ceremonies ?

3. How far do marriage ceremonies vary according to caste, social

position, etc. ?
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4. What practices in the marriage ceremonies as to length, expense,

rites, ought to be discountenanced, what to he continued ?

5. Does earhj marriage in India tend to check vice ?

6. Is there a marriage in practice among the Hindus corresponding

to the Muhammadan nilclca ?

7. How far do marriages take place at a later period among
educated natives—the effects ?

8. Are GhataJcs (Go betweens) many, their fees,—any ghatak re-

gistries extant from BuUal Sen’s time, or three centuries ago?

9. The expense of marriage among the various castes or classes;

are they on the increase or the decrease ?

XXYIII.

Miscellaneous.

1 . The different modes of calculating time, such as by sand, water,

the sun, the stars ?

2. Is the Funchayat much practised now ? was it ever in Bengal

as much a part of the village system as in Central India ?

3. The practicability and advantage of Mofussil Savings and Loan

Banks for the middle classes in the Mofussil, to promote provident

habits and to rescue the Bayats from the Mahajans ?

'

4. Is the cycle theory for nations, of weakness, vigour, maturity,

decay, inapplicable to India ?

5. The emigration to the Mauritius and W. Indies in its effects

on the social condition of the emigrants and their families
;
on the

parties themselves on their return—are many remittances from

emigrants made to their families ?

6. To what type of the European character are the Bengalis likely

to approximate—to the English or German, French or Italian ?

7. Are not mere English institutions as little adapted for India

as they would be for France ?

8. Oriental Epistles, their various ornaments, superscriptions and

envelopes ?

9. Have cases been known in modern times of the following

punishments being enforced—cutting off a Hindu’s tika (top knot),

putting lime on one side of his face and ink on the other side, and

leading him about on an ass ?

1 In Birmingham in 1856, 84,000 accounts were opened for one penny and
upwards ; £4,500 being paid in. Through Dr. Chalmers’ influence penny banks

were established, fifty years ago in Scotland. Dr. Duncan established in Scotland

Savings Banks for deposits of a shilling and upwards, and thirty-two-mUlions

sterling have been deposited by 1,340,000 contributors.
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10. Karnes, any change desirable in Hindu names; the various

modes of giving them ? are all expressive ? are they ever changed ?

how many different names are there of men and of women ?

11. Salutations, different modes of, any change in the form of

in operation ?

12. Are large towns in Bengal less favourable to morals than the

countiy ?

13. Bazars, their profits to the proprietors, changes in them with-

in the last 20 years ?

14. Ai'e many new Hindu temples being built, where and at what

cost?

15. Spitting, why practised so much by Hindus ?

16. The history of the rise of the old families in Calcutta?*

17. What are the subjects of national pride with Bengalis?

18. Yarious forms of oaths among different castes; which are

considered specially binding ?

1 9. Are dwarfs numerous ?

20. Banhrupts were formerly compelled to sit bare-headed before

a blazing lamp, how long since that was practised ?

21. Why do Hindus count and divide by 4 ? does it relate to time,

such as 4 weeks, 12 hours ?

22. To what extent is the rise of prices leading, among ryots and

the working classes, to independence of feeling and action, to a

desire for education and to increased domestic comfort ?

23. Is dusturi, or servants’ perquisites, in vogue in the same pro-

portion among natives as among Europeans ? was it practised in the

jSIogul time and at different rates according to occupation ?

24. Does a fixed price for articles exist in any branch of Hindu

trade ?

25. Is there much competition among Hindus ? Is the “ cheap and

nasty” system much practised ?

26. Does population increase more in town or in the country ?

27. Longevity, how does it vary in different districts—in various

employments ?

28. Has a variety of soils any influence on the character of the

people, as low and marshy coasts are said to furnish a sordid, de-

graded race ?

29. How far is there real tenderness to animals in India ? Any
places of refuge for lost or starving ones, or old ones ?

30. Is suicide common in India ? among what classes ? the kinds ?

causes ? on the increase ?

1 tUhen I was in England 18 years ago, the late Professor Wilson directed my
attention to this subject as one of great interest ; only a native can write on it.
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31. Different kinds of ordeal now among the Hindus, the balance,

fire, water, poison, chewing rice, boiling oil, red hot iron ?
^

32. Twelve instances of English misunderstanding of native

practices, ditto of natives mistaking English.

33. When were the natives first called 7iiggers ?

34. Eefute the statement that natives have neither a word for

gratitude in their language, nor a sense of it towards Europeans.

35. The advisability of introducing fountahis and Turkish baths ?

36. Any Maliratta females settled in Bengal ?

37. The causes of the rise in. prices in the district ?

XXIX.

Musulmans.

The Musulmans live among the Hindus, but are not of
them

;
they even now are in Europe objects of much interest

to various nations, and in the middle ages they left in Europe

undying memorials of their knowledge and progress in the

arts and social life. The Musulmans in Bengal read Bengali,

but speak a mixed dialect.

1. In what localities are there Musulmans of Patan or Mogul

descent ?

2. In what districts have Hindus become proselytes to Muham-
madanism—how far by conviction ? how far by compulsion ? or

from other causes ?

3. To what extent do the Musulmans differ in their social life,

hospitality, kindness to the poor, amusements, manners and custotns,

from the Hindus? do they practise polygamy or sensuality to a

greater extent than the Hindus ?

4. The number, education, emoluments and influence of Kajis and

Mullas in various localities ?

5. To what extent have the Musulmans and Hindus mutually

adopted each other’s religious and social practices ?
^

6. How far have the residence and influence of Musulmans
diminished Hindu superstitions, as weU as indecent and cruel

practices ?

7. Is not the following Hindu practice of Musulman origin

—

1 The trial by ordeal has been handed down in India from ancient times ;
it

was prevalent in Europe in the middle ages.— iSee Asiatic Researches, Vol. I.
* In Purnea, Hindus contribute to the expense of the Mohurrum

;
while caste

has throughout Bengal obtained a complete ascendancy over the Moslems.
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writing with the reed instead of the style or iron pen ? other in-

stances ?

8. How far have the strictness of Hindu caste and the easy terms

on which Musulmans received converts, contributed to Moslem

prosehjtism ?

9. Is Muhammadanism on the increase? how has it gained so

many converts from the ryot class ?

10. Are the following sects of Falcirs in lower Bengal, Benawas,

Takyahdars, Jalalis, Madari?

1 1 . Murids—many ? their conduct ?

12. Many Hajis or pilgrims; do many go to Mecca from Bengal?

by what route ? do women often proceed ? the effect on them when

they return ?

13. What line of trade, profession or art, are Musulmans taking to?

14. What are the descendants of the Moslem gentry doing; are

they beginning to apply to trade ? do they seek Government employ ?

their influence ?

15. The number and endowments of Pirsthans ; Purgahs? are

many offerings made ?

16. How far is Sufeyism spreading, and among what classes ? any

secret meetings among them ? much asceticism ?—their text books ?

—

has the Vedantic system influenced Sufeyism in India? how far has

Christianity ?

17. How far are the Ferazis an offshoot of the Wahabees? are

they spreading beyond Purridepore ? are their influence and nnmbers

on the increase ?

18. Are the Ramzan and other feasts observed as strictly now as

formerly
;

if not, in what particulars ?

1 9. Do the Ferazis practise widow remarriage ? what Musulman

ceremonies do they reject—is any connection kept up by them with

Arabia ?

20. The difference between Hindu and Musulman funerals, birth-

days, marriages, as to the number of ceremonies, expense, popularity?

21 . How did Musulmans in former days persecute the Hindus—by
conferring ofilce and landed property on converts only—by rejecting

Hindu evidence in Courts—by bringing Hindu children up as

proselytes ?

22. Are Saids numerous in Bengal? what estimation are they held

in ?

23. In Musulman burial grounds, describe the various monuments

erected, the state in which they are kept ?

24. In the marriage ceremonies are sitting in state—carrying and

applying tumeric—measuring for wedding garments, kept up ?
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25. Kodali mama Mohurrum; Kaiami rasal ; Mui
Mohorak.

26. Is the singing by Dervishes much practised ?

27. Any practical checks to frequent divorce ?

28. Circumcision, the ceremonies and expense attending it in

different classes ?

29. Is a musket fired at the hirth of a male child ?

30. Hindus or Musulmans, which are stronger believers in

witches, ghosts ?

31. The numbers, profits, and social position of the Arab seamen

and Moguls who come to Calcutta and other ports for trade ?

32. Anecdotes or MSS. illustrating the past and present social

condition of the Musulmans in Calcutta, Dacca, Hugly, Murshidahad,

Pandua ?

33. Ai’e drinking habits on the increase ? the causes ?

34. Are women more secluded among Musulmans or Hindus ?

35. Is the attachment of the Musulmans to their religion declin-

ing in proportion to the political decay of the Moslems ?

36. Is the hatred between Shiahs and Sunis lessening ? ditto

between other Musulman sects ?

37. Describe the Musulman ceremonies at birth, circumcision,

puberty, betrothal, marriages, funerals, exorcism, as practised now
by different classes, and how different formerly ?

38. Is there as strict a regard to omens in travelling now as

formerly ?

39. The effects still remaining of former Moslem rule in Bengali.

XXX.

The Native Press.

This power, though young at present, is gradually rising to

a giant’s strength
;
and even Young Bengal is coming round

to acknowledge it to be a power, if not for himself, at least

for his wife and daughters, who, not requiring to be copyists,

do not need to work up a certain amount of China Bazar

English
;
the publication of half a million copies of Bengali

works in Calcutta annually for sale cannot be without its

effects. It is very desirable to procure manuscript literature,

such as ballads, proverbs, songs, family traditions. Of what

great value, in an historical point of view to the Rajputs, are

the ballads of Chand ?
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1. The circulation and profits of the following works : Almanacs,

Panchalis or popular songs, tales.

2. Past and present patrons of native literature ?

3. The use of f ernacular Lilraries in making known new publica-

tions and creating a taste for reading ?

4. A list of the various libraries for natives established in the

Mofussil, their origin, success or failure, and the causes ? the classes

using them, the kind of books most popular ?

5. A sketch of the history of native editors, past and present,

of the former editors of the Bhaskar, Chandrika, Puma Chandraday,
and Prahhakar newspapers in Calcutta ?

6. The native press, how far an index of the social, moral, and
intellectual condition of the people ?

7. The recent copyright law, in its action on native authorship ?

8. Ballads, are there many ? any very old ? how far illustrative

of customs, history, morals ?
*

9. The booli trade, its profits, mode of selling, canvassing,

advertising ?

10. Pictures of the gods and goddesses, where sold, in what
numbers, by whom executed ?

*

1 1 . Female book hawkers, the number, what class of books do

they sell ?

12. The working of the Act against obscene publications ?

13. The practicability of procuring a volume of Anecdotes of native

social life as drawn from their literature ?

14. It has been afiirmed that last century the Bengalis had no

moral books, how far was that true ?

XXXI.

Pandits.

Pandits once occupied more important positions in social

life than they do now. Many anecdotes are still afloat of the

wonderful acquisition in Sanskrit lore made by the Tarka-

lankars and others of former days, of the lengthened period

* Ballad literature is not to be despised as an index of a popular mind, as Sir

W. Scott has shown with regard to the Scotch, and Bp. Percy with respect to

the English ballads. A queen of Denmark, ten centuries ago, had the Danish
ballads pubhshed ; they have lately been translated into English

;
they are chiefly

written by women, and treat of history, and legends. The Guzerat Vernacular

Society in its report for 1849 states that one of its great objects was the collecting

aud copying ancient MS. ballads and tales.

2 It is calculated there may he two hundred shops for the sale of these
;
now

Bvahmanas and Khaistas come into the field as book agents.
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of their grammatical studies, their profound acquaintance with

the shastras, and their wonderful feats of memory. Their

influence and emoluments are on the decay
;
the endowments

they formerly had, which enabled them to maintain pupils

according to the Hindu rule, that the master is to support the

scholar, have been in many cases alienated. English educa-

tion also has called for a more practical and paying know-

ledge than Sanskrit, though the latter is of the utmost value

for philological and antiquarian purposes.

Raja Krishna Chundra Roy of Nuddea was the Mecenas of

Pandits last century, and bestowed on them an immense

amount of land. Adams, in his reports on education, has

given us much information on the position of Pandits in 1835,

so has Buchanan Hamilton on those of Behar at the begin-

ning of this century. Though pandit learning is on the wane,

still it is to be wished that Sanskrit studies were placed in

this country on a proper basis—as a key to the chief Indian

vernaculars—as a capital training in Philology—and as a

means of throwing a flood of Kght on the origin of nations :

how striking the fact, brought to light by Sanskrit, that the

Highlanders of Scotland, the priests of Russia, and the Brah-

mans of Benares, use radically the same language !

1. Pandits—illustrations of their abstruse studies, deep know-
ledge as well as extensive reading on subjects now little studied?

2. The emoluments, fees, and endowments of tols (colleges), and

their influence over the pupils in various localities ?

3. The various causes that have led to the decline of the emolu-

ments, influence, and studies of Pandits ?

4. Were Mithila hrahmans numerous and influential in Bengal?

5. Do Pandits, Puroliits, or Gurus gain more emoluments, or have

greater influence ?

XXXII.

Proverbs.

Proverbs present a rich field in illustrating the social con-

dition of the people, as is pointed out in Trench’s admirable

work on the Proverbs.

1. The origin of Vernacular Proverbs, how many are modern,
how many from the Sanskrit ?
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2. The extent to which they are used, which are local ?

3. Their contrast and similarity with Hindi, Urdu, Mahratta,

Telugu ?

4. Their resemblance to European Proverbs ?

5. Proverbs illustrating the moral and social condition of the

people.

6. Proverbs throwing any light on the history of the country ?

XXXIII.

Readers.

In oriental countries where the masses cannot read, it is

very common for the people to assemble to hear one read a

book to them, and explain its more diflBcult passages
;
illustra-

tions can be seen in the Arabian Nights. Among the Bengali

this class of Readers or Reciters is called a Kathak.

1 . The Kathalcs

;

their number, mode of being trained, emolu-

ments and chief localities
;
are they on the increase or decrease ?

2. How far could the system be adopted of employing men like

Kathaks to read interesting works ?

3. Vernacular lectures on popular subjects illustrated with dia-

grams, pictures, the desirableness and practicability of having them?

XXXIV.

Recreations

—

Music.

Music, since the days of Orpheus, as well as before, has

exercised a mighty spell on the popular mind : we know the

famous saying “ Give me the making the ballads of a nation,

and I will give you the making its laws.” Sir W. Jones has

written well on Hindu music and has vindicated its claims,

though Europeons and Asiatics will never agree on this point.

There is a Bengali work on this, but I have met very few

pandits that could explain it.

1. The popular songs in use, their description, number and

influence ?

2. An accoimt of the most popular hallad writers ?

3. Any English music likely to be popular in this country ?
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4. Any men corresponding witli tlie Bhats of Kajputana or the

wandering minstrels of Europe in the middle ages ?
'

5. The numbers, profits of musicians who play for hire, their

different classes?

6. Are athletic exercises as much practised now as formerly ?

7. How far do Bengalis sleep more than Englishmen?^

8. What English games or athletic exercises might he naturalised

in India ?

9. The advantage of having a half holiday on Saturday ?

10. Field sports, as fowling, fishing, riding, pigeon fancying, kite

flying, how far practised ?

11. Gamhling, various kinds of—numbers of gamblers—gains

—

gambling houses ?

12. The mode of spending the evenings among educated natives?

much discussion on politics or religion ?

13. Are feats of skill, such as balancing a row of water-pots on

the head, dancing on poles, balancing, tumbling, rope-dancing,

sleight of hand, common ?

14. Hative musical instruments, the various ones, by what classes

used ? the ones most popular ?

15. Analysis of Vernacular hooks on muAc,}

16. Cock fighting, bulbul fighting, ram fighting, how far practised?

17. The Hindu notation of music? any music on European

notation

;

any counterpoint, describe the various ragas

;

any harp ?

18. Listening to tales, and riddles of an evening, how far practised ?

19. Various modes of swimming practised, can any women swim?

XXXV.

Sects.

Without trenching on theological controversy, there is a

wide field in considering the social influence of the various

sects of Hindus and Musulmans. Professor Wilson has

almost exhausted the theological part of the question in his

elaborate work on the “ Sects of the Hindus,” but there is

much to fin up in the social part.

1 In Behar zillah those Bhats rank next to the military tribes, amount to S80
families, most of which have endowments in land. “ They are very impudent
fellows, and when any one offends them, they make an image of cloth, and call

it by their enemy’s prototype.”
2 I mention this as the Bengalis sit up late.
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1. How far are tlie VaisJmahs ahead of other sects in elevating

the people or women, or in proselyting ? have they made any pro-

selytes among Muhammadans ? their ceremonies for the initiation of

converts ?

2. The extent of the Guru's power and emoluments now? do

they travel far ? the greatest number of disciples any have ? their

visits, instruction, morals? the various kinds of Hpadesh they whisper

into the ear ?

3. The duties, influence and punishment of the Balpati?

4. Is this remark of Wilson correct: “In Bengal the Lingum

worship has no hold on the people’s affections, it is not interwoven

with their amusements, nor must it be imagined that it ofiers any

stimulus to impure passions.” Lecture I. 22.

5. The Saidas, their mystical diagrams, rites, and gesticulations ?

6. Lingamites, are their priests Jangams? are any Sudras?

7. Was Sati practised more among Saktas or Yaishnabs?

8. Wlio worship Ola Bibi (the goddess of cholera), when did it

begin, and in what districts is it observed ? ditto of Shitola, of the

Karta Bhoj as, of Dakin Ray, of Gazi ?

9. What sects originating in the Upper Provinces have followers

in Bengal, and what Bengali sects have adherents in the Upper

Provinces ?

10. Is the Tantric system spreading? its social influence?

1 1 . The three leading divisions of Hindu monks ? how far do they

observe caste ?

12. Among what sects is Pantheism spreading

—

is it spiritual or

material pantheism ?

13. The resemblances and differences between Pantheism and

Sufyism ?

14. The number of sects among the Musulmans? their respective

social influences ?

XXXVI.

Servants.

1 . Do natives keep the same numler of servants as Europeans in a

corresponding rank of life ? how do their pay, treatment, work^

differ in the service of Europeans, East Indians, Hindus, and Musul-

mans?

2. The state of slaves in former days—their price and treatment ?
*

* Slavery was once very prevalent in Bengal, and especially in Behar
; the

Musulmans in the latter place, forbidden by their religion to purchase a freeman,

in order to give a sop to their conscience, caU it taking a lease of a man for ninety

years.
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3. The causes that sercanU in Calcutta and other parts in India

ai-e said to he inferior to what they used to be—is it that those who
govern iU are served ill ?

4. How far is the practice of exchanging certificates of character

carried ?

5. Chuhdars (macemen) their numbers and pay in former days ?

when did their numbers become less ?

6. Anecdotes, illustrative of the number, treatment, and cost of

slaves in Bengal in former times.

7. How far are the rules of caste among servants really such ?

how far are they an invention for their own ease and profit ? (In

Madras, the land of real caste, one servant does the work of many).

8. Ayahs, their castes, emoluments, morals?

9. The moral and social effect of so many servants being separated

from their wives and families ? is it like the Scotch boothy system ?

XXXYII.

Travelling.

Thougli pilgrimages may have conduced to encourage the

Hindus to a love of adventure and to season them to hardship,

still there is amonsr Bengalis a strong clinging to their native

place and their bhdilok, and yet Bengalis are found like .Jews

everywhere in India, but with better effect now than what

Hamilton records “ of the Calcutta Babus sent to Dinagepore,

which is invaded by strangers from Calcutta, most of them

rapacious as kites, and eager to accumulate fortunes in order

to be able to retire to their native country.” TTe trust that

one of the effects of the raih’oad will be to lead a different

kind of Bengalis to ^'isit Behar, viz., the educated native who
wishes to see the remains of the former greatness of his

country, as seen in the Buddhist ruins of Behar, the Hindu
monuments of Benares, the Moslem grandeur of Agra and

Delhi, the beauteous scenery in the valley of the Soane and

the Jain •buildings of Rajputana, with the wide Champaign
of Eewa—we hope this Indian grand tour may be considered

necessary to crown a book education.^

' From Katamandu to Indore, the Bengali Babu is the copying machine in

offices; in Benares alone there are about 7000 Bengalis settled.

VOL. U. [XEW semes]. 6
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1 . Do the Bengalis travel more than the Behar men ? is their love

to it on the increase ?

2. Do pilgrimages in Bengal contribute more to a travelling spirit

than in the Agra Presidency ?

3. Is much correspondence kept up between Bengalis located in the

Agra Presidency and their friends in Bengal ?

4. How far is cheap postage leading the lower classes to a desire

to learn to write and read.

5. Different kinds of lodging houses for travellers, their various

prices—accommodation—are they over crowded—do scenes of vice

or robbery often occur ?

6. Railways, their effects on third class travellers, in lessening

caste prejudices—enlarging the powers of observation—promoting

social comfort—how far are women availing themselves of them ?

7. News, the various modes of procuring and publishing?

8. Planting trees by the road sides, how far practised in ancient

and modern times ?

9. The causes leading to natives emigrating to the Mauritius and

other parts ?

XXXVIII.

Vehicles,

1. The various changes in shape \ho palanheen has undergone.*

2. How far is it feasible to introduce into lower Bengal the use

of the ehka, which is both cheap and expeditious ?

3. Palki hearers, in Calcutta—their numbers, mode of life, loca-

lities, character, profit—their native country—many from Behar ?

Ghari wallas ditto ditto.^

4. Syces in Calcutta ditto ditto—were not syces formerly more

swift of foot ?
^

5. The origin of the shape of the present kiranchis Is it taken

from old English coaches ?

XXXIX.

"Working Classes.

In England, mucli interest has been taken in the working

classes, as the great pillars of the social system.

In India in the present state of things, the working classes

’ Last century they were arched.

2 In Berlin, the cab drivers, while waiting for a fare, are to be often seen

reading.
•’ The author of Seri Matakherim writes that they make nothing of following

and preceding Englishmen on a full gallop, and that common servants have been

seen who would run down a hare.
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afford a fine field for education and social improvement, as

their improved social condition, the rise of wages, and their

wants lead them to feel a stronger desire for education and its

accompaniments
;

to them a knowledge of reading, writing,

and arithmetic, is rendered by their daily occupations a matter

of necessity, while a little colloquial English would in some

cases be of use to them. What they especially need is not a

smattering of book English, but a sound vernacular education,

embracing the elements of mathematics and manufacturing:

skill, on the plan of the commercial schools in England, from

which, a smattering of Latin has been excluded. How many
eminent men have risen from this class, such as Stephenson

and Hugh Miller, an encouragement to others
;
like as in the

French army, every soldier is said to carry the baton of field

marshall in his knapsack, or in Russia where several million-

aires were originally serfs. In Jehanabad a century ago a

Musulman tailor founded a sect composed of Musulmans

and Hindus, who respect the Koran and Shastras
;
this tailor

composed 18 sacred books in Hindi, and his followers now
amount to 20,000. Kabir, sprung from a weaver family, was

the founder of one of the greatest sects in north India, while

among the village gods worshipped in Behar are those who
were boatmen, domes, oilmen. Chandra Gupta’s maternal

grandfather was a barber.

The London Working Men’s College, established in 1854,

has 270 students in Mathematics, Drawing, French, Natural

History
;

there are other Colleges in Manchester, Halifax,

having among their alumni, carpenters, shoe-makers, weavers,

tailors, porters. When will Bengal have hers—the working

men now can scarcely read. When is India to have the

literature of labour—like that of Burns the bard and plough-

man—Clare the peasant poet—Hogg the shepherd poet

—

Cooper the shoemaker poet—Miller the stonemason geologist.

Hood’s literature of labour and the achievements of mind

among the cottage, or “ mind among the spindles ” suggest

many reflections on this.

I . TTeavers, their numbers, profits, social position, localities
;
do

many read
;
have many risen in the world ?
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2. Tailors, are all Musulmans?

3. Shoemakers, do any become rich ? is the prej udice against them

declining ?

4. Totters, why inferior to those of former days?

5. Dyers, different kinds and nature of dyes?

6. Masons and Stone cutters, are they chiefly immigrants ?

7. Smiths, the profits and social position of various classes as

coppersmith, tinsmith, blacksmith, goldsmith.

8. Confectioners, any poisonous matter used in their colouring

confectionery ?

9. Dookhinders, any Hindus, if not, why ?

10. Shopkeepers, why so many readers among them ? what class in

society do they come from ?

1 1 . Idol makers, their localities, profits, numbers ?

12. Firework makers, ditto.

13. Pansaries, or Grocers, ditto.

14. Instances of Revolutions in trade in this country from change

of employment, like that in Europe among weavers, manuscript

copyers, coach proprietors ? ^

15. Instances among the working classes of men who have risen

to wealth or social distinction, or who have educated their sons well?

16. Is the Sh'dpa Shastra in use among any priests?^

17. Any strikes among the working classes?

18. The middleman system, its evils?

Among the most thriving trades is that of keepers of tatties,

who profit as much hy this dirty work as English undertakers

do by their other division of it. I have heard of some of those

men near Dharamtola bazar, Calcutta, who earn between two

and three hundred rupis monthly. In the Congress General

of Hj^giene in France, 1852, one resolution passed was, “That

the instruction of the young in the labouring classes ought to

comprise all which relates to the cleanliness of their person

and of their dwellings, to the benefits resulting from good

ventilation and the evils arising from humidity.” There is

on the Continent the Association International de Bienfais-

ance, whose main objects are to bring into relationship all

interested in the condition of the Avorking classes, reformatory

institutions and popular education.

1 It is so among certain stonemasons in Behar zillah.



CORRECTIOXS TO ART. IV.

Page

1 >

88, note, line 1, instead of bhimwang read bhisnweng,

94, 1. 6 and 7, instead of read

98, note 4, instead of Senu read Ibenu.

112, note 1, instead of read
.

In the same note read

Tamil instead of Sindi, and Panehatantra instead of Sitopadesa.

„ 120, line 8, instead of shamsu-lbarrin read shaimu-lbarri.

16, instead of Qamrit-lbahrin read Qamru-lbahri.

133, note 2, instead of 04^ read

Page 87, line 25, add: It may not, perhaps, he devoid of interest to quote a

remarkable passage from the Panja Tandaran (lithographed edition, p. 30), in

which also mention is made of the human sacrifice performed by Yudhishthira

before commencing the war. It occurs in the first hook, in the story of the

jackal, crow, and tiger persuading the Ron, their master, to devour a camel

:

j^lj^
^^

^

^
‘i

^

“ The Crow said to the King Lion : Lord ! in the time of King Pdrmaraja, when
they intended to go to attack a certain state, that King’s astrologer, called Kasna,

said : ‘ If your Majesty kills this your Majesty’s child, making a sacrifice of it, that

town (or state) is sure to be conquered.’ Then, on account of the urgency of the

case, the King killed his own child. Such an act is sinless, as we preserve by it

the lives of the many.”
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Art. IV.—Short Account of the Malay Manuscripts, belonging

to the Royal Asiatic Society. By H. N. van der Tuuk.

[Presented July 3
,
I860].

A.—Raffles Collection.

No 1 (large folio of 460 pages) contains the sf ^ •

About the hero see Malayan Annals, translated by Leyden,

chapters xiv. and xvi. A small extract is foimd in Crawfurd’s

‘‘History of the Indian Archipelago,” ii. p. 51. Manuscripts

of this work, the text of which might he available, are in the

possession of Mr. J. Pijnappel, at Leyden
;
and of Mr. E.

Netscher, at Riyow.' The last chapters of this tale are found

in No. 2607 of the manuscripts of the India Office, com-

mencing with that part where the king of Malaka intends to

make one of his sons king on Mount Siguntang?

This composition is very interesting, as it exhibits a faith-

fid pictui’e of Malay life, and is written in genuine Malay.

No. 2 (large folio of 288 pages
;
the last four pages are

filled up with doggrel rhymes by some transcriber). This

manuscript appears to be a transcript made by a native of

Java, for a great many words belonging to the Malay dialect

of Java occur in it; as, for instance, uribang, flower of the

* I stall make mention of otter copies, as it is my opinion ttat no Malay com-
position ougtt to te publisted wittout a supply of manuscripts tearing on the
same subject. Texts from one manuscript, suet as those published by Mr. J. J.
de Hollander, in Holland, are not to be depended upon. Even quotations, found
somewhere, I stall take notice of, as it may be useful to the editor of a Malay text
to consult them.

^ See No. 66 of my Kort Verslag der Maleische Handschriften in bet East India
House, London, where the reader will find a full account of those closing chapters.
As the numbers in that account have been since changed, I shall give here the
present numbers.
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liibiscus rosa Sinensis
; hdpcng, pock-marked

;
kuldn, west/

etc. It also abounds with Javanese titles, as demang, ngabehi,

kanduruwan, etc. The manuscript is in many passages too

corrupt to be of use in editing the text. The transcriber has

often changed words he did not understand into such as re-

sembled them in sound, or nearly so.^ But what is very

strange, it has now and then a form less corrupted than the

Javanese
;
v.g. nantahoga (p. 188) instead of the Javanese

antahoga (a corruption of the Kawi anantabhoga). As to the

contents, it follows the Javanese poem only to a certain extent,

whilst it often contains passages which are not explicable

otherwise than by supposing that a Javanese original has been

translated or imitated, which did not deviate so much from

the original Kawi poem, as the one published by Mr. A.

B. Cohen Stuart. Although it is evidently taken from the

Javanese, its finst and last pages contain matter not found

either in the Kawi or Javanese work, whilst no trace is found

of the introduction, wherein the king Jtiga Bchja, in whose

reign Mpu Shiah, the Javanese author, lived, is spoken of in

laudatory terms
;
moi’eover, the title Barata yuda {Bhdrata-

yuddka) which is given to the Javanese version, is not known

in Malay; and the great war between the Koraivas and

Pandawas, wherever it is alluded to in Malay compositions,

is always called parang Panddwa Jaya, “ the war of the \’ic-

torious Pandawa.” Not until p. 134 do the contents of this

manuscript resemble the Kawi and Javanese composition.

The Malay author says in the opening that his work, although

containing the story of the Pandawa Pancha Kallma^ gives

a great many beautiful tales in the beginning, and afterwards

the tale named Hikayat Pandaiva Jaya. These beautiful

tales are, he says, a collection of Javanese dramatic composi-

tions {Idlakon), to which he gives no particular names. I

shall, on another occasion, make an analysis of the whole

' Even Dutch words, as, for instance, •)!; (blaanw, blue), occur in it. (See p.

115).

2 So, for instance, we find passim J (Ar.) instead of (alms, largesses

of a king to priests and religious mendicants).

3 Translation oipancha.
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and divide it into three parts. The first will give a rapid

view of the contents from page 1-134, being what is not

found either in the Kawi or Javanese work. The second will

he more circumstantial, as it may illustrate the difficult pas-

sages of the Kawi original, and will comprise what is found

from p, 134-208, being the record of the great war. The

third will give only a brief account of the contents from p.

208 to the end, as it deviates in this part almost in every

respect from the Javanese version,^ which closes with a eulogy

of king Jdya Bdya, of which no trace is found in this manu-

script. The library of the India Office is possessed of two

manuscripts hearing on the same subject, but only containing

the description of the war. They are numbered 2384 (small

4to. 234 pages), and 2605 (8vo. 176 pages). Both commence

with introducino' to the reader the chief heroes who figure in

it, and then speak of Kasna’s^ mission to demand the half of

the kingdom in behalf of the five sons of Pandu? To en-

able the reader to form a judgment of the difference of the

texts of the three manuscripts, some specimens are here given.

The names of the four holy men (resi) that join Kdsna when

setting out for Hastinapura as mediator are in Ko. 2603 :

I
S’lid

j
in !No. 23S4,

’

,
and^^jj:^; and in this manuscript, ,'.i

,

f •

The passage where the Javanese version speaks of a human
sacrifice being performed by either of the contending parties

runs in Ko. 2384 as follows

:

LvuJuU., r;_.U tic, ,1

1 Of the Kawi version only twelve copies (!) have been lithographed hy order
of the Dutch government. It is not complete, ending with the combat of Arjuna
and Aswatthdma.

* Kr^ma.
3 Leyden (As. Res. x. 178) mentions the following separate tales about the

Patidawas : 1st. The tale about their gambling
;
2nd, that about their borrowing a

hall
;

3rd, that about their selling lime.

^ In the Kawi poem they are Parasitrdma, Eanwa, Janaka, and Ndrada (the

Javanese has the same, only differently spelt, according to the Javanese pro-

nunciation).
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« JLi CL-'Li^A^A^ i_jolsLi»
Cl'^

etc. c:—;A L^l^j

No. 2603 has

:

cl.C ,l& <dj'

k \
^

J C
^ ^

, AA ^
A A.4J

^ , A^^jJ L ** t" J

1

^^A ^lA 4j ci)^
^Aii ^hi

^ ..
''

etc. L^l^i ^_^Aa tAAt»

This manuscript has (p, 147)

:

^wuA 1.4.3 ^^*3A1 A.4.4 ...'1.4 ^
^ha..J

^%.A b1aA3 LA3^ ^ua.AL4.3 L_S.4 j^l.4J CAA^

*_iC.4 3 a..! id:;-) i^LiJ (JV* cJ^"i?A t“*

>—^^—
) ^

^.cldh—..< t—*A 1.4 A^A^.^ (—

3

aIx.4 ^1a tA ^

etc. cJli^i

The Kawi (x. G) has : timm pada tlas makaryya hhisuweng^

tgalpaprangan
|

ratvan ngarani kcmg tawurnrepati pandaiud

murwwani
|

kunang tawur i sang nrepeng kuru ya kanliid

hrahrnana
|

rikan sira 'sindpa sang divija sagotra mdtydlaga.

“Then they all performed a sacrifice on the field of battle,

liawan was the name of the victim of the Pandawa king,

commencing
;

as to the victim of the Kuru king, a brah-

mana was . . . . ,
thence he was cursed by the twice

born, to die with his [whole] family in fighting.” This re-

markable passage will perhaps attract the attention of soma

' Instead of hhisuwa {bhisuwang is bhisuwa + ing) a manuscript on palm leaves

in my possession has hliisn-eng {bhisua + ing). I should like to read here bhimica
{abhisawa). The Malay text gives no explanation, as it is evidently influenced hy
the Javanese version, where sagotra has become the name of a person. Moreover
it identifies liawan with a son of Arjuna (of the name of Irawan), who is after-

wards killed by a demon (xii. 17). The word in the Malay version

is probably a substantive made from^/^1-^, which occurs in the Hikagat

Kumala bahrin with the sense of to tufn off the evil infiuenee of a ghost from a

person who is supposed to have been visited by a ghost, and in consequence of

it has got some disease (compare the Ngaju-Dayak palis). ^/*Ab4,- must then

have the meaning of what is used to turn oflf the evil influence of ghosts.
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Sanskrit sckolar, wko may succeed in explaining it. In Ho.

21 (see below) I have not been able to find it.

Ho. 3 (large folio of 244 pages, imperfect at the end)

contains the i • It is one of the

Panji tales, containing the adventures of Inu K&rtapati,

prince of Kuripan. This manuscript commences with the

king of Kuripan’s getting a son, called on. his birth Asmara

mng rat Onddkan Juya. Then the birth is related of

Ldsmining puri Chandra-kirana, the princess of Daha, who

was also named Puspaning rat^ and betrothed to the above-

named prince of Kuripan. This princess, when yet a girl,

was carried off by Batdra Kdla, and placed with her

attendants in a forest, where she changed her name and that

of her waiting women. The prince of Kuripan goes, attended

by his followers, in quest of his intended bride, and in his

rambles for that purpose takes the name of Rangga Ariya

Kuda Nustapa, his followers too changing each his name.

Ho. 4 (folio of 246 pages and ending abruptly) and Ho. 73

(small 4to. of 420 pages) both contain the aj b

an imitation of the Persian . On comparing the

introduction, where the owner of the parrot

is spoken of, I found the readings to be nearly the same. In

my possession is a copy (folio of 90 pages) wherein the parrot

teUs thirteen tales. In the library of the India Office there

are two manuscripts of this composition (Hos. 2604 and 2606),

The. former contains twenty-two tales, but the latter only

ten, whilst the introduction about Khojak Meymun is wanting

in it.^ According to Abdu-Uah^ the Moonshee this composi-

tion also goes by the name of after the

parrot’s owner. The two manuscripts of the India Office

seem to belong to one and the same version, and only differ in

the proper names, which have been changed to Malay ones in

Ho. 2606. The versions in both differ from my manuscript.

Ho. 5 (folio of 315 pages) contains the ibA- .

* Compare under No. 14.

- See tother Kort Verslag der Maleische HandscEriften van het E. I. House.
3 See his Journal, p. 95 of the Singapore edition. Of this Journal there is

also a reprint in the fourth volume of Meursinge’s Jlaleisch Leesboek; and a
French translation by Dulaurier.
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It is an imitation in prose of the Javanese poem, the com-

mencement of which has been published by Mr. J. J. de

Hollander in the Header, p. 158 sqq. at the end of his Hand-

leiding hij de Beoefening der Javaansche Taal- en Letter-

kimde (Breda, 1848). A translation, as it would seem, of

the Javanese poem is to be found in Boorda van Eysinga’s

Indie (Breda, 1843), p. 502 (3de boek, eerste deeh). No. 11

(folio of 151 pages, only written half way down, the open

spaces being perhaps intended for a translation) contains the

same tale, but considerably abridged.

No. 6. See No. 31.

No. 7 (folio) contains :

I. (71 pages) . This poem has been edited with

a Dutch translation and annotations by Mr. B. van Hoe veil,

in vol. xix. of the Transactions of the Batavian Society of

Arts and Sciences, but may be had separatel3^ A review of

this edition is to be found in the Indisch Magazijn & Gids

(1847), and quotations from another manuscript in Boorda van

Eysinga’s Maleisch-Nederduitsch Woordenbock, under ,

, J
AJ-j and . Another

copy is contained in No. 36 (folio of 130 pages, and ending

abruptly). Both manuscripts may serve to correct the edited

text. I subjoin here a specimen of the various readings :

The printed edition, page 3, line 9 from below, has :

Satulah {haginda sampeyY kapantey
\

di Uhatna parahu {di

atas lanteyY
||
langkap [lah sakaliyan)^ kajang dan lantey

1

{buikY lah putari duduk barjuntcy
||

Page 5, line 5 from above :

Tidurlah anakku bulang hulu
\

biyarlah ayahnda bdrjalan

ddhula
II
{anakku pandang)^ hatiku pilu

\

bagey di hiris ddngan

sdmbilu
11

Page 6, line 4

:

Sdmbilan bulan sdmbilan hari
\
{ku handling)^ di dulam

{hutan duri)~ H

* No. 7 has sampeij haginda, and No. 36, sampey tuwan turun.

2 No. 36, tarlalu basey. 3 No. 36, dan. ‘ Nos. 7 and 36, ndik.

® No. 7, analc kupandang. ® No. 7, kukandung. ’ No. 7, diri.
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Page 6, line 2 from below :

Barjalan lah haginda {laju manuUhy
\

rasaha handak {har-

halik)'^ kdmbali
||

II. (69 pages) . This poem has been twice

edited by J. J. de Hollander, once in the Reader of the first

edition of his Handleiding bij de beoefening der Maleische

Taal- en Letterkunde, and once separately (Leyden, 1856), from

a transcript evidently made in Java, and badly mutilated.

The version of this manuscript has hardly anything in com-

mon with that of the one edited, but corresponds in many
respects with that recension of the poem, from which Marsden

has given extracts in the Reader at the end of his Grammar.

The king mentioned in the opening is called here Sari nara

indara di Chdmpaka Jajar, but in the one edited Ratu Socha

u'indu pura nagara. As proper names of females, Kin Td-

dahan and Kin Pangalipur occur here ; whilst the name of

the heroine is sometimes shortened into Kin Tdhuh for the

sake of rhyme and metre. Yiira Dandani, Wira Pdndapa

and Wira Kdrta are found as proper names of males. The

hero, the prince who fell in love with the heroine, goes here

by the names of Puspa Kdnchana, Raden Inu? Anak Man-
tdri, Inu Bangsaivan, Raden Inu Kdrtapati,^ and Anak Inu.

The beauty of the heroine is compared to that of Januwati,^

the goddess of love {yangyang kusuma), and the celestial

nymph Nila-utama. Instead of taman (garden), this manu-

script makes often use of the Kawi Idlangun.^ Paduka
Mahddeivi, Paduka Matur (?), and Paduka Liku are men-

tioned as inferior wives of the old king. The pages of the

king employed on errands are called here pangdlasan, instead

of bdduwanda. This version, moreover, does not end so

tragically
;
Indra bringing the two lovers back to life, accost-

1 A correction by tbe editor instead of tbe rvords of the manuscript, sayang
\arjalan. No. 7 bas tbe true reading {sayang tarjali).

2 No. 7, halik.

5 Eh^-ming on tarmangu. See also tbe extracts in the Eeader of Marsden’s
Malay Grammar.

^ A name of Panji.

5 Tbe name of Samba’s sweetheart (see under No. 15).

® e.g. mari-lah amas ariningsun, kita mandi kalalangun, and tdngah hari
haginda hangun, pargi mandi kalalangun. The native tales speak always of de-

lightful gardens, where a bathing-place is one of the first requisites.
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ing the heroine with anak galich.^ One of the characters

represented is Si - Tuguk^ who is described as a kind of

Falstaff, big-bellied and fond of fun. There is also a version

in prose which goes by the name of h\L=>- .

In this version, the heroine is the daughter of a king of

Wanggar, and the waiting-maid, who dies with her, is called

here, as in the printed edition. Kin Bayan. One of her most

beloved nurses has the name of Antardsmi, and is addressed

by her with kakak or the Javanese embdk (elder sister). The

principal attendants of the hero are Panta Wira Jaya and

Jaran Angsoka. The place where the heroine is killed is

here the wood (Jav. alas) Pucliangan. The lovers arc

brought to life by Bdtara Kala, who changes them into

lotus flowers, and then veils them in a cloud of incense. The

residence is called in the end Sochawindu, but elsewhere

only Pura nagara. Mr. II, C. Millies, at Utrecht, has a

manuscript of this version. It is not worth publishing, but

may be available for a new edition of the poem, of which

there is a manuscript also in the library of King’s College,

if I recollect right. It is beyond all doubt, that the poem as

well as the tale belong to the widely-spread cycle of the tales

in which the adventures of Panji are related.^

III. (26 pages) .x.S This poem is known on

the west coast of Sumatra by the name of

I possess two manuscripts of it (8vo. of 36 pages, and small

4to. of 68 pages). A prose version of it is contained in No.

2715 of the manuscripts of the India Office, and has been

described in my Kort Yerslag der Mai. Handschriften van het

E. I. Ilouse.

IV. (10 pages) jX.S . This is a collection of erotic

* In the Panji tales the princess of Daha, the intended wife of Chehel, is com-
monly called Raden-galuh.

2 One of the personating characters in the Panji tales.

3 See Eaffles’ History of Java, ii., p. 88 sqq., i. 335 and 392 ; Cohen Stuart’s

Pjaja Lcngkara, and Eoorda's Lotgevallen van Raden Pandji, in the Bijdragen

tot de taal-land-en Volkenlumde van Nederlandseh Indie, vol. ii., p. 167 sqq.,

and vol. vii. niouwe volgreeks, p. 1 sqq.

* In the end of this manuscript this proper name of the mother of the heroine

is spelt V 4^/^ •
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verses put into the mouths of two fishes (a tambara and a

kakap) who seem to be desperately in love.

No. 8. See under No. 17.

No. 9 (folio of 160 pages) contains, as do No. 37 (151 pages,

and ending abruptly) and No. 55^ (small 4to. of 262 pages)

\j:j • This tale contains the adventures of Indara

Putdra, son of Bakdrn,a Puspa? king of Samanta-pura, and

is replete with wonderfid narratives. The hero is carried off

by a golden peacock
;
is sent by the king Shahmjdn to Bdrma

Sdqti

;

kills a giant or demon on Mount Indara Kila finds

the wonderful sea in the midst of the w'orld [tasik samuddra
)

;

meets with the princess Kumdla Patna Sari

;

contends with

the prince Lela Mangdrna in exhibiting supernatural feats

;

is carried off by a genie (of the name of whose son

(called ) he kills
;
meets consecutivelj’- with mountains

of gold and other precious metals, the seas of wonder and

love; journeys in a cavern during a month; kills a serpent

(of the name of and a demon (called meets

with Bdrma Gangga, who instructs him in supernatural

means of conquering his enemies, and with Bdrma Sdqti, etc.

At last our hero comes home, and is made king of Samanta-

pura with the title of Sultan Indara Mangindara. No. 55

terminates with a great many erotic verses not found in the

other copies. Many quotations from this work are to be

found in Werndly’s Maleische Spraakkunst (pp. 133, 157,

162, 170 (twice), 171, 174 (three times), 176, 185, 186, 191,

193, 194 and 195), in Roorda van Eysinga’s Maleisch-Neder-

duitsch "Woordenboek {wndiev pantas, pandey, pmji and gdrak),

and in the annotations of Mr. van Hoevell on the Sair Bida-

sari (pp. 289, 305, 333, 335, 348, 352, 375 and 399). Speci-

mens of the reading of the three manuscripts

:

—
No. 9

:

’ Another copy is in the possession of Dr. Reinhold Rost (small 4to. 148 pages).
^ Of course most proper names occurring in this account are transliterated

guessingly, such as they would be pronounced by a Malay at first sight.
3 MTiere Arjuna performed penance to get supernatural arms. Such proper

names deserve being taken up in a Dictionary, as they occur very often.
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No. 10 (folio) contains a collection of transcripts of treaties

between the Dutch E. I. Company and several native states

in the Indian Archipelago. The first treaty is that between

Admiral Speelman and the king of Goiva (Mangkasar), and

the last that between the E. I. Company and the king of

Johor and Pahang.
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No. 11. See under No. 5.

No. 12 (folio of 444 pages) contains the .

It is very seldom that tales are divided into chapters

of which there are here sixteen. In the commencement of

the tale there is a kind of summary, wherein the hero is said

to be a great king, who visited Mount Qdjf, China, and the

land of the inferior gods {dewa), subjecting men and ghosts

to his sovereignty. On p. 2 a state Samanda-puri is men-

tioned. Its king was called Sdripatvan, and was sprung from

Inddra Deiva Mahardma Rupa, whilst his queen was of mere

mortal extraction. He had two sons called Raja Ardan and

Raja Marsddan. The two princes went with a large retinue

to the forest Samanta Baranta, where a dewa of the name

Sardvta Dewa was in the habit of enjoying himself. This

god hated the king, their father, who had caused his residence

to be destroyed in former times. He changed himself into

an old man and visited the princes, saying that he wished to

serve them. Contriving to separate them from their fol-

lowers when engaged in hunting, the god transformed him-

self into an elephant, whom Ardan so hotly pursued, that

he got the start of his brother, and at last found himself

entirely alone. The god then flew away with the prince to

the sky, but was kflled by the young hero. Ardan, having

arrived again on this sublunary orb, made the acquaintance

of a resi called Bdyu Rdma, who told him that he was not

to revisit his country for many years. The prince remained

in the dwelling of the holy man, who instructed him in all

• sorts of supernatural sciences. Marsddan goes in quest of

his brother, and in his rambles arrives at Biddrapura, where

he marries the king’s only daughter, and succeeds his father-

in-law.^ Ardan has a great many adventures of the same

kind, delivering a princess with her waiting women, etc.

Bdrma Shahdan, the hero of the tale, is a son of Marsddan

Shah, king of Kalingga dexva^ and his eldest brother is

* Called Bakarma Buli raja. Tlie proper name Bakarma is very frequent in

Malay tales, and is a corruption of the Sanskrit wikrama; it is often confounded
with Bakarma.

2 The manuscript has (P. 32).
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called liere Rdjadirdja. This work is replete pantuns,

some of which are worthy of notice. The late Mr. P. P.

Roorda A^aii Eysinga possessed a manuscript (two volumes in

folio), which he would have published, but for want of a

sufficient number of subscribers ; what has become of it I

cannot say. J. J de Hollander (Ilandleiding bij de Beoefening

der Mai. Taal-en Letterkunde, 3d edition, p. 332) says, E

Icnow not on what authority, that the author was Sheikh Ibn

Abu Omar.

No 13 is a number I coidd not find. Dulaurier has also

omitted it in the list he gives (Journal Asiatique, 3rd series,

X. 69) of titles of the manuscripts of this collection.

No. 14 (folio of 456 pages : on the back of the cover,

Charang Kurina) contains the • If is

a tale belonging to the Ranji cyclus. The commencement is

about the king of Kuripan having two sons, the eldest

being Kdrta Bicivdna, and the youngest Raden A.smdra Jaya,

surnamed Ondakayi liaivisdrdngga, who was betrothed to

the princess of Paha, called Raden Puspita-ning Rat} The

name by which this tale goes is the assumed name of the

princess when she had fled from her father’s residence in

order to follow the prince, in the garb of a man.

No. 15 (small folioof 180 pages) contains the •

The plot of this tale is nearly the same as that of the

Bhaumakamja^ relating the adventures of Boma (the San-

skrit Bhauma, son of the earth). He was the son of Bisnu

(
Wipiu) by the goddess Pdrtiwi prethiwi, earth), and

became a powerful king, whom even the gods stood in dread of.

As he, demon-fashion, annoyed the penitents, Kdsna (Kresna)

sends his son Samba against him. Boma is at last killed by

llanoman, after having himself killed Samba and Arjuna,

who were, however, called into life again by Nardda{Narada)

sent by Batara Guru for the purpose. The celebrated episode^

of Bdrmadewa and Ddrmadeivi is here inserted in the same

way as in the Kawi poem, Ddrmadetva following Bisnu when

1 Compare under No. 3.

2 Edited by Friederich in tbe Transactions of the Batavian Society.

3 This episode is often alluded to in Malay tales and poems (comp, under No. 7, II.)
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incarnating himself into Kdsna and becoming Samba, whilst

Darmadewi, after having burnt herself, becomes Janmvdti,^

and so is reunited to her former love. This tale is also

named • The R.A.S.’s MS. (see also under

No. 21) slightly differs from the one in the India Office (No.

2905, 4to. 120 pages). Raffles (History of Java, i. p. 388, first

edition) mentions the Javanese version under the titles Buma
Kalantaka and Embatalu The first name is no doubt

Bhaumakaldntaha (the death of the demon Bhauma, kala

being used in Javanese to denote demons and Titans),

as may be inferred from the Kawi poem p. 233, where it is

Bhaimdntaka (Bhauma’s end, the hero dying by the hand of

Wisnu^). The Kawi version bears ap. Raffles 1. 1. the name
Anrakasura, which is to be corrected into Narakdsura (the

demon Earaka, another name of Bhauma). I shall give on

another occasion an analysis of this Malay composition.

No. 16 (folio of 206 pages). A duplicate is No. 62, i.

(158 pages). The two manuscripts differ but slightly. They

contain the • The work has been edited by Mr. P.

Roorda van Eysinga (Batavia, 1821), who has also given an

analysis of it in the tenth volume of the Transactions of the

Batavian Society. The episode of the singing peacocks has

been published from another version by Meursinge in the

third volume of his Maleisch Leesboek. In the library of

the India Office there are two manuscripts. Nos. 2429 and

2430 (?). Mr. J. Pijnappel has also a manuscript. A
new edition of this work is desirable, as that by Roorda van

Eysinga has long been out of print. Quotations from it are

found in Werndly’s Maleische Spraakkunst, pp. 142, 157,

170, 171, 172, 180, 182, and in the preface xl., xli.

' Yajnawati is her constant name in the Kawi poem, where she is never called
Darmadewi.

2 The Sanskrit words I transliterate according to the ancient Javanese pronun-
ciation. The labial semi-vowel is represented by w, as it is very improbable that
it was sounded v, the Sanskrit not having an /, of which the v is the correspond-
ing sonant. The vowels r and I are represented by re and le, the anumara by
ng, the wisarga by h, and the lingual sibilant by «, in accordance with the other
linguals. The palatial sibilant is here represented by s, and might be transliterated

by sh, as it was probably pronounced as the French ch, which in the same way
originated in a k, were it not that sh is in use with the English to represent the
lingual s.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 7
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Xo. 17 contains :

I. the 7th book of the^^LJ\ {artilia kahonsayala raja

raja). No. 42 (folio of 440 pages : on the back, Makota sagala

raja raja) contains but five books of this work, and No. 8

(folio of 367 pages) only four books and a few pages of the

fifth
;
this copy is written with vowel-signs. This excellent

work, complete copies of which are very rare, is divided into

seven books, each book containing a certain number of

chapters. The author calls himself Nuru-ddln ibn ^All ibn

Hasanji, son of Muhammad of the Hamid tribe, and a

native of Ranlr (see No. 78,, iv.), and composed it at Achih

{Acheen) in the year of the l^Iuhammadan aera 1040, by order

of Sultan Iskander II. Aliyu-ddin Murayat ^ Shah Johan bar

dawlat llllu-llahi ji'Valam? The first book (many chapters)

treats of the creation of heaven and earth
;

the second

(many chapters) is about prophets and kings
;
the third (six

chapters) on just kings and clever ministers
;
the fourth (two

chapters) on pious kings and holy men*
; the fifth (two chap-

ters) on unjust kings and foolish ministers
;
the sixth (two

chapters) on honoured liberal men and heroes
;
the seventh

(five chapters) on intelligence, and on all sorts of sciences,

medical, physionoraical, historical, etc. Everywhere a great

many tales are given, which might be used for a new Malay

Reader. This work gives more than it promises, which in

Malay literature may be called a miracle. The twelfth

chapter of the second book contains a summary of the history

of Malav states
;
the thirteenth the history of Achih up to

the time of the author. In the first chapter of the fourth

book there are several tales about the celebrated Ibrahim. Ibn

Adham, corresponding to some extent with the tale, published

by Mr. P. Roorda van Eysinga (Batavia, 1822) and D. Renting

(Breda, 1846) under the title Geschiedenis van Sultan Ibrahim

vorst van Irak. ^ I have in my possession a manuscript (4to.

194 pages) containing onlj’ the first four chapters of the

seventh book.

^ * The shadow of God on the world (^JUll Jl?).

^ • * The Sundanesse version has the title Hikayat Surtan Oliya

3enu Ibrahim waliyullah, a copy of which is in my possession (small 4to. 90 pp.)
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II. An incomplete copy of (see under No. 42).

No. 18 (folio of 202 pages) • This collection of

historical tales has been published for the greatest part by

Dulaurier in his Chroniques Malayes, and translated by

Leyden (Malay Annals, edited by Sir Stamford Raffles).

This MS., however, contains chapters not found in other

copies, and not translated by Leyden. The last chapter but

one, for instance, is about San^ Nayas conspiracy against the

Portuguese at iMalaka. There are several versions of these

chronicles, as the reader will see from the various readings in

Dulaurier’s edition. No. 35 (folio of 117 pages). No. 89

(folio 120 pages), and No. 68 (small 4to.) end with the death

of Hang Kdsturi, the last-named number having besides an

entirely different introduction, and being properly but an

abridgement. In No. 76 (small 4to.) only a part is found

commencing with the chapter on the depredations of a Mang-

kasar prince ending with the conquest of

Malaka by the Portuguese. No. 80 (4to. of 312 pages), and

No. 5 of the Parquhar collection (small 4to. 259 pages) both

end also with the conquest of Malaka by the Portuguese.

There are a great many copies of this work ^ in Holland as

well as in the Indian archipelago, in the government offlces,

and in the possession of individuals.

No. 19 (folio of 331 pages) and No. 20 (folio of 365 pages)

contain the lU-;) jUi ^ 'j iLlLs- . This is ao^ain one of the

Panji tales. The title is after a name by which the prince of

Kuripan was known when he was changed by Batara Indara

into a woman. The beginning of the second volume is not

connected with the last words of the first, being—CiU

• No. 43 (small folio of

142 pages
;
on the back of the cover, Hihayat Pangeran Ke-

1 That it contains for the greater part but fabulous history is beyond aU
doubt, as even the history of Malaka is tainted with the Panji tales ; see, for
instance, the chapter about the king of Malaka going to the court of Majapahit,
and marrying a princess of the name of Chandarakirana (compare under No. 3).
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suma Agung) contains the same, but only its last part,' the

beginning words being

—

l!_C»

etc. The name of the hero is in this volume ^
No. 51 (small 4to. of 149 pages

;
on the back of the

cover, Hikagat Dalangpudak Asmara) is the same, but the usual

commencement is wanting, its first words being

—

Aiij Aii)l (*^ Cjly 'dijwy

etc.

No. 20. See under No. 19.

No. 21 (small folio of 669 pages) contains the

J This is a collection of loosely connected tales, the

greater part of which relate to the persons involved in the

contest between the Kaurawas and Pandaiuas. To distin-

guish this composition from that which only relates to the

war, I propose to call the last LLCs-, on ac-

count of its being so popular (see under No. 2), and the first

As to the contents of this number, it is

evident that it is an entirely different work, and by no means to

be identified either with No. 2, or the two MSS. at the India

Office (see under No. 2) . The commencement narrates the birth

of Pardsu Rama and Deiva Bdrata, sons of by the

celestial nymph Manik. Then Santdmi, is mentioned, and the

birth of his children, who had a peculiar fishy smell about

them, as they had been cut out of the belly of a fish, who
had swallowed the seed of Santdnu. On p. 2, Parasdra

cures the stinking princess Durgandini, and calls her after-

wards Sagojana Suganda (sweet-scented at the distance of a

yojana), taking her as his wife. She becomes the mother of

Bigdsa. Another part of the narrative is about Basmaka,

king of Mandira-sapta, who had three daughters, called

* This part is often found separately, as may he inferred from Bahru-ddin’s
list (containing an account of Malay compositions found at Surabaya), wherein we

find a •

2 This title I derive from the first pages of No. 2, where the author calls the

part of his work not bearing directly on the war by this name (see under No. 2.)
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Amha, Ambi, and Amhalika. Amha becomes the wife of

Dewahrata, who kills her by inadvertence. He therefore

vows to surrender his life to a woman, burns his wife’s

body, and then goes to his brother, Parasurama, who con-

soles him and changes his name into Bisma. On p. 34 we find

mention made of the birth of D&stardta} Pandu Dewa Nata^

and Widura Sdqma? Dastardta was born blind, because his

mother, when visited by Biyasa, from fear closed her eyes
;

Pandu s body was white as crystal, because his mother had

covered herself with a white veil when she conceived him
;

Widura Sdqma was born with one lame leg, as his mother

had pulled his leg (?). On p. 38 the birth of Kama is

related ; he was the son of Sangyang Rawi,^ by Dewi Pdta.^

After this, the meeting is related of Bisnu and the goddess

Pdrtiwi (see under Ho. 15), and then the birth of Ddrmadeiva

and Darmadewi (see rmder Ho. 15). On p. 91 we have the

birth of Kdsna {Kresna) and Kakdrsana (a surname of Bala-

dewa). The last chapters relate the contest of Boma against

Samba (see under Ho. 15). Although this composition is but

a collection of narratives with no plot whatever to deserve

the name of hikayat, it is very interesting, as it introduces

nearly all the persons acting in the hikayat pdrang Panddwa
Jaya, and the hikayat Mahdrdja Boma.

Ho. 22 (foHo of 720 pages
;
the commencement is wanting)

contains the • It is a very elaborate recension

of the Malay Ramayana, from which Marsden has given

extracts in the Reader at the end of his Grammar. A far

shorter version has been published by Mr. P. P. Roorda van

Eysinga (Amsterdam, 1843). A MS. in the Dutch India

Office contains also a version of it as elaborate as this
;

it is

in two small 4to. volumes (marked Hed. Kolonien. Hand-

schriften C. Ho. 1), the first volume being of 475, and the

second of 654 pages.

Ho. 23 (folio of 698 pages) and Ho. 45 (4to. of 278 pages).

Two copies of the The first number cor-

responds in version with a manuscript belonging to the

‘ BhrHwra»tra. * In Malay the name of Pandu. 3 Jfidura.
* The god Sun. ® Instead of Pdrta, Sansc. Prelha, i.e. Kunti.
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Dutch India Office (folio of 185 pages, and marked Ned.

Kolonien. Handschriften C. No. 21 ;
it is not finished), hut is

more elaborate. No. 45 seems to belong to the same recension

as the two copies of the India Office (No. 2875 small foHo,

and No. 2691 large 4to.^). Another version is contained in

No. 27 (folio of 347 pages), and No. 28 (folio of 348 pages

:

on the back of their cover, Hikayat Dalang Indra Kesuma).

Both these volumes are divided into chapters, each of which

contains a tale, connected with the chief story
;

the first

volume contains fifty-four tales and the heginning of the

fifty-fifth, whilst the second commences with the fifty-sixth

tale. The title, etc., of this Panji tale is after a name

which the hero takes on his rambles in search of the princess

of Daha, disguising himself as a man of the lowest class. This

is one of the most interesting ]\Ialay compositions, and has

influenced almost every literary production of the Malays
;
on

another occasion I shall give an analysis of it. This cycle

of stories has received by mistake also the name of o'lj

from its commencement, where a Bdtara Naya Kdsuma,

an inhabitant of Indras heaven, is spoken of as the grand-

father of Kartapati.

No. 24 (two folio volumes of 446 and 450 pages) contain

the jU- The first volume commences of

course with Adam, whose son was Shith (iJ-^), whose son

was Nurchaya, whose son was Sangyang Wenang, whose son

was Sangyang Tunggal, whose son was Guru, who had four

sons and one daughter, being Sangyang Sambu, Bdrahma, Ma-

hddeiva, Bisnu, and Beivi Sari. Bisnu became king of Java

with the title Prabu Seta (? Then a chapter treats of

the Ratu Sela Pdrwata of Giling Bdsi. It ends with Pangcran

Dlpati taking the title of Susunan Mangku Rat Senapati, etc.

The second volume commences with Susunan Mangku Rat

being at Balm Mas, and ordering the Dipati of legal to be

fetched, and terminates with Susunan Pakubuwana’s reign in

Kdrtasura. Two quotations from this work have been given

by Dulaurier in the Journal Asiatique for 1846.

> See my “Rort Verslag Jer Mai. Handscliriften van bet East India House te

Londen.”
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No. 25 (folio of 304 pages). This Panji tale goes by the

name of from a name the heroine

assumes when leading the life of a penitent. The commence-

ment treats of the prince of Kuripan, called Kuda Jaya

Asmara, surnamed Kdrtapati, who was betrothed to the

princess of Daha, Raden Galuh Chandarakirana puspanwy

rat. A god falling in love with the, said princess asked her

of Batara Guru, but meeting with a refusal, as she was to

be the wife of Kdrtapati, dropped her with her two waiting-

women into a forest, where she led the life of a penitent, and

changed her name and that of her companions. She is after-

wards married to the prince, here passim called Raden Inu,

who succeeds his father with the title of Pdrabu Anom ing

Kuripan, the old king retiring to the woods to do penance.

No. 26 (folio of 239 pages). This Panji tale goes by the

name • The commencement is almost the

same as that of No. 23, relating the birth of Inu Kdrtapati,

and that of the Raden Galuh Puspaning rat, surnamed Chan-

ddrakirana. Going in quest of his love, who is carried off

by Batara Kala into a forest, the hero takes the name Mesa‘s

Taman Panji Jayeng Kdsuma. Afterwards in the course of

the narrative he is called Sira Panji Wila Kdsuma (p. 73 of

MS.), but often merely Sira Panji. After a great many ad-

ventures he becomes king of all Jawa.^ Werndly in his

Maleische Boekzaal mentions a Hikayat Mesa Taman Wila

Kdsuma, and van Hoevell in his annotations on the Sair Bida-

sari has given quotations from a Hikayat Panji Wila Kdsuma,

pp. 301, 326, 334, 339, 362, 363, and 374.

Nos. 27 and 28. See under No. 23.

No. 29 (folio, 645 pages
;
ends abruptly). This Panji tale has

the lettering Hikayat Naga Bersru (on the fly-leaf within).

I dare not decide whether this is right, as I did not succeed

in finding the reason for this title. Leyden, in his Disserta-

tion on the Indo-Chinese Nations (As. Bes. x.) speaks of a

' From the Javanese endang (a female penitent or nun).
2 Jav. Maesa [ilahim, buffalo) is frequent in proper names of Javanese per-

sonages, and is sometimes rendered by the equivalent Javanese kebo.
3 Amut'er jagadjawa (Jav.).
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lliknyat Naga Bisaru} or story of a princess of Daha, who
was changed into a serpent, and banished to a lake. It is a

pity he gave no explanation of the name. At all events this

manuscript belongs to the Panji tales. It opens with the

king of Kuripan asking for his son, the Raden Inu Kdrtapati,

the hand of the princess of Daha, Chanddrakirana. The

hero is here passim called Sira Panji and Sdri Panji.

No. 30 (small folio of 74 pages
;
the wrong lettering on the

back of the cover, Salasilah nabi Muhammad, is owing to the

first words, which make Nuru-ddin a descendant of the

prophet’s) contains the It is a genealogical

account of the kings of Cheribon (properly, Chi-rehon), com-

mencing with a confused tale about Sheykh Nuru-ddin, sur-

named the Suhunan Gunung Jati, one of the apostles of the

Islam in Java. It is probably translated from a peculiar

dialect of the Javanese, its language being anything but

Malay, and mixed up with Javanese and occasionally with Sun-

danese words too. Besides the said Suhunan (“ Reverend”),

other celebrated apostles, as the Suhunan’s Kali Jaga, Ampel

Danta, and Bonang are personated here as people en-

dowed with miraculous gifts, and the conquest of Majapahit,

Bantm (Bantam), and Pajajdran (called here too by its

ancient name Pakuivan) is briefly narrated. The Panem-

bahan Sura Sohan, called also Mowldnd llasanu-ddin, intro-

duces, according to this chronicle, the Islam in Pajajaran,

the Lampong country, Inddrapura, Bangka-ulu (Bencoolen),

and Balo. His elder brother, the Panembahan Pakung Wati

rules the country from Kraivang to Cheribon, he himself that

from Bantam to Kraivang. This manuscript makes use

occasionally of the linguals J and \s From it some valuable

materials might be gleaned for a work on Javanese history,

the last pages containing an account of the kings of Cheribon

down to Sultan Anom.

No. 31 (folio of 411 pages) contains the •

' This bisaru and bersru of the lettering, I should like to explain by
in the sense of to cry invoking the gods.

* e.g. and {bhatdra).
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The hero is the son of 8hdh Partsad ^ Indara L&qsana,

king of Thdraf^ situated in the neighbourhood of Mount

Qdf. This king, although powerful, was forced to pay

tribute to the monkey-king Baliya Indara,^ whose residence

was Kurdari The king’s eldest son, called in the

commencement Qubad Lela Indara,’^ and afterward Shah

Qicbad Johan ^Arifin, could not put up with his father’s

disgrace, and resolved to deliver his parent from the alle-

giance to the monkey-king. He is in several ways assisted

by genii, who prove to be his relatives, and wages war against

the powerful enemy. This manuscript ends abruptly, the

last words being

^
A yj f

J
1 ^

A^ i^Ia I^'AA^ clA* lLJaU Ai^

Another copy, in which some of the proper names are

different, goes by the name of j^\ jiJ:t (No. 6, large

folio of 414 pages). The father of the hero is called here

Shah Parmat Indara Laqsana, and the residence of the

monkey-king Kardar )- An entirely different version

is I. (85 pages, and ending abruptly) of ISTo. 58 ;
it goes by

the name of • The hero

is in this recension the son of Bahdrma ^ Chandara, king of

Baranta Indara. A specimen of the readings of No. 31 and

No. 6 deserves being inserted ;

^ aI.^
^

® According to the Malay history of Rama the same as BdU, and brother of

Sugriwa. Malay compositions borrow from each other proper names; so, for

instance, we find Indara Kila (mountain, where Arjuna lived as penitent), jfm-
taraga (name of a cave, where Arjuna did penance, Sanscr. and Kawi wHardga,
passionless), and other proper names from the Kawi poem Wiwdha (in Malay

fAs.- from a Titan conquered by Arjuna) occurring in other

compositions." Such proper names ought to be received into the Dictionaries.
* Werndly in his Maleische Boekzaal mentions a tale about a person of this

very name, and Bahru-ddin (list of Malay works to be had at Surabaya) has a

)!J AIaIA
j iifo- .

* See under No. 12.
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No. 6:

‘ i^Uj

AJ d-\i i3

^

LIL^L) a1 iA

t^ ti^.^ A-ij A^ A

JTJ Jpb i^Ia 1.^'b “*'^y
li;:!^'^'* J^V

JV ^••' c/' ''j^J d^J
Ai^"ji.4As a

1
^**JL« oJCj c/--^''^

r^^_U AijA

C^-cL*.' 1^$"

6">'^ f*^ 1/
0-''^-)

etc. l,Ao^

No. 31 ;

aJC i^U i^^A I jli lAA-^^_JJ jSLiJCi I—^ '^b

aa^ ^a3^ aLiP^ ^La
'^b

*""^r^*'
|*A^S caaU Aj^A

d-jr^ Jpl) ^\a AijA ^A;i-^^

^\? \t)^1^J
^A^LLib

' JV‘ c/'

^tiX-s.>- r^t) «—»-^i**^
Li.r^'

(i}i^ A^

a\ A.aiill lAA-jl Ai$'

etc. IjAJI L*Jj ^j\^ [*^
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No. 32 ^ (? folio) contains

:

I. (11 pages). An account of various ceremonials, customs,

and laws, e.g. of the chief ministers a king should have, the

flags they wear, etc.

II. (5 pages). A short story about Inddrapura being at-

tacked by ;'ci(fa^-fishes,^ and the stratagem by which they

were defeated.

III. (5 pages). The first arrival of the Portuguese, and

their stratagem to get possession of Malaka.® A translation

of it by Sir Stamford Raffles is to be found in the Asiatic

Researches, xii. p. 115.

IV. Coloured figures representing the flags used by the

sovereign and his chief ministers (belonging to I).

V. (63 pages). A tale the commencing words of which

look more like a chapter than like a real commencement.

They are :

^

p

^ Jiy

ijjy

Gtc.

The last words are

:

It relates the adventures of Deiva Bknu, son of the king

spoken of in the commencement
;
from which it is probable

that the title should be jjJ 4jI$Rw.

No. 33 (folio) contains

:

' Dulaurier in his list speaks of two folio volumes, both containing

but I have only found one, on the back of which the number was obliterated.

That number is consequently aU hut certain.

2 The same is told of Singapura (see Malayan Annals, p. 83) and of Barus

according to the Sair Raja Tuktung ( oV

2 The same narrative is found in one of the last chapters of No. 1.
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I. (11 pages). A collection of laws, commencing with

the finding of goods, and what is to be done with them.

II. (44 pages). Laws, some of which are maritime.

III. (8 pages). Fragments of a law book, beginning with

the fencing of cultivated fields.

lY. (6 pages). ^ ‘-r’V* About the

ominous qualities of the days of the months, having mystical

names, mostly those of animals. The same is found in ii. of

No. 74.

V. (3 pages), S-'V On the seven

ominous times. The same is xvi. and xxx\hi. of No. 34, and

IV. of No. 74.

YI. (6 pages). On the five

ominous times. Compare the Bataksch Y^oordenboek, p. 419.

The same in No. 34 (x. and xxxv.) and No. 74 (v.)

No. 34 (folio
;
the number obliterated, and on the back of

the cover, unclang undang) contains :

I. (1 page). A fragment from a law book.

II. (1 page), ^ On the

serpent turning itself round in the sky, the position of which

is to be known, especially when going to war.

III. (3 pages). Charms and antidotes.

lY. (15 pages). Malay laws, commencing with the fencing

of cultivated fields. The maritime part has been published

by Dulaurier in the sixth volume of Pardessus’s Collection de

Lois Maritimes.

Y. (7 pages). Treaty between the Admiral Speelman and

Ilasanu ddin, king of Gowa, and other Mangkasar chiefs

(compare No. 10).

YI. (1 page). Chronicle of Mangkasar, commencing with

lt*
^ t"

etc. (continued in viii.)

YII. (1 page). Contract of Aligu-ddln of Gowa with the

Malay merchants.

YIII. (3 pages). Continuation of vi. (continued in xii.

and XVIII.)

IX. (9 pages). A chapter on the law of inheritance
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X. (2 pages). See vi. of Xo. 33.

XI. (6 pages). Customs and laws commencing with the

duties of the Bandhara, Tumanggung, and other functionaries

of the Malays.

XII. (2 pages). Continuation of vi.

XIII. (1 page). A fragment about the discontinuance of

praying according to the words of the prophet.

XIV. (1 page, 54th page). Formulas used as charms.

XV. (1 page). On ominous days (jjju.sr).

XVI. (3 pages). The same as v. of No. 33.

XVII. (1 page), ^

XVIII. (4 pages). Continuation of vi. (continued in xix.)

XIX. (3 pages). A fragment of a work on superstitions and

continuation of vi. (continued in xxvi.) on charms, com-

mencing with the means of seducing a woman, etc.

XX. (11 pages). Receipts against diseases, commencing

with a precept about the regular course of a woman’s sperm

XXI. (p. 78). Table of ominous events, which have to be

expected on each day of the month.

XXII. (p. 79). Receipts, commencing with a prescription

against stomach-ache.

XXIII. (p. 81). The letters of the alphabet with their

mystical meaning under each of them.

XXIV. Regulations for the chief of the Malays settled

at Mangkasar, his power, etc.

XXV. Prescription to conquer a woman’s obduracy.

XXVI. (p. 82). Fragment of a chronicle (vi.) and con-

tinued in xxviii.

XXVII. Continuation of xxiv.

XXVIII. Continuation of vi.

XXIX. Combination of letters attributed to prophets,

angels, and holy men.

XXX. (p. 98). A precept of the wise Loqmdn about the

future of a just-born child.

XXXI. (p. 99). On the ominous signification of earth-

* See Herklots’ Customs, etc. p. 395.
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quakes, lightning and eclipses, according to the time of their

appearance. A fragment of a similar work is to be found in

de Hollander’s Reader, p. T 1 A ,

XXXII. (p. 103). About the choice of the ground to

erect a house upon, to make a field of, etc.

XXXIII. (p. 106). Means to know how a man and

woman live together.

XXXIV. (p. 110). Means to know whether stolen goods

may be recovered.

XXXV. (4 pages). See vi. of No. 33.

XXXVI. Astrological tables of the planets according to

the days of the week.

XXXYII. See v. of No. 33. On p. 120, an illustrative

table.

XXXVIII. (p. 121). A figure illustrative of the serpent’s

position (see ii.).

No. 35. See under No. 18.

No. 36. See under No. 7.

No. 37. See under No. 9.

No. 38 (small folio of 87 pages). No. 59 (small 4to. of 138

pages), and No. 71 (small 4to. of 196 pages) contains the

In the last-named number the introduction

is wanting. Some fables from this book have been published

by J. J. de Hollander in his Malay Reader, p. 18 sqq. I pos-

sess a manuscript of it (4to. of 205 pages). A specimen of

the various readings of these four manuscripts may not be

out of place. The reader may compare with it the fable

published on p. 18 of the above-cited work.

No. 38

:

^ til

AAi CAjj lLC*

* On the west coast of Sumatra it goes by tbe name of h IC--

{si-taruhuh) after the name of the bull who became the lion’s friend.
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<5>ij ^-J

^

^AJA CIaI^

No. 59 :

^l«A J}\ji <l)\ Jli

1_>JU>- r^iAx.^ «—iIa

0***^y^ t
*

^ A^ ^^aaaJ
^ ,

y.S^ ^^^i.u.j 1.' A w^A.? A^

t- ^>1* a\ ‘-^.' (A—y '^•'

U— ^r>-
cJ^l/^

^^A3A r

u

^A- A
^ ^ c ^ A^

^ ^ ^A.* A

ujCi!j cAJ'A CA'li lIC* cJ^Aii ^j!a ^Lcl J-^A^ <

cJ^'l/ tJ'^ '~’l/^
‘^'

UA'^ ^1 a \J^\ ^jJA^

j*lAi^' ^jIa i_>.<

No. 71 :

"

4]a 1 (,^^>y4 1.'

A

J-Jl ;_'J Jb ill-:O... .. j.. j .. J

A ^a1

^^j-b«A ^jKjjlj& ^Aj^^bA aIxjIa ^^xJa aIJuI^j

Ai^ ;__iAUL« j!) ^.JjAlil cdj^=^ LlA'^l ^»\JA i.^J^

JIa Lblj^jl i_>b aLs! L_^_A^J^
lJ^^. “"

CA^.'l jJbA <s!jl ^A^bA k_jO'‘l:u.j>-^

My manuscript :

Ai cS-^ i-iiij'U.^ ^A.’ A \ ...,
* a1

£a3A (jXij >..^j^ ub>r^ lLXc^ Ai j*jA

cLiC* Jlbjuo <dibl^A '»::.';tl ^AjA ^^AiL<A

uy bXU i.:a^.s^a J^‘ £a3 a

^.1 <d_j! ^Ua (J^Ln (^wvbui«: |^j.|*b*A (^l=-

tA^-'Ailb ..J jjliu ,>-i^t cX^Aii' X*! ..XlilasT <id.rlA' L," -
1 i
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Hence it appears that the manuscript from which de Hollander

published some fables must belong to another recension than

these four manuscripts. All these versions are from the

Persian.^

No. 39. See under No. 18.

No. 40 (folio of 320 pages) contains the .

The hero is the son of a king of in West Java. This

king had two wives, the youngest being Amas Ajeng, who

bore him a son called slanders the eldest,

making the king believe she had tried to poison him. The

elder queen is defended by her son, who in consequence falls

into disgrace, and is incarcerated. The queen herself is con-

ducted into a forest to be killed, but the executioner, pitying

her condition, leaves her in a grotto, where supplies

her wants. She is there delivered of a son, who receives the

name oi \J\
• The story ends in a strange

and abrupt way, as if not finished. I do not think it pro-

bable that this composition is the same as that mentioned by

Bahru-ddin under the title ^ LUls-, which is

decidedly a Panji tale.

No. 41 contains a Malay translation of a Javanese Wukon?
It is a miserable composition, not readable without the

Javanese original.

No. 42 ^ and No. 64. Two copies of the ^ .
This

work has been published with a Dutch translation by P. P.

Roorda van Eysinga {De Kroon der Koningen, Bata%da, 1827).

A great manj' quotations in Werndly’s Maleische Spraak-

kunst are from a better manuscript than that used by Roorda

van Eysinga.

No. 43. See under No. 19.

No. 44 (4to. of 303 pages) contains the

a Panji tale
;
the title is derived from a banner {tunggul), the

' The Hindi version has been translated by Ahdu-llah the Moonshee and
published at Malaka. It is divided in the same way as the Hitopadtsa, and bears

the title of
.

2 See Raffles’ History of Java, i., p. 475 sqq. Tijdschrift voor Indische Taal-

Land-en Volkenkunde (Batavia, vol. vi. and vii.)

3 See also Nos. 17 and 47 ii.
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baneful influence of 'wbich occasioned a great mortality in

the land/ being extracted {chabut) by the hero. It opens

with the god Naya Kd&uma (see under No. 23) descending

into the world, and taking the name of Me&a Parta Jaya Ka-

lana Banjdran. He becomes king of Majapafdt, ^vlth the

title Pdrabu Wir:>. Kdrta, after having married the only

daughter of the old king, who retired to do penance. His

sons became kings of Kitripan, Daha, Gaydlany, and Sinya-

sdri. In the course of the narrative Kdrtapati and Ckandd-

rakirdna are again the most conspicuous characters. In his

perambulations the said prince calls himself Ex-ramang Panji

Vdauhan’^ and the princess of Daha, when leading the Life

of a penitent, assumes the name of (com-

pare under No. 25). The language of this tale is crowded

with Javanese words and expressions. As humble pronoun

of the first person pun titlyang^ (the man) is here used as in

the Balinese.

No. 45. See imder No. 23.

No. 46 (large 4to. of 306 pages) contains the ^
The hero’s father is Kdrrna Inddra, king of Kangsa Inddra.

This king has heard of a certain white elephant, and orders

Pdrba Inddra to catch it. Pdrha Inddra, failing in executing

the orders of his master, is discarded the court, and leaves

with his family. He arrives at a hamlet, where a Sheykh

Jddid was living in religious soKtude, and settles there. He
afterwards begot there a daughter called SUP Mangdrna Lela

Chahya, with whom the new king, Pakdrma^ Raja, falls in

love when coming accidentally to her father’s hermitage. Siti

Mangdrna is after due time delivered of a son, who is the

hero of this tale. This prince leaves the residence, and

rambles about to increase his knowledge of the world. In

the course of his rambles he meets with the white elephant,

* Compare Cohen Stuart, 1.1. p. 153.

2 The manuscript; . A Sikayat Mesa Kiramang is mentioned in the

Journal Asiatique, 1833, by Jaquet.
^ Compare the use of ulun as pron. of 1st person, being the same as ulun

(Lampong) and iiluna (Malagasy spelling olona) ^¥hich signify man, and ngwang
(pron. 1st person) and wwang {inan) in Kawi.

* The Arabic
,

s See rmder No. 12.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 8
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who was a princess of the name of Lela Rdtna Kumdla, and

had been transformed by a demon, of the name of Dewa
Rdqsa Malik, out of spite, as he wanted her for his wife, but

met with a refusal at her father’s hands. Another copy of

this tale is in the library of the India Office (No. 2871, folio

volume), where the introduction is entirely different. Ac-

cording to the last words of that manuscript this tale goes

also by the name of *

No. 47 (4to.) contains :

I. The • The hero is a son of

a king of Kuripan by Sakarba,^ a daughter of Inddra, a king

of Kdling, who had made himself universal sovereign of the

world '> kaving subjected the kings oiGujdrat,

Mogol, Abyssinia, MachuUpatam, Bengal, etc., he sends a fleet to

conquer Java, going himself thither with his sons through

the air. Mesa Indara Dewa Kdsuma opposes the conqueror.

Amongst the places the Indian king besieged is Pajajdran,

the king of which had a son called Amas Tanduran, and two

daughters, called Raden galuh Kumuda Rdsmi, and Raden

galuh Detvi Rina (?). The opening of this tale is anything but

clear. It is besides crowded with Javanese expressions, as

for instance, mdngambah jumantdra'^ (to tread the air).

II. (64 pages). Fragmentsof the (see No. 42).

III. (18 pages).
^J>y

' Another

copy in No. 62. This short tale about Muhammad’s miracle

of making the moon pass by halves through his sleeves, has

been published by Robinson at the end of his “ Principles to

elucidate the Malay Orthography^’^ There are a great many

manuscripts of this legend."*

lY. (5 pages) ji On the duties of a married

woman, about which the heroine of this tale consults the

' Corruption of the Sansk. Suprabha.

* The Sansk. dyurmntara.

3 P. 222 sqq. of the Dutch translation by E. Netscher.

‘ One in the possession of Mr. H. C. Millies at Utrecht, and another in mine

(small 8vo. of 28 pages).
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prophet.^ A copy is in the possession of Mr. H. C. Millies,

where the proper name is spelt

No. 48 (small 4to. of 210 pages) contains the <—

. It is translated from the

Arabic of Ibrahim Laqdni, hy the Sheykh Shihabu-ddin,

surnamed the pilgrim, and son of ‘Abdu-llah Muhammad, snr-

named the Malay

No. 49 (4to. of 56 pages).^ A poem the title of which is

uncertain. It contains the celebration of a king of Bintan,

and the splendour of his palace, garden, etc. The first verses

are :

<dl A.«.sh

^ y. l^)!l A^ d„*.sr*

\j'*i XJjA

>iy* izjji

The last verses are :

jjlc- jA^ i^zAsy}

iLljJ

]P^

^

A-wjAwj

hi 3hi.4J

' It goes also hy the name of according to de Hollander,

1. 1. p. 315.

* Another commentary on the same work is called, * (_Jlarl

tpA 1 .

J ihe lettering on tne back ot the cover {Aarangan Bantan]

laurier infers from it, that it is about the foundation of Bantam.

is wrong. Du-
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^ jiV V r'*'-

Jj
4]^-

o O' ^ V •> C_" ^ •

Xo. 50 (small 4to. of 96 pages) contains the

ojIaII i.e. the adventures of Tamimu-ddarl, an inhabitant of

Madinah, and originally a Christian. It is taken from the
’ I

• He was carried off when bathing during

the night, which the prophet had prohibited, by a spirit (Jin)

to the country of the genii, that were j'et infidels, and stayed

there seven years and four months. He meets in the com’se of

his rambles with the Antichrist ( appearing in the form

of a bitch big -nfith barking puppies, and becoming large when

hearing bad reports about the HusHms, and small when they

are favourable
;

with female cannibals on a certain island,

with the angels Jaharail and Mihail, and the prophet Hilir

who gives an explanation of the wonderful things

Tamim sees and cannot account for. He meets a bird, too,

which gives him a delicious beverage out of its bill, and is no

other than the bird of Ishdk, and leads the erring faithful

upon the right way. He sees a man filling out of a pond a

pierced tub, being an usurer. On his return to this sub-

lunary orb, he finds his wife re-married, and squabbles with

her husband. ‘ Umar (j^) could not settle the quarrel, as

Tdmlm, not having shaved and pared his nails during his

absence, looked quite another man, and was not recognised.

'Alt then recollects a communication from the prophet

about a sign by which Tdmlm could be identified, being a

whitish spot as large as a ddrham behind the knee.

No. 51. See under No. 19.

No. 52 (4to. of 140 pages) contains the k}^^ •

In the opening a king of Gunung bdrapi Rantow panjang

tdbing bdrukir is introduced, called ilA • He had

forty wives, one of whom only, called Inddra Sori, became

pregnant. Sending away the other thirty-nine on account of

* The Arabic
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their sterility, he was cursed by them to have a hog as a son.

After a pregnancy of seven years the queen was delivered of

a boar of a terrifying appearance, with tusks as yellow as a

ripe plantain fruit.^ The king ordered his minister to throw

his son into the woods, where the young hog conquered the

king of the hogs, being assisted by a princess who was doing

penance on the field of their contest. Having been victorious,

he was bathed by that princess, and treated in her I’esidence

as her son After taking leave of her, he is carried away by

a/m, etc. This composition is replete with pantuns, and the

text is not much corrupted. The language is genuine Malay

as far as I have read it. After a great many adventures, the

hero returns in a human shape to his father’s residence, and

is then called Indara Burma Kala.

No. 53 (small 4to.) contains :

I. (98 pages) ^ the • It has been published

at Singapore (lithographed). There are a great many
manuscripts of this tale. The one in my possession is

badly mutilated by a Batavian transcriber, who has, for

instance, changed into !

II. (26 pages) . It commences with exhortations

to children, and is a miserable jingling of rhymes about a

great many fishes, introduced in it as would-be poets. The

composition may be serviceable in correcting the existing

Malay Dictionaries in the wrong pronunciation of fish-names.

I possess a manuscript of it.

No. 54 (small 4to. of 293 pages) contains the

. In the commencement there is a kind of summary,

relating that the hero was harmed by a genius called

that on his rambles he came upon Mount Langkari Eatna,

where he saw two princes of the genii, that he encountered

the princesses Sakanda Kumdla Indara and Bumdya Inddra,

fought the king Makuta Indara on account of the first-

camed princess, and was thrown by order of that prince into

The lettering Angkasa Bewa is a mistake owing to the tale commencing with
these words. ^ Si-miskin {“ the poor one”).
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the lake Indara Sdtunang, where he was swallowed up by a

serpent, in whose belly he met the princess Bdranta Maya
;

and a great many other adventures of the same kind are told.

The hero was the son of Sahfar Tsaf Indara,^ king of Bu-

rangga Dewa. In one of the chapters is said to be

king of a state situated in the cavern of Mount Deiva Rangga

Indara.

No. 55. See under No. 9.

No. 56 (4to. of 412 pages
;
on the cover, Badlulzaman

Anak llamzah). In the commencement are contained the

adventures of llamzah;'^

then follow those of his father, and of ‘Umar Maya, with

whose death it closes. Perhaps it is but a part of the

No. 57 (4to. of 332 pages) contains the ,

Mangmdara Chuivdcha, king of Inddra Pdrchangga, had two

sons called Raja Shah Johan Manginddra Rupa and Raja

Thahir^ Johan Shah. The king having dreamt of a wonderful

musical instrument, which sounded one hundred and ninety

times when but once struck, and longing to have it, the two

young princes go in quest of it. They are adopted by a

ghost, of the name of ^ ,
who tells them where to find

the wonderful instrument. lie changes their names, calling

the eldest prince Inddra Mahddeioa Sdqti, and the youngest

Blsnu Deiva Kalnddra-an, surnamed Inddra Ldqsana. The

brothers are separated afterwards, each of them achieving a

great many stirring feats by the assistance of the jin, their

adoptive father. Extracts from this composition are to be

found in Marsden’s Malay Reader at the end of his Grammar,

according to a manuscript but slightly differing from this one,

of which the lettering on the back of its cover, Indra layang-

* Of the Hollander in his Reader (p. 82 sqq.) has pub-

lished extracts
;
and another extract is to be found in Roorda van Eysiuga’s Be-

knopte Maleische Spraakkunst (Breda, 1839), p. 102 sqq.
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an, is a mistake for Indara Kiydngan, as tke extracts pub-

lished by Marsden have it.

No. 58 (small 4to.) contains :

I. See under No. 31.

II. (34 pages). which is a

more elaborate version of this tale than that published by

de Hollander (Breda, 1845), and corresponds more with that

of the manuscript from which quotations are found in Hoorda

van Eysinga’s Maleisch-Nederduitsch Woordenboek (s. vv.

haram, haji, chiyum, churl, khiyanat, khemah, darah, dapat,

dakap, dandam, diri, rldla, rambut, zadah, saldsey, sdlam,

sandschaya, surat, sayid, sisi, shetan, tsahib, pandey, and

sahdya). In this manuscript the heroine’s brother is called

. There was, and perhaps still is, also a MS. copy

of this tale in the possession of Mr. Frederick Muller, at

Amsterdam. On the west coast of Sumatra the heroine goes

by the name of Johor Malcgan, which name occurs in Bahru-

uddin’s list too. Of the Sumatra version^ I possess an in-

complete copy.

No. 59. See under No. 38.

No. 60 (small 4to. of 106 pages) contains the ilA

Another copy is No. 66 (small 4to. of 223 pages).

The hero assuming in the course of his rambles the name of

Inddra Jaya, this very popular tale goes also by the name of

Part of it has been published by de Hol-

lander in the first edition of his Handleiding bij de beoefening

der Maleische Taal-en Letterkunde, p. It is also

called after the hero’s father,
^

• H is men-

tioned by Leyden (Asiatic Res. x.) under the title Hikayat

• About a Javanese version, see Baffles’ History of Java, i., p. 394 sqq.

2 The Persian pronunciation, shu-i mardan has occasioned the name

cited by van Hoevell in the annotations to the Sair Bidasari. On

the west coast of Sumatra ^1^ is pronounced sa-i alam ; hence confusion

in the title of the dwarf deer between sha-i ‘alatn di rimha and shaykh ‘dlam
di rimha.

3 Wikramdditya. No. 60 and the extracts in de Hollander’s Handleiding,

L1-, have^^l^
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Bik(’rmadi{tya), A translated extract about the creation of

the 'world is to be found in No. 60 of the Indo-Chinese

Cleaner. A copy, too, is found in a volume, containing

the H'lkayat Pdlanduk Jdnaka, belonging to the librarj' of

the India Office (No. 2673?). I possess a manuscript copy

of it of 38 pages folio.

No. 61 (small 4to. of 150 pages) contains the

{shamm-lbarnn). The hero, called “the sun of the

earth,” 1 is the son of Ddrma Dikdra, king of Paruwa
Ckakdra Nagara in Hindustan. His name he owes to his

being predestined to be a powerful king, ruling over the

earth and sea, whence he was surnamed “ the moon of the

sea.”'^ When twelve years old he was carried off by an

infidel jin, in consequence of which he had a great many
adventures before he returned home. On his return he suc-

ceeds his father with the title of Sultan Qamru-lbahrm.

No. 62 (quarto) contains :

I. See under No. 16.

II. See under No. 49 iii.

III. (about 60 pages) contains one

thousand questions put to Muhammad by a learned Jew of

the Khaybar tribe. Having been answered by the prophet

satisfactorily, a great many Jews of the said tribe embrace the

Islam. It is translated from the Persian. A manuscript of

this composition (small 4to. of 156 pages) I saw at Barus in

the possession of the Tuwanku of Sigambo-gambo. A copy

is also in the possession of Prof. H. C. Millies at Utrecht.

It is a very interesting work, and reproduces the popular

belief of the Malays about a great many questions of the

Muhammadan faith. The orthodox priests condemn it as

well as the •

IV. (8 pages) ^

Moses’ ascent on Mount Sinai.

V. (5 pages) is a tract about the duties of

a married woman, expounded by the prophet to his daughter.

* The manuscript explains the Arabic name by arlina matahari di darat.

explained by bulan yang ditapi taut.
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A copy of it is in the possession of Prof. H. 0. Millies at

Utrecht.

VI. (6 pages) The prophet is

shaved by Gabriel, and his hair gathered by the celestial

nymphs for the purpose of making amulets of them. Pub-

lished at Batavia (1853, in 12mo. Lange and Co.)

No. 63 (4to. of 349 pages; on the cover. Raja ’adil). It

contains the } The wrong lettering is owing to

the commencement, where a just king {Raja ’adil) whose

name is not mentioned, is forced to flee from his dominions,

and is afterwards made captive by an unjust king. This MS.

however, contains another version than that from which de

Hollander has given extracts in his Reader (p. 131 sqq.) and

transliterated in his Ilandleiding tot de Kennis der Maleische

Taal (Breda, 1845). The name of the person who found the

child,of which the queen was delivered during her flight with

her consort, and which she was forced to leave, is here ijm^j .

The last tale in this manuscript is the story of Salomon and

the queen of Saba.^ The text is pretty good, but occa-

sionally corrupted. The introduction especially differs widely

from that of other versions I know. I possess a copy (folio

of 50 pages), wherein the number of tales told by Bakhtiyar

amounts to nine. Its version differs from that of de Hol-

lander’s text. This tale goes also by the name of i

j

(from the name of the hero’s father), and

according to de Hollander, also , which last name
is by far not so popular, and does not convey an idea about

its contents.

No. 64. See under No. 42.

No. 65 (small 4to. of 152 pages) contains the
,

a poem the plot of which is taken from the" Javanese.

It belongs to the Panji tales ^ relating the adventures of

' The Persian original was translated by Lescalier [Bakhtiyar, on le Favori de
la Fortune, Paris, 1805).

2 Of this story there is an elaborate novel on the west coast of Sumatra, where

jt is called I possess three manuscripts of it, all written

in the Menangkabow dialect.

3 Other tales belonging to this cyclus, and not existing in this collection are— i.
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Pavji and Angareni, daughter of the patili, with whom he

fell in love after having been betrothed to Sekar Taj), the

princess of KdcUri. His father ordered Angareni to be

killed when Panji was absent, having gone in quest of gamed

This composition proves to be the story which has suggested

the plot of the (see under No. 7). This

manuscript breaks off abruptly, and is to such an extent

replete with Javanese words, that a Malay would not under-

stand it.

No. 66. See under No. 60.

No. 67. • Published by Dulaurier in his

Chroniques Malayes. A list of countries dependent on Maja-

pahit, found in this manuscript, is published by the same in

the Journal Asiatique for 1846.

No. 68. See under No. 18.

No. 69 (small 4to. of 128 pages). According to the letter-

ing on the back of the cover, the title would be Aii JJldl c—*'j

JL. It is an ethic work, laying down rules for

ministers and great functionaries as to their conduct when

officiating. It is illustrated by tales. In the commence-

ment the manuscript says, that the tale came from Sultan

AUyu-ddin Shah, son of Mantsur Shah, king of Pdtani. On
page 10 there is a story about the sagacity of the dwarf-deer

~ -d r»- ^3 Aasw)»a is Javanese and means “victorious

on the battle field,” and is often changed in Malay into Jaya Xa.iuma), from
which quotations are to be found in van Hoevell's annotations (p. 301, 326, 334,

362, 363, and 374). ii. (after an assumed

name of Chandaraldrana, when dressing as a male, and roving about to subject

the states she came upon), iii. 2602, India

Office), rv. A.' bs.^-

JLt cl |*yl
t'-

No. 40. VI. (see ii. under No. 7). vii. il'lxrs.. (a translation of

which into lilangkasar is to be found in Itlathes's Makaasaarsche Chi-exthomaihie).

There are more tales belonging to this cyclus, as may be inferred from some manu-
scripts in the British Museum.

1 The plot does not differ materially from that of the tale of which lUr. Taco
Roorda has given an elaborate analysis (see Lotgcvallen van Radon Pandji in the

Bijdragen tot de Taal-Land -en Volkenkunde van N.I. Vol. vii. Nieuwe Yolgreeks).

Compare also Raffles, History of Java, ii., 88.
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{pdlanduk^) settling a contest between an alligator and a

young man about the propriety of tbe alligator eating tbe

young man, who had delivered it when about to die on tbe

dry. The last tale is about a Sultan Al-‘dlam Shah.

No. 70 (small 4to.) contains

:

I. (186 pages). The seventh book of the >

an ethic work illustrated by a great many tales. According

to the last words of this manuscript, the whole work is di-

vided into seven books. On p. 103 the narrative about Siti

‘Abasah (see No. 76) is found.

II. (8 pages). A small collection of tales,.® belonging

most probably to a larger composition (to i. ?), The first

tale is about Moses and Qdrun, who bribed a pregnant

woman to say, that Moses had committed adultery with

her. The second is about a certain trying to outstrip

Moses by the force of his penance. The third is about

I

Moses’ death. The fourth is about a woman called

getting ten- fold back what she had given to the poor.

The fifth is about a man of the name of jm,-* seeing the

mercy of Grod to the just.

No. 71. See under No. 38.

No. 72 (small 4to. of 44 pages
;
on the back of the cover,

Kitah rasul). It contains the another ver-

sion of the Story of King SkulP Llx=-), the plot

being the same as that of the There are a

great many copies of this tale. Prof. II. C. MiUies at

' The two copies of which are in the Library

of the India Office (Nos. 3049 and 2603), has a great similarity with the
European tale about Reinard the fox. (See Kort Verslag der Maleische Hand-
schriften van het E. I. House te London). The palanduk acts in the Indian
Archipelago the part that the fox acts with us.

** Such small collections of tales, the title of which is either arbitrary, or not
to be fixed from the contents, are often found in the possession of the poor, who
cannot afford to buy manuscripts of the extent of the Bustdnu-ssalZithin, Taju-

ssalathm, and the like. A collection of tbe same kind is the ^ ij 1,$^
in No. 2603 (Library of the India Office), '

3 Translated Asiatic Journal, 1823.

< Edited by Eraissinet under the title of Geschiedenis van Vorst Bispoe Radja
(Breda, 1849).

I

I
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Utreclit, possesses a copy (small 8vo.) bearing the title

iLiJb (tbe Persian, p is here strange). Of the

story of King Skull there is a copy in the India Office, being

the third tale in the J.^ (No. 2603). I myself

possess two copies of it (one evidently mutilated by a Ba-

tavian transcriber).

No. 73. See No. 4.

No. 74 (small 4to.) contains :

I. Laws of Malaka, Johor, and Salangor.

II. (11 pages). See iv. of No. 33.

III. (1 page). Receipts, commencing with that against a

kind of leprosy.

lY. (10 pages). See v. of No. 33.

Y. (8 pages). See vi. of No. 33.

YI. Fragments of a religious work. On the last pages

are found coloured tables representing the Jive ominous times

(belonging to t.)

No. 75 (small 4to.
;
on the cover, undang undang) contains:

I. (6 pages). A fragment from a law book. The first

chapter is about people having plantations and neglecting to

fence them.

II. A fragment from some work on Muhammadan law,

commencing with the rules about selling and buying («^)>

and ending with the law of inheritance (^^»il^).

III. (2 pages). A fragment from an Arabic work on law

with jMalay interlinear translation.

lY. (15 pages). An Arabic-Malay Dictionary. Under each

Arabic word the corresponding Malay is written. The last

seven pages are not filled up with the Malay. I possess a

complete copy, and a fragment of another work of the same

kind.

No. 76 (small 4to.) contains :

I. See under No. 18.

II. (9 pages). • If is properly but a tale

taken from the (i. No. 70), but often found

separately. Two copies are in my possession (small 4to. of

20 pages, and small 8vo. of 24 pages).
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III. (23 pages). A fragment from a work on religious

observances, commencing with the sacrifices

IV. (small 8VO. of 13 pages). Fragments of a work con-

taining Malay laws, and commencing with goods found on the

road.

No. 77 (small 4to.) contains :

I. (4 pages). •jJCc) .

II. (61 pages). Maritime laws.

III. (20 pages). Orders issued by Sultan Ahmad Tdju-

ddin Halim Shah of Kadah (^ Mi), some of which refer to the

suppression of piracy (Muh. year 1133).

No. 78 (small 4to.) contains :

I. (62 pages) uijM J cy jxA . A poem, cele-

brating the conquest of Java by the English forces under

Lord Minto. The first words are :

aAj

It closes with the description of a market, and teems with

Batavian Malay words.

II. (2 pages) ihj A short love-letter^ in

vei’ses, of which the following lines may serve as a specimen :

Mol AAi

^^l.^*** 'sHA

' The Dutch Maarschalk (Marshal).

- Messier Cornelis is the name of a district of Batavia, where there are

barracks.

3 In N’o. 2609 (India Ofldce) there is a love-letter, the title of which is yet to

be ascertained. Its commencing verses are :

All oi jJ IcO |*)L.-

, j ^ t" LD
A-' ol aA' ^—1 1

A

a3 a 1 ^
^

I y) 1

j^t^AlAJA* ^yyl olo j*lloO^(^A^i^ Aj

It contains 18 pages.
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No. 79 (small 4to.) contains

:

I. ( 46 pages ) the laudatory terms Malay letters com-

mence with, varying according to the rank of the person

addressed. Tlic specimens given here are nearly all in Arabic

(continued in iii.)

II. (7 pages). Fragments of a Muhammadan law work

containing the fines to be paid for wounds inflicted. The

JUl-< is here explained by

J»' I . Each of the Arabic law terms is explained

by a IMalay phrase written under it, and containing the

amount of the flne
;
an example will suflKce :

(wound touching the pericranium) is explained by :

III. (49 pages) continuation of i. It closes with the model

of a letter to the Dutch Governor-General and the Dutch

India counsellors (Raden van Indie), i. and iii. are conse-

quently fragments from the kitab tardsul, a book in which

precepts are laid down how to write letters.

IV. (7 pages) (a figurative title, “the

ph}'sic of hearts ”). The author calls himself Nuni-ddin Ibn

‘All Ihn Hasanji Ibn Muhammad llamidi.^ This is a treatise

about the sense to be attached to the word ijlfi. He com-

posed it, he says, in order to combat those that entertain

wrong opinions about the nature of God.

V. (8 pages). A tract, the title of which I could not ascer-

tain without reading it through. It begins with stating the

best time for building a house, and contracting a marriage,

and closes with a recommendation of forbearance towards a

slave, even when guilty. It is addressed to ‘AH each

article ending with L .

VI. (2 pages). Questions and answers about the sense of

(testimony), perhaps belonging to iv.

* 2
’ (Sfie about this author Note 1, p. 47.)
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VII. (9 pages). (ksLa si . A. tract on

the qualities of God.

YIII. (34 pages). This treatise is divided

into two introductory chapters (j*aL«), four books (<_^Ij),

and one concluding chapter (j*j'l=?-).

The first introductory chapter: jJlc

t A} Isa-; aUI .

The second introductory chapter • '

The first book :

The second book: Jk-; '^•

The third book : ^ Jki.

The fourth book : A^*-*

IX. (15 pages). Arabic fragment from a commentary

on the Qur’an, with Malay translation.

No. 80. See under No. 18.

B .—Farquh.vr Collection.^

No. 1 (small 4to. of 51 pages
;

within, Cherita Sultan

Iskander). It contains a pretty good copy of the

commencing with what is reserved for the sovereign.

The seventeenth chapter is about people going to hunt.

No. 2 (small 4to. of 202 pages
;
imperfect at the end). It

contains the
j nb A.'LC:^ . The last pages give

the history of the defeat by Alexander of a king who was a

worshipper of the sun. A small extract from this tale is to

be found in Roorda van Eysinga’s Malay Reader at the end

of his Beknopte Maleische Spraakkunst (Breda, 1839), p.

120-123
;
and innumerable quotations from it are to be found

in ’iVerndly’s Maleische Spraakkunst, and in Roorda van

’ It is translated by ,^,.1 . j ,1 .
A note by a transcriber calls the

autlmr J)l (the same as tlie author of iv.

* The manuscripts of this collection were not numbered. I have put numbers
on them in accordance with the list Dulaurier gave of them, with the exception of

two volumes he did not examine.
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Eysiuga’s Mai. Nederduitsch Woordenboek
;
some also in

van Iloevell’s aant. op de Sair Bidasari.

No. 3 (small 4to. of 175 pages)

relating the war of tbe Dutch Company with the

Chinese, and the well-known murder of the Chinamen of

Batavia under Valkenier. It is translated from the Javanese.

No. 4 (small 4to. of 80 pages) i’jlc . This

interesting work was composed at the request of the Seuor

Gornador at Malaka in the Muhammadan j'ear 1193.

It is an account of Malay observances during the pregnancy

of the wives of chiefs, the birth of their children, etc. After

the introduction it continues thus :

I-::— Jli ‘-r^

(jjCiiw' iAX* . On p. 71

there is an elaborate description of the bier of a king.

No. 5. See No. 18 of the Baffles Collection.

No. 6 (small 8vo.) contains :

I. (17 pages). An erotic poem, the title of which I could

not ascertain. The first verses are :

And the last

:

U L/ V ^
tO'li

II. (14 pages). A love-letter in verses. The last verses

are literall}^ the same as those on the two last pages of ii. of

No. 9, commencing with

uy y* 4?;^' (*4 (Jj:’ ^y
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The last verses are

^P\
*Al-?L2Sr.wj

III. (11 pages). The same as i. of No. 9.

IV. (27 pages). According to the end the title is

The beginning verses are literally the same as those of ii. of

No. 9.

V. (23 pages). A poem without title, commencing

:

V

The last words are :

j? LS^ ^=5^'

<)A5-U ^ hXaO ^ l^Mk? ^ Ijb

No. 6* (small 4to.) contains

I. (14 pages). The same as i. of No. 6.

II. (19 pages). A love-letter in verses. The last verses are :

j*-S ciaI^

t., .a>i-i A jjAijfe alUl Al=ct.v

y. ^

liA ^Lui jA ia:.-.jUj

cT^

No. 7 (small 8vo. of 55 pages). According to the end the

title should be ~\j jpl jxJii . It is a tragic love-

story, as the hero dies.^

* On page 45 we find :

iys^ jt^ ClAj.4.n t_^L*

<l]

! ••

»

(frequent spelling of the Ar. merat, is in poetry used for to die.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 9
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No. 7* (small 8vo. of 55 pages). Another copy of No. 7.

No. 8 (small 4to. of 175 pages, imperfect at the end
;
within:

Presented by Colonel W. M. G. Colebrooke, 6th July, 1832),

contains the The Malay author calls himself

Muhammad sayn? son of Jalalu-ddin, an Achlnese of the

Shafi-‘i sect. A quotation from this composition is to be

found in Tan Hoevell’s annotations on the Sair Bidasari, p.

378, where he cites p. 983 of the manuscript. The author of

this work says, that he took the subject from the

of Abie ‘Abdillak Muhammad hen Yusuf Assanusi Alhasani.

No. 9 (small 4to.) contains

:

I. (17 pages) . A poem where flowers are intro-

duced singing panttms, in this way :

^

u)

JLi# oLy

II. (7 pages). A collection oi pantuns, commencing with :

(See No. 6, ii.)

No. 10 (small 4to. of 53 pages).

lI/IC# • This work

deserves being published
;

its language is pure, and the text,

as far as I have examined it, not mutilated.

' Also mentioned in Bahm-ddin’s list.

2 He is the author also of a Malaj' work called hi I

1*1 ^
- i~ (a copy of which I saw at Batavia, small 4to. of about 30

pages).

s Nila-utdma, name of a celestial nymph (Tohasche Spraakkunst,
§ 30, vii. b).
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Note 1.

About the Author of iv. of No. 79 {Raffles Collection).

The author, who calls himself also from Ranlr the

place where he lived composed, besides the

(No. 17), also the following works :

I. (No. 39, large 4to. India Office at Batavia)

A' AS)II. (No. 3, small 4to. India Office at Batavia)

aU^
^

A4..sr^ —
'I, V. I

«A

III. (No. 24, Library of the India Office at Batavia) j\

fijXy* ^ commenced under Iskandar

II. Ala uddin, and finished under the queen Tdju-Cdlam

Tsafiyatu-ddin.

IV. (No. 14, Library of the India Office at Batavia)

V. cajIj

,U

i.Jlf
i_r

.1 ^j\ ^.;A.s'
(jJT

.^1

Jx-j ^JA\, composed by order of Sultan Muqul Mardyat

Shdh,^ against the tenets of the Pantheistical sect, the fol-

lowers of which were put to death by the said king of

Achih, their books being burnt before the mosque Bcytu-

rrahman. I saw a copy of this work at Barus (small 4to. of

40 pages), from which I took this notice.

VI. A3 Jlsll
i_5'’

^J) a refutation of Shamsu-ddln'

s

heretical tenets, (cf. vii.)

VII. Jx jjikU AJbli

1
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t—

(*'^>T t’-
»j"li>j Li;U o~^>

composed under queen TajiL-l-‘dlam Tsajiyatu-ddln Shah, *

daughter of Sultan Iskandar Muda Johan hdrdowlat, son of

Sultan ‘Aid u-ddln ‘All Ri-‘dyat Shdh, son of Sultan Farmdn

Shdh, son of Sultan Mutlafar'^ Shdh, son of Sultan ‘Indyat

Shdh, It is divided into two books, the first giving an account

of the religions from Adam till Muhammad, and the second

summing up the heterodox tenets of several Muhammadan
sects. The purpose of the author was to combat the opinions

of Shamsuddln of Pasey ^ and his followers. A copy in small

4to. (of 72 pages) is in my possession.

VIII. Jjb)! • A fragment of this work

is found in a manuscript belonging to the Batavian Society

(No. 55 ?).

IX. A copy of this work exists

in the Library of the Batavian Society (No. ?).

Most of these works are directed against the popular writings

of Hamzah of Barns,

^

and the above-named Shamsu-ddin of

Pasey. The works of Hamzah are, as far as I know :

I. • I saw a copy of this at Barus (small

8vo. of 24 pages). I read only the preface, which says, that

it is an abridgement of a greater work of the same name and

by the same author
;
and that there are three works of this

name, the two already mentioned, the large and the abridged

one, and one treating on (JdLz, fjlAz and This is

all I could read, as the o^vner would not lend it me even for

a day.

’ alA •

^ U 4 * U as the Arabic introduction has. Shamatara is an Arabic cor-

Lf >
ruption of Samudara, the ancient name of Pasey, which occasioned the whole
island to be called by the Portuguese, who sailed with Arabic pilots, Sumatra, a

name with which natives, not used to mix with Europeans, are not acquainted.

Fantsur being the ancient name of Barus; hence the Barus

camphor ysl^) is called in Arabic jy\\ .
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II. allegorical poem,^ wherein the

soul of man is spoken of as that of a bird {kalow tdrbang si-

hiirung pingeg, ‘aldmat badan di makan ulat, if the pingey flies

away, it is a sign that the body will be eaten by the worms).

III. An allegorical poem, wherein mankind is

spoken of as a vessel tossing about on the waves. A small

fragment is in my possession.

IV. jxJ;} . A copy is in my possession (small 4to.

of 14 pages). It is also an allegorical poem, speaking of man-

kind as forlorn and indigent.

Y. a short exposition of God’s

nature, qualities, and works. Werndly knew it (see his

Boekzaal, p. 354). It is quoted in the second book of the

Tabgdn (see above, p. 47, vii.) as a book deserving to be burnt.*

VI. Ai . It is mentioned in

the Tabgdn, and seems to be an exposition of the sayings of

the prophet.

VII. A fragment is in my possession,

the same tendency as No. iii.

It has

The works of Skamsu-ddm ® of Paseg are :

It is cited in the second hook of the Tabgdn. A badly muti-

lated copy is in the Leyden University Library (No. 1332).

The Sultan in whose reign it was composed is there only

called •

1 The poems of Hamzah were yet much read in Valentyn’s time, but that he
was a native of Barus that author did not know (see Besehrijvmg van Sumatra,

p. 21).

^ The other books, the author of the Tahyan speaks of in this way are the

tbe the ^1=^, the LjA, the ^
andthe^\y)!(

" He calls himself sometimes /t\'3 a . r
, He seems to have lived at

Aehih (Ar. i^\ ). A namesake of his is

j jLs'l

jAi and is cited as the author of a
^
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II. ' I Padang a copy

(8vo. of 16 pages), but the owner would not part with it. It

is a commentary on the anything but transparent poems of

Hamzah of Bams.

III. ay*. Wemdly (Maleische Boekzaal) knew it,

and says of it, that it is divided into 211 questions and

answers, explaining the principal religious terms. In the

preface to his Grammar a small quotation from this work is

given.

Note 2.

The Manuscripts of the India Office Not Mentioned in my
‘‘ Kort Versing der Maleische Handschriften van het

E. I. House te Londen.”

1. Raffles Collection.)

2. Another copy of the £y (See No. 2

of the Raffles Collection.)

3. (17 pages in No. 2906,^ 4to.). Arabic with

an interhnear Malay translation. It contains the first pre-

cepts of the Islam in questions and answers. The commence-

ment is :
“ If people enquire of you : what is the imdn ? the

answer is : I believe in God, etc.” The author is

, sumamed of Samarqand

This little book goes universally by the name of

Samarqandl. Copies with an interlinear Javanese translation ^

are numerous in the west of Java. A commentary on it (j-y»

^^j:) is in the Library of the Batavian Society

(No. 29) ;
it has an interlinear Javanese translation. Two

* The other 51 pages of this Tolume contain, 1. the several positions of the

body when praying; 2. the application of the five letters of
, \ 4 g. '

)
to the five

obligatory prayers
;

3. the formulas of prayers for the dead ; and 4. on marriage

(^10
2 A copy is in the Library of the Batavian Society (No. 26).
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copies in Sundanese are in my possession, one of whicli is in

the Arabic character.

4. (No. 2672, folio) contains

:

I. (133 pages). Another copy of the ^Uj
It is of the same version as the other manuscript (No. 2610).

II. (127 pages). Another copy of the

(or so called after a miraculous chopping-

knife, the hero was possessed of). It seems to belong to the

same recension as No. 2877.^

Amsterdam, November 25, 1865.

* There may be other Malay manuscripts in the Library of the India Office

which I have overlooked, the Persian, Arabic, and Malay manuscripts being
mingled together. I am in hopes the deficiencies in this notice may he filled up
by other scholars, who will also call attention to the many valuable Malay manu-
scripts in the Libraries of London. A new Malay Chrestomathy is urgently

needed at the present time, as those published by Marsden, Meursinge, and de
Hollander, are anything but trustworthy, each of the texts they contain having
been taken from a single manuscript only. It is only by a careful comparison of
many that a text can be furnished which may be depended upon by persons
desirous of obtaining an adequate idea of the grammatical structure of the Malay
language, and reluctant to trust the assertions of those who pretend that Malay
is devoid of grammar.
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Art. V.

—

Brief Prefatory Remarks to the Translation of

the Amitahha Sutrafrom Chinese. By the Rev. S. Beal,

Chaplain R. N.

[Read 6th February, 1865.]

The following translation of the Amitahha Sutra is made

from the Chinese edition of that work, prepared by Kumara-

jiva, and hound up in a volume known as the “ Daily Prayers

of the Buddhist Priests belonging to the Contemplative

School” (Shan-mun).

No doubt the Chinese version is much abbreviated. We
are told that Kumarajiva omitted repetitions and superfluities

in making his translations. AYe have reason to be thankful

that he did so.

The Amitahha Sutra contains a description of the AYestern

Heavens, the Sukhavati, or Happy Land, to which so many
millions of Buddhists look as their reward in another life. It

is a question of some importance at what time this belief in a

Western Paradise incorporated itself with Buddhism.

In fixing the period we may be certain that it was before

the date of Kumarajiva, l.e. 400 a.d.
;
and if it be cor-

rect that the Chinese translation of the “ AYou-liang-sheu-

king,” l.e. the Sutra of Amitahha, under the name of the

“Eternal,” dates from the Han dynasty (Edkins), we may
go back to the first century a.d. as the latest admissible date

for the origin of this belief.

Wassiljew hazards the remark that the idea of a Western

Paradise was borrowed from foreigners, with whom the

Buddhists of Southern India were brought into contact

(AYassiljew, Der Buddhismus, § 121). AYe know that mer-

chants from Alexandria frequented the AYestern shores of

the peninsula at an early date. There was a Christian mis-

sion established in the same direction as early as the days of

Pantsenus (Fabricius, Lux Evang., c. 36, p. 637 ;
Hough’s
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Christianity in India, I. 51). We know also that two of the

principal writers in the developed schools of Buddhism, viz.,

Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, were born and lived in South

India (Wassiljew, § 212). Taking the date of Aryadeva to

be about 100 a.d., for he was the fourth patriarch after

Asvaghosha, who was contemporary with Kanishka, we may
again regard this as an approximate date for the origin of

the belief in a Western Paradise, and of the writings bearing

on that belief. The connection of this worship with South

India is still further illustrated by the reverence paid to

Avalokitesvara, the reputed son of Amitabha, in that quarter.

Hiouen Thsang relates that “ in the country of the Mo-lo-ye

(Malayas), in South-western India, there is a celebrated peak

called Potalaka, on which Kwan-tseu-tsai, i.e. Avalokites-

vara, frequently locates himself in coming and going, and

appears under various shapes to pilgrims visiting the neigh-

bourhood ” (Julien). Now this peak Potalaka may be either

the celebrated Pedura-talla-galla, one of the highest moun-

tain crags in Ceylon, and belonging to the Malaya-giri of

Burnouf, or the Maleas Montes of Pliny and Ptolemy
;
or it

may be one of the eminences of the southern ghats of Mala-

bar. In either case it is certain that with this mountain is

connected the extensive worship paid to Avalokitesvara
;
and

he again is spoken of as the Bodhisattva, or active power of

Amitabha, whose worship may therefore be presumed to have

arisen in the same locality, i.e. South India. Avalokitesvara,

being spoken of as the son of Amitabha, seems to confirm the

idea of the presence of a foreign, and perhaps a Christian,

element in this singular cultus. Whether the term “ West-

ern Paradise,” and its description found in the Sutra which

follows, bears out this idea we leave others to judge.

In popular Buddhist language, Amitabha is spoken of as

the fourth Dhyani Buddha, corresponding to Sakya Muni
amongst the Manushi Buddhas. Bespecting the land over

which he rules, we find the following description in a popular

work on the subject:— “Amitabha reigns over the land

Sukhavati, which, compared with our world, bears due west

exactly 100,000 billions of Sakwalas. In respect to the tiers
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of Sakwalas, whicli rise one above the other, springing from

the mystic Lotus, this laud Sukhavati belongs to the thir-

teenth tier. In about the middle of this tier is our own
world, and at the extreme western border of it the land of

Amitabha ”
(Fah-kai-lih-to).

The hold which the worship of Amitabha has taken upon

the popular mind, in China and Japan, can hardly be exag-

gerated—in every direction his name is engraved or inscribed,

to call the attention of the passer-by to the efficacy of repeat-

ing it, and the great majority of popular Buddhist writings

have relation to the same subject. Amongst many thousand

tracts, which came under my own notice, in the Temples of

Canton, after its capture in 1857, the larger number related

either to Kwan-yin (Avalokitesvara) or to the Western

Paradise of Amitabha. One particularly attracted my atten-

tion,—this was a sheet representing a boat, full of people,

passing over the sea to the opposite shore, guided by

Amitabha himself, and steered by Ivwan-yin
;
upon this sheet

there was an exhortation within, in which the power of

Amitabha is set forth, by way of comparison wdth other

modes of salvation, much to the advantage of the former—for

it asserts “ other methods of deliverance are like the progress

of an insect up a high mountain, but this method {i.e. of

Amitabha) is like the advance of a boat sailing with a fair

wind and propitious tide
;
on once entering the Western

Paradise (continues the exhortation) there is no return—the

highest rank there, is that of Buddha, the lowest, that of the

most exalted Leva. Again, whilst the happiness of this

condition is so great, the mode of attaining it is equally

simple. In this mode of salvation, there are no distinctions

of rich and poor, of male and female, of people and priests

:

all are equally able to arrive at this condition. Let every

virtuous person therefore nourish in himself a principle of

faith—let him with constant and undivided attention, invoke

the name of Amitabha Buddha, and thus he shall eventually

be saved in the Paradise of the Western Heavens.”

On the sail of the boat (which bears a flag, inscribed with

the word Sukhavati, and which is represented as being full
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of happy disciples, male and female,) is written this scroll.

“ The one name of 0-mi-to (Amitabha) is a precious sword

for destroying the whole concourse of evils. This one name,

0-mi-to, is the brave champion that defies the power of hell

—this one name, 0-mi-to, is the bright lamp that dissipates

darkness—this one name, 0-mi-to, is the boat of mercy, on

which we may cross the sea of trouble—this one name,

0-mi-to, is the direct path for escaping the entanglement of

frequent transmigration—this one name, 0-mi-to, is the

perfect mode by which to avoid life and death—this one

name, 0-mi-to, is the mysterious power which endows us

with superhuman faculties—this one name, 0-mi-to, is the

best mode for divining secrets. These six letters, i.e. Na-mo,

0-mi-to, Full, include all the 84,000 methods of salvation ;

they are able, ivith one stroke, as it were, to divide the bonds

that hold us captive
;
there is no such invocation as that of

0-mi-to, which, in the twinkling of an eye, is able to trans-

port us to the Western Heavens.”

This is a fair sample of the popular mode of Buddhist

teaching among the lower orders in China, and as a natural

result, the highest aim of the convert to this doctrine is to

repeat, with little intermission, the name of 0-mi-to, Fuh,

0-mi-to, Fuh, till the desired result be attained

—

i.e., eman-

cipation from all earthly troubles, and a certain admission

after death to Paradise.

The southern schools of Buddhism, viz., in Ceylon, Siam,

and Annam, know nothing of Amitabha or his Western

Paradise. This fact seems to point to the late development

of the doctrine in India. Probably, however, intercourse

between the island and the mainland was prevented at an

early date by the warlike character of the Malabar popula-

tion. Fah Hian, we know, arrived at the island by sea, and

Hiouen Thsang, for some reason or other, avoided all the

southern portion of the peninsula, and did not visit Ceylon.

In fact, there appears to be an early break between the

Buddhist current of teaching followed by the Indian teachers

and those in Ceylon, the result of which is the vastly dif-

ferent aspect under which that religion presents itself in
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those countries. It was, however, from Southern India that

the great teacher of the doctrine of a Western Paradise

arrived in China. Bodhidharma, the twenty- eighth patri-

arch, and the founder of the contemplative school, reached

that country b}" sea a.d. 526. He seems to have brought

with him the very name which is now used in China to

denote the school of which he was the first patriarch. The

word “ Shan,” according to Edkins, was formerly written

“jan,” and this contracted from jan-na, pointing evidently

to the Indian word Jaina. This confirms the opinion that

the Jaina religion is but an ofiP-shoot of later Buddhism.

With respect to Bodhidharma, there is a legend still existing

in China which exemplifies his belief in the doctrine of a

Western Heaven, “for as he lay in his cofiin (we are told)

he held one shoe in his hand. Whilst thus situated, his

remains were visited by a celebrated priest called Sung-yun,

who asked him where he was going
;
to which he replied,

‘ To the Western Heavens.’ Sung-yun then returned home
;

but afterwards the coffin of Bodhidharma was opened and

found empty, except one of his shoes, which still remained.

By imperial command this shoe was preserved as a sacred

relic. Afterwards, in the Tang djmasty, it was stolen, and

no one now knows where it is” (Edkins).

I now pass at once to the translation.

THE AMITABHA. SUTRA.

Extracted from the work called “ Shan Man Yih Tung," or Daily

Prayers of the Contemplative School of Priests.

Thus have I heard. On a certain occasion Buddha was

residing at Sravasti, in the garden of Kita, with the great

Bhikshus, 1,250 in all, being great Bahats, possessed of per-

fect knowledge, to wit, the venerable Sariputra, the great

Maudgalyaj’ana, the great Kasyapa, the great Katyayana,

the great Gochira, Revata, Srutavimsatikoti, Nanda, Ananda,

Rahula, Gavampati, Pindola, Bharadvaja, Kaladitya, the

great Kapphina, Takula, Aniruddha, and so forth, all great

disciples. And in addition to these were all the great Bodhi-

sattvas; to wit, Manjusri, king of the law, Ajita, Maitreya,
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and 80 forth, all great Bodhisattvas
;

and, moreover, there

were present Sakra raja and others, with innumerable Devas.

At this time Buddha addressed the venerable Sariputra as

follows :
—“ In the western regions more than one hundred

thousand myriads of systems of worlds beyond this, there

is a Sakwala named Sukhavati. Why is this region so

named ? Because all those born in it have no griefs or

sorrows : they experience only unmixed joys; therefore it is

named the infinitely happy land. Again, Sariputra, this

happy region is surrounded by seven rows of ornamental

railings, seven rows of exquisite curtains, seven rows of

waving trees—hence, again, it is called the infinitely happy

region. Again, Sariputra, this happy land possesses seven

[

gemmous lakes, in the midst of which flow waters possessed

j

of the eight distinctive qualities (vdz., limpidity and purity,

refreshing coolness, sweetness, softness, fertilizing qualities,

calmness, power of preventing famine, productiveness of

abundance). Spreading over the bottom of these lakes are

golden sands, whilst the four sides have pleasant walks

enriched with gold, silver, crystal, lapis lazuli, beryl, ruby,

^ and cornelian. In the middle of the lakes are lotus flowers,

I large as a chariot wheel, blue, yellow, red, and white, each

reflecting brilliant hues of its own colour, and possessed of

' the most perfect and delightful fragrance. Thus, 0 Sariputra,

this blessed region is perfected and thoroughly adorned.

“ Again, Sariputra, the land of that Buddha ever shares in

heavenly delights (or, music), the grmmd is resplendent gold,

at morning and evening showers of the Divine Udumbara

j

flower descend upon all those born there, at early dawn the

I
most exquisite blossoms burst out at their side : thousand

myriads of Buddhas instantly resort here for refreshment, and

then return to their own regions, and for this reason, Sari-

putra, that land is called most happy. Again, Sariputra, that

region is possessed of every species of pleasure delightful to

j

the senses, birds of every hue, the white stork, the peacock,

i

the macaw, garudas, birds of every kind, all these, at morning

and evening, unite to sing the praises of the Law, so that

all born in that land, hearing these notes, are led to invoke
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Buddha, the Law and the Assembly. But, Sariputra, you

must not suppose that these birds are born in this state in

the way of retribution for sins in a superior condition, and

why not ? Because, in that region there exists not either of

the three evil wa\'s of birth (i.e., as a beast, demon, or asura).

Sariputra ! that land being emphatically free from these evil

ways of birth, is thereby more fully possessed of the superior

wav'S of birth, and these different kinds of birds are all of

them the different apparitional forms of superior beings,

whom Amitabha Buddha causes thus to chaunt the various

sounds of the land. Sariputra ! in that land of Buddha,

whenever a gentle breeze moves softly, then the various

precious waving trees, and the gemmous curtain that

surrounds the land, emit a gentle and mysterious sound, like

a thousand different kinds of music, all at the same time
;
on

hearing which, the dwellers in that land conceive, spontane-

ously, a heart fidl of adoration for Buddha, the Law, and

the Assembly.

“Sariputra, this land is thus perfectly adorned, and com-

plete in pleasure.

“ But now, Sariputra, you would perhaps enquire, why the

Buddha of that region is called Amitabha. Sariputra ! it is

because he is unmeasurably bright and glorious, so that his

splendour fills the lands of the ten regions, and no obstacle

can oppose the diffusion of the rays of his glory,^ for this

reason, he is called Amitabha. Again, Sariputra, the years

of the life of that Buddha, as men compute them, are end-

less, and without bound, in asankhyas of years—for this

reason, also, he is called Amitabha. For ten kalpas of years,

that Buddha has enjoyed his present condition, and has for

his disciples an endless and incalculable number of Sravakas,

all of them Eahats, innumerable, and not to be expressed for

multitude, and Bodhisattvas equally vast in number. So it

is, Sariputra, that land of Buddha is perfected. Again,

Sariputra, in that land of perfect joj' all who are bom, are

born as Avaivartyas (never to return),® whilst among these

there are numbers who make i/iis their resting place, before

1 Burn. Introd., p. 100. * Lalita Vistara, 267.
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that one birth more (which shall end in their arriving at

Buddhaship)
;
infinite are these in number, not to be expressed

for multitude, simply innumerable.

‘‘ Sariputra I all mortals who hear this account, ought to

offer up this one vow—that they may be born in that country

—and why ? because, if once born there, they obtain the

felicity of only one more appearance as superior sages (and

then obtain the condition of Buddha.) Sariputra, it is not

possible to be born in that country possessing an inferior

Karma
;
Sariputra ! if there be a \drtuous man or woman,

who hears this account of Amitabha Buddha, and who
assiduously invokes his name for one day or two, up to seven,

and during this time maintains a heart unaffected by worldly

thoughts, or confused ideas—that man or woman, when about

to die, shall be blessed with a clear vision of Amitabha and

all his saints, and at the last moment, if his heart be not

turned back, he shall depart, and forthwith be born in that

most blessed land of Amitabha Buddha. Sariputra ! I per-

ceive that such will be the happy consequence (of so doing)

and therefore I repeat these words
;
whatever men they be

who hear them, they ought at once to utter this vow, that

they may be born in that land.

“ Sariputra ! thus it is I would recite in stanzas of com-

mendation, the excellences of that infinitely glorious laud of

Amitabha Buddha.

[The Sutra then proceeds to speak of the various Buddhas

towards each of the four points, and also in the zenith and

nadir. This being a mere recital of names, is omitted here.]
“ Sariputra ! what say you as to the meaning of this

expression, the saving power which resides in the repetition

of the names of all the Buddhas ? Sariputra ! if there be a

virtuous man or woman who hears and receives this Sutra,

and who hears the names of all the Buddhas, these virtuous

men or women, in consequence of the saving power which

resides in the repetition of these names, shall all obtain the

privilege of not passing through and revolving in the condi-

tion of Anuttara Samyak Sambodhi, ie. the unsurpassably

just and enlightened heart. (This is the condition usually
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assigned to the Bodhisattva, before arriving at the state of

Buddha). Wherefore, Sariputra, ye all ought to receive and

believe these iny words, and the words of all the Buddhas.
“ Sariputra ! if there be a man who has vowed, or now

vows, or shall vow and desire, to be born in that region, all

these men shall be privileged not to remain or revolve in the

condition of Anuttara Samyak Sambodhi, but to be born at

once in their various conditions in the land of that Buddha,

whether in time past, now, or henceforth. Wherefore, Sari-

putra, w'hatever faithful man or woman there be, they ought

all to put up this prayer, that they may be born in that land.

Sariputra, as I have now thus recounted the praises of all

these Buddhas, their indescribable excellences, so those

Buddhas likewise recount my praises and infinite excellences,

and speak thus :
—

‘ Sakya Muni Buddha is he that is able

(11^) to accomplish most difficult results (prompted by) his

exceeding love—he it is who is “able” in the So-ho world

(SahMokadhatu), the evil world of five impurities (viz.,

violence, perception, calamities, birth, death)
;
he it is who

is “ able,” in the midst of these, to arrive at the condition

Anuttara Samyak Sambodhi, and on account of all sentient

creatures to repeat his Law, difficult to be embraced by those

for whom it is said.’

“ Sariputra ! know, then, that I, in the midst of this evil

and calamitous world, preaching these difficult doctrines,

have arrived at the condition of Anuttara Samyak Sambodhi,

and now, on account of all creatures, have declared this Law
difficult to be believed, and this is that which is most

difficult.”

Buddha having repeated this Sutra, Sariputra and all the

Bhikshus, and all the assembly, the Devas, Asuras, and so

on, having heard what Buddha said, joyfully received and

believed it, and having prostrated themselves in adoration,

departed.
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Art. VI.— The Initial Coinage of Bengal. By Edw.^b

Thomas, Esq.

Towards the end of August, 1863, an unusually large

hoard of coins, numbering in all no less than 13,500 pieces

of silver, was found in the Protected State of Kooch Bahar,

in Northern Bengal, the contents of which were consigned,

in the ordinary payment of revenue, to the Imperial Treasury

in Calcutta. Advantage was wisely sought to be taken of

the possible archseological interest of such a discoverj^ in

selections directed to he made from the general bulk to enrich

the medal cabinets of the local Mint and the Museum of

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The task of selection,

and with it of inevitably final rejection, was entrusted to

Babu Bajendra-lal-Mitra,—an experienced scholar in many
branches of Sanskrit Kterature, and who, in the absence of

more practised Numismatists, courageously encountered the

novel study and impromptu exposition of Semitic Palaeo-

graphy as practically developed in his own native land six

centuries ago. The Babu, after having assiduously com-

pleted his selections for the Government,^ was considerate

enough to devote himself to renewed and more critical

examinations of this mass of coined metal, with a view to

secure for Colonel C. S. Guthrie (late of the Bengal En-

gineers), any examples of importance that might have escaped

his earlier investigations. The result has been that more

than a thousand additional specimens have been rescued from

the Presidency Mint crucibles, and now contribute the lead-

ing materials for the subjoined monograph.

An autumnal fall of a river bank, not far removed from

the traditional capital of Kuntesicar Raja, a king of mark in

provincial annals,^ disclosed to modem eyes the hidden trea-

1 J. A. S. Bengal, 1864, p. 480.
^ Col. J. C. Haughton, to whom we are mainly indebted for the knowledge of

this trouvaille, has been so obliging as to furnish me with some interesting

VOL. n .
—[new seexes]. 10
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sure of some credulous mortal who, in olden time, entrusted

his wealth to the keeping of an alluvial soil, carefully stored

and secured in brass vessels specially constructed for the pur-

pose, but destined to contribute undesignedly to an alien

inheritance, and a disentombment at a period much posterior

to that contemplated by its depositor. This accumulation, so

singular in its numerical amount, is not the less remarkable in

the details of its component elements—whether as regards the,

so to say, newness and sharpness of outline of the majority of

the pieces themselves, the peculiarly local character of the

whole collection, or its extremely limited range in point of

time. It may be said to embrace compactly the records of

ten kings, ten mint cities, and to represent 107 years of the

annals of the country. The date of its inhumation may he

fixed, almost with precision, towards the end of the eighth

century a.h., or the fourteenth century a.d. A very limited

proportion of the entire aggregation was contributed by

external currencies, and the imperial metropolis of Dehli alone

intervenes to disturb the purely indigenous issues, and that

merely to the extent of less than 150 out of the 13,500 other-

wise unmixed produce of Bengal Mints.

^

details of the site of discovery and illustrations of the neighbouring localities.

Col. Haughton writes :
—“ The place where the coin was found is about three

miles S.W. of Deenhatta, not far from the Temple of Kunteswaree (or Komit-
Eswaree) on the banks of the river Dhurla. Neartothis temple is a place called

Gosain Moraee, a short distance from which are the ruins of Kuntesur Raja’s

capital called Kunteswaree-Pat, consisting of a mound of considerable extent,

which has been surrounded with several ditches and walls, which are again pro-

tected at the distance of a mile or two by enormous mounds of nearly 100 feet

high. The brass vessels, in which the treasure was deposited, were ordinary

brass lotahs, to which the top or lip had not been fixed, but in lieu thereof the

vessels were covered by canister tops, secured by an iron spike passing from
side to side.”

* I wish to explain the reservations I make in thus stating this total

below that given in Rajendra laTs list of ISO coins of seven Dehli kings

(J.A.S.B., September, 1804, p. 481). In the first place, I greatly mistrust the

reading of the sixth king’s title. Muhammad bin Tughlak was called Fakhr-
ud-din Jfinah in his youth only ; on his first mission to the Dakhin in 721 a.h.

the higher title of Ulugh Khan was conferred upon him by his father, but from
the date of his accession to the throne of Hindustan, he contented himself with

the use of his simple name and patronymic ; no longer the “ glory of the

faith,’’ he was the far more humble

conventional All ^ (Zia-i-Barni, Calcutta edit., p. 196),

both of which were so persistently copied by the independent Bengal Sultan.

Certainly no such title as jJ 1 -s'* occurs on any of the specimensof the Kooch
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The exclusively home characteristics of the great majority

of the collection are enlivened by the occasional intrusion of

mementos of imperial re-assertions, and numismatic contribu-

tions from other independent sources aid in the casual illus-

tration of the varying political conditions of the province,

and of the relations maintained from time to time between

the too-independent governors of a distant principality and

their liege suzerains at Dehli.

Muhammadan writers have incidentally preserved a record

of the fact, that on the first entry of their armies into Bengal,

they found an exclusive cowrie or shell currency, assisted pos-

sibly by bullion in the larger payments, hut associated with no

coined money of any description
;
^ a heritage of primitive

collection, that the Babu has selected for Col. Guthrie, with the exception
of those bearing the names of Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak Shah.
The second question, of the altogether improbable intrusion of coins of

Muhammad ’Adil Shah (“new type”), I must meet in a more direct way, by
assigning the supposed examples of his money to the potentate from whose mints
they really came, that is, Ikhiidr-ud-din Ghaz£ Shah (No. vii. infra), giving a
difference in the age of the t« o kings, as far as their epochs affect the probable
date of the concealment of this trouvaille., of more than two centuries (753 a.h,

against 960 a.h.). The Babu has himself discovered his early error of making
Shams-ud-dm Firdz, one of the I)ehli Pathdns (as reported in the local news-
papers), and transferred him, in the printed proceedings of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, to an anomalous position at the end of the Bengal Pathans (p. 483),
while omitting to deduct him from the total number of “ eight Dehli Pathans,”
which reckoning has been allowed to stand at p. 480. In the matter of date,

we are not informed why this king should be assigned to a.d. 1491, instead of to

the true 1320 a.d. which history claims for him.

* Minhaj-ul-Sirkj, who was resident in Lakhnauti in a.h. 641, writes

^
Tabakat-i-Nasiri, p. 149, Calcutta printed edition (1864). Ibn Batutah gives

an account of the collection of the cowrie shells in the Maidive Islands, from
whence they were exported to Bengal in exchange for rice ; the gradational

quantities and values are detailed as follows : ,s l , . = 100 cowries. l\j = 700.
Si '

*’ ^
= 12000. 1 =100,000, four hustiis were estimated as worth one gold

dindr ; but the rate of exchange varied considerably, so that occasionally a dindr
would purchase as many as twelve bustus, or twelve laks of cowries

! (French
edit., iv., p. 121. Lee’s Translation, p. 178.) Sir Henry Elliot mentions that
‘‘in India, in 1740, a rupee exchanged for 2,400 cowries; in 1756, for 2,560
cowries

;
and (in 1845) as many as 6,500 could be obtained for a rupee.”—Glossary of Indian Terms, p. 373. They were estimated in the currency

scheme of 1833 at 6,400 per rupee.—Prinsep’s U.T., p. 2. Major Rennell,
who was in Silhet in 1767-8, speaking of the cowrie money, remarks :

“ I

found no other currency of any kind in the country ; and upon an occasion
when an increase in the revenue of the province was enforced, several boat loads
(not less than 50 tons each) were collected and sent down the Burrampooter to
Dacca.” As late as 1801 the revenues of the British district of bilhet “ were
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barter, indeed, whicli survived undisturbed in many of the out-

lying districts up to the early part of the present century.

The consistent adherence of the people to this simple medium

of exchange, goes far to explain an enigma, recently adverted

to,‘ as to the general absence of all specimens of money of high

antiquity within certain limits northward of the seaboard, and

mayserveto reconcilethe anomalyof conterminous nationalities

appearing in such different degrees of advancement when tried

by similar isolated tests of local habitudes. For the rest, the

arms of Islam clearly brought with them into Bengal what

modern civilization deems a fiscal necessit}'’—a scheme of

national coinage
;
and the present enquiry is concerned to

determine when and in what form the conquerors applied the

theor}" and practice they themselves had as yet but imperfectly

realized.

When Muhammad bin Sam had so far consolidated his

early successes in India into a design of permanent occupancy,

leaving a viceroy and generalissimo in Dehli, in the person

of Kutb-ud-din Aibek, while his own court was still held at

Ghazni, the scattered subordinate commanders each sought to

extend the frontiers of the faith beyond the limits already

acquired. In pursuance of this accepted mission, Muhammad
Bakhtiar Khilji, S'q)ahsuldr in Oude, in a.ii. 599, pushed his

forces southward, and expelled, wfith but little effort, the ancient

Hindu dynasty of Nuddeah, superseding that city as the

capital, and transferring the future metropolis of Bengal to

the proximate site of Lakhnauti, where he ruled undisturbed

by higher authority till his own career w'as prematurely cut

short in a.h. 602.

Considering the then existing time-honoured system of valua-

tion by shells—which would certainly not invite a hasty issue of

coin—and Muhammad Bakhtiar’s acknowledged subordination

to Kutb-ud-din, who, so far as can be seen, uttered no money in

his own name, it may fairly be inferred that if a single piece

was produced, it formed a part only of an occasional, or special,

collected in cowries, which was also the general medium of all pecuniary trans-

actions, and a considerable expense was then incurred by Government in effect-

ing their conversion into bullion.”—Hamilton’s Hindostan, London, 1820., i. p.

195, 1 J.R.A.S., vol. i., N.S., p. 473-4.
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medallic mintage—a numismatic Fatali-namah, or assertion

and declaration of conquest and supremacy alone, designedl}^

avoiding any needless interference with the fixed trade by

adventitious monetary complications, which so unprogressive

a race as the Hindus would naturally be slow to appreciate.

Similar motives may be taken to have prevailed in the

north, where the least possible change was made in the

established currency of the country, extending, indeed, to a

mere substitution of names in the vernacular character on

the coin, which was allowed to retain the typical “ Bull and

Horseman” device of Prithvi Raja and his predecessors. The

pieces themselves, designated from their place of mintage

Dehli-icdlas,^ were composed of a mixture of silver and copper in

intentionally graduated proportions, but of the one fixed weight

of thirty-two ratis, or the measure of the old Picrdna of silver

of Manu’s day. Progressive modifications were effected in

the types and legends of these coins, but no systematic recon-

struction of the circulating media took place until the reign

of Altamsh
;
who, however, left the existing currencies undis-

turbed, as the basis for the introduction of the larger and

more valuable and exclusively silver L^ iW popularI}"- known in

after times as the Tankah^ a standard which may also be sup-

posed to have followed traditional weights in the contents as-

signed to it, as the 96 rati- piece modern ideas would identify

with the Tolah: or it may possibly have been originated as

a new 100 rati coin, a decimal innovation on the primitive

* The name is written Kutb-ud-din Aibek’s inscription on

the mosque at Dehli. (Prinsep’s Essays, i. 327). The Taj-ul-Mahsir and

other native authorities give the word as Hasan Nizami, the author

of the former work, mentions that Kubhchah, ruler of Sind, sent his son with an
offering of 100 laks of Dehli-wals to Altamsh, and no less than 500 laks of the

same description of coin were eventually found in Kubachah’s treasury, many of
which were probably struck in his own mints. (See Ariana Antiqua, pi. xx.,

fig. 10 ;
J.A.S.B., iv., pi. 37, figs. 28, 29, 47

;
and Prinsep’s Essays, i., pi. xxvi.,

figs. 28, 29, 47.)
2 Erskine derives this name from the Chagatai Tfirki word, tanff, “white.”

(History of India under Baber. London, 1851, vol. i. p. 546). Vullers gives a

different and clearly preferable derivation in AJuj (fort. ex.

tenuis, suff. a). Ibn Batutah carefully preserves the orthography as

s. and
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Hindu reckoning by fours, a point whicb remains to be

determined by the correct ascertainment of the normal

weight of the rati, which is still a debated question.

My own results, obtained from comparative numismatic

data of various ages, point to 1‘75 grains,* while General

^ In attempting to ascertain the relation of the weights of ancient and
modern days, and to follow the changes that time and local custom may have in-

troduced into the static laws of India, the capital |)oint to be determined is the

true weight of the rati^ as it was understood and accepted when the initiatory

metric system was in course of formation. Two different elements have hitherto

obstructed any satisfactory settlement of the intrinsic measure of this primary
unit—the one, the irregularity of the weight of the gunja seeds themselves,

which vary with localities and other incidental circumstances of growth ;* the

other, the importance of which has been rather overlooked, that the modifications

in the higher standards, introduced from time to time by despotic authority,

were never accompanied by any rise or fall in the nominal total of ratis which
went to form the altered integer. From these and other causes the ’•ate of the

rati has been variously estimated asf 1'3120 grains, l'87o grains, l'95-3 grains,

and even as high as 2'25 grabis.

We have Manu’s authority for the fact that 32 ralii went to the old silver

dharana or pnrdna, and we are instructed by his commentator, in a needlessly

complicated sum, that the kursha was composed of 80 ralisoi copper. We have
likewise seen that this kdrsha constituted a commercial static measure, its double
character as a coin and as a weight being well calculated to ensure its fi.\ity and
uniformity in either capacity within the range of its circulation. I shall be able

to show that this e.xact weight retained so distinct a place in the fiscal history of the

metropolis of Hindustan, that in the revision and re-adjustment of the coinage

which took place under Muhammad bin Tughlak, in a.d. 1325, this integer

was revived in the form of silver coin, and was further retained as a mint
standard by his successors, till Shir Shah re-modelled the currency
about the middle of the si.xteenth century. In the same way I have already

demonstrated elsewhere, J in illustration of an independent question, that a coin

retaining with singular fidelity the ponderable ratio of the ancient pnrdna, was
concurrent with the restored kdrsha under Firuz Shah (a.d. 1351-1338) and
other kings. And to complete the intermediate link, I may cite the fact that

when the effects of Greek and Scythian interference had passed away, the

Z2-rati purdna re-appeared in the Punjab and Northern India, as the silver

currency of the local dynasty of Sy.ala and Samanta Deva.J and furnished in

its style and devices the prototype of the Dehli Cuouan series of “Bull and
Horseman” coins, the Bchliwdlas, which were retained, unaltered in weight, by
the .Muhammadans, in joint circulation with the silver double Dirhams of 174
grains of the r own system

||

Extant specimens of Syala’s coins in the British Museum weigh 54'4 grains

and upwards.

If this double series of weights, extending over an interval of time represented

by 24 or 25 centuries, and narrowed to an almost identical locality, are found
not only to accord with exactitude in themselves, but to approach the only

rational solution of the given quantities, the case may be taken as proved.

The ancient purdna hall-marked silver pieces range as high as 55 grains
;

copper coins of lidmadata*^ are extant of 137'5 grains ;
and other early coins of

• Colebrooke, As. Res. v. 93.

+ Sir W. .Tones, As. Res., ii. 154, “ Rati = l of a grain.” Prinsep, U. T. (180-T-96)

;

Jervis, Weights of Konkan, p. 40 : Wilson, Glossary, sub voce Rati.

t Num. Cliron., xv., notes, pp. 138, 153, etc.

\ .T. A. S. Bengal, iv. 074 ; J. R. A. S., ix. 177 ;
Ariana Antiqua, p. 428 ; Priusep's Essays,

i. 313.

II
N. C., XV. 136 ;

Priusep’s Essays, U. T., p. 70.

51 Prinsep’s Essays, i. p. 216, pi. xx., figs. 47, 48.;
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Cunningliam adheres to the Mgher figures of 1.8229

grains.^

about 70 grains ; while, in parallel exemplification, the latter standard weights,

under the Muhammadans at Dehli, are found to be 56 and 140 grains. Hence

—

140 h-80 ratis=l'75 grains

56-i-32 ,, =1.75 ,,

and this is the weight I propose to assign to the original rati ; there may he
some doubt about the second decimal, as we are not bound to demand an exact

sum of even grains, but the 1.7 may be accepted with full confidence, leaving the

hundred at discretion, though from preference, as well as for simplicity of con-
version of figures, I adhere to the If. Under this system, then, the definition

of each ancient weight by modern grains will stand as follows :

—

1 M asha = 2 Batis or 3'5 grains

Silver 1 Dharana or I’urana = 32 56-0

1 Satamana = 320 560-

1 M asha 5 tf 8-75

Gold 1 Suvarna = 80 ff
140- 99

1 Pala or Nishka = 320 660-

. 1 Dharana = 3200 5600-

Copper .... 1 Kfirsha 80 19
140-

9 9

a = 40 70-

Subdivisions of Karsha I = 20 35-

1

1

H = 10 t »
17-5

9 9—Numismatic Chronicle, vol. iv., N.S. p. 131, March, 1864.

1 General Cunningham’s deductions are founded on the following estimates :—“ I have been collecting materials for the same subject [Indian Weights] for

nearly twenty years, and I have made many curious discoveries. I see that Mr.
Thomas quotes Sir William Jones as fixing the weight of the Krishnala, or
S,ati seed, at 1^ grain; but 1 am satisfied that this is a simple misprint of
Jones’s manuscript for I j or 1 'G.SS grain, which is as nearly as possible the

average weight of thousands of seeds which f have tested. The great unit of
mediaeval and modern times is the taka of not less than 145 grains, of which six

make the ehha-tdka, or chhatak, equal to 870 grains, or nearly two ounces; and
100 make the sataka, or ser, the derivation being sat-tdka, or 100 tdkas. For
convenience I have taken, in all my calculations, the rati seed at 1’8229 grain.

Then 80 ratis or 145’832 was the weight of the tanyka of copper, and also of the

golden suvarna, which multiplied by six gives 874'99 grains, or exactly two
ounces for the chhatdka or chhatak.”—J.A.S. Bengal, 1865, page 46.

Mr. N. S. Maskelyne, of the Mineral Department, British Museum, who, some

time ago, entered into an elaborate series of comparisons of Oriental weights, with

a view to determine the identity of one of our most celebrated Indian diamonds,

has been so obliging as to draw up for me the following memorandum, exhibiting

the bearing of an entirely independent set of data upon the question under review,

the true weight of the Indian Rati. The value of this contribution in itself,

and the difficulty of doing justice to it in an abstract, must plead my excuse for

printing it in extenso in this place :
—

I shall confine my answer to your question about the rati to the estimate of it

as derived from the Mishkal. The other channel of enquiry, that namely of
Hindoo metrology and numismatics, is too complicated, and so far as I have
been able to follow it, too unsatisfactory in its results, to justify my urging any
arguments derived from it. Indeed, the oscillations in the currencies, and our
knowing so few very fine coins of reigns before Shir Shkh, of critical value, make
this branch of the subject almost unapproachable to one who is not an Oriental
scholar. I would premise, however, that I do not believe very accurate results

are to be obtained solely from the weights of coins, except in the few cases where,
as in the coins of Akbar, or of Abd-el-Malekben Merwan, we have some literary
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However, these silver coins of Altamsh—let their primary

static ideal have been based upon a duplication of the dirhams

statements about them. Nor can you get any result from weighing carob beans

to determine the carat, or abrus seeds to determine the rati. I weighed, long

ago, hundreds of ratis, that Dr. Daubeny lent me, with an average of l-GQi

troy grains. Sir W illiara Jones found, I believe, one of 1.318, and Professor

Wilson, I think, another value again. They vary according to the soil and climate

they are grown in, and the time and atmosphere they have been kept in.

My investigation of the rati originated in a desire to determine whether the

diamond, now the Queen’s, was the same that Baber records as having been
given to Hum&yun at the taking of i^gra, after the battle of Paniput, and which
had once belonged to Ala-ed din (Khiiji). 1 also was led to suppose that the

diamond Tavernier saw at the Court of Aurungzete was the same, and that he

had confounded it with one that Meer Jurala gave to Sh&h Jehan, and that had
been recently found at Golconda. I would here observe that Tavernier’s weights

can be very little trusted ; 1 can give you my reasons for this assertion, if you
wish for them.

Baber, in his memoirs, says the weight of Hum&yfin’s diamond, was about

8 mishkals. In his description of India, he gives the following ratios of the

weights in use there :

—

8 ratis = 1 mashah.
32 ,, =4 ,,

=1 tang (tank).

40 ,, = 5 ,, =1 mishkal.

96 „ = 12 ‘ „ =1 tola.

Jewels and precious stones being estimated by the tang. Furthermore he states

14 tolas = 1 sir, 40 sirs = 1 man, etc. Thus, then, the 8 mishkals would be

320 ratis.

Tavernier says the diamond he saw weighed 3191 ratis. The Koh-i-Nur, in

1851 (and, I believe, in Baber’s day also), weighed 589.5 grains troy. The
theory that it was Ala-ed-din’s diamond, would demand

—

a mishkal (8) weight of 73.7 grains,

a tola (31) ,, 176.85 ,,

a tank (10) ,, 58.95 ,,

a masha (40) „ 14.745 ,,

a rati (320 of 8 to the masha) 1,8425 ,,

^ (240 of 6 „ )
2.533 „

Now, as to the mishkal—the Mahommadan writers speak of it as not having

altered from the days of the Prophet. Doubtless, it has been a pretty perma-

ment weight, and very likely, in Makrizi’s time, was but slightly various in

different places. At present, the following table represents the different mishkals.

so far as I have been able to ascertain them.

The gold and silver mishkal of .Bas-vora/i = Ijdirham =72 grains.

The ,, ,, mussal or mishkal of (?a»iroo;t (71.75 miscals

= 100 mahmoudias = 5136 grains) =71.6. ,,

The gold and silver miscal of Mocha — 24 carats = 24j^ vakya
(of 4 80 grains, nearly) =72 ,,

That of Bushire = of a maund of 53784 grains =74.7 „
The metical of Aleppo and Algiers =73 ,,

The ,, of Tripoli =73.6 ,,

In Persian, the demi mishkal = of the batman of Chessay A

(of 8871 grains) > =73.96 ,,

The taurid batman and mishkal = half the above J

The mishkal corresponding to the (5) dirham used for gold and
silver, in Persia =74.5 ,,

The abbasi corresponding to 1 mishkal, Marsden says =72 ,,

The modern debased mishkal of =71 ,,

Baber, in speaking of the mishkal, may either mean his own Bokharan mishkal,

or, as seems more probable, the current mishkal as existing at that time in India

;
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of Ghazni, or, as is more probable, elaborated out of the ele-

ments of ancient Indian Metrology—may be quoted in their

in short, the “ Indian or Syrian mishkal ” of the Mahommadan writers—which
was the Greek mishkal + 2 kirats. The modern debased mishkal of Bokhara
we may leave out of our comparisons. It is surely a degraded weight in a

country that has undergone an eclipse.

The old “Greek Dinar” is of course the Byzant, or solidus aureus—the

denarius of Byzantium. It was nominally coined 72 to the Roman lb. The
Byzantian Roman lb. in the British Museum weighs 4995 grains, so the solidus

was nominally coined at 69.4 grains. It really issued from the mint at a

maxipnum weight of 68 (a very few of the most finely preserved coins reaching

this amount). Now taking Makrizi’s statement that the mishkal was 24 kirats,

and that of the Ayin-i-Akberi that the Greek mishkal was 2 kirats less than this ;

we find the weight of the mishkal = 68+|j= 74.1 8 grains troy. Again, Makrizi

mentions that Abd-el-malek ben Merwan coined dinars and dirhams in the ratios

of 21j kirats: 15 kirats. Now this Caliph’s gold coins in the British IMuseum
(in a very fine state of preservation), weigh 66.5 grains, and his silver, also well

preserved, 44.5. Taking the former as coined at 67. we have the ratio :

Dinar: Dirham = 21 J : 15 = 67 : 46.2,

which latter gives a probable weight for the dirham as originally coined. (In

Makrizi’s time the ratio was dinar : dirharo = 10 : 7=21.75 : 15.22; or supposing

the gold coin unchanged at 67, the silver dirham would become 46.88). Then,
as the ratio of the dinar (or gold mishkal) to the mishkal weight = 21| : 24 we
have for the mishkal weiglit a value of 73.93 grains.

These two values, thus severally adduced from different data—viz., 74.18 and
73.93—sufficiently nearly accord to justify, I think, our striking the balance

between them, and declaring the ancient mishkal— ( “ the Syrian or Indian

mishkal ”
) to have been very nearly 7 4 grains. Hence the kirat would be 3.133

grains, troy. The modern carat varies from 3.15, the modern Indian carat, to

3.28, the old French carat (made thus probably to be an aliquot part of the old

French ounce), 'rhe English carat = 3.168; the Hamburgh = 3.176, and the

Portuguese = 3. 171.

The above value of the mishkal accords extremely well with my theory about
the diamond.

That the “Greek Dinar” of Makrizi was the Sassanian gold is not at all

likely, although the silver dirham was, no doubt, originally derived from the

Sassanian drachma. Of the few gold pieces of Sassanian coinage, the one in the

Museum, of Ardashir I., weighs now 65.5, and could not have been coined at

less than 66.5 grains—which would give a mishkal of 72.04. But under the

Sassanidse, the gold coinage was quite exceptional, and was not large enough to

have formed the basis of the monetary system of the Caliphs, which was
professedly founded on Greek coins, current.

As to the Bokhfiran mishkal of Baber’s time, how are we to arrive at it ?

You—and if you can’t, who can ?— are able to make little firm ground out of the

weights of Sassanian, or Ghasnavid coins—nor will the coins of the Ayubite,

Mamluke, and Mamluke Bahrite, Caliphs (of which I have weighed scores),

give any much more reliable units on which to base the history of the progress

of change in the mishkal. The limits of its variation in modern times seem
to have lain between 74.5 and 72 troy grains

; I believe 74 as near as possible its

true original weight, the weight of the Syrian and of the Indian mishkal. This
would give the rati on the goldsmith's standard of 8 to the masha, and 40 to the
mishkal, as 1.85 grains, and the limits of this rati would be 1.862 and 1.80.

The value of the jeweller’s rati (6 to the masha) would be for the 74 grain
mishkal 2.47 g’"ains, and its limits would be 2.483 and 2.40.

That Bfiber'i and Humayun’s now worn and dilapidated coins of 71 and 71.5

grains were mishkals is not improbable
; but they certainly were not coined at

less than 74 grains.

Without entering into the Indian numismatical question, I may remind you of
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surviving integrity of weight and design, as having furnished

the prototypes of a long line of sequent Dehli mintages, and

thus contributing the manifest introductory model of all

Bengal coinages^

The artistic merits of the produce of the southern mints.

Tuglak’s coin of 174 grains (one in i,he British Museum = 172.25), probably

coined at 175 or 176; a fair weight of issue for a coin nominally of some 177 or

178 grains. These coins, I believe, you consider to represent the tola. A tola

of 177.6 would accord on the ratios of Baber’s table with a misbk.il of 74 grains.

I am strongly tempted to enter furlher into this question of i.he ponderary

systems of India, but I am 'warned by your own able papers of the difficulties

in the patir of one who deals only in translations and in the weight of coins.

24lh Nov., 1865.

' There are three varieties of Altarosh’s silver coinage, al' showing more or

less the imperfection of the training of the Indian artists in the reproduction of

the official alphabet of their conquerors. The designs of these pieces were clearly

taken from the old Ghazni model of Muhammad bin Sera’s Dirhams and
Diniirs. and the indeterminate for.n of the device itself would seem to indicate

that they mark the initial effort of the new Muhammadan silver currency which

so soon fixed itself into one unvarying type, and retained its crude and unim-
proved lettering for upwards of a century, "till Muhammad bin Tughlak inaugu-

rated his reign by the issue of those choice specimens of the Moneyer’s art,

which stand without compeers in the Dehli series.

No. 1, Silver. Size, vii.
; weight, 162-5. Supposed to have been struck on

the receipt of the recognition of the Khalif of Baghdad in 626 a.h.

Obverse : Square area, with double lines, within a cirele.

Legend,

Reverse ; Square area, with double lines, within a circle.

Legend,

No. 2, Silver. Size, viii.
;
weight, 16o’5. Date, 630 a.h.

Obverse : Square area, with double lines.

Legend, L; jJl )

Reverse : Circular area.

Legend,

Margin,

Mr. Bayley notices the occasional change of the name of the piece to the generic

a<’...U as well as the ignorant substitution of ‘he

Khalif’s true title. J.A.S.B., 1802, p. 207. Col. Guthrie’s coin (Type No. 2)

discloses a similar error.

Legend, Aji ^
Margin, i'Ato

No. 3, Silver. Size, viii.
;
weight, 163'5 gr.

Obverse, as No. 2, but the square area is enclosed in a circle.

Reverse : Square area enclosed within a circle, identical with the obverse design.
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thougli superior iu the early copies to the crude introductory

issues of Altamsh, seldom compete with the contemporary

design or execution of the Dehli die-cutters, and soon merge

into their own provincialisms, which are progressively exagge-

rated in the repetition, until, at last, what with the imper-

fection of the model, the progressive conventionalism of the

designers, and the ignorance and crude mechanical imitation

of the 'engravers, their legends become mere semblances of

intelligible writing, and, as the plates will show, like Persian

shikastah, easy to read when one can divine what is intended,

but for anything like precision in obscure and nearly

obliterated margins, a very untrustworthy basis for the

search after exact results.

The different mints each followed its own traditions, and

the school of art stood generally at a higher level in the

eastern section of the kingdom, especially when Sonargaon

was held by its own independent rulers. The lowest scale

of die execution, exemplified in the present series, was

reserved for the capital of the united provinces under the

kingship of Sikandar (hlo. 22 infra). The numismatic

innovations of Muhammad bin Tughlak were felt and

copied in the south, especially in the reproduction of the

titular legends; but his own coins struck at the “city”—he

would not call it capital—of Lakhnauti, evince the haste and

carelessness of a temporary sojourn, and stiU worse, the hand

of a local artist, all of which short-comings may be forgiven to

a monarch who, in his own imperial metropolis, had raised the

standard of the beauties of Arabic writing, as applied to, coin

legends, to a position it had never before attained, and which

later improved appliances have seldom succeeded in equalling.

The Bengal Sultans, mere imitators at first, were original

in their later developments of coin illumination, and the

issues of the fully independent kings exhibit a commendable

variety of patterns in the die devices, damaged and restricted,

however, in the general effect by the pervading coarseness and

imperfection of the forms of the letters. Then, again, the tenor

of the inscriptions is usually of independent conception, espe-

cially in the refusal to adopt the ever recurring kallmah, and in
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the suggestive mutations of titles assigned to the lieutenants of

the prophet on earth, whose names they did not care to learn.

So also was their elaboration of the titular adjuncts of the

four Imams uninfluenced by northern formulas
;
many of

which conventionalisms survived for centuries, till Shir Shah,

in the chances of conquest, incorporated them into the coinage

of Hindustan, during the exile of the temporarily vanquished

Hum ay tin.

The standard of the Bengal coinage was necessarily, like

the pieces themselves, a mere imitation of imperial mint

(piantities, and the early issues will be seen to follow closely

upon the proper amount in weight contemplated in the Dehli

prototypes
;
but one of the curious results the Kooch Behar

collective And determines is, that, though the first kings on

the list clearly put forth money of full measure, their pieces

were, in most cases, subjected to a well understood Indian

process of boring-out, or reduction to the exact weight to

which we must suppose subsequent kings lowered the legal

standard of their money, so that, although some of the silver

pieces of Kai Kails and Finiz have escaped the debaser’s eye,

and preserve the completeness of their original issue denomi-

nation, the great majority of the older coins have been brought

down to the subsequent local standard of IGG grains, at which

figure, in troy grains, the bulk of the hoard ranges, or, in more

marked terms, 166 grains is the precise weight of the majority

of the very latest and best preserved specimens, which must

have been consigned to their recent place of concealment when

very fresh from mints but little removed from the residence of

the accumulator of the treasure, and be held to represent coin

which could scarcely have changed hands.

The intrinsic value of the money of these sovereigns follows

next in the order of the enquiry. This department of fiscal

administration might naturally have been expected to have

been subject to but limited check or control, when regulated

by the uncertain processes of Oriental metallurgy
;
but, in

practice, it will be seen that some of the native Mint-masters

were able to secure a very high standard of purity, and, what

is more remarkable, to maintain a singularly uniform scale in
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the rate of alloy. In the case of the imperial coins subjected

to assay in Calcutta, specimens spreading over, and in so far,

representing a sequent eighty years of the issues of the northern

metropolis, vary only to the extent of six grains in the thou-

sand, or 0.6 per cent. As the Dehli coinage proves superior,

in point of weight, to the southern standard, so also does it

retain a higher degree of purity
;
the 990 and 996 of silver

to the test total of 1,000 grains, sinks, in the earliest examples

of the Bengal mintages, to 989, from which figures it expe-

riences a temporary rise, in possibly exceptional cases, under

Bahadur Shah, who may be supposed to have brought down,

with his reinstituted honors and the coined treasure so

lavishly bestowed upon him by Muhammad bin Tughlak on

his restoration to the government of Sonargaon, certain im-

plied responsibilities for the equity and fulness of his curren-

cies
;
while in the subsequent irregularly descending scale,

Aazam Shah’s officials arrived at the most unblushing effort

of debasement, in the reduction of silver to 962 grains. Among
other unexpected items for which the aid of modern science

may be credited, is the support which the intrinsic contents

of the erroneously-classed coins of ’Adil Shah under native

interpretation, lend to the correctness of the revised attribu-

tion of the pieces themselves suggested by the critical terms

of their own legends, in the manifest identity of their assay

touch with the associate coins of the lower empire of India.

Colonel Guthrie has furnished me with the following data,

concerning the ^ssay of the various coins composing the Kooch
Bahar hoard :

—“ When the Bengal Asiatic Society made their

selection of coins from the trove, they set apart four of each

description for the Mint, two being for special assay, two for

the Mint collection. The result of the assay was as follows

(1,000 represents absolute purity)

DEHLI COINS.
1. Balban (a.h. 664) ... 990 and 996
2. KaiKobad (a.h. 685) 990 and 996
3. Ghiiis-ud-d'm Tughlak (a.h. 720)

990.

4. ’Adil Shall [j.e. Ghazi Shah of
Bengal, a.h. 751] 989.

BENGAL COINS.

1. Shams -ud- din Finiz 989
2. Bahadur Shah 988 and 993
3. Mubarak Shhh 987
4. H'las Shah (1st type) 939 ; (2nd)

982; (3rd) 988.

5. Sikandar Shah (return lost).

6. Aazam Shah (1st type) 981
;
(2nd)

989
;

(3rd) 962
;

(4th) 977

;

(5th) 985.
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A question that has frequently puzzled hoth Oriental and

European commentators on the history of India, has been the

intrinsic value of the current coin at the various epochs re-

ferred to, so that the most exact numerical specifications con-

veyed but a A^ague notion of the sterling sum contemplated

in the recital of any given author. Numismatists have been

for long past in a position to assert that the Dehli Tankah

contained absolutely 173 grains, which would presuppose a

theoretical issue weight of 174 or 175 grains, and a touch of

nearly pure silver
;
but assuming this specific coin to have

been a ivhite or real “ Tankah of Silver a doubt

necessarily remained as to what was to be understood by the

alternative black Tankah (iU-j Nizdm-ud-din Ahmad,

in his Tabakat-i-Akbari, seems to assign the introduc-

tion of these black Tankahs to Muhammad bln Tughlak,

who notoriously depreciated the currency to a large extent,

before he resorted to the extreme measure of a forced cur-

rency, though it may be doubted whether any such deprecia-

tion would have been thought of, even if there had been time

to effect the conversion, at the very commencement of his reign,

to which period Nizam-ud-din attributes the issue of these

pieces, in the apparent desire of explaining the bare possi-

bility of the possession of such numerical amounts as are

stated to have been squandered in largesses by the nesvly-

enthroned monarch. However, the real debasement of the

coin need not have extended much beyond the point indi-

cated by the superficial aspect of his own Bengal mintages,

and Aazam Shah’s coins of the same locality probably exceed

that accusatory measure of debasement
;
while, on the other

hand, Muhammad bin Tughlak, on reverting to sjDecie cur-

rencies, after his futile trial of copper tokens, seems to have

aimed at a restoration of the ancient purity of metal in his

metropolitan issues, as I can quote a coin of his produced by

the Dehli IMint in a.h. 734, which has every outward appear-

ance of a sole component element of unalloyed silver, and

equally retains the fair aA^erage Aveight of 168 grains.^ All

* This coin is similar, but not identical in its legends with the gold piece,
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these evidences -svould seem to imply that the Bengal ratio of

purity was intentionally lower, and that a very slight addi-

tion to the recognised alloy would bring the local issues fairly

within the category of “ black Tankahs.” Such a supposition

of the inferiority of the coinages of the southern kingdom

appears to be curiously illustrated by Baber’s mentioning

that, in a.h. 932, a portion of the revenues of the district of

Tirhut, a sort of border-land of his kingdom, which did not

extend over Bengal, was payable in Tanlcah Nukrah, and the

larger remainder in Tankah Sidh,^ an exceptional association

of currencies in a given locality, which can scarcely be ex-

plained in a more simple and reasonable manner than by

assuming the lower description of the conventional estimate

piece to have been concurrent with a better description of the

same coin, constituting the prevailing and authorized revenue

standard of the northern portions of the conquering Moghul’s

Indian dominions.

Another important element of all currency questions is the

relative rate of exchange of the precious metals inter se.

And this is a division of the enquiry of peculiar significance

at the present moment, when Her Majesty’s Government are

under pressure by the European interest to introduce gold as a

legal tender at a fixed and permanent rate, or, in effect,

to supersede the existing silver standard, the single and

incontestable measure of value, in which all modern obligations

have heen contracted, and a metal, whose present market

price is, in all human probability, less liable to be affected by

No. 84, of 736 A.H., p. 50, Path&a Sultans. The following are the inscriptions :

Obverse—

Reverse— Ntc

Margin— 4.'

I

' Baber has left an interesting account of the revenues of his newly-acquired
kingdom in India, as estimated after the battle of Panipat, in a.h. 932, to the
effect that “ the countries from Bhira to Bahar which are now under my dominion
yield a revenue of 52 krores” of Tankas. In the detail of the returns from differ-

ent provinces. Tirbut is noticed as Tribute (Khidmatana) of the Tirhuti Raja
250,000 tanhah nukrah, and 2,7.50,000 tankah siiih. William Erskine, History
of India under Baber and Humayun, London, 1854, vol. i., p. 540. See also

Leyden’s Memoirs of Baber, London, 1826, p. 334.
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over production than that of gold : the bullion value of

which latter had already begun to decline in the Bazars of

India, simultaneously with the arrival of the first-fruits of

Australian mining.

If the contemplated authoritative revolution in the esta-

blished currency had to be applied to a fully civilized people,

there might be less objection to this premature experiment;

but to disturb the dealings of an empire, peopled by races

of extreme fixity of ideas, to give advantages to the crafty

few, to the detriment of the mass of the unlettered popula-

tion, is scarcely justified by the exigencies of British trade
;

and India’s well-wishers may fairly advance a mild protest

against hasty legislation, and claim for a subject and but

little understood nationality, some consideration, before

the ruling power forces on their unprepared minds the

advanced commercial tenets of the cities of London and

Liverpool.

The ordinary rate of exchange of silver against gold in

Marco Polo’s time (1271-91 a.d.),' may be inferred to have

been eight to one
;
thougli exceptional cases arc mentioned

in localities within the reach of Indian traders, where the

ratios of six to one and five to one severally obtained.

Ibn Batutah, in the middle of the fourteenth century,

* The Province of Karaiaji. “For money they employ the white porcelain

shell found in the sea, and these they also wear as ornaments about their necks.

Eighty of the shells are equal in value to a saggio of silver, or two Venetian

groats, and eight saggi of good silver to one of pure gold.’’ Chap, xxxix.

The Province of Kakazan. “ Gold is found in the rivers, both in small

particles and in lumps ; and there are also veins of it in the mountains. In

consequence of the large quantity obtained, they give a saggio of gold for six

saggi of silver. They likewise use the before-mentioned porcelain shells in

currency, which, however, are not found in this part of the world, but are

brought from India.”—Chap. xl.
;
also Pinkerton (London, 1811), vol. vii., 143.

The Province of Kardandan. “The currency of this country is gold by
weight, and also the porcelain shells. An ounce of gold is exchanged for five

ounces of silver, and a saggio of gold for five saggi of silver, there being no silver

mines in this country, but much gold
;
and consequently the merchants who

import silver obtain a large profit.” Chap, xli.

The Kingdom of Mm N {Ava), “You then reach a spacious plain [at the

foot of the Yunnan range], whereon, three days in every week, a number of

people assemble, many of whom come down from the neighbouring mountains,

bringing their gold to be exchanged for silver, which the merchants who repair

thither from distant countries carry with them for this purpose ;
and one saggio

of gold is given for five of silver.” Chap, xliii. Travels of Marco Polo, by W.
Marsden, London, 1818 ;

and Bohn’s Edition, 1854.
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when he was, so to say, resident and domesticated in India,

reports the relative values of the metals as eight to oned

“ J’ai vu vendre le riz, dans les marches de ce pays [Bengale], sur le pied de

vingt-cinq ritbl de Dihly pour un dinar d’argent ; celui-ci vaut huit drachmes,

et leur drachme equivauc absolument a la drachme d’argent ” (iv. 210).

The difficulty of arriving at any thoroughly satisfactory interpretation of the

obscure Arabic text, as it now stands, may be frankly admitted, nor do I seek to

alter or amend the French translation, further than to offer a very simple ex-

planation of what probably the author really designed to convey in the general

tenor of the passage in question. It was a crude but established custom among
the early Muhammadan occupying conquerors of India, to issue gold and silver

coins of equal weights, identical fabric, and analogous central legends ; hence,

whenever, as in the present instance, the word Dinar is used in apposition with

and contrast to the secondary term Dirham, the one primii facie implies gold,

the other silver ; and there can be little doubt but that the original design of the

text was to specify that one gold piece of a given weight passed in situ for eight

silver pieces of similar form and of slightly greater bulk. It is possible that the

term Dinar may in process of time have come to stand for a conventional

measure of value, like the “ pound sterling,” susceptible by common consent of

being liquidated in the due equivalent of silver
;
but this concession need not

affect the direct contrast between the Dmhrs and Dirhams so obviously marked
in the case in point.

Ibn Batutah in an earlier part of his work (iii. 426) [Lee’s edition is imper-

fect at this portion, p. 149] gives us the comparative Dehli rate of exchange—of

which he had unpleasant personal experiences : he relates that he was directed to

be paid (.55.000 -f 12,000 = ) 67,000 pieces ofsome well understood currency neither

the name or the metal of which is defined, but which may legitimately be taken

to have been “ Silver Tankahs,” and in satisfaction of this amount, deducting

the established one-tenth for Dastiiri, which left a reduced total of 60,300, he
received 6,233 gold tankahs. Under this scale of payment the gold must have
borne a rate of exchange of one to 9‘67 of silver, or very nearly one to 10. a

proportion which might be supposed to clash with the one to eight of the more
southern kingdom, but the existing state of the currencies of the two localities

afford a striking illustration of the consistency of the African observer’s appre-
ciation of money values in either case. His special patron. Muhammad bin

Tuglilak, Emperor of Dehli, had, from his first elevation to the throne, evinced

a tendency to tamper with the currency, departing very early in his reign from
the traditional equality of weights of gold and silver coins; he re- modelled both
forms and relative proportions, introducing pieces of 200 grains of gold, styled

on their surfaces dinars, and silver coins of 140 grains, designated as adalis, in

supersession of the ancient equable tankahs, both of gold and silver, extant

examples of which in either metal come up to about 174 grains. More important
for the present issue is the practical result, that, from the very commencement,
Muhammad Tughlak's silver money is invariably of a lower standard than that

of his predecessors, whether this refers to the early continuation of the full silver

tankah, or to his own newly devised 140 grain piece, a mere reproduction of the
time-honoured local weight, which the Aryan races found current in the land
some twent

5
’-five centuries before this Moslem revival, but in either

case, this payment to Ibn Batutah seems to have been made after the
Sultan had organised and abandoned that imaginary phase of perfection in

the royal art of depreciating the circulating media, by the entire supercession

of the precious metals, and following the ideal of a paper currency,
the substitution of a copper simulacrum of each and every piece in the

VOL. II.—[jTE'w series]. 11
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The Emperor Akbar’s minister, Abiil Fazl, has left an

official record of the value of gold in the second half of the

sixteenth century, at which period the price was on the rise,

so that the mints were issuing gold coin in the relation

of one to 9‘4 of silvre. But a remarkable advance must have

taken place about this time, as in the second moiety of the

seventeenth century, Tavernier^ found gold exchanging

against fourteen times its weight of silver, from which point

it gradually advanced to one to fifteen, a rate it maintained

when the East India Company re-modelled the coinage in

1833.2 Afterwai’ds, with prospering times, the metal ran up

occasionally to fabulous premiums, to fall again ignorniniously,

when Californian and Australian discoveries made it common
in the land.

1 revert for the moment to a more formal recapitulation of

the computations, which serve to establish the ratios of gold

and silver in Akbar’s time.

Abul Fazl’s figured returns give the following results :

—

First.—Chugal, weight in gold Tolah 3, Masha 0, Rati

51 = 30 Rs. of 111 Mdshas each : 549-84 :: 172-5 x 30

(5175-0) : l;;9-4118.

Second.—Aftabi, gold, weight t. 1, m. 2, r. 4f=12 Rs.

: 218-90 :: 172-5x12 (2070-0) : 1 ; ;9-4563.

order of its degree from the Dinar to the lowest coin in the realm, the

values being authoritatively designated on the surface of each. This forced

currency held its own, more or less successfully from 730 to 733, when it came

to a simple and self- developed end. Taking the probable date, of this payment as

742-3 A.H. (Ibn, B. vi.. p.4, and vol. iii., p. xxii.), it may be assumed that the 174

(or 175) grain old gold tankah, which had heretofore stood at the equitable exchange

of one to eight tunkas of good silver, came necessarily, in the depreciation of the

new silver coins, to be worth ten or more of the later issues. Pat Iran Sultans, p. 53).
' “ All the gold and silver which is brought into the territories of the Great

Mogul is refined to the highest perfection before it be coined into money.”

—

Tavernier, London Edition, 1077, P- 3. “The roupie of gold weighs two

drams and a half, and eleven grains, and is valued in the country at 14

roupies of silver.”—Page 2. “ But to return to our roupies of gold, you must

take notice that they are not so current among the merchants. For one of them
is not worth above fourteen roupies.” The traveller then goes on to relate his

doleful personal experiences, of how, when he elected to be paid for his goods in

gold, “the king’s uncle” forced him to receive the gold rupee at the rate of

fourteen and a half silver rupees, whereby he lost no less than 3428 rupees, on

the transaction. Sir .James Stewart, writing in 1772, also estimates the con-

ventional proportionate value of silver to gold, as fourteen to one—“ The Princi-

ples of Money applied to the present state of the Coin of Bengal.” Calcutta,

1772.
2 Prinsep’s Useful Tables, pp. 5, 72, 79.
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Third.—Ilahi, or Lai Jalali, also Mulanni, gold, weight

M. 12, K. If =10 Es. : 183-28 :: 172-5 x 10 (1725-0) :

l::9-4118.

3 A.—The larger piece, the Sihansah, in value 100

Lai Jalalis, gives an identical return. Weight in gold,

T. 101, M. y, R. 7 = 1000 Es. : 18328- :: 172,500

(172-5 X 100 X 10):1::9-4118.

Fourth.—Adl.-Grutkah, or Muhar, also called Mihrabi,

gold, weight 11 Mashas= 9 Es. : 165 ; ;
172-5 x9 (1552-5) : 1

::9-40909.

4 A.

—

The higher proportions specified under the piece of

100 round Muhars, produce a similar result. Weight in gold,

X. 91, M. 8= 900 Es. : 16500 :: 155250- (172-5 x 100 x 9)

:l::9-40.

These sums are based upon the ordinary Tolah of 180 gr.,

Masha of 15, and Eati of 1-875 grs. The question of corres-

ponding values in the English scale need not afiect the

accuracy of comparisons founded upon the conventional

measure by which both metals were estimated.

I have given more prominence to the above calculations,

and even tested anew my earlier returns by the independent

totals afforded b}"- the larger sums now inserted, because the

obvious result of gold being to silver as one to 9-4, has been

called in question by an official of the Calcutta Mint (a Dr.

Shekleton), who, however, while unable either to correct my
data, or to produce any possible evidence against my conclu-

sions, ventures to affirm, that “ 9-4 to one is a relative value

of gold to silver, which never could really have existed.”^

Nevertheless, here is a series of comparative weights

and values, furnished by the highest authority of the day,

and each and all produce returns absolutely identical np to the

first place of decimals. My original estimates were sketched

and published at Dehli, in 1851, where I had access to the best

MSS., to the most comprehensive range of antiquarian relics,

and at command the most intelligent oral testimony in the land.

When reprinting Prinsep’s “ Useful Tables” (London, 1858),

I had occasion to quote these calculations, and was able to

fortify them, had it been needed, by the precisely analogous

‘ Jour. As. Soc. Bengal, 18(14, p. 517.
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results obtained by Colonel W. Anderson, who had tried Abul

Fazl’s figures, from a different point of view, and for altogether

independent purposes.^ But if there were the faintest reason

for doubting so moderate a rate as one to 9'4, the whole dis-

cussion might be set at rest by Abiil Fazl’s own statement as

translated into English in 1783 when, in concluding a very

elaborate review of the profit and loss of refining gold, for

the purpose of coinage, he concludes, and the process “ leaves

a remainder of about one-half a tolah of gold, the value of

which is four rupees.”^ It may be as well that I should add,

that some of my totals differ from those to be found in Glad-

win’s translation of the original Persian text.^ I do not

recapitulate the several divergencies, but it is necessary to

prove the justice of one, at least, of my emendations. Glad-

win’s MSS. gave the rupee at 11 j mdshas (i. p. 34). The

more carefidly collated Dehli texts showed the real weight

to be 11 '5 mdshas, a static fact of some importance, Avhich is

curiously susceptible of proof from Gladwin’s own data : at

page 46 of his Calcutta edition, a sum is given of the refining

charges and profits, as understood b}^ the mints of those days,

wherein 989 tolas, 9 mashas of impure silver is stated to be

reduced by 14 T. 9 m. 1 r. in refining, and a fui’ther 4 t.

10 M. 3 R. in manipulation, leaving 11641 mdshas of silver

(989. 9. 0. — 14. 9. 1. — 4. 10. 3. = 11641) which

is officially announced as ordinarily coined into 1012 rupees,

(1012 X 115 = 11638) giving, as nearly as may be, the

essential 11| mashas, which the translated text should have

preserved in its earlier passages.

Richard Uawkins, who was at Agra, in a.d. 1609-11,

during the reign of Jahangir, has left a notice of certain

accumulated treasures of that prince which he was permitted

to behold, and amongst the rest he specifies “ In primis of

Seraffins Ecberi, which be ten rupias apiece to this passage

is added in a marginal note, that, “ a tole is a rupia challauy

[current] of silver, and ten of these toles are of the value of

one of gold.”^ This evidence might at first sight seem to

militate against the conclusion arrived at from the official

* U.T., vol. ii., p. 32. ^ Gladwin, i. 44. ^ 4to., Calcutta, 1783.
* Purchas’ Travels, folio, 1625-26, i. 217.
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returns above summarized, but the value of gold was clearly on

the rise, and one of the aims of Akbar’s legislation on metallic

exchanges, which had necessarily been disturbed by progres-

sive modifications in the relative values of the precious metals,

was manifestly to secure an authoritative even reckoning

by tens and hundreds. The old round muliar, (IN^o. 4 of the

above list) represented the inconvenient sum of nine rupees,

or 360 dams; by raising the weight of the piece to the

higher total given under No. 3, the gold ilahi was made

equivalent to ten rupees, or in fiscal reckoning to 400 dams.

Similarly, in the case of the silver coin, the old rupee

passed for 39 dams; in the new' currency a value of 40 dams

was secured, not by an increase of w'eight, but by the declared

and doubtlessly achieved higher standard of the metal em-

ployed, aided by the advantage that contemporary mintages

so readily secured in India.

The subdivisions of the standard silver Tankah, as well as

the relative exchange ratios of silver and copper in their sub-

ordinate denominations, claim a passing notice. Though

Bengal proper probably remained satisfied with its lower cur-

rency of cowries, supplemented by the occasional intervention of

copper, for some time after the introduction of gold and silver

money, yet as the earliest copper coins of that kingdom must

have been based upon and, in the first instance, supplied by

DehH mintages, the Imperial practice comes properly within

the range of the local division of the general enquiry.

It has been seen that Minhaj-ul-Siraj, in comparing the

circulating media of Hindustan and Bengal, speaks of the

currency of the former as composed of Chitals, a name which

is seemingly used by himself and succeeding authors in the

generic sense for money, as if these pieces continued to con-

stitute the popular standard both in theory and practice,

notwithstanding the introduction of the more imposing tankahs

of gold and silver. Up to this time it has not been possible

satisfactorily to demonstrate the actual value of the coin in

question
;
in some cases indirect evidence would seem to bring

its intrinsic worth down to a very low point
;
while, at times,

the money calculations for large sums, in which its name
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alone is used, appear to invest it with a metrical position far

beyond the subordinate exchanges of mere bazar traffic.

In the details of the “ prices-current” in the reign of Ala-

ud-din Muhammad, as well as in the relation of certain mone-

tary re-adjustments made by Firuz Shah III., the name of the

Chital is constantly associated in the definition of compara-

tive values with another subdivision entitled the Kani, which

may now he pronounced with some certainty to have been

the of the original TanJta/i, of 175 grains, and of the

new silver coin of 140 grains, introduced by Muhaminad bin

Tughlak. The temporary forced currency of this Sultan

necessitated in itself the positive announcement of the names,

and authoritative equivalents of each representative piece,

and in this abnormal practice contributes many items towards

the elucidation of tlie quantitative constitution of the

real currency of the day, which these copper tokens were

designed to replace. In illustration of this point, I insert a

woodcut and description of a brass coin, which was put forth

to pass for the value of the silver piece of 140 grains, to whose

official weight it is seemingly suggestively approximated.

Brass
;
weight, 132 grs.

;
a.h. 731 ;

Common.

Obverse .— ilsaj dsj

• Struck (lit. scaled),

a tankah of fifty kiinis in the reign of the ser-

vant, hopeful (of mercy), Muhammad Tughlak.

Reverse.—Area, Aii ^
Ji\ .

“ Ho who obeys the king, truly he obeys God.”*

Margin, cX; ^ JL jj. At

the capital Daulat-abad, year ? 731

.

In addition to the 50 kdni-^iece may be quoted extant

specimens of this Sultan’s forced issues, bearing

the definitive names of “ hast-kemi” (8 kanis).

“ Shasli-kdni” (0 kanis) and Do-kdni (2 kanis.)

An obverse of the latter is given in the margin.

The reverse has the unadorned name of
, Aij' .

' In other examples of the forced currency, he exhorts his subjects in more
urgent terms to submit to the Almighty, as represented in the person. of the
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Next in order, may be quoted historical evidence of Firuz

Shah’s fiscal re-organizations, in the course of which mention is

made of pre-existing pieces of 48, 25, 24, 12, 10, 8, and 6 kanis,

the lowest denomination called by that name
;
afterwards the

narrative goes on to explain that, in addition to the ordinary

Chital piece already in use, Firuz Shah originated, for the

benefit of the poorer classes of his subjects, subdivisiohal

^ Chital and \ Chital pieces.

As the spoken languages of the Peninsula enable us to restore

the true meaning to the misinterpreted Sanskrit karsha,^ so the

Dravidian tongues readily explain the term kdni, which finds

no place in Aryan vocabularies, but which was incorporated

into the vernaculars of Hindustan, during the southward

migrations of the Scythic tribes. In Telugu, kdni means

or one quarter of a sixteenth” (Brown). In Canarese .g-^

(Reeve), and in Tamil Jg- (Winslow). Wilson’s Glossary gives

“Ad«i,corruptly, Cawney. Tel.Tam.Karn.gL-, or sometimes

The term kdni, in addition to its preferable meaning of .g^.,

was, as we see, also used for the fraction Jg-, but its appKcation

in the former sense to the ruling integer in the present instance,

seems to be conclusively settled by the relative proportions

assimed to the modified iankah of Muhammad bin Tu^hlak,

when compared with the normal weight of the earlier coin

(; 64 : : 175 : 50 : : 136-718).

The method in which the subdivisional currency was

arranged, consisted, as has already been stated, of an admix-

ture of the two metals, silver and copper, in intentionally

varying proportions in pieces of identical weight, shape and

device
;
so that the traders in each case had to judge by the

eye and hand of the intrinsic value of the coin presented to

them. To European notions this system would imply endless

doubt and uncertainty, but under the practiced vision and deli-

cate perceptive powers of touch, with which the natives of India

are endowed, but little difficulty seems to have been experi-

ruling monarch, and to adopt, in efiFect, the bad money he covers with texts from
the Kuran— the “ Obey God and obey the Prophet and those in authority

among you,” and “ Sovereignty is not conferred upon every man,” but ” some”
are placed over “ others

”—were unneeded on his coinage of pure metal.
* Num. Chron. iv. 58; J. A. S. B. xxxiii. 286.
2 There is a coin called a “ Do-gani*or Doodee,” still quoted in the Madras

Almanacks.
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enced; and I myself can testify to the accuracy of the verdicts

pronounced by the experienced men of Dehli, whose instinctive

estimates were tested repeatedly by absolute assay. I published

many of these results, some years ago, in the Numismatic Chro-

nicle,' where the curious in these matters may trace many of the

gradational pieces of the kdnis above enumerated. As some fur-

ther experiments in reference to the intrinsic values of these

coins were made, at my instance, in the Calcutta Mint, I sub-

join a table of the authoritative results, which sufficiently con-

firms the previous less exhaustive assaj^s by the native process.

LIST OF DEHLI COINS,

Composed of Silver and Copper in varying proportions forwarded for
examination hy Edward TJtomas, Esq., C.S., 10 June, 1853.

Reference to Numbers No. of Weight Dwts. Fine
A.n. of Coins n Coins in in Silver per lb.

“PalhSn SultSns.” Parcel. Grains. in each.

1 716 Mubarak Sh5h . No. 66. 1 53-22 5-375

2 726
Muhammad bin

No. 91

Tughlak.
1 5515 13-300

1
3 895 Sikandar Bablol No. 163. 1 143-438 1-900

4 896 4-1 142-163 2-025

„ 1 >> 1 142-936 1-925

1 138-913 1 615
1 1 140-088 2-200

5 898 1 141-500 1-5625

6 900 2-1 140 800 2-6000

>5 1 127-600 3-0125

1

7 903 1 143-100 4-650

1 8 904 3-1 142-500 5-624
1

907 3-1 143-250 15-5

! » 1 141-150 16-0

1 139-900 16-0

9 905 1 144-500 17’5

10 909 1 141-500 15-0

11 910 1 140-200 15-0

i

12 912 2-1 142-500 12-0

1 135-500 15-0

[Ts 913 2-1 132-250 15-0

1 ^

1 140-750 15.0

14 914 4-1 140-000 15-0

1 138-500 15-5

„ 1 141 000 16-5

1 140-500 16-0

Ts 918 4-1 138-250 10-0

i

1 133-250 10-0

1 139-750 9-0

1

1 125-000 8-0

1

16 919 3-1 135-250 32-0

1 137-250 8-0

1

” 75 ” 1 137-500 8.0

1 Vol. XV. 1852, p. 121, et seq.
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The Institutes of Mami have preserved a record, reproduced

in the subjoined table, of the various weights in use, some

centuries before Christ,^ and among other things explain,

that the values of gold and copper, were calculated by a

different metric scheme, to that applied to silver. A larger

number of Ratis went to the Masha in the former, and the

progression of numbers commenced with a five (5 x 16),

while the silver estimates were founded on the simple arith-

metic of fours (2x16), which constituted so special a cha-

racteristic of India’s home civilization. Still, the two sets of

tables starting from independent bases, were very early

assimilated and adapted to each other in the advancing totals,

so that the 320 ratis constituting the satamdna of the quater-

nary multiplication, is created in the third line by the use

of a ten, and the quasi exotic scheme corrects its independent

elements by multiplying by four, and produces a similar total

in the contents of the Pala or Nishka. The second lines of

the tables are severally filled in with the aggregate numbers,

32 and 80, and as the duplication of the former, or 64, has

^ Manu, viii. 131.—“ Those names of copper, silver, and gold (weights)

which are commonly used among men for the purpose of worldly business,

I will now comprehensively explain. 132.—The very small mote which may be
discerned in a sunbeam passing through a lattice is the first of quantities,

and men call it a trasarenu. 133.—Eight of those irasarenus are supposed
equal in weight to one minute poppy-seed {likshd), three of those seeds

are equal to one black mustard-seed (rdjasarshapa), and three of these last to a
white mustard-seed {gaura-sarshapa). 134.— Six white mustard-seeds are equal
to a middle-sized barley-corn (gava), three such barley-corns to one krshnala
[raktika], five krshnalas of gold are one mdsha, and sixteen such mdshas one
suvania. 135.—Four suvarnas make a pala, ten palas a dharana, but two
krshnalas weighed together are considered as one silver mashaka. ISb.

—

Sixteen of those luashakas are a silver dharana or purdna, but a copper kdrsha
is known to be a pana or kdrshdpana. 137.—Ten dltaranas of silver are known
by the name of a satamdna, and the weight of four suvarnas has also the appella-

tion of a nishka" These statements may be tabulated thus as the

ANCIENT INDIAN SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS.
SILVER.

2 ratis = 1 masha

32

320

16

= 160

GOLD.
5 ratis = 1 masha.

80 „ = 16 „ =
320 „ = 64 „ =

I

1 dharana.

= 10

or purana.

3200 „ = 640 „ =
COPPER.

80 ratis = 1 karshapana.

1 suvarna.

4 „

40 „

1 satamfina.

f 1 pala, or

) nishka.

10 „ 1 dharana.
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been seen to do duty in the one case, the probability of the

use of the 160 naturally suggests itself in connexion with the

theoretical organization of the copper coinage.

In proceeding to test the relations of the minor and subor-

dinate currencies, the cardinal point to be determined is, the

exchangeable value of copper as against silver. It has been

affirmed b)' Colebrooke,^ that the ratio stood in Manu’s time

at 64 to 1 : accepting the correctness of this estimate, which

has, I believe, remained unchallenged, and supposing the rate

to have remained practically but little affected up to the

Muhammadan conquest, the 175 grains of silver oi Altamsh’s

new coinage, would be equivalent in metallic value to 11,200

grains of copper. The ancient copper kdrshdpana is recognised

and defined as 80 ratis in weight, so that under the above

conditions, and calculating the rati at 1'75 grains, each kar-

shapana was equal to 140 grains, and eighty of these, under

the same calculations, give a return of 11,200 grains. With-

out at present advancing any more definite proposition, or

quoting dubious coiucidencies, it may be as well to test these

preliminary results b)^ the ISTumismatic data Firuz Shah’s

Mints have left as an heritage behind him. Among the

incidents quoted regarding that monarch’s monetary innova-

tions, he is stated to have introduced, for the first time, half

and quarter Chitals. On the occasion of a very elaborate

revision of my monograph on the Pathan Sultans of Dehli,

while residing under the very shadow of so many of their

memorial edifices, I acquired and described, among others,

two specimens of the money of this king, which seemed to be

closely identifiable Avith his Utopian productions of new and

infinitesimal subdivisions of the leading copper coinage, in

his expressed desire of securing for the poorest of the poor,

the fractional change they might be entitled to in the most

limited purchases.^ These coins responded singularly in their

mutual proportions, and contributed in the form of once

* As. Res. V. 95.

* Shams-i-Sir&j, in his work entitled the Tarikh-i-Firdz Shahi, gives the

following incidents regarding Firuz Shah’s coinages —
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current money, definitiye weights in amountingcopper

severally to 34'5 and 17'8 grains, from which a very low

estimate was deduced of 34’8 and 17'4, as a normal official

standard. If the 34'8 grain of the first of

i Chital of FlrQz.

these be multiplied by 160, it will give a

return of 5568'0 grains, and accepting this

trial piece, conditionally, as Firuz’s novel

half- Chital^ it will be seen to furnish a general total of 11,136

grains for the copper equivalent of the 175 grains of silver con-

tained in the old Tankah, and confirms the range of the Chital

at 69’6 grains, or only ’4 short of the full contents tradition

would assign it, as the unchanged half kdrshdpana of primi-

tive ages.^ To pass to the opposite extreme for a test of the

copper exchange rate, it is found that when Shir Shah re-

organised the northern coinage of Hindustan, by the lights of

• ^ C/- C.V "J ^

^ h aCmC a i a 11 L)ial AjAJ C aJ
J ^ JJ t 1 •• V C-" -

a i J a jli SJ ;ht> a ^3 li lUr^aCL^^-i-J a -J Ixsaj a a .J 1

\J^ 1 ^l«Wia^* .,,a.>- / rn.1t a a J h. ^

J

Vih /I cJiL:-

^ . y
I A? h# h 1 A 1? a 1 ^ ^ A-

\ . vd , . , a.^ ,1L dA3l^.J dfi Aad^.U

1133.4 A.h.4 a AJ^A A>- ^i.S^A C"

Aa.4 A ,.,1.4 A ^Lwiia.
y y y

Ai.' a^ hji cliOlA A.4 a AU.' S\ <ti JiA;
..> ^ y \y * yp y .* > y w ..

UL ,.mALua.4 a 1 Jvj
1
A?.

lA - V y ^-O
c.~[j SUU

The original and unique MS., from which the above passage is extracted, is in

the possession of the Nawab Zih-ud-din of Loh&.r(i, in the Dehli territory.

^ I once supposed these two coins to be whole and half Chitals, instead of the

half and quarter pieces now adopted.
2 It may be as well to state distinctly that the most complete afSrmation of

the numismatic existence of a Chital of a given weight and value, supported even

by all anterior written testimony, in no wise detracts from the subsequent and
independent use of the name for the purposes of account, a confusion which per-

chance may have arisen from the traditional permanency of the term itself, which
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his southern experience, and swept away all dubious combina-

tions of metals, reducing the copper standard to its severe

chemical element
;
his Mint statistics show that the 178 grains

of silver, constituting his revised Tankah, exchanged against

40 dams, or quadrupled chitals of copper, of an ascertained

weight of 323’5 grams each, producing in all a total of 12,940

grains of the latter metal, as the equivalent of 178 grains of

silver, or in the ratio of 72‘69 to 1 ;
though, even in the

altered weights and modified proportions, still retaining in-

herent traces of the old scheme offours, in the half dam of 80,

and the quarter dam of 160 to the new “Rupee.”

in either case might eventually have been used to represent higher or lower
values than that which originally belonged to it. Zia-i-Barni at one moment
seems to employ the term as a fractional fiftieth of the Tankah, while in other

parts of the same or similar documents he quotes a total of ‘‘ sixty Chitals,” and
in his statement of progressive advances of price, mentions the rise from twenty
Chitals to half a Tankah. Ferishtah following, with but vague knowledge, declares

that fifty Chitals constituted the Tankah ; while .\bul Fazl, who had real infor-

mation on these matters as understood in his own day, asserts that the dam was
divided “ in account” into twenty-five Chitals. (See Suppt. Pathan Sultans,

p. .31; N. C. XV. 156; Ferishtah, p. 299; Gladwin A. A., I., p. 36.) Then
again there seems to have been some direct association between Chitals and

Kdnis, as General Cunningham has published a coin which he as yet has only

partially deciphered, bearing the word on the one side, and

[? ] 0° other. J. A. S. B., 1862, p. 425.
••

I have received from Mr. C. P. Brown the following note in reply to my queries

as to the probable derivation of the word Chital :
—

“I have been considering the inquiry you make regarding chital

You probably are aware that it is mentioned in the Ayin-i-Akbari, in the chapter

on coins. There it evidently is an ideal money, like the farthing. Y’ou believe

it may be connected with chhe tol
^
but I rather judge it to be merely

the Sanskrit chitra meaning ‘ odd’ as a species
;
or as an odd sum, a frac-

tion the smallest eoins in copper, which in Marata and Dakhni are called khurda

(see Wilson’s Glossary, p. 288), and in America bits; or a fraction even

of these, which in the bazar arc often represented or paid in a few pinches of grain.

As the Sanskrit month Chaitra is in Bengali Cliait, and the Chitra-durgam, or

‘ odd coloured hill,’ is in Dakhni called ci'-rr-J’" Chittle droog, I think this

may be the true derivation. The cauri, kowi'y, is not mentioned in the Ayin-i-

Akbari, and probably was not yet introduced into India. We still call the

smallest fractions ‘grains;’ and that which is indefinite would be chitra, or,

according to the Musulmani pronunciation, cheetul. There is also a form of it,

chillara or chilra used in the Madi'as eountries. Wilson notiees it

in his Glossary, p. 112, but fails to perceive its origin. It is precisely the same
in sense. In Sanskrit scientific treatises, after a general rule, chitram is given as

being a species, or sub class ; chillara may often be rendered misceUaneous ;
and

this is the same in idea.”
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It remains to discover upon what principles the new silver

coinage of Altamsh was based. That copper was the ruling

standard by which the relative values of the more precious

metals were determined, there can scarcely be a doubt. The

estimate by Panas of the ancient Law-giver, the constant

reckoning by Chitals of the early Muhammadan intruders,

down to the revenue assessments of Akbar, all of which were

calculated in copper coin, sufficiently establish the permanency

of the local custom, and the intrinsic contents of Altamsh’s

Sikkah or^t^l of 174 or 175 grains, must primarily have

been regulated by the silver equivalent of a given number of

Chitals. Had the old silver Ptirdnas been stiU in vogue, the

new coin might have been supposed to have been based upon

their weights and values
;
three of which Puranas would have

answered to an approximate total of 96 ratis
;
but although

the weight of the old coin had been preserved in the more

modern Dehli-wdlas, the metallic value of the current pieces

had been so reduced, that from 16 to 24 would probably have

been required to meet the exchange against the original silver

Tankah
;
on the other hand, although the number of 96 ratis

does not occur in the ancient tables, the combination of the in-

convenient number of three Puranas into one piece, is by no

means opposed to Yedic ideas
;
and there can he no question

but that the traditional 96 ratis, of whatever origination, is

constant in the modern tolah; but, as I have said before, the

question whether the new coin was designed to constitute an

even one hundred rati-piece, which, in process of time, by

wear or intentional lowering of standard weights, came to

settle down to the 96 rati tolah, remains to be proved by the

determination of the decimals in troy-grains, which ought to

be assigned to the normal rati.

I now proceed to notice the historical bearings of the coins

of the Bengal series.

Any general revision of a special subject, coincident with

the discovery of an unusually large amount of new illustrative

materials, owes a first tribute to previous commentators

—

whose range of identification may chance to have been cir-

cumscribed by more limited archaeological data, the application
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of which, may equally have been narrowed by the inaccessi-

bility of written history, heretofore confined, as in the present

instance, to original Oriental MSS., or the partial transcripts

and translations incidentally made known to the European

world. At the head of the list of modern contributors must

be placed, in point of time, M. Reinaud, who, so long ago as

1823, deciphered and described several types of the Bengal

Mintages, commencing mth those of Ilias Shah (No. viii. of

this series).^ Closely following appeared Marsden’s elaborate

work, which, among other novelties, displayed a well-sustained

sequence of Bengal coins, with corresponding engravings

still unequalled, though in point of antiquity, producing

nothing earlier than the issues of the same Ilias Shah, who

had inaugurated the newly-asserted independence of the

southern monarchy, with such a wealth of coinages.^ Next

in order, must be cited a paper, in the Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, by Mr. Laidlay, which added materially to

the numismatic records of the local sovereigns, though still

remaining deficient in the development of memorials of the

more purely introductory history of the kingdom.^ I myself,

in the course of the publication of the Imperial Coins of the

Pathan Sultans of Dehli,^ had occasion to notice two pieces

of Bahadur Shah, one of which proved of considerable interest,

and likewise coins of both Shams-ud-din Firuz, and Mubarak

Shah, whose defective marginal legends, however, defeated

any conclusive assignment to their original producers.

The chronicles of a subordinate and, in those days, but

little accessible country were too often neglected by the

national historians at the Court of Dehli, even if their means

of information as to the course of local events had not neces-

sarily been more or less imperfect. Two striking exceptions

to the ordinary rule fortuitously occur, at conjunctions speci-

ally bearing upon the present enquiry, in the narrative of

Journal Asiatique, Paris, vol. iii., p. 272.
2 Nuraismata Orientalia, London, 1825, pp. 561-585.
3 Vol. XV. (1846), p. 323.
< Wertbeimer, London, 1847, pp. 37, 42, 82, and Supplement printed at Dehli

in 1851, p. 15. See also Numismatic Chronicle, vol. ix., pp. 176, 181; vol. x.,

p. 153 ;
and vol. xv. p. 124.
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Mintaj-ul-Siraj, Juzjani, and the “Travels of Ibn Batutah,”

the former of whom accompanied Tughan Khan to Lakh-

nauti, in a.h. 640/ where he resided for about two years.

The Arab from Tangiers,’^ on his way round to China, as

ambassador on the part of Muhammad bin Tughlak, found

himself in Eastern Bengal at the inconvenient moment when

Eakhr-ud-din Mubarak was in a state of undisguised revolt

against the emperor, to whom they jointly owed allegiance

;

but this did not interfere with his practical spirit of enquiry,

or his placing on record a most graphic description of the

existing civilization and politics of the kingdom, and further

compiling a singularly fresh and independent account (de-

rived cleaiiy from vied voce statements) of the immediately

preceding dynastic changes to which the province had been

subjected. So that, in effect, Ibn Batutah, with his merely

incidental observations, has done more for the elucidation of

the obscurities of the indigenous history of the period repre-

sented by the earlier coins of the Kooch Bahar hoard than all

the native authors combined, to whose writings we at present

have access.

The merits of these authors may or may not appear upon

' The Tahakht-i-Nasiri of Ahu Umar Minhaj-ud-din bin Siraj-ud-din, Juzjdm,
has been printed and published in the Persian series of the Bibliotheca Indica.

under the auspices of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Calcutta, 1864, pp. 453).

The chapters on Indian and Central Asian affairs, with which the author was
more or less personally conversant, have alone been reproduced. The usual
Oriental commencement with the history of the world, the rise of Muham-
madanism, etc., being mere compilations from secondary sources, have been very
properly excluded from this edition. A full notice of the original work will be
found in Mr. ^lorley’s Catalogue of the MSS. of the B,. A. S., p. 17 (London,
1854). Several other works of native historians, bearing upon the subject of this

paper, have also been made accessible to the public in a printed form in the same
collection, among which may be noted the Tarikh-i-Firuz Shahi (the third king of

the name in the Dehli list), by Zi'a-i-Barni (Calcutta, 1862, pp. 602), and the

Muntakhah-ul-Tawarikh of Abd ul Khdir, Budduni (Calcutta, 1865, pp. 407).
The editors have unadvisedly, I think, omitted the early portions of the original

relating to India, and commence the publication with the accession of Akbar. An
outline of the entire contents of the work wiU be found in Sir H. Elliot’s Histo-
rians of India (Calcutta, 1849, p. 305).

- An English version of Ibn Batutah's Travels (taken from an abridged text),

by Dr. S. Lee, was published in the series of the Oriental Translation Frmd in

1829 (1 vol., 4to., London). A new and very complete edition of his entire

Arabic Text, with a French Translation, chiefly the work of the late M. C.
Defremery, has been issued within the last few years by the Societe Asiatique of

Paris (4 vols. 8vo., Paris, 1853-1858).
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the surface in the subsequent pages, as it is only in doubtful

or difficult cases that their aid may chance to be invoked, but

for the obscure series of the first Governors of Bengal, the one

stands alone, and for the space of time intervening between

the provincial obscuration of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud, the un-

ambitious sou of Balban, to the revival of public interest in

Bengal, consequent upon the subjection and capture of a rebel

vassal bj" Ghlas-ud-din Tughlak Shah, the chance traveller

describes more effectively the political mutations and varying

monarchical successions than the professed historiographers

treating exclusively of the annals of their own land.

The following list of Local Governors has been compiled,

the early portion from the precise statements of Minhaj-ul-

Siraj, the latter part from the casual notices of Bengal, to be

found in Zia-i-Barni, who professed to continue the history

of India from the latest date reached by the former author,

or from a.h. 658 to 753, being a period of 95 years, covering

the reigns of eleven kings. The last-named work was finally

completed in a.h. 758.

The arrangement of the names and the dates of accession

of the chiefs will be found to depart occasionally from the

details given by Stewart,^ in his excellent History of Bengal,

but I have designedly sought to draw my materials inde-

pendently from the original authorities, whom he was perhaps

in a less favourable position for consulting than the student

of the present day.

GOYEEXORS OE BENGAL.

ACCES-
SION.

A.H.
NAMES OF GOVERNORS, REMARKS.

600 1. First IMuhanimadan conqueror of

Bengal,under Kutb-ud-din of Dehli

.

602 Succeeds to the local government

after the death of Muhammad
Bakhtiar.

* The History of Bengal, by Charles Stewart. London, 1813. 4to.
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GOVEENOES OF ^'EmA.'L—mitinued.

ACCES-
SION,
A.H.

605

608

624

627

NAMES OF GOVERNORS. REMARKS.

3.
t_S^^

Nominated to the government by
Kutb-ud-din, on whose decease in

A.H. 607, he assumes independ-
ence.*

Commandant at Deokot, establishes

his power and assumes royal honors.

He submits to Altamsh in a.h. 622,
but almost immediately commences
an active revolt, which is put an
end to in his capture by Nasir-ud-
din Mahmud, the eldest son of Al-
tamsh, in A.H. 624.

Nksir-ud-din had been appointed by
his father Governor of Oudh, in

A.H. 623, from whence he ad-
vanced against Hisam-ud-din in

624, and recovered the kingdom of
Bengal, where he remained as sub-
king till his death early in 626.

6.

7. kliol ^

After temporary disturbances in the

province, Altamsh, having restored

order in a.h. 627, designated Ala-
nd- din J ani to the charge of Ben-
gal.

Nominated to Bengal on the dismissal

of Alh-ud-din J ani (date not given).

Dies in 631 a.h.

' Minhaj-ul-Siraj, who treats of the history of his own and immediately pre-

ceding times, introduces the reigns of the more powerful sovereigns with a full

list of the Coui't notabilities, forming a sort of Almanack de Gotha of Muhammadan
India. These lists embrace the various branches of the Eoyal Family, Ministers,

Judges, and Governors of Provinces. The following names of the —:*^’sor
military administrators of Bengal, which appear in the olBcial returns, may serve

to check or confirm the imperfect data obtained from the casual notices of local

history to be met with in the general narrative of the events of the Empire at

large. There is this discrimination, however, to be made that these imperial

nominations were often merely titular, while the effective executive was in other

and independent hands

:

Under Altamsh, a.h. 607-633.

Under Nasir-ud-din Mahmud, a.h. 64i-664.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 12
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GOVERNORS OF m,mKL—cotitinued.

ACCES-
SION.

A.H.

631

NAMES OF GOVERNORS.

8 .

cT:’.

642
! 9. aH^

(J/.. V

10. .LC;
'i-:.

All

(A)

656
!

11. A.*^«

651

657

659

676?

All JL
-

Jj

13. ^\U,1
(A-

All .^b-
A

1

14. ::J (^11~,<1 A/*..s'*)

15. A/'- (A?:

A
I All

681 16- -\/j

REMARKS.

Pledges his allegiance to Eiziah on
her elevation in a.ii. 634

;
continues

in the government till 642 a.h.,

when he surrenders tlie kingdom to

No. 9. (Minhaj-nl-8irt»j, the his-

torian, was at his court at this

latter period.

Obtains possession of Lakhnauti on
the oth Zul Kaad, a.h. 642—dies

in 644.

Dates uncertain. First appointed

during the reign of Nasir-ud-din

Mahmud of Dehli. lie seems to

have been a powerful ruler and a

daring commander, and finally met
his death in his retreat from an
over-venturesome expedition into

Kamrup. He had previously as-

sumed independence under the title

of (^.aH

Appointed in a.h. 656.

subsequently in temporary posses-

sion).

Recognised, on receipt of his tribu-

_tary presents at head-quarters, in

the early part of a.h. 657.

Obtains a momentary advantage over

No. 12 in his absence from his

capital; eventually taken prisoner

and superseded by No. 12.

Son of No. 12.1 Qjj accession of

Balhan in a.h. 664, he forwards

elephants and tribute to Dehli.

Appointed by Balhan. ^ He after-

wards asserts his independence,

and assumes the title of

Balkan sends armies against him
without success, and at last pro-

ceeds in person to Bengal. Finally,

Toghral is surprised and killed.

Second son of Balkan, installed with

royal honors.

Zifi-i-Barni in one place, page 53, calls him

and again, at page 66, y.- o\

^ Zifi-i-Barni, pp. 82-92.

JXj \jj\ A)

>

A.4..S-^.
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As I have such frequent occasion to quote the names of

the Kings of the Imperial Dynasty of Dehli, I annex for

facility of reference a full list of these Sovereigns.

LIST OF THE PATHA'N SULTANS OF HINDUSTAN.
(DEHLI).

DATE OF
ACCESSION.

A.H.
NO. NAMES OF SULTANS.

589 1 Muiz-ud-din Muhammad biu Sam (1st Dynasty).

602 2 Kutb-ud-din Aibek.

607 3 Arhm Shih.

607 4 Shams-ud- din Altamsh.

633 0 Rukn-ud-dm Firiiz Shhh I.

63i 6 Sultan Eizlab.

637 7 Muiz-ud-din Bahram Shah.

639 8 Ala-ud-din Masaud Shah.

614 9 Nasir-ud-din JlahmOd.

664 10 Ghias-ud-din Balban.

685 11 Muiz-ud-din Kaikubad.

688 12 Jalal-ud-din Firuz Shhh II., Khilji (2nd Dynasty).

695 13 Eukn-ud-din Ibrabi'm.

695 14 A15-ud-din Muhammad Shhh.

715 15 Shah&.b-ud-di'n Umar.

716 16 Kutb ud-din Mubarak Shah I.

720 17 Nhsir-ud-din Khusru.

720 18 Ghi'3s-ud-din Tughlak Shah (3rd Dynasty).

725 19 Muhammad hin Tughlak.

752 20 Firuz Shah III., hw Solar Eajab.

790 21 Tuglilak Shah II.

791 22 Abubakr Shah.

793 23 Muhammad Shah hin Finiz Shah.

795 24 Sikandar Shah.

795 25 Mahmud Shah bin Muhammad Shhh (Timur, 800).

797 26 Nusrat Shah, Interregnum, !Mahmud restored, 802.

815 27 Daulat Khan Lodi.

817 28 Khizr Khan Syud (4th Djmasty).

824 29 j\Iuiz-ud-din Muharak Shah II.

839 30 Muhammad Sh5h hin Farid Shhh.

849 31 ’Ahlam Sh&h.

854 32 Bahlol Lodi (5th Dynasty).

894 33 Sikandar bin Bahlol.

923 34 Ihrahim bin Sikandar (Baber, 930 a.h.)

937 35 Muhammad HumhyOn, Moghul.

946 36 Farid-ud-din Shir Shah, Afghan,

952 37 Islam Shhh.

960 38 Muhammad ’Ahdil Shah.

961 39 Ibrahim Sur.

962 40 Sikandar Shah (Humayiin, 962 a.h.)
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The unenlivened Chronicles of the Local Governors of

Bengal enter upon a more interesting phase, in the nomina-

tion of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud, the son of the Emperor

Balban, who subsequently came to prefer the easy dignity of

Viceroy, in the more even climate of the south, in derogation

of his birth- right’s higher honours, and the attendant dangers

of Imperialism at Dehli. One of the most touching chapters

of Indian history is contributed by the incidents of this

monarch’s meeting with his own arrogant son, Muiz-ud-

din Kaikubiid, who had succeeded to the superior dignities

abjured by the father.^ They then met as nominal Vassal

and Suzerain, but little unequal in power, and each occupy-

ing independent and preparedly hostile camps, on the

ordinary route between their respective capitals. Oriental

etiquette, and more reasonable distrust, for a time, de-

layed the Interview, in which, at last, nature was destined

to re-assert its laws, and to reconcile even eontlicting royal

interests, by subduing, for the moment, the coarse vices of

the son in the presence of the tempered virtues of the father.

Repeated amicable conferences, however, merely resulted in

each returning on his way, with but little change in the

relative political position of either
;
and the comparatively

obscure repose of Nasir-ud-din Mahmud remained undisturbed,

while other successors filled his son’s throne at Dehli. The

more immediate question bearing upon the attribution of the

earliest coins in the Kooch Bahar treasure, is exaetly how

long did Nasir-ud-din continue to live and reign. Zia-i-Barni,^

and those who follow his ill-digested history, affirm that he

retained his provincial kingship till 699 a.h., when he divested

himself of all symbols of royalty in the mere dread of the

confessedly overwhelming power of Ala-ud-din Muhammad
ShMi, to be, however, reinstated by that Sultan

;
and, finally,

it is asserted that Nasir-ud-din was still in existence, and

once again reinvested with the full insignia of a king, by

Tughlak Shah, in a.h. 724.

Zii-i- Barni, p. 142; Ibn Batutah, iii., p. 178; Lee’s Translation, p. 117 ;

and Amir Khnsrd, Behlivt.

* Printed edition, p. 451 ;
Budauni MS.; Ferishtab (Briggs, i. p. 406).
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Ibn Batutah, a higher authority in proximity of time, and

obviously more intimate with the purely indigenous history,

states that jN’asir-ud-din, on his return from his interview

with his son, reigned some years an expression which

is scarcely compatible with the idea of a nearly continuous

rule of “ forty-three solar years,” and a decease in a.h. 725,

as adopted by Stewart :
^ a prolongation of administrative

functions indeed altogether inconsistent with the direct evi-

dence of the dates on the money of Kai Kaus, or the parallel

proof of Shams-ud-din’s exercise of the functions of sovereignty

in 702 A.H., associated as they are with the uncontested histo-

rical and numismatic demonstration of the succession of one

grandson, Shahab-ud-din, whose ejection from his inherited

section of the kingdom by his more powerful brother, Bahadur,

formed so prominent a ground for imperial interference in the

affaii's of Bengal, are each and aU too well ascertained to leave

any doubt that the authors who make l^asir-ud-din’s reign

extend to 725 must be in error
;
the source of the mistake seems

as simple as it is obvious, the mere omission of the son’s name
as preceding that of the father, in Persian MS. writing, or

simple ignorance of the order of local successions, would account

for the whole difficulty. And, as is ob-sdous,. Ibn Batutah’s

own personal knowledge, and possibly correct autograph ver-

sion, reproduced independently in other lands, have not saved

later transcripts of his work from analogous imperfections.^

But there are other and more direct internal evidences in

the texts of the Indian authors, of confusion and imperfect

knowledge in the relation of the incidents attendant upon the

re-settlement of Bengal hy Ala-ud-din in a.h. 699, where it is

stated that “a chief, named Bahadur Khan,” was at this time

appointed to “the eastern districts of Bengal,”* with the

object of dividing the province, and thus rendering its rulers

1 French, edition, iii., p. 179, and xiii. Dr. Lee’S
’ “two years,” p. 118,

is an error. * Stewart’s Bengal, p. 80.

* Ex.gr., Bahadur is made the son of Nhsir-ud-din, at p. 179, vol. iii., instead

of the grandson, which the text at p. 210, vol. iii., and p. 213, vol. iv., affirms him
to have been. Lee’s MS. authorities again, in omitting the intermediate name of

N&sir-ud-din, skip a generation, and ante-date Shams-ud-din (Finiz) in consti-

tuting him a son of Ghlks-ud-dm Balkan (p. 128).
* Ferishtah, Briggs, i., p. 406 ;

Stewart, p. 79.
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“ more subservient to the Coiu’t of Debli.” It is highly im-

prohahle, had Nasir-ud-din been living at the epoch in ques-

tion, that a grandson of his should have been selected for

such a charge to the supercession of his own father, Shams-

ud-din, or in priority to the son of that father, Shahab-

ud-din, who was the elder or perhaps better-born brother of

Bahddur, each of whom, Ibn Batutah certifies, in turn suc-

ceeded to royal honours in the old capital of Bengal.

Having completed this simple outline of the historical data,

I now proceed to describe the coins in their due order
;

first

on the list in priority of time is a piece which I can only

doubtfully assign to Bengal, and whose individual appropria-

tion, moreover, must remain to a certain extent inconclusive.

The coin itself will be seen to bear the hereditary name of

the first Moslem Conqueror of India, Mahmiid of Ghazni,

and the oft-revived title of the founder of the dynasty, Ndsir-

iid-din Subuktagin, a conjunction of royal designations already

seen to have been applied to a succession of Pathdn princes,

whose intitulation followed antecedent conventionalisms.

Ndsir-ud-(Tm. Mahmud Shah.

Ti'o. 1.

Silver. Size, viii. Meight, 163.1 grs. Unique, British Museum.

Obv. Eev.

„ X .. >

»_d
y > ^ j •

Margin, illegible.

jjjU
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The incidental details of the legends restrict the assign-

ment of this piece to one of two individuals, the eldest or the

youngest son of Altamsh, the latter of whom was authorita-

tively designated by the like name and title on the decease

of his brother, in 626 a.h.^ The citation of the formula,

“ during the reign of (the Khalif) A1 Mostansir billah,” on

the reverse, limits the final period of the issue of the coin, not

exactly to the 5th month of the year a.h. 640, when that

Pontiff died, but with clear precision to a.h. 641, when the

knowledge of his death was ofiScially declared by the substitu-

tion of a new name in the Mintages of the capital of Hindustan.-

This younger son was destined eventually to succeed to

the throne of his father at Dehli, in 644 a.h., after the in-

tervening reigns of Pukn-ud-din Firuz Shah, Eiziah,

Muiz-ud-din Bahram Shah, and Ala-ud-din Masaud Shah,

in all, however, extending only over a space of eleven years,

posterior to the death of Altamsh. The second Mahmud, must,

tinder these conditions, have been but of tender years, and

though, at this conjuncture, promoted to the titular honours of

an elder brother, not in any position to exercise authority in his

own person, and less likely to have had medallic tribute paid

to him by his father, should such have been the origin of the

exceptional specimen under review. To the first-born Aasir-

ud-din Mahmud, no such objections apply
;
he was very early

invested by his sire, with the administration of the important

government of Hansi, and in 623 a.h., advanced to the higher

charge of the dependencies of Oudh, from which jmcsz frontier,

he was called upon to proceed against Hisam-ud-din Avaz,

(Xo. 4 in the list of Governors, supra), who had already

achieved a very complete independence in the province of

Bengal. Here, his arms were fortuitously, but not the less

effectually, successful, so that he had honours thrust upon him
even to the Red Umbrella, and its attendant dignities,^ what-

' .1 ..'AL,^ ^
I

^ ^ y V V W- V
I

TabaUt Nasiri, p. 181
; ^ P-201.^ ^ j

* Pathan Sultans of Dehli, coin No. 33, p. 22.

® His title is nsuaUy limited by Minbaj-nl-Siraj to pp. 177, 181, 201

;
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ever the exact measure of these may have been. Under such

triumphant coincidences, it is possible that the universal

favourite, the still loyal heir-apparent, may have placed his

own name on the coinage, without designed offence, especially

as at this time Moslem Mints were only beginning to adapt

themselves to their early naturalization on Indian soil, and

when the conqueror’s camps carried with them the simple

machinery, and equally ready adepts, for converting bullion

plunder on the instant into the official money of a genez’al, or

his liege sovereign. Altamsh’s own circulating media were

only in process of crude development at this period, and had

scarcely risen superior to the purely Hindu currencies it had

served the purpose of his predecessors to leave virtually in-

tact : his own strange Tlirki name,* and that of many of his

successors, continued to figure in the Ntigari letters of the

subject races on the surfaces of the mixed silver and copper

coins of indigenous origin, at times commemorative of imper-

fectly achieved conquests, and the limited ascendancy implied

in the retention of the joint names of the conqueror and the

momentarily subject monarch f while the Sultan’s own trial-

but on one occasion (^1— crops out incidentally in the Court list where, in

bis place among the sons of the Emperor Altamsh, he is so designated, p. 178.

* This name I have, as a general rule, retained in the form accepted as the

conventional English orthography

—

Altamsh. The correct rendering of the

original is still an open question, hut the more trustworthy authors reproduce the

designation as 1 , a transcription supported in a measure by the repetition

of the third letter in the Kufic dies, and made authoritative, in as far as local

pronunciation is concerned, by the Hindi correlative version of

(Pathan Sultans, Coin No. 14). The inscription on the Kutb Minar, at Dehli,

has
,
which accords with the Arabic numismatic rendering on the

reverses of the Hindi Coins now cited.

See also Taj-ul-MaS,sir, Alilimish

:

Wasaf, Alitmish, and at times

Badauni, Ailtitimisli.

Elliot’s Historians of India, p. 111.

^ See coins of Chahir deva.

Obverse. Bull. Legend
: ^

Meverse. Horseman. Legend
: ^

—Pathan Sultans, No. 15; Ariana Antiqua, pi. six. 16. 31, 34; Prinsep’s Essays,
i. 333, pi. xxvi. 31

;
Minhij-ul-Sir&j, pp. 215, 240; Tod’s Eajasthan, ii. 451;

and J.A.S. Bengal, 1865, p. 126.
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pieces, in silver, were indeterminate in their design and legends,

as well as utterly barbarous in their graphic execution.

Had the coin under review followed the usual phraseology

and paleography of the Imperial Hasir-ud-din Mahmud’s

Mint legends, it might have been imagined that an ancient

and obsolete reverse had been by hazard associated with a new

obverse. But the obverse inscription in the present instance

diflPers from the later Dehli nomenclature in the addition of

the word Shah after the name of Mahmiid^ and contrasts as

singularly in the forms of the letters, and the insertion of the

short vowels with the more deferred issues, as it, on the other

hand, closely identifies itself in these marked peculiarities with

the initial dies of Altamsh and the closely sequent coinages

of Iliziah, two of which latter are now known to be the

produce of the Lakhnauti Mint.

EIZrAH.

The earliest coins that can be definitely attributed to a

Bengal mint, are those of the celebrated Queen Regnant of

Muhammadan India—Riziah, the daughter of Altamsh. The

ministers at her father’s court were scandalized at the preference

it was proposed to extend to a daughter, in supercession of the

claims of adult male heirs to the throne
;
but the Sultan

justified his selection, alike on account of the demerits of his

sons, and the gifts and acquirements of his daughter, who
had been brought up under the unusual advantages of free-

dom from the seclusion enjoined for females by the more

severe custom of ordinary Moslem households, aided by the

advantages incident to the exalted position occupied by her

mother as the leading and iudependently-domiciled wife.

After the brief reign of Rukn-ud-din Firuz, extending over

* So, in written history, Nasir-ud-din Mahmud, the Emperor, is called by his own

special biographer,

(pp. 9, 177, 178, 201, etc.) which is in contrast to the nominal adjunct so constant

with his predecessors, Finiz Shhh, Bahram Shah, Masaud Shah. On one occasion

only does the additional Shah appear in a substituted list of Altamsh’s Court

(p. 178), where the test gives— 1. Sultan Nasir-ud-d'm * * 2. Sultan Nasir-
ud-din Mahmud

;
and at the end, after the name of Eukn-ud-din Finiz Shah,

comes “Nasir-ud-din Mahmud Shah."
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less than seven months—who freely exemplified by his mis-

conduct his father’s prophetic reproach—Riziah succeeded in

establishing her supremacy in the city of Dehli (a.h. 734),

and Eastern e}’es witnessed the singular spectacle of an un-

veiled and diademed Queen—the first in India—directing

the hosts of Ishim, under the canop}’’ of the immemorial

regal seat on an elephant. Eiziah’s early inauguration was

attended with no inconsiderable danger and difficulty, arising

from the organised military’ resources of the various governors

of provinces, who hesitated in conceding their allegiance.

Eventually, however, to use the expression of Minhaj-ul-

Siraj, quiet was established throughout the empire, and

Riziah’s sway was acknowledged from “Daibal to Lakh-

nauti.” In .v.h. 737, the Empress proceeded in person to

quell an outbreak on the part of Ikhtiar-ud-din Altuniah,

Governor of Tiberhind
;

but was taken captive in the en-

gagement that ensued, and, possibly with scant ceremony,

introduced into the harem of the conqueror, who shortly

afterwards advanced upon Dehli in the hope of recovering

the sovereignty, to which he had thus acquired an adven-

titious claim
;
but his army was in turn defeated, and him-

self and Riziah met their deaths near Kaithal in the month of

Rabi-al-Awal, a.h. 738.^

The contemporary biographer in his oflicial lists styles this

queen a title which she afiects on the

ordinary copper coins,^ but on the silver money she adopts

the designation of

Jalulat-ud-d'm. Eizi'ah.

Coix No. 2.

Laknauti, a.h. ?

Silver. Size, vii. "Weight, 168 grs. Plate I., figure 1.

Type, Diverse, the whole sm-face is occupied by the legend.

Reverse, circular’ area, enclosing a double-lined square.

Narrow margin.

' Tabakat Nasiri, pp. 183, 185, 251. See also Ibn Batutab, iii. pp. 167, 168.

* Pathkn Sultans, Nos. 28, 29.
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Obt.

tl7- j y-

Eet.

w\;r

.n

9 9

J
J\

..Keyerse Margin, * * * *

(See also a similar coin from tlie Laknauti Mint, Plate i., fig.

27, page 19. Coins of the Pathan Sultans of Hindustan.

*

’ It would seem from the orthography adopted in this earliest record of the

name of Lal.nauti that the original Semitic transcription was designed

to follow the classical derivation of LaJcshmanavati which was

soon, however, adapted to the more colloquial LucJihman ( 4 _»g- ) by the addi-

tion of an h after the 1;, as
;
in which form it appears under the first local

Sultans (coin No. 3, etc.), Minhaj-ul-Sirhj relates its elevation to the rank of the

capital in supercession of Nuddeah by Muhammad Bakhtiar in the following terms :

k-U \

'r
(\

lA)
T

I •
»

^

Printed edit. p. 151. The same author at p. 162 gives a full account of the

remarkable size, progress, and general topography of the city as existing in 641
A.H. on the occasion of his obti visit.

It is difficult to say when the name of the city was changed to Gaur, a denomi-
nation which is never made txse of by the older authorities. Ahul Fazl says,
“ Formerly it was called Lucknouty, and sometimes Gour” (A. A. ii. p- 1 1) ;

while
Budauni gives a ridiculous version of the origin of the designation as being

derived from He writes
^ j

A^k' |*lj jti 4i lAi .
The obvious imperfection

of the critical philology of the derivation, however, debars it reception, as does

the caustic alternative of^ 4
$^=“ grave,” which the often deserted site, under the

speedy action of water and a semi-tropical vegetation, may have deservedly earned

for it. But it is quite legitimate to infer that as '"'as the ancient name for

central Bengal (Wilson, Glossary, sub voce-, Alhirhni, quoted J.E.A.S. i., N.S.,

p. 471), and so intimately associated with the tribal divisions of the indigenous
Brahmans, that the designation originated in the popular application of the name
of the country to its own- metropolis, and that the town continued to he called

Gaur in vernacular speech in spite of the new names so frequently bestowed upon
it by its alien lords.
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I.—RUEN-UD-DI'N KAI KAHS.

The full and satisfactory identification of the king who
ruled under the designation of Kai Kails has yet to be

accomplished. Rajendra lal Mitra has suggested a notion

that Kasir-ud-din Mahmud, the son of Balban, so often

mentioned in this article, sought, as local ruler of Bengal,
“
to continue his allegiance to his grandson Kaimurs

[momentarily king of Dehli], even after his deposition, and

possibly after his death,” ^ by retaining his name on the

public money. I should be disposed to seek a less compli-

cated explanation of the numismatic evidences. Kai Kails’

date, tested by the examples of his mintages in the Kooch

Bahar hoard, is limited, in range of time, to five years

(691-G95 A.H.)
;
^ a latitude might be taken beyond the

ascertained units, which are somewhat indeterminate in

their tracings, and have equall}^ suffered from abrasion,

on the exposed margins of the coins, but the ninety and

the six hundred can scarcely be contested. If we examine

the political state of India at this period, we find that Hin-

dustan was abnormally quiet under the feeble rule of Jalal-

ud-din Firuz (687-695 a.h.) : Ala-ud-din’s conquests in the

Dakhin could have but little affected Bengal, so that any

changes that may have taken place in the latter kingdom

were probably due to successional or revolutionary causes

arising within its own limits, ^ye can scarcely build up a

theory of an access of vigour and assumption of independence

by Is ilsir-ud-din himself
;
nor is it probable that, in such a

case, he would have changed ^both his title and his name.

Besides, the array of titles on the coins in the triple succession

of Sultans is altogether inconsistent with his actual origin.

Though he was the son of one emperor of Dehli, and the

father of another, he could scarce!}^ ignore the rise of the

former from a state of slavery, or conceal the fact that

Balban himself never pretended to have been the offspring of

a king. The two alternatives remain of either supposing

* Jour. As. Soc. Beng., 1864, p. 508.
2 Eajendi-a lal says, “the units one and three are perfectly clear.” Col.

Gutlirie’s three coins are imperfect in the word for the unit. I observe traces of

a four on two specimens
;
and I read, with some certainty, 695 on another.
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that Nasir-iid-cHn died before 691 a.h., a question discussed

elsewhere, or to conclude that his son E,ukn-ud-din Kai

Kaus temporarily assumed kingship during the lifetime of

his father, 1 and that his limited reign and local obscurity

saved his memory from the comments of history. I fully en-

dorse Rajendra lal’s suggestion that Kai Kaus would have been

likely to he selected as a name for one of a family who took so

many of their designations from Persian heroic ages, and the

elaborate intitulation adopted by that prince, on his coins, of

the “Son and grandson of a Sultan,” favours such an identi-

fication.2 It will he seen that although the opening terms

of his obverse legends follow the conventional and unvary-

ing mint phraseology in the use of ^ILsLJl, the (reigning)

Sultan, yet after his own proper name he styles himself

merely and seemingly desired to strengthen his posi-

tion by the insertion of the regal titles of his father and

grandfather, though there is so far room for questioning this

supposition in the fact that the father had fallen short of

supreme power, and was only doubtfully authorized to call him-

self Sultan, while in strictness the Imperial Balban shoukl have

been designated the Sultan (past regnant)
;
but, on the other

1 The following is the genealogical tree, according to Ihn Batutah. See vol.

iii., pp. 174-6, 179, 210, 462; vol. iv., p. 212.

“ The name of the son of Kai Kohhd, who was elevated to the throne of Dehli
on the death of his father, is variously given by Oriental writers as Shams-ud-dm

Budauni and the Mirat-ul-Alam (IIS.) give /iTafAuAi

but the majority of authors prefer the Kaiomurs. Zia-i-Barni does not state the
name of the boy, but mentions a son of Altamsh, in the previous generation, as
having been called Kaiomurs (printed ed. p. 126).
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hand, Xasir-ud-din had been so long virtually a king in the

south, that the complimentary use of the term was quite within

heraldic licence
;
and it is to be remarked, that a similar

omission of the supreme prefix occurs iviNdsir-nd-dm Mahmud
Shah's coin (No. 1), which, if correctly attributed, would prove

the legitimacy ^ of the optional use of one or the other form.

These are avowedly mere speculations
;
but when it is con-

sidered how much attention was paid in India, in those days,

to every varying shade and degree of honorary rank, how
much importance was attached to even the colours of official

umbrellas,^ and other, to us, minor observances, it cannot but

be felt that these subordinate indications may chance to prove

of material aid in illustrating doubtful interpretations.

Kai Kaiis.

No. 3.

Lakhnauti, a.h. “ 691, 693,” ® and 694-695.

Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 168 grs. Very rare. Plate I. fig. 2.

Ret.

i

Type, as in the previous coins.

Obv.

Ih ' '( < : U M

JIargin,<LL*j.~;i

> Tlie Bengal flints, after the initiffl uncertainty, soon settle themselves down

to follow the established Dehli models. In the latter, it will be seen, great care

was taken by all those sovereigns who could boast of a Eoyal descent, to define

the fact upon their coins. Bahram Shah, Masaud Shah, Nasir-ud-din Jlabmiid

bin Altamsb, and Ibrahim bin Firuz all entitle themselves Bal-

ban, Kai Kubad, Jal&l-ud-di'n FirCiz, and the great Alfi-ud-din Muhammad Shah
. • • I' ' U

have to be content with their own self-achieved .

ditto, p.

Minhfij-ul-Siraj,

181, A.H. 625.

p. 263;

3 Babu Bajendra lal Mitra notices four coins of this king with the dates 691

and 693. Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, 1864, p. 579 He was disposed to read the

mint as Sunhrgaon. Of Col. Guthrie’s three specimens, two hear distinct traces

of the name of Lakhnauti.
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II.—SHAMS-UD-DIN FIRUZ.

"Whatever may have been the actual date of Nasir-ud-din’s

decease or political obscuration, we tread upon more firm

ground in the conjoint testimony of the coins and the his-

torical reminiscences of Ibn Batutah, in the assurance that

his son, Shams-ud-din Firuz, was in full possession of power

in Western Bengal at the time of Muhammad bin Tughlak’s

abortive revolt against his own father, in 722-3 a.h.^ The

African traveller incidentally mentions that, to the court of

this southern monarch fled the nobles who had engaged in the

contemplated treason, which originated in the camp of the

army of the Dakhin, of which the imperial heir was commander.

Professedly written history is altogether at fault in establish-

ing the existence or illustrating the reign of this sovereign

;

and even Ibn Batutah^ does little more than jfiace upon

^ As tills passage presents no particular difficulty, beyond the difference of the
texts from which English and French translators have drawn their inspiration, I

merely annex the rendering given in the amended Paris edition, vol. iii., p. 210.
“ Les autres emirs s’enfuirent pres du Sultan Chems eddin, fils du sultan Nacir-
eddin, fils du sultan Ghiyath eddin Balahan, et se fixerent a sa cour. . . Les emirs
fugitifs sejournerent pres du sultan Chems eddin. Dans la suite, celui-ci

mourut, leguant le trSne a sou fils Chihah eddin. Ce prince succeda a son pere
;

mais son frere cadet, Ghiyath eddin Behadour Bourah (ce dernier mot signifie,

dans la langue indienne, le noir), le vainquit, s'empara du royaume, et tua son
frere Kothlou Khan, amsi que la plupart de ses autres freres. Deux de ceux-ci,

le sultan Chihah eddin et Nasir eddin, s’enfuirent pres de Toghlok, qui se mit
en marche avec eux, afin de comhattre le fratricide. II laissa dans son royaume
son fils Mohammed en qualite de vice-roi, et s’avan^a en hate vers le pays de
Lacnaouty. II s’en rendit maitre, fit prisonnier son sultan Ghiyath eddin Beha-
dour et reprit avec ce captif le chemin de sa capitale.” See also Lee’s Translation,

p. 128.
" Ihn Batutah in the following extract tells us so much about the real history

of Bengal at, and previous to his own visit, that I quote the Arabic text in
extenso

;
I feel it is the more necessary to reproduce the original version on this

occasion, as Dr. Lee’s translation is altogether deficient in any reference to the
passage, which was clearly wanting in the MSS. at his disposal.

^ Jjls

ilk

u_ Iki J *-U! lA.J8.liil

^_a11 ^1 Acf j(a!j1
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record the affiliation, elevation, and decease of Shams-ud-

din, whose own coins alone furnish the additional item of his

regal name of Firuz
;
and in their marginal records establish

the fact of his possession of Lakhnauti during the period em-

braced between the years 702-722, and at some moment of

C’est le Sultan Fakhr eddin, surnonime Fajireli, qiii est un souverain dis-

tingue, aimant les etrangers, surtout les fakirs et les soufis. La royaute de ce

pays a appartenu au Sultan Nassir eddin,'Ss du Siltan Ghiyatli ed din Balaban,

et dont le fils, Mo’izz eddin, fut intestine “fa souver^nete a Dihly. Nassir eddin

se mit en niarche pour combattre ce fils
;

ils se rencontrerent sur les bords du
fleuve, et leur entrevue fut appelee' la rencontre des deux astres heureux. Nous
avons deja raconte cela, et comment Nassir eddin abandonna I’empire a son fils

et retourna dans le Bengale. II y sejourna jusqu’a sa mort, et eut pour sucees-

seur son (autre) fils, Chams eddin, qui, apr&s son trepas, fut lui-raeme remplace

par son fils, Chihab eddin, lequel fut vaincu par son frere, Ghiyath eddin

Behadour Bour. Chihab eddin demanda du secours au Sultan Ghiyath eddin

Toghlok, qui lui en accorda, et fit prisonnier Behadour Bour. Celui-ci fut

ensuite relache par le fils de Toghlok, ^Mohammed, apres son avenement, a con-

dition de partagcr avec lui le royaute du Bengale
;
mais il se revolta centre lui,

et Mohammed lui fit la guerre jusqu’a ce qu’il le tuat. II nomma alors gouver-

neur de ce pays un de ses beaux-freres, que les troupes massaererent. ’Aly Chah,

qui se trouvait alors dans le pays de de Lacnaouty, s’empara de la royaute du
Bengale. Quand Fakhr eddin vit que la puissance royale etait sortie de la

famine du Sultan Nassir eddin, dont il etait un des affranchis (ou clients), il se

revolta a Sodcawan et dans le Bengale, et se declara independant. Une violente

inimitie survint entre lui et ’Aly Chah. Lorsqu’an'ivaient le temps de I’hiver et la

saison des pluies, P’akhr eddin faisait une incursion sur le pays de Lacnaouty, au
moyen du fleuve, sur lequel il etait puissant. Mais quand revenaient les jours oil

il ne tombe pas de pluie, ’Aly Chah fondait sur le Bengale par la voie de terre, a

cause de la puissance qu’il avait sur celle-ci.

<uLs

Vol. iv. p. 212, Paris edition. <Sj.il

TRANSL.XTIOX.
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his ownership the Eastern Province of Bengal represented

hj the mint of Sonargaon. A subordinate incident is developed

in the legends of the coins, that he felt himself sufficiently

firm in his own power to discard the superogatory adjuncts of

descent or relationship, and relied upon the simple affirmation

of his own position as .

SJiams-ud-din. Firiiz Shah,

No. 4.

Lahhnauti, a.h. 702,^ 715 (Col. Bush) 720, 722.

Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 168.4 grs. Very rare. Plate I., fig. 3.

Type as above.

Obv. Rev.

X\

Margin, j

No. 5.

Sonargaon, a.h. ?

Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 168 grs. Unique.

Type as above.

III.—SHAHAB-UD-DIN. BUGEEAH SHAH.

Neither history, incidental biography, nor numismatic

remains avail to do more than prove the elevation, as they

seem to indicate the brief and uneventful rule, of Shahab-

ud-din, the son of Shams-ud-din Firuz, and grandson of the

once recognised heir-apparent of Balban.

‘ See also PatLan Sultans of Hind(ist&.u, p. 37, coin dated 702 a.h. This
coin -was published bj^ me in 1848. I then read the date as 702 a.h. I was not
at the time unversed in the decipherment of Arabic numbers, and probably from
the very difficulty of placing the piece itself, I may the more rely upon the accu-
racy of my original interpretation. I mention this fact as I am at present unable
to refer to the coin itself.

VOL. n .—[new series]. 13
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The singularly limited number of the coins of this prince,

confined— if Calcutta selections be not at fault ^— to three

examples amid the 13,500 accumulated specimens of the

currencies of other kings of the land over which he tempo-

rarily held sway, sufficiently mark his status in the general

list of the potentates of the century in which he lived. No
date or place of mintage is preserved on his extant money,

and the single additional item supplied by their aid is his

personal or proper name, which appears on their surfaces as

ssxj
;
a crude outline Avhich might suggest a doubt as to the

conclusiveness of the transcription of now confidently

adopted as expressing an optional rendering of the grand-

father’s title of a name which was even further dis-

torted from the Tiirki original by the conversion of the medialj

r into the vernacular cerebral or d

.

For the rest, the

pieces themselves, under the mechanical test, in their make,

the forms of their letters, and the tenor of their legends,

evidently follow closely upon Shams-ud-din’s mintages, and

as clearly precede the money of the same locality, issijed by

Ghias-ud-din Bahadur Shah, who in 724 a.b. drove this, his

own brother, Shahab-ud-din to take refuge with Ghias-ud-din

Tughlak Shah. Bahadur’s career has yet to be told in con-

nexion with his own coins
;
hut to dispose of Shahab-ud-din,^

* Tlie name of this king does not appear in any of Rajendra lal’s lists.

2 The ancient name of of Bokhara notoriety in 350 a.h.

(Frajhn Recensio Numorum Muhammadanorum, pp. 139, 593, 678), was sub-

jected to strange mutations on Indian soil. My authority for the substitution of

the final 'i in place of the vowel ^ is derived from Ibn Batutah, who uniformly

writes the word with an (iii. 231, 5, 293). Ferishtah {text, p. 131) has >

whence Stewart’s Bagora (p. 74). Dow gave the name as Kera, and Briggs as

Kurra (i. pp. 265, 270, etc.).

3 Those who delight in interesting coincidences might see, in this name of

Shahhb-ud-din, a most tempting opportunity for associating him with a really

important record by the Indigenes themselves, inscribed on a stone slab in the

fort of Chunar, setting forth their victory over a "Malik” Shahab-ud-din,

quoted as acting under Muhammad bin Tughlak, in Samvat 1390 (a.h. 734) ;

but I confess I do not myself encourage the identification. Chunhr is certainly

not out of the range of access from Bengal
;
but other men of mark may have

filled this command, and the name of the fortress itself is never heard of in

reference to the affairs of the kingdom of Lakhnauti, in those early days, though
the main road of communication between the two capitals of the north and the

south took its course through Budaun or Kanauj and Jaunpore. The inscription
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as far as the exercise of his Mint prerogatives are concerned,

he seems to have been lost to fame, from the date when he

was absorbed with an associate fugitive brother (Nasir-ud-

din) under the aegis of the Emperor of Dehli.

is otherwise well worthy of further examination, in as far as it concerns the

history of imperial influence upon proximate localities
;
and as such I transcribe

both the text and Dr. Mills’ translation of the brief passages which may chance

to illustrate the general subject.

Verse 5 :

I

“ By Muhammad, lord of the hostile Yavanas Shahab-dd-din and the rest,

though an enemy, was Saik.aja, the treasure of benignity, employed as prime
minister.”

Verse 11

:

“Samvat 1390, in the month of Bhadra, fifth day of the waning moon, on
Thursday, was the kingdom set free from Malik Shauab-ud-din, acting under
the protecting favour of Sairaja Deva aforesaid.”

— (See Journal As. Soc. Bengal, vol. v.,1836, p. 341).

A subordinate but still more open inquiry also suggests itself in connexion with

the mention of Shahab-ud-din in 731 a.h., as to whether, amid the strange con-

fusion of names and titles, the ” Kadr Khan,” who is noticed by Ferishtah under
the original designation of .Malik Bidar Khilji, may not. perchance, have been the

identical Shahab-ud -din reinstated as simple governor in Lakhnauti as

his brother Bahadur was restored to power in Sonargaon. I am aware that this is

treacherous ground to venture upon; but such a supposition is not without other

incidental support, especially in Ibn Batutah’s passage (original, iii. 214, quoted
at p. 192), where Kadr Khan is spoken of as if he had been in effect the last scion

of the family of Nhsir-ud-dm Mahmfld Bughrah.
The original passages in Ferishtah are as follows (i. p. 237) :

—

^

axil

j\ XrJ U_5'h-» \j^\ Ai

jU-Oj jJ LUy

See also Briggs’ Translation, i. pp. 412, 423.

The Tfii ikh Mubarak Shahi has the name in manifest mistranscription asBandar.

A diflflculty necessarily suggests itself in regard to the tribe of Khilji, but the
use of the name in its non-ethnic sense might readily be explained by the old
subordination of the Bengal family to the Khilji dynasty of Firfiz, or the
specially Khilji serial succession of the earlier governors of Bengal.
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Shahdl-ud-d'in. Bughrah Shah.

No. 6,

Mint, ?

Silver. Size, vii. "Weight, 168.5 grs. Two coins only, Col.

Guthrie. Plate I., fig. 4.

Type as usual.

Obt. Eet.

ill i iXJt-} j}\

Margin, (remainder illegible)

IV.-BAnAt)UR SHAH.

The single point in the biography of Bahadur Shah, which

remains at all obscure, is the date of his first attaining power.

Ibn Batutah records with sufficient distinctness, that he con-

quered and set aside his regnant brother Shahdb-ud-din,

sometime prior to Ghias-ud-din Tughlak’s reassertion of the

ancient suzerainty of Dehli over the lightly-held allegiance

of Bengal, and his eventual carrying away captive the offend-

ing Bahadur, who was, however, soon to be released, and

restored with added honours, ^ by Muhammad bin Tughlak,

almost immediately on his own accesssion. Indian home-

authors, who so rarely refer to the affairs of the Gangetic

delta, give vague intimations of the first appointment of

Bahadur to Eastern Bengal by ’Ala-ud-din Muhammad in

A.H. 799,2 assigning to him an inconceivable interval of

Tabakat-i-Akbari. AJb

See also Zi&.-i-Barni, printed edit. p. 461.

2 Stewart, p. 75. Ferisbtab (Briggs) i. 406.
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placid repose until a.h. 717, when he is stated to have broken

out into the turbulent self-assertion for which he was after-

wards so celebrated.

The two statements are certainly at variance, but Ibn

Batutah’s is the most readily reconcilable with probabilities,

and the demands of the up to this time legible dates on the coins

which Bahadur put into circulation in Bengal. I might have

some doubt as to the conclusiveness of the reading of the date

710 on his money in the Kooch Bahar trouvaille, but I have

none as to the clear expression of a.h. 711 and 712, though

the singular break occurring between 712 (or 714) and 720

suggests a suspicion of an originally imperfect die-rendering

of the yAx. = 10 for = 20 which would bring the

corrected range of Bahadur’s dates to 720-724
;

but even

these figures leave something to be reconciled in reference to

their associate place of mintage, for in 720-722, his father,

Shams-ud-din Firuz, was clearly in possession of the already

commemorated “ Lakhnauti but such an anomaly might be

explained by the supposition that Bahadur, in the earlier

days, used the name of Lakhnauti as a geograpbical expression

for a portion of the dominions ordinarily administered from

that capital. Undoubtedly the first appearance of the con-

trasted designation of the Eastern capital “Sonargaon,” occurs

on a coin of his father
;
but even this sign of discrimination

of Urban issues would not be altogether opposed to a con-

tinuance by Bahadur of the loose usage of Camp Mints, of

naming the metropolis as the general term for the division at

large, or inconsistent with the subsidiary legitimate employ-

ment of the designation of the province on a coinage effected

anywhere within its own boundaries,—either of which simple

causes may have prevailed, and been utilized with a new
motive, if any covert ulterior meaning might be designed, as

implying that Bahadur himself had special successional or

other claims to the metropolitan districts. '

' Among more critical Arabic scholars than the Bengal Mint Masters ever

affected to be, this point would have been easily determined hy the insertion or

omission of the conjunction ^^au, which, as a rule, is required to couple the

units and the twenties, but is not used with the units and tens.
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TugHak ShaVs intervention in tke affairs of Bengal seems

to have originated in an appeal on the part of the ejected

Shahab-ud-din against the usurpation of his brother Bahadur.

The result of the Imperial expedition to the South was the

defeat, capture, and transport to Dehli of Bahadur Shah
;
but

among the first acts of the new Sultan, Muhammad bin Tugh-

lak, was the release and re-installation of the offender, showing

clearly that he was something more than an ordinary local

governor, transferable at will, and that possibly the interests

of the father and son, in their newly-established dynastic

rank, and the confessed insubordination of the latter, were

independently advocated by the opposing members of the

royal line of Bengal, whose family tree could show so much
more ancient a series of regal successions than their parvenu

Suzerains, whose elevation dated scarce five years back. One

of the most interesting illustrations of the present series is

contributed by coin No. 9, in the legends of which Bahadur

acknowledges the supremacy of Muhammad bin Tughlak over

Eastern Bengal during a.h. 628.^ The subjection seems,

however, to have been of brief duration, as sometime in or

after the year a.h. 730 Bahadur appears to have reverted to

an independent coinage, in a new capital called after his

own title Ghidspur (coin No. 8), and in a.h. 733 Muhammad
bin Tughlak is found issuing his own coin in Bengal, and

Bahadur, defeated and put to death, contributed an example

to insurgent governors in his own skin, which was stuffed and

paraded through the provinces of the empire.

‘ Ibn Batutah gives the following additional particulars of Bahadur’s reinstalla-

tion :

—

“ II [Muhammad bin Tughlak] lui fit de nombreux cadeaux en argent,

chevaux, elephants, et le renvoya dans son royaume. II cxp6dia avec lui le fils de

son frere, Ibrhhim Khhn; il couvint avec Behadour Bourah qu’ils possederaient

ledit royaume par egales moiti^s
;
que leurs noms figureraient ensemble sur les

monnaies
;
que la priere scrait faite en leur nom commun, et que Ghiyath eddin

enverrait son fils Mohammed dit Berbath (bU^), come otage pres du souverain

de rinde. Ghiyath eddin partit, et observa toutes les proraesses qu'il avait faites

;

seulement, il n’envoya pas son fils, comme il avait ete stipule. II pretendit que

ce dernier s’y etait refuse, et, dans son discours, il blessa les convenances. Le
souverain de I’lnde fit marcher au secours du fils de son frere, Ibrahim Khan, des

troupes dont le commandant etait Doldji altatiry Elies com-

battirent Ghiyath eddin et le tuerent; elles le iepouillerent de sa peau, qu’on

rembourra de paille, et qu’on promena ensuite dans les provinces.”—Vol. iii. p. 316.
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IT. BahMur Shah.

N'o. 7.

Lakhnautf, A.n. 710?, 711, 712, 7-3, 7-4,^ Irealc, 720, 721, 722.

Silver. Size, rii. to viii. "Weight, ordinarily, 166 grs.
;

one

example is as high as 167.5 grs. Rare.

Obt. Ret.

(if
^

Margin, .Xs-l T~ AdilliXa.

No. 8.

Second Mint, Ghfaspiir. Date, 730.

Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 166 and 164.5 grs. Very rare.

Two coins. Gol. Guthrie. Plate I., fig. 5.

Margin, * ajs *

rv. Bahadur Shah,

as Vassal under Muhammad bin Tughlak.

No. 9.

Sonargaon, a.u. 728.

Silver. Weight, 140 grs. Unique. BeliU Archaeological Society.

Obverse, ifLi jA]aX,\y\

Reverse, Area, iLi A^cs^ ^lil;

Margin, j AAj5>

' The dates 7-3, 7-4, may perchance be obliterated records of 723 and 724. I

have placed them among the lower figures, but I have no sanction for retaining

them in that position.
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Muhammad hin Tughlalc Shah, Emperor of Hindustan,

(in his on^n name) after the re-conquest of Bengal.

jSTo. 10.

Lakhnauti, a.h. 733.

SUver. Small coins. Size, v. to Vj. Weight of well-preserved

coins, 168.5 grs. Eive specimens. Col. Guthrie. Plate I., fig. 6.

Obv. Rev.

^ <0 !1 J ^

Reverse, Margin,

a sn

A 't \U

If the place of mintage of these imperial coins had been illegible,

I should almost have been prepared, on the strength of the pecu-

liarity of the forms of the letters, to have assigned their execution

to a Bengal artist. The original model for the type of coinage may
be seen in fig. 90, page 54, Pathan Sultans. The late Mr. G. Eree-

ling, of the Bengal C.S., has left on record his acquisition of a gold

piece of the same design (from the Dehli Mint) dated a.h. 725.

V.—FAKHR-UD-DIN. MUBARAK SHAH.

On the departure of Muhammad bin Tughlalc from Bengal,

Tatar Khan, honorarily entitled Bahram Khan, an adopted

son of Ghias-ud-din Tughlak, seems to have been left in charge

of the provinces included in the government of Sonargaon,

while the Lakhnauti division of the kingdom of Bengal was

entrusted to Kadr Khan. On the death of Bahram Khan,'

which is stated to have taken place in 739—but may probably

have to be antedated to 737—Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak, his

Sildhddr, took possession of the government, and proclaimed

his independence. He was in the first instance defeated by

* Niz&.m-ud-din Ahmad says, Mubhrak killed Bahram Khan; while Abul Fazl

aflirms that Mubarak put Kadr Khhn to death.—-Ay'm-i-Akbari, ii. 21.
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the troops sent against him from Lakhnauti, but finally suc-

ceeded in maintaining his authority, and, as the coins prove.

In retaining his hold on Sonargaon and its dependencies

throughout the nine years, from 741 to 750 a.h., compara-

tively undisturbed. The history of the period is confused?

and the dates given by the native authors prove of little

value but the coins establish the fact that in 751 another

ruler, designated Ikhtidr-ud-din Ghazi Shah, presided over

the Mints of Eastern Bengal.

V. Falchr-ud-dm. Mubarak Shah.

No. 11.

Sonargaon, a.h. 737,— 741, 742, 743, 744, 745, 746, 747, 748, 749,

750.

Silver. Size, vi. to vi|. Weight, 166.0 grs. Unique.

Plate I., fig. 7,

Obv. Eev.

^ A—1b

—11

Margin,

AJ
^ Aam*, ^ I.**-* 1 ^ AJb

The above specimen is unique in date, and varies in the opening

legend of the reverse from the less rare coins of later years, which

commence with
•• w'” ••

VI.-’ALA-UD-DTN. ’ALT SHAH.

’All Shah,whomMuhammadan writers, by a strange
j umble,

have endowed wdth the surname of his adversary Mubarak,

and ordinarily refer to as “’Ali Mubarak,”® assumed king-

ship on the death of Kadr Khan, Muhammad Tughlak’s re-

presentative at Lakhnauti, entitling himself ’Ala-ud-din. The

* Ferislitali, Briggs, i. pp. 412-423; iv. 328. Stewart, pp. 80-83.
* See also an engraving of liis coin (dated 750) Pathan Sultans, fig. 151 and

page 82.
^ Budauni MS. Ferishtah, iv. 329. Stewart, p. 82. Ayin-i-Akbari, ii. 21.

aUI Aa-lri-
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more important incidents of his reign are confined to his

hostilities with his rival, Fakhr-ud-din Mubarak of Sonargaon,

who possessed advantages in his maritime resources, while

the rivers remained navigable for large vessels during the

rainy season, but which were more than counterbalanced by

All Shah’s power on land, which availed him for the greater

part of the year, and which finally enabled him to establish

his undisputed rule in the Western provinces.

His coins exhibit dates ranging from 742 to 746 a.h., and

bear the impress of the new mint of the metropolis, Firuzdbad,

an evidence of a change in the royal residence, which clearly

implies something more than a mere removal to a new site

proximate to the old Lakhnauti, whose name is henceforth

lost sight of, and may be taken to indicate a strategetic

transfer of the court to the safer and less exposed locality

of the future capital, Pandua.^ ’Ali Shah is stated to have

been assassinated by his foster brother, Haji Ilias.®

'Ald-ud-d'm. ’Ah' Shah.

No. 12.

Fi'nizabad, 742, 744, 745, 746

Silver. Size, vi^. Weight, 166.7 grs. Rare. Plate I. fig. 8.

Type as usual.

Obv. Rev.

.-aJU—
I

!

ilA ^
I

Margin,

^

ioUl (A Afe

’ Stevart, speaking of Firtz’s advance against Ili&s, says, “ the Emperor

advanced to a place now called Feroseporeahad, where he pitched his camp and

commenced the operations of the siege of Pundua,” p. 84. There is a Mahal
Firhzpfir in Sircar Tandah, noticed in the Ayin-i-Akhari, ii. p. 2. See also the

note from Shams-i-Sirhj, quoted helow (p. 205), under the notice of Ilihs Shah’s

reign.

* Stewart, p. 83.
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VII.—IKHTrAE-UD-DIN. GHAZF SHAH.

At tlie period of this king’s accession to the sovereignty of

Sonargaon in a.h. 750 or 751, we lose the aid of our most

trustworthy recorder of the annals of Bengal during his own

time. The conclusion of Ibn Batutah’s narrative leaves Fakhr-

ud-din Mubarak still in power, while the native authorities

are clearly at fault in their arrangement of dates and events,

and altogether silent as to any change in the succession in

Eastern Bengal except in their allusions to the more than

problematical capture of Fakhr-ud-din and his execution by

’All Mubarak in 743 a.h., with the final accession of Ilias

“ one year and five months afterwards.” ^

The numismatic testimony would seem to show that Mubarak

was succeeded by his own son, as the £/Z Sultan bin Ul Sultan

may be taken to imply. The immediately consecutive dates,

and the absolute identity of the fabric of the coins, as well as

the retention of the style of Right-hand of the Khalifat on

the reverse, alike connect the two princes
;
while the cessation

of the issues of Gihazi Shah simultaneously with the acquisi-

tion of Sonargaon by Ilias, in a.h. 753, would seem to point

to the gradual spread of the power of the latter, which is

stated to have been at its zenith just before Firiiz III.

assailed him in his newly consolidated monarchy in 754.

^

* Stewart, p. 83.

- Shams-i-Sii&j, speaking on hearsay, affirms that Shams-ud-din Hias captured

and slew Fakhr-nd-din after Firfiz III.’s first expedition into Bengal; and that

the main object of the latter’s second invasion of that province was for the pur-

pose of reasserting the rights of Zafar Khan, the son-in-law of Fakhr-ud-din

(who had fled for protection to Dehli), to the kingdom of Eastern Bengal. It is

asserted that although Firfiz succeeded in obtaining this concession from Sikandar,

who, in the interval, had succeeded to his father’s throne, Zafar Khan himself
was wise enough to decline the dangerous proximity to so powerful a rival

monarch, and to return in the suite of the Sultan. The Bengali troops, under

Zafar Khfin, subsequently distinguished themselves in an opposite quarter of

India, near Tattah, and their commander was eventually left in charge of Guzrat.
—Shams-i-Siraj, book ii. cap. 9, etc.—See also Journal Archaeological Society of

Dehli (Major Lewis’ abstract translation), 1849, p. 15.

The Tfirfkh-i-Mubfirak Shfihi (dedicated to Mubarak II.), the concluding date

of which is 838 a.h., also declares that Haji Ilias killed Fakhr-ud-din in 741

A.H. This last date is a manifest error ; as is also, probably, the omission, by both

authors, of the words son o/ before the name of Fakhr-ud-dln.
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Ikhtiar-ud-d'm. Ghazi SMh.
No. 13.

Sonargaon, a.h. 751-753.

Silver. Size, vi. Weight, 166 grs. Yery rare indeed. Three

coins. Col. Guthrie. Plate I. fig. 9.

Obv.

A-! 1 1

) ‘ili ft—

Rev.

J--

CT?-

Margin,

A)
j

ft A^-

1

A ‘

..I. ) ^ I

^
^.iT3 *^5^ A^AftJ ^ ^ AJ^

VIII.—SHAMS-UD-DIN. ILI'AS SHAH.

The modern application of old coins divides itself into two

branches—the suggestive development of obscure tradition

and the enlargement and critical revision of accepted history.

The transition point between these archaeological functions,

in the present series, declares itself in the accession of Ilias

Shah, the first recognised and effectively independent Moslem

Sultan of Bengal, the annals of whose reign have been so often

imperfectly reproduced in prefatory introduction to the relation

of the magnificent future his successors were destined to achieve

as holders of the interests and the commercial prosperity of

the Delta of the Ganges, to whose heritage, indeed, England

owes its effective ownership of the continent of India at the

present day.

The compiler of the English version of the early history of

Bengal ^ adopts the conclusion that Haji Ilias fii’st obtained

power on the assassination of “’Ali Mubarak” in 745-6, but

the previous rectification of the independent personality and

status of the two individuals thus singularly absorbed into one,

will prepare the reader for the corrections involved, though not,

* Stewart, p. 83.
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perhaps, for the apparent anomalies the coins disclose. Medallic

testimony would seem to indicate a long waging of hostile in-

terests between the real ’All Shah and Haji Ilias, before the

latter attained his final local triumph
;
for although Ilias is seen

to have coined money in Firuzabad in 740 a.h., the chance

seems to have been denied him in 741 ;
and in 742 his adver-

sary, li Shah, is found in full possession of the mint in ques-

tion. The Kooch Bahar hoard reveals no coin of either party

dated 743, but in 744 the two again compete for ownership, which

’All Shah for the time being continues through 745 into 746,

when the annual series is taken up and carried on successively

for an uninterrupted twelve years by his more favoured

opponent. It is needless to speculate on the varying course

of these individual triumphs
;

suffice it to say, that the in-

creasing power of the ruler of Pandua, in 754, excited the

Emperor Firiiz III. to proceed against him in all the pomp
and following of an Oriental suzerain—resulting only in

the confession of weakness, conveniently attributed to the

periodical flooding of the country^—which efiectively laid

' Stewart felt a difficulty about the right position of Akddlah, the real point

of attack, and a place of considerable importance in the local history of Bengal.

The following is Zia-i-Barni’s description of the place, taken from the concluding
chapters of his history on the occasion of Firuz Shkh’s (III.) invasion of Bengal
in 754 A.H. :

—

P. 588, printed edit. ‘^4 J ^
Eennell gives another Akdallah north of Dacca. “ Map of Hindoostan.”

In the following passage Shams-i-Sirkj desires to make it appear that Fi'ruz

III. gave his own name to the city of Pandua; but, as we have seen that the

designation was applied to the new capital either in 740 or 742

—

that is, long
before Firuz became king of Dehli, it will be preferable to conclude that the

name was originally bestowed in honour of the Shams-ud-dm Firiiz of Bengal, of

the present series. The quotation is otherwise of value, as it establishes, beyond
a doubt, the true position of the new metropolis :

—

,*\uj (iiIA

(hence) ^ ^ ^ ^ J

From the original MS. in the possession of Zik-ud-din Khkn of Loharli.
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the foundation of the ultimate independence of Bengal. A
monai’chy which was destined so to grow in power and

material wealth as to be competent, indirectly, in the person

of Shir Shah, to recover for the old Muhammadan interest the

cherished capitals of the north, and to eject from Hindustan

the Moghuls who too hastily boasted of an easily-achieved

conquest of the country “ from Bhira to Bahar.”

Shams-ud-d'm. Ilias Shah.

No. 14.

Fi'ruzabad, a.u. 740, 744, 746, 747, 748, 749, 750, 751, 754, 755,

756, 757, 758.

Silver. Size, vii. "Weight, selected specimens, 168.0 grs.
;
ordinary

weights, 166.0 grs.

Type No. 1. The old Dehli pattern.

Obverse, Square area.

Reverse, Square area, within a cii’cle.

Obv. Eey.

a! A ! 1

> w •• ••

Margin,

J-

Type No. 1. Variety A. Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 166 grs.

Obverse, Lettered surface.

Reverse, Small circle, area.

No. 15.

Firiizabad, A.n. 758.

Type No. 2. Broad coin. Size, ix. Weight of the best and selected

specimens, 166.0 grs. only.

Obverse, Plain lettered surface.

. Reverse, Circular area, with narrow margin.

Legends, both obverse and reverse as in No. 1 type.

Marginal legend.
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The Kooch Eahar trove must have been rich in this type of coin,

and of the particular year a.h. 758, as out of 109 specimens in Col.

Guthrie’s collection, there is no single example of any other date.

i7o. 16.

Sonargaon, a.h. 753, 754, 755, 756, 757, 758.

Type No. 3. Size, vii. Present weight, 166 grs. after the obvious

reduction by boring out. Plate II., fig. 10.

Olverse, Square area.

Reverse, Circular area, with broad margin.

Obv. Eev.

LJa

Margin,

'

A^AAa! 1 AAJb

IX.—SIKANDAR BIN ILIA'S.

This king—the second only in the still-incomplete assertion

of local independence of allegiance to the throne of Dehli

—

exhibits in the material wealth of his national coinage the

striking progress incident to comparative freedom and identity

of home interests, which may be achieved, almost on the

instant, by the denizens of a commercial centre so favoured

by nature as the Delta of the Ganges.

Tried by such a test, few statistical returns could present

more effectively the contrast disclosed in the Kooch Bahar

treasure between the accumulated produce of the Bengal

Mints, representing a century and a quarter’s limited activity,

attended with all the advantages of a diffused circulation, but

under a subordinate government, as compared with the over-

whelming array of coins bearing the impress of a single

unfettered monarch, whose money was, in effect, new from

the dies. To numismatists the enhanced proportion wiU
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be more significantly shown by a reference to the additional

number of Mint-cities, the singular variety of new types

produced, and above* all, by the sustained series and cor-

roborating repetitions of annual dates. It is under the

latter aspect alone that I have now to comment on the

history of a reign already sufficiently told in other pages.

Sikandar Shah placidly succeeded his father towards the

end of 759 a.h., and the coins of the period sufficiently

support the date of such a transfer of power, in the final

758 recorded on the issues of the father, though proof of the

accession of the son is less marked, as the seeming anomaly

obtained—under the conjoint efibrts of father and son to

achieve release from thraldom to a distant suzerain—of a con-

cession to the son of much independent power, and, coinci-

dently, the right to coin money in his own name, whether

in his own camps or in his father’s royal cities. Though

some of the earlier designed coins give evidence of due

humility in titular phraseology, the same simplicity is ad-

hered to, in continuous mintages, long after the removal

of any possible impediments or restrictions to the adop-

tion of comparatively exalted titles
;
though in the more

independent governmental mintages of 758 a.h. (No. 21)

the i^UaLJl is affected even during the life-time of the

father, and, after his own accession, higher assumptions, and a

more definite approach towards personal hierarchical honors,

are discovered in the metropolitan issues of 766-780 (No. 22),

while special service against the infidels seems to be implied

in the novel intitulation of AiinAjiUl “The conqueror

of the enemies of God,” on the Firiizabad money of 769 a.h.

(No. 23).

But the most interesting details furnished by Sikandar’s

coins are those which illustrate the geographical distribu-

tion of the chief seats of government. Unlike the Northern

Moslems, who, in the difficulty of moving the Eastern

hosts—conventionally deemed essential to an Imperial pro-

gress—over the imperfect highways of Hindustan, confined

themselves ordinarily to one fixed metropolis, the kings of

Bengal enjoyed facilities of river communication almost un-
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precedented : their various capitals, situated within easy dis-

tance of one another, were at all times accessible by water,

—

a differently constructed State barge secured at any season

free approach to the seaboard cities of the Great Ganges or

the towns on the narrow channels of the western streams.

These frequent regal visitations are incidentally recorded on

the coinage of the day, by the insertion of the prefix of

to the name of the selected residence, which term

colloquially marked the presence of royalty within the limits

of the favoured fiscal di^dsion.

Sikandar’s mint cities were five in number—iMo. 2, Firiiz-

dbdd

;

3, Satgaon

;

and 4, Shahr Nan, in Western Bengal

;

with 5, Sondrgaon

;

and 6, Mudzamdbdd, in the Eastern

division of the province.

2. The first-named mint, in addition to the preferential

Hazrat,^ is styled variously Baldat and^j^:s'*“^ ik\b “forti-

fied city,” a specification which probably refers to the separate

though closely proximate citadel of Akddlah, so celebrated in

the military annals of the time (coin No. 26).

3. Satgaon is distinguished by the prefix of <U5^-c (Atrium)

a term which, in India, came to be conventionally used for a

tract or geographical division of country,® a sense which would

well accord with its application to Satgaon, as the third circle

of government of Bengal proper.® In the subsequent reign of

Aazam the mint specification is more directly brought into

“ Prsesentia, Jlajestas
;
urbs, in qua est regis sedes.”

Persian, means “ surface of the earth.” Sir Henry Elliot

remarks, “ The words used before Akbar’s time to represent tracts of country

larger than a Pergztnnah were 1^.;!:!. ,
and

—Glossary of Indian Terms, sub voce, “ Circar.”

® Zia-i-Barni, in introducing his narrative of Tughlak Shhh’s expedition to

Bengal (a.h. 724), speaks of that province as consisting of the three divisions of
” Lakhnauti, Sunargaon, and Satgaon” (p. 4.50, printed edit.).

The Ayi'n-i-Akbari, in the xvi. cent, a.d., thus refers to Satgaon, “ There are

two emporiums a mile distant from each other
;
one called Satgaon, and the other

Hoogly with its dependencies
;

both of which are in the possession of the

Europeans.”—Gladwin, ii. p. 15. See also Eennell, p. 57. Stewart’s Bengal,

pp. 186, 240, 243, 330.

voL. II.—[new series]. 14
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association with, the town itself in the seemingly more definite

localization involyed in the word 4-^ ^

4. Shahr Nau, I suppose to have been the intitulation of

the new city founded near the site of the old Lakhnauti it

is variously denominated as the simple ’Arsat or ^j£-

(populous, richly cultivated).^ This progressively less appro-

priate name may be supposed to have merged into the official

Jannatabad, which follows in Mint sequence.

4. Sondrgaon, as a rule, retains its ancient discriminative

designation of J ,
a title which it eventually had to

cede to its rival Muazamabad.

6. Mudzamdhdd. There is no definite authority for the

determination of the site of this city, which, however,

seems to have been foimded by Sikandar about 758-759 a.h..

' From I --« “amputavit:” hence a . . - « “oppidum, vel potior, praecipua

pars oppidorum.”

* The decipherment of the name of this mint (as Col. Yule reminds me) deter-

mines for medimval geography the contested site of Nicol6 Conti’s Cernove. The
Venetian traveller in the East in the early part of the fifteenth century is re-

corded to have said that “ he entered the mouth of the river Ganges, and, sail-

ing up it, at the end of fifteen days he came to a large and wealthy city called

Cernove. ... On both hanks of the stream there are most charming villas and
plantations and gardens Having departed hence he sailed up the river

Ganges for the space of three months, leaving behind him four very famous cities,

and landed at an extremely powerful city called Maarazia .... having spent

thirteen days ‘ on an expedition to some mountains to the eastward, in search of

carbuncles’ ... he returned to the city of Cernove, and thence proceeded to

Buffetania.”—The travels of Nicolo Conti, Hakluyt Society, London, pp. 10, 11.

See also Purchas, vol. v. p. 508 ;
and Murray’s Travels in Asia, ii. 11.

There are also many interesting details regarding the geography of Bengal,

and a very full and lucid summary of the history of the period, to be found in
“ Da Asia de Joao de Banos” (Lisboa, 1777, vol. iv. [viii.], p. 465 et seq.). At
the period of the treaty of Alfonso de iMello with, “ El Bey Mamud de Bengala”

(the king whom Shir Shfib eventually overcame) the name of Shahr Nau had
merged into the old provincial designation of Gaur, which is described as “ a

principal Cidade deste Eeino he chamada Gouro, situada nas correntes do Gauge, e

dizem ter de comprido tres leguas das nossas, e duzentos mil vizinhos” (p. 458).

Satigam makes a prominent figure on the map, and Sornagam is located on a

large island within theWIelta, the main stream dividing it from Daca, which is

placed on the opposite or left bank of the estuarj-.

More modern accounts of the old city may be found in Purchas, i. 579

;

Churchill, viii. 54 ;
also EeTinell, Memoir of a .Map of Hiudoostan, London,

1788, p. 55; Stewart, p. 44, and in a special work entitled ‘‘The Euins of

Gour,” illustrated with maps, plans, and engravings of the numerous Muham-
madan edifices extant in 1817, by H. Creighton, 4to., London, Black, Parbury

and Allen. See also Elliot’s Glossary of Indian Terms, suh voce, Gour Brahmin.

5 The adjective (derived
,
Coluit) will admit of other meanings, and,

if understood as applying to a town, might signify “ weU-built,” locally Pahkd,
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when his own coins record that he himself asgumed the

title of
,
without trenching upon the superlative

usually reserved for the reigning monarch. I conclude that

there was a gradual migration from the ancient Sonargaon to

the new city, which grew in importance from the govern-

mental centre implied in the (No. 19) of 760

A.H., to the “ the great city of Muazam-

abad” (No. 28) of about 780 a.h., till, on the disappearance

of the name of Sonargaon from the marginal records of the

general currency, the new metropolis appropriates to itself

the immemorial of Eastern Bengal (No. 32 A.)

With a view to keep these brief geographical notices under

one heading, I advert for the moment to No. 7, GMdspur, of

which locality I have been able to discover no trace
;
and

likewise anticipate the due order of the examination of Aazam
Shah’s mint cities in referring to the sole remaining name of

Jannatdbdd, an epithet which is erroneously stated to have

been given by Humayiin to the re-edified Lakhnauti,^ but

which is here seen to have been in use a century and a half

before the Moghuls made their way into Bengal.

The single item remaining to be mentioned in regard to

Aazam’s mints is the substitution of the word ‘U.Ai in lieu

of iAL® as the prefix to Eiruzabad (No. 35), in parallel pro-

gress towards centralization with the Mint phraseology adopted

in the case of Satgaon.

Sikandar Shah lin Il'ids Shah.

No. 17.

Eiruzabad, a.h. 750, 751, 752, 753, 754, 758, 759, 760.

Type No. 1. Ordinary simple obverse, with reverse circular area

and margin.

^ Ayin-i-Akbari, ii. p. 11; Stewart’s Bengal, 124. Bengal itself was called

“The Paradise of Regions.” Ihn Batutah, iv. p. 210, says the

Persians called Bengal “ce qui signifie,” en arabe, “ un enfer

rempli de biens.” Marsden, Num. Orient, p. 578, gives a coin of ’Ala-ud-din

Husain Shah, of a.h. 917, purporting to have been struck at Jannatabad."
- Ao “regio;” also “ oppidum.” The plurals are said to vary, in correspond-

ence with the independent meanings, as and •
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Oev.

Is I—A.—S 1 1

^LkJ J1

Rev.

4

n

Margin,

Sa)4 1 4 1 AJ& hmn J^jj,s

No. 18.

Sonargaon, a.h. 756, 757, 759, 760, 763.

Type No, 2. The usual lettered obverse with circular area and

margin reverse.

Obv.

L5^

c;- J—

^ly j\ iii

Rev.

=l3 ^.U!

1,1

Margin,

A)

No. 19.

Muazamabad, a.h. 760, 761, 763, 764. Plate II. fig. 12.

Variety A.

Margin,

A»LfXiwjj Ai*«) 2fA&

Variety B.

No. 20.

Pi'ruzabad, a.h. 764.
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Ko. 21.

Sonirgaon, a.h. 758, 759.

Type No. 3. As usual,

Obv. Rev.

i\ t) C:

A-lil

Margin as usual.

No. 22.

Kruzabad, a.h. 765, 766, 770, 771, 772, 773, 776, 779, 780.

Type No. 4. Coarse coins, badly formed letters. Obverse, simple

ettered surface. Reverse, circular area.

Obv. Rev.

y\ ^,..,-1^

j-c\j <lJJ1

Margin,

No. 23.

Fi'ruzabdd, a.h. 769.

Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 166 grs. Very rare. PlateII.fig.il.

Type No, 5. Similar design to type 1.
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Obv.

A

i' i)jS xJL-:

Eev.

n

<S Hi

2_Ji

AlJi

ilargin,

^ ^ ^ ^ ^AIH i ^ i AwiifiJ ! AJb

No. 24.

Satgaon, a.h. 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 788. Plate II. fig. 13.

Type No. 6. Diverse, a quadrated scalloped shield, with open

bosses on the margin containing the names of the “four friends,”

the intermediate spaces being fiUed in partially with the king’s

titles.

Reverse, hexagonal star-shaped lozenge, with exterior marginal

legend.

Obv. Rev.

I

UlU

Obverse Margin,

— AJslsr^i y\ JjUJi jJUH

Reverse Margin,

1 The pattern legend of this mint-die seems to have been taken from oral data, as

it is engraved as <jJJl instead of the more critical

The increased facilities of intercourse by sea probably aided the colloquial know-
ledge of Arabic in the estuaries of Bengal

;
while the learned of Dehli had to rely

more upon books and occasional teachers. Ibn Batutah tells us, that Muhammad
bin Tughlak, though pretending to speak Arabic, did not distinguish himself in

the act, while Rdji Ilihs must himself have performed the pilgrimage to Mecca.
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No. 25.

ShahrNau, a.h. 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786. Plate II. fig. 14.

Type No. 7. Obverse, a simple octagon, Tvitli four circlets in the

margin containing the names of the four friends of the Prophet, the

rest of the exergue being filled in with the king’s own titles.

Reverse, a diamond-shaped area with the crossed lines prolonged

to the edge of the piece
;
the lines are slightly scalloped outwards

to form an ornamental field.

Obv. Pet.

lu \ ...n

_U.

A xAsi>~

li aUI

Obverse Margin,

Reverse Margin,

The name of the mint is imperfectly expressed on even the best

specimens, and great latitude has been permitted in the omission or

insertion of entire words in the reverse marginal legend.

Variety A. differs merely in the pattern of the reverse area, which

is ornamented with double instead of single scallops.

No. 26.

Pi'ruzabad, a.h. 780, 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787, 788, 789,

790, 791, 792.

Type No. 8. Obverse, circular area, with a broad margin divided

by circlets enclosing the names of the four friends of the Prophet,

the intermediate spaces being filled in with their titles.

Reverse, octagonal rose scalloped lozenge, with narrow margin.

Obverse,

Margin,

.

As.l jAS.
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Reverse,

Alargin,

A.' 1.4J .^ij ^ ^ AIj ^ 1 S AJb im

No. 27.

Satgaon, a.h. 780.

Variety A. Reverse Margin,

etc. ^ A^aaJI c

No. 28.

Muazamabad (the great city), a.h. ?

Variety B. Mint, i’jJo

No. 29.

Shahr Nan, a.h. 781.

Variety C. Mint, ^jZ-

No. 30.

Col. Guthrie has a gold piece of type No. 8, size vii. and a half,

weighing 158 grains. The coin is inferior in execution to the

ordinary silver money. The letters are badly formed, and the

marginal legend is altogether obliterated.*

No. 31.

Firuzabad, a.h. 781, 782, 783, 784, 785, 786, 787.

Type No. 9. Obverse, circular area, with a broad margin, broken

by small shields containing the names of the four companions of the

' M. Reinaud interpreted the word as Defensor (Journal Asiatique, 1823,

p. 272), in which he is followed by Marsden (ii. p. 567). Sayud Ahmad again, in

his transcript of ’Ala-ud-din’s Inscription of 710 a.h., reproduces the title as

'r-
,
which, in effect, carries a nearly identical meaning

(Asar-ul-sunnadid, p. 58).

’ The only other Bengal gold coins I am at present able to refer to are a well-

preserved pieee of Jdldl-ud-din Fatah Shah bin Mahmud (dated a.h. 890), now in

the possession of Colonel Guthrie, weighing 161.4 grains, and a coin in the B. M.
assigned to ’Alh-ud-din Husain (a.h. 905-927) which weighs 159.5 grains.
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Prophet; the intermediate spaces are filled in with titles which

occasionally pertain to the king, hnt at times exclusively belong to

the Imams. ^

Reverse, hexagonal field
;
narrow margin.

Obv. Ret.

^ 0 .1 ..r' -̂

jya\j AUI

I

‘ 1 -»

Obverse ilargin,

(^) ^J\ jjb (^Uiz) jiUl (^.^)

Reverse Margin,

^1
*‘ ^ aIm) A^^I.a1^1 A^duJl d AJ^ ^

^

X.—A’AZAM SHAH.

The accession of Ghias-ud-din Aazam Sh^ was disgraced

by rebellion against bis own father and coincident open war,

in the course of which Sikandar fell in a general action be-

tween his own and his son’s troops. Native historians are

more than ordinarily obscure in the narration of these in-

cidents, and the dates relied upon are singularly untrust-

worthy when brought to the test of numismatic facts.

Aazam’s initial revolt is admitted to have gained force chiefly

in Eastern Bengal, where his coinage substantially proves his

administrative supremacy, whether as nominally subordinate

or covertly resistant to paternal authority, dating from 772

A.H.,—an increase of power seems to be associated with the

mint record of a hold over Satgaon in 790 a.h., and a real or

pretended occupancy of a portion of the territory of Pandua in

‘ ^1^1 ia many instances is replaced by .to .1 while follows

the name of .
• •
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791, though, the final eclipse of the royal titles of the father

is delayed till 792 a.h.^

Ghi'as-ud-di'n Aazam Shah, bin Sihandar Shah.

Ifo. 32.

Muazamabad, a.h. 772, 775, 776.

Silver. Size, viii^. "Weight, 166 grs. Plate II. fig. 16.

Type No. 1. Obverse, square area occupying nearly the whole

sui'face of the coin, as in the old Dehli pattern.

Reverse, scalloped lozenge, forming an eight-pointed hut con-

tracted star.

Obv. Eev.

iLi jjicl

^lk_J J!

Obverse Margin: On the upper edge,^j^jl; on the left,

;

in consecutive reading at the foot, jjUAc
; and on the right,

Reverse Margin,

Variety A. In one instance J)h»- c:Jj>^ssri supplies the place of

a .aIj 4^

.

There is a doubt about the reading of the word “being hum-

ble;” the^^,^ “Oculus” of Marsden would certainly be preferable in

point of sense, but the forms of the letters of the word scarcely

justify such a rendering, unless we admit of an unusual degree of

even Bengali imperfection in the fashioning these dies.

On two examples of this mintage in silver, the marginal legend

bears the words in clearly cut letters; but I imagine

this seeming anomaly to have arisen from a fortuitous use of the

dies for gold coins, which, in device, were identical with those

employed for the silver money.

1 Stewart supposes that Sikandar met his death in 769 a.h. (p. 89) ;
and an

even more patent error places the decease of Aazam in 775 a.h. (p. 93). The
Tabakat-i-Akbari, which devotes a special section to the history of Bengal,

implies an amiable and undisturbed succession in this instance.
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No. 33.

JannatabM, a.h. 790.

Variety A. Similar obverse with circular reverse.

Mint, jIjIu:?-

Rev. Obv.

Type No. 2. There is a subordinate class of coins, following the

devices of Type No. 1 (in size vii. and upwards), struck from less

expanded dies, and generally of very inferior execution in the

outlining of the letters. These are also from the mint of Mua-
zamabad, and are dated in bungled and almost illegible words

—

UjUj, which may be de-

signed to stand for 770 odd, 778, 780, and 781 respectively.

No. 35.

Firuzabad, a.h. 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 796, 797, 798, 799.

Type No. 3. Size, viii. to viiij. Weight, 166 grs. Plate II. fig. 15.

Obverse, scalloped diamond field
;
broad margin.

Reverse, circular area.

Obv.

j(L*. aU r.l

Eev.

is Cl A—

Obverse Margin,

Reverse Margin,
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The Reverse marginal records vary in the prefix to the name of the

mint from the Kasbah above given, is

^

and. ija:>~ ^
being occasionally used.

No. 36.

Satgaon, a.u. 795, 798.

Variety A.

No. 37.

Satgaon, a.h. 790, 795, 796.

Type No. 4. Obverse, area, a square, with a looped semicircle at

each of the sides, forming a kind of amalgamation of the margin

with the central device.

Reverse, area, a four-pointed star-shaped lozenge
;

the outside

spaces being filled in with the marginal legend.

Obv.

Reverse Margin,

Eev.

^ ^ ^ 1^ 11 1 .^ ij

* Ax*Jl AiS T-y’

No. 38.

Type No. 5. Size, v. Weight, 166 grains.

Obverse, lettered surface.

Reverse, circular area
;
narrow margin.

Obv. Rev.

A—aIj a\

^LL__L*J1

Margin ?

A

aU]

I
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The singular orthography adopted in the rendering of the term

Abdallah, and the substitution of an initial 1 alif in lieu of the gram-

matical <^ain, affords another instance of the ignorance of the local

mint officials, and their tendency to reproduce the approximate sounds

of words, without regard to the true powers of the letters employed.

A vacant space in the final setting up of this article invites

me to extend it so far as to notice a limited series of coins

which have hitherto been erroneously associated with the

mintages of Bengal proper,—I allude to the money of Taj-

ud-din Firuz, whose date has, in like manner, been mis-

apprehended by Marsden (p. 575), and by Mr. Laidlay, who

follows his interpretation (J.A.S.B. xv. p. 330). The subjoined

examples will show that the supposed date of 897 a.h. should

be 807 ;
and the consecutive numbers on the different coins

now cited establish the fact that the potentate whose name they

bear reigned at least from 804 to 823, having a capital entitled

Hdj'idbdd, which may, with sufficient reason, he identified with

the Hdjipur of modern nomenclature. The introductory piece

A. seems to have been issued by Taj-ud-din’s predecessor, and

their several mintages alike depart from the ordinary style of

Bengal coinages in the phraseology and finished execution of

the Arabic legends, as well as in the weights of their curren-

cies, which approximate closely to the full Dehli standard, in

contrast to the reduced southern range of 166 grains.

A. Silver. Size, vii|. Weight, 165 grs. Unique. A.H. 797.

Obv. Eev.

J ill

V
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B. Silver. Size from vi^ to viiij. Weight, 168 grs., the full

and sustained weight of several specimens.

Obv.

^)\ aJw

Bev.

A * f-

Obverse, lettered surface.

Reverse, square area, with imperfect marginal records, usually

consisting of aIjLp-U- with the figured dates at

the foot, ranging onwards from 804 to 807 [Marsden], 810, 813, 814,

818, 819, 820, 822, and 823 a.h.

These coins are chiefly from the collection of the late Sir B.

Jenkins, hut have now passed into Colonel Guthrie’s possession.

Among other rare and unpublished coins, having more or

less connexion with the progress of events in Bengal, I may

call attention to the subjoined piece of Shir Shah (C.), which

seems to mark his final triumph over Humayun in 946 a.h.

and his own assumption of imperial honours in Hindustan.

The gold coin (D.) is of interest, as exhibiting the model

from whence Akbar derived one of his types of money,

which Oriental authors woidd have us believe were altogether

of his special origination, even as they attribute so many of

Shir Shah’s other admirable fiscal and revenue organizations

to his Moghul successor. In coin E. we follow the spread of

Shir Shah’s pow’er northwards to the ancient capital of the

Pathans, and the piece F. illustrates the retention of the

family sway over the other extreme of the old dominion.
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C. Silver. Size, vij. Weight, 163 grs. A.H. 946. WeU

executed Western characters.

Obverse, SijS

Reverse,

D. Gold. Square coin. Weight, 168| grs. Unique. (R. J.

Brassey, Esq.).

Obverse, the Kalimah.

Reverse, 4^3.^ i,W\ aL^ jjUaLj

At the foot,

E. Silver. Size, vii. Weight, 168 grs. Dehli. A.H. 948.

Obverse, Square area. m\m
Margin, the names and titles of the four Imams.

Reverse, Square area. ^33.^ aLa. 2sIA

At the foot,

Margin, * * *

P. Silver. Size, viii. Weight, ? Satgaon, a.h. 951 (from the

collection of the late G. H. Preeling, Bengal C.S.)

Circular area, j
<si3./» aL>- ^UaLj ilA

A) IA j !Sj^\
^ j

AillaLj

Margin,
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Mint

No.

7.

GMaspiir

iv.

Bahadur

Shah,

730

a.h.

Mint

No.

8.

Jannatahhd

x.

Aazam

Shih,

790

a.h.
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Art. VIII.

—

Specimen of an Assyrian Dictionary. By

Edwin Norris, Esq., Hon. Sec.

The folio-wing paper is a Specimen of what pretends

to be no more than a Skeleton Dictionary of the Assyrian

Language, which the few who know anything of the matter

-will assuredly expect to find incomplete, and often erroneous.

The compiler, though well aware that such expectation will

not be disappointed, believes that no apology is requmed

;

for many years must necessarily elapse before an approach

can be made to completeness in such a work, and the best

Assyrian decipherers are the most assured of the vague

character of their interpretations, whenever the subject goes

much beyond plain narration, or whenever words of infre-

quent occurrence are made use of. He ought rather, with

Semitic knowledge limited to a superficial acquaintance

with Hebrew, and -with but little leism-e, to apologize for

venturing at all upon such an attempt; but ha-ving got

together a very large number of words while assisting

Sir Henry Rawlinson in the preparation of inscriptions for

publication, and being, moreover, of opinion that a work

like the present, which requires little more than persevering

industry, will never be compiled by men of greater powers

who are better employed, he was un-willing that his labom.’

should be thrown away, and hopeful that it might be of

some use. He believes that his compilation may serve

as a repository in which Assyrian students may jot down

their difficulties, and where they may occasionally look for

help, by collatmg passages containing the words they are

VOL. IL—[new series.] 15
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investigating. He only asks credit, in the words of an

early critic lately reprinted, for “ his diligence in breaking

“ the yce, and givinge Kghte to others, who may moore

“ easely perfecte then begyne.”*

If the Specimen given should be thought satisfactory,

the compiler would propose to commence at once the printing

of the whole Dictionaiy
;
and he hopes that our Rawlinsons

and Hinckses will gradually fill up deficiencies, and correct

the errors wliich they will certainly find m most pages

;

he scarcely ever looks over the sheets liimself without

making additions, and, he trusts, improvements.

He has to acknowledge, with thanks, much valuable

help fi’om Dr. Hincks in a considerable part of tliis Specimen,

and he feels bound to declare that he is indebted for almost

everything he knows of Assyrian to the direct communi-

cations or to the writings of Sir Henry Rawlinson.

* Francis Tliynne’s Animadversions, &c., page 9 ; reprinted in 1865.

The arrangement of Words written with a syllabary must

always be more difficult than with au alphabet
;
but with the

Assyiian syllabary, encumbered as it is by monograms, determi-

natives, polyphones, tmpronounceable proto-Babylonian symbols,

and varying orthography, the difficulty is greatly increased. We

must work by compromise, and sometimes elude a difficulty we

cannot conquer. After trying and giving up several schemes,

the compiler has adopted the following :•

—

Words are arranged according to the order of the Hebrew

alphabet, and no notice is taken of inherent unwritten vowels,

or of the complementary vowels following them, which serve at

most only to lengthen the syllable. Thus, Tf*"! ur'] is
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entered as BR, [e mu u¥\ as EMK, *-<!>-<

[as tf\ as ST,
y|[ ^y|y^

or Jiyyy^ yy
[a ga, a ga a] as AG,

^y yy *~t^y ^ sat. .«^*->^y is entered as H.

^yy, which appears to be etymologically equivalent to V,

is often used as a complementary vowel to a syllable with inherent

f, and is transliterated as e.* As Assyrian writing made no

distinction between the hard and soft sounds [surds and sonants] of

final consonants, using only one form for ab and ap, one for wy,

uk, and uq, &c., such consonants are always arranged as soft

[sonants], mainly because b, g, d, come before p, k, t, in the

alphabet. Polyphones wiU also be entered under their earliest

initial;
^yyy

for example, which may be read dan, kal, or lib,

will come under D. This rule, limiting each character to one

place, is in accordance with our own usage : we place Gains and

Cicero under C, although the initial sound of one is k, of the

other s ; and the words physic, psalm, ptisan, and paper, appear

in our dictionaries under P, although pronounced with initial

/, s, t, and p. An exception to the rule of taking the earliest

letter of the alphabet, is made when the polyphone is a character

of the ordinary syllabary, and likewise when the polyphone has

usually one soimd only, any other being rarely found.

In this way the student will generally know where to look

for any given word
; the few which remain doubtful will be placed,

if the initial be known, at the end of the class of words having that

initial ;
other doubtful words wiU be put at the end of the Dictionary.

In all this the notation for purposes of arrangement must be dis-

tinguished from the transhteration, which will be mentioned presently.

• It is curious that when the Jews write German in Hebrew letters,

they have for centuries represented the vowel « by making der Mensch
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In the body of the work the compiler, of course, begins each

paragraph with the word to be explained —he will give it first

in the cuneiform character, in all the forms he has noted, and

then in Roman letters ; the English equivalent will follow, and

any cognate word known to him in another Semitic language,

lie will (juote one or more phrases containing the word in

question, with a literal translation, word for word; when he is

unable to read or translate a passage, he must leave it for

more advanced students. The cuneiform character may be occa-

sionally omitted in these phrases, to save room and avoid repetition,

when the original is published in some work easily procurable.

He apprehends that this plan will exhibit pretty clearly the limits

of his knowledge, but he disclaims any pretence of knowing all,

or even a very large pi'oportion of all that is known ; he has not

read carefully, with the idea of preparing a dictionary, even all

that is in print, and not a twentieth part of what remains on the

clay slabs, which may be fairly termed “ in manuscript.”

The verbs will follow separately, with classified examples of

all the forms which the compiler has recorded, together with any

obvious nominal derivatives, which may be referred to the earlier

part of the Dictionary.

He has included in his plan the names of persons and places,

which may be useful historically and geographically
;
also extracts

from syllabaries and bilingual lists, sometimes fragmentary, mostly

without any attempt at explanation. Some groups of characters

may also be found which are no words at all, but only parts of

one or more words from sentences of which he could make

nothing.

The transliteration will be, so far as practicable, the most

usual representation of the Hebrew letters, with the phonology
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of which language that of the xVssyrian appears to have a greater

analogy than with that of any other Semitic idiom. The H, 13, D,

and y, will be distinguished from H, H, IT, and T, by a dot

below—h, t, s, and z; the ambiguous characters rei)resenting

both m and v will be made m or v, as accordant with etymology

;

in doubtful cases m will be preferred. What is called mimmation.

will be made by a hue over the vowel so affected, e.g,,

will be made ta, lU &c.

Accad or proto-Babylonian words will be generally rendered

as if they were Assyrian, and left to take their chance in that

form ; with the exception of a few of frequent occurrence, whose

Assyrian equivalents are well known from vocabularies and variant

readings, and which could not be conveniently transliterated, such as

(heaven), yom (day), eni (eyes), uzni (ears), (hands), naru

(tablet), huraz (gold), kasyu (silver), and perhaps a few more.

No positive rule can be laid down, but iir any imcertainty both

forms will be given; there is no doubt whatever, strange as it

may appear, that the Assyrians in such cases wrote a word itr

one language and pronounced it in another.* Determinatives before

* This we ourselves do when we write “ viz.” and pronounce it “ namely.”

It appears from the following French translation of a passage in the “ Fihrist
”

by Mens, de Quatremere, that this was also done by another eastern nation, many
centuries ago :

—“ Les Perses out aussi un alphabet appele zewaresh, dont les lettres

“ sont tantot lides, tantot Isoldes. Le vocabulaire se compose d’environ mille mots,

“ et ils s’en servent pour distinguer les expressions qui ont une forme semblable.

“ Par exemple, quiconque' veut dcrire le mot geuscht, qui, en arabe, signilie lahni

“ (chair), dcrit bisra., qu’il prononce gouscht

;

si Ton veut dcrire Tian qui signifle pain.^

“ on trace le mot lahm, que Ton pronouce nan. II en est ainsi des autres mots,

“ a I’exception de ceux qui n’ont point besoin d’etre ddguisds, et que Ton dcrit comme
“ ils se prononoent.”—Joiini. Asiat. Paris. March, 1835. p. 266. This refers, of,

course, to the so-called Pahlavi language.

which will be written nahr (river), same
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proper names will be generally omitted in transliteration, and the

name printed with a capital letter. Throughout the work a normal

character will be used, as near to the older Assyrian forms as the

disposable typographical arrangements Avill admit
;
consequently all

the hieratic and the more recent Babylonian and Persian words will

be written in the same ancient alphabet.

Beh. .

.

1 Beltis

2̂ it

Birs

Bl. St. .

.

B.M. .

.

Botta .

.

Br.Cyl.

Br. Obel.

E.I.H.

Esar

Gyges ..

1 Mich.

3 „

Monolith

Nabonid.

Neb. Bab.

Keb. Gr.

List of Abbreviations used in Referring to Inscriptions.

Behistun Inscription, in Journ. R..\.S., 1851.

E. I., Yol. II, Sh. 66. To Beltis as Goddess of War.

.
. „ „ „ E.\ecution of Susian Chiefs.

.. „ Yol. I, Sh. 51. No. 1. Nebuchadnezzar, from Birs Nimrud.

„ „ Sh. 49, 50. Lord Aberdeen’s Black Stone

;

Esar Haddon.

Layard’s Inscriptions, published by the British Museum in 1850;

the figure preceding denotes the number of the sheet, the

following figure shows the line.

.. From Botta’s Monument de Ninive. 1849-1850, Paris. When
a double reference is given, the second denotes

Oppert’s Inscription, printed in the Journal

Asiatique, Paris, 1863.

E. I., Yol. I, Sh. 69. Nabonidus. Fragments.

. . „ „ Sh. 28. Sardanapalus.

„ „ Sh. 53-64. Nebuchadnezzar. First published by

the Hon. East India Company, in 1807.

„ „ Sh. 45-47. Annals of Esar Haddon.

. . Notice of Gj’ges, King of Lydia, from a fragment ofAssurbanipal.

Not published.

.. E. I., Yol. I, Sh. 70. A block of basalt, usually called Michaux’

Stone. First published in Millin’s Monuments
Antiques Inedits

;
Paris, 1802.

1 Two similar stones, in the British Museum, in Hieratic. Not

j
published.

. . E. I., Yol. I, Sh. 27. Sardanapalus, in British Museum.

„ „ Sh. 68. Cylinder of Nabonidus, from Mugheir.

. . ., „ Sh. 52, No. 3. Nebuchadnezzar, from Babylon.

. . „ ., Sh. 65, 66. Ditto. First published by Grotefend,

Gottingen, 1848.
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Neb. Senk.

Nebi Yun.

Nerig.

Obel. ..

New Div.

1 Pul. .

.

Rich .

Sarg. .

Sard. .

Sen. B.

Sen. Gr.

Sen. T.

Sh. Ph.

St.

Tig. .

.

Tig. jun.

R. I., Vol. I, Sh. 51, No. 2. Ditto, from Senkereh.

„ „ Sh. 43, 44. Sennacherib, from Nebi Yunus.

„ „ Sh. 67. Cylinder of Neriglissar, from Babylon.

L. I., Sh. 87-98. Nimrud Obelisk, Shalmaneser.

Monolith of the same King. Not published.

All in R. Ins., Vol. T, Sh. 35. No. 3 was first printed in L. Ins.,

No. 70, with some slight difl'erences.

R. I., Vol. I, Sh. 52, No. 4. Nebuchadnezzar. First published

in Rich’s Babylon and Persepolis, 1839 ; PI. 9.

„ „ Sh. 36. Sargina, from Khorsabad.

„ „ Sh. 17-26. Annals of Sardanapalus.

Sennacherib, on four large slabs, in British Museum. Not

published.

Sennacherib. Published by Grotefend, Gottingen, 1850.

R. I., Vol. I, Sh. 37-42. Sennacherib, from Koyunjik. Taylor's

Cylinder.

. „ „ Sh. 29-34. Shamas-Phul or Shamas Vul. From
Nimrud, Hieratic.

L. I., Sh. 1-11. The Standard Inscription of Sardanapalus.

R. I., Vol. I, Sh. 9-16. Annals of Tiglath Pileser I.

„ Vol. II, Sh. 67. „ „ „ II.

*^* In the above List L.I. refers to Layard’s Inscriptions,

printed in 1850 ;
and E.I. to Rawlinson’s Inscriptions, in 2 vols.,

1861 and 1866.

The smaller Inscriptions of the Persian empire will be designated i).y

capital letters, as is done in the publications of Westergaard, and by the number.s

in Kawlinson’s Memoir, Journ. R.A.S., 1845.

Many additions and corrections were communicated by Sir H. Rawlinsoii

while this specimen was preparing for the press
;

they are denoted by the

letter R.



Conventional Alphabet for the Arrangement of Words in the Dictiona,ry.

A
T?-

B ba, bi, bu, f:S:y ab, T^TT ib,

G j^yyi^
ga, >^yy^ gi, gu, ag, >-y<y^ jg, ug.

D ^yy da, ^y^ di, ^y du, J^^y ad, ^^y id, -^y ud.

H V b, or or hiatus. ^

Z za, »^yy'^ zi, ^yy zu, az, t:y iz, '^>-y<y uz.

H !;< ha, 4 U, ^y<y hu, ^^^yyy t, -fy;^- uh.

T I K m^T tu.—I i, jr^y; ya.—k <M

L -^y la, li, lu, jrt<j ai, ^^yy ii, <;-y^ ui, ^>r it.

M *py ma, y«- me, (^XX- ™i, am, 4^>^yy im, t^yyy um.

N KV"y na, ni, nu, >->-y an, 1°’ ^ItT

S E sa, ^ly si, su.

—

E jiyy e.

P Z ^ pa, -^y>- pi, pu. Z Sr^yy zi, zu.

Q >^y qa, T^JJ qi, qu-

R ^J.yy ra, ^yyi ri, ^ ru, <y^.yyi ar, ^ ir, TH, ^-yy ur.

S V’ *iIT
®a, V' se, <^y,- si, ^y, J

su, ^ as, is, ^y us.

T ^yyy ta, '!<‘^y te, >-<y>-< ti, ta. tr.
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A.
ly,

in Scythic
,

equivalent to a or ha.

Dr. Hineks, in the Report of the British Association, 1857, page 136.

derives the character from drops of water

;

sounded in Accadian a or hwa,

the meaning would be water; sounded pur, river; as in Purrat, Euphrates.

1 It /!-. 'II4 t9T[ <’ %'• 562-

t Vv A SON, much used in filiation, and pronounced pal, or

bal. The full pronunciation was ablu, in const, abil.

y y yy
Merodach-bal-adan.—Esar. ii. 32.

V T Vi T" Vi T Tf -!T.

Agusi, of Aramu, son of Agusu.^'—Obel. 130.

yy yy
would be son’s son, as q y? in T D

H la- pal pal sa Mutaggil Neho, grandson of

Mutaggil Nebo.—Tig. vii. 45.

Thy tents (I

)

son of Babel, or perhaps, 0 Babel.—Sen.T. v. 23, 24.

I do not know the phonetic power of

probably had a final dental, being followed by in Sen.T. i. 22,

and V. 29.

H Tt . It
father.—

V

ol. II, pi. 31, ii. 28.

Cf. also
11 11 ^ 11

—Vol. II, pi. 32, ii. 59.

A"H1 11 11 .. .. «>•

* I usually put a name in the nominative case in the translation, when I think

I am sure of it, but the distinction of cases is not always clear to me.
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^ WATER, written phonetically mie, Heb.'O, is

generally in the plural, but when folloM^ed by was perhaps

sounded miat; it is, however, more commonly followed by
J.

If yy y^ ^^y ^y ^yyy^> inadu,

into waters shall cast (moisten R.).—Tig. viii. 65.

y][ ^^»-y ^ V yy y^’ >^uzu sa mle,

place of exit of toaters.—Obel. 69,

!? 1- 1! S 1- I ,
mie iiahri-su, ivaters of his rivers .

—

Botta 151, 22 (10)= 130.

yy y^^ >-Il|Yyy mie nakbi, water-courses.—Botta 151,

20 (8)= 128.

I!K ^1 !? -<l-< !!

^yyy y*^ ^^yy ^ >^<y'^<j miat-su nadi

kazuti ana zumme-ya lu asti ; of its flowing iwuuseous ivaters

for my thirst I drank.—Sen. T. iii. 80.

Doubtful
;

see
V'lp

Gen. xxvii. 4G. Hincks reads “ Its clear waters

were abundant for my thirst when I drank.”—Polypli. p. 4 ). Rawlinson

suggests “ the muddy overflow of its waters for my thirst I drank.”

^fiyy
yy ^^^y ^ yy y<«, radu sa mie, tempest of the

waters.—Nab. Brok. Cyl. ii. 57. Cf. Birs. ii. 1.

Esar. iii. 54. Sard. ii. 132 ;
iii. 32, 136. Sh. Ph. iv. 25, 29.

T! H tvater of gods = rain.
y; „y y,<. 7 y;

k- <y-£n iv mie iii sa mie iii Qzunnu sa

zunni] salgu, much rain and snow.—Sen. T. iv. 77. Given

repeatedly as =^1!! -f-
in the meteorological tables.—R.

I! R- *=£1,
waters of the Turnat .

—

Obel. 76; 15BM24. Name of a town in Kardunias, written

V tyy XA^ *=eT in Sh. Ph. iv. 4. The river

Turnat is mentioned in 1. 9. Torna of the Arabs, and Tornadatus

of Pliny.—R.
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y; -yyj -yy;.-! Mich. i. 3. Oppert reads Mi Kaldas

(Gyndas, Diala). Tal., Ami kalkal (Tigris) ;
but see Vol. II,

pi. 51, 1. 31.

H 1!.
suffixed, mj ; more commonly cCff.

-II I- Tb bili-a, my lords.—Sh. Ph. iv. 6.

^^yy y<«< yy, mn-a, my yoke (my feet).—Ibid.

»-<y>-< yy? ummanati-a, my soldiers .

—

Sh. Pb. iv. 25.

lyyy-^ ^rff^ Tt’
hand.—Birs. i. 14.

A A
yy yy ,

ai, the female power of the sun.

JfrI • -I ^1 <H£H -I I! Tr
• • ^THIT

Bit . . ana Shams va Ai . . epus, a house . . for the sun and

for I made.—Neb. Gr. ii. 40, 42.

See Kawlinson’s Herodotus, Vol. I, p. 612. See also E. Insc.,

Vol. II, pi. 57. i. 11-32, for the twentj' names of this goddess.

t T? lb negative particle, usually of deprecation, let it not, be

it not, perhaps the Hebrew ; Job. xxii. 30; 1 Sam. iv. 21.

T! 1? cE <P -^1 <M -lib ai isi nakiri, may I

not have enemies.—E.I.H. x. 15 ; Neb. Bab. ii. 31.

-£2i T? T1 <M1I -£0.
mugallitu ai arsi [^arli].—Neb. Bab. ii. 31.

El- -Eia -<i-< 1? 11 <1—n<i <1-
ai arsi.—E. I. H. x. 16.

These readings are doubtful. A comparison of the concluding

lines of E.I.H. of Neb. Gr. and of Neriglissar, may, perhaps, suggest

a translation to a good Semitic scholar. Dr. Hincks's copy of

Neb. Bab. ii. 31, has
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y} y} ^ V Tt A j Irsa hiditi.—

Nabon. ii. 29 ; Brok. Cyl. ii. 27. In Br. Cyl. i. 23, we have

the same sentence, with the word printed ^ y^ ^>^y>

irsan.

Dr. Hincks would translate “ may he not give way to sinners

perhaps agree or consort with sinners.

T? T? tn M -ITT- £^rf Tt V’ - ipp-kd

ida-sa, may its ivalls (?) not he broken.—Sen. B. iv. 43= 42 BM 53.

If T?.
followed by umma, which is like the Latin cunque, or

Sanscrit chiya, means any one lohatever (cf. Heb.),

“ 11 If fITIl £! »=£
’

I ’i-

II Eetl .11 <t]i + <k £!

£l M I ^I 4 -IT<I ^11

If I
n*~T, aiumma ina libbi-

sunu asar-su ul umassi ma susub-su ul idi ma hire nahr-su

ul izkur ; any one among them its site not touched, and its

restoration not undertook, and the digging of its water not laboured

at.—Sarg. 36.

If II fiTfi -El -“I Ml- If -^i »^iinEk

ElK Ml -A^l ^ -ii<i -< tn -<k< *gii

t)-El A"flf AS Ml -< MU -eQ clf £H <cl^

>=£ Kry yy ey^ :^y <^y^ ^..yyy jyy
aiumma ina libbi-sunu ana bit rab garbi-su tamu ribat

biluti-sa nin ah^r, subat sulesu ul ida, libbus ul ihsus;

any one among them to the imlace therein in the height of its

power (?) stayed not, the seat of its buildings knew not, into it

ventured not.—Sen. Gr. 40 —Some words doubtful.
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ytTT MT MT ^ ^TT T^TT W< }} >7^

Ml ^ -yy<T lai fell

1? y? 5#yyy t:^. Lu aklu, lu nuturda, lu hazannu, lu

muserisu, lu tiggallu, lu aiumma ;
whether aklu, or nuturda^

or hazannu, or muserisu, or tifjgallu, or any one vdiatever .

—

2 Midi. i. 33.

MI 'i- =5 El! Hf -E -EE! =!!!t

<;ptn MT !=ync !! !? eg!!! ’Ey; w nutur<k,

lu itii, va lu aiumma; vihether naturda, or itu, or any one

whatever.—1 Mich. ii. 6.

All these Acoadian words appear to designate classes of men
;
some

additional appellations occur in a like passage in 3 Mich. iii. 8—14.

H •
• !M! as a termination, makes a gentile noun, signifying

the people, or country, or city, as preceded by the respective

determinative 'X*', or >-^11 •

"^y yf y? -s "^y >w y? y^
tur Parsai, a Persian, son of a Persian.—N. R. 6, 7. In the

Persian, Parsa, Parsahya putra.—1. 13, 14.

*^y E^yy yy yy* Medm.—N.R. H; Beh. 14,

16, 23, 26, 43, 47, &e. In Persian, Mada.

1 Pul. 7 ; Botta 145,5 = 17; 147,5 = 65; Sen. T. ii. 30; Sarg. 14, 30;

Esar. iv. 9, 22.

‘^*~*“y »^y yy yy^ Mahhai, Moah.—Sen. T. ii. 53 ;

Tig. jun. 60.

^1
?

V

^y ^^yy yy yy» Azdudai, Ashdod.

—

Sen. T. ii. 51.

tV cE© -Etw -^! !? !! -<h<.
Sal Dur Sarginaiti, a woman of Dur-Sargina.—1 Mich. i. 1 4.

The final ti represents the oblique case, feminine.
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AAB y? yy j.^y, yy yy yy yy % a^ab,

st. const., aibi, aibut, pi. ENEMY. Heb.

T? y? ^^y <M. ayab Babel, enemy of

Babylon.—Esar. ii. 43. yy
^|T<y

yy yy ^1^5 zalbat aibi,

smiter of enemies.—Tig. i. 8. tzTTT
yy yy ^y

var. y, kasid aibi-su, capturing his enemies.—Sard. i. 40.

>-^T»-| ^TTT
yy yy ^y tasid aibut Assur,

capturing the enemies of Assur.—Sard. i. 28.

Tig. i. 11; Sard. i. 15; E.I.H. vi. 39; Kerig. i. 27.

yy yy :r.::yy *iiy t|yyy, Aibursabs.-

E.I.H. V. 38.

yy yy itl til t^yyyj^-ibid. v. 45 .

T? Vj IV *111 V. 15.

If Tt IV ’ll! <y-M—Ibid. yii. 46.

yy yy 5.^ —n ’ll! ^m-^erig. h. 17 ;

Rich. i. 22.

1? 11 eV Ell <H£[I “EllH ^1 sIllT

eg 5?f tlflt Ktn tE -^1

T*~TT ^y>- Aiibursabu sa Nabiupaluzur ina libni

ipsivu, Aihursahu which Nahopolassar in brick had extended .

—

E. I. H. vii. 46.

A piece of water near Babylon, often connected with jafe Babel, the

mound of Babylon. Probably an artificial pond, lined with brick.

Dr. Hincks would read this name Aya-ipur-fapu, “let not the edge

crumble,” connecting ipvr with dust. May it not be rather from

the verb to break in pieces ?—See Oppert’s note in E. M. p. 290.
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AB |y
abu, nom., abi, gen., FATHER.

Heb.
T

Nom.—1? H abu ili, father of gods.—42BM52 ;

Botta 152, 23=167 ;
Obel. 4.

Gen.—
yy yy <^ysy::

alidi-ka, of the

father begetting thee.—Birs. ii. 27

.

y Y y Y
alidi -ya, of the father

begetting me.—E.I.H. vii. 12.

Di is not on the printed copies, but it is clear on the slab.

*^y yy ^ tima abi va ummi, like a

father and a mother.—K. 66, quoted by Oppert, Joum. Asiat.

Aug.-Sept. 1857, p. 172.

Abi appears to be irregularly my father in the nom. case

in the following ;

^.<^y >-<y>-< ^jy yy ^y, itti sa abi ipusu,

with what my father did.—E.I.H. v. 51.

£ll -B ^ T?

^y ^yyy^ It
Nabupalhuzur abi

banu-a ipusu'^; which Nabopolassar, my father begetting me.,

made.—E.I.H. iv. 71.

-<h< ^n? 1? -m £iT

J:yy C:y ^yT
igzum ezniq, with the

fortress my father had dama/jed I joined.—E.I.H. v. 30.

—

Doubtful.
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Aba,

tn <1
- -y.

T{ £1 £:] V- -TTft T?

sa N. aba banii-a ina libni ipsivu,

which Nabojwlassar, the father he^etting wie, in brick had extended.

—

E. I. H. vii. 48.

Dr. Hincks suggests that a in aba, is my^ in this passage.

T -t] y{
Syl. 92.

is very generally used for abu, Jather.

t T?
Abu, the fifth month (Heb on a slab con-

taining all the months, written phonetically. Usually written

—See Neb. Yun. 42.

t T? .£!. Aba, some law officer. Accadian.

yy ^y fy Ty>
Assyrians.—Vol. II,

Sh. 31. 1. 64.

yy ^y *^y yy yy^ -^^a of the Arameans.— 1. 65.

The ofiBcer who signs the legal tablets, treated of by Sir Henry

Eawlinson, in Joum. E.A.S. 1864, is so called.—See p. 246 of Journal,

where it is rendered judye.

^ yy
tifry ^y, abba (habba). The SEA.—Any large river?

ITTf -EET -!? A-E ==irfH 1? &+£4 £4
If <!!?= ^llf -^1 -^1 < If £\ Eh ^f,
istu ebirtan nahr Tiggar adi Libnana va habba rabte, from

the passage of the river Tigris to Lebanon and the great sea .

—

Stand. 8. Nearly the same in Sard. ii. 127.

-EEf Tf £l clf -<h< in
K^*_-yy >->-y "^y ^y*"^ habba eliniti sa salam Shamsi,

from the upper sea of the setting sun.—Sen. T. i. 13.

Tig. iv. 4. .50, 99; vi. 4.9. Sard. iii. 85. Br. Ob. i. 3. Neb. Yun. 21.
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MU ^T? T?
-

ina ebirtan habba, which (is) in the crossing of the sea.

—

Neb. Yun. 21.

4 ^j^TT - !} j^5=T >^T -b
nabira in babba rabte iduk, a porpoise in the great sea he

hilled.—Brok. Ob. i. 3.

^

sn -W ^T? < T? £T K-
istamdahu sate ii habbai, Imtdi passed over mountains and seas .

—

N. Div. i. 10. A parallel passage in 12BM9 has tcimdte.

^ yy
abba, f., CAMEL. Accadian.

T? «T 1- V £T 11 11

t^yy *^yy<y ^y*~ ^”^1’ habbai sa sunai ziri-sina, camels

which two (are) their hacks.—^Obel. Epig. 1 and 3.

To judge from the Hebrew CD'jinity) shen-habbim, ivory, habba

should be elephant, but',the obelisk with its figures is decisive ; we have

a similar confusion in the Gothic ulband, for a camel-, also in the

Slavonic dialects. It would appear, from several parallels cited by

Sir Henry Rawlinson, that gammal and habba are used indiscriminately

;

the former word being Semitic, the latter Accadian.—See Vol. II, p. 44, iii,

1. 6 and 7. But in pi. 31, i. 54, 55, we have the
y^ ^^y ^y

y,
apparently contrasted.

If 11 11
>-<, abub, const, abubi, obi., CORN.

—

Heb.
• T

y? "^y yy< >“yy<yi abub utharl, green corn

of battle, i.e., warriors.—Tig. i. 50 ; v. 43. Sickle of war.—R.

<M *^T Tt ^ ^T<T
abubi ashup, like a heap of corn I swept away.—Tig. iii. 75

;

V. 100. 13BM11.

iz^'j yy
Lip abubi, giver of corn .—Sb. Ph. i. 10.

VOL. n.— [NT!W series.] 16
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T -ITf- lH! . . It
394.

]fy ^»- tyy<? abubis, adv., like corn.
I

Jy
^»-

^ItT’
rizi-su abubis asbun, his

helpers like corn I swept.—Neb. Yun. 7.

Abubis appears to be used in Tig. ii. 78, instead of abubi.

ly »^y ^y^ abunanis, adv., like a field

of corn.

X- Ml V- T? £1 =T! m -Wi-

mat-sunu abubanis asbun ;
their country like a field of corn I

swept.—Obel. 158. See Obel. 21 ; 12BM14.

«I £y -p tin-
Bana.—E.I.H. i. 27.

abbanu, I teas made (1).

See Verbs.

Niphal of

ABG T? -W -<!-<’ I! -T<K
abikti, obi., abikta, acc., DEFEAT ; a frequent variant is

<F<T an Accadian word.

'

T! i£lTf V Hf SB
abikta-sunu lu askun, their defeat I effected.—Tig. i. 76.

Tf -<T-< elin £! =S: ^ fel -7^.

abikti ummani-su liskunu, the defeat of his troops may they

effect.—Tig. viii. 81.

I do not see why the oblique case is put here.

yj
ivy^

^y^y^ j£yyy.-Sard. iii. 39.

yy >^y<y^ ^<y,^<._N. dw. i. 38 .

See also Tig. iii. 23; iv. 17 ;
v. 76, 89; viii. 81.
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ABD
y} ^<, abat, PETITION. ^ i&m>

abat tur-sal sarri, petition of the daughter of the king.

A small unpublished slab, 1. 1. Usually "^y.—R-

T *=in=^ . ^<x

.

ri ‘-s'- 26>-

rxinted copy imperfect; a fresli fragment has been found recently.

ABi yf ^y ^^yy^ abaya. Proto-Babylonian.

SUIT <" T? . T1 >ET

Vol. II, pi. 37, i. 6.

1? u<r . e=in p p u? . !? >£T

Vol. II, pi. 37, i. 56.

Dmme mee, mother of waters; perhaps ^effcon.—R.

t£!l-

^£11-

ABL >:t:y ^^^y, yy ^iZ^^yy, ablu, n., aWl, con., A SON.

f:f:y ^^i;y kenu, eldest son,

var. —Rirs. ii. 16. See p. 6.

yy jzz^^yy ^^y ^^lyy? abu-su kinu, hu

eldest son.—^E.I.H. i. 33 ; vii. 28.

n !y
abal, title of an Official.—Vol. II, pi. 31, 1. 80.

This title is Accadian.—R.

H R 1? -<
. R m •wu.-

Vol. II, pi. 37, ii. 63. Abulli is proto-Babylonian.

ABM jry
, yy y^, abime, wood of some sort. Hincks

suggests doubtfully abies.

S^y yy y*- aWme

kulab babi ema.d, wood for posts of gates he placed.—Esar. vi. 2.
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ABN abn, STONE
; Van Sard. iii. 55, 63.

is phonetically tag, or tak.

-sk-

iltakkanu, var. iltakanu.—Sard. i. 30.

1^ CEP -f= CE Ml
abni zipa ina eli-su azru, stones firm upon it I laid

do 2vn.—Tig. vi. 14. A variant omits y^.

»-»-y ^yy|[ y^ ^ ^y y^<, lamassi sa abni, sacred

figures of stone.—Esar. v. 41.—R.

T -ET *=4 -eT . -T cyp
. ^eT p-

See Esar. v. 41 ; vi. 53. Sen. T. vi. 52 ;
and Rawlinson’s note in

J. K. As. Soc., 1864, p. 240.

>-^yy ^f^y 5fjp-^y yy yy^ Tel Almai, Mound of stones!'

Name of a citg near Orfaand Arbela. See Rawlinson’s Herodotus,

Vol. I, p. 466.

Determ, yyy' TM y^ ^ :^^y 5=^y +>
IV urmahi sa admas, four lions of adamant (?)—Br. Ob. ii. 17.

ABS yy ,j^, abusa, var. abubusa ; stable, manger.

Heb.
;

granary, Heb.

pr _<y»< V- I yy ,1m -£Ey 'A ’h"

cyyyc cyyyc cyyy.-sa,a. i. r.

Dr. Hincks has collated many copies, and has not seen one with the

omission of the second He has seen one copy with
>Jppf.

beginning a line, which would militate against the above meaning. I

do not understand the passage.

cyyyy yy v- -yiTf Ek -II -<T-< ^Ell
Bit Abusate, sa bit rab biluti-ya

;
Bit Ahusate, which is the palace

of my lordship).—Brok. Obcl. ii. 1.
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ABE
^ ,

Abaeni, a country of Nairi .

—

Tig. iv. 79.

ABQ
yy

Abuqu, « dty of SusiavAXy

[<7^r H with several other towns.—Sard. i. 46.

ABR
yf

Heb.

var.
|y

"^y*" ^yyy ,
strengthening.

V “El -El T? <T^ m
£:y y

*^5
abir salimmate, la adiru tukmate, strengthening the

peaceful, not sparing opposition.—R. Sard. i. 19 ; St. 13.

Dr. Hincks would read “not fearing opposition..”

T! -ni- abari, mighty deeds.—0pp.

*^>-y t^^y ly *^ii yy *^y *^yy^y’ ^mib hi aban,

Ninih, lord of mighty deeds.—Oppert’s Harem Inscription, I. 1 ;

E. M. p. 333.

11 • ^ i; .£| Syl. 726.

H T? E0. abars, a metal classed with iron, tin, dec.—0])pert

makes it antimony.—Botta 152, 16= 160.

The Gold Tablet in the Expedition en Mesopotamie, p. 343, has

«T “T 1! ee. which Dr. Oppert reads as

one word, i.e., puyak, antimony ; but we have in Botta

>->~y ^"^y *“*”'y
yy

anna, anbar, abars ; lead,

iron (?), antimony. A Bilingual slab has anna=anaku

;

Heb. lead .—E.

^ |y
>y~ *^yy tyyy?: ^ y:., Abarsihunl, a country of

Nairi.—Tig. iv. 82. Amassihuni.—R.
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H Tf + >-<y>-<, abarti, ac7'oss, over, along, from Heb.

-::H !? 1? ^Tf -n<I n + -<l-<

Etii t£i ^<v< tint E^n -B <M M.
makat agurri abarti Buratti urakkisu ; buttresses of hrich along

the E^iphmtes he co7is\nicted.—E.I.H. v. 8.—R.

ABT
y][

>^<y>^< >^y<y^ ^^Wtlgna, ivitu other

towns of the country of Kahn'i.—Sarg. 28.

Botta 14G, 21=57 imperfect. Oppert refers to 139, 10, and 140, 1.

1 do not remember seeing any of the following pronouns in documents

older than those of the Persian period

:

AO
T! y?, Ti A-l Tf s^TIT-

Tt ‘‘o''*’
^His.

If -TIT^ Tf V T -T? I sa anku

ebusu, this which I have done.—Bek. 11.

^E-^y yy ^yyy^ y?’ house.—no. it, c. i?.

)A-y ^yyy yy J^yyy"^ -<^*^*^y 5
ziqqaru agak, this

eai'th.—No. 15, D. 2.

A~y ^yry yy ^yyi"^ yy^
Zlqqaru aga, this earth.—

No. 5, 0. 2 ; No. 13. E. 1.

^ y? tyyy^ Ar-l Parsa agak, this Persia .

—

No. 15, D. 13.

yy -^y *^y -<y-< -^yy yy -yyy^ yf
--

aga, to this my country.—No. 6, N.R. 33.

y? <y:iz V -eei yf <=yyy;^ j=yyy.

adi eli sa sarrutu agata until that this kingdom (

I

obtained).—Bek. 10.
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If -III^ If ^III agata, this

earth.—No. 17, C. 3.

Jip i^y
’^II<I If ^III"^ If t^III’ ziqqari ag4ta, this

land.—No. 17, C. 11.

^TTT Iy ^III"^ If >^III’
^iqqaru agata, this

land.—No. 13, E. 6 ;
No. 5, 0. 17.

Vi -W !!
must be plural in Beh. 4 ; but the substantive

is lost.

T? Ein^ 1? “> 1? -in'"
appear to have been

used for both numbers and genders. We find the former with ziqqaru

in 0. 2 and E. 1, and the latter with the ' same noun in D. 2 ;
and this

same noun appears with the feminine agata in 0. 17, E. 6, and D. 7.

Agd must, however, be rather considered the masculine, as it is found

with the names of men on all the detached inscriptions at Behistun.

All these words occur in a degenerate period of the language, and the

inscriptions may have been written by Persians. Aga, in the opinion of

Sir H. C. Rawlinson, was taken from the Accadian i-1 or

“here," or “there.”

^ Aga, combined with the personal prononns su, he, sunu, they:

V -TH V ^ If qi;

*^y y
T*~TT Tp^T, biti sa ili sa Gumatu aga-su

Magusu ibbulu ; the homes of the gods which Gumata, he the

Magian, had destroyed.—Beh. 25 ; see also 1. 12, 23, 28, 82.

1! -r -1 1? -n rti

>-^T^ f:y aga-su Ahurmazdah lissur, him may Ormusd

protect.—No. 17, C. 24.

-I<I^^ >-^^y yy ’^KI"^ I
*

5^,
mkrutu aga-sunu,

those rebels.—Beh. 46. In Beh. 65, with
*^I^I^ ^TTT “^y,

nikrut.
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The following are compounds of aga and the demonstrative aunu:—

-nt- 1! T? >=ET.
8u agannu ana sar ittur, he here became king.—Beh. 12.

V !} tn sa aganna ibnu, ivhich here

he made.—No. 3, H. 14.

V Tf H f! !=T} Ef?T M
sa anaku aganna ebussu, ivhich I here made.—No. 13, E. 8.

In the above passages the Persian inscription has icfd, “ here.”—R.

PI. mas.,
yy yy >-^^y, zalmanu

agannutu, these images.—Belt. 106.

PI. fern.,
yy t^yyy*^ *^*-y ^y^ agannlta

mati, these provinces.—No. 3, H. 13.

'X*' yy
fiyyy-^ t^yy "^y, mati aganetu, these

provinces.—Beh. 8, .0.

yy t:yyy'^ s:yy ^^y aganetu mati, these

jmovinces.—Beh. 7.

T?
doubtful, seems to mean we are.—Beh. 3.

The declension appears to be as follows :—Sing, com., aga and agah

;

fern., agata
;
plural, aga. Compounded with annu :—Sing, nom., agannu

;

accus., aganna; plural mas., agannut; fem., agannet.

t i; <. !? !1 lb T! -Tf4 cy?.

agii, nom., aga, acc., age, pi., CROWN.

11 < Ei^lT £1 (11 V -lli^ ^1). -ba

sa risdu, a crown large for the head .—Slab K. 162, i. 45.

The example is completed from ii. Ki. a parallel passage.

11 *=in'^ 11 i^EH (!=E) »Ei -d: ji,
aga zira tuppira-su, a crown lofty ye have granted him.—Tig. i. 21.
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It *^11"*^ ^It’
crowns.—Tig. i. 5.

y|[ *“II-<^ S^Iy^ ^S®5 °/ croivns.—Obel. 6.

<H j.y ^ <y-T^ y; -yy^ j^yf
nadin harut

(izpa) va age, giver of sceptre and crowns.—Tig. i. 2.

Queiy.—Sen. Gr. i7
;
= 28 BlI 13 ;

= Sen. B. iii. 29.

^ Aga ; Sir H. Rawlinson considers this a genitive or posses-

sive termination allied to the terminal nasal in Scythic,

Turkish, &c. :— y

y

t^yyy"^? rahaga, greatness.
J

^y»- yy
tryyy^^ >-< >-^y yy,

Bil rahaga nu hila,

Lord of greatness without end.—1 Mich. iii. 13.—See

-< -ET Tf

AGB yy f^yyy*^

Mr. Talhot reads this Agaha, and renders it Arhela ; it is more

prohahly Agani.—See Rawlinson’s Herodotus, Vol. I, p. 611.

Voi. II. pi. 50. i. 0. tjiyj „1[ Kjf <1^ ,
c«2< .1=11,

'll <IEI.
Bit-andadia, a tower (ziggur) in Agani.

AGZ A*"
^ yy ^yyy'^ *^11^* ® country m Media .

—

Botta 147, 9= 69. Oppert has Agagi.

AGL
yy t^yyy"^ y^, agan, goats. cervus

rupicaper, hos sylvestris.

^ >^yy<y t:yy
yy ^yyy^ cow,

goats.—N.Div. ii. 65.

-n<! -1! T?
-111'^ -E0 <Hai -n- -in.

pare, agali, va marsit
;

cow, goats, and young.—Tig. v. 6.

I "h-TA" 1? -Ei4r h- ee K -e2ii
sumuli, agali, ihili ; mules (?), goats, rams.—Sen. T. vi. 55.

The identification of these animals is somewhat doubtful.
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AGM
r? \ \ agammu, agamuie, A POOL.

If S T? \ cTHc <S nalir agammu

usapsi, the water Agammu 1 expanded.—42BM44.

T? S I? P < -T £t!I n kirib

iiahr agamme va apparate, near ihep>ools and lakes,—Sen.T. iii. 59.

An artificial lake, made by Sennacherib.—Hincks.

AGN If
jzyyy-^ *^y y?

“^y^ aganate, BASONS, BOWLS.—

Heb., pelvis.

^ -e£l 0 -tfci + 1? -^1 If

-'I + .
sapli utkabar, agandte utkabar

; howls of copper

and basins of copper.—Sard. ii. 122.

AGS y yy *^11’ -^S^?b father of Aramu.—Obel. 130 ;

N. Div. ii. 27. Made Gusi in N.Div. ii. 12, and I think in ii. 83.

AGR
yy

agar, FIELD.—1 Mich. i. 2. ager, acre ?

E.I.H. iv. 64.

yy ^y ^ >^y> agar-su I’irhiz, his

field may he inundate.—1 Mich. iv. 11.

yy y^ I ^yyy’ agari-sun, upo?i their

fields.—Sen. Gr. 30.

t j? tll’f''- -IH agarln, MOTHER.

T 1! -IIP -TT<1 . s|Tn
Syl. 1 92. In another copy TT>-T

y.

This singular word is found in the following passage

:

!=E HI AT Tf ==np -Ti<T -E^ ^
yy ^^yy’ agarimn alatti-ya, in the

fair body of the mother who bore me.—38 BM 3.

*
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n T? \ -TT<T’ Vi ^TT -m y? -n -yT<i’

aguri, agurri, obi. case, BUEXT BRICK.

T? -n<! <T"lH -Ell Id!.

<T-n<T ina aguri arzip, in brick I built.—Tig. viii. 6.

’giT -^y y? \ -yy<y ^-yy ^
aguri raspu, ivliich of brick (teas) built.—Tig. vi. 11 ; see also

vi. 1.9, &c.

>^yy<y.—e.i.h. iv. 12 ;
vi. 51. Birs. h. 3.

yy >*~yy »“yy<y-—Blrs. l. 25 ; e.i.h. ul. I6, 09. Porters

transcript of vi. 51.

Agurri differs from liban, -which is sun-dried only.

yy
aguris, made of brick. Porter’s

transcript is
y; ^yy -yy<y <«, .gums,

ET -ET -S -m c=ryy «< -gy .yy<y ^yy

f:yyyt: >^y >->-y malak bit aguris mare

ubannu, further (?), a house of brick conspicuous ... I built .

—

E.I.H. iii. 56.

n yy
agartu, VALUABLE, a piece of

silver., 1 Sam. ii. 36. Hunutu, huraz, kaspu, agartu, nintaksu ;

wealth, gold, silver, valuables, furniture.—Sen. T. i. 28.

Tl EA U abn agartu, precious stones.

—

Sen. B. i. 6 ; Esar. i. 19.

5pp-^y yy —y^E> idem.—Botta 154,12= 180.

Always accompanying gold, silver, &c.

<M U -^1 «T ^IT -<k< T? -<y-<.

kima napsati agarti, like precious work.—E.I.H. vii. 30 ;
ix. 52.
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AGS
Iy

urgently, strongly. 2^roperare,

instigare.

T; -VA -TI i^TTT- *£T' 4--T m “Si'

umabruui, urgently they impelled me.—43BM6.

See aggis -Q -n -B iu passages

very nearly parallel; Sard. i. 42, and N. Div. i. 14.

AD THT!|=. adi, prep, to ; conj. also., together %nth.

T5 <TSi T? £] i.y? ^ -<y^< teh

<y~y!<i <y:y= ^y -f-
»-<y»-<, adi habba eliuite

lu ardi sunuti, to the upper sea I pursued (?) them.—
Tig. iy. 99.

T! <TsJf= -^II -n<T teyy t=yy gtyy. a<u

luahri-ya isbura, to my presence he sent.—Botta 153, 9=153.

With ultu, istu, ta., from :

—

t=yy ^EEy ^y; a-B Bm -T T! B ?l
-<

£y tm “T
yy 0 .yy. jcyyy v. yy istu ebirtan nabr Zabi

supali adi ebiitan nabr Buratta, /rom the crossing

of the lower Zah to the crossing of the Euphrates .
—

Tig. vi. 42.

t=yy ~Ey -yisJ^ -<y< *=ey! li <y^:

sarruti-ya adi 5 pal-ya, from the

beginning of my reign to my fifth year.—Tig. vi. 45.

<^y^ —y tEyf ^^y -y ^y <y- y? <y^^

tT'r *=!!! <r
ultu zit sbamsi adi erib shamsi,

from rising of sun to setting of sun.—Esar. i. 7.
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^ And^ together with. Interchanges with >
cf. Obel. 80

and 15BM26, parallel passages.
-II. T1

«•

« Sii V P <Trifr

y} &=n ^<T^< JT
sarrani mati Nairi, adi sa ana

niraruti-sunu illikuni ; Kings of the countries of Nairi, together

with (those) who to their aid went.—Tig. iv. 97-

=T?? h- 11 <14= *=11- <1- -<l-< I N
adi marsiti-sunu, people and their children(l)—Botta 147, 11 = 71.

See also Tig. iii. 3. Sen. T. i. 20; ii. 13. Obel. 153, 169. New Div. ii. 52.

^ It ^I»I“
until that, whilst.

^
1M14= <-tH V 1 M ^1<J -El M 1

^^II It It’
anku allaku an Madai, until

that I ivent to Media.—Beh. 47.

1? <l!k <-^H V =1111 =E1 -EEl ' ^ -

-1M I
. . . adi eli sa bit attunu in asri-su . . . until

that our house to its place (imperfect).—Beh. 27.

If <14= <-EH4 V If =111^ If =lf tSl.

adi eli sa aga ebus, (Ormuzd gave me help) whilst I v>as doing

this.—N. R. 32.

t If <14= <-rH, over, adverbially.

If <14= <-^H If B- m =111= V =4^11.
adi eli mie In usabil, over (it) the 'luater I brought.—^Sard. ii. 132 ;

iii. 136.
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II Vi <y^ -Vv ade, acknowledgment [reliffioui],

Depemlence on, union with.—Hincks. Precepts.—Oppert.

!! <T^ tl? th 'h- tT? -£E.
ade ili ral>i ebuk, the acknowledgment of the great gods he

forsook.—Qoiia. 148, 7 = 79 ; 151, 14 = 122.

^IT ! ^ I
-7" -II I! <1^ -If

<He!I £! -< £!! -V • •
• £E4I -I-

sa Pad! sar-sunu, bil-ade va mabad sa Assur . . . iddu, who Padi

their king, holding the belief and service of Assyria . . . had

expelled.—Sen. T. ii. 70.

Avaient trahi leur roi Padi, inspird d’amitid et de zdle pour I’Assyrie.—Op.

In Sen. B. i. 23, parallel passage, we have -II ^f Alf =Tf

for -II If <1^ i^Tf-
Commander of troops (?).

^ y; :^y, equ. jnyy ]^.-voi. n, pi. 31, u. 24.

ADA ^lyy
yy y^’

Adla, one of 27 strong cities.
—

Sb. Pb.’ i. 45.

ADL yy ^y^ s:yy, AdUe, one of several tribes .

—

Tig. jun. 6.

ADM *~>iyy
yy ^^y Edom.—Esar. ii. 55.

Edom is written Uduinu in 1 Pul. 12, and Vdummai in Sen. T. ii. 54.

See also Tig. jun. 61.

H I If Eli £!
.
-«--

. If Eli £! -EEl-syi. 357.

t
. -I<r^ -1^ -IE . II EEl

Adammumu.—Vol. II, pi. 37, ii. 14 ; Trilingual list of Birds.
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ADN
Iy

Accad. words, water great, i.e., FLOOD ; in

Assyrian, mili. See P^' ’

and y>- ^yy E-I.H. vii. 51.

T? V <h (^E -^1 tsi <T-

V wf cif[t s^iEir 0 tiTf!= -’H<I kn
>--^ y>- *-JJ

ina mili kissati (ina ussi-sa abbu usapsu va)

iiribbu timmen-sa
;

doul>tfully rendered, dg the gathered floods (in

its foxindation hollows abounded, and) was dilated its platform .

—

Sen. Gr. 48.

Same iu Sen. B. iii. 30, and 38BM 14, omitting the clause bracketed.

the gathering floods its platform was not damaged.—Sen. Gr. 53

39BM18. •

<STT T? =!!? <1- V t='

=n ff ^ <|-H I

fiyyyt: ^^yy yi’
kissati sagabta simani va

munni-sunu usarda.—Sen. T. v. 78.

^ , yy ^^yy HPF-’
—sard. iii. 98. See Adaeni, p. 32.

t b -TTf ,
adanni. 0pp. old age

;

Talbot renders it

foundation, from D8.

-n- 11 tn! mim ^ *=s2^.

huzurat adanni iksuda-ssu, the maladies of old age seized him (.?).

—

Botta 151, 9 = 117. Oppert.

tE ^ Tf cn?^ !=T? i^T?

*^>~y V' *-<»-<, ina aruh II yommu adanni ede pan

matti.—38 BM 1 0.

*bT!l
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n T Tf <Tj?= ,
Adini, father of Ahunu .—Sard. Hi. 61 ;

Obel. 36, 46 ; frequent in Obelisk and New Dir.

• ^yyyy yy Ky*?~ ?
Bit Adlnl, country beyond the

Tiyris.—Sard. iii. 64. Without in 1. 60 and 134.

H . I? <Tit -II Adinnu, a city of Hamath .

—

N. Div. ii. 88.

^ y|[ ^^yy ^yy ^TT ’
Adaeni, a country of Nairi.

—

Tig. iv. 79. See Adani, p. 31.

AOR
yi *^yyy|[, adir, honouring. Heb.

-^y yy -yyyy -<s< ^yy<y h y^>

ili, 7iot honouring the memory of the gods .—Botta 151, 4= 112.

^ y| ^y^^ ^TTT, adiru, timid., cowardly; avoiding.

<cR -T<I T? <!if= m k <tll ~T T! -W
-II cEi? WT =1=11 -H j| -y -<y-<, bdhu

adiru melam Asur bil-ya lu ishup sunuti, timid fear of the

approach {?) of Assur my lord overwhelmed them .—Tig. ii. 38.

£-TT T? -ET T? <IS: m
^y y ,

ri’u Qsab] tabrate la adiru tukmate, prince

not sparing opposition .—Sard. i. 13= St. 3.

a coward, cowardly.

. vs.|<y .yp
-

-E tyy- ^tyy
yy <y-fr -yis^z

Jziyy?: y>-, in bnzrat sadi marzi adiris usib, in the fastnesses of

rugged mountains cornering he remained.—Botta 146, 5= 41.



JOUEjN^AL
OF

THE EOTAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

Art. YIII .—On the Relations of the Priests to the other

Classes of Indian Society in the Vedic Age} By J •

Muir, Esq.

In a former paper on “ Manu, tlie progenitor of the Arjmn

Indians,” published in the Societj^’s Jornmal,^ I have attempted

to shew that in general the authors of the hymns of the Rig-

veda regarded the whole of the Aryan people, embracing not

only the priests and the chiefs, but the middle classes also of

the population, as descended from one common father, or

ancestor, whom they designate by the name of Manu. This

reference to a common progenitor excludes, of course, the sup-

position that the writers by whom it is made could have had

any belief in the myth which became afterwards current among
their countrjTnen, that their nation consisted of four castes, dif-

fering naturally in dignity, and separately created b)' Brahma.

That essay, however, leaves out of consideration any notices

which the Big-veda may contain regarding the different classes

of which the society contemporary with its composition was

made up. As this great collection of hjmins embodies nume-

rous references, both to the authors themselves and to the

other agents in the celebration of divine worship, it may be

expected to supply, incidentally or indirectly, at least, some

' This subject has been already treated in Professor Eoth’s book, Zur Litt. u.

Gescbicbte des tUeda
;
in bis essay “ Brahma und die Brabmanen,” in the 1st vol.

of the Jouimal of the Germ. Or. Society
;
in Dr. Hang’s Tract on “ the Origin of

Brahmanism,” and in the 1st toI. ofmy “ Sanskrit Texts.”
'* Vol. XX. p. 406 ff.

TOL, II.—[XEW series]. 17
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information respecting the opinion which these ministers of

religion entertained of themselves, and of the relation in which

they stood to the other sections of the community. I shall

now endeavour to shew how far this expectation is justified by

an examination of the Rig-veda.

I have elsewhere^ enquired into the views which the authors

of the hymns appear to have held on the subject of their own
authorship. The conclusion I arrived at was, that they did

not in general look upon their compositions as divinely in-

spired, since they frequently speak of them as the produc-

tions of their own minds {ibid. pp. 128-140). But though

this is most commonly the case (and especially, as we may
conjecture, in regard to the older hymns), there is no doubt

that they also attached a high value to these productions?

which they describe as being acceptable to the gods (R.V. v.

45, 4 ;
V. 85, 1 ;

vii. 26, 1, 2 ;
x. 23, 6 ;

x. 54, 6 ;
x. 105, 8),

whose activity the}'’ stimulated (iii. 34, 1 ;
vii. 19, 11), and

whose blessing they drew down. In some of the hymns a

supernatural character or insight is claimed for the Rishis

(i. 179, 2 ;
vii. 76, 4 ;

iii. 53, 9 ;
vii. 33, 11 ff.

;
vii. 87, 4

;

vii. 88, 3 flu
;

x. 14, 15 ;
x. 62, 4, 5), and a mysterious effi-

cacy is ascribed to their compositions (Sanskrit Texts, vol. iii.

pp. 173 f.) The Rishis called their hymns by various names,

as arka, nktha, rch, gir, dhi, nitha, nivid, mantra, mail, sfikta,

stoma, tack, vachas, etc. etc.
;
and they also frequently applied

to them the appellation of brahma, as, for instance, in the

whole, or most, of the following passages :—i. 31, 18 ;
i. 37,

4 ;
i. 61, 16 ;

i. 62, 13 ;
i. 80, 16 ;

i. 117, 25 ;
i. 152, 5, 7 ;

i. 165, 14 ;
ii. 18, 7 ;

ii. 23, 1, 2 ;
ii. 34, 6 ;

ii. 39, 8 ;
iii. 18,

3 ;
iii. 29, 15 ;

iii. 51, 6 ;
iii. 53, 12 ;

iv. 6, 11 ;
iv. 16, 20,

21 ;
iv. 22, 1 ;

iv. 36, 7 ;
v. 29, 15 ;

v. 40, 6 ;
v. 73, 10 ;

V. 85, 1 ;
vi. 17, 13 ;

vi. 23, 1, 5 ;
vi. 38, 3, 4 ;

vi. 47, 14 ;

vi. 50,6 ;
vi. 52, 2, 3 ;

vi. 69, 4, 7 ;
vi. 75, 19 ;

vii. 22, 3, 9 ;

vii. 28, 1, 2, 5 ;
vii. 31, 11 ;

vii. 33, 3, 4; vii. 35, 7, 14; vii.

37, 4 ;
vii. 61, 2, 6 ;

vii. 70, 6 ;
vii. 72, 3, 4 ;

vii. 83, 4; vii.

97, 3, 9 ;
vii. 103, 8 ;

viii. 4, 2 ;
viii. 32, 27 ;

viii. 51, 4 ;
viii.

52, 2 ;
viii. 55, 11 ;

viii. 78, 3 ;
viii. 87, 8 ;

x. 13, 1 ;
x. 54, 6 ;

1 Sanskrit Texts, vol. iii. pp. 116—164.
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X. 61, 1, 7; X. 80, 7; x. 89, 3; x. 114, 8. That in these passages

brahma has generally the sense of hymn or prayer [is clear

from the context of some of them (as in i. 37, 4 ;
viii. 32, 27,

where brahma is joined with the verb gaijata “ sing,” and in

vi. 69, 7, where the gods are supplicated to hear it), as well as

from the fact that the poets are said (in i. 62, 13 ;
v. 73, 10

;

vii. 22, 9 ;
vii. 31, 11 ;

x. 80, 7) to have fashioned or generated

it, in the same way as they are said to have fashioned or

generated hymns in other texts (as i. 109, 1 ;
v. 2, 11 ;

vii.

15, 4 ;
viii. 77, 4 ;

x. 23, 6 ;
x. 39, 14), where the sense is in-

disputable; while in other places (iv. 16, 21; v. 29, 15;

vi. 17, 13 ;
vi. 50, 6 ;

vii. 61, 6 ;
x. 89, 3) new productions of

the poets are spoken of under the appellation of brahma.

That brahma has the sense of hymn or prayer is also shown

by the two following passages. In vii. 26, 1, it is said :
“ Soma

not poured out does not exhilarate Indra
;
nor do libations

without hymns {abrahmanah= stotra-Idnah, Sayana). I gene-

rate for him a hymn {uktha) which he will love, so that like

a man he may hear our new (production). 2. At each hymn
{uktha) the soma exhilarates Indra, at each psalm {nitha) the

libations (exhilarate) Maghavat, when the worshippers united,

with one effort invoke him for help, as sons do a father.” ^

Again in X. 105, 8: “Drive away our calamities. With a

hymn {rchd) may we slay the men who are hymnless

{anrchah). A sacrifice without prayer {ahrahmd) does not

please thee well.”

I have said that great virtue is occasionally attributed by
the poets to their hymns and prayers

;
and this is true of

those sacred texts when called by the name of brahma, as

well as when they receive other appellations, such as mantra-

‘ It is clear from the context of this passage that abrahmunah means “ un-
attended by h)mins,” and not “without a priest.” After saying that soma-liba-
tions without hymns are unacceptable to Indra, the poet does not add that he is

himself a priest, or that he is attended by one, but that he generates a hvmn
; and

the same sense is required by what follows in the second verse. Accordingly we find
that Sayana explains abrahmanah stotra-hinuh, “destitute of hymns.” The
same sense is equally appropriate in the next passage cited, x. 105, 8. On iv. 16,
9, where abrahmu. is an epithet of dasyu, “ demon,” Sayana understands it to
mean “ without a priest,” but it may mean equally well or better, “ without
devotion,”
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Thus it is said, iii. 53, 12, “ This prayer {brahma) of Visva-

mitra protects the tribe of Bharata v. 40, 6,
“ Atri with

the fourth prayer {brahmand) discovered the sun concealed by

unholy darkness;” vi. 75, 19, “Prayer {brahma) is my pro-

tecting armour vii. 33, 3, “ Indra preserved Sudas in the

battle of the ten kings through your prayer, o Yasishthas.”

In ii. 23, 1, Brahmanaspati is said to be the “ great king of

prayers,” and in v. 2 to be the “ generator of prayers” {janitd

brahmandm)
;
whilst in x. 61, 7, prayer is declared to have

been generated by the gods.

Brahman in the masculine is no doubt derived from the same

root as brahman neuter, and though differing from it in accent

as well as gender, must be presumed to be closely connected

vdth it in signification, just as the English “prayer” in the sense

of a petition would be with “ prayer,” a petitioner, if the word

were used in the latter sense. As, then, brahman neuter

means a hymn or prayer, brahman in the masculine must

naturally be taken to denote the person who composes or

repeats a hymn or prayer. We do not, however, find that

the composers of the hymns are in general designated by the

word brahman, the name most commonly applied to them

being rshi, though they are also called vipra, vedhas, kavi,

etc. (see “ Sanskrit Texts,” vol. iii. pp. 116 ff.). There are,

however, a few texts, such as i. 80, 1 ;
i. 164, 35 ;

ii. 12, 6

;

ii. 39, 1 ; v. 31, 4; v. 40, 8; ix. 113, 6, etc., in which the

priest (brahma) may perhaps be understood as referred to in

the capacity of author of the hymn he utters. So, too, in

ii. 20, 4 and vi. 21, 8, a new composer (or, perhaps, merely a

new reciter) of hymns is spoken of under the appellation of

nutdnasya brahmanyatah
;

in ii. 19, 8, the Grtsamadas are

spoken of both as the fabricators of a new hymn {manma

nariyah) and as (brahmanyantah) performing devotion
;
while

in another place (x. 96, 5) Indra is said to have been lauded

by former worshippers, piirvebldr yajvabhih, a term usually

confined (as brahman was frequently applied) in after times to

the offerers of sacrifice. In three passages, vii. 28, 2 ;
vii. 70,

5; and X. 89, 16, the brahma and brahmdni “praj^er” and

“prayers” of the rshis are spoken of; and in vii. 22, 9,
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rshis are said to have generated prayers {brahmdrii). In

i. 177, 5, we find bra/mani kdroh, “ the prayers of the poet.”

The fact that in various hymns the authors speak of them-

selves as having received valuable gifts from the princes their

patrons, and that they do not speak of any class of ofiiciating

priests as separate from themselves, would also seem to in-

dicate an identity of the poet and priest at that early period.

The term brahman must therefore, as we may conclude,

have been originally applied (1) to the same persons who

are spoken of elsewhere in the hymns as r&hi, kavi, etc.,

and have denoted devout worshippers and contemplative

sages who composed prayers and hymns which they them-

selves recited in praise of the gods. Afterwards, when

the ceremonial gradually became more complicated, and

a division of sacred functions took place, the word was more

ordinarily employed (2) for a minister of public worship, and

at length came to signify (3) one particular kind of priest

with special duties. I subjoin a translation of the difierent

passages in which the word occurs in the Rig-veda
;
and I

have attempted to classify them according as it seems to hear,

in each case, the first, second, or third of the senses just

indicated. This, however, is not always an easy task, as in

many of these texts there is nothing to fix the meaning of the

term with precision, and one signification easily runs into

another, as the same person may be at once the author and

the reciter of the hymn.

I. Passages in which brahman may signify “contemplator,

sage, or poet.”

(In order to save the repetition of the word brahman in

parenthesis after priest, I have put the latter word in italics

whenever it stands for brahman),.

i. 80, 1.1 “ Thus in his exhilaration from soma juice the

priest {brahmd) has made (or uttered) a magnifying® (hymn).”

i. 164, 34. “ I ask thee (what is) the remotest end of the

^ I have to acknowledge my obligations to Professor Aufrecht for the assistance

which he has freely rendered to me in the preparation of this paper, and especially

in the translation of the more diflBcult texts which occur in the course of it.

* Varddhanam= vrddhi-karam stotram (Sdyana).
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earth ;
I ask where is the central point of the world

;
I ask

thee (what is) the seed of the vigorous horse
;
I ask (what is)

the highest heaven^ of speech. 35. This altar is the remotest

end of the earth
;
this sacrifice is the central point of the

world ;
this soma is the seed of the vigorous horse

;
this priest

is the highest heaven of speech.” ^

ii. 12, 6. “ He (Indra) who is the quickener of the sluggish,

of the emaciated, of the suppliant priest who praises him,” etc.

vi. 45, 7.
“ With hymns I call Indra, the priest,—the

carrier of prayers {brahma-vuhasam),^ the friend who is worthy

of praise,—as men do a cow which is to be milked.”

viii. 16, 7. “Indra is a priest, Indra is a rishi,'* Indra is

much and often invoked, great through his mighty powers.”

X. 71, 11. (See the translation of the entire hymn below.

The sense of brahma in v. 11 wiU depend on the meaning

assigned to jata-vidyd).

X. 77, 1. (In this passage, the sense of which is not very

clear, the word priest appears to be an epithet of the host of

Maruts).

X. 85, 3. “A man thinks he has drunk soma when the

plant (so called) has been crushed. But no one tastes of that

which the priests know to be soma (the moon). 16. The

priests rightly know, Surya, that thou hast two wheels
;
but

it is sages {addhdtayah) alone who know the one wheel which

is hidden. 34. The priest who knows Sur3^a deserves the

bride’s garment.”^

X. 107, 6. “They call him a rishi, him z, priest, reverend, a

chanter of Sama verses [suma-gam), and reciter of ukthas,—
he knows the three forms of the brilliant (Agni)—the man
who first worshipped with a largess.”

X. 117, 7. A priest^ who speaks is more acceptable than

one who does not speak.”

* Compare R.V. iii. 32, 10; x. 109, 4, below, and tbe words, “the highest

heaven of invention.”
2 Compare R.V. x. 71 and x. 125.
3 Compare v. 19 and stoma-vahasah, iv. 32, 12.
* Different deities are called rshi, kavi, etc., in the following texts: v. 29, 1

;

vi. 14, 2; viii. 6, 41; ix. 96, 18; ix. 107, 7; x. 27, 22; x. 112, 9.

® See Dr. Hang’s Ait. Br., vol. i.. Introduction, p. 20.

® The word here seems to indicate an order or profession, as the silent priest is

still a priest.
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(See Dr. Haug’s remark on this verse, Ait. Br. Introd. p.

20 ;
also the contexts of the two last passages in my article

“ Miscellaneous Hymns from the B. and A. Yedas,” pp. 32 f.)

X. 125, 5. “I (says Vach) make him whom I love formidable

(ugram), him a priest, him a rishi, him a sage (sumedhdm).”

II. In the passages which follow the word brahman does

not seem to signify so much a “ sage or poet,” as a “ wor-

shipper or priest.”

i. 10, 1. “ The singers (gayatrinah) sing thee, the hymners

(arkinah) recite a hymn, the priests {brahmdnah), 0 Sata-

kratu, have raised thee up like a pole.”

(Compare i. 5, 8 ;
i. 7, 1 ;

viii. 16, 9. See Dr. Haug’s

remark on this verse. Ait. Br. Introd. p. 20).

i. 33, 9. “ Thou, Indra, with the believers, didst blow

against the unbelievers, with the priests thou didst blow away

the Dasyu.”

i. 101, 5. “Indra, who is lord of all that moves and breathes,

who first found the cows for the priest, who hurled down the

Dasyu.”

i. 108, 7. “ When, o adorable Indra and Agni, ye are

exhilarated in your own abode, or with a priest or prince

[brahmani rdjani vd)^ come thence, ye vigorous (deities), and

then drink of the poured out soma.”

i. 158, 6. “ Dirghatamas, son of Mamata, being decrepit in

his tenth lustre, (though) a priest, becomes the charioteer of

(or is borne upon) the waters which are hastening to their

goal.”

(Prof. Aufrecht understands this to mean that Dirghatamas

is verging towards his end, and thinks there is a play on the

word “charioteer” as an employment not befitting a priest).

ii. 39, 1. “Ye (Asvins) are Kke two vultures on a tree;

like two priests singing a hymn at a sacrifice.”

' A distinction of orders or professions appears to be here recognized. In the
following verse (v. 54, 7) a rishi and a prince are distinguished much in the same
way as 9. priest and king are in i. 108, 7 :

“ That man, whether rishi or prince,

whom ye, 0 Maruts, support, is neither conquered nor killed, he neither decays

nor is distressed, nor is injured
;
his riches do not decline, nor his support.” Com-

pare V. 14, where it is said, “Ye, 0 Maruts, give riches with desirable men, ye
protect a rishi who is skilled in hymns {s&ma-vipra

) ;
ye give a horse and food to

Bharata, ye make a king prosperous.” In iii. 43, 6, reference is found to Visva-
mitra, or the author, being made by Indi’a both a prince and a rishi.
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iv. 50, 7 ff.
“ That king overcomes all hostile powers in

force and valour who maintains Brihaspati in abundance, who

praises and magnifies him as (a deity) enjoying the first dis-

tinction. 8. He dwells prosperous in his own palace, to him

the earth always yields her increase,^ to him the people bow

do^vn of themselves,—that king in whose house a priest walks

first® {yasmin brahma rajani purva eti). 9. Unrivalled, he

conquers the riches both of his enemies and his kinsmen

—

the gods preserve the king who bestows wealth on the priest

who asks his assistance.” ^

(The benefits resulting from the employment of a domestic

priest {purohita) are also set forth in A.V. iii. 19, translated

in my former article, “Miscellaneous Hymns from the H. and

A. Vedas,” in the volume of this Journal, p. 33).

iv. 58, 2. “ Let us proclaim the name of butter {ghrta),

let us at this sacrifice hold it (in mind) with prostrations,

ilay the priest (Agni ?) hear the praise which is chanted.

The four-horned bright-coloured (god) has sent this forth.”

V. 29, 3. “And, ye Maruts, priests, may Indra drink of

this my soma which has been poured out,” etc.

V. 31, 4. “ The men^ have fashioned a car for thy (Indra’s)

horse, and Tvashtr a gleaming thunderbolt, o god greatly-

invoked. ^\\Q priests, magnifying Indra, have strengthened

him for the slaughter of Ahi.”

V. 32, 12. “ I hear of thee thus rightly prospering, and be-

stowing wealth on, the sages {viprehhyah). What do the

priests, thy friends, obtain who have reposed their wishes on

thee, 0 Indra ?
”

V. 40, 8. “Applying the stones (for pressing soma), per-

forming worship, honouring the gods with praise and obei-

sance, the priest Atri placed the eye of the sun in the sky,

and swept away the magical arts of Svarbhanu.”

* Compare R.V. v. 37, 4 f.

* Compare viii. 69, 4; x. 39, 11 ;
x. 107, 5; and the 'vioxi purohita, used of a

ministering priest as one placed in front. Prof. Aufrecht, however, would trans-

late the last words, “ under whose rule the priest receives the first or principal

portion.”

2 See on this passage Roth’s Art. on Brahma and the Brahmans, Journ. Germ.
Or. Soc., i. 77 ff. See also Aitareya Brahmana, viii. 26.

^ Rbhus
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yii. 7, 5.
“ The chosen hearer (of oblations), Agni, the

priest, having arrived, has sat down in a mortal’s abode,

the upholder,”

vii. 33, 11. “And thou, oYasishtha, art a son of Mitra and

Varuna (or a Maitravaruna-priest)
,
born, o priest, from the

soul of Urvasi. All the gods placed in the vessel thee, the

drop which had fallen through divine contemplation.”

vii. 42, 1. priests, the Angirases, have arrived,” etc.

viii. 7, 20. “Where now, bountiful (Maruts), are ye ex-

hilarated, with the sacrificial grass spread beneath you ?

What priest is serving you?”

viii. 17, 2 f.
“ Thy tawny steeds with fiowing manes, yoked

by praj'^er {brahma-yuja),^ bring thee hither, Indra
;
listen

to our prayers. 3. We priests, ofierers of soma, bringing

oblations, continually invoke the drinker of soma.”

viii. 31, 1. “ Thsit priest is beloved of Indra who worships,

sacrifices, pours out libations, and cooks offerings.”

viii. 32, 16. “ There is not now any debt due by the active

priests who pour out libations. Soma has not been drunk

without an equivalent.”

viii. 33, 10, “Look downward, not upward; keep thy feet

close together; let them not see those parts which should

be covered
;
thou, priest, hast become a woman.”

“viii. 45, 39. “I seii;e these thy tawny steeds, yoked by
our hymn {vacho-yuja) to a splendid chariot, since thou didst

give (wealth) to the priests.”

viii. 53, 7. “lYhere is that vigorous, youthfid, large-necked,

unconquered (Indra) ? AYhat priest serves him ?”

viii. 66, 5. “ Indra clove the Gandharva in the bottomless

mists, for the prosperity of the priests.”

viii. 81, 30. “Be not, o lord of riches (Indra), sluggish

like a priest?' Be exhilarated by the libation mixed with

milk.”

viii. 85, 5. “ When, Indra, thou seizest in thine arms the

thunderbolt which brings down pride, in order to slay A h i,

* Compare viii. 45, 39, below.

Dr. Haug (Introd. to Ait, Br. p. 20) refers to Ait. Br. v. 34, as illustrating

this reproach. See p. 376 of his translation. This verse clearly shows that the
priests formed a professional body.
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the (aerial) hills and the cows utter their voice, and the priests

draw near to thee.”

ix. 96, 6. “ Soma, resounding, overflows the filter, he who
is priest among the gods, leader among poets, rishi among
the wise, buffalo among wild beasts, falcon among kites, an

axe among the woods.”

ix. 112, 1. “Various are the thoughts and endeavours of

us different men. The carpenter seeks something broken, the

doctor a patient, the priest some one to offer libations.^

ix. 113, 6. “0 pure Soma, in the place where the priest,

uttering a metrical hymn, is exalted at the soma sacrifice

through (the sound of) the crushing-stone, producing plea-

sure with soma, o Indu (soma) flow for Indra.”

X. 28, 11. (The word brahmanah occurs in this verse, but

the sense is not clear).

X. 71, 11. (See translation of this verse below, where the

entire hymn is given).

X. 85, 29. “Put away that which requires expiation (?).

Distribute money to the priests. 35. Behold the forms of

Surya. But the priest purifies them.”

X. 141, 3. “ With hymns we invoke to our aid king Soma,

Agni, the Adityas, Vishnu, Surya, and Brhaspati, the priest.

III. In the following passages the word brahman appears

to designate the special class of priest so called, in contradis-

tinction to hotri, udgatri, and adhvaryu.

ii. 1, 2 (=x. 91, 10). “ Thine, Agni, is the office of hotri,

thine the regulated office of potri, thine the office of neshtri,

though art the agnidh of the pious man, thine is the office of

prasdstri, thou actest as adhvargu, thou art the brahman, and

the lord of the house in our abode. 2. Thou, Agni, art Indra,

the chief of the virtuous, thou art Vishnu, the wide-stepping,

the adorable, thou, o Brahmanaspati, art the priest {brahma),

the possessor of wealth, thou, o siistainer, art associated with

the ceremonial.”

‘ This verse also distinctly proves that the priesthood already formed a pro-

fession. Verse 3 of the same hymn is as follows :
“ I am a poet, my father a

physician, my mother a grinder of corn.” Unfortunately there is nothing further

said which could throw light on the relations in which the different professions and
classes of society stood to each other.
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iv. 9, 3, “ He (Agni) is led round the house, a joyous hotri

at the ceremonies, and sits a potri. 4. And Agni is a wife

{i.e. a mistress of the house) at the sacrifice, and a master of

the house in our abode, and he sits a brahman"

X. 52, 2. “ I have sat down an adorable hotri
;

all the gods,

the Maruts, stimulate me. Day by day, ye Asvins, I have

acted as your adhvaryu; the brahman is he who kindles the

fire : this is your invocation.”

I shall now bring forward the whole of the texts in which

the word Brahmana, meaning a son, or descendant, of a

brahman, occurs in the Rig-veda.^ They are the following :

i. 164, 45. “Speech consists of four defined grades. These

are known by those Brahmans who are wise. They do not

reveal the three which are esoteric. Men speak the fourth

grade of speech.”

This text is quoted and commented upon in Hirukta xiii. 9.

vi. 75, 10. “ May the Brahman fathers, drinkers of soma,

may the auspicious, the sinless, heaven and earth, may Pushan

preserve us,” etc. etc.

vii. 103, 1 (= Hirukta 9, 6). “After lying quiet for a

year, those rite-fulfilling Brahmans'^ the frogs have (now)

uttered their voice, which has been inspired by Parjanya. . .7.

Like Brahmans at the Atiratra soma rite, like (those Brah-

mans) speaking round about the full pond (or soma-bowP),
* There are two more texts in which the word bruhmana is found, viz., i. 15, 5,

and ii. 36, 5, on which see the following note. The word brahmaputra, son of a

brahman, is found in ii. 43, 2; “Thou, 0 bird, singest a sama verse like an
udgatri', thou singest praises like the son of a brahman at the libations.”

^ In the Nighantus, iii. 13, these words brahmana vrata-charinah are referred to

as conveying the sense of a simile, though they are unaccompanied by a particle of
similitude. In his Illustrations of the Nirukta, p. 126, Eoth thus remarks on this

passage :
“ This is the only place in the first nine mandalas of the E.V. in which the

word Brahmana is found with its later sense, whilst the tenth mandala offers a
number of instances. This is one of the proofs that many of the hymns in this book
were composed considerably later (than the rest of the E.V.). The word brahmana
has another signification in i. 15, 5 ;

ii. 36, 5 ;
and vi. 75, 10. (In the first of these

texts, Eoth assigns to the word the sense of the Brahman’s soma-vessel. See his

Lexicon, s.v. It does not appear what meaning he would give to the word in
vi. 75, 10. He has in this passage overlooked E.V. i. 164, 45, which, however,
is duly adduced in his Lexicon). See Wilson’s translation of the hymn; as also

Muller’s, in his Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 494 f.

3 Saras. See E.V. viii. 66, 4, quoted in Nirukta v. 11, where Yaska says,
“ The ritualists inform us that at the mid-day oblation there are thirty uktha
platters destined for one deity, which are then drunk at one draught. These are
here called saras.’’ (Compare Eoth’s Illustrations on the passage.) See also

E.V. vi. 17, 11, and viii. 7, 10, with Sayana’s explanations of aU three passages).
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you frogs surround (the pond) on this day of the year, which

is that of the autumnal rains. 8. These soma-offerins: Brah-

mans (the frogs) have uttered their voice, performing their

annual devotion {brahma)
;
these adhvaryu priests sweating

w'ith their boiled oblations (or in the hot season) come forth

from their retreats like persons who have been concealed.”

X. 16, 6. “ Whatever part of thee any black bird, or ant,

or serpent, or wild beast has mutilated, may Agni cure thee

of all that, and Soma who has entered into the Brahmans.”^

X. 71, 1.^ “When, o Brhaspati, men first sent forth the

earliest uttex’ance of speech, giving a name (to things), then

all that was treasured within them, most excellent and pure,

was disclosed through love.

2. = Nii’uktaiv. 10). ‘AVherever the wise,—as if cleans-

ing meal with a sieve,—^have uttered speech with intelli-

gence, there friends recognize acts of friendliness
;

good

fortune^ dwells in their speech.^

3. “ Through sacrifice they came upon the track of speech,

and found her entered into the rishis. Taking, they divided

her into many parts the seven poets celebrate her in concert.”

4. (= Nir. i. 19.) “ And one man, seeing, sees not speech,

and another, hearing, hears her not while to a third she

discloses her form, as a loving well-dressed wife does to her

husband.”

5. (
= Nir. i. 20.) “They say that one man has a sure

defence in (her®) friendship
;
he is not overcome even in the

’ Compare A.V. vii. 115, 1 ff—xii. 5, 6.

2 I cannot pretend that I am satisfied with the translation I have attempted of

this very difficult hymn. Verses 4 and 5 are explained in Sayana’s Introduction

to the Eig-veda, pp. 30 f., of M uller’s edition.

3 I quote here as somewhat akin to this hymn another from the A.V. vi. 108,

being a prayer for wisdom or intelligence. 1. “Come to us, wisdom, the first,

with cows and horses
;
(come) thou with the rays of the sun

;
thou art to us an

object of worship. 2. To (obtain) the succour of the gods, I invoke wisdom the

first, full of prayer, inspired by prayer, praised by rishis, imbibed by Brahma-
charins. 3. We introduce within me that wisdom which Rbhus know, that

wisdom which divine beings {asuruh) know, that excellent wisdom which rishis

know. 4. Make me, o Agni, wise to-day with that wisdom which the wise

rishis—the makers of things existing—know. 5. We introduce wisdom in the

evening, wisdom in the morning, wisdom at noon, wisdom with the rays of the

sun, and with speech” {vachasa).

Compare x. 125, 3; i. 164, 45 ;
(x. 90, 11) ;

and A.V. xii. 1, 45.
* Compare Isaiah vi. 9, 10 ;

and Matthew xiii. 14, 15.

® Vak-sakhye, Yaska.
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conflict (of discussion). But that person consorts with a vain

delusion who has listened to speech without fruit or flower.”

6. “He who abandons a friend who understands friend-

ship, has no portion whatever in speech. All that he hears,

he hears in vain, for he knows not the path of righteousness.”

7. “ Friends gifted both with eyes and ears have proved

unequal in mental efforts. Some have been (as waters) reach-

ing to the face or armpit, while others have been seen like

ponds in which one might bathe,”

8. (
= Nir. xiii. 13.) “When Brahmans who are friends

strive (?) together in efforts of the mind produced by the

heart, ^ tfley leave one man behind through their acquire-

ments, whilst others walk about boasting to be priests.” (This

is the sense Prof. Aufrecht suggests for the word ohahrdh-

manah. Prof. Both s.v. thinks it may mean “real py'iests.”

The author of Hirukta xiii. 13, explains it as meaning

“reasoning priests,” or “those of whom reasoning is the

sacred science.”)

9. “ The men who range neither near nor far, who are

neither (reflecting) Brahmans nor yet pious worshippers at

libations,—these, having acquired speech, weave their web
imperfectly, (like) a female weaver,® being destitute of skill.”

10. “All friends rejoice at the arrival of a renowned friend

who rules the assembly
;
for such a one, repelling evil, and

bestowing nourishment upon them, is thoroughly prepared

for the conflict (of discussion).”

11. (Hir. i. 8.) “ One man possesses a store of verses

(rchdni ) ;
a second sings a hymn {gdyatra) during (the

chanting of) the sakvaris

;

one who is a priest ilrakmari)

declares the science of being {juta-vidyarn), whilst another

prescribes the order of the ceremonial.®

B. V. X. 88, 19(= Hir. vii. 31). “As long as the fair-

' Compare i. 171, 2 ;
ii. 35, 2 ;

yi. 16, 47.
2 Such is the sense -which Prof. Aufrecht thinks may, -with prohahility, he

assigned to siris, a word which occurs only here.
3 According to Taska (Nir. i. 8), these four persons are respectively the hotri,

udgatri, brahman, and adhvaryu priests. The brahman, he says, being possessed
of all science, ought to know everything

;
and gives utterance to his knowledge as

occasion arises for it (jute jaU). See Dr. Hang’s remarks on this verse. Ait.

Br. Introd. p. 20.
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winged Dawns do not array tliemselves in light, o Mataris-

van, so long the Brahman coming to the sacrifice, keeps (the

fire), sitting below the hotri-priest.”

(See Prof. Roth’s translation of this verse in his Illustra-

tions of the Nirukta, p. 113).

X. 90, 11 {—A.Y. xix. 5, 6; Vaj. S. xxxi.). “When they

divided Purusha, into how many parts did they distribute

him ? What was his mouth ? what were his arms ? what

were called his thighs and feet ? 12. The Brahman was his

mouth, the Eajanya was made his arms, that which was the

Vaisya was his thighs, the Sudra sprang from his feet.”

(See the translation of this entire hymn in Sanskrit Texts,

i. G IF.
;
and in my paper on “ The Progress of the Vedic

Religion,” in Journal Roy. As. Soc. vol. i. new series, pp.

353 ff.).

X. 97, 22. “ The plants converse with king Soma,^ (and

say), “ for whomsoever a Brahman acts {krnoti, officiates),

him, 0 king, we deliver.”

X. 109, 1. “These (deities), the boundless, liquid Mataris-

van (Air), the fiercely-flaming, ardently-burning, beneficent

(Fire), and the divine primeval Waters, first exclaimed

against the outrage on a priest (hrahma-Mlbishe). 2. King

Soma,® unenvious, first gave back the priest’s wife; Yaruna

and IMitra were the inviters
;
Agni, the invoker, brought her,

taking her hand. 3. When restored, she had to be received

back by the hand, and they then proclaimed aloud, ‘ This is

the priest's wife
;

’ she was not committed to a messenger to

be sent :—in this way it is that the kingdom of a ruler (or

Kshattriya) remains secured to him.^ 4. Those ancient deities,

the Rishis, who sat down to perform austerities, spoke thus of

her, ‘ Terrible is the wife of the Brahman
;
when approached,

she plants confusion in the highest heaven.^ 5. The Brahma-

charin'^ (religious student) continues to perform observances.

' Compare oshadMh Soma-rtijnih, “the plants whose king is Soma,” in vv. 18

and 19 of this hymn.
2 Compare R.V. x. 85, 8 f., 40 f.

;
and my contributions to Vedic Mythology,

No. ii., p. 2 f.

® I am indebted to Prof. Auft'ccht for this explanation of the verse.

^ See R.V. i. 164, 34, 35, above.

® See my paper on the Progress of the Vedic religion, pp. 374 ff.
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He becomes one member^ of tbe gods. Through him Brhas-

pati obtained his wife, as the gods obtained the ladle which

was brought by Soma. 6. The gods gave her back, and men

gave her back ;
kings, performing righteousness, gave back

the priest's wife. 7. Giving back the priest’s wife, freeing

themselves from sin against the gods, (these kings) enjoy

the abundance of the earth, and possess a free range of move-

ment.”

This hymn is repeated in the Atharva-veda, with the addi-

tion of ten more verses, which I subjoin.

Atharva-veda, v. 17.

{vv. 1-3 = vv. 1-3 of E..V. X. 109).

4. “ That calamity which falls upon the village, of which

they say, ‘ this is a star with dishevelled hair,’ is in truth the

priest's wife, who ruins the kingdom which is visited by a

hare attended with meteors.”

{vv. 5-6 = vv. 5-4 of R.Y. x. 109).

7. “ Whenever any miscarriages take place, or any moving

things are destroyed, whenever men slay each other, it is the

priest's wife who kills them. 8. And when a woman has had

ten former husbands not Brahmans, if a priest {hrahma) take

her hand {i.e. marry her), it is he alone who is her husband

9. It is a Brahman only that is a husband, and not a

Bajanya, or a Vaisya. That (truth) the Sun goes forward

proclaiming to the five classes of men {panchabhyo munane-

bhyah."

{vv. 10-11 =vv. 6-7 of B.V. X. 109).

12. “ His (the king’s) wife does not repose opulent {sata-

vahi) and handsome upon her bed, in that kingdom where a

priest's wife is foolishly shut up. 13. A son with large ears

{vikaniah) and broad head is not born in the house in that

kingdom, etc. 14. A charioteer with golden neckchain does

not march before the king’s hosts (?)^ in that kingdom, etc.

15. A white horse with black ears does not make a show, yoked

to his (the king’s) chariot in that kingdom, etc. 16. There is

' See A.V. x. 7, 1 ff., 9, 26.

® The word here in the original is sunanum, with which it is difficult to make
any sense. Should we read ienanum ?
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no pond with blossoming lotuses in his (the king’s) grounds in

that kingdom where, etc. 17. Ilis (the king’s) brindled cow

is not milked by his milkmen in that Idngdom, etc. 18. His

(the king’s) milch cow does not thrive, nor does his ox endure

the yoke, in that country where a Brahman passes the night

wretchedly without his wife.”

I will now refer to a number of texts in which liberality to

the authors of the hymns is mentioned with approbation.

Of these passages i. 125 ;
i. 126

;
v. 27 ;

v. 30, 12 ff.
;

v,

33, 8 ff.
;

v. 61, 10 ;
vi. 27, 8 ;

and vi. 47, 22 ff., may be con-

sulted in Prof. Wilson’s translation
;
and a version of R.Y. x.

107 will be found in my article, “ Miscellaneous Hymns from

the Big and Atharva Vedas,” p. 32 f. The following are

further instances :
^—

vii. 18, 22 ff. “Earning two hundred cows and two cars with

mares, the gift of Sudas the grandson of Devavat and son of

Pijavana, 1 walk about, as a priest does round a house, offer-

ing praises. 23. The four robust richly caparisoned brown^

horses of Sudas, the son of Pijavana, standing on the earth,

carl’}" me, son to son,^ onward to renown in perpetuity.”

(See the translation of these verses in Roth’s Litt. u.

Geschichte des Wcda, p. 100.) In i. 126, 3, and vi. 27, 8,

also, the wmrd vadhumantah is used as here, and is probably

to be taken in the first of these passages of mares, and in

the latter of cows, vinsatim (ja vadhiimanto, being “twenty

bulls with their cows.” The same sense of cows or mares is

probably to be understood in viii. 19, 36. That the preced-

1 The fourth volume of Professor "Wilson's Eig-veda, edited by Mr. Cowell,

having been published sinee this paper was written, the reader may compare his

version of such of the following passages as are included in it with mine.

* The word here rendered is smaddishtayah. In his explanation of this pas-

sage Sayana considers it to mean nramUalimrjma^raddhMkldndngayuikuh,
i.e. “possessing the approved constituents of a gift, viz., generosity, faith,” etc.

It occurs in three other texts, viz., in iii. 45, 5, as an epithet of Indra, where
Sayana takes it to signify bhadravukya, “speaking auspicious words in vi. 63,

9, where he takes it as = prasasfa-darsanun, “of approved look and in x. 62, 9,

Prof. Aufrccht considers the word to mean “ strong,” “robust,” a sense which

suits the context of iii. 45, 5 (where it cannot possibly bear the interpretation

assigned by Sayana on vii. 18, 23), and apparently also that of x. 62, 9. From
the etymology (apparently smat for stmat, “good” or “well,” and dishti, “plea-

sure” or “good luck,”) one would suppose it ought to mean “blessed” or

“fortunate,” a sense which might also suit the context of lii. 45, 5.

3 Tolcam tokuya. The sense is obscure.
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ing passages refer to the females of bulls or horses is made

likely by comparing viii. 57, 17, which will be quoted below.

In viii. 46, 37, however, reference is distinctly made to the

gift of a woman {yoshana).

viii, 3, 21, “ (The horse?) which Indra, the Maruts, and

Pakasthaman, the son of Kurayana, gave to me, the

most brilliant of all, like (the sun) careering in the sky.

22. Pakasthaman gave me a tawny (horse) well broken in,

and filling his traces, an indication of riches. 23. Like to

which other ten swift steeds also bear the yoke, like those

which carried the son of Tugra to his home. 24. Soul, food,

body, raiment, the giver of vigour, and ornament— (all this

Pakasthaman is). I celebrate him as the fourth liberal be-

stower of a tawny horse.”

viii. 4, 19. “We have celebrated among the Turvasus the

profuse riches, consisting of hundreds of horses (bestowed) at

the festivals of Kuranga, at the distributions made by this

powerful and fortunate king. 20. After sixty thousand pure

cows,^ I, a rishi, have driven away herds of cattle obtained

by the Priyamedhas with faces upturned to heaven, through

the prayers of the sacrificing son of Kanva. 21. Even the

trees 2 rejoiced at my arrival, (exclaiming), ‘ they have obtained

cows in abundance, thej^ have obtained horses in abundance.’

viii. 5, 37. “May ye, Asvins, take notice of my new gifts,

how Kasu, of the race of Chedi, has bestowed on me a

hundred camels and ten thousand kine. 38. The people are

prostrate beneath the feet of the descendant of Chedi, and the

men about him are but leather-workers (before him), who
presented to me ten kings brilliant as gold. 39. Let no one

tr}’ to walk in the path which these Chedis tread. No sage

is regarded as a more bountiful man (than this prince.” ^

viii. 6, 46. “ I have received a hundi’ed from Tirindara, a

1 Sayana explains nirmajum as nihicshena suddhanain gavam. Eotli leaves tlie

vord unexplained
;
and Prof. Aufrecht suggests nirnijum, “ garments,” as perhaps

the true reading.
* Compare Psalm xcvi. 12.

2 This verse is translated in Benfeys Glossary in the Sama-veda, s.v. mehn.
* Or, “No one, (as) the sage expects, will" (prove to be) a more munificent

person.”

VOL. u .—[new series.] 18
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thousand from Parsu, the riches of the Yadvas. 47. They

gave three hundred horses, ten thousand cows, to Saman the

Pajra. 48. The exalted prince overpassed the sky, giving a

yoke of four camels
;
he (overpassed) the YMva tribe by his

renown.”

viii. 19, 36. “ Trasadasjm, son of Purukutsa, the bountiful

lord, the patron of the virtuous, gave me fifty females (cows

or mares). ^ 37. And while I was travelling .... at the

ford of the Suvastu, Syava, the wealthy lord of the Diyas (or

of gifts) brought three seventies.”

viii. 21, 17.
“ "VYas it Indra who gave to me, the worshipper,

all this wealth ? or was it the blessed Sarasvati who gave this

riches, or was it thou, Chitra ? 18. King Chitra and other

kings who (dwell) along the Sarasvati, diffused himself (over

us) like Parjanya, in a shower, bestowing a thousand and tens

of thousands.”

viii. 24, 29. “May the gift of Narya reach the Yyasnas,

offerers of Soma-libations, together with abundant wealth,

in hundreds and thousands. 30. If any one, sacrificing,

enquire of thee (o Tishas), wheresoever thou art engaged,

where (he is), reply, ‘This Vala dwells remote on the banks

of the Gomati.’”^

viii. 46, 21. “ Let the ungodly man come forward^ who has

received as large a present as this which Vasa, the son of

Asva, has received at the break of to-day’s dawn from the

Prthusravas, the son of Kanita. 22. I have received the

sixty thousand and ten thousand (appropriated to) the son of

Asva, two thousand camels, ten hundreds of brown (mares),

ten of (mares) with three ruddy spots, and ten thousand

cows. 23, 24. Ten brown, impetuous, irresistible, swift,

overbearing steeds of the bountiful Prthusravas, son of

Kanita, cause the circumference of the chariot wheel to

whirl round. Bestowing a golden chariot, he has shewn him-

self a most bountiful sage, and acquired the most extended

renown 30. As oxen approach the herd, so they

' See in note above the remarks on vii. 18, 22.

2 Compare the similar expressions in E.V. v. 61, 19.

3 This challenge seems to mean that no ungodly man had received such gifts.
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draw near to me. 31. Then when he had called for a hundred

camels from amongst the grazing herd, and two thousand

among the white cattle, 32. I, the sage, received a hundred

from the Dasa^ Balbutha, the deliverer. These men of thine,

0 Vayu, protected by Indra, rejoice
;
protected by the gods,

they rejoice. 33. Then that large woman is led away,

covered with jewels, towards Yasa, son of Asva.”

viii. 54, 10. “ May the opulent prince, who bestows on me
speckled cows with golden housings, never perish, o gods.

12. Over and above the thousand speckled cows, I received a

bright, large, broad, shining piece of gold. 13. Men have

exalted to the gods the renown of the grandson of Durgaha,®

who was bountiful to me in (bestowing) a thousand (cows).”

viii. 57, 14. “ Near me stand six men in pairs, in the ex-

hilaration of the Soma juice, bestowing delightful gifts.

15. Of Indrota I received two brown horses, from the son of

Rksha two tawny, and from the son of Asvamedha two

ruddy horses. 16. From the son of Atithigva (I received)

horses with a beautiful car, from the son of Rksha horses

with beautiful reins, and from the son of Asvamedha horses

of beautiful form. 17. Along with Putakratu, I obtained

six horses with mares® from Indrota, the son of Atithigva.

18. Among these brown horses was perceived a bay mare

with a stallion, and with beautiful reins and a whip. 19.

May no mortal, however desirous of reviling, fasten any fault

upon you, o ye possessors of food.”

X. 33, 4. “ I, a rishi, have solicited king Kurusravana,

descendant of Trasadusyu, the most bountiful of sages. 5.

Let me celebrate, at the (sacrifice), attended with a thousand

gifts, (that prince) whose three tawny mares convey me excel-

lently in a car. 6. Of which father of Upamasravas, the

agreeable words were like a pleasant field to him who uttered

them. 7. Attend, o Upamasravas, son (of Kurusravana), and

grandson of Mitratithi—I am the encomiast of thy father.

* Eoth, s.v. dusa, conjectures that instead of duse, the proper reading is here
dtisan, which would alter the sense to, “ I received a hundred slaves from Bal-
butha.”

2 Langlois in loco refers for illustration of this to E.V. iv. 42, 8.

® Sayana here understands vadhu/natnh, of mares, vadavubhis tadvatah.
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8 , If I had power over the immortals, or over mortals, my
magnificent (patron) should still be alive. 9. The man even

of a hundred 3’ears lives not beyond the period ordained by

the gods
;
^ so hath (everything) continually revolved.”

X. 62, 6 .
“ The Virupas, who sprang from Agni, from the

sky, Xavagva, and Dasagva, who perfectly possesses the

character of an Angiras, is elevated to the gods. 7. The

sages (princes) in concert with Indra lavished a herd of cows

and of horses. i\Ien have exalted to the gods'^ the renown of

me, Ashtakai’ni, who bestowed a thousand. 8 . Let this man^

now multiply
;
may he shoot up like a sprout, he who at once

lavishes a thousand hundred horses for a gift. 9. No one equals

him, as no one succeeds in grasping the summit of the sk\’.^

The largesses of the son of Savarna have been diffused as

wideh’ as the sea. 10. Yadu and Turva gave two robust bond-

men to serve (me) with abundance of kine. 11. Let not this

man, the leader of the people, who lavishes thousands, suffer

calamity. Let his largesses go on vj’ing with the sun. May
the gods prolong the life of the son of Savarna, from whom
we, without fatiguing labour [or without cessation], have re-

ceived food.”

X. 93, 14. “ I have spoken this (in praise) of Duhsima,

Prthavana, Vena, and Rama,—a god among the magnificent,

—who, having yoked five hundred (horses) for our benefit,

—

their (liberality) became renowned b\" (this) course. 15. Over

and above this, Tanva straightway assigned, Parthj'a straight-

way assigned, Mayava straightway assigned (to us) here

seventy-seven.”

If we consider that the various texts which have just been

quoted are the productions of the class whose pretensions

they represent and whose dignitj" they exalt, and further, if

we take into account the indications, supplied by various

' Compare R.Y. Tiii. 28, 4 : “As the gods desire so it comes to pass
;
no one-

no mortal, however hostile—can hinder that (will) of theirs.”

2 Compare viii. 54, 12, above.
® In my article on “ Mann, the progenitor of the Aryan Indians,” Jour. R. A. S.,

IX. p. 416, note, I translated this word mariu as a proper name, perhaps wrongly.

* Comp. S. P. Er. xiii. 5, 4, 14 : “Neither former nor later men of the five

races have reached this great work of Bharata (performed) to-day, as no mortal

has reached the sky with his arms.”
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other passages which I shall cite below, of mdifference to

the gods and to their ministers manifested by the other sec-

tions of the commimity, we may think it necessary to make

some deduction from the impression which we had at first

received of the estimation in which the priestly order was

held at the time when the hymns of the Rigveda were com-

posed. But after every such allowance has been made, it

will remain certain that the brahman, whether we look iipon

him as a sage and poet, or as an officiating priest, or in both

capacities, was regarded with respect and reverence, and even

that his presence was considered an important condition of

the eflficacy of the ceremonial. Thus, in i. 164, 35, the priest

is described as “the highest heaven of speech;” in x. 107, 6,

a liberal patron is called a rishi and a priest, as epithets ex-

pressive of the greatest eulogy; in x. 125, 5, the goddess

Yach is said to make the man who is the object of her special

affection a priest and a rishi
;
in vi. 45, 7 ;

vii. 7, 5 ;
viii. 16,

7 ;
and ix. 96, 6, the term “priest” is applied honorifically

to the gods Indra, Agni, and Soma
;
in iv. 50, 8, 9, great

prosperity is declared to attend the prince by whom a priest

is employed, honoured, and succoured
;
and in iii. 53, 9, 12 ;

V. 2, 6 ;
vii. 33, 2, 3, 5 ;

and vii. 83, 4, the highest efficacy

is ascribed to the intervention and intercession of priests.

Again, although the commendations which are passed in

the hymns on liberality to priests have been composed by in-

terested parties, and though the value of the presents bestowed

has no doubt been enormously exaggerated, there is no reason

to doubt that the ministers of public worship, who possessed

the gift of expression and of poetry, who were the deposi-

taries of all sacred science, and who were regarded as the

channels of access to the gods, would be largely rewarded

and honoured.^

1 It is to be observed that, in these eulogies of liberality, mention is nowhere
made of Brahmans as the recipients of the gifts. In two places, viii. 4, 20, and
X. 33, 4, a rishi is mentioned as the receiver. In later works, such as the Sata-

patha Brahmana, on the contrary, the presents are distinctly connected with
Brahmans. Thus it is said in that work, ii. 2, 2, 6 : “Two kinds of gods are

gods, viz., the gods (proper), whilst those Brahmans who have the Vedic tradition,

and are learned, are the human gods. The worship {yajna) of these is divided into

two kinds. Oblations constitute the worship offered to the gods, and presents
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It is further clear, from some of the texts quoted above (ii.

1, 2 ;
iv. 9, 3 ;

x. 52, 2), as well as i. 162, 5, and from the

contents of hymns ii. 36 ;
ii. 37 ;

ii. 43 ;
and x. 124, 1,^ that

in the later part of the Vedic era, to which these productions

are probably to be assigned, the ceremonial of worship had

become highly developed and complicated, and that different

classes of priests were required for its proper celebration.^ It

is manifest that considerable skill must have been required

for the due performance of these several fimctions
;
and as

such skill could only be acquired by early instruction and by

practice, there can he little doubt that the priesthood must at

that period have become a regular profession.^ The distinc-

tion of king or noble and priest apj>ears to he recognized in

i. 108, 7, as well as in iv. 50, 8, 9 ;
whilst in v. 47, 7, 14, a

similar distinction is made between king and rishi
;
and it is

noticeable that the verse, in other respects nearly identical,

with which the 36th and 37th hymns of the eighth mandala

respectively conclude, ends in the one hymn with the words,

“ Thou alone, Indra, didst deliver Trasadasyu in the conflict

of men, magnifying prayers” {hrahmdni vardhayan) , whilst

in the other the last words are, “magnifying (royal) powers”

{Icshattrdni vardhayan), as if the former contained a reference

to the functions of the priest, and the latter to those of the

prince.

While, however, there thus appears to be every reason

for supposing that towards the close of the Vedic period the

priesthood had become a profession, the texts which have

been quoted, Avith the exception of one (x. 90, 12) which will

{dakshiiiu) that offered to the human gods, the Brahmans, who possess the Vedic

tradition, and are learned. It is with oblations that a man gratifies the gods, and
with presents that he gratifies the human gods, the Brahmans, who possess the

Vedic tradition, and are learned. Both these two kinds of gods, when gratified, place

him in a state of happiness” {sudhayum
) ;

(or "‘convey him to the heavenly world,”

as the expression is varied in the parallel passage of the same work, iv. 3, 4, 4.)

1 See also i. 94, 6, where it is said: “Thou (Agni) art an adhvaryu, and the

earliest hotri, a prasdstri, a potri, and by nature a purohita. Knowing all the

priestly functions {urivijyu) wise, thou nourishest us,” etc.

® See Prof. Muller’s remarks on this subject, Anc. Sansk. Lit., pp. 485 ff.; and

Dr. Haiig’s somewhat different view of the same matter in his Introd. to Ait. Br.,

pp. il ff.

2 In regard to the great importance and inflluence of the priests, see Muller’s

Anc. Sansk. Lit., pp. 485 ff.
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be further adverted to below, do not contain anything which

necessarily implies that the priests formed an exclusive caste,

or, at least, a caste separated from all other by insurmountable

barriers, as in later times.^ There is a wide difference be-

tween a profession, or even a hereditary order, and a caste in

the fully developed Brahmanical sense. Even in countries

where the dignity and exclusive prerogatives of the priest-

hood are most fully recognized (as in Roman Catholic Europe),

the clergy form only a profession, and their ranks may be re-

cruited from all sections of the community. So, too, is it in

most countries, even with a hereditary nobility. Plebeians

may be ennobled at the will of the sovereign. There is,

therefore, no difidculty in supposing that in the Vedic era the

Indian priesthood—even if we suppose its members to have

been for the most part sprung from priestly families—may
have often admitted aspirants to the sacerdotal character from

other classes of their countrymen. Even the employment of

the words brdhmana and rdjanya in the Rig-veda does not

disprove this. The former word, derived from brahman,

“ priest,” signifies, as already intimated, nothing further than

the son or descendant of a priest (the word brahmaputra,
“ son of a priest,” is, as we have seen, actually used in one

text),—just as the latter {rdjanya) means nothing more than

the descendant of a king or chief {rdjan).

The paucity of the texts (and those, too, probably of a

date comparatively recent) in which the word brdhmana

' Dr. Haug, in his tract on the “ Origin of Brahmanism,” p. 5, thus states his

views on this question :
“ It has been of late asserted that the original parts of

the Vedas do not know the system of caste. But this conclusion was prematurely

arrived at without sufficiently weighing the evidence. It is true the caste system

is not to he found in such a developed state, the duties enjoined to the several

castes are not so clearly defined as in the Law Books and Puranas. But never-

theless the system is already known in the earlier parts of the Vedas, or rather

presupposed. The barriers only were not quite so insurmountable as in later

times.” This view he supports by a reference to the Zend Avesta, from which he
deduces the conclusion that the people had been divuded into three classes even

before the separation of the Indian from the Iranian Aryans, and adds ; “ From
all we know, the real origin of caste appears to go back to a time anterior to the

composition of the Vedic hymns, though its development into a regular system

with insurmountable harriers can he referred only to the latest period of the Vedic
times.” As thus stated, the difl^erence between Dr. Haug and other European
scholars is one of degree and age, not of principle, for none of them assert any
distinction of race, or congenital difference, between the castes or classes.
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occurs, when contrasted with the large number of those in

which brahman is found, seems to prove conclusively that

the former word was but little used in the earlier part of the

Vedic era, and only came into common use towards its close.

In some of these passages (as in vii. 103, 1, 7, 8 ; x. 88, 19)

the Brahman is merely alluded to as a priest, and in vii. 103,

the comparison of frogs to Brahmans may seem even to imply

a want of respect for the latter and their office.^ In other

places (i. 164, 45, and x. 71, 8, 9) a distinction appears to be

drawn between intelligent and unintelligent Brahmans, be-

tween such as were thoughtful and others who were mere

mechanical instruments in carrying on the ceremonial of

worship,^ which, however, certainly points to the existence of

a sacerdotal class. In another passage (x. 97, 22) the im-

portance of a Brahman to the proper performance of religious

rites appears to be clearly expressed. In x. 109, where the

words brahman {passim) and brahmana (in y. 4) seem to be

used interchangeably—the inviolability of Brahmans’ wives,

the peril of interfering with them, and the blessing attendant

on reparation for any outrage committed against them, are

referred to in such a way as to shew at once the loftiness of

the claims set up by the Brahmans on their own behalf, and

to prove that these pretensions were frequently disregarded

by the nobles. In x. 16, 6, the Brahmans are spoken of as

inspired by Soma, and in vi. 75, 10, the manes of earlier

Brahmans are reckoned among those divine beings who have

power to protect the suppliant. But in none of these texts

is any reference made to the Brahmans constituting an exclu-

sive caste or race, deseended from an ancestor distinct from

those of the other classes of their countrymen. In faet, it is

proved by one of the additions (cited above) which have been

made in the Atharva-veda (v. 17, 8f.) to one of the hymns

just referred to (x. 10, 9), that, even at that later period when

that addition was made. Brahmans had but little regard to

the purity of the sacerdotal blood, as they did not intermarry

* See Muller’s remarks on tills hymn in his Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 494.
2 In R.V. viii. 50, 9, it is said :

“ Whether an unwise or a wise man, 0 Indra,

has offered to thee a hymn, he has gladdened (thee) through his devotion to thee.’’
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with women of their own order only, or even with women
who had previously lived single, hut were in the habit of

forming unions with the widows of Rajanyas or Vaisyas,^ if

they did not even take possession of the wives of such men
while they were alive.^ Even if we suppose these women to

have belonged to priestly families, this would only show that

it was no uncommon thing for females of that class to be

married to Rajanyas or Vaisyas—a fact which would, of

course, imply that the caste system was either quite un-

known, or only beginning to be introduced among the

Indians of the earlier Vedic age. That, agreeably to ancient

tradition. Brahmans intermarried with Rajanya women at

the period in question, is also distinctly shewn by the story

of the Rishi Chyavana and Sukanya, daughter of king

Saryata, narrated in the Satapatha Brahmana, and quoted in

my former paper, “ Contributions to a Knowledge of Yedic

Mythology,” No. ii., pp. 11 tf. See also the stories of the

1 That the remarriage of women was customary among the Hindus of those

days is also shewn by A.V., ix. 5, 27 f., quoted in my former paper on Yama, p. 299
* This latter supposition derives a certain support from the emphasis with which

the two verses in question (A.V. v. 17, 8, 9) assert that the Brahman was the only
true husband. Whence, it may be asked, the necessity for this strong and re-

peated asseveration, if the Rajanya and Vaisya husbands were not still alive, and
prepared to claim the restoration of their wives The verses are, however,
explicable without this supposition.

It is to be observed, however, that no mention is here made of Sudras as a class

with which Brahmans intermarried. Sudras were not Aryas, like the three upper
classes. This distinction is not recognised in the following verse of the A.V. xix.

62, 1 : Make me dear to gods, dear to princes, dear to every one who beholds me,

both to Sudra and to Arya.” (Unless we are to suppose that both here and in

xix, 32, 8, arya = a Vaisya, and not arya, is the word.) In Satapatha Brahmana,
Kanva Sakha (Adhvara Kanda, i. 6), the same thing is clearly stated in these
words, for a copy of which I am indebted to Professor Muller ;—Tan na sarva eva
prapadycia na hi devuh sarvenaiva sangachhante

|

arya eva brahmano v& Jeshattriyo

va vahyo vA te hi yajniyuh
\

no eva sarvenaiva samvadeta na hi devuh sarvenaiva
samvadante ilryenaiva brahmanena vA kshattriyena vA vaisyena vA te hi yajniyAh

|

yady ennm sudrena samvAdo vindet “ ittham e?iam nichakshva" ity anyam bruyAd
esha dikshitasyopachArah. “Every one cannot obtain this (for the gods do not

associate with every man), but only an Arya, a Brahman, or a Kshattriya, or a
Vaisya, for these can sacrifice. Nor should one talk with every body (for the gods

do not talk with every body), but only with an Arya, a Brahman, or a Kshattriya,
or a Vaisya, for these can sacrifice. If any one have occasion to speak to a Sudi-a,
let him say to another person, ‘ Tell this man so and so.’ This is the rule for an
initiated man.”

In the corresponding passage of the Madhyandina Sakha (p. 224 of Weber’s
Edition) this passage is differently recorded.

^From Manu (ix. 149-167
;

x. 7ff.) it is clear that Brahmans intermarried with
Sudra women, though the offspring of these marriages were degraded.
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Rishi Syavasva, who married the daughter of king Rathaviti,

as told by the commentator on Rig-veda, v. 61, and given in

Prof. Wilson’s translation, vol. hi. p. 344.

We have, however, still to consider the single text of the

Rig-veda, x. 90, 11, 12, which seems at first sight to prove

the existence of a belief in the separate creation of the four

castes at the time when it was composed. A careful examina-

tion of the context in which these verses are found,^ or even

of the verses themselves, wiU, however, I think, lead to the

conclusion that the representation is allegorical, and implies

no opinion regarding the literal origination of the four

classes. It is not even said that the Brahman was produced

from the mouth, the Rajanya from the arms, or the Vaisya

from the thighs of Purusha
;
but that these classes formed

respectively those members of his body. It is the Sudra

alone who is asserted to have sprung from the part of the

body with which he is associated—the feet.

It is further to be noticed that as this hymn probably be-

longs to the close of the Vedic age, no conclusion can, on any

interpretation of its meaning, be drawn from it in regard to the

opinion regarding the different classes which prevailed in the

earlier portion of that era. Dr. Haug, it is true, denies that

the hymn is comparatively modern. He thinks that there is

no sufficient evidence to prove this, but that, “on the contrary,

reasons might be alleged to shew that it is even old.” He is

of opinion that the hymn had been used at human sacrifices,

which he considers to have been customary in the earliest

Vedic period, though they were afterwards abandoned as

revolting to human feelings (“ Origin of Brahmanism,” p. 5).

Notwithstanding what is here urged by Dr. Haug, I cannot

help agreeing with the opinion stated by other scholars, such

as Colebrooke (Essays, i. 309, note
;
or p. 197 of Williams and

Norgate’s edition) and Max Muller (Ancient Sansk. Lit.>

p. 570 f.), that this hymn is of a later date than the great

bulk of the collection in which it is found. As compared

' The entire hymn is translated in my paper on the Progress of the Vedic

Eeligion, pp. 353 ff., and also in “Sanskrit Texts,” vol. i. pp. 6fF., where some
remarks are made on it.
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with by far the larger part of the hymns, it has every

character of modernness both in its diction and ideas.

It is not denied that the hymns which we find in the Rig-

veda collection are of very different periods. They them-

selves speak of newer and older h3^mns. So many as a thou-

sand compositions of this sort could scarcely have been pro-

duced within a very short space of time, and there is no rea-

son to imagine that the literary activity of the ancient Hindus

was confined to the age immediately preceding the collection

of the hj^mns. But if we are to recognize any difference of

age, what hymns can we more reasonably suppose to be the

oldest than those which are at once archaic in language and

style, and naive and simple in the character of their concep-

tions
;
and on the other hand, what compositions can more

properly be set down as the most recent than those which

manifest an advance in speculative ideas, while their language

approaches to the modern Sanskrit ? These latter conditions

seem to be fulfilled in the Purusha Sukta, as well as in

hymns x. 71 ;
x. 72 ;

x. 81 ;
x. 82 ;

x. 121 ;
and x. 129.

The pantheistic character of the opening parts of the Purusha

Sukta alone would suffice to demonstrate its comparatively

recent date.

That even the legendary genealogies of the Puranas fre-

quently assign to members of the four so-called castes a

common origin, has been shown in my Sanskrit Texts, vol. i.

chap. ii.
;
and for the evidence discoverable, both in the Rig-

veda itself and in the epic poems and Puranas, that hj'^mns were

composed, and sacerdotal functions exercised, by persons who
in later ages were called Rajanyas or Kshattriyas, as well as

by Brahmans, I may refer to the same volume, pp. 86-151

where the stories of Visvamitra and Devapi are told.

In later times, when none but Brahman priests were known,

it seemed to be an unaccoimtable, and—as contradicting the

exclusive sacerdotal pretensions of the Brahmans—an incon-

venient circumstance, that priestly functions should have been

recorded as exercised by Rajanyas
;
and it therefore became

necessary to explain away the historical facts, by inventing

miraculous legends to make it appear that these men of the royal
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order liad been in reality transformed into Brahmans, as the

reward of their superhuman merits and austerities (see Sanskrit

Texts, Tol. i., pp. 95 ff., 148 ff.). The very existence, how-

ever, of such a word as rajarski, or “royal rishi,” proves that

Indian tradition recognized as rishis or authors of Vedic hymns

persons who had belonged to Bajanya famiKes. A number of

such are named (though wdthout the epithet of rajarsJii) in the

Anukramanika or index to the Rig-veda
;
but Sayana, who

quotes that old document, gives them this title. Thus, in the

introduction to hymn i. 100, he says :
“ Rjrasva and others,

sons of Yrshagir, in all five rajarshis, saw this hymn in a

bodil}'- form {sadeham suktam dadrsuh). Hence they are its

rishis (or seers).” The 17th verse of this hymn is as follows :

“This hymn the Yarshagiras, Rjrasva, with his attendants

Amvarisha, Sahadeva, Bhayamana, and Suradhas, utter to

thee, the vigorous, o Indra, as their homage;” on which

Sayana repeats the remark that these persons were rajarshis.

Ambarisha is also said to be the rishi of ix. 98. Again,

“ Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa, a Rajarshi,” is said by

Sayana on R.Y. iv. 42, to be the rishi of that hymn. In the

9th verse Trasadasyu is thus mentioned :
“ Purukutsani wor-

shipped you, o Indra and Yaruna, with salutations and obei-

sances
;

then ye gave her king Trasadasyu, a slayer of

enemies, a demigod.” Similarly Sayana says on v. 27 :

“ Tryaruna son of Trivrshna, Trasadasyu son of Purukutsa,

and Asvamedha son of Bharata, these three kings conjoined,

are the rishis of this hymn
;
or Atri is the rishi.” As the

hymn is spoken by a fourth person, in praise of the liberality

of these kings, it is clear they cannot well be its authors. How-

ever, the Hindu tradition of their being so, is good proof that

kings could, in conformity with ancient opinion, be rishis.

Trasadasyu and Trayaruna are also mentioned as the rishis

of ix. 110.^ The rishis of iv. 43 and iv. 44 are declared by

Sayana, and l>y the Anukramanika, to be Purumilha, and Aja-

milha, sons or descendants of Siihotra. Though these persons

' In the Vishnu Parana, Trayyaruna, Pushkarin, and Kapi are said to have been

sons of Urukshaya, and the last of them to have become a Brahman. In the

Matsya P., Trayyaruni, Pushkararuni, and Kapi are said to have all become

Brahmans. ("Wilson, V. P., p, 451, and note.)
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are not said by either of these authorities to be kings, yet in the

Vishnu Purana they are mentioned as being of royal race, and

as grandsons of Suhotra, and according to the Bhagavata P,

a tribe of Brahmans is said to have been descended from the

son of Ajamilha. In the sixth verse of iv. 44, the descend-

ants of Ajamilha are said to have come to the worship of tbe

Asvins. The following hymns are said by tradition to have

had the following kings for their rishis, viz. : x. 9, Sindhu-

dwipa, son of Ambarisha (or Trisiras, son of Tvashtr)
;
x. 75,

Sindhukshit, son of Priyamedha
;
x. 133, Sudas, son of Pija-

vana
;

x. 134, Mandhatr, son of Yuvanasva
;

x. 179, Sibi,

son of Usinara, Pratardana, son of Divodasa and king of Kasi,

and Vasumanas, son of Bohidasva
;
and x. 148 is declared to

have had Prthi Vainya as its rishi. In the fifth verse of

that hymn it is said :
“ Hear, o heroic Indra, the invocation

of Prthi; and thou art praised by the hymns of Venya.” In

viii. 9, 10, also, Prtbi Vainya is mentioned among rishis :

“Whatever invocation Kakshivat has made to you, or the

rishi Vyasva, or Dirghatamas, or Prthi, son of Vena, in the

places of sacrifice, take notice of that, o Asvins.” Here

Sayana refers to Prthi as the “ royal rishi of that name.” ^

I have observed above that the contents of B.V. x. 109

not only display the high pretensions of the priestly order,

but also indicate clearly that those pretensions were often dis-

regarded by the ruling class. In fact, the hj’mns of the Big-

veda contain numerous references to persons, apparently of

difierent descriptions, who Avere either hostile or indifferent to

the system of religious worship which the rishis professed

and inculcated. IVe find there a long list of condemnatory

epithets applied to these persons, such as adeva, adevayu,

anindra, abrahman, ayajyu, ayajvan, anyavrata, apatrata,

avrata, demnid, brahmadvish, etc., etc.
; i.e.,

“
godless,”

“ destitute of Indra,” “ without devotion,” “ unsacrificing,”

“following other rites,” “ averse to religious rites, or to law,”

“without rites, or lawless,” “revilersof the gods,” “haters of

* Even females are said to be authors of hymns or parts of hymns, as Eomasa,
“daughter of Brhaspati, an utterer of hymns” (i. 126), Lopamudra. (i. 179, i),

and Visvavara, of the family of Atri (v. 28).
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devotion,” etc. (i. 33, 3, 4 ;
i. 51, 8, 9 ;

i. 101, 2, 4 ;
i. 121, 13;

i. 131, 4 ;
i. 132, 4 ;

i. 147, 2 ;
i. 150, 2 ;

i. 174, 8 ;
i. 175, 3

;

ii. 12, 10 ;
ii. 23, 4, 8, 12 ;

ii. 26, 1 ;
iii. 30, 17 ;

iii. 31, 9 ;

iii. 34, 9 ;
iv. 16, 9 ;

v. 2, 9, 10 ;
v, 20, 2 ;

v. 42, 9, 10 ;

vi. 14, 3 ;
vi. 49, 15 ;

vi. 52, 2, 3 ;
vi. 61, 3 ;

vi. 67, 9 ;
vii. 6, 3 ;

vii. 61, 4; vii. 83, 7 ;
vii. 93, 5; viii. 31, 15 fF.

;
viii. 45, 23; viii.

51, 12 ;
viii. 53, 1 ;

viii. 59, 7, 10, 11 ;
ix. 41, 2 ;

ix. 63, 24 ;

ix. 73, 5, 8 ;
X. 22, 7 f.

;
x. 27, Iff.; x. 36, 9 ;

x. 38, 3 ;
x.

42, 4; X. 49, 1 ;
x. 160, 4 ;

x. 182, 3.) In most of these pas-

sages, no doubt, the epithets in question are connected with

the words Dasa or Dasyu, which—whether we understand

them of barbarous aboriginal races, then partially occupying

the Punjab, or of the evil spirits with which the darkness

was peopled by the lively imagination of the early Indians

—

certainly did not ordinarily designate tribes of Aryan descent.

But there are other texts containing denimciations of religious

hostility or indifference, where no express reference is made

to Dasyus, which may with more or less probability he under-

stood of members of the Aryan community. Such are the

following :

—

i. 84, 7. “ Indra, who alone distributes riches to the sacri-

ficing mortal, is lord and irresistible. 7. When will Indra

crush the illiberal {aradhasam) man like a bush with his

foot ? when will he hear our hymns ?
”

i. 101, 4. “ Indra, who is the slayer of him, however

strong, who offers no libations.”

i. 122, 9. “ The hostile man, the malicious enemy, who

pours out no libations to you, o Mitra and Varuna, plants

fever in his own heart, when the pious man has by his offer-

ings obtained (your blessing).”

i. 124, 10. “ Wake, o magnificent Dawn (Ushas), the men
who present offerings; let the thoughtless niggards {panayahy

sleep.” (Comp. iv. 51, 3.)

1. 125, 7. “ Let not the liberal suffer evil or calamity
;

let

not devout sages decay
;

let them have some further term
;

let griefs befall the illiberal {aprnantam)”

' This sense of the word is confirmed by i. 33, 3, where the rishi says to Indra,
“ ma panir bhur asmad adhi,” “ Be not niggardly towards us.”
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i. 147, 2. “ One man contemns {piyati), whilst another

praises, thee. Reverent, I adore thy manifestation, o Agni.”

i. 176, 4. “ Slay every one who offers no oblations—though

difficult to destroy^—^who is displeasing to thee. Give us his

wealth
;
the sage expects it.”

i. 182, 3. “ What do ye here, o powerful (Asvins) ? Why
do ye sit in the house of any man who offers no sacrifice, and

yet is honoured ? Assad, wear away the breath of the

niggard {paner asum), and create light for the sage who

desires to praise you.”

i. 190, 5. “ Those persons who, flourishing, but wicked,

regarding thee, o god, as a feeble being, depend upon thee

who art gracious—thou hestowest nothing desirable upon the

malignant, thou, o Brhaspati, avengest thyself on the scorner

{piyarum).”

ii. 23, 4. “ By thy wise leadings thou guidest and pro-

tectest the man who worships thee : no calamity can assail

him who hates devotion {brahma-dvishah)

,

and the queller of

his wrath : this, o Brhaspati, is thy great glory.”

ii. 26, 1.
“ The upright worshipper shall slay those who

seek to slay (him)
;
the godly shall overcome the ungodly

;

the religious shall slay in battle even him who is hard to

conquer
;
the sacrificer shall divide the spoils of the unsacri-

ficing.”

iv. 24, 2. “ In battle Indra bestows riches upon the man
who offers prayers {brahmaiiyate) and libations

5. Then some men worship the mighty (Indra)
;
then the

cooker of oblations wdl present his offering of meal
;
then

Soma will abandon those who offer no libations
;
then (the

impious) wiU be fain to worship the vigorous (god).”

iv. 25, 5. “ Dear is the righteous man, dear to Indra is the

man who reveres him, dear is the worshipper, dear to him is

the offer of soma. 6. This impetuous and heroic Indra re-

gards as peculiarly his own the cooked oblation of the devout

soma-offerer
;
he is not the relation, or friend, or kinsman,

of the man who offers no libations
;
he destroys the prostrate

irreligious man. 7. Indra, the soma-drinker, approves not

* Roth, s.v. mderstands dunusam to mean “ continuaUy.”
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friendsliip with the wealthy niggard {revata panina) who
offers no libations. He deprives him of his riches, and de-

stroys him when stripped bare, whilst he is the exclusive

favourer of the man who offers libations and cooks offering-s.”

iv. 51, 3. “The magnificent dawns, appearing, have to-day

aroused the liberal to the bestowal of wealth. Let the niggards

{panayah) sleep in gloom, and the regardless in the midst of

darkness.” (Compare i. 124, 10.)

V. 34, 3 (=Nirukta vi. 19). “Whoever offers soma-liba-

tions to Indra, either in sunshine or darkness, becomes

glorious. The mighty god drives away tlie ostentatious

;

the opulent god (drives away) the man who decks out his

person, and is the friend of the degraded. (Yaska adds to

these epithets of the objects of Indra’s enmity that of ayaj-

vdnam, ‘ one who does not worship.’) 5. Indra desires no

support from five or from ten (allies)
;
he consorts not vdth

the man who offers no libation, however flourishing
;

but

overwhelms, and at once destroys such a person, whilst he

gives the godly man a herd of kine as his portion. 6

The enemy of him who makes no libations, the promoter of

him who offers libations, Indra, the terrible subduer of all,

the lord, brings the Dasa into subjection. 7. He gathers

together the goods of the niggard (pane/i) to be spoiled; he

allots to the sacrificer wealth beneficial for men. Every one

who provokes his fury is deeply involved in difRcult3
^”

V. 42, 7. “ Praise the first depositarj" of gems, Brhaspati,

the bestower of riches, who is most propitious to the man
that hj'mns and lauds him, who comes with abundant wealth

to the man that invokes him. 8. Those who are attended

by th}" succoui’s, Brhaspati, are unharmed, affluent, rich jin

men. The possessions of those who bestow horses, cows, and

raiment, are blest. 9. Make unblest the wealth of those who

enjo}" themselves while they do not gratify (thee) with our

hj^mns.^ Drive away from the sunlight those haters of de-

votion {brahma-dnshah) who are averse to religious rites,

while thej' increase in progenj^. 10. Hasten, o Maruts, with-

I Or, aceordinp: to Sayana, “ who do not satisfy us who are possessed of

laudatory hymns.”
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out -wheels^ against the man who attends at the sacrifice of

a Rakshas (or sinner).^ He who reviles the man who cele-

brates jmur service secures but contemptible pleasures, how-

ever much he may sweat.”

vi. 13, 3. “ That lord of the virtuous by his power destroys

Vrittra (or the enemy)
;
o wise Agni, ofispring of the cere-

monial, that sage whom thou in concert with the son of the

waters prosperest with wealth, divides the spoil of the niggard

{paneh)”

vi. 44, 11. “Abandon us not, o vigorous god, to the de-

stroyer; let us not suffer injury whilst we live in the friend-

ship of thee who art opulent. Thy former bounties to men
(are known)

;
slay those who offer no libations

;
root out the

illiberal {aprnatah).”

vi. 52, 1. “ By heaven or by earth I approve not that, nor

by (this) sacrifice, nor by these rites.^ Let the strong moun-

tains crush him
;

let the priest (yashtd) of AtijAja fall. 2.

Whoever, o Maruts, regards himself as superior to us, or

reviles our worship when performed, may scorching calamities

light upon him
;
may the sky consume that hater of devotion

{bra/ma-dvis/iam)^ 3. Why, o Soma, do they call thee the

protector of devotion, or our preserver from imprecations ?

Why doest thou see us reviled ? Hurl thy burning bolt against

the hater of devotion {brakma-dviske).” (These verses perhaps

refer to the struggles of rival priests. Professor Aufrecht

renders the words atiydjasya yashtu, by “he who tries to

outdo us in sacrifices.” Sayana, who is followed by Professor

Goldstiicker, makes atiyaja the name of a rishi. Professor

Both takes it to mean “very pious.”)

vi. 53, 3. “ Impel to liberality, o burning Pushan, even

’ Acltalcrehhih, easily, swiftlv, noiselessly, suddenly. Compare the phrase

achakraiju svadhayu. varttamanam in x. 27, 19, and nichakrayii, viii. 7, 29.

- This latter rendering of the words ya ohate rakshaso devavilau, is suggested

by Professor Aufrecht. Compare the words ma no martdya ripave rakshasvine,

etc., viii. 49, 8, and yo nah kaschid ririkshati rakshaslvena martyah, etc., viii. 18,

13. Sayana renders the words under consideration by “ who brings Rakshases to

to the sacrifice,—by irregular observances, etc., makes it demoniacal {asura)."
3 The sense of this is not very clear, unless, as Professor Aufrecht proposes, we

understand the words as an oath.

This verse occurs in a modified form in the A.V. ii. 12, 6, but without any
perceptible difference of sense.

VOL. II.—[new series ] 19
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the man who wishes to give nothing. Soften^ the soul even

of the niggard [paneh). 4. Open up paths by which we
may obtain food

;
slay our enemies

;
let our ceremonies be

successful, o terrible god. 5. 0 wise deity, pierce the hearts

of the niggards {paninam) with a probe
;
and then subject

them to us. 6. Pierce them with a goad, o Pushan
;
seek (for

us) that which is dear to the heart of the niggard [paneh
) ;

and

then subject them to us. 7. Penetrate and tear the hearts

of the niggards {paninam), o wise deity, and then subject

them to us. 8. With that prayer-promoting probe {hrahma-

chodimm dram) which thou boldest, o burning Pushan, pene-

trate and tear the heart of every (such man).”

vii. 83, 4. “0 Indra and Varuna, unrivalled with your

weapons, slaying Bheda, ye preserved Sudas
;
ye listened to

the prayers of these men in the battle
;
the priestly office of

the Tritsus proved efficacious 6. Both invoke you,

Indra and Varuna, for the acquisition of spoil (as) in the

conflicts where ye protected Sudas with the Tritsus, when he

was assailed by the ten kings. 7. Ten unsacrificing (ay(^yai?«/<)

kings did not, o Indra and Varuna, vanquish Sudas. The

praises of the men who partake in the sacrificial feast were

effectual
;
the gods were present at their invocations. 8. O

Indra and Varuna, ye gave succour to Sudas when surrounded

in the battle of the ten kings, where the devout white-robed

Tritsus, with knotted hair, worshipped you with reverence

and prayer.”

[In the first verse of this hymn Indra and Varuna are said

to have slain both the Dasa and Arya enemies of Sudas. His

enemies were therefore in part Aryas, and the ten kings

alluded to in the verses I have quoted were no doubt of this

race. And yet it is to be observed that in v. 7 they are de-

scribed as ayajyavah, “ unsacrificing.” If, therefore, this

expression is to be taken literally, it would follow that these

Aryan kings were not worshippers of Indra and Varuna.

Perhaps, however, the epithet is only to be understood in a

general way, as meaning “ ungodly.” If we are to take the

indefinite word “ both ” {ubhaydsah) in verse 6, as meaning

* Or, “criLsh” [vi mrada).
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“botli the contending hosts,” it would, indeed, result that not

only Sudas but also the ten kings who were fighting against

him offered supplications to the same gods
;
but this would

seem to be in contradiction to the literal sense of the word

“unsacrificing” in the following verse
;
and Sayana under-

stands “ both” to refer to Sudas and the Tritsus who were his

helpers].

vii. 19, 1. “ Who (Indra) bestows on the man who offers

many libations the wealth of the family which does not wor-

ship (him).”

viii. 2, 18. The gods love a man who offers oblations
;
they

do not approve sleep. The active obtain delight.” (Compare

viii. 86, 3).

viii. 11, 15. “Thou, o Indra, a drinker of soma, who art

supreme, hast scattered and destroyed the hostile assembly

which offers no oblations.”

viii. 31, 15. “ Impetuous is the chariot of the godly man,

and he is a hero in every battle. The sacrificer who seeks to

please the gods overcomes the man who does not sacrifice.

16. Thou dost not perish, o sacrificer, nor thou, o offerer of

libations, nor thou, o godly man.”

viii. 45, 15. “ Bring to us the wealth of the man who,

being rich, but no sacrificer, refuses to present offerings. . . .

23. Let not violent fools, let not deriders insult thee. Love

not the haters of devotion {brahmadmshah)’'^

viii. 51, 12. “ Let us praise Indra truly, not falsely. Great

destruction overtakes the man who ofiers no libations, whilst

he who offers them has many lights.”

viii. 53, 1. “ Let our hymns exhilarate thee; give us wealth,

0 Thunderer. Slay the haters of devotion {brakmadcishah).

2. Crush with thy foot the niggards {panin), who bestow

nothing;^ thou art great; no one equals thee.”

viii. 59, 7. “ 0 long-Kv«d god, the ungodly man shall not

obtain food 10. Thou, Indra, lovest our rites
;
thou

satiatest (? ironically) those who revile thee
”

Perhaps these expressions may refer to the Dasas and Dasyu,

who are mentioned in the context.

‘ In ix. 101, 13, we find svanam arudhasam, “ the dog who bestows nothing.”
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viii. 86, 2. “ Bestow, o Inclra, upon tlie worshipper who
offers libations and gives presents, and not upon the niggard

ipanau), the horse and cow which thou possessest, as an un-

decaying portion. 3. Let the godless man who performs no

rites, and sleeps an incessant sleep, destroy by his own acts^

the wealth which sustains him
;
sever him from it.”

X. 27, 1. “ The impulse comes upon me (says Indra) to be-

stow (blessing.s) on the sacrifice!’ who offers libations. I slay

the man who utters no praises, who is an enemy of truth, a

sinner, and empty.” ^

X. 32. “ May the (worshippers) who constantly bring thee

to the sacrifices slay the boasters (or tallcers) who give no

presents” {vagmndn arddhasah).

X. 38, 3. “ Whatever godless man {adezah), whether Dasa

or Arya, o much-lauded Indra, seeks after us to vanquish us,

let these enemies be easy for us to overcome
;
through thee

may we slay them in the conflict.”

[This passage shows that Aryas as well as Dasas were

cliarged with being deniers of the Aryan gods (compare vii.

83, 7) ;
unle.ss we are to consider the term “ godless” as em-

ployed, as in modern times,’^ to describe persons who were

practically, though not theoretical!}’, unbelievers. This latter

view is confirmed by A.Y. v. 8, 3, where an enemy plotting

against the wor.shipper, and employing a 'priest (?!. 5), is yet

described as “ godless.”] ,

X. 42, 4. . .
“ Here the hero (Indra) takes for a friend the

man who brings offerings
;
he desires no friendship with the

man who pours out no libations.”

X. 49, 1. . . “I (says Indra) bestow the earliest riches on the

man who praises me : I have made for myself a hymn which

magnifies me. I am the encourager of the man who sacrifices.

I overwhelm in every conflict those who do not sacrifice.”

X. 160, 4. “ Whoever, loving .the gods, offers libations of

soma to Indra with an ardent soul, with his whole heart,

—

Indra does not give up his kine (to spoliation), but makes for

' Compare ^dii. 18, 13.
* “ Empty-lianded,” tibhum, a.s explained by Bbhtlingk and Roth s.v.

^ e.g. in the case of the Government Colleges in Ireland.
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him (the soma-libation) approved and pleasing.^ 4. That

man is observed by Indra who, though rich, offers to him no

libations of soma. Maghavat grasps him in his fist,” and

sla}"s the haters of devotion (hrahmadvishah) though un-

solicited.”

That the wealthy man here referred to is an Aryan is

rendered probable by the tenor of the following text, where

the rich man there alluded to, after contemning Indra during

a period of security, concludes by invoking the god when he

has been terrified into devotion by the manifestations of his

power and anger

:

viii. 21, 14. “ Thou takest not a rich man for thy friend.

Drunkards contemn thee. "When thou utterest a sound, and

musterest (thy hosts), then thou art invoked as a father.”

^

^ Prof. Aufreelit suggested that the words “the soma libation,” should be
understood in this verse, and compares vii. 84, 3, and x. 39, 2. The blessings

which attend a devout worshipper of Indra are also described in vi. 28, 2 fl’.

- See Prof. Goldstiicker’s Sanskrit Lexicon s.v. aratni. Sayana’s interpretation

of this verse, as there quoted and translated by Prof. G., is as follows : “Indra
manifests himself (to the pious)

;
(the sacrificer), who, though not wealthy, offers

him the soma libation,—him, Indra, the wealthy, holds in his hand (lit. jf/t, i.e. he
protects him), after having defeated {nih scil. krsluja) his enemies; even unsolicited

he slays the foes of the Erfilimans.” I am, I confess, bold enough to consider

the rendering I have given in the text as preferable to Sayana’s in the parts where
mine differs from his. His connection of the negative particle na which follows

revan with that word (so as to make it = arevim), instead of with the verb sunoli,

seems forced and unnatural, especially as rich men are often censured as non-
sacrificers (as in iv. 25,. 7; v. 34, 5, v. 42, 9; viii. 45, 15). Prof. Roth con-
jectm-ally interprets aratnau nirdadhdti as meaning “ he finds him out in a cor-

ner.” Prof. Aufrecht would render, “ holds him at arm’s length, despises him.”
3 Compare the followinsr additional passages:—i. 110, 7; i. 113, 18: i. 121,

13; i. 131, 4; i. 132, 4 ;T. 133, 7; i. 151, 7; i. 152, 2; i. 174, 6; p i. 22, 8;

vi. 23, 2, 3, 9. AVe read in i. 51, 8: “Distinguish between the Aryas .and

those who are Dasyus
;
chastising the men who are destitute of rites (or lawless),

subject them to the sacrificer. Be a strong supporter of thy worshipper,” etc. ; and

in i. 130, 8 : “Indra preserved the sacrificing Arya in battle.” But it does not

follow from such texts that the Aryas are always identifiable with the wor-
shippers of the gods, though the two classes would generally include the same
persons.

As the people named in the following verse (iii. 53, 14), the Kikatas,. seem to

h.ave lived on the outskirts of Aryan civilization, no conclusion can be drawn from
it in reference to the point before us. “ AVhat are thy cows, (o Indi-a) doing
among the Kikatas? (These people) neither draw (from these cows) milk to

mix with the soma, nor do they heat the sacrificial kettle. Bring to us the wealth
of Pramaganda (or the usurer)

;
subject to us the degraded people.” The

Kikatas, according to Yaska (Nir. vi. 32), are a non-Aryan race
;
though he and

Sayana give nastikas or atheists as an alternative sense. Prof. AVeber^(Indische
Studien, i. 186) thinks that as Kikata is an old name for Alagadha or Behar, we
may understand the word used.by Yaska as meaning an Aryan tribe which
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(See “Contributions to Vedic Theogony,” etc., p. 101, note 1.)

In vi. 47, 16, Indra is said to be the enemy of the prosperous

man {edhamdnadvit), probably an Arya who rendered him

no service.'

In two other passages we are even told that doubts

were entertained by some in regard to Indra’s existence

;

ii. 12, 5 :
“ Have faith in that terrible being of whom men

ask ‘ where is he ? ’ and declare that he is not. He destroys

the possessions of the foe, etc 15. Thou art true, who

being irresistible, continually providest food for him who pours

out libations and cooks oblations.”

viii. 89, 3. “ Seeking food, present a hymn to Indra, a true

hymn, if he truly exists. ‘ Indra does not exist,’ says some

one
;

‘ who has seen him 't whom shall we praise ?
’

‘ This is

I, 0 worshipper (exclaims Indra), behold me here, I surpass

all beings in greatness.’”

It seems evident from the preceding texts that the parcus

deoram cultor et infrequens was by no means a rare character

among the Aryas of the Yedic age, and that the priests found

no little difficulty in drawing forth the liberality of their lay

contemporaries towards themselves, and in enforcing a due

regard to the ceremonials of devotion. It would even appear

that the ministers of religion had to encounter a considerable

amount of contempt and hostility from the ungodly, for such

words as brakmadvish,- “ hater of devotion,” and piydru.

did not follow Aryan rites, but were in the same condition as the Vratyas de-

scribed by him in p. 33, and by Prof. Aufrecht at pp. 138 f. of ,tbe same volume,

who were admissible by a particular rite within the Brahmanical pale. From
Atbarva Veda, v. 22, 14, however, it would appear that the Magadhas were
regarded by the writer with enmity, and the people designated in the verse before

us as Kikatas, are described as hostile or indifferent to Aryan rites. (See Sanskrit

Texts ii. 362 ff. and Wilson’s note in loco.)

I As however it is said in the same verse that Indra subdues the terrible, and
brings forward others, it is possible that these expressions may be meant merely

to declare Indra’s absolute control over the destinies of men, and to describe the

Nemesis that overtakes pride, with an indication of the Ilerodotean idea rh

Qeiov <\>6ovep6v. (Herod, iii. 40
;

vii. 10, and 46.)

* This word hrahma-dvish might mean either “hater of priests,” or “hater

of devotion,’’ but in the E.V. it seems to have the latter sense. Sayana, on ii. 23,

renders it mantranum bruhmanuntim vu dveslituh, “hater of mantras (hymn.s), or

of Brahmans ;’’ and similarly, on v. 42, 9, bruhtnana-dveshtrin mantra-dveshtrm

vd, “hater of Brahmans or of mantras;’’ whilst on iii. 30, 17, he explains it by
brdlmana-dvcsha-kdrine, “hater of Brahmans;’’ and the same on vi. 22, 8; vi.
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"despiser,” which seem to he sometimes applied to irreligious

Aryas, express something more than passive opposition. It maj''

perhaps be further gathered from a few passages, which I shall

now cite, that the recognized Aryan worship of the national

gods, Agni,Indra,Yaruna, etc., was not kept free from a certain

admixture of demonolatry borrowed most probably from the

aboriginal tribes
;
and it is indeed easy to conceive, or even

a thing to be assumed as natural and necessary, that the

religion as well as the language, manners, and customs of the

Aryans should, in process of time, have undergone some

modification from the close contact into which they must

have been brought with these barbarous neighbours.^

From the first text which I shall quote, and w'hich is ascribed

by tradition to the rishi Vasishtha, it seems that that distin-

guished personage himself had been accused, whether truly

or falsely, of worshipping false gods, of familiarit}’- with evil

spirits, and the practice of devilish arts. A charge of this

kind could scarcely have been made with any chance of being-

credited, unless such demonolatry was commonly known to

have been practised either by him, or by other members of the

same community. The passage referred to (R.Y. vii. 104,

12 if.) is as follows ;
“ The intelligent man can easily discern,

(when) true and false words contend together, which of them
is true, and which of them is correct. Soma protects the

former, and destroj^s untruth. 13. Soma does not prosper

the sinner, nor the man who wields royal power deceitfully.

.52, 3; vii. 104, 2; viii. 45, 23; and viii. 53, 1. The context of ii. 23, 4; v.

42, 9 ;
vi. 52, 2, 3 : x. 160, 4, seems to be in favour of the sense “ haters of devo-

tion,” and the other passages contain nothing inconsistent with this interpreta-
tion. No use can therefore he made of this word to prove the importance of
priests in the Vedic age.

* Tlie demons mentioned in the Eig-veda are called by various names, such as

Rnhshas, Yutu, Yutudhuna, of which the feminine Yatudhani is also found, and
apparently also Basyu and Bum. The word pisachi (masculine) also occurs in
E.V. i. 133, 5, and pimcha frequently in the A.V. The Yatus are conceived as
of different kinds, sva-yatu, tiluka-yatu, susuluka-yaiu, kolca-yutu, suparna-yatu,
yrdlira-yutu. the dog-, owl-, vulture-, etc. etc. formed Yatus (vii. 104, 22) ;

and
saphuruj yatus, perhaps, such as wound with their hoofs (x. 87, 12). Indra and
Agni are the destroyers of the Yatus who seek to disturb and vitiate the sacrifices

and to slay these deities (vii. 104, 18, 20 f.
;

x. 87, 9ff.). The Yatus are de-
scribed as devouring, insatiable, eaters of raw flesh, of the flesh of men and cattle,

drinkers of milk, haters of devotion, maleficent, glaring-eyed, furious, the offspring
of darkness (vii. 104 and x. 87 passim).
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lie slays the Rakshas, he slays the liar, they both sleep in

the fetters of Indra. 14. If I am either one whose gods are

false, ^ or if I have conceived of the gods untruly;—why art

thou angry with us, o Jatavedas
;

let slanderers fall into thy

destruction. 15. May I die to-day if I am a Yatudhana,

or if I have injured any man’s life. Then let him be

separated from his ten sons, who falsely addresses to me
(the woi'ds) ‘ 0 Yatudhana.’ 16. He who addresses to

me who am no Yatu*^ (the words), ‘o Yatudhana,’ or who

(being) himself a Rakshas says, ‘I am pure;’^ let Indra

slay him with his mighty bolt
;

let him sink down the

lowest of all creatures.” Sayana iii his note on v. 12 re-

fers to a legend according to which a Rakshasa had taken

the form of Yasishtha, and killed a hundred sons of that

rishi, and that these verses were uttered by Yasishtha to

repel the charge of his ha\dng been possessed by the demon.

This legend, however, which was no doubt manufactured to

explain the verses, does not in reality answer this purpose.

And it would seem, as I have above assumed, that Yasishtha,

or the speaker in these verses, whoever he may have been,

had been charged with worshipping false gods, and with

being under the influence of demons
;
and that while re-

pelling the accusation, he here retorts upon his accuser by

calling him a Rakshas.

Again in vii. 34, 8, the rishi says ;
“ I who am no YMu

(undenioniacal) invoke the gods
;

fulfilling (the ceremony)

in due form, I offer a hymn.” In another place
^ (vii.

21, 5) it is said: “Neither, o Indra, have Yatus inspired^

> Anrta-devah

:

i.e. asatya-bhuta devu yasya, “ one whose gods are untrue,

or unreal” (Sayana). Prof. Goldstiicker s.v. interprets the word as meaning,

“one to whom the gods are untrue.” Prof. Max Muller renders the phrase,
“ If I had worshipped false gods.” Prof. Eoth who had originally s.v. taken

the word to mean “ a false prayer.” withdraws this sense, and adheres to that

given by Sayana, at the close of his article on deva.

2 Roth s.v. explains the word ayCitu as meaning, “ not demoniacal, free from
demoniacal (magic).” Goldstiicker s.v. defines the word, “a no-demon, a being

different from, or the reverse of, a fiend.”

3 See Prof. GoldstUcker’s Diet. s.v. ayutu.
* (iuoted with its context in Sanskrit Texts, iv. 345.

5 Or, “ impelled,” This is the sense given by Eoth s.v. who explains

the words thus :
“ Demons do not impel us i.e. ” AVe are not in league with

demons.” Compare deva-juta, “ god-inspired,” or “ god-impelled,” applied to
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US ^ Let the lord (Indra) triumph over the hostile

race
;

let no priapic (or long-tailed) demons,' approach our

ceremony.”

In vi. 62, 8, a person characterized as raksho’juj is devoted

to the vengeance of the gods. The commentator explains the

term as either “ the lord, or the instigator, of demons, or a

priest possessed of, or by, demons” (Rakshases).

In vii. 85, 1, the word arakshas is used in a sense perhaps

akin to that of ayatu

:

“ I consecrate (or polish, punishe) for

you twain an undemoniacal {arakskasam) hymn, offering a

libation of soma to Indra and Yaruna.” The same word is

also employed in viii. 90, 8, where the Asvins are thus

addressed :
“ Since we offer to you an undemoniacal gift

{ratim arakskasam),” etc. Compare ii. 10, 5 ;
v. 87, 9.

If we should assign to the words Rakshaso decautau in R.Y.

V. 42, 10 (a passage quoted above), the sense of “ the sacrifice

offered to a Rakshas,” the preceding conclusions would be still

further confirmed.

If such demonolatry really existed to any extent among
the Aryas, it is quite conceivable (I throw this out as

a mere conjecture), that the intense hatred of the

evil spirits whom, under the appellations of Yatudhanas,

Rakshases, Asuras, etc., Agni, Indi’a, and other deities, are

so frequently represented in the R. Y. (i. 133 ;
iii. 15, 1

;

Visvaraitra in iii. .53, 9 ;
and, on the other hand, dasyujataya in ri. 24, 8, where

it is said :
“ India does not bow to the strong nor the firm, nor to the bold man

impelled by a Dasyu (or evil spirit).”

* The sense of the following words na vaiidanu vedyubhih is ohscnre.
- Simadevuh. The same word occurs in x. 99, 3 ” tVhen, irresistible, he

conquered by his force the treasures of the (city) with a hundred gates, slaying

the priapic (or long-tailed) demons." (See Sanskrit Texts, iv. 346). If this

word sisnadeva is correctly rendered as above, the demons in question may have
some aftinity with the Gandharvas, who are represented as objects of apprehension
in A.V. iv. 37, in consequence of their propensity for women, whom, though
themselves hairy like dogs or monkeys, they attempted to seduce by assuming an
agreeable form (vv. 11, 12). The author of the hymn accordingly wishes that

they may be emasculated (v. 7). [Professor Aufrecht thinks that sknadevuh,
being a bahuvrihi compound, must mean “lascivious” (simam devu yesbum).']

These Gandharvas are also described (vv. 8, 9) as havir-addn, “ eaters of obla-

tions.” In A.Y. xviii. 2, 28, the Dasyus (who must here he demons) are spoken
of as mingling with the Pitris under the appearance of friends, though they had
no right to partake in the oblations

;
and Agni is besought to drive them away

from the sacrifice. Compare the disputes regarding the admission of Eudra to a
share in sacrifices, Sanskrit Texts, iv. 203, 241, 312 ff.
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vii. 13, 1; vii. 15, 10; vii. 104; viii. 23, 13; viii. 43, 26;

X. 87 ;
X. 187, 3, etc.) as destroying or chasing away from

the sacrifices which they disturbed and polluted (vii. 104, 18;

X. 87, 9, 11), may not have been inspired by the dread which

the superstitious worshippers entertained of those goblins, so

much as b}' the fact that the^ were rival objects of adoration

for whom their votaries claimed a share in the oblations,

whilst the adherents of the gods described their patrons as

triumphing by their superior power over the hostile intruders,

and their magical arts (vii. 104, 20, 21, 24 ;
x. 87, 19).^

Is it possible to look upon Rudra as having been originally

a demon worshipped by the aborigines as the lord of evil

spirits, and subsequently introduced into the Aryan worship ?

And that he was then, as well as originally, supplicated to

abstain from inflicting those evils of which he was regarded

as the author, and flattered by being addressed as the great

healer of those suflerings which had their origin in his male-

volence ? (See the reference made to the late Rev. Dr.

Stevenson’s paper on the “ Ante-Brahmanical Religion of the

Hindus,” and to Lassen’s Ind. Antiq. in Sanskrit Texts, iv.

344). Ilis malignant, homicidal, and cattle-destroying cha-

racter (R.V. iv. 3, 6 ;
i. 114, 10, Sanskrit Texts iv. 339),

assimilates him to the Rakshasas and Yatudhanas (though it

is true that they are not, as he is, specifically described as the

inflicters of disease and death)
;
and he is described in the

Satarudriya (Yaj. S. xvi. 8, 20), as having attendants

{satvanah), while in A.V. xiii. 4, 27, all the Yatus are said to

obey his commands, and in v. 25 of the same hymn he is

declared to be death, and immortality, vastness {abhvam), and

a Rakshas {sa eva mrtyuh so ’mrfam so ’bhvain sa rakshah)
\
and

in xi. 2, 30 f., reverence is offered to his wide-mouthed howling

dogs, and to his shouting, long-haired, devouring armies. It

is true that in the 11th verse of the same hymn he is asked

to drive aw’ay dogs and shrieking female (demons) with dis-

Perhaps, liowovcr, it is unnecessary to resort to this supposition in order to

account for the dread and hatred of Rakshases which prevailed in the Vedic age.

Such horror and liatred of demons appear to be natural to men in a certain stage

of civilization. See Lecky’s History of the Rise and Progress of Rationalism,

i. 17f.
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lievelled hair
;
that in A.Y. iv. 28, 5, Bhava (a deity akin to,

or identical ndth, Rudra) and Sarva are solicited to destroy the

Yatudhana who uses incantations (compare x. 1, 23) and

makes men mad
;
that in Yaj. 16, 5, Rudra is besought to

drive away Yatudhanis
;
that in A.Y. xi. 2, 28, Bhava is

asked to be gracious to the sacrificer who has faith in the

existence of the gods, and in v. 23 is said to destroy the con-

temners of the deities who offer them no sacrifice ;— all of

these latter traits being common to him with the other Yedic

gods. If, however, Rudra really represents a god or demon

borrowed by the Aryas from the aborigines, it was to be

expected that when adopted by the former he would be in-

vested with the general characteristics which thej^ assigned

to their other deities, and that his connection with the evil

spirits, of whom he was originally the chief, should as far as

possible be kept out of sight and ultimately forgotten.

It is true that this theory leaves unexplained the connec-

tion of Rudra with the Maruts, in conformity with which he

ought to be the god of tempests. (See the extract from

Weber’s Ind. Stud, in Sansk. Texts, iv. 334 ff.). But Rudra

may be a composite character, and modified by the addition

of heterogeneous elements in the course of ages.

There is no proof in the Rig-veda that the introduction of

the worship of Rudra, even if it was more recent than that of

the other Yedic gods, was met with any opposition. But we
find there are hints that the adoration of the Rudras or Maruts

was regarded as an innovation. These deities are described

in many places (see my paper, “ Contributions to a Know-
ledge of Yedic Theogony,” etc., p. 110), as the sons of Rudra

and Prsni, and might, therefore, be supposed to have had

some connection with Rudra. In one passage, too, (R.Y. vii.

56, 17), a cattle-destroying and homicidal character {goha

nrhd vadho vnh), akin to his, is ascribed to them. On the

other hand, they are frequently represented as in close rela-

tion with Indra
;
and in fact it is almost inevitable that these

deities of the tempest should be associated with the Thun-

derer, who could scarcely fulfil his function as dispenser of

rain without their co-operation. But there are some hj'mns.
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viz., the 165th, the 170th, and the 171st, of the first Mandala,

in which Indra is introduced as regarding them with jealousy,

and as resenting the worship which was paid to them. Thus

in i. 160, 6 fi'., he boasts that he is quite independent of their

aid, while they reply that their assistance had been of im-

portance to his success in battle. (Compare viii. 7, 31, and

viii. 85, 7 ;
iv. 18, 11). Again, in i. 170, Indra, who com-

plains (v. 3) that the rishi Agastya was despising him and

neglecting his worship, is besought {v. 2) to come to terms

with the Maruts, and to associate with them at the saci'ifice

(r. 5) ;
and in i. 171, 4, the rishi asks forgiveness from the

Maruts, because, through dread of Indra, he had discontinued

the sacrifice which he had begun in their honour-. From all

this it woidd seem as if the worshippers of Indra had enter-

tained some objection to the adoration of the Maruts, and

ascribed to the god the aversion to it which they themselves

entertained. If there is any truth in the hypothesis that

Iludi-a may have originally been a deity or demon who was

introduced from the worship of the aborigines into, that of

their Aryan conquerors, the same may have been the case

with the Rudi-as or Maruts, the sons of Fudra. Only, if this

he the fact, these gods have been transformed in character in

the course of their reception into the Indian pantheon, and

rehabilitated by the ascription to them of different functions

and milder attributes than those which belonged to them as

deities, or demons of the aborigines.

The supposition which I have here made of the gradual

transformation of Eakshasas into deities, is illustrated by the

story told in the Mahabharata of the Fakshasi Jara, who is

called a household goddess, and is represented as seeking to

requite by benefits the worship which was paid to her. (See

Sanskrit Texts, iv. 247).

I liave already quoted from the Atharva-veda (v. 17) some

evidence of the greater development which the Brahmauical

pretensions had received subsequently to the age when the

greater part of the Fig-veda was composed. Farther illus-

tration of the same point may he found in the two hymns

which follow the one just referred to, viz., A.V. v. 18, and
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V. 19, which have been already translated in my former

paper, “ Miscellaneous Hymns from the Hlg and Atharva

Yedas,” pp. 34 tf.). There is another section of the same

Yeda, xii. 5, in which curses similar to those in the last

two hymns are fulminated against the oppressors of Brah-

mans. The following are specimens: “4. Vvayev {brahman)

is the chief (thing); the Brahman is the lord {adhipati).

5. From the Kshattriya who takes the priest’s cow, and op-

presses the Brahman, (6) there depart piety {sunrta), valour,

good fortune, (7) force, keenness, vigour, strength, speech,

energy, prosperity, virtue, (8) pra3'er {brahman), royalty,

kingdom, subjects, splendour, renown, lustre, wealth, (9) life,

beautj'’, name, fame, inspiration and expiration, sight, hear-

ing, (10) milk, juice, food, eating, righteousness, trutli, obla-

tion, sacrifice, offspring, and cattle;—(11) all these things de-

part from the Kshattriya who takes the priest’s cow. 12.

Terrible is the Brahman’s cow, filled with deadly poison. . . .

13. In her reside all dreadful things and all forms of death,

(14) all cruel things, and all forms of homicide. 15. When
taken, she binds in the fetters of death the oppressor of priests

and despiser of the gods.” A great deal more follows to the

same effect, which it would be tiresome to quote.

I subjoin some further texts of the Atharva-veda in which

reference is made to priests {brahman) and Brahmans, and as

I suppose these two words had by this period become nearH
synon3"mous, there will no longer be anj’’ sufficient reason for

separating the passages in which thej^ respectively occur.

iv. 6, 1. “ The Brahman was born the first, with ten heads

and ten faces. He first drank the soma
;
he made poison

powerless.” ^

In xix. 22, 21 (= xix. 23, 30) it is .similarly said :
“ Powers

are assembled, of which praj’er (or sacred science, brahman) is

the chief. Pra)"er in the beginning stretched out the skj*.

^ I may mention for the benefit of any Indian Student who may see this article

that this hitherto undiscovered variety of Brahman, who was never anything but
a ‘‘ sky-flower,” created by the prolific imagination of the author of this verse,

was not again heard of, as far as I am aware, till he was resuscitated as Ravana
by the author of the Raraayana and his followers, who describe the enemy of Rama
and ravisher of Sita as a monstrous Brahman with ten heads.
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The priest {brahman) was born the first of beings. Who, then,

ought to vie with the priest ? ”

A superhuman power appears to be ascribed to the priest

in the following passages,—unless by priest we are to under-

stand Brhaspati :

—

xix. 9, 12. “ May a prosperous journey be granted to me
by prayer, Prajapati, Dhatri, the worlds, the Yedas, the seven

rishis, the fires
;
may Indra grant me felicity, may the priest

{brahman) grant me felicity.”

xix. 43, 8.
“ May the priest conduct me to the place whither

the knowers of prayer (or of sacred science) go by initiation

and austerity. May the priest impart to me sacred science.”

The wonderful powers of the Brahmacharin, or student of

sacred science, are described in a hymn (A.V. xi. 5), parts of

which are translated in my paper on the progress of the Vedic

Religion, pp. 374 If.

And yet with all this sacredness of his character the priest

must bo devoted to destruction, if, in the interest of an enemy,

he was seeking by his ceremonies to effect the ruin of the

worshipper.

V. 8, 5,
“ May the priest whom these men have placed at

their head (as a purohita) for our injury, fall under thy feet,

0 Indra
;

I hurl him away to death” (compare A.V. vii.

70, 1 ff.).
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Art. IX.—On, the Interpretation of the Veda. By J. Muir, Esq.

I AM led to make some remarks on the subject of this

paper by a passage in Mr. Cowell’s preface to the fourth

volume of the late Professor Wilson’s translation of the Big-

veda, which appears to me unduly to depreciate the services

which have already been rendered by those eminent scholars

both in Germany and in England who have begun to apply

the scientific processes of modern philology to the explanation

of this ancient hymn-collection. Mr. Cowell admits (p. vi.),

—

“ As Vaidik studies progress, and more texts are published and

studied, fresh light will be thrown on these records of the ancient

world
;
and we may gradually attain a deeper insight into their

meaning than the mediseval Hindus could possess, just as a modern

scholar may understand Homer more thoroughly than the Byzantine

scholiasts.”

But he goes on to say :

—

“It is easy to depreciate native commentators, but it is not so

easy to supersede them
;
and Avhile I would by no means uphold

Sayana as infallible, I confess that, in the present early stage of

Vaidik studies in Europe, it seems to me the safer course to follow

native tradition rather than to accept too readily the arbitrary con-

jectures which continental scholars so often hazard.”

Without considering it necessary to examine, or defend, all

the explanations of particular words proposed by the foreign

lexicographers alluded to by Mr. Cowell, I yet venture to

think that those scholars have been perfectly justified in com-

mencing at once the arduous task of expounding the Veda on

the principles of interpretation which they have adopted and

enunciated. This task is, no doubt—(as those who undertake

it themselves confess)—one which will only be properly

accomplished by the critical labours of many scholars, I may
even say, of several successive generations. This is clear, if

any proof were wanted, from the parallel case of the Old
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Testament ;
on tlie interpretation of which Hebraists, after

all the studies of many centuries, are yet far from ha\*ing

said their last word. But what are those texts, and addi-

tional materials and appliances which Mr. Cowell desires

to have within reach before we are to suffer ourselves to

distrust the authority of native commentators, and to make
any efforts to attain that deeper insight into the meaning of

the Yedas which he feels to be desirable ? The Big-veda, as

every one admits, stands alone in its antiquity, and in the

character of its contents, and must therefore, as regards its

more peculiar and difficult portions, be interpreted mainly

through itself. To apply in another sense the words of its

commentator, it shines by its own light, and is self-demon-

strating.^ But the whole text of the Eig-veda Sanhita has

been already published with the commentary on the first

eight books. The texts of the Sama-veda (which contains

only a few verses winch are not in the Eig-veda) and of the

"White Yajur-veda, have also been printed. It is true that

only a part of the Black Yajur-veda has yet been given to

the world, but there is no reason to suppose that it contains

any very large amount of matter which will throw light

on the real sense of the older hymns. Besides, we already

possess in print the texts of the two most important Brah-

manas, and a portion of a third, so that any aid which can

be derived from them is also at our command. But even if

additional materials of greater value than are ever likely to

he brought to light were still inaccessible, why should not

competent scholars proceed at once, with the ver}’ considerable

means which they already possess, to lay the foundation of a

true interpretation of the Eig-veda, leaving the mistakes

which they may now commit to be corrected by their own

future researches, or by those of their successors, when further

helps shall have become available ? Ars lonija vita brevis.

I propose in the course of this paper to show, bj’ a selec

tion of instances from the Hirukta, and from Sayana’s com-

mentary, the unsatisfactory character of the assistance which

those works afford for explaining many of the most difficult

1 See Muller's Rig-veda, vol. i., p. 4, lines 21ff.
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passages of the hymns, and the consequent necessity which

exists that all the other available resources of philology

should be called into requisition to supply their deficiencies.

But before proceeding to this part of my task, I wish to

allow the representatives of the different schools of Vedic

interpretation to state their own opinions on the subject

under consideration.

Professor Wilson professes to have based his translation of

the hymns of the Rig-veda on the commentary of Sayana

Acharya, who lived in the fourteenth century of the Chris-

tian era, and on whose work he remarks that

—

“Although the interpretation of Sayana may he occasionally

questioned, he undoubtedly had a knowledge of his text far heyond

the pretensions of any European scholar, and must have been in

possession, either through his own learning or that of his assistants,

of all the interpretations which had been perpetuated by traditional

teaching from the earliest times.”—Introduction to Translation of

E.ig-veda Sanhita (published in 1850), vol. i., p. xlix.

And in a note to his translation of the 10th hymn of the

1st Book (vol. i., p. 25) he observes, on certain proposed

renderings of Prof. Roth and M. Langlois, that “ Sayana, no

doubt, knew much better than either of the European inter-

preters what the expression intended.” In the introduction

to his second vol., p. xix. (published in 1854), Prof. Wilson

returns to the subject, and remarks, among other things, as

follows :

—

“With respect to unusual words, there are no doubt a great

number employed in the Veda, and it is possible that the lexico-

graphic significations given by the commentators may be sometimes

qaiestionable, sometimes contradictory
;
but from what other autho-

rity can a satisfactory interpretation he derived ? It has been sup-

posed that a careful collation of all the passages in which saich words

occur might lead to a consistent and indisputable interpretation

;

but this assumes that they have always been employed with pre-

cision and iiniformity by the original authors, a conclusion that

would scarcely be tenable even if the author were one individual,

and utterly untenable when, as is the case with the Suktas, the

authors are indefinitely numerous : it is very improbable, therefore,

that even such collation would remove all perplexity on this account,

VOL. II.—[new series.! 20
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althougli it might occasionally do so
;

at any rate such a concord-

ance has still to be established, and until it is effected we may be

satisfied with the interpretation given us by the most distinguished

native scholars, availing themselves of all the Vaidik learning that

had preceded them,” etc. etc.

Again in p. xxii. he says :

—

“ The more unmanageable difficulties are those which are utterly

insuperable except by guess : they are not the perplexities of com-

mission, but of omission : not the words or phrases that are given, but

those that are left out : the constant recurrence of the abuse of ellipsis

and metonymy, requiring not only words, but sometimes sentences, to

be supplied by comment or conjecture, before any definite meaning

can be given to the expressions that occur It may not

always require extraordinary ingenuity to hit upon what is intended

by such elliptical expressions from correlative terms or context

;

but such a mode of interpretation by European scholars, whose

ordinary train of thinking runs in a very different channel from

that of Indian scholarship, can scarcely claim equal authority with

the latter,” etc.

In regard to one of these elliptical texts, Prof. "Wilson

expresses himself very unhesitatingly when he says (p. xxiii.)

:

“ The original author alone could say Avith confidence that he

meant ‘rivers,’’ which thenceforward became the traditional and

admitted explanation, and is, accordingly, so supplied by the

scholiast.”

In the following passage (p. xxv.), however. Prof. Wilson

admits that it is doubtful whether these explanations had

always actually come down from the age of the authors of

the hymns ;

—

“How far his” {i.e. the author’s) “lecture and amplification

may have been preserved uncorrupted through successive genera-

tions, until they reached Yaska, and eventually Sayana, may be

reasonably liable to question
;
but that the explanations of these

scholiasts Avere not arbitrary, but were such as had been established

by the practice of preceding schools, and Avere generally current at

their several eras, can admit of no doubt. Even if it were not so,

their undeniable learning and their sympathy with the views and

feelings of their countrymen, amongst whom were the original

authors and expounders of the Suktas, must give a weight to their

authority which no European scholar, hoAvever profound his know-
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ledge of Sanskrit or of the Vedas, can, in my opinion, be entitled to

claim.”

The following is Prof. Rudolph Roth’s explanation of

the system which he has pursued in the interpretation of

Vedic words in the great Sanskrit and German Lexicon

published by himself and Dr. Boehtlingk. I translate from

the preface to the first vol. of the Lexicon published in 1855 :

“ As the aids furnished to us by recent authors for the understand-

ing of the Vedic texts are but scanty, we are the more dependent on

the contributions made to their interpretation by Indian scholarship

itself, 7e., on the commentaries. And, in fact, so far as regards one of

the branches of Vedic literature, the treatises on theology and

worship, we can desire no better guides than these commentators,

so exact in all respects, who follow their texts word by word, who,

so long as even the semblance of a misconception might arise, are

never weary of repeating what they have frequently said before,

and who often appear as if they had been writing for us foreigners

rather than for their own priestly alumni who had grown up in the

midst of these conceptions and impressions. Here, where their task is

to explain the widely-ramified, ingenious, and often far-fetched sym-

bolism of their ceremonial, to elucidate the numberless minutiae on

the observance of which in religious worship, eternal salvation or

perdition depends, they are on their proper ground. For in the

Brahmanas there breathes the same spirit which works downward
through the whole course of orthodox Indian theology, and in par-

ticular has pervaded those Brahmanical schools which some cen-

turies ago were so zealously engaged in investigating and explaining

the most prominent treatises of their ancient theological literature.

"The case, however, is quite ditferent when the same men
assume the task of interpreting the ancient collections of hymns.

These texts are not the creations of theological speculation, nor

have they sprung out of the soil of that rigidly prescribed,

minute, liturgical ceremonial to whi(ih we have alluded, but they

are for the most part productions of the oldest religious-lyi'ical

poctiy, the artistic cultivation of which was as little confined to

particular families or castes as was the offering of daily sacrifice

and prayer : in them a world of deities lives, and a worship is

muTored, which are essentially distinct from the system taught in

the Brahmanas
;
they speak a language divided from that of the

Brahmanas (which scarcely differs from the so-called classical

Sanskrit) by a chasm as wide as that which separates the Latin of
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the Salic hymns from that of AT. Terentius Yarro. Here, therefore,

there were required not only quite different qualifications for inter-

pretation, but also a freedom of judgment and a greater breadth of

view and of historical intuitions. Freedom of judgment, however,

was wanting to priestly learning among all the nations of heathen

antiquity, whilst in India no one has ever had any conception of

historical development.
“ Thus the very qualities which have made those commentators

excellent guides to an understanding of the theological treatises,

render them unsuitable conductors ou that far older and quite dif-

ferently circumstanced domain. As the so-called classical Sanskrit

was perfectly familiar to them, they sought its ordinary idiom in

the Yedic hymns also. Since any difierence in the ritual appeared

to them inconceivable, and the present forms were believed to have

existed from the beginning of the world, they fancied that the

patriarchs of the Indian religion must have sacrificed in the very

same manner. As the recognized mythological and cosmical sys-

tems of their own age appeared to them unassailable and revealed

verities, they must necessarily (so the commentators thought) be

discoverable in that centre-point of revelation, the hymns of the

ancient Kishis, who had, indeed, lived in familiar intercourse with

the gods, and possessed far higher wisdom than the succeeding

generations.

“It is unnecessary to enlarge on this state of things, or to illus-

trate it by examples.^ Hor will it be expected that we should here

indicate at length the very considerable advantage which is deriv-

able from the works of these interpreters, in spite of all their imper-

fections. The whole state of the case is neither difficult to recognise,

nor singular in its kind. The sacred books of the ancient nations

were, as a general rule, explained in the same manner by later

generations according to the prevailing systems of theology and the

higher or lower state of science
;
and in every case this interpreta-

tion was given out as being a tradition, that is, it claimed for itself

an antiquity and a dignity of which it could not always boast with

truth. Besides, to give an example, it has never occurred to any

one to make our understanding of the Hebrew books of the Old

Testament depend on the Talmud and the Rabbins, while there are

' [Though Prof. Eoth does not consider it necessary to give instances in proof

of his assertions, I may allude to the way in which Sayana considers the dwarf-

incarnation of Vishnu to he referred to iu E.V. i. 22 16 ft'., and identifies the

Eudra of the hymns with the husband of Parvati
;
see his note on E.V. i. 114,

6; and Sanskrit Texts, iv. 57 and 257. Yaska, however, and the older authors

referred to by him, Nir. xii. 19, seem to know, or, at least, they say, nothing of

the dwarf-incarnation.—J.M.]
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not wanting scholars who hold it as the duty of a conscientious

interpreter of the Veda to translate in conformity with Sayana,

Mahidhara, etc. Consequently, we do not believe, like H. H.

Wilson, that Sayana, for instance, undei’stood the expressions of the

Veda better than any European interpreter; but we think that a

conscientious European interpreter may understand the Veda far

better and more correctly than Sayana. We do not esteem it our

first task to arrive at Miat understanding of the Veda which was

current in India some centuries ago, hut to search out the sense

which the poets themselves have put into their hymns and utter-

ances. Hence we are of opinion that the writings of Sayana and

the other commentators do not form a rule for the interpreter,

but are merely one of those helps of which the latter will avail

himself for the execution of his undoubtedly difficult task, a task

which is not to be accomplished at the first onset, or by any single

individual

“We have, therefore, endeavoured to follow the path prescribed

by philology, to derive from the texts themselves the sense which

they contain, by a juxtaposition of all the passages which are cog-

nate in diction or contents ;—a tedious and laborious path, in which

neither the commentators nor the translators have preceded us.

The double duty of exegete and lexicographer has thus devolved

upon us. A simply etymological procedure, practised as it must

be by those who seek to divine the sense of a word from the sole

consideration of the passage before them, without regard to the ten

or twenty other passages in which it recurs, cannot possibly lead to

a correct result. Such a procedure, even if practised in conformity

with philological principles, moves in far too wide logical circles

to admit of its always hitting the right point, and gives rise to con-

ceptions which are far too general and colourless, which, perhaps,

indeed, include within them the firmly defined and sharply stamped

meaning which the word contains, but fail to reproduce it in its

peculiarity, and therefore in its power and beauty.

“ Of this nature is the procedure which the commentators have

adopted, and whereby they clearly demonstrate that they have not

simultaneously mastered the entire vocabulary of these books, and

at the same time that they have not handled the individual passages

according to any fixed traditional interpretation. Hence it happens

that they have assigned to a large number of nouns in the Veda the

sense of power, sacrifice, food, wisdom, etc., and to many verbs, that

of going,^ moving, etc., when all these words are distinct from one

' [The Nighan^ ii., 14, contains no less than 122 verbs, to'which the sense of

going is assigned.—J.M.]
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another, have a definite value and a clear significance of their own,

and in many cases have scarcely the most distant connection with

those general conceptions. And it is only by the reinstatement of

these misapprehended words in their lost rights that the Veda

acquires a striking meaning, force, and richness of expression, and

gives us an entirely different image of the world of thought in the

earliest antiquity.

“No one who knows the difficulties of such an occupation will

refuse us indulgence for our undoubtedly numerous mistakes, mis-

takes which, in the progress of the work, wiU become first and most

distinctly manifest to ourselves.”

I have considered it proper to give this long extract from

the preface to the St. Petersburg Lexicon, as though Prof.

Roth is by no means the sole representative of the school

of interpretation which he here defends, he has, by the com-

pilation of the large portion of his Dictionary which has

already appeared, done far more than any other Sanskritist

has yet accomplished to carry his principles into practice.

Before adverting to the criticism which this passage has

received from Prof. Groldstucker, I shall make a short quota-

tion from Prof. Max Muller’s preface to the 3rd vol. of his

Rig-veda, which must be understood as laying down prin-

ciples of interpretation similar to those which are advocated

by Roth. After remarking that “the conviction seems to be

growing more and more general, that without this (Sayana’s)

(Commentary an accurate and scholarlike knowledge of the

Veda could never have been obtained
;

” Miiller goes on

to say :

—

“It would have been equally wrong, however, to consider

Sayana’s commentaiy as an infallible authority with regard to the

interpretation of the Veda. Sayana gives the traditional, but not

the original, sense of the Vaidik hymns. ... If, therefore, we wish

to know how the Brahmans, from the time of the composition of the

first Briihmana to the present day, understood and interpreted the

hymns of their ancient Rishis, we ought to translate them in struct

accordance with Sayana’s gloss Nor could it be] said that the

tradition of the Brahmans, which Sayarra embodied in his work,

after the lapse of at least three thousand years, had changed the

whole character of the Eig-veda. By far the greater part of these

hynms is so simple and straightforward, that there can be no doubt
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that theii' original meaning was exactly the same as their traditional

interpretation. But no religion, no poetry, no law, no language

can resist the tear and wear of thirty centuries
;
and in the Yeda,

as in other works, handed down to us from a very remote antiquity^

the sharp edges of primitive thought, the delicate features of a

young language, the fresh hue of imconscious poetry, have been

washed away by the successive waves of what we call tradition,

whether we look upon it as a principle of growth or decay. To

restore the primitive outlines of the Vaidik period of thought will be

a work of great difficulty.” pp. vii., f. He then goes on to quote a

passage from a previous essay of his own, in which, after laying it

down as a rule that, “not a corner of the Brahma nas, the Sutras,

Yaska, and Sayana should be left unexplored before we venture to

propose a rendering of our own,” he, a little further on, proceeds thus ;

“ To make such misunderstandings” (as are found in the Brahmanas)

“ possible, we must assume a considerable interval between the com-

position of the hymns and the Brahmanas. As the authors of the

Brahmanas were blinded by theology, the authors of the still later

Hiruktas were deceived by etymological fictions, and both conspired

to mislead by their authority later and more sensible commentators,

such as Sayana. Where Sayana has no authority to mislead him, his

Commentary is at all events rational
;
but still his scholastic notions

would never allow him to accept the free interpretation which a

comparative study of these venerable documents forces upon the

unprejudiced scholar. We must therefore discover ourselves the

real vestiges of these ancient poets,” etc.

I now come to Prof. Goldstiicker’s strictures (Panini, pp.

241 ff.) on the principles of Yedic interpretation laid down
by Prof. Poth. He thus expresses his opinion of the value,

and of the method, of the Indian commentators :

—

“Without the vast information these commentators have dis-

close'd to us,—without their method of explaining the obscurest

texts,—in one word, without their scholarship, we should still stand at

the outer doors of Hindu antiquity. . . . The whole religious life of

ancient India is based on tradition. . . . Tradition tells us, through

the voice of the commentators, who re-echo the voice of theii’

ancestors, how the nation, from immemorial times, understood the

sacred texts, what inferences they di'ew from them, what influence

they allowed them to exercise on their religious, philosophical,

ethical,—in a word, on their national, development But it

would be utterly eiToneous to assume that a scholar like Sayana, or

even a copy of him, like Mahidhara, contented himself with being
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the mouthpiece of his predecessors or ancestors. They not only

record the sense of the Vaidik texts and the sense of the words of

which these texts consist, but they endeavour to show that the in-

terpretations which they give are consistent with the grammatical

requirements of the language itself
i''

Prof. Goldstiicker then quotes (pp. 245 f.) a poidion of the

remarks of Prof. Poth which I have cited above, and pro-

ceeds to controvert a statement, which he ascribes to that

scholar, that Sayana- and the other commentators give us

“only that sense of the Veda which was current in India

some centuries ago —
“A holder statement,” writes Prof, (xoldstiicker (p. 248), “I

defy any scholar to have met with in any hook. Sayana incessantly

refers to Yaska. All his explanations show that he stands on the

ground of the oldest legends and traditions ,—of such traditions,

moreover, as have no connection whatever with the creeds of those

sects which represent the degenerated Hindu faith of his time.”

Prof. Goldstiicker then goes on (pp. 248 tf.) to argue that

Prof. Roth, from imperfect acquaintance with the labours of

the Indian commentators, is not entitled to depreciate their

qualifications for the correct interpretation of the Veda, or to

assert the superior fitness of European scholars for this task
;

rejects as absurd the idea of the former not being able, as well

as the latter, to bring together and compare all the passages in

which particular words occur
;
maintains that in the case of

those words which occur hut once in the Veda, and in regard

to which, therefore, no comparison Avith other passages is

possible, the guesses of Sayana are as good as those of, his

critic
;
reiterates his opinion that Sayana’s method of pro-

cedure Avas not purely etymological, but involved a reference

to tradition
;
and ridicules the assertion that a European

scholar can understand the Veda more correctly than Sayana,

or arrive more nearly at the meaning which the Rishis gave

to their own hymns.

With reference to the strictures of Prof. Goldstiicker on

the assertion AApich he attributes to Prof. Roth, that Sayana

and the other later commentators give “ only that sense of

the Veda Avhich was current in India some centuries ago,”
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I would remark tkat I find nothing in the passage quoted

by Prof. Goldstiicker, and by myself, from Poth, to show

that the latter scholar, although he refuses to be bound by

the interpretations of the mediaeval scholiasts, and may
regard these interpretations as having been in great part

initiated by those scholiasts themselves, is therefore disposed

to deny that they may in part have been founded on older

materials handed down by former generations. Because a

body of interpretation is spoken of as existing at a partictilar

date, it does not follow that no part of it is admitted to have

had an earlier origin. In fact, Prof. Roth cannot for a

moment be imagined to have iornored the assistance whichO O
Sayana had derived from the older work of Yaska, the Xii’ukta,

a hook of which he himself had, only three years before the

preface to his Dictionary was written, published an edition.

From the concluding pages of that work (which appeared in

1852), I translate the following additional observations on

the Indian commentators, which shew that in Roth’s opinion

Yaska, though much more ancient, and otherwise more ad-

vantageously situated, than Sayana, stood yet essentially on

the same footing with the latter, being rather a learned

exegete, working, in all cases of difficulty, by an etymological

process, than the depositary of any certain interpretation of

the hj-mns handed down by tradition from the period when

they were intelligible to every one who recited them :
—

“ In regard to the point how much or how little the Indian com-

mentators from Yaska downwards contribute to the understanding

of the Veda, a more correct judgment than that hitherto current

will he formed as soon as some of them shall have become com-

pletely known. The interpretation of the Yeda can lay upon itself

no heavier fetters than by believing in the infallibility of these

guides, or in the existence of a valuable tradition supposed to have

been enjoyed by them. A superficial observation has aheady shown
that their mode of interpretation is simply the reverse of a traditional

one, that it is in fact a grammatical and etymological one, which has

only so much in common with the traditional method, that it explains

each verse, each line, each word by itself, without enquiring how far

the results so obtained agree with those derived from other quarters.

“ If any person is disposed to find tradition in the fact that the
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commentators coincide in having in their minds one tolerably simple

scheme of conception, e.g., in regard to the functions of a particular

god, or even in regard to the entire contents of the hymns, which

they unceasingly force into the texts, he may indeed caU that tradi-

tion, hut he will at the same time admit that this poverty of intuition

is nothing which we should very much covet. This scheme embraces

the scholastic conceptions, which had become fixed at an early

period, but yet not before the date when the Yedic liymns had

already become the object of a purely leaimed study, and when the

religious ideas and social circumstances on which they are based had

for a long time lost their vitality. In spite of all the irregularities

of their imaginative faculty, the Indians have at all times had a

longing for arrangement, classification, systematizing, and have

through these, in themselves praiseworthy, tendencies very fre-

quently given rise to the greatest confusion. The Vedic literature,

too, affords numerous proofs of this.

“The same remarks apply, in all essential points, to Yaska, as to

Sayana, or any other of the later writers. Yaska, too, is a learned

interpreter, who works with the materials which science had col-

lected before his age
;
but he has a prodigious advantage in point of

time before those compilers of detailed, continuous commentaries,

and belongs to a quite different literary period, when Sanskrit stiU

existed in a process of natural growth. And his work gains for us

a greater importance from the fact that it is indeed the only one of its

kind which has been preserved. Even those commentators who Lived

five centuries and more before us know of no other comparable to it

in rank and antiquity, and are consequently unwearied in their

appeals to Yaska’s authority. The half of the Yirukta might be

restored out of Sayana’s Commentary on the Eig-veda.”

Prof. Poth then goes on to give some account of the differ-

ent schools of interpretation, as well as the names of indivi-

dual teachers, anterior to Yaska (pp. 220 ff.).

I will add here the opinion of one other eminent scholar.

Prof. Benfey, on the points at issue between Profs. Both and

Goldstiicker. I quote at second hand from the G5tt. Gel.

Anz. 1858, p. 1608 f., as extracted by Prof. Weber at the end

of his reply to Prof. Goldstiicker’s Panini, in the Indische

Studien, v. 174 f. :

—

“ Every one who has carefully studied the Indian interpretations

is aware that absolutely no continuous tradition, extending from

the composition of the Vedas to their explanation by Indian scholars.
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can be assumed
;
that, on the contrary, between the genuine poetic

remains of Vedic antiquity and their interpretations a long-continued

break in tradition must have intervened, out of which at most the

comprehension of some particulars may have been rescued and handed

down to later times by means of liturgical usages and words, formulse,

and perhaps, also, poems connected therewith. Besides these remains

of tradition, which must be estimated as very scanty, the interpreters

of the Yeda had, in the main, scarcely any other helps than those

which, for the most part, are stni at our command, the usage of

the classical speech, and the gi’ammatical and etymological-lexico-

graphical investigation of words. At the utmost, they found some

aid in materials preserved in local dialects
;

but this advantage

is almost entirely outweighed by the comparison which we are able

to institute with the Zend, and that which we can make (though here

we must of course proceed with caution and prudence) with the other

languages cognate to the Sanskrit,—a comparison which has already

supplied so many helps to a clearer understanding of the Vedas.

But quite irrespectively of all particular aids, the Indian method of

interpretation becomes in its whole essence an entirely false one, owing

to the prejudice with which it chooses to conceive the ancient circum-

stances and ideas which have become quite strange to it, from its

own religious stand-point, so many centuries more recent
;
whilst,

on the other hand, an advantage for the comprehension of the whole is

seciu’ed to us by the acquaintance (drawn from analogous relations)

with the life, the conceptions, the wants, of ancient peoples and

popular songs, which we possess,—an advantage which, even if the

Indians owed more details than they actually do owe, to tradition,

would not be eclipsed by theii’ interpretation.”

It appears, therefore, that the views of Prof. Roth, in

regard to the proper principles of Vedic interpretation, are

shared hy Professors Muller, Weher, and Benfey
;
whilst even

my learned friend. Prof. Goldstiicker himself, cannot he alto-

gether acquitted (as I shall hereafter show) of a certain

heretical tendency to deviate in practice from the interpreta-

tions of Sayana,— a tendency which may, perhaps, as his

Dictionary advances, become by and by developed into a

more pronounced heterodox5U

I now proceed to inquire, in some detail, whether any

considerable traces exist in ancient Indian literature of

a tradition of the sense of the Vedic hymns handed con-

tinuously down from the earliest period. If any such
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traces are extant, they must be found primarily in the

Brahmanas, or the Aranyakas, or in Yaska. Do these

Avorks then contain any interpretations, at once positive

and satisfactory, of any considerable portion of the hymns?
I begin with the oldest works,—the Brahmanas. In a

quotation which I have made above from Prof. Max Muller,

he states his opinion that “ we must assume a considerable

interA’al between the composition of the hymns and the

Brahmanas.” There is no doubt that this is true. The lan-

guage and the contents of these two classes of works are

alike widely different. Referring to the same author’s

“History of Ancient Indian Literature” for a complete

account of the Brahmanas, I will merely quote from it a few

sentences, to show how little in his estimation these books

are likely to aid us in understanding the hymns :

—

“There is throughout the Brahmanas,” he writes, p. 432, “such

a complete misunderstanding of the original intention of the Vedic

hymns, that we can hardly understand how such an estrangement

could have taken place, unless there had been at some time or other

a sudden and violent break in the chain of tradition. The authors

of the Brahmanas evidently imagined that those ancient hymns were

written simply for the sake of their sacrifices, and whatever inter-

pretation they thought fit to assign to those acts, the same, they

supposed, had to be borne out by the hymns. This idea has vitiated

the whole system of Indian exegesis Not only was the true

nature of the gods, as conceived by the early poets, completely lost

sight of, but new gods were actually created out of words which

were never intended to be names of divine beings.”

Muller goes on, p. 433, to illustrate this by referring to

the fact that a god, Ka (Who), was inA^ented out of certain

interrogative verses of the Big-A'eda in Avhich the worshijAper

asks to ivhom he shall address his worship. Thus, for example,

the Satapatha Brahmana, vii. 4, 1, 19, after quoting the first

verse of R.Y. x. 121, ending Avith “ to Avhat god shall we

offer our oblation ?” says, “ Ka (Who) is Prajapati
;
to him

let us offer our oblation.”^ Muller then refers to the taste-

Compare “ Sanskrit Texts,” iv. 13, note.
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less explanation given in a Brahmana of the epithet “ golden-

handed” applied to the Sun in the hymns, that the Sun had

lost his hand, and had got instead one of gold.^ The Sata-

patha Brahmana, xiii. 6, 1, 2, understands, very improbably,

the Yiraj alluded to in Big-veda, x. 90, 5 (“ From him

(Purusha) -was born Yiraj, and from Yiraj, Purusha”), to be

the metre of that name, and declares that Purusha, the sacri-

fice, was begotten by Purusha on Yiraj. Again, Big-veda, x.

61, 7, which apparently refers in a figurative manner to some

atmospheric phenomenon, is explained in Satapatha Brah-

mana, i. 7, 4, 1, as referring to a legend about Prajapati

having literally had sexual intercourse with his own daughter,

so as to occasion scandal and indignation among the gods. The

same Brahmana contains (xi. 5, 1, 1 flF.) the legend of Puru-

ravas and IJrvasi, in the course of which five verses of the

95th hymn of the 10th hook of the B.Y. are introduced as part

of the conversation which passed between the hero and the

nymph, but it does not give any detailed explanation of these

verses, and it does not quote at all the verses which make up

the rest of the hymn, and which are generally far more diffi-

cult to interpret. Again, in the Aitareya Brahmana vii.

13-18, where the story of Sunahsepa is told, a large number

of verses, composing the 24th to the 30th hj’’mns of the first

book of the B.Y., and a few from the fourth and fifth books,

are referred to as having been uttered by the hero of

the legend, but are not even quoted at length, much less

explained. (See Dr. Haug’s Ait. Br., vol. ii. pp. 466 ffi)

There is indeed in Ait. Br. viii. 26 (see Hang, vol. ii.

pp. 530 If.) an interpretation given of three verses of B.Y.

iv. 50 (vv. 7-9), but this, whatever its value otherwise may
he, is hut an inconsiderable contribution to the exposition of

the hymns. S. P. Br. x. 5, 3, 1, contains a paraphrase of

B.Y. X. 129, 1, which is not without value. (See my former

article on the “Progress of the Yedic Beligion,” p. 346 f.)

Some explanation of B.Y. i. 25, 10, also is given in S. P. Br.

V. 4, 4, 5. But as far as I have looked into the Brahmanas,

> See “ Contributions to a Knowledge of Vedic Tbeogony,” etc. in this Journal,
for 1864, p. 116, note.
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I have seen but very little wbicb can be of niucb service in

throwing light on the original sense of the hymns.

I observe, indeed, that Professor MiiUer thus expresses

himself (Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 153) in regard to the use which

he thinks may be made of the Brahmanas, etc., for the purpose

referred to :

—

“For explanations of old Yedic words, for etymologies and

synonymous expressions, the Brahmanas contain very rich materials.

.... "NYliole verses and hymns are shortly explained there; and the

Aranyakas and Upanishads, if included, would furnish richer sources

for Yedic etymologies than even the Nirukta itself. The beginning

of the Aitai-eya Aranyaka is in fact a commentary on the beginning

of the Eig-veda
;
and if all the passages of the Brahmanas were

collected where one word is explained by another with which it is

joined merely by the particle rai,' they would even now give a rich

hai'vest for a new Nii'ukta.”

This passage, however, must be taken in connection with

those which have been quoted above from the same writer.

I am unable to refer to the Aitareya Araiiyaka to which he

alludes. But judging from the views which he has expressed

elsewhere, I conclude that he does not expect, as the result of

the researches which he recommends (even if pushed to the

utmost extent) into all the existing remains of Indian litera-

ture exterior to the hymns themselves, any verj^ extensive or

material assistance towards the restoration of the original

sense of the latter. But whatever might be the issue of the

course of investigation thus suggested, it is at least pre-

supposed in Prof. MiiUer’s recommendation that this process

of carefully searching the Brahmanas and Aranyakas for inter-

pretations of obsolete Yedic words and phrases has not yet

been pursued to a sufficient extent by any of the Indian

etjnnologists or commentators. But if this be true—if any

considerable amount of important materials suitable to their

purpose has been neglected by Yaska or Sayana—it is clear

that we cannot look to either of those writers as our final or

sufficient authority.

‘ [As, for instauce, in tke cases visa vai pastyuh (S. P. Br. v. 4, 4, -5) Prajupatir

cat Kah, S. P. Br. rii. 4, 1, 19.—J.MJ.
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I now come to the Xighantus, and the Xirukta of Yaska.

The Xighantus^ form a vocabulary of terms, many of which

are obsolete. The first three sections are almost entirely

made up of lists of so-called synonymes, varying in number

from two to one himdred and twenty-two, of nouns or

verbs of weU-known si gnification, such as prthid, “earth,”

hiraivja, “ antarihsha, “ atmosphere,” jra/, “to burn,”

gam, “to go.” The remaining two sections consist of

mere lists of words of different significations, which are

left imexplained. There does not seem to be any reason

to doubt that in the first three sections of this work the

general sense of many obsolete words has been preserved

by tradition
;
though as the terms declared to be synon^unous

are often very numerous, it is clear from the nature of the

case, as Prof. Roth observes (see above), that the specific sense,

and particular shade of meaning, represented by each, must

be often left in the dark. And an examination of the lists

puts this beyond a doubt. Thus under the synonymes of

rack, “ speech,” we find such words as sloM, nivicl, rk, gdthd,

anus/itiip, words denoting different kinds of verses or com-

positions, which can never have been employed as simple

equivalents of speech in the abstract. The value of these

lists therefore for the purpose of defining the precise significa-

tion of words is veiy limited. Amd even if the first three

sections were of more A alue than they are in this respect, they

are far from embracing the whole of the difficult words in

the Yeda. The fourth section contains two hundred and

seventy-eight words which are not explained at all, though

there are, no doubt, a good many among them which

do not require any explanation, as their sense is notorious.

The Xirukta of Yaska is a sort of commentary on the

Xighantus. It begins with these words: “A record has

been composed, which we have to explain. It is called

the Xighantus.” The introduction to the work (i. 1-ii. 4)

contains the outlines of a grammatical system, and an ex-

’ Prof. Roth considers this Tocabulaiy to be older than Yaska. (Introduction

to Nirukta, p. xii. f.). Muller, too, (Anc. Ind. Lit. 154), says, “probably these

lists existed in his family long before Ms time.’’
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planation of the advantages, objects, principles and methods

of exegesis. This is followed (ii. 5—hi. 22) by remarks

suggested by the lists of explained synonymes composing the

first three sections of the Nighantus. In the succeeding

chapters (iv.—vi.) of the Nirukta, the unexplained terms in

the fourth section of the NighanUis are interpreted
;
whilst

in the last six books the list of words, chiefly names of deities,

contained in the flfth section of the Mghantus, is elucidated.^

The thirteenth and fourteenth chapters, styled Nirukta-

parisishta, appear to be the work of a later writer.

The Nirukta makes frequent reference to the Brahmanas,

adduces various legends, such as those about Devapi (xi.

10) and Yisvamitra (ii. 24), and also alludes to various

schools of Vedic interpretation which existed anterior to the

time of its author, such as the Nairuktas or etymologists,

the Aitihasikas or legendary writers, and the Yajnikas or

ritualists.^ In the course of his work, Yaska supplies somfe

specimens of the mode of explaining the hymns adopted by

these different classes of expositors, from which it would

appear that each school interpreted from its own special

point of view, and according to its own literary, moral,

or professional tendencies and prepossessions. Thus we

are told (Nirukta, xi. 29 and 31) that the Yairuktas

understood Anumati, Raka, Sinividi, and Kuhii to be god-

desses, while the Yajnikas took them for the new and full

moons. On one point the greatest diversity of opinion

prevailed. The gods called Asvins were a great enigma.

The Nirukta (xii. 1) gives the following answers to the ques-

tion who they were :

“
‘ Heaven and Earth,’ say some

;

‘ Day and Night,’ say others
;

‘ the Sun and Moon,’ say

others
;

‘ two kings, performers of the holy acts,’ say the

Aitihasikas.” ^ In his explanation of R.V. i. 164, 32, Yaska

' See all this more fully stated in Roth’s Illustrations of the Nirukta, p. 3.

2 See Roth’s Illustrations of the Nirukta, pp. 220 tf.

3 Sayana also mentions some of these different schools of interpreters in ditfer-

ent parts of his commentary. Thus on R.V. i. 64, 8, he says : Prshatyah, the

Maruts’ instruments of conveyance, are does marked with white spots according

to the Aitihasikas, and a line of variously coloured clouds according to the Nai-

ruktas.” Again, he tells us that \mters of the former class understood R.V. i.

174, 2, of the cities belonging to Vrttra’s Asuras, whilst those of the latter class
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(ii. 8) refers to the Parivrajakas (ascetic mendicants) as

attributing one sense to the close of that Terse, while the

Xairuktas assigned a different one.^ It is thus clear that from

the earliest period there were diversities of opinion in regard

to the sense of the hymns. As we come down to later times,

when speculation had been further developed, we find some

new varieties of interpretation. Thus in the Xirukta-pari-

sishta, i. 9, the “ four defined grades or stages of speech” re-

ferred to in R.Y. i. 164, 45, are said to be diversely explained,

“by the Rishis as meaning the four mystic words orn, bhuh,

bhuvah, svar

;

by the grammarians as denoting nouns, verbs,

prepositions, and particles
;
by the ritualists as referring to

the hymns, the liturgical precepts, the Brahmanas, and the

ordinary language
; by the etymologists as designating the

Rik, the Tajush, the Saman texts, and the current language
;

whilst by others they are thought to signify the ‘languages

of serpents, birds, reptiles, and the vernacular
;

and the

spiritualists {dtmapravadah) understand them of the modes of

speech in beasts, musical instruments (?), wild animals, and

soul.”

Yaska gives also the names of no less than seventeen in-

terpreters who had preceded him,^ and whose explanations of

the Yeda are often conflicting. Thus we are informed (Xir.

iii. 8) that some nnderstood the “ five peoples” [panchajanaJi)

mentioned in R.Y. x. 53, 4, to be the Grandharvas, Pitris, gods,

Asuras, and Ralcshases
;
whilst Aupamanyana took them for the

four castes and the Xishadas.® From Xir. iv. 3, it appears that

while Yaska himseK understood the word sitdma which occurs

understood it of tlie clouds. In like manner, on viii. 66, 10, he gives us two
separate interpretations of that verse, the first that of theXairuktas, who expounded
it of natural phenomena, of showers brought by the sun (represented by Vishnn),
and the second that of the Aitihasikas, who explained it mythologically in con-
formity with a story drawn from the Brahmana of the Charakas,

' The ascetics, influenced, perhaps, by their own feelings of estrangement from
family life, gave to the words in question the meaning “ The father of many
children suffers distress.” The Etymologists understood the same clause of the
fructifying effects of rain.

2 Roth, Illustrations, pp. 221 f.

3 In Xir. iii. 1-5, several different derivations of the word vidhava, “widow,”
are given. It is said to be either ^vidhutrkd, “'without a supporter;” or,

according to Charmasiras (one of Yaska’s predecessors), to come firom vidhavana or

vidhdvana

;

or to be deriv^ from vi -I- dhava, “without a man.”

TOL. n.

—

[XEW SEEIES ] 21
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in the Vajasaneyi Sanhita, xxi. 43, of the shoulder of the

sacrificial victim, Sakapuni took it for the female organ, Tai-

tiki for the liver, and Galava for the fat. Again, Nir. vi. 13,

tells us that Aurnabhava understood the word Ndsatyau (an

epithet of the Asvins) to mean “ true, not false” {satyau, na

asafyaii; Agrayana took it to mean “leaders of truth” saty-

asya prarieturau)

;

whilst Yaska himself suggests that it may
signify “nose-born” ndsikd-prabhavauf From Nir. vii. 23,

it appears that whilst the early ritualists held the deity lauded

in R.Y. i. 59, 6, to be the Sun, Sakapuni on the contrary

held that it was Agni Yaisvanara. Further, in Nir. viii. 2,

we are informed that Kraushtuki held Dravinodas to mean

Indra, but Sakapuiri considered the term to denote Agni.

Katthakya was of opinion that the word idhma signified merely

the wood employed in saci’ifice, while Sakapuni thought it

stood forAghi (Nir. viii. 4, 5). So, again, Katthakya understood

Narasansa to designate “ sacrifice,” but Sakapuni took it for a

name of Agni {ibid. 6) ;
Katthakya explained the “ divine

doors” (R.Y. X. 110, 5), of the house-doors at sacrifice, but

Sakapuni took them to stand for Agni fbid. 10) ;
the foi’mer

iiiterpreter held Yanaspati to be the sacrificial post, but Saka-

puni asserted that it was a name of Agni {ibid. 17). In like

manner, Yaska’s predecessors were not agreed as to what was

meant by Vishnu’s three steps mentioned in R.Y. i. 22, 17,

S.ikapuni maintaining that they were planted on the earth,

t he atmosphere, and the sky respectively
;
and Aurnabhava

that it was the hill over which the sun rises, the meridian^

and the hill where he sets, that were the localities referred to.

Finally, the etymologists declared that the word Sddhyas

in R.Y. X. 90, 16, denoted the gods residing in the sky,

whilst according to a legend {dkhydna) it represented a

former age of the gods {purvam deva-yugam ; comp. R.Y.

X. 72, 2, 3).

There was one of Yaska’s predecessors who had actually

the audacity to assert that the science of Yedic exposition

was useless, as the Yedic hymns and formulae were obscure,

unmeaning, or mutually contradictory. As instances of

obscurity, he cites the texts in which the words amyak (R.Y.
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i. 169, 3), yadrsmin (R. Y. v. 44, 8), jdraydyi (R.V. vi.

12, 4), and hdnu];d (R.Y. viii. 66, 4), occur. In regard to

this charge of obscurity, Yaska repHes that it is not the fault

of the post that the blind man does not see it
;

it is the man’s

fault.^ It would appear from the objections of this rationalist,

that in. his day many learned men had great difficulties in

regard to the sense of different passages of the hymns. It

is true indeed that Durgacharya, the commentator on the

Mrukta, seems to consider Kautsa a mere man of straw, into

whose mouth these objections are dramatically put for the

sake of their being refuted hut I do not see why Kautsa

should he regarded as a fictitious personage any more than

any of the other predecessors of Yaska who are named in the

Nirukta. And even if he were admitted to be so, it may
be assumed as certain that Yaska, an orthodox believer, would

never have alluded to sceptical doubts of this description

unless they had been previously started some of his

predecessors, and had been commonly current in his time.

We shall see further on how he succeeds in the attempt he

makes to explain some of the texts which Kautsa charges with

obscurity.

The question how far Yaska can be regarded as the de-

positary of a real and satisfactory Yedic tradition has been

thus already, in part, answered, and in an unfavourable

sense, by the account I have given of the differences of

opinion existing among his predecessors. I now proceed to

enquire further how far his own language and method of

interpretation show him to have been walking in the clear

light of day, or groping in the dark, and merely guessing

at the sense of the hymns.

It is extremely unlikely that, with aU the appliances which

it appears he had at his command in the works of his prede-

cessors, which he quotes, and probably others besides, Yaska

should not have been able to determine the sense of many
words which later scholars like Sayana had no means of dis-

' See Nirukta, i. 15 f.
;
Roth’s Illustrations, pp. Ilf.; and “ Sanskrit Texts,”

ii. 181 ff.

* “ Sanskrit Texts,” ii, 184.
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covering. According to Prof. Max Miiller/ Yaska lived in

the fourth century before our era. Prof. Goldstiicker holds

that he was anterior to Panini, whose date he considers to

he involved in impenetrable obscurity, and yet, he thinks,

must have been anterior to that of Buddha, whose death

again he speaks of as the remotest date of Hindu antiquity

which can be called a real date,^ agreeing apparently with

Lassen in placing it in 543 B.c.,^ whilst Muller refers it to

477 B.c. Yaska was thus some two thousand years older than

Sayana. We may therefore often assume, that when he affirms

positively that a word unknown to later Sanskrit has such

and such a meaning, even though he attaches to it an etymo-

logy, and when the sense suits the passage, he had grounds

for his assertion. Thus, when he says (iv. 15) that tugvan

means a “ ford,” or (v. 22) smghnin, a “ gambler,” or (vi. 26)

that bekanuta signifies a “ usurer,” there is no reason to dis-

pute his affirmation. But whenever he seems to draw the

meaning from the etymology, and his interpretation does

not yield a good sense, we must doubt whether his opinion

rested on any trustworthy tradition. And again, when he

gives two or more alternative or optional explanations of the

same word, all apparently founded on mere etymology, we are

justified in supposing that he had no earlier authority for his

guide, and that his renderings are simply conjectural. Many
instances, I believe, can be given where the phenomenon last

described occurs
;
and I shall proceed to bring forward some

specimens. There are also cases in which Yaska is positive

as to the meaning he assigns, but in which the sense of the

passage, or a collation of other texts, justifies us in departing

from his rendering. In all these passages I shall at the

same time give the interpretation proposed by Sayana, if it

be within my reach. And as it will sometimes be found that

Sdyana departs from Yaska, we shall, in such instances, either

have to conclude that the older interpreter is wrong—in

which event ancient tradition must in that particular instance

1 “ Last Results of Sanskrit Researches” in “Bunsen’s Christianity and Man-
kind,” vol. hi. p. 137.

* Panini, pp. 225, 227. 3 Ibid, pp. 231, 233.
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be of no value—or that Sayana does not there follow tradi-

tion at all. In such cases either the value of the supposed

tradition, or its faithful reproduction by the later commentator,

will be disproved.

The following are specimens of these different cases, to-

gether with some instances of words which do not occur in

the Nirukta, but in which Sayana gives a variety of incon-

sistent explanations :

—

1. Atharyu is an epithet of Agni. Yaska (v. 10) renders

it by atanavantam, “ going” or “moving.” S%ana, in E.V.

vii. 1, 1, explains it by dgamyam atanavantam vd, i.e., either

“to be gone to, approached,” or “going,” “moving.”^ It

thus appears that he does not implicitly follow Yaska, and

was not sure of the sense. Prof. Goldstiicker, s.v., renders

it “moving constantly.” Prof. Roth, s.v,, thinks it means
“ having sharp points like a lance.”

2. Andniida is an adjective not found in the Nirukta, but

in different passages of the R.Y. On i. 53, 8, Sayana ex-

plains it as anuchara-rahitah, “ without followers ;” on ii. 21,

4, and ii. 23, 11, as “ one after whom no other gives,” i.e.,

“ unequalled in giving.” On this Prof. Groldstiicker remarks :

“ Both meanings of the word, as given according to the

Comm., seem doubtful;” but he proposes no other. Roth,

5.

V., translates it by “unyielding.”

(1) Anushvadham, (2) anu svadhdm, (3) svadhdm ana, (4)

svadhayd, (5) svadhdbhik, (6) svadlidvat. The first of these

words occurs in various texts of the R.Y., one of which, iii.

47, 1, is quoted in Nir, iv. 8, where the word is explained by

anv annam, “after food.” Prof. Groldstiicker, s.v., explains it

thus: 1, “in consequence of (partaking of) food, through food,

viz., soma, etc.
; 2, food for food, to every food (as clarified

butter)
; 3, after every oblation.” The sixth word, svadhdvat,

occurs in two places in the Nirukta, viz., in x. 6 (where R.Y.

vii. 46, 1, is quoted), when it is an epithet, in the dative, of

Rudra; and in xii. 17 (where R.Y. vi. 58, 1, is quoted), when

it is an epithet, in the vocative, of Pushan. In both places the

' Prof. Wilson has misunderstood the latter of the two words when he translates

it, “ not spreading or dispersing.” See his note in loco.
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word is rendered by annavat, “having food.” Anushvadham is

foundin R.Y. i. 81, 4; ii. 3,11; iii.47,1.^ In the first of these

texts Sayana explains it to mean “during the drinking of food

in the shape of soma in the second by “ at every oblation”

{prdti havih)
;
and in the third by “ followed by,” or “ follow-

ing,” the oblations [savamya-puroddsddi-riipenannendmigatam

svadhdm anugamya varttamdnam). The words anu

srndhdm are found separately in R.V. i. 33, 11 ;
viii. 77, 5 ;

and in the reverse order svadhdm anu in i. 6, 4, and viii. 20, 7.®

In the first of these texts Sayana renders the words by “ the

waters flowed with reference to Indra’s food in the shape of

rice,” etc. {annarn vrihy-ddi-rupam anulakshya)
;
in the second

(viii. 77, 5), by “after our food or water-,” in the third

(i. 6, 4), by “ with reference to the food or water which was

about to be produced;”^ and in the fourth (viii. 20, 7), by,

“ with reference to food having the character of an oblation.”

Sradhayd is found in R.V. i. 64, 4, applied to the Maruts,

where it is correctly rendered by Sayana sraJdyena halena,

“ by their own strength.” In iv. 13, 5, too, kayd svadhayd

is explained as = balena, “by what strength?” It also

occurs in vii. 78,4 ;
ix. 71, 8 ;

x. 27, 19 ;
x. 88, 1 ;

x. 129, 2.

In the first of these passages the word is rendered by annena,
“ by food.”'* Surely there can be little doubt that here it means

“hy its own power,” “ spontaneously.” To say, “she (Ushas)

ascended her car yoked by foodj^ which her well-yoked horses

' It also occurs in ix. 72, 5 ;
bnt I have no access to Sayana's Comm, on that

passage.
2 See also R.V. i. 165, 5 ;

vii. 56, 13.

® Sayana here gives the following derivation of svadha, viz. : svam loTtam dadhati

pHshndti Hi svadhd. This word has three senses assigned to it in the Nighantus,

viz. “ water” (i. 12), “ food” (ii. 7), and “ heaven and earth” in the dual (iii. 30).
* The same general sense is assigned in i. 154, 4; v. 34, 1 : vii. 47, 3. See

also Sayana on i. 164. 38.
* I am not aware that in any passage the chariots or horses of the gods are said

to be yoked by food, as denoted by any word which certainly hears that sense.

The horses of Indra are, indeed, represented as being yoked by prayer {brahma-

yuj) in R.V. i. 177, 2; iii. 35, 4; viii. 1, 24; viii. 2, 27 ;
vdii. 2, 17 ;

and as

biiiig yoked by a hymn {vacho-yuj) in -sdii. 45, 39 ;
but in these cases, generally,

at least, the god is supposed to yoke his car in consequence of this invitation to

come and partake of the oblation, or libation, and not after partaking of it. It is

true that the word brahman (neuter) has sometimes the sense of “food” or
“ oblation” ascribed to it, and that in two of the above texts, viii. 1, 24, and viii.

2, 27, one of the optional senses assigned by Sayana to brahma-yuj is, “ yoked by
our oblation,” two other senses, “ yoked by the lord, India,” and “ yoked by our
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bring hither,” makes but an indifferent sense, whilst it would

yield an appropriate poetical meaning to say that she ascended

her car yoked “ by its own inherent power.” Compare R.V.

iv. 26, 4, where the phrase achah-mja svadhayd is rendered by

Sayana a “ wheel-less car,” the word svaclhd having here, he

says, the sense of chariot {atra svaclhd-sabdo ratlia-vdcM)
;
and

for proof he refers to R.V. x. 27, where we have the

words achakrayd svadhayd varttamdnam, etc., “ I beheld the

troop borne from afar, moving by a wheel-less inherent

power,” which is no doubt the proper rendering in iv. 26, 4,

also. It is clear that svadhd could not have the sense of

chariot in vii. 78, 4, above cited, as it would be absurd to

speak of the car {ratha) of Ushas being yoked by a car {svadhd).

Having no access to Sayana’s comment on x. 27, 19, I am
not aware how he translates it

;
but he probably adheres to

the rendering given on iv. 26, 4, as it would make nonsense to

say, “ moving by wheel-less food.”^ As regards R.V. x. 129,

2, 5, I gather from Mr. Colebrooke’s translation (Misc. Essays,

i. 34), than even Sayana abandons the sense of food as appro-

priate in that hymn, since svadhd is there rendered by “ her

who is sustained within him.” It seems, however, better to

render it in verse 2 by “ through its inherent power,” and in

V. 5, by “a self-supporting principle.” The sense, “ by their

own power” seems appropriate in x. 88, 1, though here too it

is rendered by “food,” Nir. vii. 25. Svadhdhhih {loc. pi.) is

explained in i. 95, 4, and i. 164, 30, by “sacrificial food;”

in V. 60, 4. by “waters ;” in vii. 101, 9, by “ forces ;” and in

viii. 10, 4, by “praises which are the cause of strength.” I

come lastly to svadhdvat, which I find in R.Y. v. 3, 2; vi. 58,

1 ;
vii. 20, 1 ;

vii. 37, 2 ;
vii. 46, 1 ;

vii. 86, 5, and else-

where. In vi. 58, 1, and vii. 46, 1, as we have already seen,

the word is rendered by Yaska, “having food;” and in

hymn,” being proposed in the former ease, and one alternative sense, “ yoked by
om- h}Tnn, ’ being proposed in the latter. In i. 177, 2; iii. 35, 4; and viii. 17, 2,

however, “ yoked by our hymn” {mantra) is the only rendering given. Vacho-yuJ
in viii. 45, 39, is explained, “ yoked by our hymn.”

* This and some other instances show that Sayana did occasionally resort to

parallel passages for the elucidation of the text under his consideration, but he
did not carry the practice far enough.

* Compare achakrebhih in R.V. v. 42, 10, and nkhakraya in viii. 7, 29.
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these passages (as well as in vii. 31, 7 ;
vii. 88, 5), he is

followed hy Saj^ana, who, again, in i. 95, 4 ;
v. 3, 2, tran-

slates it by “ having sacrificial food.” In vi. 21, 3 ;
vii.

20, 1 ;
vii. 37, 2 ;

and vii. 86, 4, however, Sayana departs

from Yaska, and from his own practice elsewhere, in render-

ing svadhavat by halamt or tejasiin,
“ strong,” or “ vigorous.”

Prof Roth has treated of anusheadham, etc., in his Illustra-

tions of the Nirukta, pp. 40 f.
;
and in his Lexicon he trans-

lates the word in question by “ willingly,” “ spontaneously,”

“ gladly.” In his new translation of the R.V., in the “Orient

und Occident,” Prof. Benfey renders svadhdm anu, anu svadhdm,

and anushvadham, in i. 6, 4; i. 33, 11; and i. 81, 4, in a

similar manner. This interpretation, in fact, will probably

he found to suit nearly all, if not the whole, of the texts in

which the phrase is found.

Aprdyu is explained in Nir. iv. 19, where R.V. i. 89, 1, is

quoted, as meaning in that passage (where it is an epithet of

the gods) apramddymitah, “not careless.” Sayana, in his

comment on the same text, declares it to be equivalent to

apragachhantah svakvyam rakshitavyam aparifyajyantah, “ not

departing, not forsaking him whom they have to protect.”

(Mahidhara, the commentator on the Yaj. S. (where this text

is repeated, xxv. 14), explains the word by andlasdh, “not

sluggish.”) The. word occurs again in R.Y. viii. 24, 18, as

an epithet of sacrifices, where Sayana interprets it to mean

either sacrifices which are conducted by men who are “ not

careless” {apramddyat), or by “careful men who perform the

rite remaining together, and do not go elsewhere after they

have begun it.” In the first passage, at least, he departs

from Sayana. Prof. Goldstiicker, s.t\, renders the word
“ attentive,” “ assiduous,” adding, “ according to Yaska . . .

;

but Sayana gives to this word in one verse the meaning, ‘ not

going forth, not leaving’ . . . . ;
while in another he admits

also the former meaning, which seems more congenial to the

context.”

Ambhrina is given in Nigh. iii. 3, as one of the synonyms

of niahat, “ great.” It occurs in R.Y. i. 133, 5, as an epithet

of pisdchi, “ a goblin,” and is interpreted by Sayana as mean-
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ing either “shrieking very terribly” or “very huge.” It is

clear, therefore, that Sayana did not know by any certain

tradition what the sense of the word was.

Amyak.—This word is found in one of the passages which

Kautsa (see above) charges with obscurity, E.Y. i. 169, 3 ;

amyak sd te Indra rshtir asme

;

and I therefore think it as

well to give some account of it, although it does not afford

any very strong evidence in favour of any of the propositions

I have undertaken to establish. Yaska, ISTir. vi. 15, explains the

term by amdkteti vd ahhyakteti vd, meaning apparently either

“ arrived near,” or “ arrived towards.” The fact of his giving

an alternative etymology shows that he did not know for cer-

tain what the real derivation was, though his mind may have

been made up as to the sense. Prof. Poth (Illustrations

*of Nir. p. 81) considers amyak to be the third per. aor. of

myaksh, which, from a comparison of other passages, he be-

lieves to have the sense of “ gleaming.” The words would

thus mean :
“ Thy bolt gleamed upon us, o Indra.” Sayana,

without offering any etymology, translates the clause thus

:

“ Thy thunderbolt corner {prdp)ioti) near the clouds for us, for

rain to us.” As both Yaska (in the passage above cited) and

Sayana in his introduction to the P.Y. (p. 5 of Muller’s

edition) had referred to and ridiculed the objection taken

against the intelligibility of this verse, they were bound in

honour to make it yield some sense or other
;
though from

the obscurity of which it was cited as an instance—perhaps a

proverbial instance—even so far back as the time of the former,

it seems difficult to suppose that they had any certain tradition

to go upon as to its meaning. Prof. Goldstiicker translates the

word amyak (see s.v.) “towards, near;” and adds: “This is

apparently the meaning of the word in the following Pig-veda

verse, where it seems to be used with the ellipsis of ‘ come.’
”

lie then, after quoting the verse before us, goes on :
“ Yaska,

who, in a discussion in his introduction, denies that this word
can be called obscure, renders it in this verse amdkteti vdbhynk-

teti vd, ‘ come here,’ or ‘ come towards ;’ and Sayana explains

it by prdpmti, without, however, giving its etymology. This

formation of the word corresponds with that of other com-
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pounds ending in ach” Prof. Goldstiicker holds that it would

be “ against all grammatical analogy” to take amyak for an

aorist, as Roth proposes. There is no proof, however, that

either Yaska or Sayana concurred with Prof. Goldstiicker in

holding the word for a particle in ach.

Alatrna occurs in two passages of the Rig-veda. One of

these, iii. 30, 10, is quoted in Nir. vi. 2, where it is explained

as = aJarn atardanah, “ greatly-splitting, or split.” If this

explanatory phrase be understood in the passive sense, it will

coincide wdth Sayaiia’s interpretation, that which, from

being full of water, is exceedingly broken.” In i. 166, 7, the

word is an epithet of the Maruts, and is explained by Sayana

as susceptible of three different senses, viz., as standing either

—

1st, for andtrnumh = dtardana-rahitah, “ free from split-

ting or, 2nd, as alam atardanah satrundm, “ great cleavers

of their enemies ;” or, 3rd, as a/am ddtdrah phalandm, “ great

bestowers of rewards.” Who will say that Sayana is here

either a confident, or a satisfactory, guide ?

AA;rdhoyu is explained by Yaska (in Nir. vi. 3, where he

quotes R.Y. vi. 22, 3) as = alardhv-ayah, “not short-lived ;”

hrdhu, being = hrasva, “ short.” Sayana renders it in two

passages (vi. 22, 3; vi. 67, 11) by avichhinna, “not cut oflP,”

which would coincide with Yaska’s interpretation
;
but on

vii. 53, 3, he takes it for ahrasvam analpam, “not short,”

“ not little,” which seems to differ somewhat from the former

sense, inasmuch as it refers not to duration but to quantity.

Atiridh does not occur in the Nirukta. It is variously in-

terpreted by Sayana either as “free from decay,” or “de-

siccation” (i. 3, 9 ;
i. 13, 9), or as “free from desiccation,

always remaining in the same state (the Maruts,” i. 89, 3),

or as “ innocuous ” (iv. 32, 24 ;
iv. 45, 4; v. 46, 4).

Ahimanyu does not occur in the Nirukta. It is applied to

the Maruts in R.Y. i. 64, 8, where Sayana offers a choice of

interpretations, making it &\\}s\.QX~dhanana-fila-manyu-yukidh,

“ filled with wrath disposed to smite,” ox=ahina-jndndh, “ of

eminent wisdom.” He was, therefore, only guessing at the

sense.

Ahimdya is not found in the Nirukta. It is understood by
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Sayana on i. 190, 4, as an epithet of Yrttra and his class,

and translated as either=“ those whose enchantments come

and destroy,” or “those whose enchantments come in the atmo-

sphere.” On vi. 20, 7, he understands it as = “those who
have destructive enchantments;” and on vi. 52, 15, as=
“ those who have destructive wisdom.” I am not aware how
he renders it in x. 63, 4. Another epithet of the gods,

ehimdya, which Roth thinks may be a corruption of ahimdya,

occurs in R.V. i. 3, 9, where Sayana assigns two possible

senses— 1st, “ having all-pervading wisdom and, 2nd, that

of a designation of the deities, derived from their having said

to Agni when he had entered into the waters, ehi md ydsili,

“come, do not go.”

Asusukshani, which occurs R.V. ii. 1, 1, and Vaj. S. xi. 27,

as an epithet of Agni, is explained in Nir. vi. 1 as meaning

either “ one who quickly slays, or gives, by his flame” {dsu

sucha kshanoti iti I'd sanoti iti va), or “ desiring to consume.”

Sayana translates the word “ flaming on all sides,” or “ one

who quickly gives pain to his enemies by consuming,” etc.

Mahidhara, on Vaj. S. xi. 27, translates asusukshani as either

= “ quickly drying the wet ground,” or as = “ quickly de-

stroying the darkness with his flame, or giving, distributing,

by his flame.” Roth (Illustrations of Nirukta, p. 72) com-

pares susukvani in R.V. viii. 23, 5, where Sayana renders

“ glowing.”

Asa occurs frequently in the Rig-veda, and is diversely

explained by Sayana. In his comments on ii. 1, 14 ;
iv.

5, 10; vi. 3, 4 ;. vi. 32, 1, he renders it by dsyena, “ with the

mouth ;” on v. 17, 2, by dsyena vdchd, “ with the mouth, by
speech ;” on v. 17, 5 ;

v. 23, 1, by dsyena stotrena, “ with the

mouth, with a hymn ;” on i. 76, 4 ;
vi. 16, 9, by dsyena dsya-

sthdniyayd (or dsya-bhutayd) jrdJayd, “with the mouth, with

the flame in the mouth;” on vii. 16, 9, as an epithet of

jihvayd, “the tongue,” by dsya-sthdniyayd, “situated in the

mouth ;” on i. 129, 5, by “near, in the place of sacriflce ;”

and on i. 168, 2, by “near.” Similarly, he varies in the

sense of dsayd, making it stand in one place (i. 20, 1) for

“with the mouth,” and in another (i. 127, 8) for “near.”
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In the Nighantus, ii. 16, the word asdt is found as one of the

synonyms of “ near.”

Ishnim is variously interpreted by Sayana in different

places, viz., on i. 87, 6, and vii. 56, 11, as “going, moving;”

on V. 52, 16; v. 87, 5, as “going,” or “possessing food.”

Yaska gives the three derivations of ishaninah, eshaninah, and

arshaninah (Nir. iv. 16).

Ivat.—This word occurs in R.Y. iv. 4, 6 ;
iv. 15, 5 ;

iv.

43, 3 ;
V. 49, 5 ;

vi. 73, 2 ;
vii. 23, 1 ;

vii. 56, 18 ;
viii. 46, 21.

In all these passages, without exception, Sayana renders it

either simply by “ going,” “ moving,” or by some modifica-

tion of that sense, as “ coming,” “ approaching,” “ coming

with prosperity,” “ occupied,” “ moving creatures.” And
yet there seems no reason to doubt that the word signifies

“ so much,” “ so great,” as it is explained by Roth, s.v., as

being an old Vedic form for just as kivat is for kiyat,

as is (in the latter case) recognised both by Y^ka (Nir. vi. 3)

and by Sayana on R.V. iii. 30, 17, the only passage where it

occurs. From this it appears that just as in ordinary Sanskrit

idrk and kidrk are formed in the same way as etddrk, tddrk,

yddrk, so, too, in ancient times the series of etdvat, tdvat, ydvat,

was completed by ivat and kivat, though at a subsequent period

the two latter forms became obsolete, whilst iyat and kiyat,

which are also found in the R.Y., were regarded as alone

correct. Their sense of “so much,” “so great,” etc. etc.,

appears, as far as I can judge, to suit all the passages of the

R.V. where the word ivat occurs.

TJruydya (generally an epithet of Vishnu) is interpreted by

Yaska (Yir. ii. 7) in his comment on R.V. i. 154, 6, as =
mahdgati, “ making large strides.” Sayana, however, wavers

in his explanation, making it either “hymned by many” (on

i. 154, 3; ii. 1, 3); “ wde-goiug,” or “much-praised” (on

iii. 6, 4); “hymned by many,” or “of great renown” (on

iv. 3, 7) ;
“ great goers” (of the A.svins, iv. 14, 1) ;

“ cele-

brated by many” (on vii. 100, 1) ;
“ to be hymned by many,”

or “moving in many places,” or “of great renown,” or “one

who, by his power, makes all his enemies howl” (on viii. 29, 7)

;

“hymned by the great” (on i. 154, 1) ;
“to be hymned by
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m^ny great persons” (i. 154, 6). See also i. 155, 4 ;
vi. 28, 4 ;

vi. 65, 6 ;
vii. 35, 15 ;

x. 109, 7, where Prof. Roth considers

the word to be a substantive. Looking to R.V. i. 22, 16 ff.,

about the striding of Yishnu, there can be Little doubt that

the adjective iirugdya means “ wide-striding.”

Rdiidara occurs in. R.V. viii. 48, 10, as an epithet of Soma,

and is interpreted by Yaska (vi. 4) in his explanation of part of

that verse as = mrdudara, and as meaning “ soft-bellied,” or

“soft in (men’s) bellies.” Sayana (on the same verse) renders

it, “not hurting the belly” {iidardhddhakena). On ii. 33, 5,

where the word is applied to Rudra, he adopts the first of

Yaska’s two meanings
;
whilst on iii. 54, 10, where it is

applied to the Adityas, he repeats both of his predecessor’s

interpretations, modifying the second so as to signify, “ those

in whose bellies Soma is soft.” ^

RjiHliin, according to Yaska (v. 12, where he explains R.Y.

X. 89, 5), means Soma, but is also an epithet of Indra. “ That

which remains of soma when it is being purified is rjhha, or

rejected; therefore rjishin is soma. There is also a text re-

ferring to Indra as rjisht vajriR Mahidhara, on Yaj. S. xix.

72, says that rjhha is the squeezed and juiceless refuse of the

soma-plant. Sayana generally interprets the word rjhhin as

an epithet of Indra by, “ he who has the soma after it has

been pressed and has lost its juice or taste” (on iii. 32, 1 ;

iii. 36, 10 ;
iv. 16, 1, 5 ;

vi. 20, 2). On i. 64, 12, and i. 87, 1,

where rjishin is an epithet of the Maruts, he explains that at

the third libation when those deities are worshipped this

rjisha is offered, and hence they are said to have it. On
V. 40, 4 (where the word is applied to Indra) he says that

after the soma has been offered at the first and second

libations, and has become juiceless, that which is offered at

the third libation is called rjhha = soma. On iii. 46, 3, he

makes rjhhin simply equivalent to somavan, “ having soma.”

In two places, however, where the word is applied to the

Maruts, Sayana gives alternative interpretations, viz., on ii.

’ The Sanskrit scholar may also examine Yaska’s desperate attempt (vi. 33) to

explain the two words rdltpu and rdtivrdh, which occur in R.V. viii. 66, 11.

Sayana merely repeats Yaska
; but his text of the passage differs somewhat from

Roth’s.
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34, 1, lie says it means either “ having water,” or “ having

tasteless soma;” and on i. 87, 1, “either having such soma,

or, being providers (?) of moisture” {prarjayitdro rasdnam). In

i. 32, 6, where the word rjisha (not -Hhin) is applied to Indra,

Sayana makes \t=satrundm apdrjakam, “repeller of enemies.”

It thus appears that he wavers in his interpretation. The

sense of “ drinker of tasteless or spiritless soma ” is not a very

probable one. Indra is generally represented as greatly

exhilarated by the beverage he quaffs, and it seems a poor

compliment to him to call him the drinker of a vapid

draught. Besides, in one of the texts of which rjishin is the

first word, soma-pdvan, a term which indubitabl}^ means soma-

drinker, is found at the end of the same line, and it is un-

likelj' that two epithets so closely resembling each other as

“soma-drinker” and “spiritless-soma-driuker” should occur so

near. In his glossary to the Sama-veda, and in his translation

of S.V. i. 248 and ii. 789, Prof. Benfey renders the word by

“victorious;” and it appears from his note on the last of these

two texts that the commentator there gives a choice of inter-

pretations. Prof. Roth S.V. translates it by “ forward-rush-

ing ;” and Benfey, in his translation of R.V. i. 87, 1, renders

it similarly by “ gradaus schreitenden” (Orient und Occident,

iL 249).

Ecaydvan, which is not found in the Nirukta, is diversely

interpreted by Sayana as= “ moving with horses” (applied by

him to the Maruts, i. 90, 5) ;
as=“going to the hymn or sacri-

fice to which they should go” (ii. 34, 11, spoken of the same)

;

as=“ moving with horses, or with the waters of the atmo-

sphere,—coming with showers for the pleasure of others

also” (vi. 48, 12, eraydvari, spoken of the cow)
;

or as=
“ bringing to his worshippers the objects which they desire

to obtain” (on vii. 100, 2, spoken of Yishnu).

Kdniikd is one of the terms objected to by Kautsa as obscure

(see above). It occurs only once, in R.V. viii. 66, 4 ;
and

Y^aska does his utmost to explain it in Nir. v. 11. The whole

verse runs thus :
“ Indra drank at one draught thirty lakes

(or cups) of soma ,” the word kdnukd being the last of

the verse. Yaska takes it either for a neuter plural, agreeing
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with saramsi (cups) and. meaning “ desired” (kdntakani), or

“ entirely full” {krdntakdni), or “properly formed” {krtakdni),

or for an epithet of Indra, signifying “ fond or beloved of

soma” {somasya kdntah), or “ overcome by love of soma”

{kane ghdta iti vd kane liatah kdntihatah)

.

“The ritualists”

{ydjnikdh), (Yaska proceeds), “ say that the thirty bowls which

are destined for one deity at the mid-day libations, and are

drunk off at once, are denoted in this verse by the word

sardmsi, whilst the etymologists {iiairuktdh), consider that

they stand for the thirty nights and days constituting re-

spectively the first and second halves of the month. Iii the

second half the rays drink up the collected waters of the

moon.” According to the latter interpretation, Indra is (as

Sayana remarks) the deity personifying time ikdldbJiimdni).

In his explanation Sayana merely abridges Yaska’s.

Kdrudhayah is in three places (vi. 21, 8 : vi. 21, 2 ;
vi. 44,

12) explained by Sayana as “upholder of poets or wor-

shippers” [kdriindm dhdrakah, or dhdrayitd.) In another

passage (iii. 32, 10) he gives a different sense, “ maker of

works ” {karmandm vidhdtd). This latter sense would he

appropriate enough here if it exists in the component ele-

ments of the word.

Kiyedhtih is explained by Yaska (vi. 20, where he quotes R.Y.

i. 61, 12), in two ways, as= either to kiyaddhdh “ holding how
much?” or to kramamdna-dhdh, “holding those who advance.”

Sayana, on i. 61, 6, renders it by halavdn, “strong,” and

declares the two interpretations of the Nirukta to mean (1)

“ one who has strength of which no one knows the extent,”

and (2) “ one who stops the advancing might of others. On
verse 12 of the same hymn, he repeats the same explanations.

It appears from Roth’s Illustrations, in loco, that Durga, the

commentator on the Nirukta, refers the epithet to Yrttra,

whilst others referred it to Indra. And Roth remarks, that

by his double interpretation, “ holding how much (water or

power) ? ” and “ holding the advancing (waters or hostile

powers),” Yaska has left the application to one or other of

these personages open.

Kiichara is explained by Yaska i. 20 (where R.Y. i. 154, 2,
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is quoted), as meaning (if applied to a wild beast) “ doing an

evil deed,” or if taken for a designation of the god (Vishnu),

as signifying “whither does he not go?” Sayana, on the

same passage, gives it the sense either of “ doer of evil deeds,

such as killing,” or “ going to inaccessible places,” or, if

understood of the gods, as meaning either “ doing evil deeds,

such as the slaughter of enemies,” or “ one who ranges in all

places throughout the three worlds.” (Kiishit, sarvdsti hhu-

mishu, lokatraye, sanchdri.) We have thus between Yaska

and Sayana three derivations, according as we conceive the

word to be compounded of ku,
“ bad,” kii, “ earth,” or kva,

“where,” prefixed to cliam, “ going,” or “acting.” Such a

play upon words in a double sense, though common enough

in the modern rhetorical poetry of the Hindus, is scarcely to

be looked for in the ancient hymns of the Veda.

Kiindru is explained by Yaska (Nir. vi. 1, where he quotes

R. V. iii. 30, 8) as meaning a “ cloud ” {parikvananam

megham). Sayana (on the same passage) gives two inter-

pretations of the words sahaddnum kshiyantam sam pinak

kundrum, viz., either (1) “crush the destroying {kshiyantam)

kundru = a certain yelling Asura, associated with Danu,

Vrttra’s mother, or with the Danavas,” or (2) “Crush the

thundering {kundru) Vrttra, having the gift of bestowing

water {sahaddnum), dwelling {kshiyantam) in the sky.” Thus

there are no less than three words in this single line (viz.,

sahddanum, ksMyantam, and kundrum), of which Sayana offers

alternative explanations.

Kshayadrira does not occur in the Nirukta. It is variously

explained by Sayana as “ very strong, he in whom all heroes

are destroyed ” (on i. 106, 4) ;
or, “ he in w'hom heroes perish,

or w'hose sons, the Maruts, rule” (on i. 114, 1, 2); or “he

who has heroes, sons and servants, dwelling with him ” (on i.

125, 3) ;
or “ possessed of heroes, sons and others, dwelling

or moving” {nivasadbhir itvarair rd, on E..V. viii. 19, 10). It

wall be seen, that as regards the root kshi, which forms the

first member of this compound, Sayana wavers between the

three senses of “perishing,” “ruling,” and “dwelling.”

Girikshit, an epithet of Vishnu (in i. 154, 3), is translated
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by Sayana as “ residing in speech ” {giri locative of gir), or
“ in a region high as a mountain.” In this passage, however,

it has, probably, one single sense.

Jdtubharman is not in the Hirukta. Siiyana explains it as

meaning either having the lightning for a weapon,” or

“ supporter of creatures.”

Jdraydyi is another of the words objected to by Kautsa as

obscure. (See above.) It occurs only once in the R.V., vi,

12, 4, which is quoted by Yaska in vi. 15, where he explains

it by ajdyi, to which his commentator Durga gives the mean-

ing “is, or was, born.” (See Roth’s Illustrations, etc
, p. 82.)

Sayana, on the contrary, renders it by stiiyate
“

is praised.”

Jiraddnu is not found in the Yirukta, though jira is given

in the Mghantus, ii. 15, as one of the synonymes of kshipra,

“quick.” In one passage (i. 165, 15) it is rendered by

Sayana jaya-sila-ddnam, “ having victorious gifts
;

” but in

all the following texts he takes it for, “ whose gifts are quick”

(ii. 34, 4 ; v. 53, 5 ;
v. 54, 9 ; v. 62, 3 ; v, 83, 1 ;

vii. 64, 2

;

viii. 51, 3).

Joshavdka is found in R.Y. vi. 59, 4, and is explained by

Yaska (v. 21, 22, where he quotes this passage) as “ that of

which the name is unknown, that which is to be pondered (?)”

avjndta-ndmadheyamjoshayitavyam bhavati). He renders the

whole verse thus :
“ Ye, o Indra and Agni, eat the offering of

the man who praises you when the soma libations are poured

out. Ye do not eat (that) of the prater (?) who speaks

Joshavdka.” Sayana renders :
“ Ye, o Indra and Agni, do not

eat the (offering) of the man who, when the soma-libations

are poured out, praises you badly, who, in the midst of them,

speaks unpleasing words when he ought to speak pleasing

ones.” It is to be observed, however—and I perceive that

Wilson also, in his note on the passage, has adverted to the

fact—that in the quotation made from Yaska (v. 22) in

Muller’s edition of the R.V., the reading of the passage is

different from what it is in Professor Roth’s edition, as in

Roth’s text the first clause has no negative particle {na),

whilst the negative particle is found there in MiiUer’s. The
meaning of that clause of the Hirukta is thus reversed. The

VOL. II.—[new series]. 22
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sense given by Rotb’s reading appears to me to be the most

conformable to the apparent meaning of Yaska, as two kinds

of worshippers evidently appear to be contemplated in his

explanation, one of whom the two gods approve and whose

oblation they eat, and another whose oblation they do not eat.

Sayana, in conformity with the reading of Yaska given by

!Muller, makes both clauses of the verse relate to one kind of

worshipper, i.c., to one whose offering the two gods disapprove.

There would thus appear to be a difference between Yaska

and Sayana as to the sense of the verse of the R.Y. which they

are expounding. What is its real sense, it is not necessary

for me to decide. Roth considers that the future participle

joshayitavyam, employed by Yaska, means “ requiring con-

sideration.” Wilson renders the clause of which it forms a

part, that being of unknown name is to be propitiated.”

(Compare Roth’s Lexicon, s.v., and his remarks in his Illustr.

of Yir. p. 68.)

Daksha-pitarah is an epithet of the gods which is not found

in the Yirukta. It occurs in three passages of the R.Y. On
the first (vi. 50, 2) Sayana takes the word for “those who

have Daksha for their forefather,” and refers to two other

texts (R.Y. X. 15, 3, and x. 72, 5)), the one to prove that the

word pitr may stand for “ forefather,” and the second to show

that the gods are elsewhere declared to have Daksha for their

ancestor. On the second passage (vii. 66, 2) Sayana translates

the word by “preservers, or lords, i.e. givers, of strength;”

and on the third (viii. 52, 10) by “preservers, lords, of food.”

The word also occurs in the Taittiriya Sanhita, i. 2, 3, 1,

where the commentator explains it much as Sayana on vi. 50,

2, does
;
and in Yaj. S. xiv. 3, where it is explained by “pre-

server of vigour.”

Danah is a word occurring in R.Y. i. 174, 2, in regard to

which Yaska (vi. 31) and Sayana contradict each other
;
the

former taking it for an adjective meaning “liberaUy-minded”

{dana-manamh), whilst the latter makes it a verb in the second

person singular imperfect, meaning either “ thou didst sub-

due,” or “ thou didst cause to cry.”

' Basra, a frequent dual epithet of the Asvins, and sometimes
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of other gods (Indra and Yishnii, vi. 69, 7), is explained by

Yaska (vi. 26, where he quotes R.Y. i. 117, 21), as—darsani-

yau, “ to be seen, sightly.” Sayana sometimes understands it

in that sense (as on i. 47, 6 ;
i. 117, 5, 20, 21 ;

i. 118, 3 ;

i. 120, 4; vi. 69, 7 ;
viii. 22, 17); sometimes as “destroyers

of enemies” (on i. 92, 16 ;
i. 139, 3 ;

i. 158, 1 ;
i. 180, 5

;

i. 182, 2 ;
i. 183, 4 ;

iii. 58, 3 ;
iv. 43, 4 ;

v. 75, 2) ;
once, at

least, as either “ destroyers of enemies,” or “ from their being

the physicians of the gods, destroyers of diseases” (on i. 3, 3)

;

sometimes as either “to be seen,” or as “ destroyers of ene-

mies” (on viii. 5, 2; viii. 8, 1 ;
viii. 26, 6; viii. 75, 1); some-

times as gods “ having the name of Dasra,” or as “ to be seen”

(on i. 116, 10). See my article on the Asvins, above, p. 5,

note. It appears from Roth’s Illustrations of Yirukta, p. 92,

that Durga, the commentator on the Mrukta, explains Dasra

by “ destroyers of enemies,” or “ causers of works, agricul-

ture,” etc.

JDivishti is explained by Yaska (\d. 22, where he quotes

R.Y. viii. 4, 19), as, in the loc. -pl.^dirah eshaneshu, “long-

ings after the sky.” Sayana, on the same passage, makes it

mean “sacrificial rites which are the causes of obtaining

heaven.” Similarly, on iv. 9, 2, he makes it = ydgeshu,

“ sacrifices.” On iv. 46, 1, he takes it for “ sacrifices which

confer heaven,” or “ our longings after heaven being the

causes.” ^ And, again, on iv. 47, 1, he interprets it divo dyu-

lokasya eshaneshu satsu, “there being longings after the sky;”

on i. 139, 4, he translates, “ longings after heaven, or long-

ings, or goings, of sacrifice which enlightens, being causes
;”

on i. 86, 4, he renders it by “ sacrificial days ;” on viii. 65, 9,

by “the arrivals of our days, or longings for heaven, being

causes;” on vii. 74, 1, by “ people who desire heaven, priests;”

and on i. 141, 6, “ longings after days being the cause.”

Dcibarhas means, according to Yaska (vi. 17, where he

quotes R.Y. vi. 19, 1), “lord {parivrdhah) in both regions,

the middle and the upper” {i.e. atmosphere and sky). Sayana,

' Say.ana’s note on this verse (iv. 46, 1) affords another instance of his referring

to a parallel text (R.V. vii. 92, 1) to prove that the first draught of soma vras

offered to Yayu.
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ou the same passage, and also on iv. 5, 3 ;
vh. 24, 2 ;

vlii.

15, 2, follows Yaska. On L 71, 6, he has, “ grown {vrmhUo

rarddliitah) in the middle and upper regions.” On i. 114, 10,

he makes it, “ lord in the two regions, the earth and the

sky, or in the two paths, the southern and the northern, or

lord of knowledge and of works.” On i. 176, 5, he renders

it, stotra-havi - riipa-dvividha -parii'rd.ha - harmacatah
-
yajamd-

nmija, “ of the worshipper who is eminent in both kinds of

worship, i.e. hymns and oblations.”

Nichumpuna is explained by Yaska (v. 17, 18, where he

quotes R.Y. viii, 82, 22), as a designation of soma, “ that

which pleases by being swallowed” {nichdnta-prno nichama-

tiena prhidti). The ocean, too, he says, is called nichumpuna;

as is also the arahhrtka (or cleansing of vessels and worship-

pers after a sacrifice), as that “in which they sound lowly,

or place lowly” {nichair asmin kvananfi nichair dadhati Hi vd).

Sayana explains in conformity with Yaska. The word also

occurs in the Vajasaneyi Sanhita, iii. 48, and viii. 27, on the

former of which passages Mahidhara explains it as meaning

either “slow-going” {nifardtn chopati mandam gachhati ni-

chumpunah), or “ that in which they sound lowly, perform

the rite with a low voice.” On viii. 27, he mentions only the

first of these two explanations. The sense of the word is thus

left doubtful.

Naichdsdhha and pramaganda are two words occurring in

R.V. iii. 53, 14, a text Avhich is quoted and explained in Yir.

'vi. 32. Yaska there gives various senses to pramaganda. He
first says maganda is “ a usurer.” The descendant of such a

person \s, pramaganda, “a person sprung from a very usurious

family.” Or, secondly, the word \fi=2yraniadal;ah,
“ one who

desires that there should be no future state.” Or, thirdly, it

it is =pandal;ah, a “ catamite,” or “ eunuch.” He derives

naichdsdhha from nichdsdhha, apparently “ of a low stock.”

Siiyana understands it of the property of degraded people.

He adoj)ts the first of the three senses oipramaganda proposed

by Yaska. It appears from an objection made to the eternity

of the Yeda which Sayana quotes in his Introduction, p. 7,

and answers in p. 10 (as cited in Sanskrit Texts, iii. 62), that
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Pramaganda was considered by tbe objectors to be the name

of a king, and Naiclidsakha that of a town.

Ne.ma is given in Xir. iii. 20 as= arddha, “
half,” in which

sense it is taken by Sayana on R.Y. v. 61, 8. In other places

(i. 54, 8 ;
iv. 24, 4, 5 ;

vi. 16, 18), he translates it by “these,”

“ some,” “ others.” But in viii. 89, 3, lie holds it to be the

proper name of a descendant of Bhrigu. In this he appears

to be wrong. Compare R.V. ii. 12, 5.

Nishshidh, nishshidhvan, pum-nishshidh, puru-nishshidhcan.

These words are not found in the Xighantus or Nirukta. The

first of them, which occurs in the B.V. in different numbers

and cases, is variously interpreted by Sayana in different

places
;
as = “ constantly discharging rain-clouds ” (on R.Y. i.

169, 2); or “commands, ordinances” {aniisdsandni, iii. 51,

5);^ or “destructive light” (himstJcdm diptim, iii. 55, 8);
“ hinderers, enemies ” (iv. 24, 1), or “ hindrances to enemies,”

or “cords to restrain enemies” (vi. 44, 11). Nishshidhvarili

(the feminine form of nishshidhvan) occurs in iii. 55, 22, where

Sayana makes it = nitardm tvat-hartrha-siddhimatyah, i£.,

“ having eminently perfections created by thee ” (Indra)

.

Puru-nishshidh is found in i. 10, 5 ^ as an epithet of Indra,

and is there translated by Sayana as = “ hinderer of many
enemies

;
and pm'u-nishshidhvan, in iv. 38, 2, as a designation

of Dadhikra, where it is understood by him in the same sense.

It is, therefore, quite impossible to suppose that the com-

mentator could have had any certain tradition of the sense of

these words. Prof. Y'ilson, who translates purcir asya nish-

shidho martyeshu in iii. 51, 5, by “many are his [Indra’s] pro-

hibitions (against evil enjoined) to men,” has a note on this

verse, in which he remarks that “ a similar phrase in a former

passage [i. 10, 5] purunishshidhe has been rendered ‘repeller

of many foes :
’ there is no material incompatibility, the latter

being a compound epithet, and the substantive in both cases

being derived from shidh, to succeed, to go, with the preposi-

I "We have, in his comment on this verse, a further instance of Sayana quoting
another passage for iUustration, as he here cites i. 10, 5 as referring to Indra’s

function of command. See further on.

- This verse is repeated in Sama-veda i. 363, where Benfey renders it “ vielge-

bietend,” “ many ruling.”
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tion nir, out, ex, to exclude, to prohibit.” Prof. Wilson, how-

ever, while taking notice of this one passage to which Sayana

himself had draAvn his attention, has not adverted to the other

texts which I have adduced : and when words identical in

tenor with those in hi. 51, 5, are repeated in vi. 44, 11, viz.,

purvtsh te Indra ninhuhidho janeshii, he translates them differ-

ently, thns : “many are the hindrances (opposed) to thee

amongst men.” This does not, however, correctly reproduce

Sayana’s meaning.

Paritahnyd is translated “ night” in Nir. xi. 25, where

P.Y. X. 108, 1 is explained. This sense is adopted by Prof.

Midler in translating the verse. (Lectures on Language,

second series, p. 464, and note.) Prof. Aufrecht, on the other

hand, renders the word by “necessity.” (Journal of Ger. Or.

Society, vol. xiii., pp. 496 and 498.) Prof. Poth, who in his

Illustr. of the Nir. had taken the same view, assigns in his

Lexicon, s.v., another signification, that of “ wandering,” as

the proper one for this passage. For most other texts of the

P.V. he adopts the sense of “night,” “darkness.” In two

passageshe gives it the sense of “ causinganxiety,” “ dangerous.
’ ’

Sayana renders the word by “ night ” in i. 116, 15 ;
iv. 43, 3 ;

vi. 24, 9 ;
by “ dark,” apparently, in v. 30, 13 ;

by “ night,”

or “ battle,” or “ sacrifice,” in vii. 69, 4 ;
by “ surrounding,”

iparitakane nimittahhiite sati) or “night” in iv. 41, 6; by
“ battle ” in V. 31, 11 ;

by “ to be gone round, or surrounded,”

as an epithet of dhaiie, wealth, in i. 31, 6 ;
and by “ sur-

rounding,” as an epithet of rutri, “night,” which goes before,

in V. 30, 14. It thus appears that in some places he is uncer-

tain about the sense.

Paryab/iushat in R.V. ii. 12, 1, is explained by Yaska (x. 10)

as — paryahhavat paryayrhndtparyarakuhad atyakrdmad iti vd,

i.e., “ overcame, or comprehended, or protected, or surpassed.”

He could not, therefore, it would appear, have been very sure

of its meaning. Sayana renders simply rakuhakatvena parya-

grahit, “ surrounded as a protector.” The same word is found

in the imperative {pari bhusha) in P.Y. i. 15, 4, where Sayana

renders it, “ adorn,” and Benfey, “ encircle ;” and in i. 31, 2,

where Sayana, followed by Benfey, translates the clause, devd-
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nam pari bkushasi vratam, “ thou adornest the ceremonial

[karma) of the gods.” The same root, preceded by the par-

ticle vi, occurs in i. 112, 4, vi hhushati, where Saj^ana offers

two explanations, “is diffused,” or “eminently adorns,” and in

vi. 15, 9, vi hhushan, where he renders, “adorning.” The

word dbhusha, in R.Y. vii. 92, 1 (=Yaj. S. vii. 7) is under-

stood by both commentators, Sayana and Mahidhara, in the

sense of “ come.”

Pdnta is explained in Nir. vii. 25 (where E..Y. x. 88, 1

is quoted) a&_pdniya, “to be drunk.” It occurs also in

R.Y. i. 122, 1, where Sayana renders it by “ preserving, or to

be drunk, sacrifice, or instrument of sacrifice.” On i. 55, 1,

also, he gives it the sense of either “ protecting, or to be

drunk.”

Parukshu is not found in the Nirukta
;
hut ks/iu is given in

the Nighantus, ii. 7, as a synomyme of an?ia, “ food.” Sayana

interprets it variously, for the most part as = bahvanna,
“ having much food ” (on i. 68, 5 ;

iii. 25, 2 ;
hi. 54, 21 ;

iv.

34, 10 ;
vi. 19, 5) ;

also as = “ greatly renowned ” (ii. 40, 4)

;

as having one or other of the two preceding senses (iv. 29, 5 ;

vi. 68, 6) ;
and, again, as “ having much food, or many cattle

”

(vi. 22, 3). The commentator on the Yaj. S., xxvii. 20, renders

it “that which dwells in many” [bahushu kshiyati nirasati).

Prthupdjas does not occur in the Nirukta
;
hut is

given in the Nighantus, ii. 9, as one of the synouymes for

bala, “ strength.” In Nir. vi. 12, it is said to derive its

name from preserving. Prthupdjas is variously rendered by

Sayana as “ having great strength ” (iii. 27, 5 ;
iv. 46, 5) ;

as

“ having great \hgour (or lustre,” tejas, iii. 5, 1 ;
iii. 27, 5) ;

as “ having great strength or much food ” (iii. 3, 1 ;
viii. 5,

2) ;
as “having great vigour (or lustre) or great velocity”

(iii. 2, 11).

Prtkushhika occurs as an epithet of SinivMi in E.Y. h.

32, 6. This passage is quoted in Nir. xi. 32, and the word is

there explained as either “ broad-loined,” or “ having broadly

plaited (or a broad mass of) hair ” (prthukesa-stuke), or prtliu-

stuke. Sayana renders by prthu-jarjliane prthu-samhafe vd,

“ having broad loins,” or “ broadly built ” (?) The passage
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is repeated in Yaj. S. xxxiv. 10, where Mahidhara makes the

word= /?e prthuhcsa-hhare mahdstute vd prthul'dme vd “hav-

ing a large mass of hair, or greatly praised, or having large

desires.” On the sense of the word sfuJid, compare Weber,

Ind. Stud., V. 233 and 237.

Pt'adirah is met with in the Nighantus, iii. 27, as one of the

synonjnnes of purdna, “ old.” The same sense is assigned to

it in the Nirukta, ^’iii. 19, as weU as in iv. 8, where it is

rendered by piirves/m api ahassn “ even in former days.”

Siiyana, in his note on the passage here illustrated by Yaska

(R.V. iii. 47, 1), adheres to the interpretation of the latter,

lie also retains the sense “ old ” in i. 53, 2 ;
ii. 3, 1 ;

iii. 36,

2 ;
iv. 6, 4 ;

iv. 7, 8 ;
v. 8, 7 ;

vi. 5, 3 ;
vi. 23, 5 ;

hut in

iii. 38, 5 and iv. 34, 3 he assigns to the word the meaning of

“extremely shining” (prakarshena dyotaindim).

Bakura is found in R.Y. i. 117, 21, a passage quoted by

Yaska (vi. 25, 26), where (after saying that bakura is =
hhdskaro hhayankaro bhdsamdno dravati iti vd, “ illuminator,

terrible, or that which runs shining”) he assigns to the word

the sense of “ light or water” {jyotkhd udakena rd. Sayana

gives it the meaning of the “ shining lightning.” Prof.

Roth thinks it denotes a wind instrument. Whether he is

ri"ht or not, it is clear that Yaska had no certain knowledo:e

of its sense.

Birita, as we are told in Yir. v. 27, means, according to

Taitiki, the “ atmosphere,” the first syllable being from vi,

“ to go,” and the second being from ir,
“
to go,” and the whole

denoting that wherein the birds or the clouds move. YAska

then quotes the only passage in which it occurs, R.Y. vii.

39, 2 (=Yaj. S. xxxiii. 44), giving it first the sense of atmo-

sphere, and next suggesting the sense of “ assemblage of

men.” Sayana repeats the two interpretations of Yaska.

Mahidhara adopts the second, but quotes Yaska.

Madachyut does not occur in the Nirukta. It is generally

understood by Sayana as “ humbler of the pride of enemies
”

(on R.Y. i. 51, 2 ;
i. 81. 3 ;

viii. 1, 21 ;
viii. 85, 5), or,

“humhlers of enemies,” viii. 22, 16. But on i. 85, 7, he

takes it for “ that which sheds forth joy, the sacrifice.”
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Mrdhravdch is explained by Yaska (vi. 31, where be quotes

R.y. i. 174, 2) as = mrdu-vuchah “ softly-speaking.” This

translation is quoted by Sayana at the end of bis note on tbe

passage without remark. His own rendering is different, as

be either, according to tbe interpretation of tbe Aitibasikas

(legendary writers), makes tbe word = marshaiia-vaclLanuh,

“uttering angry words,” or, according to that of tbe Nai-

ruktas, takes it as = marshana-dhvani-yulitdh, “ having a

threatening sound.” On v. 29, 10 ;
v. 32, 8 ;

and vii. 6, 3, be

understands tbe term to stand for “ with organs of speech

destroyed,” or “with speech destroyed;” and on vii. 18, 13,

be assigns a sense similar to that given on i. 174, 2, viz.,

hddhai'dcham, “injm’iously speaking.” Tbe meanings be

assigns are thus mutually inconsistent, as well as at variance

with that proposed by Yaska.

Amrdlira occurs frequently in tbe R.Y., as in v. 37, 1 ;
v.

43, 2, 13 ;
vi. 19, 7 ;

vi. 22, 10 ;
vi. 75, 9 ;

vii. 67, 5, in all

which places it is rendered by Sayana ahimsita, or himsd-rahita,

“uninjured,” oy himaitum asahja, “ uninjurable.” Oniii. 58,

8, he translates “not despised by any one.” On i. 37, 11,

besides “uninjurable,” be proposes an alternative sense, “not

wetting,” which Prof. Groldstiicker regards as not very

probable (see s.t’.). On viii. 69, 2 (where, however, MiiUer

puts tbe texts in brackets), he renders it in an active sense,

ahinsaka, “not injuring.” On Yaj. S. xxix. 46, Mabidbara

renders tbe word “ bard-limbed, or giving stern commands.”

Mehand (an undeclined word) is found in Nir. iv. 4 (where

R.Y. v. 39, 1 is quoted), and is explained as e\i]xeY=mamham-

yam^ dhanam, “to be given, wealth,” or me iha na “(that which)

I have not bere.”^ Sayana, following Yaska’s first interpre-

tation, understands mehand = mamhaniya, on v. 38, 3 and

V. 39, 1. On viii. 4, 21, repeating both Yaska’s explana-

tions, be makes it either mamhaniydm prasasydm, “ laudable.

^ The verb inamh is found in Nigh, iii.^20, as signif)dng “ to give.”
- See on this word Roth’s Illust. of Nir. p. 39, where other passages in which

it occurs are given. Roth mentions that Durga, the commentator on the Nirukta,
says that, in the R.V., mchana is one word, whilst in the Samaveda it is con-
sidered to be made up of three. On the sense of the term see also Benfey’s Gloss,

to S.V., p. 151.
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excellent,” agreeing witli both gam (fem.) “ cow,” and asva

(masc.) “ horse,” or, tne xha na
;

and the latter words he

explains thus :
“ In this king {iha) there was not {na) to me

{me) that gift of excellent wealth.” On viii. 52, 12 (=V.S.

33, 50), he takes the word as = tidaka-sechana-yuktah, or

sechanena ynktah, “ shedding water.” Mahidhara, on the

same verse, explains, “shedders of wealth,” etc., dhanddi-

sekfdrah. In iii. 49, 3, the word mehanuvdn is met

with, which Sayana explains thus : mihyatc sichyate diyaie

arthihhyali iti mehanam dhanam tadvdn, “ mehana is wealth,

that which is shed forth, given, to suppliants
;
he who has it

is mehanarat.”

Itenukakdta is not mentioned in the Xirukta. It is found

as an epithet of arcan, “horse,” in R.Y. vi. 28, 4, where

Sayana takes it for “ stirring up dust,” spoken of a horse come

for battle. The word is also found connected with arvan in

Yaj. S. XX viii. 13, where it is differently understood b)'’ Mahi-

dhara as follows : kdtah kiipah, kulsitah kdtah kakdtah, renu-

hhih krtvd kakdtah renukakdfah, “ kdta is a well; kakdta is

a bad well
;
a bad well with dust is a remikakdta.” Such a

well, into which calves and youths fall, is to be removed.

"NYells, etc., which obstruct sacrifices and offspring are to be

removed from the road. Such is this scholiast’s explanation.

It wiU be seen that the two Commentators are far from

a^reein", and the word is so constructed that there is no

reason to suppose it has both senses.

Vavakshitha and virakshase are given in Yigh. iii. 3, among

the synonymes of mahat, “ great ;” and in Nir. iii. 13, are said

to be derived from the root rack, “to speak,” or from rah,
“
to

carry.” Sayana seems (except in one case, vii. 100, 6), to

regard the different forms of this word as coming from rah,

“to bring,” and interprets as follows : ravakshiih, “they wish

to bring” (E..Y. i. 64, 3) ;
afi varakshitha, “thou exceedingly

wishes! to carry, art a supporter of” (i. 81, 5) ;
ditto, “thou

exceedingl}" wishes! to carry” (i. 102, 8 ;
iii. 9, 3) ;

vavak-

nhitha, “thou wishes! to carry all” (ii. 22, 3); varakshe —
lU'dha, “he carried” (iv. 16, 5); vavakshatuh— avahatdm,

“they two carried” (viii. 12, 25-27); anu varakshitha—
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anuvodhum ichha, “desire to carry” (Sdii. 77, 5). Prava-

vakshe, in vii. 100, 6, is rendered both, by Yaska (v. 8)

and by Sayana in loco, as=prabruske, “ tbou sayest.”

Setting aside the last passage, it appears to me that in most

of the rest which I have quoted the sense of “ carrying
”

is

inappropriate. In i. 64, 3, Sayana has to supply the words,

“what is desired by their worshippers,” in order to make the

word “bring” yield a tolerable sense; whilst, if we take the

verb to signify “waxed, grew,” the meaning will be “the

Rudras waxed like mountains.” So, too, in i. 81, 5, and i.

102, 8, it makes a better sense to say of Indra, “ thou hast waxed

greater than the whole universe,” than to say, “ thou exceed-

ingly wishes! to bear the universe.” And in iii. 9, 3, where

Sayana explains the words afi frshtam ravakshitha, “ thou

(Agni) exceedingly wishes! to bring, in order to fulfil the

desire of thy worshipper, by bestowing an appropriate re-

ward.” Roth {s. V. trshta) proposes to render “ thou (Agni)

hast overcome that which bites, i.e. the smoke.” Similarly,

in ii. 22, 3; iv. 16, 5; viii. 77, 5, the sense of “waxing”
seems by far the most appropriate (though not, apparently, in

ii. 34, 4). Even in viii. 12, 25-27, where at first sight the

meaning “carried” seems to suit the context,—“when, Indra,

the gods placed thee in the front in the battle, then thy

beautiful steeds carried {thee)”

,

—the other sense, “ grew

great,” would be admissible, especially as there is no noun in

the line to be governed by varakshatuJi, and as in the next

verse following the three where this verb occurs, another verb

with that very signification {varrdhdte, “grew”) is actually

applied to the horses. Other forms of this verb, vakshati and

rakshafah, occur in R.Y. i. 2, 2 ;
iv. 8, 2 ;

viii. 6, 45 ;
where

they are treated bySayana as futures, or precatives. Can vakshati

be a third per. pres., “he brings?” Avakshat and vakshat

(R.Y. X. 20, 10, and x. 176, 2) seem to have the sense of
“ bringing.” Vahshatha occurs as a substantive in vii. 33, 8,

where Sayana assigns the sense of prakdsa, “brightness.”

Perhaps it may mean “ fuU splendour.” Roth (Illustr. of

Air. p. 30) thinks the root vaksh has the sense of “ waxing ;”

so, too, Benfey (gloss to S.Y.), who, however, gives it the sense
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of “ carrying” in E..V. iv. 7, 11. In his translation of i. 64, 3 ;

i. 81, 5; i. 102, 8, he translates “growing.” Westergaard

also s.v. adopts the sense of “ growing,” “ being strong,” etc.

Sarman has in the Nighan^s, iii. 4, the sense of “house.”

In Xir. ix. 19, 32; xii. 45, it has the meaning of “I’efuge”

(saranam). In i. 174, 2, Sayana rendei’s sanna sukham

yatha bhavati,
“
easily,” whilst in another verse, vi. 20, 10,

where the context is the same, he translates it by “ thunder-

bolt” (santia sannand I'ajrena).

Sdrada, “autumnal,” (which is not found in the Nirukta),

is a word applied in several passages of the R.Y. to the cities

of the Dasyus. On i. 131, 4, Sayana explains it as = “ forti-

fied for a year;” on i. 174, 2, as “new,” or “fortified for a

A'ear;” on vi. 20, 10, as “belonging to an Asura called

Sarad.”

Surud/i, in the plural, means, according to the Nirukta,

vi. 16, “waters,” which “jirevent distress” {siicham samrun-

(lhanti). The word is mentioned in two other passages of the

Yir. viz
,
X. 41 and xii. 18 (where R.Y. iv. 23, 8, and vi. 49, 8,

are cited)
,
in the former of which no further explanation of it

is given, whilst in the later (xii. 18) it is rendered by dhandni,

“riches.” Sayana, on i. 72, 7, takes the word for “food

which prevents suffering in the shape of hunger” [kshud-

rupasya sokasya rodhayitrir ishah)

:

on iii. 38, 5, for “ pre-

ventives of thirst, waters;” on iv. 23, 8, for “waters;” on

vi. 3, 3, for “preventives of suffering, cows ;” ' on \u. 49, 8

(=Yir. xii. 18) the same (in opposition to Yaska, who here

renders it “ riches”)
;

on vii. 23, 2, for “ things which

prevent suffering, herbs;” and on vii. 62, 3, for “preventers

of suffering,” but taken as nom. masc. and as an epithet of

Yaruna and other gods
;

oi', optionally, in the accus., for

“ plants.” In i. 169, 8, the word is interpreted of “ distress-

preventing desiccating lines of clouds,” sokasya rodhayitrih

soshakdh .... megha-panktili. R.Y. vi. 49, 8, is repeated in

the Yaj. S. xxxiv. 42, where surudhah is explained as “a

means of removing suffering.”

^ These cows belong to the Rakshasas, whom Sayana considers to be denoted

by the word akiu, “ night,” in which such spirits move about.
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SalalMa is explained in Nir. vi. 3 (where the only text in

which it occurs, R.V. iii. 30, 17, is cited), as=“ covetous {sam-

lubdha), wicked, according to the Nairuktas, or etymologists
;

or it may he for sararuka, from sr (to go), reduplicated.”

Durga understands it to mean “confounded,” or “fugitive,”

of the Rakshases. Sayana takes it for sarana-sila, “moving.”

Sanfya is found as an epithet of Agni in R.V. i. 18, 2 ;
i.

36, 2 ;
viii. 19, 26. In the first of these passages Sayana

explains it as meaning “ bestower of rewards,” and in the

second as “ liberal,” dermng it in both cases from the root

san, “ to give.” In the third passage he makes it =sam-
bhajanii/a,

“ to be served, or possessed.”

Sarvatati is interpreted in Nir. xi. 24 (where R.Y. i. 94,

15, is quoted) by sarvusu karma-tatishu, “in all performances

{lit. extensions) of works.” Sayana on the same passage

repeats these words of Yaska, and adds, “ or to him who is

present at all sacrifices.” On iv. 26, 3, he translates it simply

by “ sacrifice.” On vi. 12, 2, also, he renders it by “ sa-

crifice” (“performed by all,” sarvais tdyamdne yajne), or,

(taking tuti for a sutfix), the “totality” of worshippers {sarvah

stota). On i. 106, 2, he renders it by “ that which is extended

by all heroes, battle,” which sense he also as.signs to it in vii.

18, 19. On iii. 54, 11, he gives it the signification of “every

desired good.” In this last text, where Savitr is asked to

give the worshippers sarvatati {ad asmabhyam dsitva sarvatdtim)

,

it could not well signify either battle, or sacrifice, or anything

but blessing in some form or other. On vi. 56, 6, the scholiast

assigns the sense of “ sacrifice,” or “ the extension of all en-

joyments,” sarveshdm bliocjdndm vistdrdya. The word also

occurs in ix. 96, 4; x. 36, 14; and x. 100, Ifi"., but Silyana’s

explanations of those passages are not within my reach. See

Prof Benfey’s Excursus on the word sarvatdti in his “ Orient

und Occident,” ii. 519 ff., referred to in my article on “ Vedic

Theogony,” etc., p. 70, note.

Siimajjdni (not in the Nirukta), is an epithet of Yishnu in

R.Y. i. 156, 2. Sayana thinks it may mean one of two things,

either “self-born” {siimat being= according to Nir.

vi. 22, andydwi being taken for “birth”), or “having a wife
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{jani) wlio gladdens” being \iQve= sutaram madayati).

The epithet will in the latter case be equivalent to the “ lord

of the world-gladdening Sri.” Here we have an importation

of later ideas into Tedic mythology. I am not aware of any

other passage of the R.Y. in which a wife is assigned to

Yishnu. In the Yaj. S. xxix. 60, Aditi is called his wife;

as Sinivali appears to be in A.Y. vii. 46, 3.

Spns, as a verb, is found in R.Y. i. 10, 2. where Sayana

translates it by “ touched, began ;” in i. 22, 19 (=Yaj. vi. 14 ;

Sama-veda, ii. 1021), where he renders it by “ (every worship-

per) touched, performed,” the root spas having the two senses

of injuring and touching {bddJiana-sparsanayoh). Mahidhara

on Yaj. S. vi. 4, explains the same w’ord by “bound, fashion-

ed,” or “ bound in himself,” or “ fixed,” spas having the sense

of binding (bandhane). In i. 128, 4, Sayana translates by

afyart/iam sprsafi srikaroti, “touches exceedingly, accepts,”

(the sense of “ oblations, etc.,” being given to jdtdni)
;
in i.

176, 3, by hddhaijasva, “injure.” The verb also occurs with-

out a preposition in x. 102, 8, and with anu prefixed in x. 14,

1, and X. 160, 4. I am not aware what sense S%ana assigns

in the first two passages, but in the third he translatesff«?^.s;pr/.s7</a

by drshligochara, “visible” (see Goldstiicker’s Diet. s.v. aratni).

Spas, as a noun, is found in R.Y. i. 25, 13 ;
i. 33. 8 ;

iv. 4, 3 ;

V. 59, 1 ;
vi. 67, 5 ;

vii. 61, 3 ;
vii. 87, 3 ;

viii. 50, 15 ;
ix. 73, 4,

7 ;
and A.Y. iv. 16, 4. In the first passage Sayana renders

it, hiranya-sparsino rasmln, “gold-touching, rays;” in the

second (i. 33, 8), hddhakdn VrUrdnmhardn, “ the injurious

followers of Yrttra;” in the third (iv. 4, 3) hj parahddhakdn

rasmm chdrdn vd, “destrojdng others, rays, or spies;” in the

fourth (vi. 67, 5) by “rays, or spies; in the fifth (vii. 61, 3)^

by rdpam, “ form ;” in vii. 87, 3, by chardh, “ spies,” (though

here, too, the root spas is said to have the sense of sprs,

“ touch.”) In V. 59, 1, sjiat, nom. sing., is said by the scholiast

to hQ = s2)ras]itd hold, “priest;” whilst in viii. 50, 15, where

it is an epithet of Indra, he makes it mean sarvasya jndtd,

' In vii. 61, 3, there is another instance of Sayana’s making a reference back

to a preceding passage, i. 61, 9, See also his notes on i. 154, 1 ; ii. 2, 5; iii.

17, 1 ; vi. 26, 4 ,
vii. 76, 4.
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*

“ knower of all tkings.” The sense of the noun spas is pretty

well fixed by A.Y. iv. 16, 4, to he generally that of spies or

messengers. And I do not see why in some, at least, of the

texts of the R.Y. above quoted the verb too should not

have the sense of “ seeing,” or “ shewing.” The root spas

has the significations of “making evident,” “informing,”

given to it among others in Wilson’s Dictionary. The par-

ticiples spashta and anuspashta, “ manifest,” seem to come from

a verb meaning “ to see.” Spas, “ a spy,” also appears to be

derived from a root having the same sense. And in the

cognate languages the root has the same signification. See

Roth’s Illustrations of the Nirukta, p. 138 f.

Smaddishti, smadishta, are not to be found in the Nirukta.

The former word (divided into smad dishti in the Pada

text) occurs several times in the R.Y., viz., in iii. 45, 5, as an

epithet of Indra, where Sayana translates it by hhadm-vdl’i/a,

“ auspiciously speaking in vi. 63, 9, where he takes it for

an epithet of chariots or horses, and renders it “ handsome-

looking,” prasasta-darsandn (where dishti must be taken to

stand for drshti)
;
in vii. 18, 23, where it is an epithet of

dandh, “horses,” and is explained by him as “possessing

all the approved attributes of a gift, liberality, faith,” etc.

{prasastdti-sarjana-sraddhddi-ddndnga-yuhtdh) . These inter-

pretations seem to be mutually discrepant. His commentary

on X. 62, 10, where the word is also found, is not accessible

to me. The second word, smadishta, differs from the first, in

that it ends not in ti but in ta, and is compounded of smat-\-

ishta, occurs in R.Y. vii. 87, 3, where Sayana renders it,

“ either good goers, or, sent together,” according as smat is

taken in the sense of “ good,” or “ with.”

Kundpidchi is explained by Sayana on R.Y. i. 29, 6, as

denoting the tortuous movement of the wind
;
whilst in Yaj.

S. 24, 35, as interpreted by Mahidhara, it signifies some kind of

wild animal. The words prdto yudhyantam rshabham dasadymn

occur both in R.Y. i. 33, 14, and in vi. 26, 4, but are differ-

ently explained by Sayana in these two places. In the former

he renders, “ thou hast preserved the eminent (rishi) Dasadyu

when fighting;” whilst in the latter he makes Yrshabha a
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proper name and Dasadjni an epithet, translating, “ thou hast

preserved (the king) Trshabha fighting for ten days.” This

discrepancy is pointed out hy Prof. Benfey in his note 294 to

the former text (Orient und Occident, i. p. 51), and he then

proceeds :
“ I am far from imputing this to Sayana as an

offence. lie was as little aware of it as we are now. I make

the remark only for the sake of those who attach so great im-

portance to him that, instead of the Veda, they translate his

Commentary, and while doing so, pretend to be giving a

translation of the hymns.”

Prshta in E.V. i. 98, 2, is explained b}' Sayana as meaning

either samsprHhta, “ touched,” or nishilita, niJdta, “ shed,

placed.”

Prashti is explained by Sayana on R.V. i. 39, 6, as “a

particular kind of yoke between the three animals which draw

the chariot,” etaf-Haujnaho vahana-traya-madhya-vartti yiiga-

viseshah. On viii. 7, 28, he takes p>rashti to mean either

“ swift,” or “ a buck yoked in front.” See Prof. Wilson’s

note on the former passage. The words purunithd jarasta in

R.V. vii. 9, 6, are interpreted by Sayana to mean either

“praise -with much laudation,” or “consume the Pakshasas

who move by many paths.”

Gurttdsravas is explained by Sayana on i. 61, 5, diS prasa-

xydnna, “having approved food;” and on i. 122, 10, as ud-

(jurna-dipdi, prakhyatdnno ta,
“ ha\dng exalted light,” or

“ having renowned food.”

Vitahavyn, in Pt.Y. vi. 15, 2, is said by Sayana either to

mean a rishi so called, or, if Bharadvaja be the rishi of the

hymn, then vitnharya -will be an epithet signifying “ he by

wPom an oblation has been presented.” The word occurs

again in Aui. 19, 3, where the scholiast takes it for an epithet

of Sudas, meaning, “he who has given, or generated, an

oblation.”

Smitreya, which in E.V. i. 33, 14, is taken by Sayana for a

proper name, the son of Scitrd, is in v. 19, 3, understood of

the “lightning-fire produced in the atmosphere,” although

the word has the appearance of being a proper name in that

passage also.
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Almvdri is not in the Nirukta. It is found in R.Y. iii. 47,

5, as an epithet of Indra, and is there explained by Sayana as

=pmhhuta-satrukam, “having many enemies,” or akutsitdrim,

“ having foes not contemptible.” The last sense he illustrates

by a reference to R.V. i. 61, 9, -where the epithet svari,
“ having

glorious enemies,” is applied to Indra, as implying that the

vanquisher of such enemies must be most heroic. In vii. 96,

3, akavdri is spoken of Sarasvati, and is interpreted in quite a

different manner by Sayana, as akutsita-gamand, “ not badly

going.” The first of the preceding verses is repeated in Vaj.

S. vii. 36, where akavdri is taken as either “ he -whose enemies

even are not bad,” or “ he who obtains what is not bad,” i.c.

“has eminent dominion.”

Akshnaydcan is not in the Nirukta, but is found in R.V.

viii. 7, 35, where Sayana gives two explanations, viz., either

“going pervadingly” {vydptam gachhantah), or “going quicker

than even the eye.”

Adka-priya, kadha-priya, kadha-pri. The first of these

words occurs as an epithet of the Asvins in R.V. viii. 8, 4,

where Sayana offers two interpretations, either (1)
“ fond of

that which exists here heloiv, -sdz.. Soma,” or (2) “fond of

praise,” adha standing for kadha, shorn of its initial k. Prof.

Roth, S.V., renders, “then pleased.” Prof. Goldstiicker does

not give the word. Kadha-priya is found in R.V. i. 30, 20,

as an epithet of Pshas, and kadha-pri in i. 38, 1, and viii. 7,

31, as an epithet of the Maruts, and both terms are uniformly

rendei’ed by Sa3'ana
“ fond of praise,” kadha being said to

stand for katha or kathd, “ speaking.” Prof. Roth, s.w.,

suggests, “ friendl}'- to whom ?” And, certainljq when it is

observed that all the three passages in which the two words

are found are interrogative, this rendering seems more pro-

bable than Saj^ana’s. Compare kuhaydkrte in viii. 24, 30.

Prof. Benfey translates in i. 30, 20, “where lovest thou?” and

in i. 38, 1, “where do ye like to linger?”

A)iarvis. On this word it wiU be sufficient to quote Prof.

Goldstiicker’s explanation in his Dictionarj^ : “ [red.) i. A
car-man, one going -with, or on a cart.” . . . “(or, according

to another explanation, which appears, however, to be an arti-

voL. II.—[new series,] 23
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ficial one), ii. one wlio does not arrive where he is to go to,

one not attaining the end or aim of his journey.” The artificial

explanation here alluded to is that of Sayana on i. 121, 7.

Amavat is explained by Prof. Roth, s.v., as “ violent,”

“ strong,” etc.
;
and by Prof. Goldstiicker, 8.V., “ powerful,

mighty, strong.” The latter scholar remarks that “
this

meaning of amamt seems to apply satisfactorily to all other

instances in which the word occurs Thex’e are, how-

ever, other meanings .... mentioned by Yaska, and accord-

ingly by Sayana and Mahidhara, which deserve noticing, not

only because the first of them is plausible, but also on account

of their high antiquity.” The words of Yaska (vi. 12) ex-

planatory of the word before us are amdti/avdn abhyamanavdn

smi'dti vd, i.e., either “ with ministers, or with diseases, or

with riches.” See Goldstiicker, s.vr. amavat and ahhxjamanavat.

Yaska seems thus to have been undecided as to the sense.

See also Sayana on R.V. iv. 4, 1, and Wilson’s note on the

same passage, as also Mahidhara on Viij. S. 13, 9.

Amina is explained by Sayana on R.V. vi. 19, &s,=ahim-

sanUja, “ uninjurable ;” and on this passage he gives no other

sense. Prof. Goldstiicker, s.v., after assigning the two senses

(1)
“ of an unlimited measure or quantity (of strength), or

(2) uninjured,” goes on to say : “According to Yaska (vi. 16)

the word may have either of these meanings in the following

verse of the R.V. (vi. 19, 1)
;” and quotes Durga, the com-

mentator on Yaska, to show that the woi’ds of the latter are

to be so understood. Durga also observes that from the form

of the word, and the suitableness of both senses, either is

admissible. But we are not yet arrived at an end of the

optional meanings proposed for this adjective. • I learn from

Prof. Goldstiicker’s next article that in another text (R.V.

X. 116, 4), where this same term occurs (applied, too, as in

vi. 19, 1, along with dviharhas, as an epithet of Indra), it has

two other meanings assigned to it by Sayana, both different

from those assigned by Ydsha to the word in R.V. vi. 19, 1

(and one of which he (Sayana) himself adopts in his note on

that passage). These two new meanings are “ going every-

where” {sarvayantd), send. “aU-beloved” {sarvaihhdmyamdnah).
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Could anything show more demonstratively the conjectural and

etymological character of many of S^aua’s interpretations ?

Amatra is found as an epithet of Indra in E,.V. i. 61, 9,

where it is explained by Sayana as either =“expert in moving

in battles, etc., or devoid of any limit.” It is also found in

iii. 36, 4, where the Commentator renders it, “a vanquisher of

enemies.” This latter text is quoted in Nir. vi. 23, where

the senses of “ measureless, great, or uninjured,” are assigned

to the word. See Goldstiicker, s.y. ahhyamita.

Amitavarm, spoken of the Dawns in R.Y. iv. 51, 9, is

explained by Sayana as = ahiMnitavarnd aparimitavarnd td,

“either of uninjured colour, or of imlimited colour.” He
could not therefore have had any precise idea of the sense.

Amanda, applied to hymns in H.Y. i. 126, 1, is by Yaska,

(ix. 10) in his explanation of that passage, rendered as =
ahdlisdn analpdn vd,

“ either not foolish, or not few.” Sayana

contents himself with the second sense.

Aydsya has more than one signification assigned to it by

Sayana in i. 62, 7, and viii. 51, 2. See Prof. Goldstiicker’s

Dictionary, s.v.

Aptur, said to be derived from ap,
“ water,” and tiir,

“
to

hasten,” an epithet of the gods in general (E,.Y. i. 3, 8), of

Agni (iii. 27, 11), of Indra (iii. 51, 2, and according to the

scholiast, in ii. 21, 5 also, though there it may be a nom. pi.),

is declared by Sayana to have in all these passages the sense

of “sender, or senders, of water.” In i. 118, 4, where it is

an epithet of the horses (according to Sayana), or the falcons,

of the Asvins, he ascribes to it the signification of “ quick like

the waters” (dpa iva tmrojoetdh). Prof. Goldstiicker follows

the Scholiast in assigning to it both these senses, viz. : “ (1)

sending water {i.e. rain), an epithet of Indra, Agni, etc.
; (2)

quick as water {i.e. as the falling rain), an epithet of the horses

of the Aswins.” I confess I do not think the commentator’s

opinion a sufficient reason for concluding that the word has

two different meanings. It also occurs iu R.Y. ix. 61, 13

= S.Y. i. 487, where Prof. Benfey renders it “ flood-con-

quering ” (while in his Glossary he makes it “ water-

shedding”). In his translation of R.Y. i. 3, 8, in Orient
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und Occident, lie gives it the sense of “active in works,”

and in i. 118, 4, of “hastening through the air.” Prof.

Roth, in his Lexicon, s.v., renders it “ active, zealous.” The

substantive apturijam is rendered with some variation by

Sayana in two passages, R.Y. iii. 12, 8, and iii. 51, 9, as

vrs/iti-dvdrd prerahitmm, “the quality of impelling (or stimu-

lating) by ineans of rain,” and apdm prerane, “in the impelling

(or sending) of rain.”

In R.Y. iii. 27, 11, the woi’d yanturam, an epithet of Agni,

is explained as either= sr/iTasyf? 7u'yanfdram, “the controuler

of all things,” or Is/tipraTn gantdram, “quickly going.”

Ardhadeva, in R.A^. iv. 42, 8, is interpreted by Sayana as

either “ near the gods,” or “ half a god.”

Asaschat is a participle of frequent occurrence in the R.Y.

One of the passages in which it is found, vi. 70, 2, is quoted

in Yir. v. 2, where it is said to be equivalent to asajyamdiie,

“ not attached together,” or ryudaHynniyau, “ throwing apart,

scattering.” Sayana on this verse merely repeats Yaska. In

i. 160, 2, where the word is again an epithet of heaven and

earth, he explains it similarly, amjyamdne paraspara-viyukte,

“not attached, separate from each other.” In i. 112, 2, he

takes it for an epithet of the worshippers, in the sense of

anyatrdndmMdh, “not attached to any one else.” In vdi.

67, 9, it is an epithet of the A.sWns, and is in like manner

interpreted by him kutrdpy amjyamdnau, “not attached am'-

where. In iii. 57, 6, he connects it with ptramaii,
“ the

design” or “disposition” of Agni, derives it from sasc//, “to

go,” and explains it asmad anyati'a mngatim akurvdiid, “ not

forming an union with any one but us.” In. ii. 32, 3, it is an

epithet of dhenu, “cow,” and he there renders it asakidvayavdm,
“ having her members unattached” (to what?). In ii. 25, 4,

where he regards it as an ejnthet of “ waters,” (understood),

he explains it, majyamdndh, aniruddhdh, “unattached, un-

obstructed.” In viii. 31, 4, where it is an epithet of ild,

“ food,” he derives it from sasch, “ to go,” and renders it

by dgnmana-filam,, “that whose character is not to go, or de-

part.” In i. 13, 6, and i. 142, 6 (two verses which are 23artly

identical in contents), the word asaschatah is an ejiithet of
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dcurah, “ doors.” In the former of the two texts (i. 13, 6),

Sayana renders it udghdtanena praveshir-puntsha-sanga-ra-

hitdh, “destitute of the contact or presence of persons entering

in consequence of their being opened” [i.e. as Prof. Wilson

explains “ [hitherto] unentered”)
;
whilst in the second pas-

sage (i. 142, 6) he renders amjyamdndh parmpara-vipmlxrshtdh}

“not attached or joined, distant or apart from each other.”

The renderings in the last two (parallel) passages seem to be

mutually inconsistent, as the latter appears to mean that the

doors, of which the two halves stood apart, were open, whilst

the former, although we adopt Prof. Wilson’s addition of

“hitherto,” imports that although they were about to be

opened, they were still closed. In i. 13, 6, Rosen translates,

“non frequentatae ” (which does not differ materially from

Wilson’s rendering)
;
but in his note, subsequently composed,

he says he should (in addition to other changes) prefer to

interpret the word under consideration “ non clausse.” I

observe that in the quotation which he there adduces from

Sayana’s Commentary, his reading differs from that given by

Muller, in adding a negative particle, as it runs thus, iidghd-

tnnena na purmha-mnga-rahitdli, which would make the sense,

“ doors which from their being opened are not destitute of the

contact or presence of persons entering.” Westergaard, s.v.

sasch, follows Rosen’s note in rendering asaschatah by “portae

non clausae.” Sayana, on i. 13, 6, derives the word from msj,

“ to go,” with a negative prefixed, but in the passages where he

renders it by asajijamdna, or andsakta, “ not attached,” he must,

I suppose, be understood to ascribe to this root the sense of

“being joined, or attached.” Wilson, in his note on i. 142,

6, has noticed the variations in Sayana’s rendering of the

term asaschatah. In addition to this discrepancy between his

translations of i. 13, 6 and i. 142, 6, I have to observe that

Sayana’s explanation of the word in viii. 31, 4, as meaning
“ that which does not depart,” seems to be scarcely consistent

1 I should add that Sayana here offers alternative renderings both of asaschatah

—making it a raasc. pi. with the sense, “devoid of persons entering,”—and of the

verb visratjantam, which he says maybe explained not only “let them be opened,”

hut “ let them seek, or approach” {sevantum). ,
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with the signification “ unobstructed,” which he assigns in ii.

25, 4, which implies that the waters could depart elsewhere.

At all events, the two meanings are quite different. 1 have

no access to Sayana’s explanations of the word where it occurs

in the ninth and tenth books of the R.V.
;
but R.V. ix. 57, 1,

is repeated in the Sama-veda, ii. 1111, where I find from

Prof. Benfey’s Glossary that the Scholiast renders it sanga-

rahita,
“ free from contact.” Benfey himself, in his Glossary,

translates it
“

free from pursuers, unhindered,” or, when

spoken of rain, “ thick.” In his translation of the passage of

the S.V. however, he renders the word by “ lovely ;” and the

cognate word asaschusJd in S.V. ii. 502, by “kindly-disposed.”

In his translation of R.V. i. 13, G, in Orient und Occident,

Benfey renders nmsclmiah, “ good ” (from a privative and

mschat, “persecuting, enemy”); but in i. 112, 2, he gives

“inexhaustible” (unversiegbar) as its equivalent. Prof. Roth

(see his Lexicon, s.r.) proposes to render “ unfailing.” On
the whole I think that the senses proposed by Sayana are

either too various, too vague, or two forced, to be admitted as

satisfactory, and have very much the appearance of being

conjectural.

Ahnnm is understood by Yaska (iv. 15, in his interpreta-

tion of R.V. ix. 75, 5, where it occurs in the plural as an

epithet of madah, “intoxicating draughts”), = ahmiana-

ranfak, “ smiting.” In his explanation (Nir. v. 2) of R.V. x.

10, 8, where it is an epithet of Yami, he adheres to the same

etymology, and makes it signify “ smiting as it were with

uncivil words” [ahamsiva bhashamand iti asahJuja-hhdshandd

hliand im hharati etasmdd dhanah sijdf). I have not access to

Sayana’s Commentary on these two verses, or on x. 125, 2

;

hut on ii. 13, 1 (where he applies it to Soma) he takes it in a

pas.sive sense, “to he smitten, to be poured out” {dhantaryo

’hhishotavynh), while on v. 42, 13, he gives it the active signi-

fication of dhantd solid, “ smiter, shedder.” It seems unlikely

that the term should have both these senses.

Atuje in R.Y. vii. 32, 9, is explained by Sayana as an

epithet (in the dative) of Indra, with the meaning either “ of

destroyer of enemies, or giver of wealth.” Muller makes it
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mean “to give.” The last words of the verse, na devdsah

karatnave, are rendered by Midler (Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 544),

“ the gods are not to he trifled with.” Wilson has, “ the gods

favour not the imperfect rite.” In his note he shows a curious

misapprehension of Sayana when he says :
“ The scholiast

seems to render it, men do not become gods by such means,

devd na bhavanti.” These last words merely mean, as I take

them :
“ The gods are not for {i.e., are not favourers of) a

kavatnu ;” whether that adjective means, as Roth, s.v., pro-

poses, “a niggard,” or, possibly,—as may be suggested, if

we regard it as in opposition to the word tarani in the

preceding clause,—“an inert or timid man.” In illus-

tration. of the construction, compare iv. 33, 11, na rte srdn-

tasya sakhydya derail, “the gods [are not disposed] for the

friendship of the man who is tired of sacred rites” (though

Sayana renders differently)
;
and vii. 61, 5, na ram ninydny

achite abliuran, “your secret things are not for the unthinking

man.” (Wilson does not translate Sayana accurately here).

In R.Y. i. 84, 16, Sayana assigns to the word kali the

optional senses of “who?” or of “Prajapati,” and to gdli

those of “ horses,” or “ words of the Veda.”

Dliiydrasu is an epithet of Sarasvati in i. 3, 10 (=Vaj. S,

20, 84), and of Agni in iii. 3, 2, and iii. 28, 1. Yaska com-

ments on the flrst of these passages in Rir. xi. 26, and there

explains dhiydvam by the vague equivalent karmaram, which

may mean, “ rich in works,” or “ she who through works

confers wealth.” This last sense, though not in itself ob-

vious, is the one extracted from the compound by Sayana,

who render skarma-prdpya-dliana-nimitta-bliutd, “ she who is

the cause of the wealth which is to be acquired through

works.” He afterwards repeats the same explanation in the

words, dlu'yd karmand rasu yasydli sakdsdd bkarati sd dliiyd-

ramli. On iii. 28, 1 he interprets similarly, and Mahidhara

on Vaj. S. 20, 84, not verj' differently. On R.Y. iii. 3, 2,

however, Sayana gives the word a totally different sense,

prajnayd vydptali, “ pervaded by wisdom.”

Vidadram is variously explained by Sayana in three dif-

ferent passages, i. 6, 6 ;
v. 39, 1 ;

•\dii. 55, 1. In the first.
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where he takes it for an epithet of the Maruts, he makes

it signify veclaijadbhih sra-mahima-]))'(ikhi/upakair vasubhir

dhanair yuktam, “possessed of riches which make known

their greatness.” Further on he gives the additional ex-

planation, auddnjutisayavattayd jndpayanti vasuni dhandni

yam, sa ridadrasah, “ he whom his riches make known as ex-

ceedingly generous is ridadcsaifd’ In v. 39, 1, the word is

applied to Indra, and there the Scholiast gives it the sense of

hbdha-dhana, “he by whom wealth lias been obtained.”^

In viii. 55, 1, where it is an epithet of the same god, it is de-

clared by Sayana to mean vedayadcamm dhandvedakam, the

god “ who makes known riches.” The term, however*, was

most probably intended by the authors of the hymns to have

but one sense.

Gabhastiy in E.Y. i. 54, 4, is interpreted by Sayana as

either “ taken with the hand,” or “ having rays.”

llzdrya, in E.Y. v. 9, 4, receives from Sayana a threefold

interpretation, viz. either (1) “a wriggling serpent,” or (2)

“ a horse performing the d^kandita and other tortuous move-

ments,” or (3)
“ an imbroken colt.” Compare Wilson’s note.

Kasd means a “ whip,” but in the Nighantus i. 11, it is also

said to be one of the fifty-six synonymes of vdeh, “ speech.”

In E.Y. i. 22, 3, and i. 157, 4, mention is made of the kasd

mndhumati or “ honied whip” of the Asvins, and they are

asked to moisten with it the sacrifice or the worshippers. In

both these places Sayana gives an optional rendering of kasd,

as signifying either “whip,” or “speech.” Mahidhara on

Yaj. S. 7, 11, gives the word the sense of “speech” only.

See Note 1 in p. 363 of my Article on the “ Progress of the

Yedic Eeligion,” etc., in the last volume of this Journal.

Krandasi is interpreted by Sayana on E.Y. ii. 12, 8, as

either “heaven and earth making a sound,” or “two armies,

human and divine.” On vi. 25, 4, he takes it for two dis-

putants “crjnng and abusing” each other (krandamdndv

dkrosantau). I have not access to his commentary on x.

' Taska quotes this Terse (Nir. iv. 4) and explains vidadvasu by vittadhana,

Tvbich may mean either “he by whom wealth is known,” or “by whom wealth

has been obtained.”
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121, 6, but I observe that Prof. Muller in bis translation of

the byinn (Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 569) renders the term by
“ heaven and earth,” -which is also the only sense assigned to

it by Mahidhara on Yaj. S. 32, 7, where the verse is repeated.

Kahhanya is explained by Sayaua in i. 149, 3, as= nabhasi

bhavo nabhaavun vaijuli, “that which is produced, or exists,

in the sky, the wind;” in i. 173, 1, as =nahhasyam nabhasi

bliamm nahhovyupinam himakani va rakshasdclikasya, either

“etherial, pervading the sky,” or “ destructive of Pakshasas,”

etc.
;
and in vii. 42, 1, as = stotra, “ a hymn.”

Krchakshas, which is not in the Nirukta, is generally trans-

lated by Sayana, “beholder of men” (R.V. iv. 3, 3; ^ii. 60,

2), or, “beholder of the conductors of rites” (nrndin being

taken as = karma-netrindm). In i. 22, 7, however, though

said to mean primarily, “he who sees men” {nrins chashte),

it is (as an epithet of Savitri) explained by the words, “ illu-

minator of men” [manushydndm prkadsa-kdrinam)
;
and in

i. 91, 2, by “ he who shows to the conductors of sacrifices the

desired fruit (of their rites).”

Sumchakshas is found in Yir. xi. 16 (where R.Y. i. 110, 4,

is explained) as an epithet of the Pibhus. Yaska gives it the

sense of “ sun-speaking (?) or sun-wise,” sura-khydnd vd sura-

prajnd vd. Sayana does not adhere to more than one of Yaska’s

renderings, and proposes sdrya-samdna-prakdsdh surya-sadrsa-

jndnd vd,
“ having splendour hke the sun,” or “ having know-

ledge like the sun.” The word also occurs in P.Y. i. 16, 1,

where Sayana takes it for sunja-sanidna-prakdsa-yuktd rtdjah,

“having splendour like the sun, priests.” The correctness of

this last interpretation seems very doubtful
;
and I do not see

why the word should not be, as Benfey makes it (Or. und

Occ.), an epithet of harayah, Indra’s tawny horses. If so, the

verse would run thus :
“ Let the tawny horses bring thee, the

vigorous, to the soma-draught, Indra, thee, the sun-eyed

steeds.” The sense of “eye” or “sight” is assigned by

Sayana in v. 66, 6, to chakshas in iya-chakshasd, which he

renders vydpta-darsanau\ in saliasra- chakshas, an epithet of

Yaruna, in ^di. 34, 10, which he interprets by bahu-chakshus,

“many-eyed ;” and, optionally, in the compound ghora-chak-
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where he takes it for an epithet of the Maruts, he makes

it signify vedayadbhih sva-mahima-prakhyupakair vasiibhir

dhanair yuldam, “possessed of riches which make known
their greatness.” Further on he gives the additional ex-

planation, nuddrydtisayavattayd jnapayanti ranuni dhandni

yam sa vidadvasnh, “ he whom his riches make kno'wn as ex-

ceedingly generous is vidadisaii.” In v. 39, 1, the word is

applied to Indra, and there the Scholiast gives it the sense of

labdhn-dhana, “he by whom wealth has been obtained.”^

In viii. 55, 1, where it is an epithet of the same god, it is de-

clared by Sayana to mean ledayadvasmn dhandvedakam, the

god “ who makes known riches.” The term, however, was

most probably intended by the authors of the hymns to have

but one sense.

Gabha-di, in R.Y. i. 54, 4, is interpreted by Sayana as

either “ taken with the hand,” or “ having rays.”

Ilvurya, in E.Y. v. 9, 4, receives from Sayana a threefold

interpretation, viz. either (1) “a wriggling serpent,” or (2)

“ a horse performing the dskandita and other tortuous move-

ments,” or (3) “an unbi’oken colt.” Compare TYilson’s note.

Iiasd means a “ whip,” but in the Nighantus i. 11, it is also

said to be one of the fifty-six synonymes of rdch, “ speech.”

In E.Y. i. 22, 3, and i. 157, 4, mention is made of the kasd

madhamati or “ honied whip” of the Asvins, and they are

asked to moisten with it the sacrifice or the worshippers. In

both these places Sayana gives an optional rendering of kasd,

as signifying either “whip,” or “speech.” Mahidhara on

Yaj. S. 7, 11, gives the word the sense of “speech” only.

See 17ote 1 in p. 363 of my Article on the “ Progress of the

Yedic Eeligion,” etc., in the last volume of this Journal.

Krandasi is interpreted by Sayana on E.Y. ii. 12, 8, as

either “heaven and earth making a sound,” or “two armies,

human and divine.” On vi. 25, 4, he takes it for two dis-

putants “crjfing and abusing” each other (krandamdndv

dkvosantau). I have not access to his commentary on x.

1 Yaska quotes tliis verse (Nir. iv. 4) and explains vidadvam by vittadhana,

Tvbicb may mean either “he by whom wealth is known,” or “by whom wealth
has been obtained.”
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121, 6, but I observe that Prof. Muller iu bis translation of

the bymn (Anc. Sansk. Lit., p. 569) renders the term by

“ heaven and earth,” which is also the onl}^ sense assigned to

it by Mahidhara on Taj. S. 32, 7, where the verse is repeated.

jSfahhanya is explained by Sayana in i. 149, 3, as = nabhasi

bJiavo nabhasrdii vdyuli, “ that which is produced, or exists,

in the sky, the wind;” in i. 173, 1, as =nahhasyam nabhasi

bhamm nabhovydpinam himakam vd rdkshasdclikasya, either

“etherial, pervading the sky,” or “destructive of Eakshasas,”

etc.
;
and in vii. 42, 1, as = stotra,

“ a hymn.”

Nrchakshas, which is not in the Nirukta, is generally trans-

lated by Sayana, “beholder of men” (R.Y. iv. 3, 3; \di. 60,

2), or, “beholder of the conductors of rites” {nrndm being

taken as = kanna->ietrindin). In i. 22, 7, however, though

said to mean primarily, “ he who sees men” [nrins chashte),

it is (as an epithet of Savitri) explained by the words, “ illu-

minator of men” [nuuiushydndm prkadsa-kdnnam)
;
and in

i. 91, 2, by “ he who shows to the conductors of sacrifices the

desired fruit (of their rites).”

Surachakshas is found in Yir. xi. 16 (where R.Y. i. 110, 4,

is explained) as an epithet of the Ribhus. Yaska gives it the

sense of “ sun-speaking (?) or sun-wise,” sura-khydnd vd siira-

prajnd vd. Sayana does not adhere to more than one of Yaska’s

renderings, and proposes surya-samdna-prakdsdh surya-sadrsa-

jndnd vd, “ having splendour like the sun,” or “ having know-

ledge like the sun.” The word also occurs in R.Y. i. 16, 1,

where Sayana takes it for suvya-samdna-prakdsa-yuktd rtvijah,

“having splendour like the sun, priests.” The correctness of

this last interpretation seems very doubtful ; and I do not see

why the word should not be, as Benfey makes it (Or. imd

Occ.), an epithet of harayah, Indra’s tawny horses. If so, the

verse would run thus :
“ Let the tawny horses bring thee, the

vigorous, to the soma-draught, Indra, thee, the sun-eyed

steeds.” The sense of “eye” or “sight” is assigned by

Sayana in v. 66, 6, to chakshas in iya-chakshasd, which he

renders vydpta-darsanau •, in sahasra- chakshas, an epithet of

Yaruna, in Aui. 34, 10, which he interprets by bahu-chakshus,
“ many-eyed ;” and, optionally, in the compound ghom-chak-
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shase (tu. 104, 2), wliich lie explains ghora-darsanaya parusha-

hhdshine va. Surachalishasi?, rendered “sun-eyed” byBenfey

in i. 116, 4, also; though in his note he doubts whether this

means, “with eyes gleaming like the sun,” or “with eyes

which see all, like the sun.” To the compound nruchalshas,

Sayana gives the sense of “ seer of many,” in i. 25, 5, and vii.

51, 9 ;
of “great seers,” in Auii. 90, 2 ;

of “to be seen by

many,” in i. 25, 16 ;
but of “possessing great brilliancy,” in

vii. 35, 8; vii. 63, 4.

Chdkshma, in R.Y. ii. 24, 9, is said by Sayana to slghlf}^

sarvasya drashtd sarva-saho rd, either “ all-seeing,” or “ all-

enduring.”

Jenya is explained by Sayana on E..V. i. 74, 4, as meaning

either “manifested,” or “conquerors (of Rakshasas).”

Fastyd, though generally rendered by Saj^ana “ people,”

“men,” house,” “dwellers in a house” (i. 25, 10; i. 40, 7;

i. 164, 30), has in one place (iv. 1, 11) the alternative sense

of “river” assigned to it.

In R.V. i. 180, 7, the words ri panir hitavdn are said b}"

Sclyana to mean either, “ the vessel which receives the stipu-

lated libation (?) has had the liquid put into it” {panih pand-

dhdro drona-kalaso rihitavdn sthdpita-rmavdn dsU), or “let the

trafficker, avaricious, unsacrificing, who, though possessed of

wealth, does not sacrifice, be separated” {panir vanik hihdhako

’yashtdhitai'dnniyata-dhano dhanddhyo ’py ayashtd ri yujyatdm).

The difference between these two explanations is evidently

prodigious, and shows how greatly the Scholiast was at a loss.

Compare Wilson’s note in loco.

Z^tayah, generally rendered “aids,” is in i. 84, 20, explained

by Sayana as = gantdrah “ goers,” or as standing (with the

loss of the initial dh) for dhutayah, “shakers,” meaning the

]\Iaruts. He also assigns to rddhdmsi in the same verse the

unusual sense of “spirits” {bhutdni). He seems to have re-

garded these strange interpretations as necessitated by the

following verb dahhan, which has commonly the sense of “in-

jui’e,” “ destroy.” But it may have here, as Both proposes,

s.^^, the signification of “ fail.”

Dhrta-vmta is an epithet often applied to the gods, chiefly
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to Mitra, Varuna, and tlie Adityas. It means, “one whose

oi’dinance stands fast,” “ one by whom the order of nature is

upheld,” according to Roth, s.v., and Muller, “Anc.Sansk.Lit.”

p. 534. Sayana on R.Y. i. 15, 6, renders it by svihia-l annanau

,

“ those by whom works are accepted or, as Wilson trans-

lates,
“ propitious to pious acts.” In i. 25, 8, also, Sayana

explains the word stih'ta-liarma-viseshah, “he by whom a par-

ticular work is accepted;”^ whereas Miiller (p. 536) makes

it, “ the upholder of order.” In v. 1 of the same hymn the

word vrata (with which dhrta-vmta is compounded) is vaguely

rendered by Saj^ana as “work;” andWilson translates

the phrase rrafam pmmintmasi (which Sayana explains as=
liarma pmmdclena himdtarantah), by “ we disfigm’e thy worship

by imperfections. ” IRiiller renders it, probablymore accurately,

“ break thy laws.” It is not clear which of the senses Sayana

adopted
;

for in other passages, where there can be no doubt

that the sense is what Muller makes it, Sayana uses the

same terms of explanation. This is the case in ii. 38, 7, and

V. 69, 4, where it is declared that no one can, or that the other

gods cannot, hinder the ordinances of Savitri, or of Mitra and

Yaruna, in which passages it is far more likely that “ decrees”

or “designs,” than “ ceremonies,” are contemplated. In ii. 28,

8, where it is said that tlie ordinances of Yaruna rest un-

shaken on him as on a mountain, Sayana explains xratdni by
I'armdni vidJmranani, “works,” “ upholdings.” And in ii.

38, 2, 9, he interprets the word of the “ creative or impidsive

act,” prasarakhijam karma, of Savitri. So, too, in i. 101, 3, he

gives it the signification of niyama-rupe karmani, nhjamanam

“controuling act,” “controul;” in iii. 30, 4, of karmane,

djndyai, “command;” and in vii. 31, 11, of rakshanddini kar-

mani, “ preservation and other works.” But there are other

passages in which he undoubtedly explains vrata by “rite,” in

accordance with the modern use of the word
;
as in i. 69, 4,

where he takes it for etdni paridrpjamandni darsa-purnamd-

sddini karmdni, “these rites which we see, the darsa, purna-

mdsa,” etc.
;
and in i. 91, 3, where he takes it alternatively for

saridny aynislitomddini karmdni, “ all the ceremonies, the

* On IV. 53, 4, he makes \t= dhrtakarma, “he hy whom vork is upheld.”
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aynishtoma,” etc., or karumni lokaJiitakdrini, “
acts promotive

of the good of the world whilst in v. 63, 7, where Mitra and

Varuna are said to uphold ordinances by theirsupport, “through

the wisdom of the divine Spirit,” (dhannanu vratu rakahethe

asuraaya mdyaya), he explains these words by jagad-dhdrakena

vralipy-udi-lakshanena kannanu vratu yajnudi-karmayii rakshe-

the pdlayathaJi, “ye support sacrifice and other rites by your

world-sustaining action in the form of rain,” etc. He in-

terprets the word rrafa in a similar manner in the following

texts : i. 92, 12 ;
i. 124, 2 ;

ii. 28, 2 ;
vii. 47, 3 ;

vii. 76, 5.

In most, at least, of these passages, however, there is little

doubt the word vrata means “ordinances,” or “laws.” If

there could be any question as to its having this meaning

elsewhere, the point would be settled by R.Y. x. 33, 9, na

devdnum ati vratam satutmd chana jicati, “ even the man of

a hundred years does not live beyond the ordinance of (the

term ordained by) the gods.” ^ Avrata probabl}' means quite

as much “ lawless,” as “ destitute of rites.” (See Roth’s

Lexicon, In x. 2, 4, where it is said that Agni rectifies

whatever transgressions of the ordinances {vratdni) of the gods

may be committed by the worshippers, the u’ord probably

alludes to sacred rites.

Ranva in R.Y. ii. 24, 11, means, Sayana tells us, ramayitd

stotavyo vd, either “ a giver of pleasure,” or “ one who is to

be praised.”

Rati in R.Y. i. 60, 1, is a word about which Sayana Is un-

certain. He first explains it as “ friend,” a sense which he

supports by the authority of Kapardin (whoever he may be),

and then adds, “some say rdti means “son,” and in proof of

this he quotes R.Y. hi. 2. 4. But when we turn to that

passage we find, strangely enough, that he renders the word

by abhila-shitdrtliapraddtdram, “ giver of desired objects.”

Rudravarttani, hiranyavarttani are epithets frequently ap-

plied to the gods, but diversely interpreted by Sayana. He
explains the former in R.Y. i. 3, 3, as meaning “ leading in

’ Compare R.V. viii. 28, 4, where a similar idea is expressed without the em-
ployment of the word vrata : Yathd vasanti devds tathd id asat tad eslidrn, nakir d

minat, etc., “ As the gods wish, so it comes to pass
;
no one hinders that [will] of

theirs,” etc.
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the front of the battle like heroes, who make their enemies

weep.” On viii. 22, 1, and 14, he renders it “those who in

battle pursue a path characterized by weeping, or those whose

path is praised.” Hirmvjavartfcmi in viii. 5, 11, he translates

“they whose path is golden, or whose car is golden, or whose

conduct is beneficent and pleasant” {hita-ramamijdcharanau.

On viii. 8, 1, he confines himself to the two latter senses.

In vi. 61, 7, he makes it “having a golden chariot,” and

in viii. 26, 18, “ having a golden path.” Compare hrshna-

varttani and ghriavarttani.

Strhhih is a word which Sayana translates by “ stars
”

(nakshatraih) in i. 68, 5 ;
iv. 7, 3 ;

vi. 49, 3, 12. Compare

X. 68, 11. It is also found in ix. 68, 4, but I am not aware

how he renders it there. Yaska explains the word in the

same way, referring to one of these passages, iv. 7, 3, in

illustration. In i. 87, 1, however, where it occurs in the

following connection, anjibhir vydnajre kechid usrd iva strhhih,

Sayana explains it by svasarirasydchlidduhaili, “covering their

bodies,” a sense, which I suppose to he a purely conjectural

one, based only on etymology. He separates it from its

more immediate context and makes it an epithet of anjlhliih,

rendering the clause thus :
“ The Maruts are seen distinct

in the sky through the ornaments covering their bodies,

like any rays of the sun shining in the sky.” The po-

sition of strhhih after nsrdh is, however, rather adverse to

this construction and rendering
;
and makes Roth’s transla-

tion more probable, viz., “ like many oxen vfith stars, i.e.

white spots.” See s. v. ns7'ci. Benfey translates differently,

but retains the sense “stars,” and thinks spots on the forehead

may be meant. See Orient und Occident, ii. 250.

Sahasramushka is translated by Saj^ana on R.V. vi. 46, 3,

(=Sama-veda i. 286) as equivalent to sahasrascpha, “ mille

membra genitalia habens
;

” and a story illustrative of Indra’s

lasciviousness is adduced from the Kaushitakins to support

this sense. In viii. 19, 32 the word is ajjplied to Agni, and

there Sayana renders it bahutejaskam “having many flames,’’

mushka being considered as= tejas, from its stealing away, or

removing darkness.
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Simdhi/H in E,.Y. i. 124, 4 is understood by Yaska (iv. 16)

of the “ sun,” or of a “ white water-fowl.” Sayana repeats

the same optional interpretation.

Svaraj, as an epithet of Indra, is differently explained by

Sayana in E,.Y. 1, 61, 9 ;
hi. 46, 1 ;

vii. 82, 2 ;
and viii. 12, 14.

In iii. 46, 1, he makes it = dhanadhipati, “lord of wealth,”

{sva here standing for “property”), and in the other places^

svoiaiva tejam rdjamunali, “ shining by his own lustre,” or

svaijam era anya-nirapekahayaii'a rujamdnah, “shining of him-

self, without reference to any one else,” etc. In ii. 28, 1,

where it is an epithet of Yaruna, it is said by Sayana to mean
“ shming of himself,” or “ lord.”

Sakshani is differently explained by Sayana in R.Y. i. Ill,

3, and in ii. 31, 4. In the former place it is said to mean
“ overcoming” {asmdn abJdhhavantam), whhst in the latter it is

rendered, “to be served or reverenced” {sachaniyah sevyah).

In ^dh. 22, 15, also, it is similarly interpreted sachaniya-silau.

The word is also found in R.Y. ix. 71, 4, and ix. 110, 1, but

I have no access to the commentary on these two passages.

The latter is, however, repeated in the Sama-veda, i. 428,

where Prof. Benfey renders the word “taming (enemies).”

The sense of “overcoming” or “ controuling ” seems gene-

rally suitable in these passages. The word is, I presume, to

be derived from the root sail, not from sack.

R.Y. i. 140, 9. The word tuviyrehhih, an epithet of Agni’s

attendants {satvahhih) is explained by Sayana to mean either

prabhutam sabdayadbhih, “ much-sounding,” or prabliuta-

yamanaili, “ much-going.” The apj)arently kindred word

tuvigraye, R.Y. ii. 21, 2 (an epithet, in the dative, of Indra)

is said by him to mean eitiier punia-grivdya, “ with full neck,”

or bahubhih stotavydya, “to be praised by man3
^”

Vrtanchaya, an epithet of Indra in R.Y. ii. 21, 3, is de-

clared by Sa^’ana to mean either abhishtasydchetd sanchetd

ddtd, “ the bestower of what is desired,” or {irt sainih, tarn

chayate hinasti iti rrtanchayah, a “ destroj'^er of enemies.”

Radhrachoda, in the following verse, is asserted to signify

samrddlidndm prerakah yadtd himsakdndni satrundrn chodakah,

either “a promoter of the affluent, or a driver of enemies.”
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Varutri appears to be explained by Sayana in i. 22, 10, as

an epithet [varanbja, “to be desired”), of Dhishana, the god-

dess of speech. In vii. 38, 5, and vii. 40, 6, however, the

word is treated as a proper name, denoting the goddess of

speech, Vdg-devi or Sara-svatt. In Yaj. S. xi. 61, we have

the word in the plural, Varutri/i, where ^lahidhara sa5’s they

are “ goddesses personifying day and night”
(
Varutrai/o dei-yo

liordtrdbhimdnxnijah . . .
“ ahordtrdni mi varutrayah

\

aho-

rdtrair hi idam mrcam vrtatn” iti (S. P. Br. 6, 5, 4, 6). In

R.V. i. 22, 11, the epithet achhinnapaira is applied to the

wives of the gods, and signifies, according to Sayana, “ with

wings uncut.” For, he adds, “the wings of the wives of the

gods, who have a winged form, are not cut by any one.”

Mahidhara on Yaj. S. xi. 61, explains the term somewhat

differently, as “ those whose coui’se or flight is not cut or

hindered, constantly going,” aclihinnam patram patanam

ydsdm tdh satataydyinyah.

Vihdyas means, in modem Sanskrit, “sky,” “bird.” In

the Nighantus 3, 3, it is given as one of the synonjunes of

mahat, “ great.” In Yir. iv. 15 (where Yaska quotes and

interprets B.Y. ix. 75, 5) it is said, as an epithet of maddh,

“intoxicating draughts,” to signify vanchanavantah, “de-

ceiving, deluding.” The word occurs again as an epithet of

Yisvakarman in B.Y. x. 72, 2 (=Yaj. S. 17, 26); and in

Hir. X. 26, where that verse is explained, it is rendered by

vydptd, “ pervader.” Mahidhara interprets it as meaning

either, “ pervading like the ether,” or “ one who especially

forsakes, a destroyer,” nahlio-vad vydpako yadvd viseshena

jahdti tyajati vihdydJi sanharttd. Vihdyas is also found as an

epithet of Indra in B.Y. iii. 36, 2, where Sayana, after stating

that its constituent elements mean “ the giver of the desired

objects to suppliants,” ends by assigning to it the simple

sense of “ great” [vijahdty utsrjaty arthdn arthibhya iti cihdyd

mahdn. In iv. 11, 4, without entering into any explanation,

he ascribes to it the same meaning. In his above cited com-

ment on B.Y. X. 72, 2 (Yir. x. 26), Yaska proposes no less

than five different renderings for the participle ishtdni, viz.,

kdntdni, krdntdni, gatdni, mafdni, and natdni.
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Vis/iitasltiukd, an epithet of Rodasi (“ the wife of the

Maruts, or lightning,” Marntpaf)u vidyud rd) in R.V. i. 167,

5, is said by Sayana to mean either “having a distinguished

mass of hair,” or “having a dishevelled mass of hair” {nsishta-

hcsa-sanghd riprakzrna-kcsa-sangJid rd). Compare the different

senses assigned to the vrord prf/iKs/ituka, above.

Meshd occurs in the R.V. as a designation of Indra. On
i. 51, 1 (

= S.Y. i. 376) Sayana renders it “striving with

enemies, or ram, because Indra had come in that form to the

rishi Medhatithi when sacrificing, and drunk his soma,” etc.

On i. 52, 1 (
= S.Y. i. 377) the Scholiast only mentions the

first of these two senses
;
but on viii. 86, 12, he returns to

the second and gives it as the exclusive meaning. He here,

however, says that Indra, in the form of a ram, carried

Medhatithi to heaven. In fact, there is a A’erse of the E..Y.

viii. 2, 40, which says, itthd dhirantam adrirah Kdnram
Medlnjdtithim

\

mesho hhuto ’hhi yann ayah
]

“Thus, thun-

derer, having become a ram, and appi’oaching the devout

Mcdhyatithi of the race of Kanva, thou didst carry him

away, (or, thou didst dej>art).” Sayana gives to the verb

ayah here the causal sense of ayamayah. Compare the words

of i. 51, 13, mend abharo Vrshanasra.‘<ya, wliich either arose

out of, or gave rise to, anotlier story about Indra.

]d)'imabhih, in E.Y. i. 55, 2, is rendered by Sayana either

“coverings, or v'astn esses,” samvaranair yadvd uridvaih.

In regard to nbhaydsah, in R.Y. i. 60, 2, it is left doubcful

by Sayana, whether it means both gods and men, or priests

and those for whom they ofiiciated.

Vardha is given in Nigh. i. 10, as one of the names for

“cloud.” In Nir. v. 4, two senses, “cloud” and “boar,” are

assigned to it, R.Y. i. 61, 7 being quoted as a passage where

it has the former meaning. Sayana, in loco, understands it

either of “cloud” or “sacrifice.” See Wilson’s note.

The notes to the fourth volume of Prof. Wilson’s transla-

tion of the Rig-veda (verified by reference to the original

Commentary), and an examination of parts of the A'olume

itself, supply the following additional instances of double

renderings by Sayana, or of variations in interpretation be-
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tween him and Mahidhara, the commentator on the Vajasa-

nevi Sanhita :

—

R.T. vi. 62, 8. Rakshoyuje is explained by Sayana as

“ iord or instigator of Eakshases, or priest united with

Rakshases

ibid. 10. Nrvata rathena, as “chariot with a charioteer, or

with horses
;

”

vi. 63, 8. Dlienum inliam, as “ gladdening food, or desirable

cow.”

t1. 71, 3. Hiranyajihva, “ golden-tongued” (so rendered by

Wilson), is explained by Sayana as “having a kind, pleasant

voice,” though in the next verse he translates hiranyapdni,

“ golden-handed.”

In vi. 75, 11 (=Taj. S. xxix. 48) the tooth of an arrow

is said to be mrga, which Sayana. (following Yaska, ix. 19)

understands either as meaning that it is made of “ deer’s

horn,” or that it “ searches out the enemy.” Mahidhara

adheres to the latter sense..

On vi. 75, 13 (—Yaj. S. xxix. 50), I quote Prof. Wilson’s

note, from which it will be seen that the interpreters are at

variance : “Pmchetmah is applied by Yaska, ix. 20, and Mahi-

dhara, to asi'dn, the intelligent horses
;
but Sayana is better

advised, as there is no other nominative to the \erhs Jang/ianti

and jighnate.” I think, however, that from the position of

jyrachetasah in the verse it is difficult to conect it in the way
Sayana does.

vii. 3, 7. Pdrbhih.is here rendered “cities,” but “protec-

tors” {pdlakaih) in vi. 48, 8, where it occurs in a similar

connection. It probably means “ rampart,” as in fact Sayana

himself intimates on vii. 15, 14 ;
PuJi puri tad-rakshd-

sddhana-bhuta-prdkdr- (qu. prdkdr-) ddir vd, “Pur is a city,

or .walls, etc., which are the means of its defence.”

vii, 4, 7. is translated either as “fit” {parydp-

tam), or “ to be taken away” [pariharttaryam) ;
and arana,

here rendered “freedom from debt,” is in verse 8 explained as

aramamdn
, “not delightins:.”

vii. 5, 3. Piiru, here and in vi. 46, 8, explained as the

“name of a king,” is in vii. 8, 4, interpreted as the “name

VOL. II.—[new series]. 21
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of an Asura
;

”
’ and in i. 63, 7, as an epithet of Sudas,

ill the sense of, “satisfying with offerings.” In iv. 21, 10,

where the context is partly the same as in i. 63, 7, piirii

is explained “man,” “ sacrificer.” In i. 130, 7, after saying

that puni signifies “ one who fills up, offers, what is desired,”

Sayana ends by telling us that the word is one of the names

for “ man.”

ibid. 7. Vdynr na pdfhnh paripdsi is explained as, “ thou

drinkest soma like Yayu,” or “ thou drinkest up, driest, water

like Viiyu.” ^

vii. 6, 4. The subject of the participle madantih is said to

be either “creatures” {prajdh), or “dawns” {ushmah).

vii. 8, 4 (=Vaj. S. xii. 34). Srnve is rendered by Sayana,

“is renoumed,” whilst Mahidhara makes it, “hears the in-

vocation of the worshipper.”

ibid. 6. Dviharhdli is explained as “ great in knowledge and

works,” or “ great in two worlds.”

vii. 16, 1 (=Vaj. S. XV. 32). Arati is explained by Sayana

as goer” or “lord; ” by Mahidhara as “having competent un-

derstanding,” or “of ceaseless activity.”

ibid. 7 (=Vaj. S. xxxiii. 14.) Yantdrah is rendered by

Sayana “ givers,” and by Mahidhara, “ controuling their

senses.” Sayana assigns to surdyah in the same verse the

sense of “ impellers,” or of “ praisers.”

vii. 18, 6. Matsyd^o nisitdh is rendered either “like fish

confined,” or “ Matsyas (people so called) harassed
;

” and

P'Hshti, either “quick arrival,” or “happiness,” while in

v. 10 it receives the former sense, and in vii. 40, 1 the latter.

ibid. 8. Bheda is explained either “ unbeliever ” (ndstika),

or as the name of an enemy of Sudas (which latter sense is

also assigned in vii. 33, 3).

vii. 23, 4 (=Vaj. S. xxxiii. 18), Apas chit pipyuh staryo

na ydvaJy. Sayana: “Let the waters increase like barren

’ So, too, Mahidhara on Vaj. S. xii. 34.

Both explanations seem to he wrong’. Compare the words Vhhnurgopuli para-

mam pati palhah, in iii. .5.5, 10, where Say.ana himself renders the last three words

“guards the highest place,” though he adds an optional rendering oi putliahas the

“ place of water, the atmosphere.”
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COW3.” Maliidliara : “The waters swell the soma like the

Vedic texts, with which libations are offered.”

vii. 32, 18 (= S.V. i. 310), compared with viii. 19, 26. In

the former passage, the words na papatmya rdsUja, which are

common to both, are explained by na dachjdni :
“ I would not

give, i.e. I would not give up, my worshipper to wretchedness.”

(Comp. Muller’s transl. of this verse, in his Anc. Sansk. Lit. p.

545. In viii. 1, 22, rdsate is explained by daddtv. “ he gives.”)

In viii. 19, 26, however, the same words, na rdshja, though em-

ployed in a similar connection, are explained by na dkrosa-

yeyam :
“ I would not cause thee to be reviled.” Prof.Wilson

there translates as follows: “May I not be accused, Vasu,

of calumniating thee, nor, gracious (Agni), of sinfulness

against thee,” etc. : instead of which Mr. Cowell proposes to

render : “ Let me not abuse thee by calumny or wickedness,”

which is no material improvement. There can be little doubt,

I think, that Sayana, followed by his translators, is wrong,

and that the verse should be taken in conjunction with the

preceding (v. 25) and (omitting epithets) be explained as

follows :
“ If, Agni, thou wert a mortal, and I an immortal,

I should not give thee up to. execration, or to wretchedness,”

etc.^ We have Sayana’s own authority on vii. 32, 18, as I

have shown, for rendering na rddya\ “ I would not give;”

and although he does not explain pdpatvdya at all in either

of these passages, he does distinctly assign to it the sense of

“wretchedness” (Jiinahlidvdya) in a similar text, Mi. 91, 3:

“Do not, ye heroes, Indra and Agni, subject us to wretchedness

{pdpatcdyd), or to execration, or to reviling.” Corap. Benfey’s

rendering of Sama-veda, i. 310, and ii. 268.

vii. 41, 2 (=Yaj. S. xxxiv. 35.) Tara is rendered by
Sayana “ wealthy

;

” by Mahidhara “ sick,” or as a designa-

tion of “ Yama.”

vii. 48, 3. Upamtdti is explained here as = upalatddi,

“ that which is carried on with stones, a battle.” On i. 151, 5,

it is explained as “ that which has an extension of clouds.”

1 There are other instances in the h}'mns of the sense running on from one
verse into another. See vv. 5 and 6 of this same hymn, viii. 19, and viii. 12, 32 f.

in Prof. Wilson’s translation.
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vii. 64, 1. The words ghrtaaya nirnijaJi are interpreted

either “ forms of water ” discharged by the clouds, or

“ forms of melted butter ” offered to Mitra and Varuua.

vii. 66, 9. The verb dhimahi is interpreted here, “ we hold,

or have on iii, 62, 10 (the celebrated (jdyatri), “ we medi-

tate” {(Uujdydmah), or “let us hold in our mind as an object

of contemplation” [dheyatayd manasd dhdrayema), or “ we

hold” {d/idmydmah). In vii. 15, 7, nidhimahi is explained,

“we have placed;” and in i. 17, 6, “we deposit as a trea-

sure.”

Aui. 71, 4. Vismpmya is explained as “ pervading” {vydp-

tarupa), or as a name of Vasishtha.

vii. 77, 2. Gavam mdtd is said to mean the “ former, either

of voices, or of cows.”

vii. 79, 3. Angirastamd, an epithet of Ushas (the Dawn), is

explained as either “ the quickest of goers,” or as a designa-

tion given to her, because night was produced along with the

Bharadvajas of the race of Angiras, and she (the Dawn) forms

the end of the night !

vii. 82, 1. Main sarma is explained as either a “ great

house, or “great happiness.”

ibid. 5. Suhham lyate is explained either, “obtains an orna-

ment,” or “ sends water.”

vii. 83, 2. Scardrs is here explained “seeing heaven after

quitting the body.” In vii. 58, 2, it is interpreted, “ seer of

the sun, i.e. living creature,” or “ tree, from its seeing the

sky.”

vii. 90, 1 (=Yaj. S. xxxiii. 70.) Virayd is taken by

Sayana for a dative masc. “to the hero (Vayu);” whilst

Mahidhara joins with it the preceding pm and makes

pravlrayd an epithet of the soma libations, with the sense,

“ having excellent heroes sprung from knowledge, priests.”

ibid. 3 (=Yaj. S. xxvii. 24.) Sayana takes nireke for

“in poverty,” and Mahidhara for “in a place crowded with

people.”

ibid. 5. Viravdham is explained either to be “borne by

worshippers, or by horses.”

vii. 99, 3 (=Yaj. S.Y. 16.) Mayukhaih is rendered by
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Sayana “mountains,”^ while Mahidhara imderstands it of

“ various glorious lives {sva-tejo-rupair ndnd Jivaih), or his

numerous incarnations in a Boar,” etc.

vii. 104, 2. Ghomchakskas is explained as either “horrible

in aspect,” or “ harshly speaking.”

viii. 1, 2. JJhhaijdvinam is explained as either “having

both celestial and earthly riches,” or “having both stationary

and moving things to preserve,” or “ having persons both to

praise and sacrifice to him.”

ibid. 10. Odyatmvepas is explained here “ having approved

speed,” whilst on i. 142, 12, it is interpreted as “ having the

form of the gdyatra.”

Ibid. 31. Yddmh is explained as either “ of the race of

Yadu,” or “ renowned among men,” and pasu as either

“having cattle,” or “a perceiver of what is minute.”

viii. 3, 5. Sanizke is interpreted as either “ at sacrifice,”

or in battle.”

ibid. 9. Yatihhyah is explained as either “ from non-

sacrificing men,” or “ for men practising rites.”

ibid. 24. Turiya is explained either “fourth,” or a “de-

stroyer of enemies.”

viii. 4, 8. Ddna is interpreted either a “breaker up,”

{avakhandayita) or a “ giver.”

viii. 5, 9. Vi pathah sitam is explained either “ shut up the

paths that others may not enter,” or the contrary, “ open up,

show the paths.”

ibid. 13. Brahma jandndm is interpreted as either “the

Brahman-caste among men,” or “the prayer, or the sacrificial

food, of men.”

ibid. 38. Charmamndh is explained as either “ practised in

the wearing of cuirasses of leather,” or “ exercised in the

use of horses and other instruments of motion.” The word

is interpreted by Mahidhara on Yaj. S. xxx. 15, as “a person

practised in the handling of leather {charmdbhydsa-karamY)

viii. 6, 3. Jdmi is interpreted as either “useless,” or

“kinsman,” dyudham as either “weapon,” or “assailant,” and

* Sayana adds, “ For mountains belong to Visbnu as his own, as the Veda says
‘ Vishnu is lord of the mountains.’ ”
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kani'dh as either “ encomiasts,” or “ persons of the family of

Kanva.”

•viii. 12, 1. Mada is explained as either the “exhilara-

tion ” of Indra, or “ to he exhilarated,” or “ exhilarated.”

viii. 13, 1. The words kratum ukthyam are explained

either “ the performer of the rite and the encomiast,” or the

“sacrifice called uktJuja.”

ibid. 3. Bhardija is explained either “to the battle,” or

“to the sacrifice,” and it is added that the same words

generally denote both these things.

viii. 15, 2. The word njrdn is taken as an epithet of the

preceding term girin,
“ mountains or clouds,” and explained

as “ quickly moving.” It is diversely interpreted in other

passages. On viii. 27, 18, it is made to signify the “city of

the enemy, although impregnable against the assaults of

others,” or “level ground;” on iv. 1, 17, “the undecaying,

mountains,” or “ the moving, rays
;

” on iv. 19, 7, “ travel-

ling on the road
;

” on v. 54, 4, “ clouds.” I do not know

how Sayana renders it in x. 44, 8, and x. 59, 3. Prof. Roth

renders it “ ffger, field,” and Prof. Goldstiicker, “ field, acre,

plain,” and also as an adjective, “ quick.” The sense of

“plains” is fixed by the context of x. 59, 3, as, at least, one

of the right ones ;
“ Let us by our manly deeds overcome our

enemy, as the sky (is over) the earth, and the mountains

(over) the plains ” {girayo na ajran).

viii. 17, 5. Kukshyoh is interpreted either, in Indra’s

“ two bellies
;

(as it is written ‘ fill both bellies, that of the

.slayer of Vrttra, and that of Maghavat’ ”) or “the right and

left sides, or the upper and lower parts, of a single belly.”

Ibid. 12. Sdchigu is explained as either “ he who has

strong cows,” or “ he who has manifest, famous, rays, or

cows.”

ibid. 13. Srngarrs/io napdt is explained as either “ the

son of Sringavrish,” or srngarrsk is “the showerer of rays,

the sun,” and napdt “ he who causes not to fall, who estab-

lishes,” and therefore the two words together mean “ the

establisher of the sun.”

ibid. 15. Prddkmdnu is explained as either “having the
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head erect like a serpent,” or “to be propitiated like a

serpent.”

viii. 18, 21. Trivarutha is explained as either “ affording

protection from three inconveniences—cold^ heat, and rain,”

or “ having three stories.”

The following are some additional instances of the same

description, chiefly from the earlier books of the Rig-veda.

i. 31, 2, and i. 112, 4. Drimata, an epithet of Agni, is

explained by Sayana as either “born from two pieces of

wood,” i.c. by friction, and so having two parents, or “ maker

of the two worlds.” Compare dmjanma in i. 140, 2, and i.

149, 4, which, in the former place, he interprets either “born

from two pieces of wood,” or by “ friction and the subse-

quent rite of consecration;” while in the second passage a

third sense of “ born from heaven and earth,” is added. In

i. 112, 4, the verb vihJiuahati is rendered either “pervades,”

or “adorns.” So, also, parihhushathah in iii. 12, 9, is declared

to mean either “ ye are adorned” {cdankrtau hhavathah), or,

“ye overcome” i^parihhavathah). See, above, the different

senses assigned by Yaska io paryahhu.sJiat.

i. 64, 10. Vrmlia-hhddayali, an epithet of the Maruts, is ex-

plained as either, “having Indra for their weapon,” or “having

soma for their beverage.” The word is rendered “ adorned with

ear-rings,” by Bollensen (in Benfey’s Orient und Occident,

ii. 461, note), who refers for the meaning he assigns to trslia

to Wilson’s Dictionary, .s.r., vrshahhct, where one of the senses

given is, “the orifice of the ear.” Kliddi occurs frequently

in the B.V. in the sense of an ornament worn by the Maruts,

as in V. 53, 4; v. 54, 11, where it is rendered by Sayana kataka,

and in vii. 56, 13, where he renders it alankara-risesha. On
i. 168, 3, he makes it mean “ a guard to the hand,” hasta-

trdnaka, and on i. 166, 9, either “ eatables” or “ ornaments.”

In the last passage he takes prapatlmlm either for “ resting-

places,” or “ toes.” Both, s.v., conjectures that the proper

reading here must be prapadeshii.

i. 92, 10. Svaghni i s here taken by Sayana for the femi-

nine of sidhd {lit. dog-killer), and is rendered vyddha-stri, a

“ hunter’s wife.” The word is, however, explained by Yaska
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(Nir. V. 22, where he quotes E,.V. x. 43, 5) as = kitava,
“ a

gamester.” This sense is adopted by Sayana himself on viii.

45, 38. On ii. 12, 4, dropping all reference to any feminine

sense, he explains the word as “hunter” {njddha), viz.,

“one who kills wild animals with dogs” (svahhir mnjdn hanti
)

;

and in the same way on iv. 20, 3, as mrgayu, “ a hunter.”

See Benfey’s note on i. 92, 10, in his version of the passage

in his Orient und Occident, ii. 257 ;
and Bollensen’s transla-

tion of the verse in the same voL, p. 464. If Yaska is right in

explaining svaghni as a masculine noun, signifying “gamester,”

it can scarcely be also the feminine of svaha
;
or if it be the

latter, it cannot well have a masculine sense also. I observe,

also, that Sayana renders the word vijah “birds” in i. 92,

10 ;
and “one who causes distress” [ndvejaka) in ii. 12, 5.

i. 128, 4. Ishuyate is said to mean either “ to him who

desires food,” or “ to him who desires coming.”

i. 169, 5. The words tve rayas tosatamah are rendered either

“ thy riches are most gladdening,” or “ thy kinsmen, friends

(the Maruts), are most destructive (to clouds which do not

rain).”

i. 173, 6. Opasa is here explained as either a “ horn,” or

“ earth and atmosphere.” On viii. 14, 5, the scholiast makes

it either “a cloud lying near” [tnegham upetya sayanam),

or “some particular manly power contained in himself” (he-

in Indra, atmani samaveto virya-viseshnh.

i. 190, 5. The words chayase piyarum are explained by

Sayana as either, “thou visitest, with the view of favouring,

him who drinks, offers, soma,” or “ thou destroyest the de-

structive man.” The latter interpretation is supported by

Nir. iv 25, to which Sayana refers
;
and is adopted by him

in iii. 30, 8.

ii. 1, 4. Amra is explained here as either, “ the expeller of

foes” {satrunam nirnsiia), or “ the giver of strength, the sun.”

This word is very variously interpreted by Sayana in different

places. On i. 24, 14, he makes it = anislita-kshepana-sila ,

“ the hurler away of what is undesired ;” on i. 35, 7, sarve-

nham prdnada, “ the giver of life to all on i. 54, 3, either,

“ the expeUer of enemies,” or “ he who has breath, or force,’
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or “the giver of breath, or water;” on i. 64, 2, and i.

174, 1, expellers of enemies;” on i. 108, 6, “thrower of

oblations, priest;” on i. 110, 3, an imexplained designation

of Tvashtri, perhaps in the later sense of “ evil spirit
;

”

on i. 131, 1, “ expeller of unrighteous enemies ;” on i. 151, 4,

“strong;” on ii. 27, 10, satrunarri hshepaM, “hurler away of

enemies
;
on iv. 2, 5 ;

iv. 53, 1 ; v. 12, 1 ;
v. 15, 1 ;

v. 27, 1

;

vii. 2, 3 ;
vii. 6, 1 ;

vii. 30, 3 ;
vii. 36, 2, “ strong

;
on v. 42,

1, “ giver of breath ;” ibid. v. 11, “ strong,” or “ giver of

breath;” on v. 51, 11, “expeller of enemies, or giver of

breath, or force;” on v. 41, 3, “taker away of breath”

(Rudra), or “giver of breath” (Surya or Yayu)
;

on iii.

3, 4 “giver of strength;” on iii. 29, 14, “ the impelling”

(araw/-wood)
;
on v. 63, 3, 7, “ the expeller (or discharger) of

water, Parjanya ;” on v. 83, 6, the same sense
;
on vii. 56, 1,

“wise” {prajnavdn) , on viii. 20, 17, “a water-discharging

cloud,” or “rain water;” on viii. 25, 4, “powerful,” or “as

pervading all things, impellers ;” on viii. 79, 6, “ powerful,

or possessor of life.” In the Xighantus i. 10, asura is given

as one of the synonymes of “ cloud.” In IS^ir. iii. 8, it is

said to be= asu-rata, “ devoted to breath,” or to come from

sthaneshu or sthdnebhyah asta, “thrown in, or from, places;”

or asu is a sjmonyme of prana, “ life,” a thing “ thrown into

the body. The Asuras are they who have it.” And he adds,

“ it is well known that he (the creator) formed the Suras

(gods) from su, “good,” in which their essence consists, and

that he formed the Asuras from asu (or a + su, “not good”),

and that in this consists their essence.” It is to be observed

that the verse here explained by Yaska (R.Y. x. 53, 4) is one of

those later texts in which the word asura has the sense of

evil spirit, as an enemy of the gods, a sense which it does not

generally bear in the older hymns, in which it is a designa-

tion of the gods themselves. (In vii. 13, 1, however, Agni

is called an “ Asura-slayer,” as is also Indra in vii. 22, 4).

ii. II, 21. 2£d ati dhak is explained by Sayana either “do
not give to others, passing us by,” or “ do not burn up our

objects of desire.”

vi. 2, 7. Traydyya is explained by Sayana as either, “ to be
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preserved,” or “ one who luas the three qualifications of science,

austerity and works,” or “ one who has attained to the three

births.” ^

viii. 24, 24. Paripadam is explained by Sriyana as either

“persons who are sacrificing around,” or “birds which are

flying around.”

Svdtra is given in Nigh. ii. 10, among the sjmonyraes of

dhana, “ wealth.” In Nir. v. 3, it is said to mean “ quick
”

{svufram iti linhqn'a-ndma dsn atanam hhavati)
;
and the words

of R.V. X. 88, 4, sa ’patatritvaraw. sthd jcigad yach chhvdtram

Agnir ahrnojjdtaredah are explained :
“ Agni Jatavedas made

quickly whatever flies, goes, stands or moves.” The term is

also found in R.V. i. 31, 4, where the clause svdtrena yat pitror

muchyasc pari, spoken of Agni, is rendered by Sayana : “When
thou art released from thy parents (the two pieces of wood) by

rapidfriction {svdtrena),” etc. In viii. 4, 9 (= S.V. i. 277),

the word is found in the compound svdtrahhdj, an epithet of

vayas (there stated to mean “ food ”), and is declared to

signify “associated with wealth.” In viii. 52, 5, it occurs

again in the phrase svdtram arkd awws/w/a, which the Scholiast

interprets, “ the worshippers praise very quickly, very long.” I

am ignorant how he explains the word in x. 46, 7, where it

occurs in the plural as an epithet of “ fires ;” but Mahidhara

on Yaj. S. xxxiii. 1 (where the verse is repeated), assigns to it

the sense of kshipra-phalap)rada, “quickly bestowing rewards.”

In Yaj. S. iv. 12, and vi. 34, svdtra is found as an epithet of

dpaJi,
“ waters,” and in the former of these verses (where

“waters” are said to stand for milk) it is explained “quickly

digested” {kshipra-parindmdh sighram jirndh), whilst in the

.second the sense of “ quickly effecting the desired object,” or

“auspicious” {kshipra-kdrya-kdrmyah sivd vd), is assigned.

In Yaj. S. V. 31, svdtra is used in a sacrificial formula as an

epithet of a particular sort of little altar called Maitravaruna-

dhishnya, and is explained as signifying “friendly” {mitraJfj.

Svdtrya appears to be an epithet of Soma in R.Y. x. 49, 10,

* Int>. 11 of this hymn Sayana explains the pronoun ta, “these,” as meaning
the “ sins committed in another birth,”—a fui'ther instance of his ascribing more
modern notions to the V edic age.
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as it is of girah, “hymns,” in x. 160, 2 ;
but I am not aware

how it is explained in those passages by the Commentator.

On the whole, looking to the yariety of senses ascribed to the

word svatra, and to the artificial processes by which those

senses are sometimes reached, I cannot but think that the

Scholiasts were not always sure of its real signification.

I haye, perhaps, already adduced a superabundance of

instances in which Sayana, or Yaska, giyes double, and, there-

fore, uncertain, interpretations of obscure words in the Rig-

yeda. But if any reader desires to pursue the subject further,

he may examine for himself the following additional illustra-

tions of the same fact which are indicated in the notes to the

first three yolumes of Prof. Wilson’s translation of the Eig-

yeda, and haye been yerified by a reference to the Commen-
tary of Saj’ana :

—
R.Y. i. 43, 4 ;

i. 50, 4 ;
i. 51, 4 ;

i. 62, 4 ;
i. 65, 3 ;

i. 68, 1

;

i. 84, 16, 18 ;
i. 89, 6 ;

i. 95, 6 ;
i. 97, 1 ; i. 100, 14 ;

i. 102, 9 ;

i. 105, 1, 8 ;
i. 110, 6 ;

i. 115, 1 ;
i. 122, 2, 14 ; i. 123, 3 ;

i. 124, 7; i. 125, 7; i. 127, 7; i. 129, 10; i. 130, 9; i. 132,

3; i. 141, 3; i. 143, 3; i. 145, 4; i. 146, 1; i. 149, 4;

i. 150, 1 (comp. Xir. v. 11) ;
i. 150, 3 ;

i. 151, 2 ;
i. 152, 1

;

i. 154, 4; i. 155, 2; i. 156, 4; i. 157, 2, 4; i. 164 (passim)
;

i. 165, 5, 15 ;
i. 169, 4, 6 ;

i. 173, 2 ;
i. 174, 7 ;

i. 175, 4;

i. 178, 2; i. 180, 7; i. 181, 3, 6; i. 182, 1, 2; i. 188, 5;

i. 191, 8 ;
ii. 2, 5 ;

ii. 6, 2 (comp. yiii. 50, 7) ;
ii. 11, 3 ;

ii. 12, 8; ii. 13, 11 ;
ii. 18, 8; ii. 19,4; ii. 20, 7; ii. 23, 17;

ii. 24, 10 ;
ii. 27, 8, 15 ;

ii. 34, 2 ;
ii. 38, 10 ;

iii. 15, 1, 2 ;

iii. 17, 1, 3 ;
iii. 51, 3 ;

iii. 60, 6 ;
iii. 61, 2 (compared with

i. 113, 12) ;
iii. 61, 5 ;

iy. 1, 5, 16 ;
iy. 2, 1, 11 ;

iy. 3, 7;

iv. 9, 4 ;
iv. 42, 1, 4, 8 ;

iy. 44, 2 ;
iy. 50, 6 ;

iy. 53, 1

;

iy. 55, 1 ;
iv. 56, 6 ;

iy. 58, 1 and passim
;
v. 4, 6, 8 ;

v. 7, 3 ;

y. 8, 2 ;
v. 9, 4 ;

y. 33, 1 ;
y. 36, 3 ;

y. 50, 3 ;
y. 69, 1

;

y. 73, 5; v. 74, 1, 8, 10; v. 75, 9; y. 76, 1 ;
y. 79, 5;

y. 86, 1 ;
y. 87, 1 ; vi. 1, 4 ;

yi. 4, 7; yi. 15, 3 ;
yi. 17, 7

;

yi. 18, 14; yi. 26, 4 ; yi. 26, 6; yi. 29, 2; yi. 34, 4;

* Sayana here refers, in illustration of one of his views, to another passage,

X. 49, 4.
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vi. 35, 5 ;
vi. 44, 7 ;

vi. 49, 7, 14 ;
vi, 51, 6 ;

vi. 56, 3 ;

59, 6 ;
vi. 61, 3.

In addition to these numerous instances, in which Sayana

proposes double interpretations, Prof. Wilson points out in his

notes frequent differences of opinion between Sayana and

Mahidhara in regard to the rendering of passages which are

common to the Rig-veda and the Vajasaneyi Sauhita.

I will add some specimens of what appear to me to be mis-

translations on the part of Sayana.

R.V. i. 22, 20 (=Vaj. S. vi. 5) he explains thus: “The
wise ever behold with scriptural gaze {sdstra-drshtya) that

supreme station of Yishnu, as the eye extended on every side

in the sky, clear from the absence of any obstacle, beholds.”

lie thus makes chahshus, “ the eye,” a nominative, and sup-

plies pasjjati,
“ beholds.” Mahidhara, however, taking cJiak-

shus as an accusative, renders, as it appears to me, correctly,

“ like an eye extended in the clear sky,” or (dropping the

particle denoting resemblance) “ that eye, the orb of the sun,

which is extended in the sky;” and he quotes Vaj. S. vii. 42

(=;R.V. i. 115, 1) and xxxvi. 24 (=R.V. vii. 66, 16) to show

that the orb of the sun (represented here by Vishnu) is called

an “ eye.” Compare also R.Y. vi. 51, 1 ;
vii. 61, 1 ;

vii. 63, 1

;

vii. 76, 1; x. 37, 1. “The wise” thus, according to Mahi-

dhara, “ behold the highest station of Yishnu fixed in the sky,

like an eye.” This construction is also adopted by Benfey in

his version of the hymn.

i. 25, 11, is rendered byWilson, following Sayana, “through

him (atah = asmdd Varundt), the sage {chikitvdn) beholds,”

etc.
;
but better by Muller (Anc. Sansk. Lit. p. 536), “from

thence perceiving {chikitvdn),” etc., “he (Varuna) sees,” etc.

Similarly Benfey.

ibid. V. 13. The words pari spaso nishedire are explained

by Sayana :
“ the gold-touching rays were diffused (nishan-

ndh, placed) on every side.” Muller renders better :
“ the

spies sat down around him.” So, too, Benfey. Compare

A.V. iv. 16, 4, where there can be no doubt that the word

spasah means “ messengers” or “ spies.” See also the remarks

which I have made above on this term.
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i. 91, 3. The first words of this verse are rendered by

^Vilson, “thy acts are (like those) of the royal Varuna,” in

conformity with the second of the two interpretations proposed

by Sayana. The first, which "Wilson rejects, is as follows :

“Varuna is soma bought for sacrifice and covered with a

cloth {vastrenavrtah) : all the ceremonies, the agnishthoma,

etc., are connected with thee when purchased
;
hence thou art

the instrument in all sacrifices.”

vii. 32, 18 (on which, as well as on the passage to be next

quoted, viii. 19, 25 f., I have already made some remarks),

is rendered as follows by Professor Muller (Anc. Sansk. Lit.

p. 545 :) “If I were lord of as much as thou, I should sup-

port the sacred bard, thou scatterer of wealth, I should not

abandon him to misery. 19. I should award wealth day by

day to him who magnifies
;
I should award it to whosoever

it be. We have no other friend but thee,” etc. But Sayana

understands the first clause of v. 19, not as a continuation of

the words of the worshipper, as it appears to be, but as spoken

by Indra :
“ Having heard these words of Indra,” he says,

“ the rishi, delighted, exclaims, ‘ we have no other friend,’
”

etc. This appears to be wrong.

viii. 19, 25 f. is a passage closely resembling the preceding.

It begins thus: Yad Ague martgas tram sijdm aham mitramaho

amartyah, and shoidd, I think, be translated as follows :
“ If,

Agni, thou (wert) a mortal, (and) were I, o amicably-shining ^

god, an immortal, o invoked son of strength,—(26) I would

not abandon thee to malediction, or to poverty
;
my worship-

per should not be poor or distressed,” etc. Terse 25 would

thus form the protasis and verse 26 the apodosis. But Sayana

takes the 25th verse by itself and explains it thus :
“ If I, a

mortal, were thou, i.e. if I should, by worshipping thee, acquire

thy nature, then I should become an immortal, a god.” My
interpretation is borne out by a parallel passage (which is not,

like the preceding, elliptical in construction), viii. 44, 23.

Yad Ague syam a/tatn tram tram td gha syd aham
|

syus te

satyd ihdsjshah, which Sayana renders, “If I were thou.

* I adopt here Sayana’s rendering of mitramahas, whether it be eorrect or not.
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(wealth}"), or thou wert I (a poor worshipper), then thy washes

would be fulfilled.” Compare also viii. 14, 1, 2.

It is true E..V. i. 38, 4, 5, may be quoted on the other side.

The original of this passage is as follows : 4. Yad yuyam
prsnimdtarah martdmh syatana

|

stotd vo amrtali sydt.
|
5.

Md m mrgo na yavase jaritd hhud ajo^hyah
|

pathd yamanya

gdd upa
\

which Sayana renders :
“ Although you, sons of

Prisni, were mortals, yet jmur worshipper would be immortal,

a god. (Prof. Wilson’s version of this verse does not correctly

represent Sayana). 5. Let not your panegyrist be an object

of disregard (as a wild animal is not regardless of grass in a

pasture), or go along the path of Yama.” Rosen renders:

“ 4. Licet VOS, Prisnis filii ! mortales fueritis, tamen laudator

vester immortalis esse poterit. 5. Nunquam vester laudator,

cervi instar in prato, sit negligendus, neqm Yamoe viam

calcet.” Benfe}" translates :
“ 4. If you, o children of Prisni,

were mortals, an immortal would then be your panegyrist.

5. Let not him who praises you be an object of indifference

to you, like a wild animal at grass
;

let him not walk along

the path of Yama.” And he gives the following paraphrase

of V. 4 :
“ Ye are so great, that if ye were men, the gods

would sing your praises.” Professor Aufrecht w'ould render :

“ Even if ye were mortals (and not gods, as you are

in reality), it would require an immortal to praise you

(worthily).” I cannot say that these interpretations appear to

me particularly satisfactory. If we could suppose an aposio-

pesis at the end of v. 4, the sense might be :
“ If ye were

mortals, and your worshipper an immortal, i.e. if you and I

were to change places, I would not be so careless about my
worshippers as you are about yours.” Or can w"e suppose that

the Rishi is expressing an aspiration that he could change

places with the objects of his adoration? Or, possibly, the

meaning might be :
“ If ye were mortal \_i.e. if ye knew by

experience the sufferings of mortality], your worshipper should

be [ye would make him] immortal.” This perhaps derives

some confirmation from the deprecation of death in the next

verse.

vii. 89, 1, is thus explained by Sayana :
“ Let me not go, o
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king Yaruna, to thy earthen house
;
but may I attain to thy

resplendent golden house.” The sense seems simply to be

what Muller makes it :
“ Let me not yet, o Yaruna, enter into

the house of clay,” i.e. the grave. Compare A.Y. v. 30, 14,

ma nu gad md nu hhumigrho hhuvat, “let him not go; let him

not have the earth for his house.”

X. 160, 4, is also, as it appears to me, incorrectly rendered

by Sayana. His explanation, as translated by Prof. Gold-

stiicker, in his Dictionaiy, s.v. arafni, is as follows :
“ Indra

manifests himself (to the pious)
;

(the sacrificer), who, though

not wealthy, offers him the soma libation,—him, Indra, the

wealthy, holds in his hand (lit. fist, i.e. he protects him), after

having defeated his enemies,” etc. I would propose the

following as a corrector translation :
“ That man is observed

by him (Indra) who, being rich, pours out to him no soma

libation,” etc. See my former paper “ On the relations of the

priests to the other classes of Indian Society,” p. 293, note 2,

where this translation is vindicated.

Some instances have already been given, in which Sayana

imports the ideas of a later age into his interpretation of the

hymns. I give a few more illustrations of this tendency,

both as it regards mythological and speculative conceptions.

In i. 170, 2, it is said: “lYhy dost thou seek to kill us,

Indra ? the Maruts are thy brothers.” On this the Commen-
tator remarks :

“ The Maruts are Indra’s brothers, from

having been produced from the same womb of Aditi
;
and

this production is celebrated in the Puranas.” On this Pro-

fessor TYilson annotates :
“ Here, probably, nothing more is

meant than affinity of function.” The Maruts are not Adityas

according to the Pig-veda, and even Indra himself is not

generally so called in the hymns. See my Art. on “ Yedic

Cosmogony,” etc., p. 39. In hi. 53, 5, the worshippers

address Indra as “ brother.”

In vii. 72, 2, the Asvins are thus addressed : “For there

are paternal friendships between us, a common bond,—ac-

knowledge it.” On this Sayana annotates :
“ Yivasvat and

Yaruna were both sprung from Kasyapa and Aditi. Yivasvat

was the father of the Asvins (see my Art. on the Asvins,
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in “Contributions to a knowledge of Vedic Theogony,” etc.,

No. ii. p. 2), and Varuna of Yasisbtha and tben he quotes

the Brihaddevata to prove the second of these relationships,

which is also alluded to in R.V. x. 17, 2. The third is

perhaps deducible from R.V. vii. 33, 10, ff.
;
see Sanskrit

Texts, i. 75, ff., and Prof. YTlsou’s translation of the passage.

It may be doubtful whether either of those other texts of the

It.V. is so old as the one before us. Prof. Both thinks the verses

of B.y. vii. 33, in which Vasishtha’s birth is alluded to, are

conceived very much in the taste of the epic mythology, and

are attached to an older hymn. But even if both these Yedic

legends about the birth of the Asvins and Yasishtha, respec-

tively, are as ancient as the verse I have quoted, vii. 72, 2,

still the link by which Sayana connects them, and which is

necessary to establish the relationship of the author of the

hymn (supposing him to be Yasishtha, or a descendant of

Yasishtha) with the Asvins, is certainly not Yedic, as we are

nowhere told in the hymns that Yivasvat and Yanina were

sons of Kasyapa and Aditi. If Yivasvat be identified with

Surya, he would, indeed, be, according to some parts of the

R.Y., an Aditya, or son of Aditi, but not otherwise. See

Art. on Yedic cosmogony, p. 75, f. In a later work, the

Taittiriya Aranyaka i. 13, 3, he is named among the Adityas.

There is no difficulty in supposing that the passage before us

does not contain any mythological allusion. In other places

also reference is made to the former (vi. 18, 5) of. tSiCestral

(vi. 21, 8 ;
i. 71, 10) friendship of the worshippers with the

gods.

In i. 114, 6, Pudra is called the father of the Maruts. To

explain this Sayana in loco tells a story that :
“ Indra, once

on a time, overcame the Asuras, when Diti, their mother,

desiring to have a son who should be able to avenge her

vanquished sons by slajdng the Thunderer, practised austerity

and became pregnant by her husband. Indra, learning this

news, entered into her womb in a very minute form, with a

thunderbolt in his hand, divided her foetus into seven parts,

and again made each of those parts into seven. These frag-

ments all issued from the womb and wept. At this con-
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juncture Paramesvara (Rudra), and Parvati (his wife), were

passing bj for amusement, and saw them. Parvati said to

her husband :
‘ If you love me, make all tlisse bits of flesh

become severally sons.’ He accordingly made them all of

the same form and age, and decked with similar ornaments,

and gave them to her, saying: ‘Let them be thy sons.’”

The Maruts ought thus to be (7x7=49) forty-nine in num-
ber. In P.Y. viii. 28, 5, however, (if, indeed, the Maruts

are there intended) tliey are only spoken of as seven. Sayana

there gives a modified version of the story, to the effect

that when Aditi (not Dili) desired to have a son equal to

Indra, and her foetus had, from some cause, been split into

seven by Indra, the seven parts became seven troops (of

Maruts).

It may be questioned whether, in styling Varuna, in con-

formitv with modern ideas, “ the deity presiding over the

waters” {jalabhimani devah), (as he does in E..Y. i. 161, 14;

viii. oS, 12), Sayana does not derive some support from ex-

pressions in the hymns themselves. (See the passages quoted

in pp. 86 f. of my “ Contributions to a Knowledge of Yedic

Theogony,” etc.) In one of those texts, however, vii. 49, 3,

the waters, in the midst of which Yaruna is said to move,
“ beholding the truth and falsehood of men,” seem to be rather

aerial than oceanic, as the former, from their position above

the earth, would appear to afford to the god (when anthropo-

morphically regarded) a more convenient post of observation

than the latter. And in vii. 6 1,2, the epithet, sindhupati, “lords

of the sea,” (or “ of rivers,” nadydh pdlaijitdrau, Sayana), is

applied not onp^ to Yaruua but to Mitra also, who is not, that

I am aware of, ever connected with the sea, even in later

mythology. If we add to this, that these two gods are soli-

cited to seiid food and rain from the shj, it may result that

they are called sindhupati, as supplying the aerial waters by

which terrestrial streams are filled. But Sayana does not

generalH style Yaruna the god of the sea, but in conformity

with older conceptions, the deity who presides over the night.

(See the paper above quoted, jDp. 77 f.)

The epithet Kausiha is applied in E..Y. i. 10, 11, to Indra.
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Sayana says it means son of Kusika, and repeats a story from

the Anukramanika, or Index to the R.V., which relates that

that person, wishing a son like Indra, practised chastity, in

consequence of which Indra was born to him in the form of

Gathin. Roth, s.v. thinks the epithet may have originally

meant “belonging, devoted to the Kusikas.” The word is

given in the Amara Kosha as denoting Indra, bdellium, owl,

and snakecatcher.

I have mentioned above that Sajmna understands R.V.

i. 22, 16, 17, to refer to one of the incarnations of Vishnu.

On V. 16, he speaks of Vishnu as pnramescara, “the supreme

deity.” On i. 156, 4, he proposes either to take Vishnu for

the sacrifice, according to the idea of the Brahmanas, or as

the creator [vcdhas) of the Maruts, whose function as preserver

Varuna and the other gods recognize.

On i. 43, 1, Sayana derives the name Rudra from the

root rud, “to weep,” denoting the god who “makes every-

thing to weep at the time of the end,” and thus identifies

him with the Mahadeva of later mythology. (See Wilson’s

note in loco).

Sayana gives, optionally, a spiritual meaning to the words

in i. 50, 10 :
“ looking aloft to the upper light above the

darkness, the Sun, a god among the gods, we have arrived at

the highest luminary.” He sa}’s the phrase “ above the

darkness” may mean “above the night,” or “above sin;”

and quotes a text which explains this passage and declares

that “ darkness is sin,” etc.

On R.V. i. 71, 4, Prof. Wilson’s note will further illus-

trate Sayana’s practice of introducing later ideas into his

explanations : “Matarisvan is a common name of Vayu, or

wind
;

but it is here said to mean the principal vital air

(miiklvja-prdna) divided {vibhrta) into the five airs so denomi-

nated, as in a dialogue between them, cited by the Scholiast,

etc., etc.” '

' Prof. "Wilson has the following remarks in a note on R.V. v. 2, 1 :
“ Accord-

ing to what is no doubt the most accurate interpretation of this verse, and of those

which follow, they contain only a metaphorically obscure allusion to the lighting

of the sacrificial fire; the mother is the two pieces of touchwood, which retain fire,

the child, and will not spontaneously give it up to the father, the yajamana, until
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R.y. i. 115, 1 (“ The sun, soul of whatever is moving or

stationary, has filled heaven, air, and earth ”) is thus ex-

plained by Sayana :
“ The sun, existing within such an orb,

being, from his pervasiveness, the supreme spirit (paramat-

ma), the mover of the universe, is the soul, the substance

[svarupa-bhutah) of whatever is moving or stationary. For

he is the cause of all effects stationary or moving
;
and the

effect is not distinct from the cause,” etc. “ Or, he is the

life-soul [jivatma) of all creatures stationary or moving
;
for

when the sun rises, all the world which was before nearly

dead, is perceived to he again sentient.” Though the latter

explanation, no doubt, most nearly approaches the true one,

still the first is also proposed by Sayana as admissible, at

least, if not preferable.

Sayana translates vedhamli sasvaiali in i. 72, 1, by nityasya

vidliatiir Brahmanali “of the eternal creator Brahma.” Though

this sense of “ eternal creator ” is adopted by Benfey, in his

version (Or. und Occ. i. p. 601), I should hesitate to admit

that it can correctly represent the sense of the ancient bard.

The word brahma in B-Y. i. 164, 35, is explained by

Sayana as Prajdpati, though there does not appear to be any

reason for supposing that it has that sense anywhere in the

B.Y., and though the other three clauses of the verse,

which relate to saci’ifice and objects connected therewith, the

altar and the soma-juice, lead to the conclusion that “priest”

is the proper rendering.

R.V. iii. 53, 9, is another passage in which Sayana’s

interpretation seems to have been influenced by post-vedic

legends. We are told in the Eamayana (i. 60, 2 ff.
;

see

Sanskrit Texts, i. 103), that Yisvamitra on a certain oc-

casion created new constellations. Sayana appears to find

a reference to this story in the words mahdn rshir devajd

devajutah, “ the great Bishi, god-boru, god-impeUed,” which

forced by attrition : till then, also, people, tbe priests, do not behold it, but they

see it when bursting into ignition : this, however, has not satisfied the commenta-
tors, and a curious and strange legend has been devised for the interpretation of

the text, or has been, perhaps, applied to it by way of explanation, having been
previously current : it is more probably, however, suggested by, than suggestive

of, the verses,” etc., etc.
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refer to this personage, and which he explains :
“ The

great E,ishi, seer of objects beyond the reach of the senses,

who had by austerity acquired intense power, generator of

shining lights {dexaja dyotamanandm tejasum janayitu),

drawn by those lights” {devajutas Urn tejohhh' dkrshlah), etc.

The real sense of the terms devajd devajdfah seems to bo that

which I have given above. Jdh is found in the J^ighantus,

ii. 2, as one of the synonymes of apatya, “offspring;” and

devajuta is explained by Siiyana in R.V. vii. 25, 5 ;
viii. 31,3,

as “ impelled by the gods” {decaih prerita). [It is to be

observed, however, that Yaska (x. 28) gives a double inter-

pretation of this latter word, as meaning (in R.V. x. 178, 1)

either devu-yatam deva-pritam vd, “ gone to the gods,” or

“ beloved by the gods.”] Prof. Wilson partly follows, and

partly deviates from, Sayana, in his translation of R.V. iii.

53, 9, which runs thus :
“ The great Pishi, the generator of

the gods, the attracted by the deities,” etc.
;
and observes, in

a note :
“ Devajdh is explained by Sayana, the generator of

radiances or energies the compound is not devojd, god-

born, nor was Yisvamitra of divine parentage.” In reference

to this last remark see Wilson’s note on R.Y. i. 10, 11, and

Sanskrit Texts, i. 82. The non-existence of any Puranic

legend ascribing a divine origin to Yisvamitra ought not,

however, to influence our translation of a Yedic text. And
it is not undeserving of notice that, following Sayana, Prof.

Wilson had but shortly before translated R.Y. iii. 29, 15, thus:

“The Kusikas, the first-born of Brahma,” etc. etc. The Kusikas

were the tribe to which Yisvamitra belonged. Sayana’s words

in explanation of this last text are these : Brahmanah sarvasya

jayatah srashliih prathamajdh prathamotpannali, “the Kusi-

kas, the first-born of Brahma, the creator of the whole world.”

This translation is, however, the result of modex’n ideas, as I

believe it is generally recognized (as already intimated) that

there is no passage in the R.Y. in which the personal creator

(Braliman in the masculine) is mentioned, and in the present

case the accent shows that the word is neuter, and therefoi’e

signifies “ prayer.” See the story about the birth of Vasishtha

in R.Y. vii. 33, 10 ff. (Sanskrit Texts, i. 75 If.), and compare
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the word devaputra applied to the Rishis in x. 62, 4, where,

though the traditional accent makes the word a Bahuvrihi

compound, with the sense, “having gods for their sons,”

Prof. Roth, S.V., thinks that, with a different accentuation,

changing it into a Tatpurusha, the meaning may be conjec-

tured to be, “ sons of the gods.” But if other Rishis were

sons of the gods, why should not Visvamitra also have been

fabled to bo so ?

In R.V. iii. 62, 10, (the celebrated Gayatri), Savitri is inter-

preted “ the supreme lord, the creator of the world, who im-

pels by his all-pervading presence and hhargas is “ tlie self-

resplendent light, the glor}' of the supreme Brahma.” An-
other explanation of Savitri as the sun is however given.

The word tvedha in the last clause of R.V. vi. 69, 8, trcdhd

sahasnim vi tad airayetliam (“ye then scattered a thousand

into three parts”), is explained by Sa}mna as meaning “ exist-

ing in the threefold form of world, veda, and speech and a

Brahmana is quoted to support the interpretation. (See the

entire passage in “Sanskrit Texts,” iv. 72, note 42).

In vii. 59, 12. Tnjambaka is explained as “the father of

the three gods, Brahma, Vishnu, and Rudra.” This concep-

tion of a triad, consisting of these three gods, seems, however,

to have been unknown in the Vedic age. Yaska mentions a

triad, but it consists of Agni, Vajm (or ludra), and Surya.

(See “Sanskrit Texts,” iv, 136 f.) I should observe that the

passage of Sayana’s Commentary from which this explanation

is taken is put by the Editor, Prof. Miiller, in brackets, as

being derived from only one MS. See the extracts given from

the other MSS. in p. 14 of the “ Varietas Lectionis ” prefixed

to the 4th vol. of Miiller’s R.V. But even if the passage is

not genuine, the style of interpretation found in it is that of

the modern Indian commentators generally. Mahidhara ex-

plains tryambaka as the “ three-eyed Rudra.” Prof. Wilson

holds this text of the Veda to be spurious. The Satapatha

Brahmana, ii. 6, 2, 9, gives another sense of the word tryam-

baka ;
“ He (Rudra) has a sister called Ambika, with whom

he has this portion : and since he has this portion along with

a female {striya snka), he is called Tryambaka,” {i.e. Stryam-
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baka). This passage of the Brahmana refers to Vaj. S. iii. 57,

where it is said :
“ This is thy portion, Rudra, with thy sister

Ambika.”

In vii. 100, 4, it is said that “Vishnu strode over this earth

to give it for an abode to man (or Mann).” Sayana explains

this last word, “ to the host of gods who praised him,” to

whom he was about to give it,
“
after taking it from the

Asuras.” This explanation is, apparently, in conformity

with more modern legends.

vii. 101, 1. The first clause of this verse, viz., “utter the

three words of which light is the first,” are explained by

Sayana as meaning “ the threefold praises in the form of rich,

yajush, and saman verses, preceded by the brilliant pranava”

(or sacred monosyllable Om), An alternative explanation is,

however, given, according to which the three words or sounds

are “ the rapid, the slow, and the intermediate (thunderings),

preceded by lightning.”

viii, 12, 27. The first words of the verse, addressed to

Indra, (which, translated literally, run thus :
“ when of thee

Vishnu, by the strength,” and mean a^jparently, “ when by

thy strength Vishnu strode,” etc.), are rendered by Sayana,

“when thy jmunger brother Vishnu,” etc. Prof. Wilson

also observes that they might be translated “when Vishnu

by thy strength.” The words “ younger brother,” tavdnujah,

are not in the original. This idea of Vishnu bein" the

younger brother of Indra is, I believe, unknown to the

Veda, and of modern origin.

In \dii. 19, 5, we have the words, “the mortal who wor-

ships Agni with fuel, with an oblation, and with veda” (what-

ever that may mean), etc. etc. Sayana understands it of

“ reading the Veda,” which can scarcely be the sense. See

on the meaning of the verse Prof. Muller’s “ Anc. Sansk.

Lit.” p. 204 f., referred to by Prof. AVilsou in loco.

Notwithstanding these instances (which might, no doubt,

be considerably multiplied) of Sayana’s tendency to allow the

ideas of his own time to influence his exposition of the Veda,

I think it must, in fairness, be admitted that, however in-

capable he may have been of fully comprehending and re-
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producing the real spirit and genius of the hymns, he intro-

duces into his interpretation of them, on the whole, much
less of positive modern mythology and speculation than might,

in a writer of his age, have been expected. A similar remark

may be made in reference to Yaska, that although in his

general observations, Mr. vii. 4, ff., he regards all the deities

as being, ultimately, members of the one Soul, he does not,

in the sequel, allow this dogmatical view to interfere with

his detailed explanations of their individual characteristics.

I extract from the notes to the fourth vol. of Prof. Wilson’s

translation of the R.T. a few admissions, in his own words,

that he, too, occasionally failed to find in Sayana a perfectly

satisfactory guide.

p. 6. “ Gdvah is rendered by Sayana rasmayah, “ rays :

”

one of its meanings it is true, but rather incompatible here

with the verb vahanti, vehunt.” ^

p. 94. “ The addition of the comment, devdndm, seems

somewhat superfluous
;
human wives would have been more

in keeping with the prayer.” ^

p. 102. “ the explanation is not very clear.”

p. 103. verse 4. Prof. Wilson departs here, perhaps

inadvertently, and I believe wrongly, from Sayana in render-

ing savam, “ birth.” The word is explained by Sayana as =
prasavam, anujndm, “permission,” but it is rather “ impulse.”

(See my “Contributions toVedic Theogony,” etc., pp. 118 ff.)®

p. 144. . . .
“ he (Sayana) seems rather puzzled.”

p. 179. In his translation of a part of vii. 88, 6, Prof.

Wilson deviates from Sayana’s rendering, as he understands

it: “d/d te enasvanto hhujema, ‘let us not, offending thee,

enjoy’—it is not said what : the scholiast attaches the prohi-

bitive to the verb, but gives a different turn to the sentence

:

' Alanavat does not mean “not spreading or dispersing” as Prof. "Wilson

translates it in p. 28, note 3, but “ going,” atana-vat (not a-tana-vai).

^ Prof. Wilson proposes, in p. 92, to take ayutuh as the genitive of ayatr, but
I know of no such word as the latter with the sense of “ one not sacrificing.”

® In p. 114, Prof. Wilson proposes a translation of a word left unexplained by
Sayana, svapivuta, which is founded on an analysis not sanctioned by the Pada-
text, as the latter divides the compound su, + apivuta, whilst Wilson would divide

it svapi + vaia.
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‘ being freed from sin* through thy favour, let us enjoy en-

joyments.’
” ^

p. 211. “The scholiast is rather puzzled how to interpret

the duality here intimated.”

p. 254. “ The second part of the stanza is rendered intelli-

gible by the scholiast only by taking great liberty with some

of the tei’ms
;
and after all the meaning is questionable,” etc.

p. 285. Sdchigo is not very satisfactoril}’’ explained,” etc.

p. 286. “ The construction is loose, and the explanation is

not very satisfactory.”

To these admissions of Prof. Wilson, taken from the notes

to vol. iv., I may add an observation from vol. i. p. 10, on

Sayana’s attempts to explain the word ehimdgdsdh : “ It is

laore than probable that the origin and import of the term

Avere forgotten when Sayana wrote.” But if such was the

case in this instance, why not also in many others, in which

Sayana appears to have had no other guide than a fanciful

et3uno]ogy ?

The following are some additional instances from the notes

to the first, second and third volumes of Prof. Wilson’s trans-

lation :

—

vol. i. p. 211, note. “In this stanza, as usual in the more

elaborate metres, we encounter strained collocations and ellip-

tical and obscure illusions, imperfectly transformed into some-

thing intelligible bj" the additions of the scholiast,” etc.

p. 215. “This ... is rather obscure . . . Sayana does not

make it more intelligible,” etc.

p. 279. “ The terms thus rendered, in conformity to the

explanations of the scholiast would seem rather to be intended

for proper names,” etc. etc. . . . “The meanings may be

supported by the et}unology of the words, but the interpre-

tation seems to be a needless refinement.”

vol. ii. p. 5. “ It would make better sense to render it,” etc.

p. 36. “ The scholiast is evidently puzzled by the phrase.”

p. 82. “ The scholiast repeats the Pauranik legend of the

’ In a note to p. 193, Mr. Cowell corrects part of Prof. Wilson’s translation of
vii. 97, 6 ;

but I do not see that the verse contains any word which can be rendered
“ friendship.”
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birtli of Dirghatamas from Mamata, but there is no-

thing in the text to warrant the application : the persons are

obviously allegorical,” etc. etc. (\Yhether Prof. Wilson is

right here or not I need not tiy to decide).

p. 94. “ Some of these notions of the commentator are rather

Panranik than Vaidik.”

p. 183. “ The passage is not veiy clear, and Sayana’s ex-

planation does not remove the difficulty.”

p. 293. “But this is more of a Paurdnik than a Vaidik

legend.”

p. 300. “ But this is Paurdnik
;
apparently not Vaidilc.”

vol. iii. p. 44. “ But this is a Paurdnik notion, Vrttra, ac-

cording to the Puranas, being a Brahman, and bj^ killing him

Indra was guilty of the heinous sin of BrahmaliatydP

p. 155. “ These explanations are rather, perhaps, derived

from the Paurdnik developments of the original legends, im-

perfectl}’’ handed down.”

p. 173. “But this seems to be the notion of a later day.”

p. 228. (R.V. V. 31, 7). Prof. Wilson does not follow Sayana

in rendering mdydli, “young women,” but adheres to the

usual sense “ devices.”

Prof. Wilson also in another place notices the gradual modi-

fication of the Yedic ideas by later Indian writers, vol. ii p. 87 :

“ The Mundaka Upanishad is also quoted for the attainment

of heaven, dyuJoka-prdptih
;
the figurative expression of the

text (R.Y. i. 150, 3) having been converted into the assertion

of a fact by the Upanishads
;
instancing the advance from

simple metaphor to complex mythological notions.”

In the translation of a part of R.Y. vi. 59, 1, Prof. Wilson

dej)arts from Sayana. lie renders the words haidso vdm
pitaro derasatramh by “ the Pitris, the enemies of the gods,

have been slain by you, and you survive;” whilst in his

note he saj’’s ; “By Pitris, in this place, the scholiast says

Asuras are intended, as derived from the root pi to inquire,

piyatir himsd-karmd.”

[The passage is a curious one. The proper translation

seems to be :
“ Your fathers, to whom the gods were hostile,

have been slain, whilst you, Indra and Agni, survive.”
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Professor Aufrecht suggests to me, that a former dynasty

of gods is here alluded to as having been destroyed

;

and he refers, in illustration of this, to R.Y. iv. 18, 12

:

“ Who (o Indra) made thy mother a widow ? Who sought

to kill thee lying or moving? What god was present in the

fray, w’hen thou didst slay thy father, seizing him by the

foot ?
”

^ In vii. 21, 7, mention is made of earlier gods

:

“ Even the former gods admitted their powers to be inferior

to thy divine prowess.” And I apprehend that the two

following verses, iv. 30, 3, 5, though otherwise rendered

by Wilson (following Sa}'ana), are to be understood of

Indra fighting against the gods, and not with the gods,

against the Asuras. 3. “Even all the gods assailed thee

Indra, when thou didst prolong (?) day and night. 5.

When thou didst fight alone against all the furious gods,

thou didst slay the destructive.” This interpretation is

favoured by the tenor of verses 4, 6,‘8-ll of the same hymn.^

Earlier gods are also mentioned in x. 109, 4, though in

conjunction with the seven rishis : “In regard to her the

former gods said, the seven rishis who sat down to practise

austerity,” etc. An earlier age of the gods is mentioned in

X. 72, 2, f. :
“ In the former age of the gods, the existent

* In explanation of this legend Sayana refers to the Taittiriya Sanhita, vi. I,

3, 6. The following is the passage referred to, which I quote to show how little

light it throws on the te.xt of the R.V. ;— Yajm dahshinum ahhyadhuyat
|

tarn

samabhavat
|
tad Indro ’chayat

\
so ’manyata yo vd ito janishyate sa idam

hhavishyati” iti
|

turn pruvisat
I
tasyd Indra evdjdyata

\

so 'manyata yo vai

mad ito 'paro janishyate sa idam hhavishyati” Hi
|

tasyd anumrsya yonim

dchhinat
\

sd sutavasd 'bhavat
\

tat sdtavasdyai janma
\

Idm haste nyavesh-

tayata
|

tdm mrgeshu nyadadhut
\

sd krshnavishdiid 'bhavat
|

Indrasya yonir

asi md md himsir” iti
\
“Yajna (sacrifice) desired Dakshina (largess). He

consorted with her. Indra was appi'ehensive of this. He reflected : ‘whoever

is born of her will be this.’ He entered into her. Indra himself was horn of

her. He reflected :
‘ whoever is born of her besides me will be this.’ Having

considered, he cut open her womb. She produced a cow.’’ etc. No mention is

made of his killing his father.

2 I should observe that the BrCilimanas constantly speak of the gods and Asuras

as being both the offspring of Prajapati; as contending together (S. P. Br. v. 1,

1, 1 ; vi. 6, 2, 11 ; vi. 6, 3, 2) ;
and even as being originally equal or alike (Sanskrit

Texts, iv. 52). And to prove that even malignant spirits may he called “gods,”

Prof. Roth, s.v. deva, quotes from the 'faitt. Sanh. iii. 5, 4, 1, a verse to the effect

:

“ May Agni preserve me from the gods (devdh), destroyers of sacrificers, stealers

of sacrifices, who inhabit the earth and a second text from the A.V. iii. 15, 5 :

“ Agni, do thou through the oblation repel the gods who are destroyers of happi-

ness” (? sdtaghnalj).
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sprang from tlie non-existent. In the first age of the gods

the existent sprang from the non-existent.” See “ Contribu-

to a knowledge of the Vedic Theogony,” etc., Journ. R.A.S.,

for 1864, p. 72 ;
and compare Nirukta xii. 41, ^ where a

former age or generation (?) of gods, jjurvani devaijugam, is

referred to. I may add that A.Y. vi. 64, 1, speaks of “former

gods,” and A.Y. i. 30, 2, of some of the gods being fathers

and some sons (ye vo devah jiitaro ye cha putrah.) R.Y. viii.

48, 13, speaks of Soma in concert with the Fathers, having

“stretched out heaven and earth;” and x. 68, 11, of the

Fathers having “ adorned the sky with stars.” But in these

two passages the forefathers of the worshippers, supposed to

have been raised to the rank of deities, may be meant.

In R.Y. X. 97, 1 (=Yaj. S. 12, 75 ;
Nir. 9, 28 ;

S. P. Br. 7, 2,

4, 26) mention is made of certain plants which were produced

three ages (triyugam) before the gods.]

I have alluded above to the fact that Prof. Goldstiicker

does not always coincide with the interpretations proposed by

Sayana. 1 will cite from his Dictionary a few further instances

of this disagreement.

On the sense of “ one who does not praise the deity with

' The verse -which is illustrated iu this passage occurs both in R.V. i 164, 50,

and in R.V. x. 90, 16, as well as Vaj. S. 31, 16. The concluding words are yatra

purve sadhyuh santi derail, “where (in the sky) are the former Sadhyas, gods.”

Yaska, as I mentioned above, tells us that the Nairuktas understood the Sadhyas
to be “ the gods whose locality is the sky,’’ dyusthuno devagnnah, whilst, accord-

ing to a legend {Cilcliyuna), the term denoted a former age of the gods.” Prof.

Wilson translates the word Sadhyah by, “ who are to be propitiated,” a sense not

assigned by Sayana, who proposes, first, that of sudhand yajnddi-sddlmnavantah

kanuadevdh, “performers, performers of sacrihces, etc., work-gods.” These words
are rendered by Prof. Wilson in his note on i. 164, 50, “divinities presiding over

or giving effect to religious acts.” This does not, however, appear to be the real

sense, as Mahidhara on Vaj. S. 31, 17, tells us that “there are two kinds of gods,

kannadevdh, “work-gods,” and djdnadevdh, “gods by birth,” the first being those

who had attained to the condition of deities by their eminent works, and the

second those who were produced at the beginning of tlie creation. The second

class is superior to the first, and, according to the Brihadaranyaka, a hundred en-

joyments of the latter (the work-gods), “ are only equal to one single enjoyment
of the former.” See all this and more declared iu the Rrhadaranyaka Upanishad,

pp. 817 ff. (p. 230 f. of translation), and Satapatha Brahmana, p. 1087. Tlie

second sense proposed for sadhyuh by Sayana on R.V. i. 164, 50, is that of the
“ deities presiding over metres,” chhando’bhimaninah, who, according ^to a Brah-
mana, by worshipping Agni were exalted to heaven, and became Adityas and
Angirases. Prof. Wilson remarks in his note :

“ It would seem that in Sayana’s
day the purport of the designation Sudhya had become uncertain.” Mahidhara
on Vaj. S. 31, 16, renders the term virad-upddhi-sddhakuh, “producers of the

condition of Viraj.”
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hymns,” proposed {or amafi,\\Q remarks fp. 343): “a doubtful

meaning
;

it is proposed, besides the meaning ‘ poverty,’ by

Sayana on” (R.Y. v. 36, 3).

On the word annca he observes :
“ Tlie same meaning (dis-

ease) applies satisfactorily to all other Yaidik passages where

I have met with the word as a feminine
;
but Sayana has also

the following interpretations, which seem artificial,” etc.

On the alternative rendering of amiim by “combined

with,” etc., he remarks :
“ This meaning whicli is given by

Sayana as an optioml one, and the etymology on which it is

founded by him, have little plausibility.”

Under the word amhi he writes “ (Yed.) water. Sayana

holds that the word implies as well this meaning ... as

that of ‘ mother,’ ... so that it would express a double

sense
;
but there seems to be no necessity to assign to it any

other meaning than water.”

Under aya he says : “Sayana here takes the instrum, aya

as implying the seme of a genitive
; . . . but it seems moi’e

probable tliat, as in other instances, some word, e.g. dhutya,

etc., has to be supplied to it.”

After giving under aydsya the sense assigned by Sayana to

that word, he observes, “but it seems that ‘unable to be con-

quered,’ might be more congenial with the context.

Under arana he remarks :
“ But Sayana has the im-

probable interpretation, ‘ unpleasant, painful ” and again,

“ Sayana renders here arana in a very improbable manner,

‘free from debt.’
”

Under aramati he writes :
“ There seems no reason for adopt-

ing the other—rather artificial—meanings proposed by Saj'ana,

and mentioned under ii. and iii.”

Under arari iii. he says :
“ Both meanings appear to have

been coined by Sayana for the sake of explaining the sense of

ararinda."

If the principle that Sayana is open to free criticism of

this descrijjtion be admitted at all, the lengths to which dis-

sent from his conclusions may be allowed to go must depend

upon the discretion of the critic, and upon the philological

principles which he adojats.
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In rendering the particle ana, “certainly,” “indeed,” Prof.

Goldstiicker s.v. departs from Sayana’s explanation, at least iu

the only two places in which I have access to it, viz., E.Y. iv.

30, 3, and viii. 47, 6, as on the former text he says it means

prana-rupcna halena, “ hy strength in the shape of breath,”

and on the second that it signifies prdna-yuMah, “ possessed

of breath.” I am not aware how he renders it in x. 94, 3, 4.

Some apology is perhaps due to the Society for the long

and minute examination into which I have entered of words

and passages expounded by Yaska and Sayana. But it is

evident that the only way in which a satisfactory estimate

can he formed of the merits of any interpreter is by the pre-

sentation of such details. General assertions on such a sub-

ject, unless perceived to be founded on a sufficient induction

of particulars carefully selected and thoroughly sifted, cannot

be expected to command assent, especially if they run counter

to opinions previously current.

It will be seen from the tenor of my observations that

my object has not in general been to ascertain the true

meaning of the words which I have discussed (though I have

occasionally aimed at doing this), but to show either ( 1) that

Yaska and Sayana are at variance with one another in regard

to the sense of particular terms
;
or (2) that they have each

given one or more alternative explanations of many words,

and cannot therefore be supposed to have had in such cases

any positive knowledge of the real signification
;

or (3),

as regards Sayana, that he expounds niunerous words difie-

rently in difierent places (without, as I presume, any justifica-

tion of this variation in sense being in general discoverable

in the context), and must, therefore, in some of those

instances, at least, he held to have interpreted them wrongly.

From a consideration of these facts I am led to the

conclusion that there is a large number of the most difficidt

words in the Big-veda of the proper sense of which neither

Y^ka nor Sayaiia had any certain information, either from

tradition or from etymology.^

’ Tn regard to Indian tradition Prof. Benfey remarks as follows in note 450
to his translation of E.V. i. 51, 5, in his Orient und Occident : “ If we compare
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And this ignorance or uncertainty regarding the meaning

of Yedic terms did not, as we have already seen, begin even

with Yaska. It is clear from the preceding investigation

that some important discrepancies in opinion prevailed among
the older expositors, and the different schools of interpreta-

tion which flourished before his time. It has farther been

shewn that the Yighantus and the Yirukta are too limited in

scope, as well, as in many instances, too general, or too un-

certain, in their explanations, to serve as adequate helps for

the elucidation of the hymns. The NighanUis, as we have

found, do not expound nearly the whole of the obscure and

obsolete words which they cite from the Veda, and the

meanings which they do assign are often so vague as to leave

us quite uncertain as to the specific signification of the terms.

As we cannot tell for how long a period the hymns had

ceased to be commonly understood, and particular words

occurring in them had fallen into disuse before these vocabu-

laries were compiled, it is possible that, in some cases, even

the general meanings to which I have alluded may be incor-

rect, or, at least, may be different from those which the words

had had in the earliest times. As regards the Nirukta, to

say nothing of the fact formerly noticed, that it is but a very

small portion of the hj'mns which it interprets at all, I think

it is evident, from the instances I have given, that in the

part which it does attempt to explain, the author depends very

much upon etymological considerations for the senses he

assigns
;

and this is made still more manifest by the fact

of his frequently proposing two or more alternative or op-

tional significations for the same word. Now it is possible

that one or other of these explanations may be correct, or

may be useful in suggesting the true sense
;
but the fact that

Yaska offers us a choice of meanings seems to exclude the

the Indian interpretation, we recognize, as we have so often to do, how extremely

little value we ought to attach to Indian explanations of words. On the other hand

the correct explanation of things seems often to have been handed down, and such

appears to be the case in the present instance.”

t)n i. 61, 7, the same writer observes, note 614; “This is a strophe which is

perhaps the best calculated to show how little use can be made of Indian tradition

for the understanding of the Vedas, or rather how greatly it misunderstood them.’
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supposition that he had any certain knowledge, from tradition

or otherwise, that any of them were entitled to the preference.

No one, I presume, will imagine for a moment that the

writers of the hymns had, as a general rule, more than one

meaning in their minds.

As regards Sayana, it seems doubtful if he had any other

authorities than those which he cites, such as the Brah-

manas (among which he mentions the Aitareya, Kaushitaki,

Taittiriya, Satapatha, Satyayana, Shadvinsa, Tandya, and pos-

sibly others), the Aranyakas, the Nirukta, the Brhaddevata, etc.

In his remarks on B.V. iv. 24, 9, he also refers to “ ancient

teachers acquainted with tradition” {sampradaya-vidali purvd-

chdryydli), whose verses he quotes
;
and as we have seen above,

he adduces in one place the name of Kapardin as authority for

one of his interpretations. As he so frequently quotes the

works in question to support his views, there is every reason

to suppose that, in all important cases, he made it a practice

to prove his point by reference to an older text, when ever he

found one extant which could serve his purpose ; and if so,

we may generally infer that when he cites no such evidence,

he had none to produce. ^

The specimens which I have brought together of Sayana’s

defects and mistakes have been collected in the course of a

few weeks from a very small portion of his voluminous work.

It is therefore perfectly just to conclude that, if his whole

commentary were carefully examined, it would be found to be

pervaded throughout by faults of the same description. But

although I have no doubt whatever that such is, in reality,

the case, I will not be so unreasonable as to deduce from

1 In as far as Sayana was in the habit of confining his view to the single text

before him (which 1 admit was not always the case) the following curious passage
(Nirukta parisishta 1, 12) which gives a just view of the principles of Vedic inter-

pretation, might seem to have been written with a prophetic reference to his case,

and conveys a lesson not altogether inapplicable even to Christian divines, who have
been too much iu the habit of expounding their sacred texts without reference to

the connection. “ This reflective deduction of the sense of the verses is effected by
the help both of oral tradition and reasoning. The verses are not to be interpreted

singly, but according to the conte.xt. For one who is not a rishi or a tapasvin

has no intuitive insight into their meaning When the rishis were de-

parting, men said to the gods, ‘ Who shall he our rishi }
’ The gods gave them

this reasoning for a rishi,” etc., etc.
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these premises the sweeping conclusion which might be ex-

pressed in the words ex uno disce omnia, but will merely draw

the more moderate and much fairer inference that tliere is

no unusual or difficult word or obscure text in the hymns in

regard to which the authority of the Indian Scholiast should

be received as final, unless it be supported by probability,

by the context, or by parallel passages. It follows, as a ne-

cessary corollary, that no translation of the Rig-veda which

is based exclusively on Sayana’s commentary can possibly be

satisfactory.

It would, however, be preposterous to deny that there is a

large proportion of his interpretations from which most ma-

terial help can be derived
;
that his Commentary altogether has

been of the utmost service in facilitating and accelerating the

comprehension of the Veda
;
that it has made many things

clear at once which it might otherwise have taken long and

laborious Investiofation to discover : and that it ouj^ht to be

constantly consulted before any interpretation based on ety-

mology, on the context, or on comparison of jjarallel passages,

is proposed. ISTo reasonable man wiU deny this. It would be

simply absurd to neglect any aid derivable from the pro-

ductions of extant Indian scholarship.

After all, however, there is probably little information of

value derived from Sayana which we might not, with our

knowledge of modern Sanskrit, with the other remains of

Indian authorship, and our various philological appliances,

have sooner or later found out for ourselves. It is not easy

to conceive that inany important problems presented by Vedic

antiquity coidd have long remained, or can now long remain,

insoluble by the resources and processes of modern scholar-

ship,—a scholarship which has already decyphered the cunei-

form writings of Persia and the rock inscriptions of India,

and discovered the languages which lay hid under those

mysterious characters.

But whatever may be our obligations to Sayana or Yaska,

there is no reason why we should stand still at the point to

which they have conducted us, if we have the means of

advancing further. If a pupil possesses advantages denied
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to former generations, it is surely unreasonable to charge him

with presumption if he seeks to go beyond his master. It is

no disparagement to Sayana, if those European scholars who

have begun by taking him for their guide should be able gra-

dually to improve upon his lessons, and should end by reject-

ing a good deal that they have learned from him, as erroneous.

This is the natural course of science in general, and there is

no reason why Yedic philology should be an exception.

There can, as it appears to me, be no doubt that the under-

standing of the Veda has been already materially promoted by

the labours of Professor Roth and the other philologists who

belong to the same school. That in some cases their proposed

interpretations are erroneous, is, if true, no argument against

the judicious application of the correct and scientific prin-

ciples on which they profess to proceed. The new school has

existed but for a very short time
;
the labourers connected with

it are few
;
and it is not to he wondered at, if, in a novel and

untrodden field, some mistakes should have been committed.

The merits of a method are not to be estimated by the results

which have attended the first essays of its advocates. These

earliest attempts may have partially failed from want of

skill or experience. Complete success can only be expected to

follow the efforts of several generations of scholars. The in-

terpretation of the Old Testament is a parallel case to that of

the Vedic hymns. In how many passages of the Psalms and

Prophetical Books does the sense still remain obscure and dis-

puted, notwithstanding all that has been done for their eluci-

dation by the critical acumen of Hebraists during several

centuries

!

All this is admitted by Prof. Roth, who, far from claiming

infallibility for his opinions, thus expresses himself in the

Preface to his Lexicon (vol i. p. vi.) :

—

“ This part of our Dictionary, as it is the earliest, will also be the

first to grow old, for the combined labour of many able scholars,

whose attention is now directed to the Veda, will rapidly promote

our understanding of it, and determine many things with greater

truth and precision than was possible for us on our first attempt.

Centuries have toiled at the lexicographical interpretation of Homer,

VOL. II.—[new series]. 26
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and yet his vocabulary is not entirely explained, though, in point of

language, Homer presents incomparably fewer difficulties than the

Vedic hymns. How could people expect to transfuse, without delay,

into other languages, these monuments of a remote antiquity which

is preserved to us in writing nowhere else but here, just as if they

were a piece of modern book-making ?
”

Prof. Eoth has already given sufficient proof of his readi-

ness to correct any interpretations which further research

has led him to regard as erroneous. Compare the meanings

assigned to anrtadeva and antideva with the close of the

article deva-, arayi, apantamanyu, kriri, niinam, paritakmyd, as

explained in his Lexicon, with the senses previously given to

the same words in his Illustrations of the Nirukta, p. 62,

p. 95, p. 96, p. 6, p. 151.
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Art. X.—An Attempt to Translate from the Chinese a Work

knoicn as the Confessional Service of the Great Compassionate

Kwan Yin, possessing 1000 Hands and 1000 Eyes. By the

Rev. Samuel Beal, Royal Xavy.

This work was presented to the Translator by the Priests of the Hai Chw’ang

Temple of Honan.

Imperial Preface to the Liturgical Services of the Great Compassionate

Kwan Yin. [ Written hj Yung Loh, of the Ming Dynasty,

1412 A.D.]

This Preface being written in the usual terse style of such compositions, and
being without punctuation, is not translated verbatim.

It is reported that Kwan Tseu Tsai Bodhisattva, prompted

by her great compassionate heart ^ has engaged herself by a

great oath to enter into every one of the innumerable worlds,

and bring deliverance to all creatures who inhabit them.

For this purpose she has enunciated the Divine sentences

which follow, which, if properly recited, will render all

creatures exempt from the causes of sorrow, and by removing

them, render them capable of attaining Supreme Reason.

And if the virtuous man, who has already attained the

happiness consequent on True Wisdom, still continue to

recite these sentences, and by his correct line of conduct

induce others who believe not to follow his example, and to

accept the Truth and believe in it—how great his happiness !

So we, the Ruler of the Empire, because of our pity for

those who ignorantly immerse themselves wholly in the affairs

of the world, and are not acquainted with the virtue of these

Sentences to obtain for them deliverance, do hereby bring

before them a mode for attaining to the condition of Supreme

Wisdom.

And we do so the rather, because Tathagata when in the

world, did principallj'' enforce the practical duties of Fidelity

1 I have followed the usual mode of considering Kwan Yin as a female.
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and Obedience. From tbis it is plain that his religion is not

a selfish system merely, but one which may do good to men
and benefit the world.

As then by reciting these sentences we may attain to the

Supreme concKtion which is termed “ beholding Buddha”

—

so unless in practice we follow the duties of Fidelity and

Obediqnce, naught but misery awaits us.

We therefore earnestly exhort all men, whichever course

they are pursuing, carefully to study the directions of this

work, and faithfully to follow them.

Yung Loh, 9th Year, 6th Month.

Liturgical Service of the Omnipotent and Omniscient Kwan Yin.

PREFACE.

In preparing the altar of the great Merciful One the rules

are these :

—

The image of Sakya Tathagata Buddha must be reverently

placed on an altar facing the south.

The image of the Omnipotent and Omniscient Kwan Yin

Bodhisatwa should be reverently placed in the western quarter

of the temple, facing east.

This figure of Kwan Yin may be either the one herein

supposed {i.e., exhibited in the accompanying Plate, and

commonl3
'^ known as Kwan Yin, with 1000 arms and 1000

eyes), or it may be one with fortj’" arms, or six arms, or four

arms—provided alwa}"s it be made of the purest and best

material, and with the greatest care.

At the dawn of day, before any act of worship be performed,

the limits of the sanctuary [mandala] must be well defined.

The following is the mode—

•

First, take a knife, and mark out on the ground the pre-

scribed limits of the sacred place, at the same time repeating

the words. ^

Then take pure water, and sprinkle it towards the four

quarters, repeating the words.

Then take clean ashes, and scatter them on the ground,

repeating the words.

' So, at least, 1 understand the expression in the original.
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Then take a silken cord, consisting of threads of five

colours, and bind it round the four sides of the sanctuary,

repeating the words.

In all there must be twenty-one repetitions of the words.

The sacred limits having been thus determined, the next

care must be to provide all necessary adjuncts of worship for

the sanctuary, viz., flowing streamers, burning lamps, incense,

flowers, offerings of food
;

all these must be carefull}’ pro-

vided.

The incense, especially, must be prepared from sandal

wood, not such as is commonly used, which may not be

genuine, or, at least, not free from adulteration, but of the

purest kind.

If the means be not found adequate to provide these neces-

sary articles, there should be immediate consultation as to the

best manner of laying out the funds in hand for the present

necessity.

The western portion of the building should be covered with

mats, or, if the ground be damp, kneeling stools may be pro-

vided.

The days appointed for worship and for reciting the

sentences are the three seven th days of the month
;

the

hours are six, viz., thrice in the morning and thrice in the

evening. There must on no account be any abatement of

the prescribed hours.

Before worship there must be due preparation, particularly

the rules prescribed for the first of the seventh days (called

“Fong-pien;” these rules are probably connected with the

manumission of certain living creatures).

Before entering the sacred precincts due attention must be

given to personal cleanliness
;

the garments worn must be

new ones and clean, or, if not new, at any rate the best in the

possession of the worshippers.

If during the service there be occasion to leave the temple,

and visit any place of impurity, the clothes must be changed,

and on returning from such a place the person must be washed,

and on entering the place of worship the new clothes put on

again. If there be no occasion throughout the whole day to
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visit such impure place, yet the person should be washed

once.

One hour before and after service there shoidd be no mixed

conversation. On meeting one another there should be

merely the customary mode of respectful salutation.

After the first service (i.e., the service of the first canonical

hour) the mind should be chiefly occupied in considering and

weighing the nature of the ten vows of obligation entered on.

The thoughts should be so occupied without intermission.

Even whilst eating and drinking such thoughts should be

persevered in, nor should the impressions received be allowed

to be lost.

But if at time of prayer there be no devotional thoughts,

but only a confused way of going through external duties,

deceiving both oneself and others, and if after worship there

be indifferent conversation, gossiping and babbling, hurrying

to and fro, lounging about or sleeping, just as on ordinary

days ;
if there be such criminal acts of careless self-indul-

gence, what benefit or assistance can we look for from our

religious exercises ?

The rules and directions for the service must also be

properly studied and prepared
;
so that in going through it

there may be outward decorum observed as well as inward

devotion, whilst each portion of it is properly rendered.

Without such preparation, at the time of beginning the

service, the mind and thoughts will be confused and hurried,

and so the whole course of it will be unprofitable and nuga-

tory.

Finally, let all disciples (lit. white-black) who have under-

taken the precepts in earnest, and those who have not yet

entered on a course of deep meditation {i.e., laymen), strive

after a firm faith, and excite in themselves an earnest inten-

tion
;
and so having purified the three faculties of thought,

speech, and action, and engaging in this worship in a spirit

of entire devotion, they shall obtain their prayers.

End of Preface.
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The Service of Kwan Yin.

\I)ireetion.^—The worshippers on entering the main court of the

temple {lit. the Hall of Contemplation) shall reverently how the

head. On leaving it let them say

—

\InvocationP^—Hail ! Great Compassionate Kwan Tin

Bodhisattva !

\_Birection.~\—Slowly and reverently reciting this invocation, let

them enter the sanctuary, and having invested the altar three times,

and arranged themselves in an upright position, let them reflect thus:

“ The body of the three precious objects of worship, and all the mass

of sentient beings throughout the universe, differ in no essential re-

spect from my own body and my own soul (heart). But all the

Buddhas have arrived at complete wisdom, whilst all sentient crea-

tures have been drawn away and deceived. Por the sake, therefore,

of these creatures, v/ith a view to remove the obstacles and destroy

the causes of delusion, I now enter upon this worship of the three

precious objects.” Having reflected thus, begin the following Hymn
of Praise :

—

\^Hi/mn ~\

—

Hail diffusive Incense Cloud !
^

Bright mirror of the Divine excellencies !

Far spreading, boundless as the Heart of Wisdom.

Wherever lights one single ray (of that wisdom)

There is worship—there is praise

—

To honor Him who reigns as king in the midst of all.

\_Inwcafion .']—All Hail Incense-cloud-canopy, Bodhi-

SATTVA ! Mahasattva. (To be repeated three times.)

\_Direction.'\—The Hymn of Praise being finished, then chant the

following :

—

\_Chant .']—Profoundly Reverent,

In close communion ® we adore the Everlasting Buddha,

and the Everlasting L.aav, and the Everlasting Assembly.

(One bow after each ascription.) [Then continue], “ This whole

assembly, prostrate in adoration, holding flowers and incense,

presents this bounden sacrifice.

’ In all Buddhist Temples incense is continually burning before the various

objects of worship.

The phrase “ in close communion” is an adaptation from the original, which
is “one heart.” This phrase “one heart” is explained in an appendix of the present

work to signify that worshippers and the object of worship are both “ one.”
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\_Directio7i .~\—Here the worshippers, holding flowers and incense

in their hands, shall prostrate themselves and chant

—

\_Chant.~\—Oh ! this Incense cloud and the perfume

of these flowers spread through the worlds of space {lit. of

the ten regions), and reach to every land of all the Buddhas,

May each of these lands be infinitely enriched and adorned,

filled with^ the wisdom of the Bodhisattvas, and at length

attain to the perfection of Tathagata.

\_Direction .~\—Then let the worshippers light the incense and

scatter the flowers, and with profound reflection, say

—

1 scatter these flowers and this incense

To signify the mysterious character and the excellence of

the Doctrine we (profess),

Sjnnbols of the harmony of Heaven and its holy joys {lit.

precious perfume)

,

Emblems of angels’ food and their sacred vestments.

IIow impossible is it to exhibit in words the infinite portions

of the mysterious^ universe !

Each single atom evolved from all the atoms.

Each single atom evolved from the aggregate of all.

Revolving thus unhindered they unite in one harmonious

whole.

And thus difiiised through space they appear before the

thi'oe precious objects of worship.

And before the three precious objects of worship throughout

the vast collective universe.

Thus as I with my body offer this sacrifice.

It is presented throughout each region of the universe.

Unhindered, unopposed bj^ any external object

;

And so through endless ages yet to come, discharging these

sacred duties.

All sentient creatures united at length with the Divine

essence,

(Thus united) shall attain the Heart of Wisdom,^ and

’ The expression “ ku fsuh ” is explained in the commentary on the twentieth

section of the Kin-kona: Sutra.
2 Miau fah, i.e. saddharma.
^ I need not say that in the translation of such passages as the above I can only

hope to attain to some obscure idea of the meaning of the original.
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together enter on the State that admits of no Birth, the

Wisdom of Buddha himself. Having concluded these offer-

ings let all remain solemnl}^ reverent.

\_I)ireciwn ?^—The ofSciating priest having finished this chant,

bows once.

The body of worshippers, deeply meditating, having made their

offerings, their incense still burning, and themselves still prostrate,

ought to consider thus:—“The three precious objects of worship,

although removed and distinct from us in respect of their essential

purity, yet in respect of their very substance are one and the same

with us, and therefore it is through their infinite love they con-

tinually regard and protect the wdiole body of sentient creatures.

Can we only purify the three organs (body, speech, thought), they

must of necessity come to us and remove sorrows and give joy. So

let each one earnestly strive after this purity
;
then thrice invoked

they will surely come and unite themselves with us.” Let the

worshippers now repeat the following chants.

\_Chant .']—One in Spirit, respectfully we invoke thee.

Hail ! our own Teacher Sakya Muni Lokajit.

\_Secret .']—My nature being one with that of Tathagata, if only

the obstacles be removed, he will come and receive our offerings.

[The following invocations are similar to the above, following in

order]
;

viz. to

—

2. Atviitabha Lokajit of the world Sukhavati.

3. SiLAPRABHA Raja Lokajit, of endless Kalpas past.

4. All the p.AST Buddhas numerous as the sands of count-

less Rivers Ganges.

5. Ching-fah-ming.

6. All the Buddhas of the Ten Regions.

7. The 1000 Buddhas of the Bhadra Kalpa.

8. All the Dharanis proceeding from the Merciful
Heart.

9. All the Dharanis spoken by Kwan Yin.

10. Omnipotent, Omniscient, Greatly Merciful, Com-

passionate Kwan Shai Yin Isvara, Bodhisattva, Maha-
SATTVA.

11. Dhar.ani Raja, Bodhisattva, Mahasattva.

12. Tai-si-chi Bodhisattva Mahasattva.
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13. SuRYAPRABHA BoDHlSATTVA, CHA^fDRAPRABHA BODHI-

SATTVA MaHASATTVA.

14. Ratnaraja Bodhisattva.

15. Lo-avangBodhisati'va, Lo-shang Bodhisattva Maha-
SATTVA.

16. Avatamsaka Bodhisattva, Tai Ch’wang Yen Bodhi-

sattva, Po-TS’ONG Bodhisatta’a Mahasatta'a.

17. Ti-ts’ong Bodhisatta'a Yajra Bodhisattva, Hu-hung
Bodihsattva Mahasatta'a.

18. Maitreya B., Bhadrika B., ManjusrI B., Maha-
SATTA'AS.

19. All the Bodhisatta^as Mahasatta^as of the Three Ages

of the Ten Regions.

20. Maha Kasyapa. teacher of countless great disciples.

21. The four illustrious Teachers of the Doctrine of Tien

Tai, great Doctors of the Law.

22. S.ANTi Brahma, Gopaka Deva, The Four Kings,

The Eight Classes of Dragons, the large-eyed Apsarasas,

Spirits of air, of rivers, of the sea, of fountains, of rivulets and

pools, of plants and forests, of dwelling-places, water and

fire, of wind, and sand, and mountains, of earth and rocks,

Devas, dragons and demons who protect those Avho recite the

Dharanis
;
and all related to these spirits.

[Prayer.]—Oh ! Avould that our own Teacher, Sakya

Muni, and our merciful Father Amitabha (and the rest),

not passing beyond their own limits of perfect Rest and Love,

Avould all descend to this sacred precinct and be present with

us who now discharge these religious duties. Would that

the Great, perfect, illimitable compassionate Heart,^ influ-

enced by these invocations, Avould now attend and receive our

offerings. May the Omnipotent and Omniscient Kavan

Yin, bearing the sword of her own strong vow, now come

amongst us reciting these Divine sentences, and remove from

us the three obstacles (viz., of impure thought, speech, and

action).

Would that the great Che-tchi Bodhisattva and aU the

DiiARANi Rajas, the Great Bodhisaitvas, the Great

* The word “ Heart” probably corresponds to the Sanscrit Atmd.
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Kasyapa, and all the Great Sravakas, all together mani-

festing (revolving) their compassionate natures, would now

come and descend amongst us.

May Brahma, Sakra, and the Four Kings, and all the

eight kinds of Heavenly Beings, according to our invoca-

tion, come now and protect this sacred place. May they

defend us, as we recite these prayers, from the power of the

evil demons, give us success, grant us strength ever to perform

our vows.

\J)irection^.— [All the above part of the Service, from the first

invocation to Sakya Muni, down to the last words in the Text, must

be repeated only on the first day
;
on other days, after the sacrifice

of incense and flowers, proceed as follows]

—

\_Chant.'\—Hail!^ Saddharma Prabha Tathagata of by-

gone ages ©.^ And thou! our ever present Kwan-shai-yin-

Bodhisattva, who hast perfected wondrous merit, and art

possessed of Great Mercy, who in virtue of thine infinite

power and wisdom art manifested throughout the universe for

the defence and protection of all creatures, and who leadest

all to the attainment of boundless wisdom, and teachest them

the role of Divine Sentences 0. Thou who protectest us ever

from the evil ways of birth, who grantest us to be born in

the presence of Buddha, who dispellest all troubles, evil

diseases and ignorance, who by thy power of spiritual percep-

tion art able to appear always to answer praj’^er, causing that

which is desired to be brought about, who removest ah.

doubts, who art able to cause speedy acquirement of the three

degrees^ of merit, and a rapid birth in the land of Buddha

(or, in the position of Buddha)
;
possessed of infinite spiritual

power, beyond the capability of language to express, we

therefore adore Thee and worship, with one heart and mind I

\I)irection .~\—The worshippers should he filled with holy joy and

pious reverence, their hearts without confusion
;
they should render

' Namo ching-fah-ming-Ju-lai.
2 The mark© in the original probably denotes a change of tone in the recita-

tion of the chant.
^ Lit. “ the three vehicles.”
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due liomage
;
bowing three times at the mention of Sakta Buddha,

or the Great Compassionate Dhaeanis, or Kwan Yin Bodhisattva,

for these are Avorthy of chief honour and adoration. Say, therefore,

these invocations :
—

\^Intocation .~\—One in heart and mind, we worship Thee

our own Teacher Sakya Muni Lokajit!

\_Direction .~\—Bcpeat three times
;
how three times

;
and with

deep reflection say secretly, “The nature both of the object and

subject in worship is empty (immaterial). Difficult is it to explain

the blending of the one Avith the other. 1 regard this sacred altar

as a Ptoyal gem (a mirror ?),—in the midst of it appears the shadow

of Sakya Tathagata
;

mj' body also appears in the presence of

Sakya
;
prostrate thus upon my face and hands I worship him, that

hereafter all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas when invoked may duly

apjiear.”

\_^Chant .~\—One in heart and mind we worship Thee Amit-

ABHA of the 'Western world Sukhavati Lokajit.

[Here follow ascriptions of Avorship to all the Buddhas and Bodhi-

sattvas named in the former part of this service.]

\_Directmi .~\—After these acts of worship, all the worshippers

should bow once, then let the officiating priest proceed.

The Scripture saith i Whatever Bhikshu or Bhikshuni,

TJpasaka or Upasiki, layman or laywoman, desires to

recite the sentences of this service, in order to excite in the

midst of all sentient creatures the operation of the Compas-

sionate Merciful Heart, ought first with us to go through

the following vows :

—

[Direcfi'ow.]—Then all prostrate themselves and say,

—

All hail ! Great Compassionate Kavan Shai Yin,

Oh ! may I soon acquire perfect knowledge.

All hail ! Great Compassionate Kwan Shai Yin,

Oh ! may I soon attain the eyes of Divine Wisdom !

All hail ! etc.,

Oh ! may I quickly deliver all sentient creatures !

All hail ! etc..

Oh ! may I soon acquire a glorious emancipation !
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All bail ! etc.,

Ob ! may I soon cross over to tbe other side, in the boat of

Prajiia

!

All bail ! etc.,

Ob ! may I soon pass over tbe sea of sorrow !

All bail ! etc.,

Ob ! may I quickly obtain moral perfection (lit. tbe fixed

way of tbe moral precepts).

All bail ! etc.,

Ob ! may I soon attain to Nirvana (the bill of Nirvana).

All hall ! etc.,

Ob ! may I quickly return to my original condition of passive

inactivity {xcou icei).

All bail ! etc.,

Ob ! may I soon be able to unite in one perfect whole tbe

several parts of my nature ! (Law, Nature, Bod3^)

Though I were cast upon tbe mountain of knives.

They should not hurt me !

Though thrown into the midst of tbe lake of fire.

It should not burn me !

Though hurled down to tbe lowest heU,

It should not bold me !

Though hungry ghosts surrounded me.

They should not touch me !

Though exposed to the power of Asuras,

Their malice should not reach me !

Though transformed amongst the lowest forms of life,

I should attain to heavenly wisdom

!

\_Invocation.']—Hail ! Kwan Tin Bodhisattva.

\_Direction.']—To be repeated ten times, quickly. Let the wor-

shippers here pray for deliverance from any particular calamity, such

as fire, drowning, etc.

\_Invocation.~\—Hail ! Amitabha Buddha.

[^Direction.']—Ten times quickly repeated. Then let the officiat-

ing priest continue thus,

—
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\_
Lesson .'\—Kwan Yin, addressing Buddha, said,—World-

honoured one ! Whilst the recitation of these divine sen-

tences is ineffectual to deliver creatures from the three

evil ways of birth, I vow never to arrive at the condition of

Buddha ! So long as those who recite these divine sentences

are not born in the various lands of all the Buddhas, I vow

never to arrive at that condition myself! So long as those

who recite these divine sentences are unable to attain every

degree of spiritual perception, I vow never to arrive at the

condition of Buddha I So long as those who recite these

divine sentences do not receive full answer to their prayers,

I vow to remain as I am ! Then, in the midst of all the

congregation—with closed palms, standing perfectly upright,

exciting in all creatures the Great Compassionate Heart,

her eyebrows raised, a smile on her lips

—

Kwan Yin forth-

with began to deliver these comprehensive, effectual, com-

plete, Great Compassionate Heart Dharani, mysterious and

divine sentences.

\^Dircction .~\—Then let all the priests recite together

—

Kamo ho lo tan na to lo ye ye,

Kamo ho li ye, Po lou ki ti lo che lo ye.

Bo ti sah to po ye. Mo ho ka lou ni ka ye,

Cm I

Sah pa lah fah ye.

[These Dharanis being corrupt forms of Sanskrit or Pali

words—chiefly names of popular objects of worship, inter-

spersed with interjectional phrases, such as Om, svah, etc.,—

I

do not transcribe them further. The Sanskrit forms of the

few written above appear to be Kamo Ratnatrayaya, Kamo
Haraye, Avalokitesvaraj^a, Bodhisattvaya, Mahasattvaya,

Mahakarunikaya, Om, etc., etc.]

\_Directionr\—The worshippers having recited the Dhaeani, must

prostrate themselves on their faces and hands three times; then

stand up fom’ times in succession
;

then walk round the altar in

procession eleven times ; then stand up again three times in suc-

cession. In all twenty-one times.
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This being finished, all standing upright, let the officiating priest

continue thus,

—

Kwan Yin Bodhisattva having delivered these sentences,

the great Earth trembled six times. The Heavens rained

precious flowers, which fell down in commingled profusion.

All the Buddhas of the ten quarters rejoiced. The powerful

demons and the heretics shook with fear, and their hair stood on

end. The members of the congregation immediately entered

upon the paths, some on the path Sotapanna, some on the

path Sakadagami, some on the path Anagami, some on the

path of a Bahat
;
others again obtained that condition which

is known as the first platform (one earth), others the second,

others the third, and so on, up to the tenth (dasahhumi), and

numberless others attained to the Heart of Wisdom {i.e.,

complete knowledge or Bodhi).

\_I)irection .~\—One bow. The worshippers having finished the

repetition of the sentences, ought to consider that all the connection

of obstacles which prevent spiritual progress spring from sins com-

mitted iu our condition as sentient creatures; that from the first

till now, the sins of all created beings have been constantly going

on, and that now the web of guilt has become intricate and com-

plicated. Every age has intertwined its own peculiar crimes, which,

descending from parent to child, have caused the obstacles to de-

liverance and the sorrows of our present condition. Without

repentence there can be no remission. The law cannot be obeyed.

Our sins, therefore, ought to be well considered and weighed that so

they may be forgiven and destroyed.

Bowing low, say thus,

—

We, and all men from the very first, by reason of the

grievous sins we have committed in thought, word, and deed,

have lived in ignorance of all the Buddhas, and of any way
of escape from the consequences of our conduct. We have

followed only the course of this evil world, nor have we
known aught of supreme wisdom

;
and even now, though

enlightened as to our duty, yet, with others, we still commit

heavy sins, which still prevent us advancing in true know-

ledge. Therefore, in the presence of Kwan Yin, and the

Buddhas of the Ten Regions, we would humble ourselves and

repent us of our sins. Oh ! that we may have strength to do
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SO aright, and that they may cause all obstacles to be removed.

[Here with a loud voice add]

—

For the sake of all sentient creatures, in whatever capacity

they be, would that all obstacles may be removed, we confess

our sins and repent !

\_Direct{on .~\—A complete prostration. Then continue thus,—
We, and all men from the first, from too great love of out-

ward things, and from inward affection to men, leading to

sinful friendships, having no wish to benefit others, or to do

good in the least degree, have only strengthened the power of

the three sources of sin, and added sin to sin
;
and even

tliough our actual crimes have not been so great, yet a wicked

heart has ruled us within
;
day and night, without interval or

hesitation, have we continually contrived to do wrong. There

has been no desire after knowdedge, no fear of misery, no

alarm, no heart-chiding, we have gone on heedless of all

consequences. Now, therefore, believing from the bottom of

the heart in the certain resvdts of sin, filled with fear and

shame, and great heart-chiding, we would thus publicly

repent us of our sins
;
we would cut off our connection with

worldly objects, and aspire to the Heart of knowledge
;
we

would separate ourselves from evil and pursue good
;

w’e

would diligently recount all our past offences and earnestly

pursue the path of virtue, ever remembering the blessedness

of Heaven, and the power of all the Buddhas to deliver and

rescue uS and all men from evil. Hitherto we have only gone

astray, but now we return. Oh ! would that the Merciful

Kwan Yin would receive our vows of amendment.

\_Direction .~\—An entire prostration. Then add,—
With all our heart do we (mentioning each one his name)

repent of our sins. We all here prostrate ourselves before the

sacred presence with all the countless beings of the infinite

universe. [Here follow particular confessions of sin.] ....
So were w'e helpless and lost till we found out Kwan Shai Yin,

the Great Teacher of the Ten Hegions, who has manifested to

all the source of true wisdom, so have we repented

and returned. Would that the Great Compassionate Kwan
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Yin Bodhisattva Mahasattva, possessing 1000 hands and 1000

eyes, would overcome and destroy all obstacles in our way
;

would that our original power of acquiring know-

ledge might develop itself, .... so that quitting this body

we might obtain perfect rest and repose Amitabha

Buddha I of the world Sukhavati, receive our offerings !

Great Compassionate Kwan Yin, who art acquainted with

all the sentences, fit to deliver everj- sort of creature, may all

emerg'e from the wheel of transmigration and be saved.

\_Direction.~\.—Having finished these vows connected with the

confession and repentance of the worshippers, let adoration be once

more paid to the three precious objects of worship.

All hail 1 Buddhas of the ten quarters !

All hail I Law of the ten quarters !

All hail ! Assembly of the ten quarters !

Hail ! Sakya Huni Buddha I

Hail I Amitabha Buddha !

[And so on as before.]

\_Direction.~\—Having walked round the altar in procession three

times, once more returning before the image of Kwan Yin, proceed

with these three forms of devout aspiration. iKicai-i.)

Having myself returned to my duty to Buddha, I ought to

pray for all men, that they may attain perfection of wisdom.

Having myself returned to my duty to the Law, I ought to

pray that all men may be deeply versed in the wisdom of the

Sacred Books, and acquire perfect knowledge.

Having myself returned to my duty to the Assembly, would

that all men may agree in the great principles of Reason, and

maintain Peace, and worship the Holy Assembly.

[^Direetion.~\
— 'One bow.)

\_Invocation .~\—Xamo ! Kwan Shai A'in Bodhisattva.

\_I)irection.~\—(Three times invest the altar, and then leave the

sanctuary).

Kia King, 6th year, 7th month, 8th day.

May the merit of this book redound to the benefit of all

men, so that I and all mankind may soon arrive at the

condition of Buddha.

VOL. II.—[new series]. 27
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Remarks.

As the Paradise of Amitabha is the desire of the great

body of Buddhist worshippers in. China and Japan, so Kwan
Yin is reverenced and worshipped as the “ Saviour of men,”

able to remove the obstacles which prevent them from attain-

ing that happy condition. Were the highest aspiration of the

Buddhist, then, after annihilation, it would be difficult to

account for the belief in the existence of such a beneficent and

compassionate Being as their ideal of “Kwan Yin,”—a Being

who has declared his purpose, imder the most solemn oath,^

to manifest himself to all creatures in the universe, for the

purpose of delivering them from the consequences of sin, so

long as any such creatures exist. But what is the deliver-

ance promised ? is it to lead to the annihilation of all such

beings ? Ko ! but to their restoration to the “ one condition”^

of happiness, in which all were included before the delusion

of sense and of the organs of s^se led them astray.

The explanation of the difficulty arising from the appar-

ently difterent tenets held by the philosophical and religious

schools of Buddhist believers, is to be found in the fact of a

most important development having taken place in their

philosophical views. Up to the time of Aryasangha (who

was contemporary with Yasubandhu, the 21st Patriarch,

and who died, according to Edkins, a.d. 117,—though I

would suggest a later date,) the basis of every thing that

exists was regarded as a “ mere void,”—in other words, that

nothing really existed
;
but the Yogacharya system, which

developed itself under his auspices, substituted for this void

a -sou/, or alaya, which was at once the basis and the recep-

tacle, so to speak, of all existence. “ This soul exists® from

time immemorial and in every object, it reflects itself in

everything like the moon in clear and tranquil water. It

was the loss of its original purity that caused it to wander

about in the various spheres of existence. The restoration of

the soul to its purity can be attained by the same means as

' Tlife the end of the Translation for the form of this oath.

- Called in Chinese the “ One Heart,” y«7t sm. ^ Schlagintweit, p. 39.
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in the other systems (viz., by the practice of the Paramitas,

etc.), but now its motive and the success become evident

;

ignorance is annihilated, and the illusion that anything

(‘except the soul’) can be real is dissipated The

dogma once established that an absolute pure nature exists.

Buddhism soon proceeded, in the mystical school, further to

endow it with the character of an all-embracing Deity.”

So that we have here something very definite, emerging from

the uncertainty of previous systems. And it is to bring men
back to this state of purity and happiness, that Kwan Yin,

in diflerent forms, is manifested to men, and by them wor-

shipped and adored.

The method of proof on which this system rests, is well

exhibited in the work called in Chinese, the Sing yan Sutra
'

(Surangama Sutra)
;

in which, by a laboured process, but

not altogether an illogical one, the existence of a Supreme

Soul is demonstrated. And it is in this same work (Book vi.)

that the character and office of the Bodhisattva Kwan Yin are

properly explained. His character is one of pure mercy—his

office to deliver men from all their troubles, and to brinsr

them to happiness—and the peculiar mode of gaining his

assistance is there declared to be by the recitation of a certain

number of Dharanis, fully detailed in the same book (these

Dharanis when restored to their Sanskrit originals, are found

to be simple invocations of the deities and powers, known in

the religions of India). The same method is also exhibited

in the work here translated—a good portion of which consists

of the invocations above-mentioned, which are repeated by the

priests in a low monotonous voice, and are believed to have

the power of commanding the presence and assistance of

superior beings. There is, however, a thread of reasonable

worship running through the whole service, which commends

it to our careful consideration, and suggests frequent enquiries

as to the model after which it was framed. We are unable

to answer any such questions at the present time
:
perhaps

some Sanskrit original may be discovered and translated for

the benefit of future students, but at present we must rest

contented with what we have—satisfied to know that Bud-
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dhism is not merely a cold pliilosopliical system, or a system

of morals only, or a system that binds men together as a com-
munity of religious mendicants

;
but beside all this, that it

possesses a form of ceremonial worship, that includes in it

a belief in future happiness and the existence of a Being of

Supreme Power, and actuated by a principle of Supreme
Love, manifested in His determination to deliver all creatures

from their present evil condition.

The question now suggests itself, what do we know of the

origin of the cultus herein described—Who is this Kwan Yin
possessing the Power, Knowledge and Love, attributed to him
in this ceremonial worship ?

If written in full the Chinese title of this Bodhisattva would

be Kwan Shai Yin, a title translated by Sir J. Davis, “She

who hears the cries of men.” By M. Remusat it is rendered^

“Vox contemplans saeculura whilst MM. Klaproth and

Julien consider it as a mistaken version of the Sanskrit ori-

ginal, “ Avalokitesv’ara.”

AYithout doubt the original appellation of the Bodhisattva

teas Avalokitesvara
;
but I think the theory that “ isvara” has

been mistaken for “ swara” is far-fetched.

It does not appear likely that the learned priests who super-

intended the translation of the originals into the Chinese,

should have made such a mistake
;
on the contrarj", we have

proof that they did not, inasmuch as in the same chapter we

frequently meet with both renderings “ Kwan Tseu Tsai” and

“Kwan Shai Yin” used indifferently; the first being the

literal rendering of Avalokitesvara, and the other the popular

equivalent.

With respect to the correct English translation of these

titles, we know that the common rendering of Kwan Shai

Yin, is “ She who hears the cries of men,” and hence the

name, the “ Goddess of Mercy,” given to this Bodhisattva

;

but this appears rather to be a description of his character,

than a true translation of the name itself. In the 6th Book

of the Surangama Sutra, his character is fully described, as

one who is always ready to assist and rescue men from trouble,

hence he is always invoked in time of danger. Fah Hian,
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when nearly wrecked on the coast of Ceylon, tells ns that he

and his fellow religionists all called on the name of Avalokit-

esvara to save them from their peril. And so in many
other cases that might be cited. The Temple of “ Fei-loi

Kwan Yin” in the city of Canton, was erected, or rather

enlarged and beautified, after the first siege of that city

by the English in 1842, because, as the printed account

goes, “ Kwan Yin appeared on that occasion over the city to

protect and save it, in consequence of which the shot and

shells of the Barbarians fell harmless among the people.” It

was a misfortune, however, for the votaries of this worship,

that on the occasion of the last bombardment of that- city, the

fire of the assailants happened to be directed immediately

against that quarter of the city where stood that very temple,

and, as might be expected, it was soon reduced to compara-

tive ruin, and when we entered it, after cessation of the fire,

we found the incense still burning and a few of the last sup-

pliants for mercy still hovering about the ruined courts. This

all shews the aspect in which Kwan Yin is regarded, and

Avalokitesvara teas regarded, by modern and ancient wor-

shippers.

Stm I cannot think that the title the Bodhisattva bears can

be literally Englished by “ the Goddess of Mercy,” or as M.
Klaproth has it, “ The Being who contemplates with love.”

I know it is hazardous to suggest any other version after M.

Burnouf has sanctioned such a signification foT the passive

participle, “ avalokita, ” ^ but he appears to have lent his

sanction to this rendering only on the ground that the

Chinese and Thibetan equivalents required it. But if I am
not mistaken the Chinese title, “ Kwan Shai Yin,” or “ Kwan
Tseu Tsai,” may as well be rendered the “ Manifested voice,”

or the “Manifested Self-Existent One,” as by the active

participle, “She who contemplates” or “the contemplating”

the voices or cries of men. And if so, it seems only reason-

able to suppose that in the original the passive participle was

intended to have its real force ; so that “ Avalokitesvara,” or.

* Introduction to Indian Buddhism, p. 226, note.
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in Chinese, “ Kwan Tseu Tsai,” may very justly be rendered

“ the Manifested Deity.”

This rendering is in absolute agreement with what is re-

lated concerning the peculiar attributes of this Bodhisattva,

viz., that on being invoked by suppliants he manifests him-

self to deliver them. Hiouen Thsang relates how those who
worshipped him, were rewarded by his coming out, as it were,

from the image before which they said their prayers. And
so, also, as to the origin of the worship, he tells us that on

the top of Mount Potalaka (perhaps Pedura-Talla-Galla, in

Ceylon) this divinity was accustomed to manifest himself

under various forms, sometimes as Isvara, at others as one of

the Pasupatas, and so on, just as the occasion required. In

fact, the secret of all the reverence paid to him is the belief

that Avalokitesvara would reveal himself to the devotees who

frequented his shrine, and bring them deliverance
;
hence it

appears that the title, “ the Manifested Deity, ” or “ Isvara,”

is not an unlikely rendering of the original.

But it may be asked whence the title Kwan Shai Yin is

derived, and how can such a translation as the one proposed,

viz., the “ Manifested Voice,” be supported. In reply to

this, it must be considered that the worship of Kwan Yin

was probably introduced into China from the northern school

of Buddhism, aud not from Ceylon. There is no such Divinity

:'s Kwan Yin, or Avalokitesvara, known amongst the southern

Buddhists. Yet most probably the cultus originated amongst

hem, if not in the island of Ceylon itself. But the worship

of Avalokitesvara in those parts was simply the worship of

Yishnu, who we know is described as manifesting himself (as

to Yijaya) in different forms to all those whom he regarded

with favour, and we know also that Ceylon was always con-

sidered as being under the protection of Yishnu
;
hence, I

say, the possibility of this particular worship having been

imported into Buddhism, from this popular belief in the

South of India. But as the cultus spread further and wider,

it necessarily came into contact with other legends and popu-

lar modes of religious worship, and so amongst the Sivite

worshippers of the North, the idea of a “Manifested God”
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took the form of Siva, and as the Buddhist philosophy de-

veloped itself, other forms and characteristics would be attri-

buted to this popular and plastic Deity.

It is well known that a later development of Buddhism

taught that each of the mortal, or JManushi Buddhas, had a

corresponding Dhyani Buddha, just as Brahma we may sa}',

was developed from Brahma. Now the Dhyani Buddha,

corresponding to Sakya Muni, is Amitabha Buddha, and

hence the far extended worship paid to this particular

Buddha
;
for as Sakya Buddha is called the Saviour of our

particular Sakwala, so Amitabha is described as having even

a paramount interest in our welfare, and not ours only, but

in that of all the Infinite Sakwalas composing his “platform”

of existence (if we may so speak). Hence he is called the

“ God above all” by the Thibetans, and, if not so called, he

is so regarded, by Chinese and Japanese Buddhists.

But in the North of India the theory of each Supreme

Being having a female, or Sakti, representing the active

power of that Being, had developed itself at an earlj'’ date.

Hence we find that the Sakti of Brahma was Yach or Saras-

vati. But these names do but represent the power of speech,

the connection being, evidently, between the faculty of

speech and the hidden mind, of which speech is the expo-

nent. Hence Buddhism (according to its facile character)

was soon driven to adopt some similar theory, and as

Amitabha was regarded with supreme devotion, etc., his

Sakti or active power was at first spoken of as Avalokitesvara,

i.e. the manifestation of the Deity, and afterwards indifierently

as Kwan Yin or the “ Manifested Voice,” corresponding to

the female power called Vach or Sarasvati. Hence we find

that Sarasvati is adored in Thibet as the Sakti of Manjusri,^

simply because he, i.e, Manjusri, is regarded as the chief

divinity and protector of the country
;
and so also we may

reasonably argue that as the belief in Amitabha spread to-

wards China, and afterwards to Japan, that the worship of

Avalokitesvara under the title of Kwan Yin (or Yach) accom-

panied it, and has ever after remained attached to it. AYe

^ Schlagintweit, p. 65 n.
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need not repeat that the two titles have the same meaning,

and that as Sarasvati was the Goddess of Speech, or as Yach

represented that power, so also that Kwan Yin is but the

“ Manifested Voice.”

Hence again this Bodhisattva is nearly always represented

in China under a female form, so much so, that to us she is

familiarly known as the Goddess of Mercy, simply because

when so represented she is the exponent of the character of

Buddha, who is always regarded as being principally in-

fluenced by the attribute of Lore in all he did for the benefit

of men.

I have thus endeavoured to trace the origin of the title

Kwan Yin, given in China and Japan to the Bodhisattva

Avalokitesvara.

I may now say that Kwan Yin is there worshipped under

many various shapes. It was my fortune some years ago to

live for many months in the town of Hakodadi, in the North

of Japan, and there on the difierent hills that surrounded the

town, I found thirty-two images of this Being (called by the

Japanese Kanbn), each possessing particular features—one, for

instance, with two faces and four arms
;
another with three

faces and six arms, etc. ;—and I further discovered that these

fisures Avere well recognized models of different idols in the

thirty-two chief temples of the country, in wdiich the worship

of Kanon is particularly affected. So, also, in China, Kwan
Yin is worshipped under very various shapes—at one time as

“ Kwan Yin of the Southern Seas,” i.e., no doubt, as inhabit-

ing Potalaka (which is in Ceylon), and as such she is adored

and invoked by sailors. Then she is worshipped by women
as the Goddess of parturition, and so also she is represented,

as in the present work, as being possessed of a thousand eyes

and a thousand hands, indicating her supreme wisdom and

power, to know all things and deliver all men. In the roll

which accompanies the Chinese text, are representations of

some forms under which Kwan Yin is known to the Chinese.

Perhaps the most curious of all is the one in which he is des-

cribed as the “ Great Manes,” no doubt referring to the

Persian Manes, the founder of the Manichman sect. We
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may gather from these representations the real mode of re-

garding this cultus : as being in fact adoration paid to every

form of Wisdom and Beneficence, idealized under a particular

figure and admitted, at an early period, as a proper personifi-

cation of those attributes.

The work here translated does not profess to he a version

of any Sanskrit original : it forms part of the Imperial collec-

tion of Sacred Books, and has a preface written by Yung loh

the second of the Ming dynasty, a.d. 1412. It appears to

have been re-printed at the Hai chwang Sze, near Canton

(where I procured my own copy), in the 6th year of Kea King,

he., a.d. 1802.

I have been unable to revise the translation, and I am con-

scious of many faults being contained in it
;
but should it be

considered of sufficient importance, the work of revision might

be subsequently attended to, and perhaps the whole rendered

more intelligible.

In the translation I have not hesitated to adopt words com-

monly understood to represent equivalent expressions in

Chinese, as e.g., in rendering the phrase “ the thousand-handed

and thousand-e}fed Kwan Yin” by the expression Omniscient

and Omnipotent, and also in other cases—in all of which I

hope I have not been guided by anything but a wish correctly

to render the original.

I have only to add that I have not in the translation written

down all the Dharanis, as they are (unless restored to their

originals) unmeaning sounds. They are repeated by the

priests merely by rote, and with “ no understanding.” On
examination, they are found to be invocations addressed to all

the Buddhas, and to the popular idols of India
;
interspersed

with frequent recitation of the words Om, Svah, Sri, &c.

Bee. 15, 1865.
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Art. XI .— The Hymns of the Gaupdyanas and the Legend of
King Asamdti. By Professor Max Muller, M.A., Hon.

M. R. A. S.

Having lately received two new MSS. of Sayana’s Com-

mentary on the Rig-veda, I thought that a few lines on the

character of these MSS., and on the proper use to be made of

Sanskrit MSS. in general, might be of some interest both in

England and in India. I owe these MSS. to the kindness

and enlightened generosity of Dr. Bhao Daji, who is well

known to the members of the Royal Asiatic Society, both as

an intelligent collector of Indian antiquities, inscriptions, and

manuscripts, and as a careful and successful inquirer into the

history and chronology of India. I had explained to him and

to other friends of mine in India the great difficulties I have

to contend with in editing the two final Ashtekas of the Rig-

veda. Though I possess nine MSS. of Sayana’s Commentary,

yet, as I have stated in the prefaces to the four published

volumes of thg Rig-veda, these nine MSS. are only varieties

of three original types, and as the later portions of Sayana’s

great exegetical work have evidently been much less read and

studied in India than tlie former, the text is frequently in a

very corrupt state, and in several passages past all hope of

mending. This is the reason why I have waited so long

before sending the last two Mandalas of my edition of the

Rig-veda to press, particularly as I had some hope of re-

ceiving an old and excellent MS. from the South of India.

Whenever I heard of the existence of an old or othervvise

promising MS. of Sayana, I always sent to my correspondent

in India a number of test passages, in order to find out

whether the MS. in question contained any independent

readings. A collation of three or four passages in which all

my MSS. shared exactly the same mistake, was generally suf-

ficient to establish whether or not the new MS. represented

an independent family, and a comparison of some other pas-

sages in which one of the three families had its peculiar faults
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or omissions, sufliced to show to which of the three the MS.

belonged.

It is well known by this time that a mere collation of MSS.

and an accumulation of various readings are of little use for

critical purposes. MSS. are copied from one another, and if

we have ten MSS. all copied from the same original, the

various readings of these MSS. are clearly of no documentarj-

value whatever. It is quite possible that here and there some

of the more intelligent copyists may have been struck by the

palpable errors of the original before them, and the corrections

which they introduced may carry conviction to every reader.

Yet, according to the principles of diplomatic criticism so well

laid down by Lachmann, and at present adopted by all clas-

sical scholars of note, these corrections can claim no more

authority than the conjectures of an individual, unless it can

be proved, and this is very difficult, that the copyist had

before him more than one MS. at the time. The object of

diplomatic criticism is not to restore the most correct or the

most plausible text, but that text, with all its mistakes and

omissions, which a comparison of aU the MSS. at our disposal

places within our reach. Hence our first object in examining

and collating MSS. must be to establish their respective worth

and weight as witnesses. TTe ought to be most careful not to

allow ourselves to be swayed either by the beautiful writing or

by the age of any MS. Though the age of a MS. is always a

matter of considerable importance, it happens not unfrequently

that a modern copy possesses greater documentary value

than an older copy, for the simple reason that it was copied

straight from a MS. of greater age than any which we have

access to. This is the case, for instance, with regard to the

Ca. MS. of Sayana, which, although the oldest, is of far less

value critically than the modern MS. A. Colebr. Let it once

be established that out of ten MSS., B, C, D, are copied from

A
;
that E, F, Gr, H, I, can all be traced back to a common

source
;
and that I stands by itself :—then the office of an editor

is simply to establish for each doubtful passage the reading of

A, the reading that will account for the variations, if any, in

E, F, G, H, I, and the reading of J. To give one of these

readings in the printed text and the others in the notes, is all
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that can be required of him. After confronting in numerous

plaees the evidence of three witnesses, it will, generally, be

possible to arrive at an estimate of their respective value, and

it is no doubt the greatest triumph of diplomatic criticism if

it is possible, by conclusive evidence, to establish the para-

mount authority of one among three or more apparently in-

dependent traditions. In classical philology, where we have

mostly to deal with MSS. which directly or indirectly must

be traced back to the original MS. of an individual author,

the establishment of one supreme authoidty is an object

never to be lost sight of. In India, where the individual

author is frequently merged in a school, and where oral

teaching opens, even in modern times, so wide a door to dis-

turbing influences, we must be prepared to arrive in the end

at several independent authorities, generally localised in the

principal seats of Brahmanic learning. Thus, although there

may have been one original text of the Bamayana, it would

clearly he in vain to attempt to restore that text by subject-

ing the two traditional texts to an eclectic criticism. All that

an editor can do, is to give either the one or the other text

according to the MSS. and to the commentaries, belonging

to the one or the other school. The same applies to literai’y

works which are ascribed to individual authors, as the play of

Sakuntala, ascribed to Kalidasa. Here, too, the two traditional

texts or ‘ recensions ’ must be kept apart, though, in this case,

it is less difficult to decide which of the two is the original.

M^ith regard to the text of the Yedas, the Brahmans them-

selves recognised the existence of independent traditions or

branches (sakhas)
;

they chronieled the various readings of

the h3^mns and even of the Brahmanas, and this at so early

a date, that we cannot ascribe these variations to the negli-

gence of scribes, but only to the influence of oral tradition,

kept up in different families and schools. What applies to the

text of the Vedas, applies with equal, or even greater, force

to their commentaries. Although the commentary of Sayana

was composed as late as the fifteenth century of our era, and

although I possess one MS., written not more than about a

hundred j'^ears later, yet that MS. (Ca.) cannot claim the su-

preme authority, which for instance the codex Laurentianus A.
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claims among the MSS. of Sophocles, The MS. of Colebrooke

(A 2), although of a much more modern date, about 1761 a.d.,

represents in innumerable passages a less corrupt and less

mangled text; at all events a text which could not possibly

have passed through that phase which is exhibited in Ca. I have

repeatedly, in the prefaces to my edition of the Rig-veda, ex-

plained the principles by which I have been guided in re-

storing the text of Sayana. Having to supply a text that

should he practically useful, I have had to deviate from the

strict principles of diplomatic criticism, so far as to place mani-

fest hlimders, even when they were supported by all the MSS.,

in the notes. I have chiefly done so when none of the readings

of the MSS. would have jdelded any sense whatever, or, when

I was enabled, by consulting the originals from which Sayana

quoted, to support my corrections by independent authority.

I have on two or three occasions allowed an explanation,

though it appeared in one or two ^ISS. only, and was clearly

a marginal note of a later student, and not Saj^ana’s own,

to form part of the printed text, simply because I imagined it

would be useful, and might be passed over if given only in

the notes. Deviations like these from the strict rules followed

by Lachmann, Haupt, and others, have always been noted in

the Varietas Lectionis. I do not wish to defend them even in

the edition of a work like Sayana’s Commentary, and I have

carefully avoided them in the later volumes.

In order to show the position which the two new MSS. of

Sayana, lately received from Dr. Bhao Daji, hold in the well-

established pedigree of Sayana’s MSS., I have chosen a pas-

sage where Sayana gives a long extract from a Brahmana.

These extracts are generally full of blunders, and unless they

can be verified in the original from which they are taken,

they are very troublesome to an editor. Their usefulness,

however, for determining the relative position of our 3ISS. is

all the greater, because the scribes, who had little difficulty

in correcting blunders in the uniform and business-like stjde

of Sayana, found it more difiicult to deal with the antiquated

words and grammatical forms of the Brahmanas, and therefore

contented themselves generally with copying letter by letter

the original before them. It wiU be seen at one glance, by
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comparing the texts of the various MSS. in this passage, that

of the two MSS. lent to me by Dr. Bhao Daji, the one which

I mark B.D. belongs to the B. class, the other which I mark

A.D. belongs to the A. class. The first MS. (B.D.) is written in

a beautiful hand, with large and distinct letters, and contains

both text and commentary. It has no date, at least not in

that portion of it which I was able to examine. The other

MS. (A.D.) is likewise written in a very distinct hand, but the

letters are smaller and less carefully formed. In the centre

of each page, space is left for inserting the text, but it is only

in the sixth Ashtaka, and in the seventh as far as fol. 51, that

thetext has been added. In the eighthAshtaka the commentary

occupies the whole page, no space being left for the text. At

the end of the eighth Ashtaka a date is given, 1813, as it

would seem, of Samvat, i.e. 1757 a.d. The name of the

writer is not clear, but it may be meant for Sadasim, the son of

Jaganuatha. Whoever the writer was, he lived, like the

writer of Colebrooke’s MS., at Benares, and this so far con-

firms my opinion that the A. class represents the Benares

text, in the same manner as the B. class represents the scho-

lastic tradition of Bombay and Poonah, and the C. class, at

least in the earlier Ashtakas, that of Calcutta. In order to

explain the arrangement of the following extracts, I have only

to add tliat the first class of MSS. comprises, besides the MSS.

of Dr. Bhao Daji and Colebrooke, the two C. MSS., which,

as I pointed out in the preface to the second volume of my
edition (p. viii.), are in the later Ashtakas derived from an

A. source. Taylor’s MS. too, which in the earlier Ashtakas

belonged to the B. class, and was therefore marked B. 4., be-

longs in the eighth Ashtaka to the A. class. How this came to

pass is easily explained by the fact tliat these MSS. were copied

from different originals lent to Taylor, Mill, andWilson by per-

sons residing in different parts of India. The second, or C. class,

is now represented by one MS. only, the oldest hitherto known

in Europe, w’hich I continue to quote as Ca. In the third, or

B. class, B. 1. is the MS. of Stevenson
;
B. 2. the MS. of

Burnouf, as copied by me in 1847 ; B. 3. is the new copy

mentioned by me in the preface to the second volume, now in

the hands of Dr. Goldstiicker, and kindly collated by him for
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me
;
B.M. is a fragment of tlie last Ashtaka which I received

from Dr. Hang
;
B.D. is the MS. lent me by Dr. Bhao Daji.

The last line gives the text as it may be re-established from

an intercomparison of the three families of Sayana’s MSS. I

do not maintain that it represents exactly what Sayana wrote,

still less that it gives the correct text of the Satyayanaka. It

is simply impossible, with the MSS. at our disposal, to restore

a text that might claim to be identical with Sayana’s own

writing. All that can be claimed for our text is that it re-

presents Sayana’s writing as far as it can now he restored with

the help of our MSS. It gives what is obtainable with a strict

observance of the rules of diplomatic criticism. It is not only

possible, but extremely likely, that if to-morrow we obtained

Sayana’s own manuscript, whether from the ruins of Yidya-

nagara, where a complete collection of his works is said to

have been buried, or from the MS. which Dr. Plaug saw at

Ahmadabad, and to which he assigns the date of Samvat 1526,

A.D. 1470, we should find slight variations between Sayana’s

original and the nearest approach to it that is within our

reach. It is still more likely that if a MS. of the Satyayanaka

were recovered in India, there might be between it and our

own restored text, considerable discrepancy. The students of

Sayana’s Commentary know that this is frequently the case

when Sayana quotes from. Brahmanas and Sutras, of which

we possess both MSS. and printed texts
;
and he has his choice

between supposing that Sa^mna quoted from memory and

without caring about minute accuracy, or that he quoted from

a sakha difierent from that which is before us. It would be

easy, no doubt, to improve the text of the Brahmana, as here

printed, by conjecture. But those who know the mischief

done by conjectural criticism in classical scholarship, will

deprecate, most strongly, any countenance given to it by
Sanskrit scholars. It may be truly said that the chief business

of modern critics is to cleanse the text of the classics from the

improvements introduced by the ingenious editors of the last

three centuries, and we ought not to neglect this lesson in

preparing our own eclitiones principes. Let an editor give what
there is, and let the commentator and translator say what
might be, or what ought to be.
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fA.D. •3rT^T^5r'aiT^T^5T^’?I^TTTf^ TT^m#
A. JTT^T^^}^ ^^HTfrT TT^T-rV^

{ C.M.
. -aTT^T^^^ TTWRVf

C.W. ’^l^TITfri TT^TFt^

^B. 4. TTT^PSJiTR^TI^TTTfn TT^^iTtF
s» ^

jCa. ’?l^T^T'§5T TTTTZIT^^^ '^IWTTTf^TT^

fB. 1. rl^TWiT^T^ 3dT^T^5!R7 1 TT^TrftF

B. 2. rf^T^T*5TT^

^ B. 3. rf-^T^TiSIT^ JTT-^T^^IRr TT^Tr^l’

B. JL fT^T^TW^

^B. D. fT^T-^T^T^ ?:T^Tr:^F
Text in

M.M.’s
edition.

•n ^ *n2

^A. D. JrT'qT^^JT ’^T^TTTffV

A. -JlYm^TTI ^^TTT^rTT^ ^TWiTTrTt

} C. M. -JlT^T^^T ^-»€I7[Ti7^

C. W. •arrm^^T 'WT^^TffV

^B. 4. -aTT^T^^T ^T^WrfV

I

Ca. anqi^in^ rTT^ ^T^??T#r

"B. 1. arrm^iTT ^m^TTrlV

B. 2. ^TqT^57T ^-Hj^TTW ?I^T

^ B. 3. aiTtfT^JTT '?l>g7TT^^ ?TT?Tt

B.M. af^q^^TT ^TTrlV

^B. D. -arm^^fT m#r
Text in 4 .*n®.*s ® S\
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"A.D. -^:T5irRT% fT

A. ?:T5?r^r% rl ^

\ C.M. f^^TcTT^^ ^ ^ '^T^VJ

C.W. ?:T5?rqYlt f^^TrTT^^ <T 'W W^#T
LB. 4.

|ca. f%^TrTT^^ ^ 'f W^#T

^B. 1 . -^:T35rTrm% ?T?T^ W^f^V

B. 2. -^:T^r^Tt r\J\^

i B. 3. -^:T5^tr#rt m^'S'T

B. M. XJWTr^^ f^^tfTT^^ rTi?^

^B. D. :^T^Tr^T% r{^^
Text in

JI.M.’s
edition.

fi^TcTTIf^ “?r VWt^#T

"A. D. ^ Tlt^ TT^ :

A. ^^^^l #r Tlt^ ^'iJT^TT TT^ :

^ C. M. f% ^^^l #r

C. fif tf^^T^ TTtw TT ^
.B. 4. ^ :

jca. v\ ^

^B. 1. ^^ffr #r ^t^TTVT-^TT TT^

B. 2. tj’gtfV #r

^ B. 3. #r 1?t^?iVT^TT TT^

B. M. ^^rfl #r ^7V^X^^t

.B. D. tl^ffr tft Tit^TT^T^^X

VOL. II.—[new series.] 2S
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f-A-D. TT^-^T^ 'jfm^^TTTTT^fT^T
sj

A.

^
C.M. rJ7?q??TffT \J-^ qT¥ ^qi^^TT TJT ^cT^T

C.W. q-^:Tq^q: rT^qTITffi TT^ qTqiq^T ?7T ^rf^T

^B. 4. q:?:Tq^qfT : rf^qTTTfH
sj

|ca. q?:Tq^q: qjqTq^ ^ ffl

"B. 1 . q-^:T

13.2. q^T

< B. 3. m:j

B. M. q-?:T

LB. D. q?:T

Text in
M.JI.’s
edition. si

TT^flt# ^TqTqqT^T^fl^T

qiqTqqrqt ^rl^T

qqf?T qjqTqqTqt

qqfrl TT^T^lrq qTqiqqTqt ^rT^T

rfqqqifq TJ^fri qtqjqqTqTqT^qT

"A. D. -«jqqq qi^ T^t % qi ^qi-

A. qjqqq qi ^ €tf^^ ^qi q qi ^qi-

{ C. M. qjqqq qr^ f^TTfT^^ T^T q qi ^qi-

c.w. >qqqq qT^ W q qi ^qi-

^B. 4. ->qqqq^-^T q^f^qt f^qrqi^’^ XJ\T 1 q qi qjqT-

I

Ca. w[ qqq^qr qqtfq;^ f% T TJH q qiqT-

"B. 1. -»?iqqq^qT q^f^qi T^T q qi ^qT-

B. 2. -«jqqq^^ q^f^qr ^qriqT^^ Tqi q qi qiqT-

i B. 3. qiqqq^qi q^f^qi f^qriqT^^ Tqi ^ qr qtqT-

B. M. qrq?rq^^T qqtf^^ f^qriqT^^ q qi qiqT-

^B. D. -jqqqq^qT qqtf^^ Tqi % qi qiqT-

m sqjqqq^qT sq^f^qt f%qrTqT^qrt Tqr q qr qiqT-
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fA. D. rT^
G\

A. fTT^^crt ?T^ ^T

c. M. 5i5rT^TT^T^fi^T fTT^^^rt ffi^r

C.W. -^T^T^T^IT^fT^ rTT^’^^jf rf^ ^T
C\

LB. 4. f^rTT?fTtf^ fTTW^fft TO ^T

j
Ca. •?ITIT^T?IT'^TOT rTRsfrlt TO WT

\ «\

fB. 1. •g^T

B. 2. €r*IT

^ B. 3. '5I*TT

B. M. ?^5TT

rTT^^rff TO ^T

flT^Wrlt riW m
^T^frTt TO

f>-

^firqrT(ftf^ cTT^JfTt TO
Cv

^B. D. ^r{T rim
Text in ^ 17 ^ 18 •v 19

M M.-s ^TficfT^TT-^rl^T TOsIfTT TO ^T
edition. c^

"A-D. mT rim ^K^lfr

A. -^T 3TT^f%f%TT^

.( C. M. i{^T mJ -RT^f^fTf^T^ rim

c.w. “^T rim

^B. 4. f^^wr m TfT^f%f%TTR ^m

j

Ca. ^ •RTR^f%fRTT"R ^m

"B. 1. ^4^:^ :RT^f%f7ITT^ rim

B. 2. ^ TOT TOT

^ B. 3. m TOT

B.M. -RT^f%f^-?LT^ TOT tot

K D. 3?T^f%f%TT^ TOT

Sll ^Ti ITT^M^^T^ fT^T TOT
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"A. D. -^rlT rTt

A. -^rTT ^^?T:

^ C. M. ^r\T #T ^^72T ^qTT:

C. W. -^fTT rfV ^^r{:

IB. 4. -^cTT ffr

[
Ca. ^fTT ^

fB. 1. -^rTT II

B. 2. -^fT II

<! B. 3. “^fT

B. M. -^fT

LB. D. -^fT

<rr ^TW ^^r\:

ffr T?TW ^T?rr:
sj

^frl #r
s>

<7tf% ffv ^^ri:
s9

rfrf^ ^ ^cT:
vj

Text in

M.JI.’s
edition.

^rTT '^Tf^TcT^ntf^ ^t tr^?2T ^q?r:

fA. D. 3?Tr^T^^T^f2TT<r: ^frf^ ii

A. YrT?Trw^m^(?n<T: qfrfv ii

^ C. M. RTT^^T^ilT'^flTTfT: i^fTfv ^VTrT^f??WTf^ II

C. ^Y. 3?^^^T'5iTTT^(5rT?T: II

LB. 4. TITT^^TITTI^Wt^: II

I

Ca. ITTT^^T^TTT^^Trr: qf^f^ fqV^Tqf??f?rTf^ II

fB. 1. q?7fT^T^?TT^tfT: qftfv ^^fTTf^rZUfr II

B. 2. q^fT^T^TTT^TfT: qfrfv ^WrTTf^<€TTf^ II

<; B. 3. qTifT^rgTIT^trT: qftf^ ^VTrTTfi??2TTfT H

B. il. qTTfT^T^Trrwf ri: qfrf^ ^^rTTf^lf^ II

^B. D. qTTfi^TiTiTwrrr: qfrfV ^'fcirrTf^Tf^ ii

S. qKT^ ^TTrf^(?rTK »
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' Tlie B. MSS. differ from the A. and Ca. MSS. by putting instead

of ^51^ . The repetition of is slip of Ih® writer of A.D.

^ All B. MSS. have right, while the A. MSS. have the mistake

, which reappears in the still more corrupt Ca. •

^ All the B. IMSS. blunder in the third vowel of
>
tho A. MSS.

are right
;
Ca. blunders in leaving out the anusvdra.

Tlie patronymic name of Asamati, which I suppose to be > is

corrupt in all MSS. The A. MSS. agree in ihYh except B. 4, which

has been corrected, and C. AV., which has the slight variation of

H ; while the B. AISS. suj>port throughout at all events the vriddhi

vowel of the third syllable, which also appears in the faulty reading of Ca.

B. 1 and 2 are more closely united, and so are B. 3, B.M., and B.D.

;

the former giving M or , the latter ^ | rvTl VJ • See R.V. x,

60, 5. On AsamMi, see Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde (first editionj,

vol. i. p. xiii. note 31 ; Colebrooke, Misc. Essays, i. p. 25.

* B.M. stands alone in furnishing the right reading jfj »TT » the cor-

rection probably of an individual copyist, unsupported even by the nearest

3IS. B.D. The short vowel in the second sj'Uable is equally peculiar to B.M.

^ The right reading is nearly preserved in A. Other MSS.

belonging to this class, C. M. and A.D. slide into B. 4

seems to give > aod this is the reading of Ca. Tlie B. MSS.

add to it a new mistake ^54

•

® The A. class and Ca. have throughout the right reading , fol-

lowed by '^T^T, which I think is meant for B. 1 and 2 have taken ff^TT

as one word, and left without the rT, thus rendering it unintelligible.

B. 3, B.M. and B.D. have the same lacuna.

^ The patronymic has again puzzled the scribes. The A. and Ca. MSS.

now agree in or B. 4 brings in the long in

<^1^1 8 >
which seems to come from B. unless it is accidental. B. 1 and 2

have and to which they inclined before ; while B, 3, B.M.,

and B.D. approach to their former blunder |riTjs .

® The anusvdra in is the characteristic mark of the A. class. B 1

and 2 are held together by their common lacuna ; B. 3, B.M. and B.D.

by the anusvdra on the second syllable.

® Tlie spelling of 1 or seems to point to The verb

to dwell, may be construed with a locative, in the sense of “ to dwell

with.”

is probably intended for IaH • The readings of

the different MSS. might seem to suggest or 'Tl > but I
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prefer because this word is used in the Tilndya-brahinana, xiii.

12. There we find two Maya’s, evidently treated as females, but acting a

similar part to that assigned to the two priests in our legends. I subjoin

the text and Sayana’s Commentary (MS. Wilson, 3.96, p. 161 a): ifliflil-

wm ^ ii
Com.

^\^?)wrwt ?rwr#twT^t ^-tcn^nnun+iydinuiN?-
(i C\

TTrt ^rfrfv int^RT^T i TRiw

^Tfwrr I |i f%^ti ITTH^^ftxiTW^^Wr^IrWTf^

i i i dwtTO^dwrT^:

WI^[Tf5W?J l I

I ^ XlrT^ WT-
^: I i ^mrRTd; ii

Here then would

have to be taken in the sense of “ of the race of, or similar to Kiratas,” it

wonld be a feminine, corresponding to -sji^ |%, and the singular in the

feminine would therefore be masc. In our

passage, on the contrarj’, must be a masculine in the nom-

dual, and would therefore lead us to suppose that feh^l'd and

Avere the names of the two sorcerers. Tliey occur again as male demons

in the Satapatha Brahmana 1. 1, 4, 14, and in the Brihaddevata. Sayana in

his commentary on the Satapatha Brahmana explains by

f^TTgif ^rr^T^Tf<ft 1
i" another passage, the

Tandya (xiii. 7) uses the fern, termination of the dual, ('^^^ for "^d^)

for the masc. Here, however, the commentator calls it .

“ The A. MSS. agree on rT *.c. cf for the of B. 4 is from the

margin. Tlie B. MSS. on the contrary all point to

marks the A. and Ca. MSS. ;
the B. MSS.

The A. MSS. agree in ?Tr^ '^raT> instead of TTra^TSTT which is intended

by the B. MSS. B. 4 has the B. reading, and alone of all MSS. supplies

the reading Ca. mixes up the two readings.

“ In the lacuna after and in ^HTfd " e have marked features of the

entire B. class. B. 4 has its own peculiar mistake, which could

only refer to the two Asuras, Avhile it is meant for the Ikshvakus, i.e.

Asamfiti and the Rathaproshthas.
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The A. class is again marked by retaining the correct rlH^thoiigh

not always clearly written, whereas the B. MSS. have clearly

The B. MSS. again agree in the mistake HI ^ *1 1
•

The B. class is sharply marked by the lacuna of ^1.55 clt(V and again

by irfMMdfH instead of and the short vowel in

The omission of shows the close relationship of B. 3, B.M. & B.D.

TTie original reading was probably

;

cf.Satjipatha-hrahmana,

1 . 1 , 4, 15 ,

^
Tlie mistake in A. D., A., C. M., and C.AV. indicates a closer

relationship between these three MSS.

Tlie lacuna after in the B. MSS. is important
;
likewise the

coincidences between B. 1 and B. 2 on one side, and between B 3, B.]M.

and B.D. on the other.

is a mistake that distinguishes theB. MSS. from theA. and

Ca.MSS. in C.M. is a mere lapsus calami, repeated in C.Mk So is

^WT®inA.D.andB.4, and again q intended for-^|^(S<?

“ The A. MSS. agree in instead of • Ca. stands

alone with fq^TU^f^T® ,
while the B. MSS. just miss the right reading

by the omission of one cf • B. 3 has where the long a is a

blunder of the copyist.

Having thus established the fact which I wished to estab-

lish, viz., that at present, in spite of repeated researches set on

foot by my friends in India, no MSS. of Sayana’s have been

discovered that could claim to be anterior to the branching olf

of the three great families, A.B.C., I only intended in con-

clusion once more and in this public manner to convey my
thanks to Dr. Bhao Daji for his great kindness, and to express

a hope that other countrymen of his might follow his example,

and take an active and enlightened interest in researches con-

cerning the ancient literature, religion, and history of their

noble country. But as I have once touched on the hymns of

theGaupayanas, and on the legend of king Asamati, quoted by

Sayana in explanation of the four h^unns of the Big-veda

(x. 57-60), I gladly add a few extracts from my manuscript

notes on these hjnims themselves, hymns which are in many
respects of peculiar interest to the student of the Veda. In

offering a double translation of these hymns, one according to

Sayana, the other according to my own view, I need not enter

fully into the principles which I think ought to be followed
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in the interpretation of the hymns of the Rig-veda. I have

frequently stated my opinions on this subject in the prefaces to

my edition of the Rig-veda, in the specimens that I have

given in my History of Sanskrit Literature, and in my Essay

on the Funeral Ceremonies of the Brahmans, and I may have

to defend these opinions again when I come to publish my
translation of the Rig-veda. The following is a specimen of

what I intend to give in that translation, though, as the

hymns of the Gaupayanas occur in the last Mandala, I have

here to take account of M. Langlois’ translation only, and

have not to examine, as in the earlier books, the valuable ex-

planations proposed by other scholars, such as Rosen, Neve,

Benfey, AVilson, Kuhn, Regnier, Aufrecht, Muir, and others.

AA'henever it is possible to ascertain from his Dictionary the

opinion of my learned friend. Professor Roth, with regard to

the meaning of certain words in certain passages, I have to

take careful account of his interpretations, and I hope to be

able to avail myself in like manner of Professor Goldstiicker’s

Lexicon and of the A^edic Glossary and translations pro-

mised by Professor Aufrecht. All I need say at present is

that I am convinced as strongly as ever that all interpre-

tation of the Yedic hymns must begin with an examination

of the traditional explanations collected by Sayana. No
one can doubt that the commentary of Sayana is the result

of a long line of scholastic tradition, gathered up by Sayana,

but the first fibres of which can easily be traced back to Kat-

jAyana, Saunaka, Yaska, and the authorities quoted in the

Brahmanas- AYe may be certain that Sayana does not invent

traditions
;
he hardly ventures to choose between them, but

gives them as he finds them, unconcerned about their palpable

contradictions. Thus, in our case, the traditions of the Brah-

mans, with regard to the four hymns in question, are by no

means uniform, though they all agree in gi\dng to the four

hymns (x. 57-60) an historical character. How the orthodox

Brahmans can reconcile these allusions to historical personages

and events with the pre-Adamite or pre-Manavite character

which they claim for the A^eda, it is difficult to understand. In

other cases they have tried to give to proper names occurring

in the hjTuns or Brahmanas an allegorical character, but, as far
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as I know, they seem to have made no such attempt with the

names of king Asamati and his priest Subandhu. But, however

that may be, the important point to us is this, that as far as

we can trace back the exegetical tradition of the Brahmanic

schools, we find that these four hymns are grouped together,

and are supposed to allude to certain historical events. As the

simplest account of these events is given in the Sarvanu-

krama of Katyayana, it will be best to begin with this.

According to Katyayana, then, these four hymns were seen,

i.e. composed, by the Gaupayanas, the same Rishis to whom
four other lines are ascribed by Katyayana in Rig-veda, v. 24.

In that passage Katyayana calls them Gaupayanas or Laupa-

yanas,i and gives their names as Bandhu, Subandhu, Sruta-

bandhu, and Viprabandhu. What Katyayana tells us in ex-

planation of the events that called forth the four hymns of

the tenth Mandala, is simply this :
“ King Asamati, of the race

of Ikshvaku, left the Gaupayanas, Bandhu, etc., who had been

his chief priests, and selected two wizards whom he considered

better, or the very best that he could get. Then the others were

angry and used incantations against the king. Thereupon

the two wizards attacked^ the vital spirits of Subandhu. Then
his three brothers recited^ the Gayatri-hymn (x. 57) to obtain

a blessing.^ Afterwards they recited the next Anushtubh-hymn
(x. 58), in order to cause the soul (of Subandhu) to return. In

the next hymn (x. 59) they recited four verses to drive away
Nirriti,^ and in the fourth they likewise praised Soma. In

the two next following verses they praised the divine Asuniti

(fern.) in order to remove Mrityu or death; in the seventh verse

they invoked certain deities by name, and in the remaining

verses Dyavaprithivi (heaven and earth)
;

likewise Indra in

the first line of the tenth verse. Then follows the Anushpabh-

hymn (x. 60) in which they praised Asamati in four verses, and

in the fifth, Indra. In the sixth verse their mother, the sister

of Agastya, praised the king. With the others they invoked

' The name of Laupayana receiTes no further explanation. It may he men-
tioned, however, that Lopamudra is the name of the wife of Agastya (R. V. i, 179),
and that Agastya is quoted in these hymns as the ancestor, it would seem, of the
race.

^
' 5r|T, •

* Sayanahas

* Nirriti, according to Sayana, removes the vital spirits from the body.
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the life of Subandhu, and with the last they touched him after

he had recovered consciousness.”

Sayana follows in general the tradition of Katyayana, hut

he likewise takes some particular points from other sources,

from the Satya}"anaka and the Brlhaddevata. The Satyaya-

naka is one of the Brahmanas very frequently quoted by

Sayana, but unfortunately not yet recovered in manuscript. The

text, as restored above from a comparison of the principal MSS.,

is not always clear, but as far as it is possible to make it out,

the tradition, as there given, seems to have been as follows :

“ The Gaupayanas had come to AsamMi RMhapraushtha.

They had performed a Sattra sacrifice in Khandava. Then

two demoniacal wizards, Kilata and Akuli, dwelt with

^Vsamati Rathapraushtha. The two Asuras cooked their

porridge without putting it into the fire, and then the

meat on the fire.^ The Ikshvakus having burnt their

food, failed. The oblations of the Gaupayanas burnt

Asamati Rathapraushtha. He said to those two, Kilata and

Akuli, ‘ These oblations of the Gaupayanas burn me.’ The

two said, ‘ Of that we two indeed are the healers, we two are the

penance. \Ye shall so arrange that these do not burn.’ Then

the two, going off, and offering the soul of Subandhu Gaupa-

yana, who was asleep and unconscious, placed it inside the

sacrificial ring.’” Another extract from the Satyayanaka

follows at the seventh verse of the last hymn :
“ Then they

praised Agni with the Dvipada-hymn.^ Agni being praised,

approached, and having approached, he said, ‘With what

desire did you come?’ They said, ‘Let us obtain again the

spirit of Subandhu.’ He said, ‘ That spirit is inside the sacri-

ficial ring, take it.’
”

Here then we see that some sacrificial minutiu) have been

added, of which the Sarvanukrama takes no notice. Though

the language of the Brahmana is by no means clear, yet it

would seem that its author knew nothing of any incantations

' THs translation is very doubtful, and the text decidedly incorrect.

might he taken as a nominative dual, but the use of the particle is not in

accordance with the ordinary style of the Brahmanas. We must wait for the help

of other MSS.
2 This refers to the hymn E.V. v. 24.
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being used by the Gaupayanas against King Asamati, unless

the same idea is expressed by the words, “ tbe oblations of the

Gaupayanas burn me.” Tbe IksbA-akus, i.e. tbe people of

Asamati, according to tbe Satyayanaka, simply made a mis-

take at tbe sacrifice and burnt tbeir food in tbe fire. It

is not even said that tbis failure was caused by tbe Gaupa-

yanas, as priests of Asamati. But after it bas happened,

Asamati complains to tbe two wizards that tbe oblations of tbe

Gaupayanas burn or hurt him. Thereupon tbe wizards seem to

have sacrificed Subandbu, or to have placed bis spirit inside

the sacrificial ring, whatever that may mean. The Gaupta-

yanas, in order to save the life of their brother, invoked xVgni,

who gave it back to them from within tbe sacrificial enclosure.

A third, and again somewhat different, account is gh^en in

tbe Bribaddevata^ :

—

Cs \* s* ^

li ii

gftffrTR. I

II ^ II

^ cnfr i

rfr ii ^ ii

' The text is printed from a SIS. kindly presented to me by Dr. Bhao Daji,

and Avhich I mark B. The various readings (H.) are taken from a SIS. belong-
ing to a small hut valuable collection presented to the Bodleian Library by Dr.
Fitzedward HaU, and rvhich, by an unfortunate mistake, was in tbe printed
catalogue mixed up with other collections. SIS. b. was sent to me by my friend

Dr. Biihler. Another SIS., belonging to Dr. Fitzedward HaU, is an incorrect

copy of H.
; and another, just received from Bombay, is imfortunately only a

second copy of the same original from which b. was ta£en.

' mi H. ' ^ H. ^ ITWrS’ H.
^

CS N

® J H. ; the first and second lines wanting in b. ® •wffT H.;

'^T H. *^ H. ® H. b. f?T H. " H.

^ rsnfmrj® B.

;

^ H. ; b. “ H. B. tr B. b.

H. Tlie Anukramani-bhashya says,

The Xitiinanjari gives
J

H. b. H.
; Vrl H.

m is a conjecture confirmed hy the Xltimanjari.
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II 8 II

^ xmirt ^ i

rft fl^ II 4 II

rm: J|rll4lV'>^TrTT^^: I

3fntr^^:^ ii ^ ii

^T«1^Nd4irrt ^ %: I

^qwr^T^ -R rlTftf^ Rt fT^: II 'O II

RT^ »fr ^3^: II

^ tRFTif^r^ ^wr R^ I

1% RT^fl^ RT^f^ ^PRH II Q. II

w: W =R ^ RIRT ^ I .

RRVt^ irifRR RRR II «^o II

irfRfR'’ I

TR^ ' Rni-fiR’* R II II

' ^ H. ^t ^irnft H. =* ^TRT" B. ' fRf H.

’ H. « H.

' R^rT i- * fft /'. “ m fft B. *“ B. ; f>.

" ^ WT'^ H. '- (leest H. H. “^ B. s.in.

**
^fr H. “ ?TR WR4TW^ H. B.

'* «TR: H. ;
b. ^R b. “ ^ *•

The whole line wanting' in H
“

: RfR H. rt: h. ^ h.

“ ^ ^fr H. ^RT fR H.

I?» l)m Tnhc fil St of QSUTlltt OU^llt to l)C prODOUIlCGd*

MSS. H. b. write ^RT
H.

"
rn^ H. ^ RRJin H.

Rpm^ H. ; Rfr: B. b. tcCR^i: H. ^ H.

** g ^T: B.
; g ^rn: B. b. '' fR H. B.

H.; Rf^fRB. ^ H. ift H. RTR H.
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?TRT TT II II

%t: ^ Trar i

^Tirrf^^ ii S8 ii

%#r^TRTT'^ ffrTTfW II 'IM II

H^TSrre'" % HT^: I

iftcfr TTfH'll C|^
II

^ TTT^ 1FT%” I

irfNlTf^fM'^ ^ II «l'0 II

W^T5I ^ I

-^i^fiTsi^r iTrfT!rf3T??epr5t: ii ii

“ Hear of me the hymn together with the story which I

wish to tell ! It is the revival of Subandhu who from

trouble had lost his consciousness, and had been struck down
by his enemy

;
or it contains the praise of the sold. King

Asamati Rathaproshtha, of the race of Ikshvaku, having sent

away the Purohitas, Bandhu and the rest, who composed the

Dvipada verses in the Atri-manclala (R.V. v. 24), the same Asa-

mati afterwards elected two Brahman wizards, Kirata and

Akuli by name, for he believed them to be the best. These

' (?n H. - H. ^ H. ^ h. ; b.

' WTf H. ;
® B.

; H
^ This line wanting in H. ® 6. “ HT ^ H. “ (fg b.

Say. Nitim. ; deest in H. B.

B. b . ; H say. '®fT^l'6. Wlf^ H.
Cs. C\ N* ^

^TT^:b. ; %^i7^ w^: HTRif:^-

% B. b. ^ ?TXrr H. Hf^UTT H. -2 Tq H.

“^ H. g H. eft b. H. H.
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two Brahmans, having become cloves, ^ and having gone to-

wards the Gaupayanas, flew upon Subandhu by the strength

of their spells and their magic. He, from pain and violence,

staggered and fell. Then these two, after plucking out his

sold, went to the king. Then after Subandhu had fallen and

given up his spirit, all the three brothers, the Gaupayanas,

recited together a blessing, beginning with the word M&
(x. 57) ;

and in order to cause his spirit to return they sang

the hymn beginning with Yad (x. 58). And after that, in

order to effect a curc, they recited the hymn beginning with

Pra tdri (x. 59). The first three verses in that hymn are

meant to drive away Nirriti
;
the three quarters beginning

with Mo shu (x. 59, 4) are addressed to Soma, the last quarter

to Jfirriti, and the whole verse is therefore addressed to Soma

and Isirriti. In the next two verses Asamati is praised, but

Yaska holds the last quarter of the sixth verse to be addressed to

Anumati. The earth, heaven. Soma, Pushan, the air, Pathya,

and Svasti, these are praised together in the verse beginning

with Punar nah, in order to give comfort to Subandhu. The

three verses (8-10) beginning with Sam are addressed to the

two Podasi, hut in the verse beginnmg with Sam (10) half

the verse is addressed to Indra. And they praised the Rodasi

in order to destroy rapas, and the word rapas is used for sin

and evil. Then with the fo*ur verses beginning with A (x. 60,

1-4) they praised the Aikshvaka (Asamati), and having

praised him, they invoked blessings upon himbythe verse

kshatrd (x. 60, 5). Their mother also praised that king

ivith the verse beginning with A(jastyasya (x. 60, 6). Then,

after thus being praised, the king felt ashamed, and went to

the Gaupayanas, and they praised also Agni with the Dvi-

pada-hymn, as it is found among the Atris, i.e. in the Atri-

manclala (R.Y. v. 24). And Agni said to them :
‘ This spirit

of Subandhu has been kept inside the sacrificial ring by me,

being a well-wisher also of this Ikshvaku (Asamati).’ And

I This change into doves is not mentioned elsewhere, and in a passage of the

commentary on the Sarvanukrama we read I ^ I ^

M

0 1 mi

Tfr cfr “
II
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having given the spirit to Subandhu, and having said, Live !

,

Agni, praised by the Gaupayanas, and pleased, went towards

heaven. Then these were delighted and called the spirit of

Subandhu with the verse Aijam mata (x. 60, 7), pointing to

the body of Subandhu that was lying on the ground. And
they sang the rest of the hymn in order to confirm his mind,

and they touched him separately, after he had recovered his

spirit, with the verses beginning with Aijam (x. 60, 12).”

What is chiefly important in this version of the legend is

the transformation of the two wizards into doves, always sup-

posing that the text is correct. It should be observed also

that the Brihaddevata Ivnows of the spirit of Subandhu having

been preserved inside the sacrificial ring, and of Agni restor-

ing it, after he had been praised with the four verses given

in the Atri-mandala. If this be so, if the four verses of the

hymn (R.V. v. 24) were recited by the three brothers, before

the resuscitation of the fourth brother, Subandhu, it would be

difficult to reconcile with this the statement of Katyayana,

who says that the four brothers saw or composed the four verses

of that hymn.

We now come to the Nitimanjari which derives two of its

moral maxims from our four hymns. The first is that one

ought not to trust in kings
;
the second that there is no friend

Kke a brother.

I give the extracts of this little work as they stand in my
MS. in order to show how the work has been put together.

If one knows the sources from which the author has taken his

information, it is easy to supply the omissions and to correct

palpable mistakes. Thus he begins with the Anukramani

;

then from to the next he quotes from Sayana. Then
follows a passage from the Brihaddevata, all full of mistakes,

but easily corrected by a reference to the originals :

—

wrffwi ^ f II f
I ^izriwrr^i gftff ii

^8 rT?fr i rf fft fwt: xjfi
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wrnfH: wt i fft

?n 31 3n^r ii ^wr^wrarr: i f

^ ^ifmr^prr: 3f wm jtt i rrm

^iwnsn 3T ^rm i rT^: i

?nfH^ I

^^THT ^ II ^rTW^r: ^wcf% ^HcTt:

I liTRilTcn^ II i

hh: >^THW^: I

^nfr mMiw:^ II

Mh: •q's’TRrr^ i‘

wrmm hftw h ii

WJTTfrT: mmrmnsrf^ i

wm«iw=<tirm |ti|^ II

3T^m^^ ^mi ^ Hrms: i

4^ ^fTHT^jifr: 3iYfTt wm4T hst: ii

rmt rt mrut f%^ '^mr I

•3Rj ^ 444rm^® 4T4T f mrr ^t-

fH I rrm t m^wi^ mn
41^^: I ^n^mfr f^: i fiimfmr^^: i

These extracts from theNitimanjari, printed here with all the

mistakes of the MS., contain nothing that is not mentioned by

earlier authorities, and need not therefore be translated.

If now we turn to Sayana’s Commentary, we shall see that he

explains the four hymns in accordance with the legend they

are supposed to illustrate:

—

Hymn .57

The Gaupayanas, coming from Khandava to Asamati in

order to receive the spirit of Suhandhu, say :

—

1. “0 Indra, may Ave not go away from the right way

!

(may we go to the house of Asamati I) May we not go away

1 This line is not in the Brihaddevata.
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from the sacrifice of the Soma-sacrificer, viz., of Asamati

!

May the enemies not stand in our way !

”

2 .

“
Ma}’’ we obtain that thread, (the fire) always offered,

the accomplisher of the sacrifice, spread out by the priests !

”

3.
“ We (Bandhu and the rest) invoke the soul (of Su-

bandhu) quickly, with Soma offered in the sacrificial cups of

our ancestors, and with the hymns of our fathers.”

4. “ 0 Subandhu, may thy sold come hither, for work, for

strength, for life ! and for seeing the sun a long time I

”

5. “ May the assembly of our fathers,^ and the assembly of

the gods give us life and our senses ! May we obtain both,

(life and our senses).”

6. “ 0 Soma, may we (Bandhu and the rest) keeping our

mind on thy service and on thy members, obtain with our

offspring, both (life and our senses).”

Hymn 58.

1. “0 dead man, thj^ soul which went far away to yama
the son of Yivasvat, we turn it back, here to dwell and to

live.”

2. “ 0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away to heaven

and earth, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

3. “0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away to the

four-cornered earth, we turn it back, here to dn'ell and

to live.”

4. “ 0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away to the

four great regions, we turn it back, here to dwell and

to live.”

5. “ 0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away to the

watery sea, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

6. “0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away to the

onward moving splendours, we turn it back, here to dwell

and to live.”

7. “0 Subandhu, thy soul which went far away into the

water and the shrubs, we turn it back, here to dwell and
to live.”

1 Sayana must have read instead of

VOL. II.—[new series.] 29
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8. “ 0 Subandhu, tliy soul wliicb went far away into the

sun and into the dawn, we turn it hack, here to dwell and

to live.”

9. “ 0 Suhandhu, thy soul which went far away to the

great mountains, we turn it hack, here to dwell and to live.”

10. “0 Suhandhu, thy soul which went far away into the

whole world, we turn it hack, here to dwell and to live.”

11. “0 Suhandhu, thy soul which went far away to dis-

tant distances, we turn it hack, here to dwell and to live.”

12. “ 0 Suhandhu, thy soul which went far away into the

past and into the future, we turn it hack, here to dwell and

to live.”

IIymn 59.

1. “May the life (of Suhandhu) he increased so as to he

longer and newer
;
as two men standing on a chariot (are in-

creased or advanced) hy an active (charioteer). Thus he (Su-

handhu) having fallen (from life), increases his object (his

life). May IMirriti leave further away and well
!”

2.
“ While the song is sung, we make also for our wealth

{i.e. our health) treasured food
;
we make oblations well, and

in many ways. May she who is praised (Nirriti) taste all our

offerings ;
may Nirriti leave further away and well !

”

3. “ May we well overcome our enemies with power, as the

sun overcomes the earth, as the thunderbolt overcomes the

clouds. She who is praised (Nirriti) knows all our praises
;

may Nirriti leave further away and well !

”

4. “ 0 Soma, do not well surrender us to death
;
may we

see the sun that is now rising. May old age, sent by days,

be well to us ! May Nirriti leave further away and well !

”

5. “ 0 life-leading goddess, place soul into us again

!

Lengthen well our life, that we may live ! Place us in the

sight of the sun ! Swell thou the body with (sacrificial)

butter !

”

6. “ 0 life-leading goddess, give to us (to Suhandhu) again

the eye, again here to us breath, and pleasure ! May we long

see the rising sun ! 0 Anumati, pity us, hail !

”

7. “ May the Earth again give us life, again the bright
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heaven, again the sky ! May Soma give again our body, may

Pushan give speech, and what is bliss !

”

8.
“ May the great Heaven and Earth, the mother of the

sacrifice, give a blessing to Subandhu. Whatever evil there

is, may they both carry it off ! O heaven, o earth ! if there

is patience ! 0 Subandhu, may no evil whatever hurt thee

really !

”

9. “ From Heaven medicines descend, double and three-

fold
;

(t.e. the two Asvins, and the three goddesses, II a, Sa-

rasvati, and Bharati)
;

a single medicine walks on earth.

Whatever evil there is, may they both carry it off ! O
heaven, o patient earth ! 0 Subandhu, may no evil what-

ever hurt thee really !

”

10. “ 0 Indra, drive the cart-drawing ox, who draws near

the cart of Usmaranx (a herb with which they rub the sick).

Whatever evil there is, may they both carry it off ! 0
heaven, o patient earth ! 0 Subandhu, may no evil what-

ever hurt thee really !

”

Hymn 60.

1. ‘‘We (Bandhu and the rest) bringing praise, have come

to a man (viz. king Asamati)' of bright aspect, praised by

the great.”

2. “ To Asamati, the smasher (of enemies), the bidUiant,

(like unto) a conquering chariot, born of the race of Bhaje-

ratha,^ the lord of the brave.”

3.
“ He who by fight overcomes men, like oxen, whether

he has a dagger, or whether he has no dagger.”

4. “ The king of this country, Ikshvaku, thrives in his

work, rich, and killing his enemies. His five tribes are as if

in heaven.”

5. “ 0 Indra, keep the powers with Asamati Pi,atha-

proshtha, as thou keepest the sun in heaven to be seen.”

6. The mother of Bandhu and the rest, the sister of

Agastya, says :

“ 0 King Asamati, for the sake of Agastya’s

' Or, -(ve have come to a country belonging to the life-leading goddess, to
Asuniti

;
not to Asamati, as might he expected.

Or, conquering au enemy called Bhajeratha.
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nephews, harness the two red horses. Conquer all the miserly

merchants !

”

7. Bandhu and the other brothers say :
“ This is the

mother, this the father, this life-giver has come. 0 Subandhu

(who art now in a cover of life), this (thy body) is thy means

of moving.^ Come here, come out (of thy cover of life) !

”

8. “As they tie a yoke with a rope that it may hold, so

has Agni held thy soul (in the cover), for life, not for death,

ay, for safety.”

9. “ As this great earth has held these trees, so has Agni

held thy soul, for life, not for death, ay, for safety.”

10. “ I have brought the soul of Subandhu from Yama,

the son of Vivasvat, for life, not for death, ay, for safety.”

11. “The wind blows down, the sun shines down, the cow

gives milk down
;
may thy sin go down !

”

12. The brothers touching the reviving Subandhu with

their hands say ;
“ This my hand is blessed

;
this my hand is

more blessed
;
this my hand holds all healing herbs

;
this has

a happy touch.”

The translation of these four hymns is a fair specimen of

what a translation of the Rig-veda would be, if we followed

strictly and unhesitatingly the explanation given by Sayana.

Many verses would give a perfectly satisfactory sense, nor is

there any necessity for going beyond Sayana’s interpretation,

whenever that interpretation satisfies both the rules of gram-

mar and the requirements of common sense. Three-fourths

of theVeda may thus be translated by anybody who can under-

stand Sayana’s commentary. But there occur from time to

time lines and verses where Sayana’s interpretation offends

clearly both against grammar and against sense. Here the

fault must either rest wdth Sayana or with the text of the

Veda. The poets of the Veda, who strictly observe a grammar

of their own, and who in by far the greater part of their

hymns utter thoughts that are both intelligible and coherent,

cannot be supposed suddenly to have forgotten themselves,

1 Or, 0 Subandhu, this is thy mother, this the father, this thy son, come here

;

all have come, Ml of grief.
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and to have set grammar and sense at defiance. In such

cases we must see whether their words do not lend themselves

to a difierent interpretation from that given by Sayan a.

Sometimes the misapprehensions of Sayana are palpable.

Thus in hymn 57, 5, it is clear that Sayana mistakes manah

ior janah. Regardless of the accent, he takes pitarah for a no-

minative, and he does further violence to grammar by making

pitarah an apposition to janah. Instead of translating, as he

does, “ May the assembly of our fathers and the assembly of

the gods give us life,” it is clear that we ought to translate,

even though adopting the rest of Sayana’s Commentary", “ 0
fathers, may the assembly of the gods give back our soul.”

The following words are likewise wrongly" rendered by"

Sayana. He takes for life, and vratam for the collection

of the five senses. Jiva, no doubt, means life, and vrata mean
a collection. But, first of all, we should then expect the two

words to be joined by cha
;

or, if that might be passed, the

difficulty would still remain that rrdta never means the col-

lection of the five senses, but simply collection, mass, multi-

tude. This can be proved by many passages, such as R.Y. i.

163, 8 ;
iii. 26, 6 ; v. 53, 11 ;

vi. 75, 9 ;
x. 34, 8, and 12. It

is true the phrase jivam vratam sachemahi, does not occur

again, but as there are many passages in which jiva is used

as an adjective, in the sense of living, and as jivaloka is used

in the sense of the world of the living, everything seems to

favour the natural explanation of the last line, “ Let us join

the living multitudes.” Then the question arises, can sach

be used with the accusative ? It generally governs the

instrumental, as R.Y. i. 116, 17 ; 136, 6; 152, 1 ; 183, 2 ;

185, 9; ii. 8, 6; v. 50, 2 ;
x. 7, 1 ; 64, 11; 106, 10. But

there are numerous passages where it governs the accusative,

such as i. 136, 3 ; 180, 1 ; ii. 41, 6 ;
iii. 39, 3 ; 52, 15 ;

vii.

88, 0
;

viii. 5, 2 ; 102, 22. We may" therefore translate our

passage :
“ May we join the living multitudes,” while with

the instrumental, we should have had to translate, “ May we
be together with living multitudes !

” Thus we read R.Y. i.

136, 6, Ji/ok jivantah prajayd mchemalu, “ May" we long live

and be together with oflFspring, i.e. possess offspring.”
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The question whether daivynh janah means really the as-

sembly of gods, or whether it should be translated by Agni,

fire, the heavenly man, has been raised on a former occasion,

and I still adhere, though, with regard to some passages,

rather doubtfully, to the opinion which I then expressed.^ I

should therefore translate :
“ O fathers, may the heavenly

man, Agni, give us back our soul, may we join the living

multitude.”

The next verse again is not well explained by Sayana.

The words vrate tava manas tanushu hihhratah cannot well

mean, “keeping our mind on thy service and on thy members.”

Tann is not used in the sense of members, nor does hhri, “ to

bear,” with manas, “ mind,” mean to keep one’s mind on

something, or to attend. Here again, a little reflection shows

that we ought to translate, “ May we in thy service, keeping

the soul in our bodies, i.e. keeping alive, join the living mul-

titude.” The ellipsis is somewhat unusual, yet as the two

verses follow each jivam vrdtain may well be supplied

after the second sachcmahl. Although sain sachdvahai occurs

(vi. 55, 1) in the sense of “ let us join,” this meaning

would hardly be applicable in our passage.

But while in passages like these, a little reflection and a

con.sideration of similar passages will generally remove all

difficulties, it happens not unfrequently that the work of in-

terpretation becomes really a work of deciphering. Nothing

will avail but to look at every passage in which we may
examine each single word that occurs in the verse to be

deciphered
;
and even after that has been done, the labour is

frequently in vain, and we are driven to admit either that the

text is corrupt, or that we possess no longer the means of dis-

covering behind the strange words and phrases of the Yeda the

thoughts which the early poets intended to express. Here

lies the real work which a translator of the Veda has to per-

form
;
and although difierent Sanskrit scholars in England,

France, and Giermany have explained many words and pas-

* Zeitscbrift der Deutselien Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, vol. ix. p. xxii. 18.55.

The heavenly host would be divyojanah (E.V. vi. 22, 9).
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sages, and removed many difficulties tliat Sayana was unable

to remove, yet a really satisfactory translation of the whole of

the flig-veda will for many years be simply impossible.

In accordance with the principles of translation which I have

explained more fully on former occasions, I shall now endeavour

to translate the four hjTnns which, before, were translated ac-

cording to the tradition of the Brahmans. And here I have

to confess, first of all, that I cannot bring myself to believe in

the historical reality of the legend which, according to Sayana,

forms the background of our hj^mns. This may seem gra-

tuitous scepticism, and at this distance of time, and with the

utter absence of historical documents, it is so safe that it

seems hardly fair, to throw the burden of proof on those who

believe in the legend. I do not mean to say that it is im-

possible that there ever was a king Asamati
;
that he had

four priests, brothers of the family of the Gaupayanas
;
that

he dismissed them and appointed two others in their place

;

that the Gaupayanas injured him
;

that the new priests

carried off" one of the brothers and nearly killed him, possibly

in order to sacrifice him
;
that the Gaupayanas then made

their peace with the king, and that their brother was finally

restored to them. All this may have happened. Nor could

any scholar in Europe avail himself of the argument that

might be used in the theological schools in India, viz. that

no historical events can be referred to in the Veda, because

the Veda is believed to have been composed before all time.

But what may be urged is this, that the legend itself varies,

and varies on essential points
;

that large portions of the

legend owe their origin to a misunderstanding of some

antiquated expressions occurring in the Veda and the old

Brahmanas
;
and lastly, that if the hymns had been composed

for the occasion, the allusion to the events would naturally be

more marked and palpable.

Several variations in the legend have been pointed out be-

fore, but a more important one remains to be noticed. Who
were the two priests appointed in the place of the four

Gaupayanas ? Katyayana calls them simply mdydvin, which

we may translate ‘ possessed of power,’ but more particularly
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‘possessed of supernatural or magical power.’ Sayana speaks

of them as Eishis, or sacred and inspired poets. The Satya-

yanaka is more explicit, and, if our text is correct, it speaks

of them as asuramdijax, ‘possessed of demoniacal powers,’ and

calls them asuras or evil spirits. The Brihaddevata calls them

nidydvimu dvijau, Brahmans endowed with magic powers,

and gives their names as Kirata and Akuli.^ Here we have

already several conflicting statements, enough to stagger an

orthodox Brahman. But a more important point remains to

he noticed. In the Tandya-brahmana, the story of the

Gaupayanas occurs in a much more simple and primitive form,

and here the two demoniacal Brahmans are no Brahmans at

all, hut females, whatever else they may he. Nothing is said

there of King Asamati or of the one brother Suhandhu, but

the legend simply states ; “Two demoniacal Mayas, of the race

of the Kiratas,^ scattered about, inside the sacrificial en-

closure, the spirits of the Gaupayanas who were performing

a Sattra sacrifice. These worshipped Agni with the hymn,^
‘ Agni, he thou nearest to us.’ By it they took again their

spirits.” If this is the foundation of the later stories of the

Gaupayanas, we can see clearly what has happened. The

two Mayas, or female spirits, of the race of the Kiratas,

Kirata-kulyau, were changed into two men of the name of

Kirata and Akuli. The name of Suhandhu occurring in the

hymn was taken to he the name of one of the Gaupayanas,

and the name of Asamati, likewise occurring in the hymn as

a name of Indra, was supposed to be the name of a king who.

• Whetlier it is Akuli or Akuli cannot be settled from the passages hitherto

known. It may be right to mention that in the S'atapatha-brahmana the MSS.

really give which is explained by the commentary as tWfT-

2 It may be right to mention that the MSS. of the Tandya-brahmana really

give > not as printed by Boehtlingk in his Dic-

tionary, s.v. The text and commentary of this passage are given on p. 13.

^ R.V. V. 24. Sayana, in his commentary on the Tandya-brahmana, calls this

hymn tricha, consisting of three verses, which would have been appropriate, ac-

cording to the account of the Brihaddevata, while in the Rig-veda there are four

lines, forming two verses.
*

is explained by both meaning “ to cherish.”
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somehow or other, was connected with the Graupayanas. The

remaining details woidd be supplied at demand, and the

legend would gradually grow into that form in which we now

find it in the Saty^anaka, in the Sarvanukrama, and in the

Brihaddevata. The reasons imagined for the anger of the

Gaupayanas are truly Brahmanic. It was the professional

hatred of one set of priests against another, and the reason for

their dismissal savours equally of modern Brahmanism, viz.,

some little mistake that had occurred in the cooking of the

sacrificial viands.

But although we can thus explain in a natural manner the

growth of the legend of the Gaupayanas, by simply supple-

menting the story of the Tandya with little indications taken

from the hymns themselves, I do not lay much stress on this.

Whether there ever was a king Asamati or not, whether he

exchanged one set of priests for another or not, what is all that

to us ? The only real thing we have to deal with are the hymns

of the Veda, and one single intelligible thought contained in

them, and giving us an insight into the mind of those ancient

poets, is worth all the genealogies of shadowy kings and spirits.

That there are some valuable thoughts in the hymns which

are ascribed to the Gaupayanas, must have become clear even

from Sayana’s translation. It will become still clearer if we
forget altogether what we have heard about Asamati and the

Gaupayanas, and translate the hymns as we find them, and as

possibly even Saunaka understood them, when he said that

they either contained an account of the revival of Subandhu,

or praises of the soul.

Hymn 47.

1. “ Let us not swerve from the (right) path, nor from the

Soma-sacrifice, o Indra. May our enemies not stand in our

way!”
2.

“ May we obtain the fire which is (to be) offered, which is

the accomplisher of the sacrifice, the thread^ that reaches

unto the gods.”

’ The sacrifice was considered as a thread or a connecting link between God and
men. See M. M., Die Todtenbestattung bei den Brahmanen, Zeitschrift der D.
M. Gesellschaft, vol. ix. p. xxii.
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3. “We now call hither the soul, Avith libations as offered

by our blessed ancestors, and with the songs of our fathers.”

4. “ May thy soul come back for work, strength, and life

;

and that it may long behold^ the sun !

”

5. “ May the heavenly man, Agni, (the fire), give us back

our soul, 0 fathers.^ May we join the living host !

”

6. “ May we join it Avith our offspring, in thy service, o

Soma, keej)ing the soul in our bodies.”

Hymn 58.

1. “Thy soul which went far away to Yama Vaivasvata,^

we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

2. “ Thy soul which went far away to heaven and to the

earth, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

3. “ Th}’' soul which went far away to the four-cornered

earth, we turn it back, liere to dwell and to live.”

4. “ Thy soul which went far away to the four quarters, we
turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

5. “ Thy soul which went far away to the watery ocean, we
turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

6.
“ Thy soul which went far away to the onward rays,^ we

turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

7. “ Thy soul which went far away to the water and the

shrubs, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

8. “ Thy soul which went far away to the sun and the

dawn, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

9. “ Thy soul which went far away to the great mountains,

we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

* Jijtvdse and drisd are called infinitives, why not krdtve and ddkshuya ? The
name of infinitive might well be given up and replaced hy a more appropriate

term.
2 It is more natural to join nah with manah and translate, our soul. In that

case the subject of the hymn would change, and what follows would certainly

harmonise with this view.
* On Yama Vaivasvata, the king of the departed, see Ueber die Todten-

bestattung, in the Zcitschrift der D. M. Gesellschaft, ix. p. xiv.

^ Mariehi does not occur again in the R.V. (exc. mdriehinam, x. 177, 1), but

there is no reason to doubt that it had in the Veda the same meaning as in the

later literature, viz., ray, splendour. Pravat, which, hy Professor Roth, is given

as a substantive only, must be taken as an adjective, not only in this, but in

several other passages, such as vii. 32, 27. It means ‘moving onward,’ possibly

‘ eastern,’ like prdch.
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10. “Thy soul which went far away to the whole world,

we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

11. “Thy soul which went far away into the distant dis-

tances, we turn it back, here to dwell and to live.”

12. Thy soul which went far away to the past and the

future, we turn it back, here to dwell and to Kve.”

Hymn 59.

1. “Life has advanced forward afresh, like the two skilful

drivers of the chariot
;
yea, moving on, man rises to the goal.

May Niiyiti (the goddess of destruction) indeed go far away !

’

2. “ On our hearth are riches, our food is garnered,—let us

1 There is clearly not much sense or coherence in this verse as translated

according to the commentary of Sayana. Sayana is guided by the traditional

notion that this hymn refers to certain details in the story of the death and
resurrection of Subandhu, but even thus his explanation can hardly be called

natural and happy. The train of thought which he discovers in the words of the

poet is this : 31ay the life of Subandhu be increased or advanced, as persons advance
who stand in a chariot. Having lost his life Subandhu regains it

;
may the god-

dess of mischief fly away ! This seems easy enough at first sight, but difficulties

soon appear on further consideration. The first half verse means certainly. May
life be lengthened, or, life is lengthened ; and it will be best to take this in a
general sense, without thinking much of Subandhu. Then follows a simile.

Now that simile does not speak of one person, but of two, sthutara iva. Sthatri,

with the accent on the first (not to he confounded with sthatri) means a driver,

not one who stands, but one who makes stand, one who controls horses. Thus
Indra is frequently called sthutar harinum, not he who stands on the horses, hut
he who makes them stand, who holds, checks, and drives them (viii. 24, 1"

;

33, 12 ; 46, 1). He is also called sthata rathasya (hi. 45, 2), or sthatri by itself.

Pi.Y. i. 33, 5 ;
vi. 41, 3, harivah sthatah uyra. The Maruts are called simply

sthhturah, riders or rulers (R.V. v. 87, 6), and jagatah sthatah is used E.V. vi.

49, 6, and seems to mean ‘ ruler of the earth.’

The real difficulty, however, lies in the dual. Why two riders instead of one ?

We cau hardly say in the Veda metri causa, nor can I think of any explanation

except by ascribing to the simile a more special reference to the two most famous
drivers in the Veda, the two As'vins, the vrishnah sthatard (R.V. i. 181, 3), the

rathitamau (R.V. i. 182, 2, etc.). As in their original conception, the tw'o As'vins

represent the succession of day and night, light and darkness, morning and even-

ing, and other correlative powers, the simile becomes even more teUing, if taken

in that special sense. But, it may he said, why not take the explanation of

Sayana ? Why not take kratumat in the sense of driver, and then translate,

“ like two who stand on a chariot are moved on by the charioteer.” For the

simple reason, that the adjective kratumat is never used in the Veda as a sub-

stantive, least of aU in the special sense of sdrathi or charioteer. I confess I can
make nothing of the instrumental kratumatd, but I have only to change it into

kratumantd and it becomes the recognised epithet of the As'vins, the clever, the

wise, cf. R.V. i. 183, 2, suvrit rdthah vartate ydn ahhi kshd'm ydt tishthathah

krdtumanfu dnu prikshe. To read sthdtrd iva kratumatd rathasya would sanc-

tion a hiatus, which might be accepted if supported by the authority of MSS., but
which I hesitate to adopt in a conjectural reading,

The meaning of the next sentence is even more difficult. Chydvdna, though it

might mean fallen, does not occur in the Veda in the sense of departed, dead.
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make good and manifold feasts ! The bard may enjoy all that

is ours. May Nirriti indeed go far away !
” ^

3.
“ Let us with our forces overcome the enemies altogether,

as the sky the earth, as the mountains the fields. The bard

knows all that is ours. May Nirriti indeed go far away! ”

4. “ 0 Soma, do not altogether deliver us unto death
;
may

we see the sun rising I May old age, sent by the days, be

kind to us ! May Nirriti indeed go far away !

”

5. “ Thou guide of life, preserve our soul in us, lengthen our

age well, that we may live. Grant us to see the sun, and fiU

thy body with the offered ghee.” ^

6.
“ Thou guide of life, bestow again uj^on us sight, again

breath, here to enjoy. May we long see the rising sun I O
(increasing) Moon,^ be gracious to us with mercy !

”

7. “ May the Earth again give us life, again the Heaven,

again the Sky I May Soma give our body again, and Pushan

the path^ w'hich is bliss.”

In E.V. X. 61, 2, chyav&nah means moving on, arriving; and the same sense is, by
Professor Roth, assigned to other forms of chyu.

The expression uttaviti artham is without a parallel in the Rig-veda.

Langlois translates : (lue cette existence nouvelle soit prolongee, et menee (par

le maitre de la vie) comrae un char I’est par un habile ecuyer. Ainsi celui qui

etait tombd se releve. Que Nirriti s’eloigne.

* This is again a difficult verse, and, as it stands, simply unintelligible. I read

r&yo instead of rdye in order to get at anything like sense. The two nu’s show
that the first half-verse contains two sentences. The second of these is clear,

literally, our food is possessed of repositories, i.e. our garners are full of food.

The first also must have a nominative, and this we get by reading ruyo instead of

r&ye. Saman is a locative, which I derive from saman, in the sense of hearth or

house. This meaning is conjectural; but there are several passages in the Veda
where sAnian cannot well mean song or poem. Whether it be derived from san,

to acquire, so as to mean acquisition, property, or from so, to finish, so as to

mean establishment, seems to have some meaning like hearth or home in

passages such as R.V. viii. 89, 7; ix. Ill, 2; 145, 3. However, I only propose

this interpretation until a better one can be found, for I cannot bring myself to

translate, “ MTien there is a song sung, there are riches.”

2 There is nothing to show that Asuniti is a female deity. Y^aska (x. 39)

takes Asuniti as a masculine, Sayana as a feminine. It may be a name for Yama,
as Prof. Roth supposes ; but it may also be a simple invocation, one of the

many names of the deity. The metre requires a syUable in the third half verse,

which may easily be supplied by reading sain-drisike.

3 Anumati means compliance, grace, and Sayana takes Anumati as a female

deity, a personification of grace. Anumati, however, is likewise a name of one

of the phases of the moon, which go by the names of Anumati, Raka, Sinivali,

and Kuiiu. In a prayer for life the moon would naturally come in for an in-

vocation.

^ The explanation of pathyA by speech is evidently old, for Sayana supports it

by a passage from the Bruhmana. It must be confessed, too, that speech would
be more appropriate in this passage

;
yet pathyA in the Rig-veda means path or
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8. “Ye miglity Heaven and Earth, mothers of right, may

there be happiness to our dear friendd Whatever CAdl there

is, may they both carry it off ! Heaven and gentle Earth !

may no evil whatever hurt thee !

”

9. “ Medicines come down from heaven, double and three-

fold. A solitary medicine moves about on earth. May they

both carry off whatever evil there is ! Heaven and gentle

Earth ! may no evil whatever hurt thee !

” ^

10. “Indra, stir up the cart-ox that brought here the

chariot of the dawn. May they both carry off whatever evil

there is ! Heaven and gentle Earth, may no evil whatever

hurt thee

!

Hymn 60.

1.
“ Bringing praise we came to the man of radiant aspect,^

who is praised by the great,
—

”

2. “ To the matchless, the roaring, the radiant
;

to the

crushing chariot, the good lord of Bhajeratha ,

— ” ^

3 .

“ He who overcomes men in battle like oxen, whether

he has his weapon or whether he is weaponless,
—” ®

walk, and only by a well-establisbed metapbor could this have been used to

express speech.
1 Subandhu may be a proper name, but even then it would mean good friend,

and nothing is lost therefore by keeping to the natural meaning.
- I take this and some of the later verses as formulas used by wise men or

women in effecting medical cures. Such formulas are often very meaningless,

and, at all events, we must not look in them for any deep wisdom. The suffixes

Ae and k<i, used for forming repetitive adverbs, are curious. In later Sanskrit we
have only sas, the Greek kis or x“-

3 Another verse used for incantations or witchcraft. As the poet speaks

of the ox that brought (i.e. that is in the habit of bringing) the chariot of

TJsinarani, we should naturally think of the chariot of the dawn. Sayana, how-
ever, takes usinardni in the sense of a medicinal herb, and it may have been so

understood by the medical charlatans of India.
* Most of the epithets here used of the man to whom praise is offered refer to

Indra, who, in the fifth verse, is invoked by name. Asamdti, it is true, does not

occur again as applied to Indra, and hence the commentators might easily have been
led to take it as a proper name. But in asamdtyojas, of incomparable strength,

asamdti clearly is the same as asamdna, incomparable. Hence I surrender Hng
Asamati and all that the Brahmans tell us about him. I believe he took his

origin from this verse, and the same verse must be his grave. Professor Roth, if

I understand him right, takes the same view. He takes nitosana in the sense of
dripping, evidently connecting it with ratha. But the verb tus expresses sound,
and the sense of roaring is appropriate to aU its derivatives.

® Bhajeratha must be taken as the name of a people or a country, like Ikshvaku
in the next verse. It may be a dialectic form of Bhagiratha.

Niyayinam ratham is a simile introduced without a comparative particle. The
adjectives which precede refer to Indra, not to ratha.

® I tried to explain paviravdn and apaviravdn in the Beitrage zur Yerglei-
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4. “ He in whose service Ikshvaku^ grows, rich, and strong

to kill, as the five tribes in heaven.”

5. “0 Indra, preserve the power among the matchless

Hathaproshthas, as the sun to be seen in heaven.” ^

6. “ Thou harnessest thy two bright horses for the descend-

ants of Agastya. Thou steppest down upon the enemies, upon

all, o king, who are ungenerous.” ^

7. “ This is the mother, this is the father, this thy life

came back. This is thy escape, o good friend
;
come here,

come forth !
” ^

cbenden SpracbforschTiTig;, vol. iii. p. 444 seq. Thougb the Pada text does not

give pavira-van, yet I think it right to give up my explanation of pavi-ravdn,

because I now see that it is possible to give a grammatical explanation of pavira.

Professor Roth derives pavira from pavi, hut this is impossible in Sanskrit. Favi,

with the Taddhita ra would give pavira^ like smhira from sushi (Pan. v. 2, 107),
hut never pavira. There is, however, the possibility, of which I had not thought
before, of classing pavira with such "words as sarira, formed by the Unadi iran from
sri, with gima of the radical vowel (Unadi-Sutras, ed. Aufrecht, iv. 30). As
this seems unobjectionable, I now take pavtra-vun as a possessive adjective in the

sense of ‘possessed of a thunderbolt or a weapon.’ \Ye thus get a proper climax
which was wanting in former translations. As to pavirava, it may now he ex-

plained as formed by the possessive Taddhita va (Pan. v. 2, 109), like hekava from
kesa.

* This is the first mention of Ikshvaku, and the only one in the Rig-veda. I

take it not as the name of a king, but as the name of a people, probably the

people who inhabited Bhajeratha, the country washed by the northern Ganga or

the Bhagirathi.
2 I think it best to take Rathaproshtha as the name of a tribe. The word

does not occur again in the Rig-veda. Professor Roth seems to take it in the

sense of chariot, or seat of a chariot, hut in that case the prayer for preservation

of power would not be appropriate, for kshalra always refers to powers wielded by
gods or men. We have seen two rare proper names in the preceding verses, and
we need not be surprised at a third, though none of them occurs again in the

Rig-veda. In the Mahabharata the Proshthas occur as a people.

3 Another difficult verse, chiefly on account of the word nadbhyah, which does

not occur again, I’rofessor Roth derives it from nali, in the sense of rope, and he

compares akshdnah (R.V. x. 53, 7), fastened to the axle, the name of a horse.

I confess I do not see how, with such a word in the dative or ablative, any sense can

be elicited from our verse. If one might indulge in conjectures, I should read

naptribhyah, for Agastya occurs both with three and four syllables. But why
should so simple a word have been changed into nadbhyah ? Tlie Pada gives

nat-bhyalp and this Sayana derives evidently from the verb nand, which has given

rise to several derivatives in the sense of son, or relative, or descendant. It

might he possible, etymologically, to derive nah from nah or nabh (from which
ndbhi, relationship), and to take it in the sense of relatives, literally, ties. But
nadbhyah may also he an old dat. plur. of napdt. The Pada-form of napdt, if we
may judge from the fem. napti, neptis, would have been napt. This, before

bhyah, would have been regularly changed into nap, This, with bhyah, would
have become nabbhyah. Now in order to avoid the want of euphony, we see that

ab-hyah is changed to ad-bhyah. Why not nab-bhyah into nad-bhyah ?

The Rishis Bandhu, Suhandhu, S'rutabandhu, and Devahandhu, are called the

sister-sons of Agastya in the Mantrarshadhyaya. See Ind. Stud. iii. 459.

^ The last verses are evidently formulas used for restoring health or life. Like

most of such formulas they are not always very coherent or very wise. Their
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8. “As they tie the yoke with a guard, that it may hold,

thus I have held thy soul for life, not for death, ay for

safety.” ^

9. “ As this great earth has held these forest trees, thus I

have held thy soul for life, not for death, ay for safety.”

10. “I have brought back the soul of our dear friend from

Yama Yaivasvata, for life, not for death, ay for safety.”

11. “Down blows the wind, down shines the sun, down

milks the cow, down be thy sin !

”

12. “This hand of mine is blessed; this hand of mine is

more blessed
;
this hand of mine is all-healing, this has a

lucky touch.”

If now we ask ourselves for what purpose these four hymns
could have been composed, it must be confessed, first of all,

that, with the exception of the second hymn, the rest are not

very closely strung together, and it is by no means certain

that they are not rather a collection of verses than consecutive

poems. Taking, however, the hymns as they stand, we may
observe a difference between the first, second, and fourth on

one side, and the third on the other. The former are ad-

dressed to some friend, spoken of in the second person, whose

life is in danger, while, in the third, the poet, speaking in the

first person plural, seems to fear for his own safety, at least

in the seven verses in the beginning. In the concluding

verses the friend is addressed again in the second person, and

recommended to the protection of the gods. The situation

thus brought before us by these hymns seems to be a battle-

field or a siege, in which the enemies have wounded one

person who lies like dead among his friends, and whom his

friends try to recall to life. Their endeavours of awakening the

eflScacy would seem to depend on a certain amount of mysterious obscurity. Ob-
serve the apparently irregular gender in ayam matu, also in ayamjiviituh, forjivutuh

is usually feminine. It may be, however, that the speaker, who evidently is the

enchanter or mesmeriser, points to himself, saying, as if with the Greek gSe,

“ This is the mother, this is the father, this is thy life, i.e. I who bring thee back
to life.” Professor Eoth translates prasarpana by unterkommen. Does he mean
livelihood ? The nir ihi, come forth ! seems to show that prasarpana means the

escaping of the soul from the place where it is supposed to be held captive.
1 Varatru means a guard, i.e. a guard chain. Ludhura I take to be the first

person, considering the construction of verse 10.
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wounded from a swoon, or their attempts—whether successful

or not, we know not—of calling one really killed in battle back

to life, are accompanied with sacrificial oblations, with laying

on of hands, and with the recitation of certain charms. If we

were at liberty to re-arrange the hymns, I should propose to

end the third hymn with verse 7. The three remaining

verses would then form an invocation by themselves. Then,

again, verses 1-6 of the fourth hymn would form a perfect

address to ludra, while the concluding verses by themselves

look like a collection of medical charms, such as are ver}’

common among poor and ignorant people. The last verse

clearly shows that the healing powers of the hands, or what

we now call mesmeric strokes, were known long before

Mesmer’s time. This is interesting
;
but far more interesting

even in these hymns, which are by no means fair specimens

of the best religious jJoetry of the Brahmans, is the constant

dwelling on the divine powers which govern the life of man.

"Whether they are addressed as Indra and Soma, or as Heaven

and Earth, or as Guide of Life and Good Lord, it is the gods

who reward their worshippers wdth health and wealth, who
give life and death, who destroy eHl or sin. The hymns
with which the fathers praised the gods, possibly the cups in

which they offered their libations, are kept with religious

care, nay, the fathers themselves, departed this life, but en-

joying immortalit}', are invoked to bestow blessings on their

descendants. The sacrifice is kept up in each family, and

this sacrificial succession is looked upon like an unbroken

chain uniting each generation, like a new link, with the

generation that preceded, and at last with the gods them-

selves, who were worshipped by the ancient prophets. Let us

also observe, particularly in the second hymn, the clear con-

ception of a soul as separate from the body
;
of a soul, after

death, going to Yama Vaivasvata, the ruler of the departed,

or hovering about heaven or earth, the sun, the dawn, the

water or the plants, ready to be called back to a new life.

If we reflect on these germinal thoughts and on the vast pro-

portions they were intended to assume in the later history of

the Aryan world down to our own time, we shall have to
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admit that, even if we lose the legend of king Asamati and

the squabbles of his rival priests, there is still enough left,

even in these meagre hymns, that Avill repay the student for the

patient deciphering of the sacred records left to us by the

fathers of our own, the Aryan, race.
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©\ s5
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gg: ii q ii
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I II I

I I TT^rFT^TOff^q^fT-

II rfT^ II ^T'3'TT I

f^^rfr VTT^fT: I l ^^TT^-

^Tf^fT???r^: I fki: i ^r^fr f%^rr

VTT^rT II

I f^icfiiH I I I I

II II

I ^TT I T^f^tgtpRTTTVT^

TT'^ ^TfT I ^IrT^TTlT I rT^ f^^f^^ll

^TT^T II ^rgfW ¥fTt II

q: I ^qrq: I qffqrq:it^ i i qqlxqrq: i ^ i w
fh^-R. I fqr II ^ II

^ C\

frT^f^ I I qf T^ I i

1 q^?:qT^J ^^X' I I ^TTlfq

^iq^T^T^T^ I ^qqri^i: i w^i^T'^T^fq qr^r-

fq^iq^ri Tf2T^: I ^fTifq •q f^ i^ N \*

^Mc2T^: II

I I I qq I ^wrq: I *l<l«ft I Tj;^ I •

‘qq
I ir^: ii H n

^ qfqq^^Wf TT^T q>?ifw
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I ViT-

I Tli ^frT f^f%^‘

^'ri: ri^r^f^^

iN: II

1 w^ I wrrf^^r I I vn:^ i i i

1^ II M II

I I T^Fri

5^^Tf?r 'yTT^ I

-J^Tf^rr^TSlf^ VTT^ I

I ^ci:^: I^^ I I ftf^ II

Wl^ I I ^3Rnft: I I I I ii ^ ii

^TrTT ?:T^T^‘ '^f^ I

i ^ ^’WT-

I

f^f%rIT ^7Tf% I I fT^T li^T

I

®

’ Or f%li¥ f^flTt I II

I. V*

,j

II TWS^T^ II

! I ^TRIT I I tRrn I ^ I ^RTH: I W I ^^Tcl^ll

! T^i^ iTii^W if%:if:tfii'sii

^fV: ^?T '?iT^^TTr I -^ttitst
i

I

1
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I I wrTT^‘ I -spr^i^ I

^ tt^t i

II

f^rTlf^^T II

v»

•^f?T ift^rV i?f^ ii

^ II

VTTWT^ fT Tf^ II

^^7Tf^?7T?TT I T^m \ ^^TrT^f^fTT-

^TTrT^ I ’?IT^^TT? I ^rTl % W?T»TT^T

'arftT 3?^T7T5 it 1 ’?I7I T^‘ Tr(^f% I

I f^ffrf% I ^fr^: ^^nriri; i

I % f^^rlYTTW 1 I T^

TITfTT^’ ftrTT^* ^>-

ST^ I (^n?T7T?TT ^:f%rfT: I II

W I I I ^T#fH I VW^ I ^ II

T?^ I ^TmT I ^ I I I ^ I I I

II ^ II

^ T^T-
vj

f^VTT^T^ I I ^ Tf^r ^VTT

^frVT^fir* I I I I ^

^ \ ^ifr^fTTfl^ I I ^Tf^^^Tf^:il
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wr I 1 I iTft I I T^TPl. I II

TT^ I I ^ 1 I ^V^Ht I ^ I I wr I

^?rf^^rrra^ ii o.ii

Wri: I Yt I twmci: I I tM: I ^ I II

I ^ I I I ii «io ii

f^^^f%l-T II

I I ^ I 1 ^ I HtrfH I ^-q: ii

I ^T I ft I ^ 1 1 H I ii «iq II

^T?fr I I

^ J

w •?:qV II

^5i I ^ I I I I ^ I ctt: II

^1^1 I ^ I II ^\\\

^rf^T tuRrf^T^^rr I

'-3

^ fT^Trr^ I

^ I 1 fl^T^ ^

rir^T-

^ I I ziffr ^^*ff

xm'^ II

II TWgW ^^: II

II ^-at^ ^fjms^^TRr: ll
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Art. XII .—Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian Grammar.

By the Rev. E. Hincks, I).D., Hou. M.R.A.S.

A great number of years have now elapsed since I began

to collect materials for an Assyrian grammar; an object, of

which I have never since lost sight. Of late, I have been

preparing my materials for publication
;

but a preliminary

question has suggested itself :
—“ If I were to publish a gram-

mar, who would read it ?” The persons for whose instruction

I should naturally write would be either persons who were

acquainted with other Semitic languages, and who were de-

sirous of comparing the grammars of these with that of the

oldest and the best developed language of the family
;
or else

persons, who desired to study this language for its own sake,

and who sought the aid of a grammar, in the absence of an

oral instructor, to teach them the first principles of this

“ Sanskrit of the Semitic tongues,” which they might after-

wards improve upon by their own studies.

I believe that persons of both these classes would derive

benefit from such a grammar as I should publish, if they

would only make use of it. I fear, however, that no person

of either of the classes has so much faith in me, and in my
knowledge of Assyrian grammar, as to make use of it. My
only readers would probably be my critics ;—those, who have

attained some knowledge of the Assyrian language—con-

siderable knowledge, I may say, so far as respects the mean-

ing of words,—but whose published translations show that, as

respects grammar, their views are extremely diflferent from

mine
;
and, of course, if my views be correct, extremely er-

roneous. My only readers would thus be, with perhaps one or

two exceptions, hostile critics, who must condemn what I

have written, because, by laying down rules which they have

disregarded and violated in their translations, it indirectly

condemns those translations.

In the case of one eminent Assyrian writer on the con-
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tinent, the certainty that I should meet with hostile criticism

is more obvious than it is in the case of others. Dr. Oppert

has published an Assyrian grammar, of which I have already

stated that, besides minor errors, it was pervaded by three er-

roneous general principles, “ so as scarcel}’’ to leave a page

free from what I consider pernicious error.” One of these

three principles, Dr. Oppert, in a late article in the Journal

Asiatique, intimates that he has abandoned, or is disposed to

abandon. To the other two he clings pertinaciously. Now,

as I cannot retract the unfavourable opinion above expressed,

and as, according to my views of Assyrian grammar, I cannot

think the translations from Sargon, which Oppert and

Menant have published, to be even approximately correct, I

could not possibly expect any criticism from those gentlemen

but of the most adverse description.

Dnder these circumstances, I have thought it advisable

to deviate materially from my original plan. Instead of

publishing an entire grammar, I will, in the first instance,

publish specimen-chapters only
;
treating of the declensions

Qf substantives and adjectives, and of the permansive forms

of verbs ;—a subject on which Dr. Oppert, in the Journal

Asiatique for last year (Tome vi. p. 297), has mis-stated both

my views and the facts to which he appeals. Instead, too,

of stating what I believe to be the grammatical rules of the

Assyrian language, dogmatically, as would be the natural

course of the writer of a grammar, I will deduce them from

those leading positions on which all are agreed, by inductive

proofs, in the order which appears to me the best for this pur-

pose
;
different as this order is from what I should adopt if I

were exempt from the necessity of writing otherwise than dog-

matically. My examples must be numerous, because they are

not merely illustrative, but justificator}’’. It will readily he

understood that where I bring forward a number of proofs in

support of any assertion, it is one which is not generally ac-

cepted, and is likely to he controverted
;
but except in the

one case of the permansive forms of the verb, which I have

already mentioned, I do not mean to point out directly what

I believe to be the errors of others. It will answer my end,

VOL. II.—[new series.] 31
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and Tvdll be pleasanter to myself, if I merely seek to establish

the correctness of my own views. This being done, the in-

correctness of any views that are inconsistent with them will

follow as a matter of course.

A few words should be said here on the principles on which

I have conducted my investigations. I have sought the rules

of Assyrian graminpr by induction from passages, the mean-

ing of which I considered to be perfectly known, occurring in

writings of a good age
;

the induction being guided by a

general knowledge of Semitic grammar. I have taken no

account of passages, however well their meaning may be

known, which are found in texts of a late age, probably written

by persons who had a very imperfect knowledge of Assyrian,

and of whom it was not the native tongue. Neither have I

assumed the identity of Assyrian and Hebrew rules of gram-

matical construction in cases where there is no inductive evi-

dence of it.

As to the transcriptions of Assyrian words and texts which

I give, I think that it is unnecessary to say much. Were I

to publish a, grammar, it should contain a list of all the cha-

racters representing syllables consisting of a single vowel, or a

vowelpreceded or followed by a consonant, and of all those whose

values were syllables consisting of a vowel both preceded and

followed by a consonant, and which occurred in any text quoted

in the grammar. To each character its transcription should

be attached. I represent, as every one else does, 3, X T,

X 3, “I, and H, by b, g, d, ,z, k, I, m, n, p, r, and t.

I also represent H by A, tO by t, D by s (which was anciently

sounded either &t, or sk ;
the former being, like repre-

sented by the Arabic {j*i, the latter by and by the Greek

I, which occupied the same position in the alphabet, and had

the same figure as the Phoenician D), If by s,
p
by q, and

by s. The remaining five letters, H, 1, ', y, are indiscri-

minately transcribed as ' with the following exceptions

:

is transcribed by ya
;

by or yu
; Jy

after an-

other
yy

by 'a or ya
; "^y, when a copulative, by va

;

and

by A or i/i. I use the vowel e alone to represent fiyy,
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e standing for -mi The grave accent over a vowel is not

intended to mark a distinction of sound, but to show that a

homophone of the character usually representing the syllable

without the accent is used in place of that character. I use

four vowels in transcriptions, a, i, u, and e, which I believe the

Assyrians pronounced as long i, or i. I think that no Assyrian

scholar will find any difficulty in restoring the text of my tran-

scriptions
;
but if he do, he can consult the original text, to

which I refer him. To explain my references, I will observe

that B. means Botta’s plates; L., the first series of British

Museum plates, edited by Mr. Layard
;

I. and II., the two

volumes of the second series of British Museum plates, edited

by Sir H. Rawlinson. The number which precedes this is the

number of the plate in each series, and the number at the end

is the line in the plate
;
with a distinctive mark before it, if

necessary, the meaning of which will be seen when the plate

is referred to. In some of the plates of the second series, I

use r, c, and I for right, centre, and left. In these references,

and in the transcriptions, I have followed as closely as I could

Mr. Norris.

I believe that the main point in which I differ from Mr.

Norris in my transcriptions is that I do not attempt to dis-

tinguish in most cases between the several breathings and

semivowels. I do not think that we can distinguish them by

inspection of the Assyrian characters. We can only do so by

knowledge derived from some other source. I find, for in-

stance, occurring in four words
;
between ma and du, be-

tween na and du, between ta and bu, and between da and

nu. I transcribe it in the four instances by "a. I happen to

know from the Hebrew that in the first word the represents

X, in the second H, in the third 1, and in the fourth '
;
the

four words signifying much or great from glorious from

“ini, good from ilD, and ajudge from 1'“!. In another word

which had no Hebrew equivalent, I should not know how to

render the characters so as to make a distinction
;
and I

therefore do not make it in the cases where I am able to do

so. Some persons would in all these instances represent the YI
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by accenting the preceding vowel. In most cases, however,

I think that this would be an error. Where it is plain to me
that two characters represent together but one syllable, I cut

off one of the vowels by an apostrophe
;
but I do not consider

it a matter of course to do so, nor do I use an accent in all

cases where I do so.

When two syllables are joined together without a point, it

will be understood that they are, in the original, not repre-

sented phonetically, but by monograms, ideograms, orAccadian

roots, as they have been variously called. In such cases I

generally give the cuneiform characters in brackets, with i.e.

after them, before I give the words that I read. When,

however, the signification of the monogram is well known and

universally admitted, I omit the cuneiform characters.

[Chapter V.] On Verbs, and first on their permansive parts.

1. Generally speaking, a verb admits of seven principal

conjugations, of which the first six correspond to the first six

of the recognized Hebrew conjugations; the seventh being

the causative of the third. I denote them by the seven first

Homan numerals. Other conjugations are occasionally met

with, but are less frequent. It will, of course, be understood

that no one verb is used in all the conjugations.

2. Each of these seven admits of a secondary or augmented

conjugation, which I denote by the proper Roman numeral

followed by t. The augmented conjugation regularly inserts t

or te after the first radical letter, or in the conjugations

V.-VII. after the preformative s. In some cases the insertion

of this letter or syllable is the only difference between the

augmented conjugation and its principal one
;
but in other

cases, other changes are introduced which will be mentioned

in the sequel.

3. The inserted t is sometimes changed into d or t, through

the influence of the letter with which it comes in contact

;

and sometimes through its influence that letter undergoes a

change. Another irregularity, which is apt to be more puz-

zling, is that in most verbs defective in the second radical
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(concave verbs) tbe dental precedes tbe first radical in place

of following it. Thus, we have from in the aorist of 1. 1,

it.hu.ni, instead of ib.tu.ni, “they came on” (90 L. 63).

4. Generally speaking, again, the verbal forms belonging

to each conjugation may be divided into two great classes,

which I call permansive and mutative. The former denotes

continuance in the state which the verb signifies in that con-

jugation
;
the latter denotes change into that state. Each

portion of the forms belonging to the conjugation has tenses

and verbal nouns. The permansive tenses are analogous to

the so-called Hebrew preterite, having no preformatives, but

having terminations added, (except in the third person singu-

lar masculine, which has none, as in Hebrew), by which the

number, person, and gender are distinguished. The mutative

tenses, on the contrary, are analogous to the so-called Hebrew

future, having one or other of the preformatives always

prefixed to the root, whether or no there be any distinctive

addition at the end.

5. The distinction here made between permansive and

mutative forms is in my judgment a fundamental one, on the

proper development of which all accurate knowledge of the

Assyrian language must depend. Now, Dr. Oppert, has in a

recent number of the Journal Asiatique (Tome vi. p. 297),

ridiculed the existence of any such forms as what I call per-

mansive, characterising them as being a mere fancy of mine.

The first thing then that I have to do is to establish the

existence of such forms by a number of clear examples.

6. I will begin with comparing two sentences from adjoin-

ing columns of Taylor’s Cylinder, in which the same root

occurs,—a perfect root having three letters incapable of

change,—namely, DD^. It signifies in Arabic celavit (Frey,

iv. 10), and this may be the meaning in the single passage in

the Hebrew Bible where it occurs (see Ges. 723). At any rate

this seems clearly the meaning in the two Assyrian passages

which I will cite. In the former of these, 40 I. 68, Senna-

cherib, after mentioning the destruction of certain towns con-

cluding with 'ak.mu, “ I burned,” proceeds thus. I omit a

simile which is evidently parenthetical. Qu.tur n a.akjmu.tu
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&u.nu p a,an [>->-1 i-e.] samele rap.su.ti 'u.sak.tim,

“ the smoke of their being burned (like a ponderous cloud)

the face of the wide heavens I made to conceal.” The verb is

here in the 1. s. of the aorist of (the causative) Conjugation Y.,

having two objects expressed, that which is made to produce,

and that which is made to undergo, the change. The preceding

verb 'akmic is the 1. s. of the aorist of I. of the verb nttlD. Let

us now proceed to 41 I. 45. I omit another comparison to a

cloud, which is parenthetic.
[^^TI AT! <tETT Le.] epir

sepi.su.nu .... p'a.an samele rap.su.ti ha.t'i.im, “the dust

of their feet (like, etc.) the face of the wide heavens is conceal-

ing.” In my judgment, nothing can be clearer than that

katim is the 3. m. s. of the principal permansive tense. Dr.

Oppert says that I “ substitute participles for the 3. s. m.”

By a participle I presume he means what I call the nomen

mutantis. Xo doubt the latter would be katim, or, as I should

write it for distinction, katim
;
but this would stand before

what it governs
;
it should then be translated “ the concealer of

(the face of the wide heavens),” and it would require a verb to

complete a sentence. It might as well be said that the second

w'ord in Genesis was a participle, or any other 3. m. s. of the

preterite in the Bible. In this portion of Taylor’s Cylinder

we have no less than six long lines and a half in which there

is nothing that he acknowledges to be a verb. In 1. 43,

Sennacherib begins to describe an attack upon him by an

immense multitude of his enemies, whom he compares to

locusts. All are doing the same things in constant succes-

sion, and accordingly, in speaking of what they do, he uses

onlj^ permansive tenses. In 1. 44 we have te.hulu.ni, “ they

are coming on,” the 3. m. p. of the permansive of I.t. of the

verb XU. It has exactly the same relation to it.hc.ni, “they

came on,” cited in § 3, as ka.ti.im in 1. 47 has to iktum, “ it

concealed.” Passing over a permansive verb in 1. 48, the

discussion of which would lead to a digression, we have in

1. 49, after the description of the position taken by his ene-

mies, zab.tu.va, “they are occupying, and,” followed by a

mutative verb. Surely it cannot be maintained with any
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show of reason that zah.tu, followed as it is by the copulative

enclitic which connects verbs, and verbs only, and this by an

acknowledged verb, is anything else than a verb, and yet it

has no preformative. The verb is a very common one

in the mutative tenses of both I. and V.

7. Before going further, I will give paradigms of the de-

clension of the three principal tenses of the imaginary verb

S:i3;—the permamive present, the aorist, and the mutative pre-

sent, or present simply. The latter is written indifferently

with g or gg; the duplication of the second radical being

euphonic, and not characteristic of the third conjugation.

What really characterizes this conjugation is the use of tt. as

the vowel of the preformative. It is inrariahhj so used in

Conjugations III., V., and VII., and their augmented con-

jugations
;
and never so in any other conjugation, unless the

first radical of the verb be *1 . Each of these three principal

tenses admits a secondary tense formed by the addition of u

to forms which end in the third radical, and of ni to those

which end in an added vowel. The most important of these

secondary tenses is that derived from the present, which is

clearly a future.

8. Paradigms of the three principal tenses of Conjuga-

tion I. :

—

Permansive Present. Aorist. Present.

1. s. paglaku, or paglak 'apgul 'apaggil, or 'apagil

2. m.s. pagilta tapgul tapaggU

2. f.s. pagilti tapguli tapaggili

3. m.s. pagH ipgul ipaggil

3. f.s. paglat tapgul tapaggil

1. p. pagilnu napgul napaggil

2. m.p. pagiltunu tapgulu tapaggHu

2. fp. pagdtina tapgula tapaggila

3. m.p. paglu ipgulu ipaggilu

3. fp. pagla ipgula ipaggila

The forms of the second person plural ma}' require correction

;

but I believe that all the others may be depended upon. 1 use

i as the vowel after the second radical in the permansive and

ordinary present, and u in the aorist. These are the most
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common vowels, but many verbs bave different ones. Per-

haps the third person feminine singular sometimes ends in a,

that is 'rt, like the Hebrew H . An apparent example is in

18 I. 62, w’here the nominative is singular, sa, referring to

'u.ba.nu ’a.zi.tu, “a projecting summit;” and we have

Hii.qa.lu.la in the printed text, and lat as a variant. The

latter is, however, the reading of far the most copies, if not

of all. In 33 I. 2’48, we have su.qa.lu.la
;
but there the nomi-

native is plural, 'u.ba.na.at sad.e,
“ the summits of the moun-

tain.” In 24 I. 51, we have also su.qa.lu.la, but here the no-

minative is masculine singular; and the final a is, as very

often happens, a representative of va, the copulative enclitic,

and not an inflexion of the verb.

9. What are called the personal pronouns of the first and

second persons are really, as I have stated long since, per-

mausive presents of a verb signifying “ to be here,” adsum
;

and 'ana, “ ad,” “ to,” or “ for,” is to be referred to the same

root, pS. The ft'ue personal pronouns are the afformatives of

the permansive present, 'alcu, nu, and ta, with its derivatives.

It is these which the comparative grammarian should compare

with the Indo-European pronouns. By the way, I never said,

as Dr. Oppert represents me to have said, that the second

person of the permansive present ended in ka and Id, as in

Ethiopic. What I said was, that the fact of the first per-

sons ending alike in Assyrian and Ethiopic ought not to be

relied on as proof of a special connection between those two

languages, because the Ethiopians had k in the second person,

as well as in the first, while the Assyrians had not.

10. I will now give some other examples of permansive

presents : In the descriptions of permanent features of a

country, which are so frequently found in the historical in-

scriptions, the permansive tense is constantly used. Thus e.g.

in 11 I. 43, etc., we read of “high mountains, which, like the

edge of a sword, sam.tu, are piercing
;
which, for the pass-

ing of chariots, la.'a na.tu.'v,, are not fitted.” The exact force

of the roots and ytOi or may be questioned, but

the general sense is clear. The king tells us that he left his

chariots behind, and crossed the mountains without them

;
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and here he uses the aorist. In 22 I. 105, we have kir.hu.su

kima ^u.Va.an sad.e sa.kin, “ Its top (or head) like the summit

of a mountain was lying,” or simply “ was.” The verb
'

in its mutative parts signifies, actively, “to place,” or “make;”

in the permansive parts “ to lie,” or “ be.” This is something

like what happens in several Greek verbs, as laTruu, and in

Latin, where facio, as well as fio, is etymologically connected

with fuo.

11. The permansive present is also habitually used in the

passive conjugations
;
for the state denoted by these forms is

generally a permanent one. So in Greek we have reTVfjb/xivoi

eicTi, and in Latin, to a greater extent, pulsatus sum, etc., as

well as pulsati sunt. Thus, we have 42 I. 11, ra.ki.hu.si.in

di.ku, “ their riders were killed,” and soon after, si.na

mus.su.ra, “ they (/!) were abandoned.” In 38 L. 8, we
have z’u.uh.hu.rat su.bat.sa, “ its site (was made, i.e. as often

in Hebrew) was judged to be small.” Examples might be

quoted almost without end.

12. I wiU now pass to the first person. Dr. Oppert objects

to an example which I gave formerly. In 19 I. 101, we read,

as it is printed, ina lime u.ma, ina Ninua iiz.ba.ku, which I have

translated “ In the eponymy of a certain person, in Nineveh

I am stopping.” I ought, however, to have translated it, “ In

the same eponymy.” The character in two copies that I have

collated is not that for ii, the copulative conjunction, but that

which occurs so commonly on the tablets, signifying “the

same.” There can, I think, be no doubt that this is the cor-

rect reading in all the inscriptions
;
and that the copyists

have substituted a common character for one which was not

familiar to them. In 18 I. 69, we have Ina lime an.ni.ma,
“ in the eponymy of this person,” that is, “ of myself.” This

is one of the many substitutes for the pronoun “ my,” which

we meet with in the Assyrian inscriptions. This is sometimes

contracted into an.ma, as in 40 L. 50. The seems to be

used to indicate that a peculiar mode of expression is used j

or perhaps it may signify “ and so forth.” Speaking of these

substitutes for the possessive pronouns, I consider it due to

Dr. Oppert to acknowledge the great merit of his late dis-
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covery of the signification of raman, which had been so long

a puzzle to Assyrian students. I adopt his explanation as

perfectly correct, and I have met with five or six passages,

besides those cited by himself, which it explains in the most

satisfactory manner. 0 si sic omnia !

13. The explanation of uz.ba.ku given above, “ I am stop-

ping,” clashes with Dr. Oppert’s view in two respects. It is

a permansive present, a tense which he does not acknowledge

;

and it is that of the verb a defective in "IS, of which he

has affirmed in his grammar that the Assyrians had none. It

appears then absolutely necessarj^ for the maintenance of his

system that he should do awaj^ with this passage
;
and I will

quote from p. 297, what he says on the subject :
“ D’abord, on

ne lit jamais iisbakn, mais toujours usbakuni dans les inscrip-

tions de Sardanapale III., dans la phrase; ‘Pendant qu’ils me
retinrent a Ninive, etc.’ Usbakuni est la pers. du pluriel de

^SDal’iphteal avec le suffixe. Sans suffixe, ce serait yussabaku

ou memeyn^baku ^SSp' (G.A. § 128), et contracte avec

le suffixe (ibid. § 197) . Toihi a quoi se reduit la 1'’®

personne en ku. Et ce scul example, si meme il etait avere, ne

pourrait avoir une grande portee, quand on le compare aux

milliers de formes des aoristes fournies par les textes.”

14. I have given the whole of this passage from M. Op-

pert’s text
;
and I must say, ,that I think I have never read

a passage of the same length, in which there are so man}’

mis-statements as to matters of fact. The word uzbakti does

occur in the passage cited
;
and when he denied that it did

so. Dr. Oppert must have trusted to a treacherous memory.

There is no ni after it in the printed text
;
there is no various

reading noted in 19 I. 101 ;
and, morover, I collated, some

years ago, very carefully, all the copies of the inscriptions

brought over by Mr. Layard, which substantially coincide

with that which is printed, and I am thus in possession of some

important various readings which are not printed
;
and I can

say most positively that there is not a single copy which con-

tains any other reading than iizbaku, which Dr. Oppert says “on

ne lit j.\MAis !
” Elsewhere, e.g. in 1. 94 of the same plate, ni

is added
;
but there the sentence begins with ki, “ when

;

”
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and I translate “ -when in Sur I was stopping.” This is the

secondary permansive tense noted at the end of § 7. Where
there is no ki at the beginning of the sentence, there is no ni

at the end of uzhakii. In the second place, the existence of

the verb is, so far as I am aware, a pure* fiction. I never

recollect to have met it, and I believe no one else has met it.

It has been imagined purely for the purpose of neutralizing a

text, the existence of which is inconsistent with two gram-

matical dreams. But in the third place, even if the existence

of this verb be granted, it could not produce by any legi-

timate process such a grammatical monstrosity as yushakuni.

Dr. Oppert cannot produce any similar form. Isbakuni would

be legitimate
;
and so would isahkuni, or with st or ss in the

place of s
;
yusahkuni might pass also for Conj. III.

;
but the

substitution of yii for i before sb—such a form as yupgaluni—
is unparalleled. Yu and i are not interchangeable, as he says

in his grammar, the former is used in Conj. III., the latter

in Conj. I.; but these two conjugations, the Pihel and Qal of

the Hebrews, he has blended together in hopeless confusion.

15. But, perhaps, the most extraordinary sentence in the

passage I have quoted is the last. The first question at issue

is, whether the Assyrians had, like the Hebrews, at least one

tense in each conjugation, in which there were no preforma-

tives. It is in regard to this tense that we are at issue
;
that

they had also a tense or tenses in each conjugation, which

had preformatives, we are agreed. How if I can establish

even a single instance, in which a verb has no preformative,

my case is proved. The fact is, however, that there are

hundreds of instances of permansive verbs in inscriptions of

every age, from Tiglath Pileser to Darius. Dr. Oppert says

that sarraku, even if it should not be read sarmtus,—a sup-

position which the variant form in ak (of which presently)

proves to be untenable,—may mean “ I am a king,” and yet

not be a verb. Here I differ from him. I say, in common I

believe with all grammarians, that a word which includes in

itself a pronominal subject, a copula and a predicate, is essen-

tially a verb. It might as well be denied that malakta in 2 Sam.

iii. 21, was a verb, because malke, “ kings of,” is a norm. In 17
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I. 32, etc., there are, after the completion of a sentence, no

less than eleven words ending in aku. I take them to he per-

mansive presents in the 1. s., ten of them belonging to tri-

literal verbs in the first, third or fourth conjugations, and the

eleventh to a quadriliteral. It is not the slightest objection

to this view that substantives or adjectives are in use, con-

taining the former part of the alleged verb. So it is in all

the Semitic languages. There is a nomen permanentis, and a

permansive present, the beginnings of which generally agree,

though their endings are generally as different as the cases of

rex and the persons of rego. In the proper names Nabu-

na!id, “ Nebo is glorious,” and Na’id-Mar.duk, “ Marduk is

glorious,” as well as in na.h.da.kn in 1. 32, we have the per-

mansive present
;

in E.I.II. I. 3, on the contrary, ru.ha!a

na.’a.dam, “ the glorious prince,” gives us the nomen per-

manentis, here an adjective.

16. In the Babylonian inscriptions the u at the end of the

1 s. is dropped. Thus in E.I.II. I. 39, we have

he.Vu.nt.s'uMn, “ I am habitually worshipping their lordships.”

The t/, it will be observed, is also dropped in this affix, as it

sometimes is in the affix sn, when added to a word ending

with a vowel. This is the 1. s. of the permansive present in

the first augmented conjugation of nSs. Before this, in

1. 10, the king had used the permansive past (badly spelled),

b'i.it.ru.hu h'i.e.l'u.nt.sn.un, “he has been habitually worship-

ping their lordships.” ’In the Nakshi-Bustam inscription, 1. 9,

we have s a.al.fa.ak, “ I am ruling,” as the translation of

patigakhshiya, or rather of the latter part of this Persian word;

for the preposition at the beginning is expressed in the

Babylonian text by a separate preposition. I was curious to

see what Dr. Oppert would make of this, and I turned to his

transcription of it into Hebrew characters in the Z. D. M. G.

XI. 136. I was no little surprised to find that he makes.two

words out of these four characters, namely,

The latter of these two words he has substituted for the ter-

mination ak, which he did not understand ! This led me to

look further into his transcriptions. In 1. 24 there is a pas-

sage, the true reading and signification of the first word of
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which, was suggested to me by Mr. Talbot. is zub as well

as lib. The reading is ziib.bu.'u sa ^ana.ku zi.ba.’a.ka. I take

the ka to represent ak, which would look very awkward after

ba'a-, while if the
ly were omitted it would be natural to

read zibak
;
the word is really zibdak. I translate, “ they are

always made to will what I am willing.” Here, again, Dr.

Oppert transcribes the four characters by instead of

introducing a second imaginary word in place of a ter-

mination which he does not understand.

17. These are not the only instances of permansive verbs

in the Nakshi-Rustam inscription. In 1. 26, we have kul.lu,

“ has been holding,” a deponent verb like dominatus erat

;

and in the following line we may restore the damaged word

of Conj. IV. na.su.'u,
“ are carrying,” from . This word

occurs again 1. 18 (“ The lonians who maginat on their heads)

are carrying ;” as does the preceding word in 1. 11 (“ my laws)

they are holding ;” y, which must be here read ha, being

added to the singular, to form the feminine plural. An eighth

permansive form occurs in 1. 21, where in speaking of the

depraved state of the people before Darius became king, the

obscure word summuhu is used. To these eight instances of

permansive words I think myself entitled to add two others

in which ^anaku is used as a verb, there being no other in the

sentence. Now, I can only count thirty-one mutative verbs

in this inscription
;
so that the permansive verbs are in the

inscription about a fourth of all the verbs. In the inscriptions

generally they are perhaps a fifth or sixth of the whole
; but

this is a very different proportion from “ one to thousands.”

18. I will now give some examples of permansive forms of

two verbs, the meanings of which have been strangely mis-

conceived, “to have,” and “to be.” Both are

used in the mutative, as well as in the permansive tenses

;

and in the former verb, there is a great liability to confusion,

the aorist being in both the first and third persons singular

i.si, as in E.I.H. 10, 15, where we have the derivative form

’a.j/a 'i.si na.ki.ri, “ let me not have enemies.” The 3 s. of the

permansive form would, I presume, be written precisely alike
;

and i.su'% and i.sa'a would be the 3 p. m. and f. in both the
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aorist and the permansive tense. We have, however, in 9 I. 58,

a form which is clearly permansive, ma.hi.ra (in another copy

sa.ni.na) 'as tahazi la i.sa.'a.ku, “ a confronter (or rival) in the

close combat I have not.” In 1. 44 of the same plate we have

ma.hi.ru la i.su.'u, “a confronter has not had;” and in 42 L.

40, the name given by Sennacherib to his palace is sa sa.ni.na

la i.su'u,
“ which has not had a rival.”

19. The verb “ to be ” occurs frequently in a variety of

mutative forms; as in 3 m. s. Conj. I. sa.nin ul ib.si, “rival

(or adversary) there was not,” 18 I. 43 ;
mal.hu gah.ra.a.'a ul

ib.si, “king prevailing against me there was not,” 115 B. 1

;

for which we have in 171 B. 7, gab.ra.a.su ul ib.su.'u, “ one

prevailing against him (whom) there was not.” Here the u

at the end of the verb is not the formative of the preterper-

fect, hut a relative enclitic
;
and it may be so in some of the

instances of the permansive past which I have given. It is

to be observed that the u and ni of all the secondary tenses

are annexed immediately to the primarj' tense
;
whereas, if an

objective affix follow, the enclitic is placed after it. Thus, in

89 L. 40, we have, after sa, i.qa.bu.su.ni, “ which (the people

of Hatti) call.” Here i.qa.ba is the 3 p. m. of the present

of riDp; su the affix “it,” which, in combination with the

preceding sa, must he translated “ which,” as in Hebrew

;

and ni the relative enclitic is after the affix. Were the

perfect to he expressed, we should have i.qa.bu.ni.

20. Other forms of this verb are i.b'a.as.su.'u, 3 m. p. present

“do not exist,” E.I.H. 2, 20; I have also met i.b’a.as.si in the

singular
;
and on Bellino’s cylinder 1. 31 we have the infini-

tive 'a.di la ba.s’i.e 'u.sa.lik.su.nu.ti, “till there was none (left)

I made them depart.” In 38 I. 18, this is repeated with two

various readings, i for e, and su for su.nu.ti. The singular su

is very often used, when there is no definite antecedent, in the

sense of “people,” as in 47 B. 88, etc. In 65 I. 2, 13, we

have 'u s’a.al.m’i.is (for 'usalmisu) to express the ma.da 'u.s’a.al.

mi of E.I.H. 6, 43, “ the people I caused to see.” Once more

we have the 1 s. of the aorist of in Conj. V. in 42 L. 44,

'a.gam.mu 'u.sab.si “ a lake I made ” (lit. “ I caused to be.”)

21. The permansive form of this verb is most commonly
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found in the parenthetic formula ma.la (or mal) ha.su!u, “as

many as there are.” I must here observe that while I have

always, in common with Sir H. Eawlinson, assigned to mala

an affirmative signification, instead of a negative one, as Dr.

Oppert assigned to it in his grammar, I never attributed

to baste u the signification of number, as I am represented to

have done in Dr. Oppert’s late paper. He now admits that

tnala basu'u means “all,” though he does not yet see his mistake

in supposing ba.su!

u

to mean “ bad” or “ contemptible.” That

this word and its Accadian equivalent 4<R -El nal.Ja, as I

read it with some small doubt, means simply “ to be,” I feel

perfectly sure. But, as this is rather a matter for a lexico-

grapher than a grammarian, I will not discuss it here.

22. It remains for me to give the forms of the permansive

tense in the different conjugations; of pagil Conj. I. enough

has been said
;
I have also given examples of pitgul Conj. 1. 1.

Another occurs in 37 I. 66, where Sennacherib speaks of

people, “ who to the kings my fathers,” la kit.nu.su, “ were

not submissive,” from The conjugation generally in-

dicates repeated action, and the tense that this repeated action

was continued for a length of time.

23. The permansHe of Conj. II. is of the form napgul

;

and of II. t. I presume it would be naptegul. I have, how-

ever, met with no instance of the latter, and only one of the

former. It occurs in 40 L. 3, sa.qis n a.an.zu.zu, “ they were

fixed on high.” The root is TTJ. The n of the root is here

preserved, but it is often assimilated to the z when it comes

in contact with it
;
and we have thus apparentlj", though not

really, a root of which all the letters are T. In the present

text, which is to me in great measure obscure, the verb quoted

lies between two other permansive ones, pit.ht.Iu Conj. I. t.

and vlu.vs.su.ni Conj. III., which, again, is followed by

nu.um.mu.nt in the same conjugation.

24. The permansive form of Conj. III. is but rare : the

form is paggal. Examples are qar.ra.da.ku, “ I am very

strong,” 17 I. 32; and Vf/./a.A-a bir.k'a.a!a, “my knees are

moving briskly,” 16 II. c. 30. This is the 3 f. p. from •

In the following line we have another permansive verb, la!

a
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ni.ha se.pa.a.’a, “my feet have not any rest.” This is from n'l3

in a conjugation peculiar to concave verbs, which is in the mu-
tative parts analogous to Conj. III. of perfect verbs, but in the

permansive parts has generally a passive or neuter signification.

Another example will be found in § 11. Examples of Conj.

IV., of which the form is puggul, have been already given in

§§11 and 17. The verbs in the last section are rhiand riDD-

25. I have not met with the permansive form of Conj. Ill.t.

or lY. t., nor of V. or V. t. The former of these I should

from analogy expect to be sapgal
;
and the latter, perhaps,

satpegal. Conj. VI. makes supgul; so, at least, I infer from

the defective and otherwise irregular verbs in this tense which

alone I have hitherto found. From we have certainly

su.lu.ku, “ they were made to go,” 49 I. 4, 30 ;
and I suspect

su.qu.ru, in an obscure passage, 39 L. 44, to be another

3m.p. from “Ip'. On the other hand we have su.qa.lu.la

and su.qu.lu.Ia from in 18 I. 62, as if the form had an

additional syllable. The fact, however, of the additional vowel

being in different copies a and u, suggests that it is irregularly

introduced
;
perhaps in order to distinguish to the eye a deri-

vative of this root from one of or
,
which were both

in use
;
or perhaps, because the liquid I admitted a vowel be-

fore it (see § 24 of Chap. II.) I would therefore read suqlula.

26. There are two verbs in a permansive tense beginning

with jrm, of which the conjugation has been doubted. In

the one this character is followed by qnl, in the other by kun.

There can be no doubt that the verbs are 7p2J^ and
; but

the initial character admits two readings. It may be sit, and

the verbs would then be in Conj. I. t.
;
or it may be mus,

which, as a variety of examples prove, may be interchanged

with mus before
p

or 3 . Thus, mus.ki and mu.us.ki are both

used for the name of the country, Musuk, Heb. Think-

ing that the significations of the verbs in question were not

such as suited the Conj. I. t., it occurred to me that m was

here substituted for s as a preformative, on account of the

first radical being s, the conjugation being VI. As, however,

I have found no such tense beginning with mu, or mus, and

dLS^u.sa.as.kin is met with in Conj. V., with the preformative
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s before a first radical s, I am now inclined to think that the

sixth conjugation has never m for its preformative, and that

we should read sit.ku.nat su.bat.sun in 41 B. 39, “their

dwelling is lying and in the Equinox tablet, K. 15, sit.qu.lu,

(the day and night) “ are balancing one another.”

27. Of the permansive form of Conj. VI. t. I have as yet

met only one example. It is in some respects a very valuable

one, as it clearly establishes the existence of a permansive

past, terminating in u. The nominative is singular, and there

is no relative particle on which it could depend. It occurs in

51 I. 1, 32, where we have la 8u.te.su.ru mu.ze.‘e mVe.sa,

“the exit of its waters had not been made straight.” The

verb is
,
and the form is probably sutpegul

;
but from

the weakness of the first radical, this is not certain. I have

not met with the permansive form of either VII. or VII. t.

[Chapter II.]—Nouns.

1. In the present chapter I propose to consider the declen-

sion of Assyrian substantives and adjectives. In the follow-

ing chapter I will treat of their syntax, endeavouring to show

under what circumstances each of the forms, the connexion of

which is explained in the present chapter, is found to be used.

In a future chapter I will treat of the connexion between the

primitive forms of nouns and their significations
;
nouns which

have the same primitive form bearing, in a very great de-

gree, the same relation in their meanings to their verbal roots.

2. I think it best to reserve the full consideration of the

forms of nouns, as connected with their significations, till I

have treated of the verbal forms of roots
;
but as I shall have

to speak of these forms occasionally in connexion with declen-

sional differences, I feel it necessary to define the terms of

which I shall have to make use.

3. A perfect Assyrian root consists of three consonants,

which are called its radical letters
;
and every Assyrian word

derived from such a root consists of three consonants at least,

and two vowels at least. Words which differ from one an-

other only in their radical letters are said to be of the same

VOL. II.—[new series.] 32
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form. Thus marzi and namri are of the same form
;
as are

puluhti and txikulti; musaskin and musalhir
; gabsdati and

rapsdati, etc.

4. If we assume a root of three letters, we can always ex-

hibit a derivative of this root of the same form as any deriva-

tive of any other root that we may meet with. It has been

the custom with Hebrew and Arabic grammarians to assume

Sys as a standard root. It was chosen on account of its

signifying “to do” or “to make,” which seemed the most

natural type of a verbal root
;

but it is objectionable on

account of the weakness and uncertainty of sound of the

second radical. I substitute for this a which gives an

imaginary" root, but one which is very convenient. The words

in the preceding section would become, by substituting the

three letters of this root for the three in each of them, pagli,

pugutti, musajigil, pagin’ ati

;

and I take these as the names of

the forms to which these words respectively belong.

0. All the forms given in the preceding section are forms of

nouns
;
but there is a difference between them. One of the four,

musapgil, is a primary form, or theme; the three others are de-

rivedforms, or ca^es. Observe that, besides the principal theme,

which is singular, there are plural and dual themes, and some-

times feminine themes, singular and plural. In the present

chapter I will show how the cases are derived from the theme,

and to a certain extent how the theme may be recovered from

one of its cases. The same derived form may, however, be

derived from different primary forms. For example, pagli is a

case, the theme of which may be pagal, pagil, or pagul. Had we
only the words marzi and namri before us, we should have no

means of judging to which of three possible themes we should

trace each of them. Other derivatives of the themes in ques-

tion are required before we can say that the former theme is

maruz, the latter namir.

6. The themes last given differ from musapgil, in that they

contain no consonant but the three letters of the root. I call

such themes as consist of the three radical letters, with two

short vowels intervening, simple themes. Those which contain

any addition, reckoning as such a quiescent letter, or V
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which may be considered as lengthening a vowel, I call

augmented themes.

7. The following are the different kinds of augmentation

which an Assyrian root may have, and it may have two or

more of them at the same time. First, it may have a prefixed

addition consisting of one or more servile letters with a vowel

or vowels, as in mmapgil; 2nd, it may have a medial addition

of a servile letter, as in pitgul, or in pdgil, where the the first

syllable would he in Arabic li
,
in Hebrew 13 or 3 ;

3rd, it

may have the middle radical doubled, as in paggal

;

4th, it

may have the final radical doubled, as in paglal; or 5th, it

may have one or more servile letters added at the end as in

pugldn or paglut. I do not consider the at or it at the end of

feminine nouns as constituting an augmented theme, hut as a

declensional modification of a theme. The form pugnlti in

^41 consider to he a feminine case of pagid, or a case of

puglat, the feminine theme of piigiil.

8. There are many feminine themes of this description.

Some of them are substantives denoting females, or what are

considered to be such, where the true themes denote the cor-

responding males. Thus sa.p’i.in is “ a sweeper away,” applied

to a king, 40 B. 25 ;
sa.pi.n’a.at is the same, applied to a

chariot, which is conventionally feminine, 41 1. 82 ;
mu.rap.pis,

33 L. 9, and mu.rappi.sat, 38 L. 5, mean “enlarger,” and

are applied to the king and to the sceptre respectively.

Adjectives, which always agree with their substantives in

gender, form feminine themes of this description : they are,

however, rarely used in the theme, either masciiline or femi-

nine. A few nouns are used in the masculine and feminine

forms without distinction, as puluh and pulhat, “fear;” and

there are several which are only found in the feminine form,

as hvrat, “a wife;” "irzit, “a land,” or “the earth
;”

“fire;” ’amat or tamat, “a sea.”

9. Besides these, there are many feminine themes, which have

a collective signification, and may very often be translated as

plurals. In 42 B. 70, we have'ti.^’m lib.na.as.pi, “I made
fast its bricks ;” as.su stands for at.su by a euphonic change

which will be explained in § 56 of this chapter. The word
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is lihnat, the feminine theme of libin, which would signify “ a

single brick.” It is not a plural, as might perhaps be thought.

The plural would be, according to analogy, assuming libin to

be a feminine, lib.nal a.ti.sti. Besides, it is declined as a

feminine singular
;
and similar nouns are accompanied by

adjectives in the feminine singular. It is, as I have stated,

a collective singular, used for a plural. There are above a

score of such collectives, from perfect and imperfect roots, in

frequent use in the texts.

10. All nouns terminating in at or it servile are feminine
;

other nouns may be so. Examples of such are halxxz, “ a

castle” (I put the second vowel of the theme in roman, be-

cause I am not sure wdiat it is
;
see § 5). In 52 I. 3, 2.16,

we have ha.al.zi ra.bi.tim, “of the great castle;” and the

plural occurs with feminine adjectives (>->- being used

for the first syllable) 146 B. 6, 7. In 17 II. 32 1. we have

li.sa.an li.mid.tu,
“ a sore tongue,” the adjective being femi-

nine. Other examples of feminine nouns, not so by syllabic

addition (or, as Hebrew grammarians express it, by motion),

areOfw, “a mother;” ^istar, “a goddess;” (I believe, a loan

word, originally signifying “a star;”) ^ wn»ian, “an army;”

’ uzan, “an ear; qat or qaat, “ a hand ” (we have qa.as.su, “ his

hand,” 49 B. 32 and 8 II. 45 /*; the plural in the principal

case is qa.ta.tu 8 II. 40 /•, wEich proves that the t is radical),

and all augmented forms ending in ut, as sarrut, “ a kingdom”

or “reign.”

11. Nouns have three numbers, the singular, the dual, and

the plural. The dual is not often used, and only, I believe,

in the theme (§ 5) ;
the cases of the dual do not seem to be

distinguished from those of the plural. The dual is of course

most frequently used for nouns which express objects that are

in their nature double
;
but I think that I have met with

duals of other nouns.

12. Nouns in the singular number have three cases in

addition to the theme. I call these the first or principal

case, the second case, and the third case. They are used so

differently from the nominative, genitive, and accusative cases

of European languages, that I think, on mature considera-
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tion, the use of these terms decidedly objectionable, as likely

to mislead. Their use will be explained in the following

chapter. Here it will suffice to say that the first case ends

in u or um : it appears from the grammatical tablets that the

Assyrians considered this to be the leading form of the noun.

The second case ends in i, e, or im ; and the third in a or am.

The third case is only used in the singular number.

13. Before I speak of the formation of these cases from the

theme, I must go back to the classes of roots. I stated in § 3

that a perfect Assyrian root consisted of three radical con-

sonants. It does not follow, however, that every root which

consists of three consonants is perfect. Hot to speak of roots

having for the first radical a J, which is often assimilated to

the following consonant, and which sometimes disappears

altogether
;
nor of surd roots, as they are called, of which the

second and third radicals are the same, and which have some

peculiarity consequent upon this
;

there are certain weak

letters, the existence of which in a root renders it imperfect.

14. I consider n» 1> h and to be weak letters; I do

not include H in the list
;
preferring to regard those roots in

which a weak letter is found where cognate languages have

rt, as substituting an H or y for it. This is the case in a few

roots, of which the most common are pPH; njlSi and npS-

I consider the corresponding Assyrian roots to he pp, yns,

and Vph; as I consider the Assyrian root corresponding to

the Hebrew nyy to be In this root the second radical

never exhibits any symptom of weakness.

15. All these letters are capable of causing the assimilation

of the preceding and following vowels, which sometimes causes

the contraction of two syllables into one
;
for when a weak

letter has the same vowel before and after it, the two may
coalesce, though they do not necessarily do so. An example

may he given in the third person singular of the present of a

verb with a weak letter for its first radical, suppose p/H.
Instead of i aJIak, which would be the regidar form, the

Assyrians first substituted i for a, assimilating the vowels, and

then contracted Vil into simple il. Thus they wrote iUak, a

dissyllable, where a regular verb would have three syllables.
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16. So, when the second radical was weak, they wrote

ru' uq for rd uq, like maruz, and perhaps pronounced

.iTTT >^y>^ ru.iiq.ti as a dissyllable, when the

corresponding form of a perfect root would have three

syllables. It must be observed, however, that when the two

vowels of the form were characteristically different, an as-

similation could not take place
;

for example, in the form

p%il, the nomen mutantis, no assimilation is permitted.

TVe have Jl^yy 5^d'«s, 17 I. 9, and ^y qai.sat,

66 II. 9, “ an ensnarer (of the living),” applied to a god and a

goddess. See Gesenius under 2. Examples of assimila-

tion when the third radical is weak will be given presently.

17. Besides these irregularities, which are common to the

five weak letters, three of them, V and h are liable to be

dropped altogether. In the case of one of these being the

middle radical, this may always be considered a case of con-

traction, and it may be so sometimes when the first or third

radical disappears
;
but the dropping of a letter of which I

speak here, and of which I will shortly give examples, is not

the result of contraction. Where a perfect root would have a

complete syllable, though a short one, a root beginning or

ending with one of the letters in question will sometimes drop

it, apparently on the principle that a short unaccented vowel,

having no substantial consonant to support it, is a nullity.

Such Hebrew forms as and will show what

I mean. In the first and second, weak letters, called by

Hebrew grammarians H and '
,
are altogether omitted

;
of

these letters, the latter is in Assyrian certainly 1, and the

former is possibly '
. In the second and third examples an

is written, but regarded as a nullity.

18. I now come to consider the different modes of declining

themes. The most natural mode is simply to add to the

theme the three terminations, which I will here call u, i, and

a, reserGng till the next chapter an explanation of the modi-

fications of these terminations indicated in § 12. This natural

declension is always used when the theme terminates in a

strong consonant preceded by a long vowel, such as that of
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the form pagal, the infinitive, or nomen mutationis, or that of

the augmented forms in an or iit, whatever may precede the

last syllable. It is also used when the last consonant of a

monosyllabic theme is strong, provided that the theme he not

derived from a surd root. Examples are mut, “ a husband,”

whence muti; ah, “a father,” whence ahu, abi. Lastly, it is

used when, the last consonant being as before, the last vowel,

though short, is so completely separated from the preceding

vowel, that a contraction is impossible. This happens in

many forms where a double letter intervenes, as tapgal, pitgul,

musapgil, etc.

19. There are three cases indicated in the preceding section

in which the noun is not declined in the natural manner there

indicated. 1st, The last consonant may be a weak one

;

2nd, the theme may be a monosyllable derived from a surd

root
;
and 3rd, the theme may terminate in a strong con-

sonant, preceded by a short vowel
;
and this may be separated

from the preceding vowel by so thin a partition that a con-

traction becomes possible, and generally takes place
;
the last

vowel being dropped. I will treat of these three cases in

their order.

20. If the theme terminates in a W'eak letter, the preceding

vowel is assimilated to that of the case. Thus from "az"t,

“going out” (root we have "a.zu!u,

67 I. 2. 37. So we have from the theme which signifies

“a crown”—it is uncertain what it is—Jy
^"a.giCu,

It It It

three cases. In 30 II. 19 r. we have e.lu’u, “the

high crown,” where both adjective and substantive end in

weak consonants. Examples of the other cases will be found

in 9 I. 5 and 21. So again from the theme for “ mouth,” we

have tiyyyj: pu!u in 39 II. 1 I, '^y«- pi.^i 39 II. 5 I,

and yy
pa'

a

1 L. 14. Here also the actual theme is

uncertain
;

nor is the root itself less so. Perhaps it is

'KS. If so, two weak letters would come together, and

a contraction would take place, as it certainly does in

^It ^I*" KI*“ It
'a.hi, “another work,” 16 I. 20.
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I cannot tliink, however, that a contraction takes place as a

matter of course, and that we should read "agu, elu, pu, etc.,

when a second vowel is expressed.

21. In monosyllabic themes derived from surd roots, or

from which surd roots are derived (for I suspect that

many of these themes are adopted from foreign languages,

and that the verbal form, if in use, is derived from the sub-

stantive or adjective), the final consonant is repeated before

the case-ending. Thus from sar, “ a king,” we have mr.ru ;

from lib,
“ a heart,” lib.bu

;

from

“

a womb” or “ mother,”

'um.mu. A few dissyllables also double their last letter, as

'again, “a lake,” whence 41 L. 44. Perhaps this

should he considered as derived from a quadriliteral root.

The word is singular, for it is referred to by ^ sa.

22. The omission of the last vowel before the case-ending is

very common. It always takes place in the forms pagal (but

not pagal, the infinitive), pigil, and pugul, and in augmented

forms like muptagil, in which the second radical stands alone

between the last two vowels. It takes place for the most part

in the forms pagil and pagul, as in iia.am.ri, from namir,

mar.zi from maruz, and many others
;
but there are excep-

tions. In 7 I, F. 24 we have bit.su Ia.bi.ru, “ his old house ;”

older inscriptions have la.be.ru, 20 I. 3 ;
and it is only in the

inscriptions of IN’ebuchadnezzer that I find -E! 4T<T
Va.ab.ri, 65 I. 2. 39. AYe must, however, distinguish the

form pagil, the nomen mutantis, and pagul, nomen mutati,

from pagil and pagul, which like pagal belong to the nomen

permanentis. Both forms may belong to the same root, and

to the eye may be the same. Thus eTIH may be

“ ruler,” ->rtd.57i, which would make ma.U.ku, and in the

feminine ma.li.kat, 66 II. a. 4 ;
or “ king,” ma.lik, which

would make mal.ku, 145 B. 1. So dal.hu, 74 B. 13 (whence

da.li.’h.fu), means “ troubled, being in disturbance
;

” but

daJih, dd.li.hat, means “the putter in disturbance, the dis-

turber,” 66 II. a. 4.

23. The three forms piggal, piggul, and puggal require

special notice. The two former are derived from the third
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conjugation, and tlie last from the fourth. It will appear

very strange to an Hebraist, but it is certainly the case,

that the duplication of the second radical is very apt to dis-

appear, and the initial vowel to be the sole characteristic of

the conjugation
;
the forms thus become pigal, pigul, and

pugal, and the first two of these generally, though not always,

drop the second vowel in their declension. Thus for gissar,

the intensive form of gasar, we have gisar ; and in the second

case -T -n<i gis.ri, 17 I. 1, a little more forcible than

g'a.as.ri, which we have in the parallel text, 32 I. 1. The

meaning is “bold, daring;” and we have the feminine gi.mr.tu,

66 II, a. 1. The word which is constantly used for “enemies”

in the Behistun inscriptions is similarly contracted. It is

nikrutu

;

in the singular it would be nikru, from nikar. So

<y- -7^ lim.nu in 48 B. 31 is from liman, for limman,

“annoying” or “injurious.” But this word gives occasion

for another remark. The word limnu may come from a theme

limun, as well from liman

;

from the nomen mutati as well as

from the nomen permanentis. We have, in fact, in 17 II. 32.

^ pu.’u lim.nu, “an injured mouth;” fol-

lowed by li.s’a.an li.mut.tu (for limuntu), “ an injured

tongue
;

” the text evidently speaks of wounds. The two

adjectives are distinct in the feminine singular, which would

be with active signification li.mat.tu, but are confounded in all

other parts.

24. In some adjectives, however, of these forms the final

vowel of the theme is not dropped. I have met i.sa.ru from

isat' for issar. The reason of this I take to be that the initial

vowel is here virtually formed by contraction. The root is

;
and the i of the root and the i of the form combine

together, so as to form an obstacle to further contraction.

The retention of the vowel in suturu may be explained on the

same principle, the root being “irVl and the form supgulu, so

that two Vi’s combine in the first syllable. It is less easy to

account iov pvmalu

;

perhaps the a is long by nature, or per-

haps the liquid third radical may have rendered it desirable

that a vowel should precede it. I am the more inclined to
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think this, because I find ha.ta.him in 38 II. 74 r.
;
hut in

50 I, 4, 28, I find b'a.at.Ju.ti. The theme is balil, as the

feminine form ha.t’i.il.iu in 172 B. 5 proves conclusively
;
the

a before the I must therefore be euphonic.

25. The feminine theme may he said to be formed from the

principal case of the masculine by changing u into at or it.

I am not able to give any rule by which it can be absolutely

determined which vowel should be used
;
and in most adjec-

tives it cannot be known, the theme not being in use, and its

vowel being dropped in the cases. On the whole, however, I

find at to be more frequently used than it ; and I believe it

is exclusively used when the theme is a nomcn mutantis of

any of the conjugations, or a monosyllable derived from a

surd root.

26. The feminine cases are generally formed by adding tu,

ti, and ta to the theme, properly so called
;
sometimes, how-

ever, by adding a, i, and a to the feminine theme. The

latter mode is the only one possible, if the theme be a mono-

syllable derived from a surd root. Thus from sar, “ a king,”

we have sarrat, “a queen,” in the theme, and sarratu in the

principal case. From hirat, “ a wife,” on the contrary, we
may have hirtu, though hiratu is also in use. So also from

napsat, “ a life,” theme najm, we have sometimes napsata, but

more frequently najnstu. Adjectives almost always form their

feminine cases by adding tu, etc. to the proper theme, at least

if the root be a perfect one, though they sometimes admit the

other form also. Thus we have saplitu, “low,” as well as

sapiltu ; mahritu, “old,” as well as mahirtu. From dan,

however, we could only have dannatu
;
and, on the contrary,

from eli only elitu.

27. The addition of the feminine case-endings to the

theme sometimes causes a change in its last letter. For

instance, n is changed into t, as in the instances already

given in § 23 ;
the masculine case <k d- lim.nu cor-

responding to the feminine li.mut.tu, for

limuntu. So we have -e£j ttnr -EEi li.bit.tu, for lihintu,

49 B. 52. The feminine theme is libnat. It is probable that
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d and t when final were also assimilated to t when they pre-

ceded it in the feminine cases
;
but the Assyrians did not in

writing distinguish these letters from t when terminating a

syllable.

28. The letters s, z, s and z, were sometimes, but not neces-

sarily, changed to I before the t of the feminine cases. I be-

lieve, however, that none of the three last-mentioned letters

is ever found preceding the t. It is changed either into s or

into 1. Thus in 17 II. 27 1. we have ma.r’u.us.tu, evidently

the feminine of mar.zn. In 16 I. 76 we have mayu.us.ta;

and in a parallel text, 27 I. 92, we have ma.ru.ul.ta. In the

upper part of 27 I. 10 we have 7'is.ti for rizti

;

and, again, in

12 I. 90 we have ri.h’ i.il.ti, evidently for rihizti. As to s itself

we have lit.V u.us.ti, “ clothing,” 38 II. 48 m., but much oftener

lii.hul.ti. A comparison of the text

last quoted with 67 II. 62 must, I think, satisfy every one

that these are the same word. I at one time read the initial

character tih, and translated it, “what was dyed with;” and

I perceive that Dr. Oppert and M. Menant have done the

same; but here we have luhulti matisimu, “clothing of their

people,” just as in 38 II. 48, 49 m. we had hdnisti ilutisurm,

“ clothing of their godships.” It follows that hirmi, which

usually follows luhulti, does not signify a dye-stuff but a

material
;
no doubt “wool,” FepFiov; compare vellus for velves

(as mollis for niolvis). The other word, which is commonlj'’

joined with hirmi,
,
ku.lium, or hum ? for I suspect

that the first character is a nonphonetic determinative of

names of plants, I take to mean “flax” or “cotton.”

29. The Assyrians formed their plurals in several ways, of

which I will treat in succession. Some plurals are formed by

the addition of n for the theme, and nu and ne for

the case ending, to the third case of the singular. These are

sometimes written in full phonetic characters
;
but very often

the theme, or the principal case of the singular, is accom-

panied by the character b-. This combination must be

understood to denote the proper plural form, which the reader

is presumed to know;—and this constitutes one of the chief
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difficulties in reading Assyrian. Sometimes, however, as a

guide to him is added, which I read ne

;

because, while

ne and ni were expressed alike, te and ti were distinguished

;

and it is te which is used similarly to when the

plural theme terminates in f.

30. Examples are S~yyy| ^ y^
dup.p’a.a.ne, “clay

tablets,” K. 116; where K. 131 has S^yyyy y<^ and

K. 136 sinn T- only. All these tablets contain the

same text. So we have >->-
yy

hal.za.ne, “castles.”

32 I. 50 and >- y^ hal.zu with plural sign (to be

read haJzan or halzane) 146 B. 6, 7, 8. Observe that the

>“^yy prefixed to this word is a nonphonetic determinative.

In 28 1. 1, 12, we have har.n’a.a.nu, “ woods and in 145 B. 2,

har.sa.ne, in the second case. In 39 II. 11 l.,pa 'a.nu. from

pa!

a

(§ 20) is “mouths,” as the Accadian equivalent proves;

but in 17 II. 31, pa! an is used for “a face;” it takes, how-

ever, a plural adjective. In 33 L. Q>, e.mu.q'a.an, “powers,”

and in 30 II.* 14 r., ri.s’a.an, “heads,” are written in full.

The singulars onuq and I'is are in common use.

31. The plural in an only appears in a limited number of

substantives, some of Avhich admit also different plurals. It

is, I believe, neA'er used in the case of an adjectiA^e or of a

substantive Avhich is feminine by termination. Sev’eral plurals

in an are, however, feminine, as Avell as the singulars from

AA’hich they are formed, as appears from the adjectives which

accompany them. Such are eimiqan, risan, and ha/zan, cited

in § 30. It would, therefore, be incorrect to say that an was

the termination of the masculine plural. I believe that origi-

nally, in the language from which all of the Semitic family

have diA*erged, the addition of am or av to the singular theme

rendered it plural
;
and that at was added as a feminine ter-

mination to both singular and plural. Thus the theme alone was

of either gender, as Avas the plural in am or av

;

but at in the

singular and avat in the plural were distinctively feminine.

From the original am, Avhich was retained in Phenician, came

the Hebrew un, and the Assyrian and Himyaritic an; from
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the av came the Egyptian u. The Aramaic and Arabic

forms, in which both vowel and consonant are different from

what they were originally, are probably of later origin than

the others.

32. Another form of the plural ends in ^ in the theme, and

in tu and ti in the cases. Originally, I conceive, as I stated

in the last section, this termination was avat or aicat, and was

peculiar to feminines by termination. This was in time

changed to ciat, sometimes contracted to dt\ but in the cases

there is generally, though not always, an
Jy

between what

belongs to the theme properly so called and the preceding

;

and this should, I conceive, be sounded as a distinct syllable.

In Arabic, as well as in Masoretic Hebrew, the termination

or is pronounced as one syllable, but the quiescent

letter which is always inserted indicates contraction
;
and the

Hebrew holem manifestly stands for awa.

33. This plural in at is almost always used for feminine

adjectives, and for substantives feminine by termination. It

is also used for many substantives which are feminine other-

wise than by termination. Thus we have "iim.ma.n’a.at,

“armies,” 146 B. 4, and "um.nia.na.te, 151 B. 12, from

' umman. In 37 II. 11; the plural of “mouths” is stated to be

|y
pa! a.tum or pa! a.nu ; pu!u in the

singular and pa! an have masculine adjectives, 17 II. 32 and

31 1. I presume, however, that pa! a. tu would take a feminine

one. Irregularities of this kind are found in all languages.

34. Examples of this plural when the singular is feminine

by termination are zi.ra!a.te “high, supreme,” 33 L. 6 ;

e.Ia.tum, “ high,” 30 II. 14 r.
;

dan.na! a.ti, “ strong,”

146 B. 6; mar.za! a.ti, “difficult of access,” 146 B. 7 ;
all

which adjectives are in concord with the plurals in an men-

tioned in § 31 ;
hi.ra.ti ra.ha! a.ti, “great wives,” 153 B. 12,

from hirat. This is a theme feminine by termination
;
but

it must not be supposed that hir would mean “a husband.”

The latter I take to be ha!ar, whence !?< !! T? >£m
h’a.a! a.ru, 36 II. 40 1. ;

hi.ra.tum and h'i.ir.tum in line 43 1.
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are equivalent forms (see § 26), or perhaps dialectic variations,

of the principal case of hirat, “ a wife,” which is in the same

relation to the former theme as din or dinat, “ a law” or

“judgment,” to da an, “ a lawgiver” or “judge.”

35. Besides the two plurals of which I have hitherto

spoken, which I take to have been the original forms common
to all the Semitic languages, there are other forms which the

Assyrians appear to have developed after their separation

from those who used the other languages of the family. One
of these is the masculine plural in ut in the theme, and utii

and nti in the cases. It differs from the feminine plural last

mentioned in having ti in place of a at the end of the theme,

and 'm for 'a. The'?< is, however, oftener omitted

than expressed, contrary to what takes place in the case of 'a.

36. This plural is used by all adjectives and by the nomina

mutantis of all the conjugations. All these admit feminines

by termination
;
and it may be laid down as a general rule

that a masculine plural in ut can be changed into a feminine

plural in at
;
or if not into that, into et (see § 37) ;

but many
feminine plurals in do not admit masculine plurals in ut.

For example, mrra ode is good Assyrian for “ queens,” but for

“kings” they would say sarrawe
;

san'uti would come from

sarrut, “a kingdom” or “ reign.” Examples of these plurals

need not be given here. They will appear in the following

chapter, and are everywhere to be met with.

37. Some feminine substantives and adjectives form their

plurals in etu, ete, in place of atu, ate

;

or, perhaps, I should

say, as well as in atu, ate. In 33 I. 10 we have ru.q’e.e.ti,

“to distant places (he fled);” in 153 B. 12 we have is.re.ti

nam.ra.^ a.ti •, the latter word is certainly an adjective in the

feminine plural, “ shining,” or the like. Whatever, then,

may be the meaning of isreti, it is clearly used as a substantive

feminine and plural. Nebuchadnezzar speaks E. I. H. 3. 13

of having made and purified (?) the isrd et of Babylon, and 1.

65 those of Borsippa. The spelling is not exactly the same

in any two of the three passages, but there can be no reason-

able doubt that the word is the same. These examples esta-

blish the existence of the feminine plural in et
;
and I confess
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that I cannot affirm with confidence anything more than that

it exists.

38. I may, however, mention a conjecture which has oc-

curred to me. Can et be a feminine plural of adjectives used

in place of at when they are not accompanied by substantives,

but are used as substantives, with “ persons, places, or things,”

understood after them ? This explains the ruqeti of 33 I. 10,

and the muqalldi of E. I. H. 10, 16,
“ may I not sinfully in-

cline ('ar.si, from to the blasphemous persons !
” the

feminine plural being used to express contempt. In a similar

context in 68 I. 2. 30, hi.te.ti, “ sinful persons,” is substituted.

It explains also the >-»-y Cyy- of H.R. 8,

where the adjective an.ne.ti cannot be attached to the sub-

stantive which follows it
;
but we must translate, “ these (are)

the countries;” and so in similar contexts. But how, it may
be asked, can isreti be explained on this supposition ? May
it not be the feminine plural of isar, meaning “the

straight places, the avenues ?” “lightsome avenues” well suits

the context in 153 B. 12 ;
and Nebuchadnezzar may have

said, “avenues of Babylon (and Borsippa) I caused to he

made, and I cleansed, or kept clean.” In a future chapter

I will give reasons for assigning to pT the primary sense of

“ cleansing.” It does not appear to me that the spelling of

isret is inconsistent with its derivation from isar. So far as

I have observed is is preferentially used when a word

begins with a radical letter, and when it begins with a

servile i. In the Assyrian text, and in one of the Babylonian

ones, the word begins with
;

in the other Babylonian

one the first syllable is expressed by s=Tr «< e.is, which,

however, may have only meant that the initial i was very

long, and which, on the authority of the other two passages,

we may safely pronounce to be bad spelling. I do not re-

collect any place in which et occurs as a formative of the

feminine plural, which is inconsistent with the theory which

I have here proposed. Nevertheless, I am far from having

the same confidence in it as I have in my other statements.

I can only say that if the difiTerence between et and at be not
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what I have suggested, I am quite unable to explain what

that difference is.

39. A very common form of the Assj^rian plural remains

to be spoken of, namely, that in which no syllable is added

to form it, but the plural cases are either the same as the

singular, or modifications of the singular forms. The dis-

tinction between the two numbers is indeed sometimes made

by a change of case, as will be shown in the following chapter

;

but even this is often not to be perceived, and the context

becomes our only guide. I will first give examples in which

the singular and plural are identical.

40. As this identity of the singular and plural is what most

persons would consider very improbable, it is necessary to

give some very clear instances of it. I do not rely on such a

passage as ^ Uii.ti.su.nu, “of their godships,” already quoted

in § 28. In fact, is here singular
;
derived nouns in ut

not admitting a plural. In 15 I. 106, 113, it occurs joined

to an adjective in the feminine singular. Neither do I rely

on lib.hUiu.nn, “ your hearts,” 9 I. 19, though I have myself

no doubt that Ubhi is here plural, because words which are

certainly singular occur elsewhere, accompanied by plural

affixes. I will, however, bring forward clear instances of

plurals, the same as the singular, accompanied by plural

adjectives.

41. In 152 B. 2,1, we have

suh.ki nak.lll.ti, which I would translate “well-built houses;”

but whatever be the exact translation, it is clear that sukki

is here used as a plural, and equally clear that it is the

second case of the singular. Again, we have in 41 B. 57,

mal.ki la.bi.ru.ti, “ ancient kings,” another example that

cannot be contested. And so in 41 I. 74, s'u.u.ri ma.ru.ti,

“fatted oxen;” in 144 B. 10, 11, yu.me ma.h.du.ti, “many
days.”

42. In other cases forms identical with the singular are

substituted for the theme with a plural sign. Thus in 38 B. 67,

we have ,-y for “gates;” in another copy of the

same inscription, 50 B. 74, ba.bi is substituted. This noun
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admits also a plural in at, We have in 39 L. 22, ba.ha^a.ti.

Variations of this sort occur in almost all languages
;
and

there does not appear to me to be any difference in the use of

these plurals, so that one could be called definite and the

other indefinite.

43. A similar example occurs as to
>

ba.tul, with the determinative of males prefixed, and the

plural sign added, 21 I. 43 ;
in 22 I. 109, ba.tu.li, with the

same determinative, but without the plural sign, is substi-

tuted. To both of these words is added ba.tu.la.ti with the

determinative of females prefix;ed. The meaning is ob-

viously “pure hoys” and “pure girls.” Other instances occur

in which two norms are coupled together, one of which is

evidently plural from its form, while the two are evidently

in the same number. Even if the passage 21 I. 43 did not

exist, we might infer that ba.tu.li in 22 I. 109 was plural,

from its being coupled with ba.tu.la.ti, which is manifestly so.

44. The same principle applied to the formula “oxen” and
“ sheep ” gives us two more plurals of this sort. In 67 II.

41 we have the monogram for an ox, followed bv

b-, the plural sign, and ^|>-TpTy
, %, the copulative con-

junction
;
then comes z'e.e.ne, “ sheep,” which the context

proves to be a plural. In 41 I. 82 we have, in place of this,

rag.ge u ze.ne, and in E.I.H. 2. 28 r’a.ag.ga u z’e.e.nim.

The construction, it will be observed, in the last two passages,

is different. Surely, it is a fair inference that raggi is plural

as well as z'e.c.ni. I am rather disposed to draw a further

inference, namely, that ^alap, which corresponds to

was only used in the singular number, and that raggu was

used as its plural. On this question, however, I do not think

that I have evidence which warrants a positive opinion.

45. The above examples, to which might be added many
others, must, I think, satisfy every one that the Assyrians

had a plural of the same form with the singular
;
though

there was some slight difference in the use of the cases. I

now proceed to consider plurals which are modifications of

the singular, not identical with it. The principle of these

TOL. n.— [new series.] 33
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modifications is that in dissyllables, the last of which is not

lengthened by a quiescent letter, the singular inclines to have

the accent on the former syllable, and the plural on the latter.

Monosyllabic themes admit no such modification
;
nor those

in which, the middle radical being weak and the two vowels

the same, they coalesce in the declension into one, as

zi’^in, whence zenu. Nor again is this distinction possible

where the last vowel of the theme is necessarily long, as in

batui, § 43.

46. As a general rule, however, such a noun as pigil would

add its case-ending, in the singular to pigil with the accent

on the first syllable, and would thus form piglu, etc., with the

second vowel suppressed
;
while the plural would retain the

second vowel
;
and would perhaps admit also another change

consequent on this. For example nakru is used for “ an

enemy,” but nakiri for “ of the enemies,” the theme being

nakir.

47. I have spoken of this distinction being rendered more

marked by another change consequent on this. The Assyrians

were accustomed to double the consonant of an accented syl-

lable. This is the reason why the second radical is commonly

doubled in the present of the first conjugation, as in i.qah.hi,

“ he says,” and numerous other instances, which must not be

supposed to be Pihel forms. In conformity with this usage

the last consonant of the noun is often doubled in the plural.

Thus, in 43 I. 43, we have sal.gu na.hal.lim, “ the snows of

the valleys
;

” while in the parallel text, 40 I. 77, we have

na.’h.U,
“ of the valley.”

48. Where the first radical was a very weak one, that ad-

mitted of being altogether dropped, it was, I think, dropped

in plurals of this kind. Instances of this are neceesarily rare

;

and I am not sure that there are sufficient to establish the usage.

I remark, however, that in the same nouns that could drop the

initial syllable in the plural, that syllable is dropped in the

singular when the noun is in what Hebrew grammarians call

the state of construction. It may have appeared strange that

I have spoken of the noun, when without a case-ending, as

the theme and not as the construct form. I have done this
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advisedly. It will be seen in the following chapter that the

second case is repeatedly used,—almost, if not quite, as often

as the theme,—where the Hebrews would use the construct

form
;
and it will be seen also that the theme is repeatedly

used where the Hebrews would use the absolute form. If I

were, therefore, to give the name of construct form to the

theme, I should be using a term that would certainly mislead.

I think, however, that the theme was in some instances pro-

nounced differently when it did and when it did not indicate

a state of construction
;
that the theme pigil, for instance, was

pronounced pigil when in construction, and pigil when not so

;

and I think that, consequent upon this difference, when the

first radical was so weak that the first syllable might be

dropped,, it was dropped when the noun was in construction.

49. Taking, then, or agil as a type of such a noun

as I have described, I think we should have for the theme

when absolute dgal or ’^dgil\ for the theme in construction,

gal or gil-, for the first case of the singular,

;

and for

the first case of the plural, gala or gilu. Such is the con-

clusion at which I have arrived by induction
;
but I give it

doubtingly
;
the examples being few, and what others would

probably explain differently from what I do. I think there

are three nouns following this type which occur with and

without the initial syllable, namely, those which signify “ a

son,” “ a servant,” and “ a buU.” From the first we have

"a.Vi.il.su, “his son,” E. I. H. 1. 33; ah. lam, “son,” 51 I,

No. 1, 2. 16, in one of the copies, the other having the usual

monogram for “ son.” Without the initial syllable we have,

I think, ha.lu.sa, “her sons,” in 66 II. 5. It must be owned,

however, that this passage is obscure
;
and others would in-

terpret it otherwise. On Hebrew and Greek transcriptions

but little reliance can be placed, so far as the vowels are con-

cerned
;
but I am disposed to take “Baladan” as authority

for the theme being " abal as well as " ahil.

50. As respects the second noun, we have in 95 B. Q," ar.du

for “ servant,” before kan.su, “ obedient,” where 145 B. 24
has the monogram

j
also in 10 II. 15 1. we have "ar.da,

“ a servant,” in the third case. On the other hand, in 1 L. 1,
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we have, I think (but I admit that there is no positive proof,

and others take it differently), rid for “ servant of (Assur).”

As for the third word, ri.i.mu is given in Porter’s transcript

of portions of the E. I. H. inscription as the equivalent of

}<«, 3. 59. This group certainly signifies “ bulls.”

On the other hand, is a singular noun in the second

case, denoting some male animal
;
and it appears to me pro-

bable that it is the singular of the other word. A fourth

example may perhaps be the plural ni.si from anis, see § 57.

This is a case in which the few examples bearing on the ques-

tion appear to throw light on one another. Without, there-

fore, maintaining that the positions advanced in the last three

sections are established, I think that they are highly probable

;

and I state them here in order that they may be tested by

further examples, should such occur.

51. It remains for me to speak of the dual number of nouns

;

but here again I confess that I can only speak doubtingly. It

appears to me that a dual theme in a, formed precisely as the

third case of the singular, must be admitted to exist. I have

only met with it, however, in a few nouns
;

qa.ta, “ hands,”

(where the t is radical, for we have the plurals qa.ta. tu,

qa.ta.te in 6 II. 40, 41), se.pa, “feet,” hir.ka, “knees,” and

perhaps ma.ta or ma.da, “ peoples.” I once thought that a

distinction might be established between the second case of

the dual and that of the plural; but I rather think now that

such is not the case.

Appendix on the possessive pronominal affixes.

52. It has been necessary in several places to assume a

knowledge on the part of the reader of the possessive pro-

nominal affixes attached to nouns. A complete knowledge of

these affixes is essential to a grammatical knowledge of the

inflexions of nouns
;
and I believe that no complete and cor-

rect list of them has yet been published. I will therefore

endeavour to supply the deficiency in the following sections.

53. The affixes attached to the case endings are always
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expressed by the addition of one or two characters to those

which express the noun. They are the following

:

1. s.
Iy ;

instead of which we find more commonly after

the second case ya,
“
my.”

2. s.m. ka, and f. ki. “tby.”

3. s.m. ^y or
J su,

“
hi: f. 7 or ’Eli sa, “ her.”

1. p. ni,
“
our.”

2. p.m. ku.nu; f.
<Y^Y M:na, “

vour.”

3. p.m. j^y ^ su.nu or .IT s'u.un ; f. <i- -
.na or ^y»- s i.in. “ their.”

is used for the affix of the 3. p. of both genders

;

it is interchanged with s’u.un, cf. 164 B. 23 and 165 B. 17

;

and with s’i.in, cf. 38 B. 69 and 46 B. 76.

54. The affix of the 3 s.m. after an unaccented u is often

shortened to s
;
this happens most commonly after the femi-

nine first case fu
;
and the fus is then expressed by

.

On the other hand, after an accented u, an additional

character is generally introduced after the first case, as it

would be written without the affix. This character is S:yyTjr

or ^ before '<7, the affix of the first person singular (which,

however, is not to be read as an additional syllable) and be-

fore those of the second and third persons t: uk and

us respectively. Before the affix of the first person

plural I should from analogy expect but I have as

yet met with no example of it.

55. Although this reduplication, which may be compared

with that of § 48, may be used after the u of the first case

whenever it is not preceded by a f, formative of the feminine

;

there are some words, after which it occurs, which should be

particularly noticed. Such are the prepositions, kirbu, “ with-

in,” zini, “upon,” and panu, “before,” which are used before

pronominal affixes in place of the kirib, zir, and pan, which

are used before nouns. Examples are zi.ru.ula, “ upon me,”

41 I. 45
;
pan.uk.ki, “ before thee (f.),” 66 II. 2. 7, 8 ;

in

a similar inscription addressed to Nebo, 85 L. \o, pan.uk.ka

;
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k i.ir.h u.us.sa, “ within it,” E. I. H. 10, 12 ;
zi.r’u.us.su.un,

“ upon them,” 39 I. 78. Such also is the noun of non-

existence yoHU, whence i/a.n’ii.u’a, “I am not,” 42 II. 14 r.
;

and in the two preceding lines, ya.ii’uk.ka, “ thou art not,”

ya.n u.us.su, “ he is not.” I may also notice ki.bi.fu.uk.ka,

“ it is thy will ” or “ in pursuance of thy will,” E. I. H. 10, 1

;

ki.bi.tus.su, “in pursuance of his will,” 16 B. 141. The t of

this word is radical. I think it is invariably used of the

divine will, which was not to be resisted.

56. The affixes annexed to the theme are the same as those

annexed to the case endings, except for the first person

singular
;
and for the third person in all its forms, when the

theme ends in a dental or sibilant. In the last case, s is sub-

stituted for s in the affix
;
the preceding consonant being

sometimes retained, sometimes omitted, but most frequently

changed into another s. That is to say, the affixes of the

third pei’son given above can never follow I ^T.

or any cha-

racter, the value of which terminates with any of these
;
but

after these letters is substituted for for ^

,

and for ^y*~. Examples are hi.r’i.it.su, “its ditch,”

E.I.H. 6. 60, or hi.ri.su, 65, 1. 2. 7, or hi.r’ i.is.su. E.I.H. 6. 30.

All these are used in parallel texts, and are evidently equi-

valent. The last of the three forms is, however, the com-

monest. Other examples are ru.pic.us.su, “ its breadth,”

from rupus, 7 I.F. 23 ;
e.pi.su.un, “ their work,” from epts,

132 B. 18. It is needless to multiply them, as they are every-

where to be met with. To the rule here laid down there are

no exceptions
;
and the student, if he thinks that he sees it

violated, may be quite sure that he is mistaken as to his read-

ing of the text.

57. The affix of the first person attached to a theme

which ends in a consonant is generally i
;
sometimes a is

substituted, but only, I believe, in Babylonian inscriptions.

Examples are ’a.ba, “my father,” E. I. H. 7, 48; Vi.e.la,

“ my lord,” 66 I. 18. This affix, whether i or a, is not repre-

sented by a separate charaeter, but by a change of the last
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cliaracter of the theme, which, with this affix, is the same as

the second or third case. Examples are very numerous
;
but

they appear to have been overlooked, or set down as mistakes,

by others. I will give a very few out of a long list. In

151 B. 16, Sargon says, " ak.zu.ra ^us.nia.ni,
“ I prepared my

camp.” Five lines after, speaking of his enemy, he says,

ik.zu.ra ’us.m’a.an.su, “he prepared his camp.” These trans-

lations may be only approximate
;
but there can be no doubt

as to the “I,” “my,” “he,” and “his.” Again, h’i.in.ti

"ad.din.su, 145 B. 18, is, “my daughter I gave to him;”

"u.s’a.az.bil ra.ma.ni, 49 1. 4, 11, is, “ I caused myself to carry.”

Both these texts are correct as they stand
;
and the emenda-

tions that have been proposed would render them the con-

trary. We have also qa.ti for “my hand,” 10 I. 98 ;
mu.ti,

“my husband, 10 II. 4 I," as.sa.ti, “my wife,” do. 10 1. This

last is for an.sa.ti, the feminine theme of anis, “a man,”

from which I derive the plural ni.si mentioned in § 50. All

these nouns occur with other affixes, qa.as.su, “his hand,”

49 B. 32, mhi.us.su, “ her husband, 10 II. 2 as.sa.ti.su,

“ to his wife,” do. 9 1.

58. The use of su for “ her ” in this ancient text must not

be passed over. We have also "at.ta for “thou (woman);”

do. 10 This fragment of the ancient laws of Assyria is

probably the oldest text in the language that we possess. The

tablet, indeed, is not older than the seventh century b.c.
;
but

it is a transcript of one of the highest antiquity. Now, it is

very remarkable that, in the Hebrew Pentateuch, the mascu-

Kne pronoim of the thii’d person singular is often used for the

feminine
;
that is to say, if we go by the written letters and

neglect the Qeri and vowel points. The distinction between

the pronouns of the second person, masculine, and feminine is

also in several places only made in the vowel points. I think

it is a fair inference from this, that in the earliest stage of the

language “ thou ” and “ thy,” masculine and feminine, had

but one representative; and that “his” and “her” were ex-

pressed alike, as they were in Latin, and as they still are in

the languages derived from it.
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EOYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY.

PKOCEEDINGS
OF

THE FORTY-THIRD
AraiVERSAEY MEETING OF THE SOCIETY,

Held on the A.th June, 1866
,

SIR EDWARD COLEBROOKE, BART., M.P.,

PRESIDENT, IN THE CHAIR,

The following Report of the Council was read by the

Secretary :

—

The Council of the Royal Asiatic Society have much satis-

faction in being able to state that the effective condition of

the Society is more promising than it has been for some

years past, and that its immediate prospects are sufficiently

encouraging to ensure a marked extension of the scope and

usefulness of its operations. For not only has there been a

steady preponderance of accessions to the ranks of its mem-

bers over the corresponding losses through death or retire-

ment; but, apart from this source of increased prosperity,

other additions to its resources are forthcoming.

The losses by death during the past session amount to

eight resident and seven non-resident members, and to four

resident and four non-resident members by retirement. The

provisions of Art. XLth of the Society’s regulations respecting

defaulters have been put in force against three members.

The elections during the same period have been, of resident

members, fourteen, and ofmon-resident members, fifteen.*

* Elections.—Eesident ; Major E. Bell
;

E. B. Cowell, Esq.
; Dadabhai

Naoroji, Esq. ; Sir F. H. Goldsmid, Bart., M.P.
;

Col. C. S. Guthrie; E. Isaac,

Esq. ;^Capt. W. R. M. Holroyd
;
Major-Gen. W. Lang; E. Maltby, Esq.

;
E. II.

1
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Foremost among the distinguished members whose loss the

Council record with regret, stands the name of His late Majesty

Leopold I., King of the Belgians, who was one of the earliest

members of the Society, and for upwards of thirty-five years

one of its Vice-Patrons. The warm interest taken by His

Majesty, during the many years of his residence in England

previous to his accession to the Belgian throne, in the various

literary and scientific institutions of this country, and the

enlightened liberality with which he promoted their object,

suffered no abatement from his attendance to the cares of

royalty or the infirmities of advancing age. His appreciation

of oriental studies was evinced by his continuing to be to

the very last the most liberal subscriber to the Oriental

Translation Fund.

Among the other names of members recently deceased,

the Society laments that of Mr. Alexander Kinloch Forbes,

of the Bombay Civil Service. Mr. Forbes w'as a ripe

student of oriental literature, and always took a keen in-

terest in the proceedings of the Society. His service in

India commenced on the 15th of November, 1843, when he

first arrived in Bombay, having been appointed a member

of the Civil Service there on the 30th of December in the

year previous. He passed quickly in Hindustani and Marathi,

and after being successively assistant to the collectors of

Ahmednagar and Khandesh, and Assistant-Judge and Session

Judge at Ahmedabad and Surat, he was, on the 26th of

Palmer, Esq.; V. Pleignier, Esq.
;
T. C. Plowden, Esq.; J. E. Eoliinson, Esq.

G. Smith, E.sq. Non-Resident

:

Dr. A. Bastian
;

J. Burgess, Esq.
;
C. E. Gama,

Esq.
;
the lion. G. Campbell

;
E. C. Childers, Esq.

;
H. II. the Eao of Kutch

;

J. d’Alwis, Esq.
;
Dr. J. E. Dickson

;
L. II. Griffin, Esq.

;
Kursondas Mahdewdas,

Esq.; W. G. Palgrave, Esq.; Babu Siva Prasad; E. Temide, Esq.; Dr. A.

Yamhery
;
W. A'oung, Esq.

Retirements.—Resident: Eev. T. F. Crosse; II. "W. Hammond, Esq.; Major
J. G. Stephens; General Sir W. E. ^Villiams. Non-Resident

:

Prof. M.
Amari

;
Dr. F. Dini

;
Count C. Marcolini

;
N. J. Samsamu ’d Dowlah, Bahadur.

Struck off

:

C. Bruce, Esq.; G. E. Haywood, Esq.
;
Dr. E. G. Latham.

Deaths.—Resident

:

H. M. Leopold I., King of the Belgians
;
N. Bland, Esq.;

J. E. Butlin, Esq.
; J. Constantine, Esq.

;
Capt. P. Maughan

;
Eev. J. Eeynolds

;

A. Spottiswoode, Esq.
;

T. Thornton, Esq. Non-Resident

:

Dr. H. Barth

Eajah Y. L. P. N. of Conjeveram; G. W. Earl, Esq.; A. K. Forbes, Esq.

;

Col. de Havilland; Juggonnathji Sunkersett, Esq.
;

Capt. A. Troyer.
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March, 1851, appointed Commissioner at Surat to introduce

the Act to enable improvements to be made in towns. Mr.

Forbes discharged the delicate duty of making this law first

applicable in Western India with much tact and judgment,

and received the thanks of Government for bis services. In

August, 1852, be was appointed Political Agent in the Mabi

Kanta, and went to Europe on furlough in 1854, when be

published bis Eas Mala, or Hindu Annals of Gujarat, a work

which Sir H. Lawrence pronounced to be superior to that of Tod.

Mr. Forbes returned to Bombay in November, 1856, and was

appointed Agent for the Governor at Surat. One of bis most

important duties there was the trial for treason and murder of

a large number of persons concerned in the Muhammadan

outbreak of May, 1857. He bad also to conduct a confiden-

tial investigation, which be managed so w^ell as again to

merit the thanks of Government. In October, 1859, be re-

ceived charge of the Political Agency in Katiawar, and ably

directed affairs during the serious insurrection of the B%hars,

who, having been driven by the force under Col. Scobie out of

Okhamandal, took up a strong position in the fort of Abhpura,

which was stormed by Major Honner on the 18th December,

1859. In March, 1861, Mr. Forbes was appointed Acting

Secretary to Government in the Political and Persian Depart-

ments, Puisne Judge of the Sadr Diwani in the December

following, and Judge of the High Court of Judicature in

August, 1862. He was also at the time of his death Vice-

Chancellor of the University of Bombay.

In Mr. Nathaniel Bland the Society has lost a most zealous

member and valuable contributor to the Journal. Mr. Bland

was a descendant of Francis Crumpe, Esq., of Kandalls Park,

Surrey, who married Dorothea, daughter of Mr. Bland, of

Derriquin Castle, in the county of Kerry. The issue of this

marriage, Mr. Nathaniel Crumpe, took the name of Bland,

and inherited property in Ireland, which, as well as Eandalls

Park, descended to Mr. Nathaniel Bland, the subject of this
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notice. The Blands were an ancient Yorkshire family, who

settled in Ireland about the middle of the 17th century.

Mr. N. Bland went to Christ Church, Oxford, as a gentle-

man commoner in 1823, and took his degree of B.A. on the

16th of June, 182o. He subsequently devoted liimself to the

study of oriental languages, and became one of the first

Persian scholars of the day. His first contribution to the

Journal of the Society was an account of the Atesh Kedah,

a biographical book on the Persian poets, by Hajji Lutf Ali

Beg, of Ispahan, which was read on June 24th, 1843, and

forms Article xxxiii. of vol. vii. This article shews a great

amount of reading, and is very useful for reference, though it

is, perhaps, to be regretted that a complete list of the names

of the 842 poets whose works are noticed in the Atesh Kedah,

was not appended. Mr. Bland’s next paper was a Letter to

E. Clarke, Esq., the Hon. Secretary of the Society, on the

Oriental MSS. in the Library of Eton College, and was read

on the 16th of March, 1844. It will be found at p. 104 of

vol. viii. of the Society’s Journal. This paper was followed

by one “ On the earliest Persian Biography of Poets, by

Muhammad ’Aufi, and on some other works of the class

called Tazkiratul Shu’ara,” read on the 17th November, 1846,

and occurring at p. Ill of vol. ix, of the Journal. If some

late writers of eminence in this country had known these

papers, it is probable they would have been more guarded

in their assertions as to the sterility of Persian literature. On

the 18th of June, 1847, an interesting paper by Mr. Bland,

“ On the Persian Game of Chess,” was read and subsequently

printed as Article I. of the 13th vol. of the Journal. Mr.

Bland’s last contribution to the Journal was read on the 5th

of March, 1853. The subject is “ The Muhammadan Science

of Tabir, or Interpretation of Dreams.” It forms Article IX.

of vol. xvi. Besides these papers, Mr. Bland published in

1844, the Makhzan ul Asrar, “ The Treasury of Secrets,”

being the first of the five Poems, or Khamsah, of Shaikh
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Nizami of Ganjali, wliich he edited from ancient MSS. for

the Society for the Publication of Oriental Texts. He had

intended that the text should be accompanied by various

readings and a selected commentary, but these never ap-

peared. Mr. Bland died on the 10th of August, 1865, and

thus some other works on which he was engaged have not

been completed. Among these were editions of the Sihar i

Halal, “ Lawful Magic,” and the Shama’ va parwmiah, “ The

Taper and Moth,” by Maulavi Ahli of Shiraz.

The Rev. James Reynolds was the son of Cornwall Eeynolds,

Esq., of Clapton. This gentleman had sailed as a naval sur-

geon with Admiral Lord Nelson, who honoured him by

standing godfather to his son, an elder brother of the subject

of this notice. James Eeynolds was educated at a private

school, and he afterwards entered as a sizar at St. Catharine's

Hall, Cambridge, where he obtained a fair knowledge of the

Arabic language. He took his Bachelor’s degree in 1826,

was ordained deacon in 1827 by Dr. Howley, and priest in

the following year by Bishop Blomfield. The late Lord

Munster appointed Mr. Eeynolds his private chaplain, and

in the year 1837 obtained for him the Perpetual Curacy of

St. Mary’s Hospital Chapelry, which he held up to the time

of -his death. Mr. Eeynolds became Secretary to the Oriental

Translation Fund early in 1837, and retained the office until

the close of its operations. He died at Great Ilford, in Essex,

on the 19 ih of April last, in the 62nd year of his age, after a

long decline of bodily powers. He was the author of the

following works :—A History of the Temple of Jerusalem,

translated from the Arabic of the Imam Jalalu ’d din al

Siuti, with notes and dissertations, 1837. A Memoir of

the late Sir Gore Ouseley, Bart., prefixed to that gentleman’s

posthumous work, “ Biographical Notices of Persian Poets,

with critical and explanatory remarks,” 1845. The Kitab i

Yamini
;

“ Historical Memoir of the Sultan Mahmud of

Ghazna,” translated from the Persian version of Al ’Utbi, 1859.
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In the death of Dr. Heinrich Barth the kindred sciences of

ethnology, geography, and glossology, have lost one of their

most distinguished and devoted investigators. He was born

at Hamburgh on the 16th of February, 1821, and gave

promise at a very early period of that extraordinary aptitude

for the acquisition of languages which was subsequently so

useful to him in his perilous travels. At the University of

Berlin he applied himself chiefly to the study of classical

philology and antiquities, and the lectures of Carl Ritter

inspired in him the desire of visiting those countries in which

the great dramas of classical antiquity had been enacted.

With this view he set out, at the beginning of 1845, on a

three years’ journey round the coasts of the Mediterranean
;

but he had only been able to bring out the first volume of

his travels when he accepted an offer of joining the scientific

expedition which the English Government had decided on

sending to the Sudan, in the summer of 1849. That he, the

first European, reached Agades, the principal place of the oasis

of Air, in the autumn of the following year, and from thence

traced his course of geogTaphical conquest by way of Katsena

and Kano to Kiikawa, making this the basis for his further

extensive excursions to Adamaua, Musgu, Baghirmi, and other

territories in the vicinity of Lake Tsad ;—that he arrived at

Timbuktu on the 7th of September, 1853, and after a seven

months’ perilous sojourn in that city of the desert, returned

to Kukawa, and thence to Tripoli, the point from which he

had started five years and a half before,—and fliat he accom-

plished all this without ever using or needing the services of

an interpreter : these are facts which have placed the name

of Dr. Barth amongst those of the most daring and successful

explorers of all times and all countries. The five volumes in

which the account of his travels is contained will long remain

the chief, and in many respects the only, source of informa-

tion on the geography, history, commerce, politics, and eth-

nology of Central xifrica north of the equator. Of no less
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importance are his researches on the languages spoken in

Central Africa, the third volume of which has just been pub-

lished. But the favourite subject of his youthful studies

became again uppermost in his mind, when, after years of

toil, anxiety, and constant exertion, he might have allovved

himself an uninterrupted repose : and he revisited in suc-

cessive years various countries adjacent to the Mediterranean,

viz., Spain, Italy, the Maritime Alps, European Turkey, and

Asia Minor, with a view to supplementing his researches on

the geography, history, and commerce of that cradle of the

ancient civilization of Europe. He succeeded Carl Ritter in

the chair of Geography in the University of Berlin, and in

the Presidency of the Berlin Geographical Society
;
but his

great merits as an African explorer will only be duly appre-

ciated when European commerce shall be extended to those

central regions of the vast continent, with so large a portion

of which he has been the first to make us acquainted. Dr.

Barth died at Berlin on the 2oth November last, in the 45th

year of his age.

It will be matter of much gratification to the Society to

find in the list of gentlemen, who have been enrolled among its

members during the past session, the name of II. H. the Rao

of Kutch, to whose father the Society is indebted for a muni-

ficent donation of coins transmitted to it, some years since,

through General Jacob. In congratulating the Society on

this accession, the Council trust that other native princes may
likewise testify their enlightened patriotism by coming for-

ward to join the ranks of an association, one of whose

principal objects is India, under all its religious, historical,

literary, and physical aspects.

The Library of the Society has continued to receive a great

variety of additions since the last annual meeting, consisting

partly of works presented by their authors or publishers, or

by other friends and patrons of the Society, partly of Trans-

actions of learned Societies in England, on the Continent, in
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Asia and America. x\mong these donations, the Council would

especially advert to a number of valuable Dictionaries and

other oriental publications, the gift of the Secretary of State

for India.

From its honorary member Isvarachandra Vidyasagara,

of Calcutta, the Society has received a series of Sanskrit and

Bengali Works. To E. W. Lane, Esq., the Society is in-

debted for a copy of vols. I. and II. of his great Lexicon of

of the Arabic language. E. Maltby, Esq., has established

his claims to the acknowledgments of the Society by the pre-

sentation of a series of large photographic views of Tanjore

and Trivady, and of the photograph, 20 feet in length, of an

inscription around the basement of the Vimana, or Great

Pagoda, at Tanjore. The inscription is said to date from the

beginning of the 14th century a. d., and to be in the old

Tamil language, but to have baffled all attempts at a com-

plete decipherment. The Council therefore take this oppor-

tunity of inviting the attention of Dravidian scholars to the

subject. The Kev. Dr. Hoole presented a copy of the late

Dr. GrauTs edition and translation of the Rural of Tiruval-

luvar, and accompanied this gift with a memoir, which was

read before the Society early in the present session, on the

age and poetry of that most celebrated of ancient Tamil

moralists, paying at the same time a graceful tribute to the

memoiy of the accomplished translator of this work. H. H.

the Baja of Burdwan sent, for presentation to the Society,

the first volumes of the Sanskrit Text, and of the Bengali

Translation of the Mahabharata, now publishing under his

auspices.

The Council, while duly appreciating the talent and scholar-

ship bestowed by learned Hindus and Mohammedans on the

cultivation of tlieir ancient literature, and the patronage still

accorded to it as of old by the native princes, cannot refrain,

on this occasion, from recording their full concurrence in the

regret, frequently reiterated by M. Mohl in his annual
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reports, that, on the one hand, the editors and publishers of

works which issue from the native presses of India, do not

sufficiently consider the desire of European scholars to possess

these books; and on the other, that such desire is not sufficiently

brought home to them by those who have the power and

opportunities of doing’ so. Were it not for these reasons it

might be matter of surprise to the Society that the Council

should have to mention only two donations under this head,

notwithstanding the praiseworthy activity displayed by the

native presses of Benares, Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras in

the production and reproduction of the standard literature of

ancient and modern India, and the increased facilities for

literary intercourse between England and her eastern de-

pendencies.

The only Branch Societies which have forwarded con-

tinuations of their Transactions are those of Shanghai and

Bombay, The former of these, since its reconstruction, has

shown great activity in its literary operations. Frequent

meetings have been held, at which papers have been read

and new discoveries communicated
;
the number of its mem-

bers has been constantly on the increase, and its Journal

embodies a vast amount of valuable information on a wide

range of subjects, embracing the geography, geology, ethno-

logy, history, religion, antiquities, philology, and literature of

China and Japan. To an elaborate article, in its last number,

entitled “ The Medicine and Medical Practice of the Chinese,”

by the late Dr. Henderson, the Council would especially

invite attention. The fluctuations incident on the temporary

character of resident membership in the East have but too

obvious a tendency to affect the progress or decline of literary

associations, such as the North China Branch
;
but in this case

the Council consider they are warranted in expressing a con-

fident hope that, with the increasing prosperity of the

Shanghai settlement, there will always be a sufficient

number of working members on the spot able and will-
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ing to continue and extend the useful operations of their

Society.

The new part, just issued, of the Journal of the Bombay

Branch Society, appears to be calculated to make amends by

the value and interest of its contents for the long period that

has been allowed to elapse since the publication of the pre-

ceding part. The historical data concerning the Sah, Gupta,

Valabhi, and other ancient dynasties, as gleaned by the Hon.

Mr. Justice Newton from coins, and by Dr. Bhao Daji from

inscriptions, though modestly put forth by the latter as

speculative rather than as authorative, the Council consider

to be of great importance in tending to bring the vexed

question of the chronology of those obscure reigns very much

nearer its solution
;
and they trust that the Bombay Branch

Society may long continue to sustain its well-established

reputation for supplying the best original materials for the

study of the antiquities of Western India.

The Council have now the gratifying duty to state that two

new Societies have been formed during the past year, which,

though not standing in the relation of branches to the Royal

Asiatic Society, are intimately connected with it by similarity

of scope as well as by local association. These are the Pales-

tine Exploration Fund and the Sanskrit Text Society.

At a meeting, held at Willis’s Rooms on the 22nd June of

last Year, His Grace the Archbishop of York in the chair, the

Palestine Exploration Fund was constituted as “a Society

for the accurate and systematic investigation of the archaeo-

logy, the topography, the geology, and physical geography,

the manners and customs of the Holy Land, for Biblical

Illustration.” The association is under the patronage of

Her Majesty the Queen, and counts amongst its supporters

tlie most eminent men in church, state, literature, and science.

To carry out its objects, it is proposed to send out “ an

expedition, composed of thoroughly competent persons in

each branch of research, with perfect command of funds and
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time, and with all possible appliances and facilities, who

should produce a report on Palestine which might be accepted

by all parties as a trustworthy and thoroughly satisfactory

document.” How much has already been accomplished has

been briefly stated in the occasional papers issued by the

Committee
;
and it is hoped that, by the combined and well-

organized investigations of many men, far more complete

results may be arrived at than could be expected from the

isolated researches of individual travellers, however eminent

their qualifications. An application made to the Council by

the Committee of the Fund some weeks since to have the use

of the ground-floor of the Society’s house for the transaction

of their current business, has been granted on the under-

standing that the arrangement do not interfere with the

general meetings of the Society.

The Sanskrit Text Society has been instituted for the

diffusion of Sanskrit literature, and it is thus calculated

essentially to forward one of the objects for which the Royal

Asiatic Society was established. The position held by the

above-mentioned institution with regard to the “ Bibliotheca

Indica,” which, though not exclusively confined to Sanskrit,

but including also several Arabic and Persian works, amounts

now to about 300 fasciculi, is clearly defined in the preface to

its first part as follows :
—

“

So far from intending to interfere

with the activity of that distinguished body, the Sanskrit Text

Society feels satisfied that it will increase its strength by per-

forming that part of the common work which is favoured by

better opportunities in Europe than exist for it in India, and

which might else have been long delayed or left undone. For,

in view of the difficulties which have hitherto prevented Euro-

pean scholars from joining the Asiatic Society of Bengal in

its labours, and convinced, too, that the vast treasures of

Sanskrit literature as yet concealed in the public and private

libraries of Europe and India can only be brought to light if

European assistance, material as well as intellectual, is added
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to that which India affords, the Sanskrit Text Society trusts

that its objects will be welcomed by all true friends of India,

and receive their support, wherever literary, philological, or

political considerations create a desire for a knowledge and a

diflusion of the works of the Hindu mind.” The series of its

publications is inaugurated by the celebrated compendium of

the Mimansa philosophy, the Jaiminiya-nyaya-mala-vistara,

by Madhavacharya, the great commentator on the Vedas,

which is edited by Professor Goldstiicker, and is likely to be

succeeded by the Yogasutra, wdth A'yasa’s commentary
;
the

Sankhya-sutra, with Aniruddha’s commentary
;

the Yayu-

purana, the Vishnupurana, Bharata's Natyasastra, and other

works of equal interest and importance. The labours of the

Society are yet in their earliest stage, and their success will

depend upon the support which may be further accorded to it

in Europe, and by the wealthier and more influential portion

of the Hindus. But with the patronage already received in

this country, and the encouragement that has been promised

it from other quarters, it bids fair gradually to attain to the

higher ulterior objects with wdiich it has been founded.

In connection with this subject, the Council wish to bring

to the notice of the Society the good services rendered to

Sanskrit Bibliography by the Curators of the Bodleian

Librar}’-, in the publication of Dr. Aufrecht’s descriptive

catalogue of the non-Vedic Sanskrit MSS., belonging to that

celebrated institution. This catalogue is indeed everything

that can be desired, and takes its stand worthily by the side

of Webers description of the Sanskrit MSS. of Berlin.

Printed catalogues exist also of the Paris, Copenhagen, St.

Petersburg, and Tubingen collections, and, through them,

Sanskritists have been enabled to find and consult the MSS.

they might he in search of with far greater facility than they

could have done without such aid. It may in truth be said

that, with such a descriptive and classified catalogue as those

by Aufrecht and Weber, the vast and important collection of
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Sanskrit MSS. now in the possession of the India Office,

though it has alone supplied more materials for research and

for the publication of original texts than all the other Euro-

pean libraries together, would probably have been still more

assiduously and more successfully consulted. The Council,

therefore, in the interest of Oriental Literature, trust that their

learned associate, the present Librarian to the India Office,

who, by his wide range of Sanskrit reading, his intimate

acquaintance with the contents of some of the richest col-

lections of Sanskrit MSS. in India, and the publication of his

Bibliography of the Indian philosophical systems, and of other

valuable contributions to Hindu Literature, is pre-eminently

qualified for such a work, may not shrink from accomplishing

the laborious task bequeathed to him by his predecessors. And

if Dr. Hall could be induced to publish also a catalogue of

his own Sanskrit MSS., which are understood to be the

richest private collection anywhere out of India, he would

confer an additional obligation on all Sanskrit scholars.

It will be in the recollection of the Society that, in the

year 1828, Professor H. H. Wilson edited, at Calcutta, a

descriptive catalogue of the Oriental MSS., collected by

the late Col. Colin Mackenzie. Amongst them many were

in Sanskrit, some of great interest and rarity, which have

since been deposited in the India Office Library. Another

collection, chiefly formed by the late Dr. John Leyden, and

purchased by the Court of Directors at his death, was trans-

ferred in 1844, on the application of the Madras Literary

Society, to the custody of that body
;
and soon after a stiU

larger body of MSS. was incorporated, by Mr. C. P. Brown,

with those already deposited in the library of that society, to

which many additions were made by that gentleman up to

the time of his return to England, in the year 18oo. The

Sanskrit MSS. in these two collections alone amount to about

2600 volumes. Last, not least, the existence of a most

remarkable Sanskrit Library, belonging to the late Raja of
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Tanjore, is mentioned by Professor Goldstiicker in the preface

to Part I. of the Sanskrit Text Society’s publications.

An estimate of the richness of these various collections

may be formed from a gdance at the printed catalogues, in

which works are, not unfrequently, enumerated that would

seem either to have wholly disappeared, or at least, to have

become very scarce, north of the Dekhan. Moreover, it has

been observed that Sanskrit MSS., written in the Dekhan,

are as a rule very correct, and that at the same time they

often differ so materially from the more generally received

texts as to be calculated to supply essential assistance in

supplementing and correcting them. The Council consider it

right to draw attention to the great importance attaching to

this class of Sanskrit MSS., inasmuch as there has been

much reluctance on the part of Sanskrit scholars to avail

themselves of the aid derivable from the study of these

resources, so far as they are accessible in England. It is

true, the variety of rather complicated Dravidian alphabets in

which they are written, and the minuteness of the writing

itself, as it is traced on the palm leaves, are by no means

inviting to the eye. But these drawbacks, serious as they

may appear, cannot be held to stand in any just proportion to

the value of the results to be gained, and may, it is hoped,

by patience and perseverance be gradually overcome. It

would appear that even in India, where no excuses of this

nature could be pleaded, the three before-mentioned collections

have not been turned to any substantive use
;
and the Council

would therefore strongly advocate any scheme that might be

set on foot to rescue those MSS. from the early destruction

with which they are threatened by the ravages of the climate

and of the white ants, by transferring them to London,

where with the new impetus that has been given to Sanskrit

studies, they might be duly appreciated and turned to good

account.

The Council have been led to make the foregoing re-
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marks by a similar collection 'wbicb has been now for thirty

years in possession of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, and they

deem the present a fitting moment for bringing this collec-

tion more prominently than has hitherto been done to the

consideration of its members. The palm-leaf MSS. of which

it consists, upwards of 180 in number were collected by the

late Mr. C. M. Whisk, of the Madras C. S., author of several

valuable articles on Hindu Astronomy, and were presented to

this society on his death by his brother, Mr. J. C. Whish.

They are all in Sanskrit, and nearly all in the Grantham

character. Now that catalogues of the MS. treasures of the

most celebrated Oriental libraries, including even the famous

Armenian collection of Etchmiadzin, have been printed, or are

printing, it may fairly be expected that the Eoyal Asiatic

Society should not remain behind in this respect; and its

members may, perhaps, be glad to learn that a descriptive

catalogue of the Whish collection, as well as of the other

Sanskrit MSS. in the Society’s possession, is in course

of preparation.

In proceeding to a brief survey of the share which the

sister societies have taken in the furtherance of the common

objects of enquiry, the Council have the gratification of stating

that the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, for the

past year, fully maintains its character for antiquarian and

scientific research. The volume contains the concluding

instalment of the results of the archseological pilgrimage on

which General Cunningham had set out for the purpose of

tracing the sites of the ancient cities of Buddhistic renown

in Behar and Oudh,—results deduced from the most ingenious

geographical and historical combinations. Among the various

other papers of interest there are two contributions by Mr. E,

Thomas, on ancient Indian Weights, in which many important

collateral questions, archaeological as well as historical, are

treated; a Note on the Pronunciation of the Tibetan language,

by the Eev. H. A. Jseschke; a Notice of the coins of the nine
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Nagas, by Gen. Cunningham; a Paper by Rajendralal Mittra

on the Sena Rajas of Bengal
;
and two by Dr. F. Mason on

Religion, Mythology, and Astronomy among the Karens.

The plan of dividing that Journal into two parts, one for

philology and archaeology,, and the second for science, appears

on its very first trial to have failed, and is not likely to

approve itself to those members of the Society whose claims

on the Journal for their antiquarian, philological, and literary

contributions it is calculated to trench upon.

In the Sanskrit series of the ‘‘ Bibliotheca Indica” the fol-

lowing works have been completed ;—the Brhatsanhita of

Varahamihira, Kapila’s Sankhyasutras, Dhananjaya’s Dasa-

rupa with Dhanika’s commentary, and Gotama’s Nyaya-

darsana with the commentary of Vatsyayana
;
and the Yoga

Aphorisms of Patanjali with the gloss of Bhoja and an

English translation, are in the press. In the Persian series

the Ikbalnamah i Jahangiri has been completed, and the

Badshahnamah and the Alamgirnamah have been commenced,

which, with the Tarikh i Daulatshahi, will terminate for the

present the publication of the principal historians of Delhi.

A revised text of the Ayin i Akbari is also in contemplation.

While the Asiatic Society of Bengal must deeply regret the

departure for Europe of General Cunningham and Mr. Cowell,

the latter of whom, by his learning, industry, and consci-

entious care, has done such good service on the editorial staff

of the
“ Bibliotheca Indica,” it will be matter of congratula-

tion to the Royal Asiatic Society if their ministrations be

henceforth as zealously bestowed on the younger, as they

have been for so many years on the elder sister society.

It may not perhaps be generally known that the foundation

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal followed by six years that of

the Batavian “ Society of Arts f Sciences,” which was esta-

blished in the year 1778 as a branch of the Royal Society of

Amsterdam. The earlier volumes of its Transactions contain

much miscellaneous matter not exclusively relating to the
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Dutch possessions in the East. But its operations have for

the last twenty years been strictly confined to inquiries con-

cerning the Indian archipelago. Eeserving its transactions

for more extensive papers, the Society began in the year 1853

the publication of a Journal, 14 volumes of which, in addition

to 2 volumes of Proceedings, have been presented to this

Society up to the present time. In consequence of the new

impetus which these researches were receiving in the Colonies,

a Royal Institute was originated at Amsterdam in the year

1851, for the investigation of the languages, literature, geo-

graphy, and ethnology of the Dutch East Indies. Its Journal

has just reached its 13th volume, and an equal number of

valuable monographs, chiefly geographical, have been issued.

By the exertions of these two societies, a great mass of new

information has been brought to light, as may be expected,

concerning those islands over which the Dutch rule or influence

extends. However, since the appearance, in the earlier

volumes of Logan’s “Journal of the Indian Archipelago,” of

some papers translated from the Transactions of the Batavian

Society, which were read with much interest at the time, no

further cognizance of their operations would seem to have

been taken in this country, though a variety of contributions

to their publications are closely associated with the objects to

which the investigations of this Society are principally directed.

The Council would call especial attention to the excellent

papers published by the two Societies on Indian palaeography,

architecture, chronology, and the interpretation of Kawi and

Sanskrit inscriptions, all of which bear on the early intro-

duction of Hindu civilization into Java, Sumatra, and the other

islands of the Archipelago, and will be studied with the

greater advantage by all those interested in Hindu archaeology,

inasmuch as they supply indispensable materials for correcting

or supplementing the accounts given by Leyden, Marsden,

Anderson, Baffles, Crawfurd, and other earlier writers on

the subject.

2
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The German Oriental Society, with no national colonies to

restrict the scope of its activity, is wont to consider the whole

of Asia as its legitimate territory : and the pages of its journal

give evidence of the wide range over which the various con-

tributions to it extend. Notwithstanding, much preponder-

ance is allowed to papers on Semitic languages and litera-

ture, and it is natural that it should be so in a country in

which Semitic studies have for centuries been cultivated with

such success. The following papers in the volume for the

past year deserve especial notice : the first part of the late

Dr. Osiander’s decipherment of the Himyaritic Inscriptions

published by order of the Trustees of the British Museum,

(the second part will bring a survey of the linguistical and

archaeological results deducible from an examination of all

the known Himyaritic Monuments)
;

the continuation of

Geiger’s researches on the Samaritans
;
and a new analysis of

Phoenician Inscriptions by Dr. 0, Blau and Professor E.

Meier. On Iranian palaeography and history there is a

further instalment of Dr. Mordtmann’s interpretation of

Pehlevi coin legends.

The last four numbers of the “ Memoirs” published by the

Society contain the Sanskrit text of Asvalayana’s Grhyasutras,

with a German translation and notes by Professor Stenzler

;

the Sanskrit text of Santanava’s Phitsutras, with commen-

taries, a German translation and notes, by Dr. Kielhorn
;
and

a dissertation on the Parsee origin of tiie Jewish Angelology

and Demonology, by Dr. Kohut. Of other publications

printed at the expense of the Society, the Kamil of el-

Mubarrad, an Arabic grammatico-lexiological work, edited

by Dr. W. Wrigbt, of the British Museum, is the latest and

at the same time the most important.

Though the Journal and Memoirs of the Society are the

chief, yet they are by no means the only repertory of Oriental

research in Germany. Besides four or five periodicals de-

voted to especial subjects of enquiry connected with the Bast,
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there are the Transactions of the five Academies of Vienna,

Munich, Berlin, Leipsic, and Gottingen, each of these count-

ing among its members several Oriental scholars of renown
,

whose contributions in many cases extend far beyond the

limits of ordinary essays. The publications of the three first-

named Academies are regularly supplied to the Library of the

Royal Asiatic Society, and are available to its members.

The Oriental Section of the Imperial Academy ofSt. Peters-

burg has continued its labours during the past year with un-

abated energy. The great Sanskrit Dictionary by Bcehtlingk

and Roth has been carried on to the letter M, and at the same

time the third volume of Boehtlingk’s “ Sententious Poetry of

the Hindus” has appeared. Turanian philology has received

a most important contribution by the publication of Dr. W.
Radloff’s researches on the Tatar dialects of Southern Siberia.

Lastly, the Academy has earned the thanks of linguists by

its efibrts to rescue from oblivion the languages of the Cau-

casus, before the small and scattered communities by whom
they are spoken perish from the face of the earth. Dr.

Schiefner, who has been entrusted with the difficult task of

constructing grammars and vocabularies from texts written

down from the mouths of the natives, has already acquitted

himself successfully in the case of five of these tongues, and

is at present engaged upon tlie language of the Kasikumuks,

from materials collected on the spot by the indefatigable

Baron Uslar.

The Journal Asiatique for the past session has been rich in

articles of great merit. M. Barbier de Meynard has finished

his translation of, and annotations on, the book of routes and

provinces of Ibn Khordadbah, the Arabic text of which he had

given in the previous volume. M. Oppert has brought his

analysis of the great Khorsabad inscription to a conclusion,

and M. Menant has greatly enhanced the value of this paper

by the addition of a glossary. The Ro^ml Asiatic Society has

the more reason to welcome every new contribution to a
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better understanding of the Assyrian Monuments, as the

pages of its own journal have given the first impulse to a

scientific and methodical treatment of the linguistical and

palseographical questions affecting the successful decipher-

ment of those ancient documents. Professor Neve has fur-

nished a new translation, with introduction and exegetical

commentary, of the Atmabodha, a popular text-hook of the

Vedanta philosophy, by Sankara Acharya. Lastly, M. E.

Prudhomme has translated from the Russian M. K. Patka-

nean’s researches on the history of the Sassanides from Arme-

nian sources. In the series of Oriental authors published by

the Societe Asiatique in the original text and with a French

translation, the fourth volume of Masudi’s “ Golden Mea-

dows” has appeared, which brings the History of the early

Khalifs down to the death of Ali. It is much to be hoped

that M. Mohl, whatever other arrangements he may propose,

may be prevailed upon to continue his annual surveys of the

progress of Oriental literature, which have for so many years

constituted a most instructive and valuable addition to the

essays contained in the Journal Asiatique.

While the centralization of Oriental studies in Paris enables

the Societe Asiatique to carry on its operations in all their

ramifications, and to bring out the monthly or hi-monthly

parts of its Journal, with unvarying regularity, it cannot be

denied that, in the case of the American Oriental Society, the

unavoidable absence of centralization has made the labours of

that body and the appearance of its Journal more or less con-

tingent on external circumstances. Though the semestrial

meetings of the Society have never suffered any interruption

through late political events, only one volume of its Journal

has been published since the year 1862. The Society has,

indeed, ever since its commencement in a measure been de-

pendent for contributions on a small staff of eminent scholars

at home, but still more so perhaps on its correspondents in all

parts of the world, and more especially on the Missionaries
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of the American Board. Some of the most important article.s

in the last three volumes of the Journal treat of Hindu astro-

nomy : and two of these, contained in the part that was pre-

sented to this Society at the last meeting, deserve especial

notice as touching upon questions which were subjects of dis-

cussion in the Journal of this Society last year. In the one,

the Rev. E. Burgess, the translator of the Surya Siddhanta,

endeavours to assign, “ from the evidences and materials for

judging now available,” the origination of the lunar zodiac,

as represented in the Kakshatras and Manazil, to the Hindus

or their immediate ancestry : whereas in the other. Professor

Whitney, whose authority on all questions of this sort stands

unchallenged, states it as his opinion, that “ every attempt

hitherto made to prove any one of the three systems [Hindu,

Arabic, Chinese] derived from either of the others is demon-

strably a failure,” and inclines to think that “ some fourth

people is most likely to have been the originator of the primi-

tive lunar zodiac.” It is probable that the researches into

the primitive astronomy of the Chaldeans, on which the

Director of the Eoyal Asiatic Society is now engaged, will

throw important light on this most interesting subject.

In reference to the activity of this Society during the past

session, the Council offer the following statement :

—

Besides two of the papers adverted to in the last Annual

Report,

—

viz., “Contributions to a knowledge ofVedic Theo-

gony and Mythology,” Part II., by Mr. Muir, and “ Trans-

lation of the Amitabha Sutra from the Chinese,” by the Rev.

S. Beal,—the first part ofYol. II. of the Society’s Journal,

which has just been distributed to the Members, contains a

translation, also by Mr. Muir, of such “ Miscellaneous

Hymns” from the Rig and Atharva Vedas as possess a more

general interest from the light which they throw on the social

condition of the times in which they were composed.

The Rev. J. Long, of Calcutta, has contributed a series of

questions and desiderata designed to draw attention to, and

eRcit information on, subjects relating to native social life in
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Bengal and other parts of India. It is hoped that this guide

to statistical and sociological enquiries may, in the hands of

educated natives and u'ith the co-operation of Europeans

interested in the subject, be the instrument of bringing to

light a variety of new data and facts which, when properly

sifted and arranged, will be laid before the Societ}'^.

During his stay in London, in May of last year. Dr. H.

N. van der Tuuk examined the Malay MSS., about 90 in

number, belonging to the Royal Asiatic Society. His “ Cata-

logue Raisonne,” incorporated in the last number of the

Journal, is far more accurate than the list of these MSS.
that was given by Dulaurier in the “ Journal Asiatique” for the

year 1840. It may interest the Society to know that the

Dutch Colonial Office is having a translation of this Catalogue

made, to form the basis of a more extensive work on the

literature of the Malays, by the same scholar.

From a critical examination of about a thousand silver

coins which had originally formed part of a large hoard dis-

covered in the Protected State of Kooch Bahar three }mars

ago, and now belonging to Colonel C. S. Guthrie, Mr. Thomas

has derived the leading materials for a paper “ On the Initial

Coinage of Bengal.” The coins in question range over a

jieriod of 107 years down towards the end of the 14th century,

A.D., and record ten mint cities and the reigns of ten kings :

and their historical bearings, in connection with the slender

data furnished by Persian and Arabic writers of that period,

have been brought out by Mr. Thomas with great ingenuity.

Mr. Norris, who has for many years been engaged in col-

lecting materials for an Assyrian Dictionary, has, in the con-

cluding paper, supplied the commencement of his work, as a

specimen of the plan and arrangement he has adopted. Of

the difficulties with which his task is attended on all sides,

only those few scholars can form an adequate idea who have

themselves had the courage to grapple with them. Mr.

Norris is now engaged in carrying his Dictionary through

the press in a larger form than that of the Society’s Journal,

as being better adapted for a work of such extent.

A further very important aid to the prosecution of Cuneiform
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studies has been recently afforded by the publication of the

2nd volume of the “ Cuneiform Inscriptions ofWestern Asia,”

a work on which Sir Henry Kawlinson, assisted by Mr.

Norris, has been long engaged, under the auspices and at the

expense of the Trustees of the British Museum. This volume

contains 70 plates, devoted for the most part to explanatory

bilingual lists which, although too often fragmentary and

lialf-obliterated, are still of great value in solving those diffi-

culties of Turanian expression that have hitherto proved the

chief impediment to the interpretation of the Assyrian texts.

The Society will be glad also to learn that the Trustees of the

British Museum have made a further application to Her

Majesty’s Government for funds to enable them to continue

the publication of Cuneiform texts
;
and that, if this applica-

tion be granted. Sir Henry Eawlinson will at once proceed to

lithograph the large collection of Nineveh Clay Tablets re-

ferring to legal transactions on the one hand, and to astro-

nomical and astrological formulae on the other, of which

repeated mention has been made in the pages of the Society’s

Journal.

The forthcoming number of the Journal is in a forward

state, and will be out at the beginning of the autumn. On
account of the accumulation of important materials, it will be

speedily followed by an extra number, which is to contain

among other papers an Assyrian grammar by the Eev. Dr.

Hincks, and one or two of the Memoirs, adverted to in the

last Annual Eeport, by Sir Henry Eawlinson. It must be

as gratifying to the other members of the Society as it is to

the CouncE, to see the usefulness of their association so much
ou the increase through the excellence and importance of the

contributions to its Journal. Though its labours are carried

on noiselessly and without parade, the Society continues to

fulfil its literary and scientific mission in accordance with the

high standard of Oriental scholarship and research it has ever

sought to maintain.

It will be in the recollection of the Members that, when the

stock and copyright of the translation of the History of

Tabari was presented by the Oriental Translation Fund to the
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llo^^al Asiatic Societ}^, it was proposed to continue this pub-

lication. Arrangements have since been made with Dr. Zoten-

berg, in Paris, for undertaking this task, and the printing has

been commenced. The work is to consist of four volumes

8vo., including a revised reprint of the portion translated by

M. Dubeux, and an ample index of names : and it will be

completed, if possible, by the end of the year 1868. It will

be offered to the Members of the Eoyal Asiatic Society, as

well as to those of the Societe Asiatique and the German
Oriental Society, who may send in their names to the Secre-

tary, at the net price of five shillings per volume. To non-

subscribers a higher price will be charged.

"With a view to the better control of the Library and to

obviate an}" irregularities in the return of books, the Council

have resolved to frame a rule making it the Secretary’s duty

to call in every hook borrowed from the library, once a year,

in the month of March. With regard to MSS. lent to

Oriental scholars abroad, the Council have determined to

reserve to themselves every case for their especial consider-

ation.

Auditors’ Keport.

Your auditors have examined the accounts for the past year

and compared them with the vouchers
;
they find them correct,

and remark with satisfaction that the income has been not

only equal to the expenditure, but that nearly £100 has been

added to the balance in the Bankers’ hands.

They have formed a careful estimate of the probable re-

ceipts and expenses for the ensuing year, and find that

owing to a considerable increase to be expected in the ex-

penditure in printing the Journal, no such saving can be

anticipated this year, but that the current income of the

Society is quite equal to meet the expected expenditure.

Keil B. E. Baillie, Auditorfor the Council.

E ^RGUssox,

I

Auditorsfor the Society.

London
,
May

,
1866.
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Sir Edward Colebrooke, the President, in moving the

adoption of the report, observed that his first duty was

the very gratifying one of having to congratulate the Society

on the improvement of its finances. Our annual meetings

had so often given occasion for comment on our financial

difficulties, that it was the more cheering now to have to

notice these signs of returning public confidence and support.

They afibrded evidence, he believed, that the exertions of the

Society were appreciated by those branches of the public

service to whom we usuall}'' looked for aid, and he need not

add that with increased resources we should be enabled to

extend the sphere of the Society’s activity, and add to our

library, which had been much neglected during these years

of difficulties.

It would perhaps be imprudent to count too much on these

indications of prosperity. It was not to be expected that

this Society, still less the parent Society in Calcutta, would

again occupy the leading position which belonged to it when

the study of Indian literature was young, and when the

exertions of those who had been interested in the antiquities of

Asia, or in scientific enquiiies connected with the East, were

concentrated in a few learned associations.

The question w'as put to him lately, by one of the most

eminent of our oriental scholars, how it was that the public

service in India produced so few eminent scholars compared

with its state formerly. If we were to inquire into the cause

of this falling oS’ in the zeal for the study of Indian anti-

quities in India itself, w'e should perhaps find less ground for

surprise at the small number who now devote themselves to

such researches, than for wonder at the extraordinary activity

of the pioneers of research, who, amid the pressure of public

avocations, achieved so much formerly. A remarkable im-

pulse was given to these studies during the freshness of their

novelty, Avhen the mine w'as unwrought, its resources un-

known, and the student was cheered by the applause of

European scholars, who looked with eagerness to the result

of his labours. Such motives cannot be expected to

operate with the same force now, and it was undoubtedly
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to this falling off in the numher of earnest scholars connected

with the Indian service that we should attribute the abate-

ment in the support we have for some 3"ears received from

these public bodies, whose sympathies with the objects of the

Society were in no small degree attributable to the pride they

felt at tlie learning and reputation of some of their number,

and which threw so much lustre on the whole body.

He made these remarks because the Society must place its

principal reliance for support on those who were bound to

India bj' ties of public duty. Everything which can eluci-

date its past history and literature, and the connection

between ancient traditions and modern modes of thought,

should command the attention of those whose lot is cast with

the inhabitants, whether for Government or commerce. He
could not too strongly appeal to those whose duties or

interest carried them to the East to promote these researches

and give their support to Societies, one of the first objects

of whose foundation was to advance our knowledge of these

interesting questions.

But ifwe have to report some falling off in the number of active

students among members of the Indian service, on the other

hand, he saw no ground to apprehend any decline in the

Eastern research in the great centres of literarj^ activit}’-,

and especially on the Continent of Europe. Of this we have

evidence before us in the notice which the report of the

Council contains of the labours of kindred societies, both in

the East and West. The seats and centres of learning have

multiplied. Professorships have been liberally endowed, and

scholars are increasing. In the preface to Professor Max
Midler’s Sanscrit Grammar, recentl}'- published, he had noted

the interesting fact that in the University of Leipsic alone,

as many^ as twenty-five, pupils attend the classes of Professor

Brockhans, in order to acquire the elements of Sanscrit, pre-

vious to the study of comparative philology. In this country

where motives of utility act more powerfully, were it not for

the public examinations for the Indian Service, it was to be

feared that the number would be very limited, It was inter-

esting, however, to observe that, in the last report of the Civil
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Service Commissioners, out of forty successful competitors for

the Indian Service, twenty-five obtained marks for their know-

ledge of Sanscrit, and among the unsuccessful competitors no

less than forty-nine showed some proficiency in the language.

Amid these evidences of increasing activity in the centres

of literary research, it was satisfactory to observe that one of

the affiliated societies in China was showing signs of new life.

With the opportunities afforded of access to the interior of the

country, and with increased cultivation of its language, we

might hope for larger information as to the antiquities and

social state of a nation differing in manners so widely from

our own.

Among the contributors to the Journal of the Society he

thought we should look with especial interest on the exertions

of our indefatigable members, Mr. Muir and Mr. Thomas, in

their several departments of Vedic study and numismatic anti-

quities. It was, he thought, by following up separate and

detached questions bearingon the mythology and writings of the

Vedic period, that we should arrive at clear views of the whole

of that remarkable literature, and of its relative position to

Buddhism and the religious opinions of modern times. Though

much has been done to impart a method to our knowledge,

and determine the position which different branches of the

literature held to the rest, he confessed that he entertained

slender hope of deciding, with any approach to precision, on the

epoch to which the more ancient writings belonged. The

record of ancient astronomical observation certainly left too

wide a margin for errors to afford more than an approxima-

tion, and we had no other scientific data to which we could

refer. It wmuld be too much, perhaps, to expect that any-

thing would be added to our knowledge of the more remote

period through the medium of ancient inscriptions and coins;

but they had assisted in determining periods of considerable

antiquity in Indian history, and indirectl}^ threw light on

what was more ancient, and they must soon be regarded as

important landmarks, by the aid of which the outline of

Indian history may be riltimately mapped out.

On one department he could have wished that the Council
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had a more definite report to offer. It was gratifying to

know that the language and antiquities of ancient Assyria are

studied with unabated interest, and that W'e have before us in

the last number of our Journal, the commencement of an

Assyrian Dictionary, by Mr. Norris, and we have further

promise of a contribution to an Assyrian Grammar, by Dr.

Hincks. These were hopeful signs of agreement among the

learned as to the value of the several signs and symbols which

compose the ancient inscriptions. They should serve, he

thought, to dispel any lingering feelings of scepticism, if any

such are still entertained
;
but they would be of higher value

if they encouraged others to enter upon a field of discovery

so well begun. The Society would receive with satisfaction

the announcement that our learned Director was still actively

engaged on the labours which the world regards with such

interest. They might at the same time regret that the hope

that w'as held out last year, of some contributions to our

knowledge of the astronomy and astrological lore of the

ancient Chaldseans remained still unfulfilled. Considering

the difficulties which belonged to the attempt to trace the

evidence of scientific knowledge, and determine its character

and value through the medium of a language only imper-

fectly known, we ought not to feel impatient at any delay

which may serve to mature his views on this interesting

question
;
but if the subject matter of his studies were not

ripe for publication, it would be gratifying to hear from him

some account of their progress, and we might be indulged

with a Barmecide’s feast while waiting for the more solid en-

tertainment that was promised to us.

Sir Edward Colebrooke concluded by congratulating the

Society on the advance which the great objects of its researches

were now making, and on the honourable position which the

Society continued to hold in furthering them. If we did not

now look for proofs that literature and science were cultivated

in the East at periods of extravagant antiquity, and shining

with a lustre that rivalled the early civilization of Europe,

—

on the other hand, we year by year acquired clearer views of

the state of the ancient world, its races, manners, the changes
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its religion and opinions have undergone, and, above all, as

to the structure of its languages, and their affinities with those

of modern Europe. In this last subject of enquiry the study

has long ceased to be peculiarly Asiatic, and has assumed the

position of a science in which every step adds to our know-

ledge, and paves the way for future discoveries.

The motion having been duly seconded and carried,

Sir Henry Rawlinson explained that having found him-

self much impeded in his researches into the astronomy and

astrology of the Assyrians by the very copious use which was

made of the primitive Babylonian language in all documents

relating to these sciences, he had judged it advisable to under-

take, in the first instance, a thorough examination of this

ancient and most difficult tongue
;
and he had already made

so much progress in the enquiry that he thought himself

justified in stating the general results to the Society, in so

far, at any rate, as regarded the ethnographical question.

He doubted whether it would be ever possible to institute a

direct comparison between the primitive Babylonian and any

living language of the present day : all the contiguous links

in the chain seemed to have been lost
;
but he was inclined to

regard the group of tongues to which it belonged, and which

he proposed to call Erythrsean, because they were spoken by
the nations around the Erythrsean sea, as intermediate be-

tween the African languages on one side and the Proto-

Turanian or Finno-Ugrian on the other. This language

seemed to have been introduced into Babylonia from the

uplands of Central Arabia
;
and he suggested that the terms

of Akkad and Sumir, by which the primitive colonists were

designated, represented the Nejd and Shomar of the present

day. At any rate, Akkad meant “ a highlander” in the old

language, just as Nejd meant “highlands” in Arabic; and
with regard to the etymology of the latter term, the initial w,

although now supposed to be a radical letter, might very well

be a secondary development, as in nur, “light,” from ur

;

nis, “man,” from ish, etc. etc. He had been first led to

speculate on this Arabian origin of the Akkad race of Baby-
lonia, from recognizing what seemed to be an identity between
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the Ante-Semitic names of the old Himyarite gods, and the

Akkadian equivalents given in the bilingual tablets for the

titles of the deities of Assyria. Thus he believed the Almaqah

of the Himyarites to be “ the moon,” which was always the

head of any system of astral and planetary worship
;
and

this was evidently the same name as the Lamga of the bi-

lingual tablets, corresponding with the Assyrian Sin. (The

native name of the moon in Babylonia before the Akkad

immigration was Nannar, and it would appear that this god

was transferred as Asahur to the head of the Assyrian

Pantheon, and irrespective of the position of Sin in that

mythology). The Gudibir, again, of the Akkadian lists,

which answered to the Assyrian Merodach, was represented

apparently by the Judfur of the old Arabian idolators. He
had farther traced a very considerable number of Akkadian

nouns and roots to that portion of the Arabic vocabulary

which was unrepresented in any other Semitic dialect, and

which he believed accordingly had been inherited by the

Semitic Arabs from their African predecessors. The Mosaical

genealogies which associated Nimrod with Cush and Misraim

were also in favour of this Ethnic relationship : and the Greek

traditions of Memnon and Cepheus, fluctuating between a

Susian and an Egyptian nationality, pointed to the same

connection. He observed further that Berosus had expressly

named an Arabian dynasty as having preceded the great

Chaldsean line of Babylonia
;
and he thought that the Maho-

medan tradition of the Himyaric Toba’ having led an expedi-

tion from Yemen to Semarcand, was in the same way to be

explained by a real immigration of colonists from Arabia,

who had penetrated through Babylonia into Central Persia,

where they had ultimately coalesced with the resident

Sc}Ahic population, prior to the spread of the Arians to the

westward. Sir Henry added that much time and labour

would still have to be expended on the Proto-Babylonian

language before the many curious notices regarding the

ancient religion and traditions of the Akkadian race con-

tained in the Nineveh tablets could be adequately under-

stood; but he had already made so much progress in this
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direction, that he could look with confidence to the result;

and he thus hoped before the next anniversary to have laid

before the Society a detailed memoir on the subject.

The following resolution was moved by the Eight Honourable

the Earl of Powis, seconded by Sir John Bowring, and

unanimously adopted :

—

“ That the thanks of the meeting he tendered to the Presi-

dent, Director, Vice-Presidents, and other officers of the Society

for the efficient manner in which they have forwarded the in-

terests of the Society during the past year.”

The President then read to the meeting the names of the

twelve candidates whom the Council had decided on recom-

mending to the Society for election as Honorary Members,

—

viz. : Professor T. Aufrecht, Dr. S. Birch, the Eev. J. Edkins,

Don P. de Gayangos, M. N. de Khanikoff, E. "W. Lane, Esq.,

Professor C. Lottner, the Due de Lujmes, Professor J. Oppert,

Ahmed Vefik Effendi, Professor A, Weber, and Professor W.
D. Whitney. They were accordingly proposed from the chair,

and on a show of hands being taken they were declared elected

as Honorary Members of the Society.

The Eight Honourable Lord Strangford moved, and Sir

F. Halliday seconded, a vote of thanks to the President for

his able and courteous conduct in the chair. The vote was

carried unanimously
;
and E. B. Cowell, Esq., and the Eev.

W. Arthur having been requested to act as scrutineers, the

ballot was had recourse to for the election of one Vice-President

and six new members of Council in the room of those whose

term of office has expired. The result of the ballot was

declared as follows : Vice-President

:

Oswald de Beauvoir

Priaulx, Esq. Council: N. B. E. Baillie, Esq.; J. W.
Bosanquet, Esq.; General J. Briggs; E. B. Cowell, Esq.;

General A. Cunningham
;

J. Dickinson, Esq.
;
M. E. G. Dull',

Esq., M.P.
;
E. B. Eastwick, Esq.

;
Professor T. Goldstiicker

;

Sir F. Halliday, K.C.B.; the Eight Hon. Holt Mackenzie;

J. C. Marshman, Esq.
;

Sir C. Nicholson, Bart; E. C. Eaven-

shaw. Esq.
;
and A. Eussell, Esq., M.P.

The Chairman then declared the meeting adjourned till

July 2nd.
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fllENonARD, the Rev. George Cecil, B.D., Swanscornbe, Kent.

Reynolds, Major P. A.

1 1

Ricketts, Mordaunt, Esq.

^Roberts, A. A., Esq., C.B., C.S.I., B.C.S., Jud. Comm., Punjab.

Robinson, J. R., Esq., E.R.G.S., E.S.A.Scot., etc.. South-terrace,

Dewsbury.

Rolland, S. E., Esq., Junior United Service Club, W.
Rollo, the Right Hon. Lord, Duncrub Castle, Perthshire.

Russell, A. J. E., Esq., M.P., 2, Audley-square, W.
Ryan, the Right Hon. Sir Edward, 5, Addison-road, Kensington, W.
St. Made, the Right Hon. Earl, Admiralty, S.W.

Salomons, D., Esq., M.P., 26, Cumberland-st., Hyde-park, W.
Sassoon, Albert D., Esq.

Sassoon, Reuben D., Esq.

ScARTH, the Rev. John, Conservative Club, St. James's, W.

;

Milton-on-Thames.

’•'ScHLAGiNTWEiT, Barou Hermann de, Jdgersburg, Forchheim, Bavaria.

^'ScHLAGiNTWEiT, Dr. Emil, Wurzburg, Bavaria.

* Scott, Matthew Henry, Esq., Eastfield, Westbury-on-Trym.

Selvtyn, the Rev. W., D.D., Cambridge.

^fSERAj-UL-MuLK Bahadur, Hyderabad.

Sheil, Major-General Sir Justin, K.C.B., 13, Eaton-plaoe, S.W.
"^Showers, Major C. L., India.

"*^'SivA Prasad, Baku, Inspector of Schools, Benares.

fSiGMOND, George Gabriel, Esq., M.D.
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*Skexe, J. H., Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Aleppo.

^‘Sleswig-Holstein, H.S.H. Prince Frederick of, India.

fSiiiTH, George, Esq., LL.D., F.A.S., M.E.S.L., Trevu, Camborne,

Cornwall.

Smith, George, Esq., 41, Crowndale-road, Camden Town, BiW.
Smith, John B., Esq., M.P., 105, Westhourne-terrace, W.
Smith, Mrs. Newman, 34, Gt. Cumberland-place, Jlijde-parh, W.

fSmith, Thomas Charles, Esq., 25, Oxford-square, W.
Smollett, Patrick Boyle, Esq., M.P., Cameron House, Alexandria,

Dumbartonshire; Conservative Club, S.W.

Spooler, the Rev. E., D.D., LL.D., Eirh-Harle, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.

tfSpoTTiswooDE, "Wm., Esq., F.R.S., 50, Grosvenor-place, S.W.

IStaxlev, the Right Hon. Lord, M.P., 36, St. James' s-sqiiare, S.M.

^Stanlet, the Hon. H. E. J., 40, Dover-street, Piccadilly, W.
Steachet, William, Esq., Oriental Club, W.
Steangfoeb, the Right Hon. Viscount, 58, Cumberland-street, Hyde-

parlc, W.
*Steicklaxd, Edward, Esq., Barbadoes.

*SruBBs, Capt. F. W., R.A., Bengal.

ITalbot, W. H. Fox, Esq., F.R.S., Lacock Abbey, Chippenham.

*Tatloe, j. G., Esq., H.M. Consul, Diyarbelcr.

^Taylor, Major R. L., C.B., Bombay Army.

§Teigxmouth, the Right Hon. Lord, F.R.S., Langton Hall, North

Allerton.

’’‘Temple, Richard, Esq., C.S.I., Bengal C. 8., Nagpore.

Texnant, Sir J. Emerson, LL.D., K.C.S., 66, Warwick-square,
Belgravia, S.W.

fTnoMAS, Edward, Esq., 4, Madeley-villas, Kensington, AV.
;

Athenwim, S.W.

Thomas, Henry H., Esq., 77, Pulteney-street, Bath.

fTnoMPSox, Lieut. -Col. T. P., F.R.S., Eliot-vale, Blackheath, S.E.

*|Tiex, Rev. Antonio, 109, Queen's-road, Dalston, N.E.

§Tooxe, Francis Hastings, Esq., 31, Portland-place, W.
||Teeveltax, Col. H. AV., C.B., Bombay Army.

^'Troxsox, Major R. N., Moultan.

fURQHHART, David, Esq., 76, Jermyn-street, S.W.

*Vambert, Dr. A., Pesth, Hungary.

*Van Deival, M. I’Abhe, Arras.

Vahx, W. S. W., Esq., British Museum, W.C.

Vawdeet, W. D., Esq., 65, Gt. Russell-street, W.C.
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fVEEioEY, Major Sir Harry, Bt., M.P., 32, South-street, Parh-lane, W.
fVYTTAX, Sir Ed. Eawlinson, Bart., F.R.S., Athenceum, S.W.

IVtttax, R. H. S., Esq., F.R.G.S., Cmservative Club, S.W.

Watsox, Dr. J. Forbes, M.D., Fife House, Whitehall, S.W.

Waugh, Major-General Sir A. S., C.B., Athenceum, S.W.

^Wells, Charles, Esq., 28, Sussex-street, Pimlico, S.W.

Wesx-\yood, John, Esq., 8 and 9, Queen-street-place, E.C.

fWhite, General Martin, Combe Potcyi, Bath.

IWhite, James, Esq., M.P., 2, Queen's-gate, Hyde-park, W.
Whtte, John, Esq., Oriental Club, W.
||WiEBEAHAir, Major Richard, Gibraltar.

fWiLKTN’soN, Robert, Esq., 22, Cumberland-terrace, Regent's Park,

H.W.
WiLKEYsoH, Lieut.-Col. Sir Thomas, K.S.I., 23, Hanover-sq., W.

fWiLLiAHS, Monier, Esq., A.M., Boden Prof, of Sanskrit, Oxford.

WiLEOHGHBT, J. P., Esq., India Office, S W.
; 18, Westbourne-

terrace, W.
tWiELcocK, Major G., K.L.S., Bath.

ILSOH, the Rev. John, D.D., Bombay.

•'Weight, the Ten. Archdeacon H. P., Southsea.

ITates, W. Holt, Esq., M.D., 5, Sumner-terace, Onslow-sq., S.W.
^Youxg, W., Esq., Bengal C.S.

*ZoHEAB, James, Esq., H.2I.V. Consul, Mostar, Turkey.
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goncrariJ Members,

HIS MAJESTY KING JOHN OF SAXONY.
HIS HIGHNESS NAWAB IKBAL UD DAULAH BAHADUB.
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF SIAM.

Professor T. Aufrecht, Edinlurgh.

The Eev. Prof. K. M. Banerjea, Calcutta.

Pandita Bapu Deva Sastri, Benares.

Dr. Bhau Daji, Bombay.

S. Birch, Esq., LL.D., British Museum, London.

The Eev. Eobert Caldwell, LL.D., Tinnevelly.

The Eev. J. Edkins, Shanghai, China.

Professor Gustavus Fliigel, Dresden.

Don P. de Gayangos, Madrid.

The Eev. E. Spence Hardy, JSeadingley, Leeds.

The Eev. Edward Hincks, D.D., Killyleigh, Down, Lreland.

Pandita Isvarachandra Vidyasagara, Calcutta.

M. N. de Khanikoff, Paris.

Kukel Kelu Nayaru, District Munsif, Malabar.

E. W. Lane, Esq., Worthing.

Professor C. Lottner, Dublin.

The Due de Luynes, Paris.

Baku EajendralM Mittra, Calcutta.

Professor Max Muller, Oxford.

Professor J. Oppert, Paris.

Syed Ahmad Khan, Ghazipur.

Ahmed Vefik Effendi, Constantinople.

Professor A. "Weber, Berlin.

Professor N. L. "VYestergaard, Copenhagen.

Professor W. D. MTiitney, Newhaven, Conn., U.S.
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[By the Regulations of the Society, as amended in 1850, no further additions can be made
to the lists of the Corresponding or Foreign Members

;
the Elections being restricted to

Resident, Non-resident, and Honorary Members.]

Professor Jacob Berggren, Stockholm.

Professor Francis Bopp, Berlin.

Baron de Cetto, Bavarian Minister.

Professor P. B. Charmoy, Toulon.

M. Alexandre de Chodzko, Paris.

Professor Bernhard Dorn, St. Petersburg.

Professor Garcin de Tassy, Paris.

"William B. Hodgson, Esq., New York.

Professor Stanislas Julien, Memhre de I'Institut, Paris.

Mirza Alexander Kasem Beg, St. Petersburg.

Professor Christian Lassen, Bonn.

Senhor Joaquim Jose da Costa de Macedo, Lisbon.

Dr. Julius Mohl, Membre de V Institut, Paris.

Professor Charles Frederic Neumann, Berlin.

Monsieur Eeinaud, Paris.

Professor Gustavus Seyfifarth, United States.

The Hon. Martin van Buren, United States.
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CoiTi!f5|?ondin({ |Hemberjj.

[See Note, p. 15.]

Sir Eutherford Alcock, K.C.B., U.B.M. Envoy Extr. ^ Min. Elen,

at Pekin.

le Chevalier E. G. Arbanfere, Paris.

General G. Balfour, C.B., Madras Army.

Sir F. W. A. Bruce, U.B.M. Min. Plen. at Washington.

Archibald Campbell, Esq., M.D., late of Darjeeling.

Dr. E. Carmoly, Brussels.

Dr. J. F. J. Cassel, Paderhorn.

The Chevalier Clot-Bey, M.D., Cairo.

Monsieur N. D’Avezac, Paris.

James Finn, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Er%eroim.

Professor J. Goldenthal, Vienna.

Maharaja Kali Krishna Bahadur, Calcutta.

Francis C. McGregor, Esq.

Colonel James Mackenzie, Bengal Army.

AV. H. Medhurst, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Tang-chow.

Signor G. Michelotti, Turin.

Dr. A. D. Mordtmann, Constantinople.

Professor F. Kbve, University of Louvain.

M. Caesar Maria Noy, Venice.

The Eev. P. Parker, M.D., Canton.

Sir Hariy P. Parkes, lv.Q.B.,M.B.M. Min. Plen. in Japan.

The Chevalier Etienne Pisani, Constantinople.

Christian A. Eassam, H.B.M. Vice-Consul, Mosul.

Eaja Eadhakant Deb, K.S.I., Calcutta.

AL Augustus Sakakini, Egypt.

The Eev. AV. M. Thomson, Beyrut.

J. AV. AA^alker, Esq.

Eichard AVood, Esq., H.B.M. Consul-General, Tunis.

STEPHEN AUSTIN, PRINTER, HERTFORD.
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